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is the closing year of the first decade of the Twentieth
Century. It marks an epoch in which American civilization
has stepped to the forefront of the world's progress and is
ft
American
leading the monarchies of the ancient civilization.
J
science is now the forerunner of a new age and it is imore than
probable that during the next twelve months the decade will
come to a triumphant culmination in which American genius
will give to mankind some new power that will revolutionize the world.
This is no mere prognostication.
There are a thousand experiments now
in process in American laboratories, any one of which would break the
dawn of an age greater than the world has ever known. The dean of
American scholars, Dr. Charles William Eliot, recently remarked that the
world has been revolutionized in the last fifty years. The eminent observer
of human affairs might have gone farther and said that the world has been
revolutionized at least once every fifty years since mankind took control,
and that it will continue to be revolutionized as long as mankind shall
remain on the earth. Wonderful as the last fifty years may seem, it is no
more so than the fifty years that preceded them or the fifty years that
are before us.
Man is still young in the process of evolution. Behind
him are some six thousand historical years of his conquest of the earth.
Before him is the conquest of the universe of which the earth is but an
atom. That there are a thousand unknown forces that are yet to come to
us, with the same revolutionary power as electricity, is beyond historical
doubt.
The riches of the Infinite System are incomprehensible.
No
EDITOR
generation can ever conceive them; they are for History.
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HONORABLE WILLIAM HOWAR.D
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

HAVE observed that each man dates the spread of public opinion

3
and

on a particular subject from the time that he began to think
But the history of our country does offer a date and an
of it.
it seems to me, we people of the United States
when,
epoch
and a world feeling, and an interest and a rewider
a
acqu'red
the people of the world as distinguished from
for
all
sposibility
the Stars
that
those
enjoy our opportunities of living under

*

Stripes.

a
It is not perhaps appropriate to date a religious movement from
world feeling from
war, but it does seem to me as if our people acquired a
the time we undertook the responsibility of freeing Cuba and saying what
should be done by our neighbors with reference to internal government
when that internal government seemed to us to pass the bounds of what
We began our war, expecting to finish it
we thought to be civilization
but our
in
the
we
landed
and
Philippines, and we are there still,
shortly,
horizon has widened much beyond these gems of the Pacific Ocean by
reason of the responsibilities which we have been obliged to assume with
We are a great power in the world and we
reference to the entire world.
a
we
are
I
and
great power for usefulness, a great power
hope
may be,
for the spread of Christian civilization, and we must be so if we would
our success and vindicate our right to enjoy the opportunities that

SB
fir

justify

us in this fair, broad land of building up wealth and comand luxury and education and making ourselves what we like to think

God has given
fort

foremost people of the world.
There are those who would read the last words of Washington in his
farewell message as an indication that we ought to keep within the seas.
and not look beyond, but he was addressing thirteen states that had much
to do before they could make themselves a great nation and that might
well avoid entangling alliances and any foreign interference or any foreign
trouble while they were making themselves a nation, but now we are a
nation with tremendous power and tremendous wealth, and unless we
use that for the benefit of our international neighbors and they are
we use that power
neighbors of ours, for the world is very small unless
and that wealth we are failing to discharge the duties that we ought to
The mission is a
feel as members of the international community.
nucleus and a pyramid of the civilization that is expected to widen out in
I have heard men
I have heard missions criticised.
that neighborhood.

we

are, the

.

.

u
*to
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SPIRIT OF LINCOLN

IS

THE SPIRIT OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

Centennial Bas-relief by Victor D. Brenner, sculptor, of
Adopted into the Coinage of the Nation

New York

say that they would not contribute to foreign missions at all that we have
wicked people enough at home, and we might just as well leave the foreign
natives and savages to pursue their own happy lives in the forests, and look
after our own, who need a great deal of ministration.
I have come to regard that as narrow minded, as a man who does not like music, who does
not understand the things that God has provided for the elevation of the
human race. The missionaries in China, the missionaries in Africa, are
the forerunners of our civilization, and without them we should have no
hope of courting the love and the admiration and the respect of the millions
of people that we hope to bring under the influences of Christian
;

ft

civilization.
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HONORABLE PHILANDER

C.

KNOX

SECRETARY OP STATE
Cabinet of the President of the United States

"We now know that freedom is a thing incompatible with corporate life and
a blessing probably peculiar to the solitary robber; we know besides that
every advance in richness of existence, whether moral or material, is
paid for by a loss of
that
is
man's coin in which he pays his way that luxury and
liberty
liberty
and virtue, and love and the family affections are all so many fresh fetters on knowledge
the naked
and solitary freeman."
;

;

was

said by a distinguished writer referring to the inunits who have constructed the political systems
under which society is organized.
It applies with equal
truth to the governments they have created.
Every
material and moral advance in the sodality of nations, for
universal, as distinguished from local or domestic purposes, is
achieved by concessions restraining to a greater or less degree
the liberty of action of individual states for the benefit of the
community
of nations and in obedience to the demands of an international
public
opinion.
These concessions to international unity have been brought about
through international conferences, congresses, associations, and meetings,
covering such a wide range of the material needs and moral aspirations
of nations as to make it quite
impossible even to specify them and their
purpose with any particularity. Broadly speaking, however, they have
been designed to establish common policies in large political and economic
affairs, to secure co-operation in the promotion of international
harmony,
to assuage human hardships, to elevate the morals of the
world, and to
secure the blessings of uniform and enlightened
justice.
The tendency of modern times then is manifestly toward international
unity, at the same time preserving national organization.
International
independence and its corollary, international equality, have been recognized from the Congress of Westphalia, in 1648,
putting an end to the

dividual

War and recognizing the independence and equal right of
States irrespective of their origin and religion.
Intercommunication has
brought nations within easy reach of each other. The development of
commerce and industry and the necessary exchange of commodities have
caused nations to see that their interests are similar and
interdependent,
and that a like policy is often necessary as well for the expansion as for the
protection of their interests.
Independence exists, but the interdependence of States is as clearly recognized as their political
independence. InThirty Years'

5

fr

L

deed, the tendency

is

very marked to substitute interdependence for

in-

dependence, and each nation is likely to see itself forced to yield something
of its initiative, not to any one nation, but to the community of nations
in payment for its share in the "advance in richness of existence."
the Telegraph Union was the first important international administrative union to be established dealing with the subject of communication
between European states. The invention of wireless telegraphy has given
rise to conferences, and in 1906 a formal conference was held in Berlin
which resulted in a convention signed by the respresentatives of twentysix powers.

A Postal Union comprising fifty-five states and colonies has been
The postal rate has
established upon the initiative of the United States.
been made uniform throughout the extent of the Union, no matter what
the distance of transit involved may be. Of the importance of postal
c
conferences, which meet every five years, it has been aid:
other one thing to
than
more
done
have
any
undoubtedly
"They
impress the world with the idea that a world nation for certain social and
It can no longer be sneered at as
political ends is a practicable thing.
impracticable, because it exists and has existed as a working force for
a whole generation. Every man who sends a letter from New York to
Tokyo with quick dispatch, for a fee of only five cents, knows that he
owes this privilege to an international agreement, and feels himself by
virtue of it a citizen of the world."
,

T>

A

was adopted by England and France in
Other nations from time to time accepted this code, which was
thoroughly revised at Washington in 1899. At present forty states have
adopted it. Through the use of flags of various sizes, forms and colors,
ships are enabled to communicate with each other and, as Professor Reinsch
Through the
says, an international sign-language has been created.
initiative of England and France, rules concerning navigation routes as
These were remodeled from
well as night signals have been adopted
time to time, especially at the conference in Washington in 1889. At
present they are accepted by thirty states, and although their observance
is not obligatory, they are, as a matter of fact, generally observed.
signal code for navigators

1864.

tei
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The codification of rules of navigation, properly so called, has led
to an endeavor to codify international maritime law or at least parts of it.
Due to private initiative, there have been held conferences of a public
character, such as the conference at Brussels in 1905, and the more recent
conference of September of the present year.
Railway Freight Transportation. The invention of the locomotive
in the twenties of the last century and its successful application to practical
purposes, early showed the necessity for international regulation of the
In 1847 the Union
transit of merchandise from one country to another.
of German Railway Administrations was founded and is still in existence,
comprising 108 administrations in Germany, Austria-Hungary, Holland,
Belgium, Roumania and Russia. The idea of an international union for
railway transportation was suggested by two experts of Switzerland, and
through their endeavors Switzerland called an international conference,
which met in 1878 at Berne, resulting in a carefully devised series of regulations for railway transportation and the establishment of a central bureau
of control in 1893.

m!

There can be no doubt that the airship
of communication, and it is likewise

will before

long be used as a
its use
will bring the nations much closer together and that international conferences must needs be called in order to regulate the new traffic.
The greate t examples of co-operation for the alleviation of human
hardships and the promotion of harmony are the various conventions
having for their purpose the lessening of the suffering necessarily incident
to war.
A Swiss physician noticed needless suffering of the wounded on
the battlefield of Solferino in the War of 1859 between France and Austria,
and through his initiative Switzerland called a conference in 1864 which
adopted the Red Cross Convention for the treatment of sick and wounded
in land warfare.
In 1868, upon the call of Russia, the character of weapons to be used
in warfare was generally regulated.
The Geneva Convention of 1864 was revised at Geneva in 1906, and
the principles of the Geneva Convention were extended to naval warfare
by the first and second Hague Conferences, and the laws and customs of
land warfare proposed at Brussels in 1874 were revised and adopted.
It should be said, however, that the
impetus to the codification of the
laws and customs of war was given by general orders issued for the government of the armies of the United States in the field, a code drafted by Professor Francis Lieber, of Columbia College, and promulgated
by President
Lincoln.
These various movements are striking examples of international
co-operation for the mitigation of human suffering, and they indicate in no
slight measure a sense of the interdependence of nations and of the solidar-

means

free

from doubt that

human interest.
To the category

ity of

of international co-operation for moral purposes
belong the various conventions concerning crimes and prison reform, the
Brussels conferences for the suppression of the slave trade, and the Congress of Zurich to repress the white-slave trade.
Connected with the purposes of these international agreements for
the lessening of suffering and for the safeguarding of morality are the
various international agreements of an economic nature and for the protection of economic interests.
Such are the Metric Union for the unification
of the standards of weights and measures; various conventions for the
protection of industrial, literary and artistic property; the international
union for the publication of customs tariffs; the international conferences
for the protection of labor the various sugar conventions the agricultural
institute at Rome, due to the initiative of an American citizen; and
finally,
the international conferences on hygiene and demography. The labor
of these various instrumentalities of international co-operation can
only be
productive of great good.
Many private conferences have been held during the past century and
a half and much has been done in that way to bring nations together by
showing the identity of interest and the oneness of the world. Political
conference are much more striking, especially if they represent many
states and are diplomatic in character, but it is doubtful if these conferences are so genuinely helpful and produce such beneficial results as the
less formal and more individual conferences due to private or semi-public
initiative which meet with constant and surprising regularity.
If we bear
;

;

7
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mind that these conferences are usually attended by people of achievement in their various lines and professions, we can readily see what inNo conventions are drawn up, no treaties
fluence they are quietly exerting.
are negotiated, but the results enter into the life and thought of the nations.
As distinct from the conferences called for economic, commercial or

in

political conferences have been very frequent in the past
two centuries. At first they met at the end of war to conclude peace.
More recently conferences have been called in time of peace to regulate
future warfare.
More recently still, indeed within the last generation,
conferences have met in time of peace to devise means for preserving peace
instead of devising rules for future warfare.
These conferences have had
one point in common, namely, that the termination of war by the conclusion of peace, the regulation of eventual war and the settlement of difficulties without a resort to war are matters of international concern.
However important the acts of these conferences, the fact of their meeting was
even more important, for it is evidence that the common interest of nations
is being recognized as superior to their special interests and that unity of

moral purposes,

action in international matters may yet control the unrestrained, unregulated or isolated action of independent states.

\

t

In 1907 The Hague Peace Conference adopted the joint project of
the United States, Great Britain, France, and Germany for the establishment of an international prize court, whose jurisdiction, as its name implies, extends to cases of prize which can only arise during a state of war.
Very recently the State Department has proposed, in a circular note
to the powers, that the prize court should also be invested with the jurisdiction and functions of a court of arbitral justice.
The United States as the originator of this project is confidently, yet
anxiously, looking forward to its acceptance by the powers, which will
give to the world an international judicial body to adjudge cases arising
in peace as well as controversies incident to war.
One is naturally led to speculate upbn the fundamental reasons for
the remarkable progress and great effectiveness of international co-operation within the last few decades as compared with earlier times.
We conjecture whether it is because of broader and more enlightened views common to the nations of the world, or whether it is for some different basic
reason.
Does it not rest upon the practically simultaneous operation of
the common mind and the conscience of the world upon common knowledge? One can readily understand the force and effect of a concurrent
expression of international opinion made while the subject upon which it
operates is a fresh and burning one as compared with the disconnected
and ineffective expression of the same opinion when made at different
times after the facts upon which it rests.

Instantaneous world communication is very modern.
Ribs of steel and nerves of wire have not only bound nations together
in a single body for many purposes and communicated thought; but have
enabled them, sharing a common knowledge, animated by a common
conscience, to take common and contemporaneous action while the need
is yet fresh.
This view is well stated by Judge Baldwin in an able and interesting
article on International Congresses, published some time ago.
Speaking of the impulse towards social co-ordination, he said:
'
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"This impulse will be felt as a cosmic force in precise proportion to
the psychological contact of nation with nation.
Until the days of steam
transportation there were few in any country, even among its leaders,
who ever went far from their own land. The Seventeenth Century had
indeed established the practice of maintaining permanent legations for
diplomatic intercourse; but

Modern

was an intercourse limited to official circles.
modern uses of electricity, and the modern

it

facilities for travel,

and even the embassy, on a different footing.
safe enough to hide State secrets.
The telegraph and telephone have conquered time and space. The newspaper
gives daily to every one for two cents what a hundred years ago all the
governments in the world could not have commanded in a year.
"Nations have been brought together by material forces, starting into
action greater immaterial forces.
Electricity is finishing what steam began.
press have put the world,
is no place left that

There

is

Men come clo?e together who breathe a common intellectual atmosphere;
who are fed daily by the same currents of thought; who hear simultaneously of the same events who are eager to disclose to each other whatever
new thing, coming to the knowledge of any, is worthy the notice of all."
;

The diposition, then, to take concerted international action grows
with the opportunity thus afforded by the marvelous modern development
in the means of communication.
Each nation instantaneously feels the
compulsion of the public opinion of all nations. Compare, for example,
of views between governments, swiftly reaching a common basis of action and resulting increasingly in ends beneficent to the
whole world, with former ignorance and mutual suspicions largely due to
ignorance, resulting in no common action and permitting aggressions and
abuses by single nations or small groups which today the concert of all

modern exchanges

nations protests against more and more loudly and less and less tolerates.
Then, just as individuals and separate nations advance in the fruits
of civilization and display in their conduct higher regard for honesty and
justice and peace and less tolerance for wrong and oppression and cruelty,
so these ideals of private and national conduct are manifest .y inspiring
As nations understand each
all nations in their relations with each other.
other better and the world draws closer together in the recognition of a
common humanity and conscience, of common needs and purposes, there
is carried into the international field the insistent demand for greater
unity in enforcing everywhere the principles of a high morality and, by
restraints mutually applied and observed, all the human ameliorations
without which both national and international life would soon fall into
anarchy and decadence.
"Glorious flag of

Liberty.
revealing,
All the downcast turn to thee,
For thy help appealing.
In the front for human right,
Flash thy stars of morning."

Law and Love
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and international law developed rapidly after the
peace of Westphalia, in 1648, constantly curtailing the arrogance and aggressions of absolute monarchs, and preparing
the way for the establishment of constitutional government.
The revolutions and wars from 1776 to 1870 readjusted the
geographical lines of Europe and America, and brought into
abiding prominence the principle that in the matter of sovereignty all nations are equal.
Up to that time the peoples of the earth had been given but small
opportunity to get their best ideas expressed, either in diplomacy or international law.
Now their opportunity came, and they seized it quickly,
and within the time specified by Dr. Eliot we have seen diplomacy and
international aw cease to be regarded as synonymous with selfishness, and
begin to unite the nations in bonds of sympathy and solidarity.
Ambassadors and ministers are no longer regarded as secret enemies
of the governments to which they are accredited, and no new principle
of international law can be established that is not founded on right and
justice, and no old rule that is not consonant with our high modern standards

and decency can be offered without loss of prestige and honor by
however powerful, in support of any wrongful act.
The principal duty now imposed upon diplomats is to promote peace
and good-will, and to draw the nations closer together by means of treaties
of arbitration, commerce and trade, friendship and alliance; and the aim
of every arbitrator, publicist and international jurist must now be to support the right rather than to defend the 'wrong. Service even to one's
own country must be of the kind that will be either directly or indirectly
of service to mankind.
Such service all diplomats and jurists, even when
of comity

tef

any

state,

temporarily acting as such, are expected to perform.
All the world is better for the great kindness and consideration shown
by General Grant to General Lee at the time of the surrender of the Southern hero.
It is probably the sublimest example of diplomacy in our
history, and it will serve forever as a model to all future conquerors.
Again,
the visits of Mr. Taft, when Secretary of War, to the Philippines, Japan,
China. Panama and Cuba so impressed their respective governments and
peoples with the friendliness of the United States that his mission was
everywhere regarded as the greatest that a human being ever made in
the interest of peace.
With those examples in mind, some persons might argue that trained
diplomats and jurists are not necessary; but if such persons will study the
work of Mr. Hay, Mr. Andrew D. White, Mr. Choate and General Porter,
they will, see clearly that their prolonged and patient dedication of their
intellects and strength to the mastery of diplomacy and international law
enabled them to influence the entire world to give ever increasing support
to the principle of arbitration and to the great international court they
helped to establish at The Hague.
10
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changes which the last half-century have wrought in the
the world have been marked by the general
progress of mankind in science, in industrial development.
and intellectual achievement, in the whole existence of the
human race.
Indeed, it is precisely in the enlarging
and extending of the authority of law among the various conj
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flicting interests of the world's peoples, in the ever increasing respect for international rights and the recognition of international
obligations, that we possess one of the most exact standards with
which to measure the advance of modern civilization.
We trace
here, as in every other modern relation, the effect of increased facility
in communication, which has brought into contact peoples who knew
one another slightly or imperfectly before; contact and intercourse
have produced a certain community of interest out of which the countries
of the world have become in some sense a family of nations.
It is little more than half a century since the first of the great modern
conferences took place, attended by the delegates of the powers of Europe,
which resulted in the publication, in 1856, of the Declaration of Paris, by
which privateering is abolished, the enemy's goods are protected by a
neutral flag, and neutral goods are exempt from capture under the enemy's
.

.

.

flag.

The

interval has been filled by conferences and agreements, the deliband provisions of which have been of inestimable benefit to the
whole of mankind. By the two Geneva Conventions the severities of
war have been attenuated in so far as it lies within human sympathy to
do so, and the suffering of the sick and wounded in war has been relieved
both on sea and land.
The conferences at The Hague united the nations of the earth as no
other occasion had ever done before, and put an impress upon international
relations such as had not been known.
It must be considered
as a triumph of modern civilization that this body of statesmen, after
full discussion and deliberation, reached an agreement to which may be

erations

...

accorded the authority of international legislation, in which it enlarged
the commission of inquiry into international disputes; it agreed to restrict the use of military and naval force for the recovery of contract debts
it fixed the principle that hostilities shall not commence without notice;
it regulated the placing of submarine automatic mines; it forbade the bombardment of undefended harbors, villages and towns, and it extended
the prohibition of the launching from balloons of projectiles and enplosives.
Its greatest achievement was to provide for a tribunal, to be called a
Judicial Arbitration Court, of easy access, composed of Judges representing
the various judicial systems of the world, of recognized competence in international law, in order to insure continuity in jurisprudence of arbitration.
Not inaptly these congresses have been called Peace Conferences.
;
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the same way that corporate or collective bodies show themselves far less sensitive than are individuals to the forces of
social amelioration, so we may expect to find a similar disparity
between the progress achieved by corporate or collective bodies
and the still larger national units to which they belong.
must, moreover, admit that international law and diplomacy, concerned as they are with opposing national interests, have made less progress than any of the professions and sciences
that depend wholly upon intellectual research and that are thus beyond
the range of contentious aim. Yet even in the domain of international
law and diplomacy a marked and gratifying progress is to be recorded,
and it may be said that by far the larger part of the advance that has been
made during the last five hundred years must be placed to the credit of
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the concluding half-century.
Among the evidences of this beneficent change in human sentiment, so
far as the larger affairs of the world are concerned, may be cited the disposition to abolish prize-money in war, and so to check the excesses of
private greed, the extension of the rights of neutrals, the effort to confine
the destructive effects of war to the actual combatants, and the practical
enforcement of the provisions of the Geneva Conventions with a view to
rob war of some of its worst barbarities. All these things indicate a decline
of militancy and the growth of industrialism.
But there are many other evidences of national aspiration toward a
higher morality that may not have takep the form of international law,
but that certainly move in the direction of a lasting peace. The change
of sentiment has been striking since Mr. Gladstone's declaration that the
intercourse of nations should be governed by an ethical code as high as that
prevailing between individuals; a declaration received at the time with
cynical criticism, but one that is now accepted generally as a truism and
placed in actual demonstration by such enlightened diplomats as James
Russell Lowell.
The Hague Conference has passed altogether from the experimental
stage and has become a permanent institution and one of a necessarily
enlarging activity, while we see that a new sanctity has been given to
treaties and to international obligations that now have all the binding
power of moral engagements. Not without significance, too, is the kindly
interest in struggling nationalities and the general sense of responsibility
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for their welfare.
Not only in matters of

is the new spirit to be discerned.
congresses have been distinguished by an
internationalism that is more ready to divide the world into economic
classes than into nations.
Equally worthy of note is the universal sympathy that is evoked by natural calamities, such as the famine in India and
the earthquakes in Calabria, a sympathy that disregards the divisions of
race and that looks only to the needs of a common humanity.

Recent labor and
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world has been remade in the last fifty years," is
especially timely and appropriate in astronomy and
biology, for in the year 1859, Kirchhoff discovered the
principles of spectrum analysis, and Darwin published
"The Origin of Species." A half-century of the spectroscope, and, more effectively, a third-century of the
photographic dry plate, have done for astronomy what
steam has done for travel and electricity for communication.
The idea of evolution in astronomy is old; far older even than La
Place's "Nebular Hypothesis" of 1796; but it remained for the spectroscope to place this idea on a firm basis.
By the characteristics of their
spectra it is possible to arrange the stars in the order of their evolutionary development from birth in the nebulae, through youth and
middle age as white and yellow stars, on to old age in the nearly burned out
red stars
The spectroscope has shown that the chemical elements found
in the earth's crust exist also in the sun and in the stars.
There is no good
reason known for doubting the essentially universal distribution of our
chemical elements. The spectroscope, assisted by photography, has enabled us to measure the motions of celestial bodies to and from us, supplementing the older methods, which applied only to motions across the line
A field of amazing richness, wholly unknown to the astronomers
of sight.
of 1859, has thus

been opened up.
great telecope has recently shown that one star in eighteen, on the
average, is a visual double is composed of two suns in slow revolution
around their common center of mass. The spectroscope, using the photographic plate, has established in the last ten years that one star in every
five or six, on the average, is attended by a companion so near to it as to
remain invisible in the most powerful telescopes and so massive as to swing
the visible star around in an elliptic orbit.
The number of recognized variable stars has been increased in the
half century from 100 to more than 3,000.
The number of known asteroids

A

That
has grown from fifty-seven to nearly seven hundred.
branch of the science known as meridian astronomy, which has to do
with the accurate positions of the stars and their motion athwart the line of
sight, and which was so well developed in the first half of the last century,
has been pursued with vigor during the last fifty years. Great work is
outlined for this branch n the future, but there are signs that photography
can and will be applied here to advantage. Fully two-thirds of current
astronomical observations are made photographically.
Modern studies are determining the form and structure of the stellar
universe, the shape and size of that great volume of space in which our
stars are distributed, their arrangement in that space, and their relations
to one another.
Other studies are telling us what the stars are, what
The
their history has been, and what the future has in store for them.
development of astronomy was never as rapid as it is today.
.
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the greatest nations of the world in the last half-century,
is the only one that has increased her population
threefold.
By the census of 1860 we had 31,000,000 souls.
The census of 1910 wilL according to experts, exceed 93,000,000 upon the Continent alone. America is the youngest of
America should be expected to
all the great nations.
show a greater contrast than any other nation between her
schools in the year 1859 and those existing in this year of grace, 1909.
Or perhaps it were better to study the contrast between the census year
It is quite possible at this time
1860 and the coming census year 1910.
to anticipate with sufficient accuracy the figures to be written down twelve
months hence.
The total of persons attending schools of every kind in 1860 was
The total of attendance at this time, according to the estimate
5,417,880.
The total exof the United States Commissioner, reaches 18,000,000.
was
the
census
of
to
for
1860,
$33,990,482.
schools,
according
penditure
The total expenditure for the present year, according to the authority
named above, is over $400,000,000, excluding all outlays for new buildings.
Thus the school attendance has grown by a little over
times, while the

America
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expenditure has multiplied more than tenfold.
The great fact in history that was necessary to the fifty years' progress
was the comparative cessation of war after Waterloo, in 1815, until today.
From 1815 till 1860 there was no battle worth naming on the soil of
Europe or the United States. The fights in the Crimea and in north Italy
were brief and confined to a narrow space. Even the war of 1866, between
The war of GerPrussia and Austria, was over in less than two months.
many with France did not last a year. By far the most terrible war since
Napoleon was our own civil conflict.
It may be said that in every war in the last century the side of educaBut the more striking point is that peace paved the path for
tion won.
The half-century now closing, preceded by a generapedagogy.
tion of emphatic peace in Europe, gave altruism of nations an opportunity.
Increased means of communication, through the steam engine and the
telegraph, the vastly increased commercial interchange, the work of the
printing press, the powerful reflex influence exerted on Europe by tens of
millions
emigrating to America, these put forth pedagogical power as
.

truly as did

.

any Faculty.

Germany is next to us, of all the nations, in her educational spirit and
It will
her educational practices throughout the past fifty years.
at once be seen that the sociologic and altruistic spirit of the half-century
could not but have its effect in every nation reached by modern influence.
If the governments of great empires like Japan and China have put off
the old pedagogy and put on the new it is because they also are thinking
The movement there, as everywhere, is full of socioof the community.
.

logic spirit.
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science of astronomy has been practically remade during the
This progress has been chiefly due to the
past fifty years.
rapid development of the sciences of physics and chemistry.
Less than forty years ago the sky was parceled out
in zones among an association of astronomers. The stupendous
star catalogue which sprang from these labors is now nearing
.

.

.

completion, and will fill about two shelf feet of closely printed
quarto volumes. Another international organization has almost completed photographs of all the stars in the sky which are bright enough
to impress themselves, with a given exposure time, on plates exposed in
selected telescopes of uniform size.
In this gigantic work millions of stars
have been photographed; the photographs will be invaluable in determining future changes among the stars.
The latest of these international unions is the one which has just
been formed for solar research. The sun, being the nearest star, and the
one on which we are dependent for continued existence, is naturally the
most interesting of the heavenly bodies. Fifty years ago practically nothing had been done on the sun except to look at it with visual telescopes,
count the spots visible, and wonder at the marvelous prominences and the
beautiful corona which were seen only during the fleeting moments of total
solar eclipses.
But at that time the spectroscope entered the service of astronomy
in earnest it first revealed the nature of the
Next
gases existing in the sun.
it enabled us to
study the prominences on any clear day. Then by using
it in the
spectroheliograph, we have been able to photograph the entire
visible surface of the sun, together with the prominences, at one time.
;

But spectroscopic observations are by no mean confined to the

sun.

By them we now study

the composition of the atmospheres of the other
planets of our system, and the presence of chemical elements known on
the earth is detected in vagrant comets, far-distant stars, and dimly shining
nebulae.
The spectroscope makes it possible to measure the velocities
of objects which are approaching us, or receding from us.
We now know
that Aldebaran, the bright star near the Pleides, is retreating from us at
the rate of thirty miles a second; the majority of the largest telescopes
in the world are at present
making measures of this sort, in an endeavor
to discover the general laws if there are any in accordance with which
the stellar universe is moving.
Photography with modern rapid plates gives us with a given telescope pictures of objects so faint that no visual telescope of the same
size wil reveal them.
It will be remembered that Halley's comet was
photographed this fall with sixteen-inch lenses, and afterward barely
detected visually with a forty-inch lens.
New vistas of mathematical
thought, of very great interest, have recently been opened in this domain,
and solid achievements, which have commanded the plaudits of the astronomical world, have been made.
.
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saying that the average way of thinking
subjects has been as much altered and elevated by the
researches and writings of men of science as have been the common conditions of living. The contrast in what and how we
think today is as great as it is in how we live and travel. What
in the intellectual world would correspond to a thunderbolt or
an earthquake was needed to awaken and transform the slumIn the early years of Queen Victoria's reign
bering age and it came.
the accumulated tension of scientific progress burst upon the mind, not
only of the nation, but of the whole intelligent world, with a suddenness
and an overwhelming force, for which the strongest material metaphors
are poor and inadequate.
The first discovery was the evidence
from geology for the great antiquity of the earth, as opposed to the all
but universal belief of the time, and then evidence for the great age of
man. The second dicovery, of a not less revolutionary import, was the
doctrine of organic evolution by the principle of natural selection, which
brought about a complete change of opinion as to the position of man
himself in relation to nature.
Up to that time science had been on sufferance; welcomed, indeed,
when it contributed to the supply of man's material needs, as by the steam
engine and the railroad; dallied with and sometimes smiled at, when her
conclusions did not clash with what men had been taught to regard as
unassailable truth; but rejected with scorn, and her prophets vilified with
epithets borrowed from the darkest times of mediaeval persecution, whenever, in the spirit of the society's motto, she dared to utter words which
were not in agreement with inherited beliefs.
The principle of evolution must henceforth take a guiding place in
the consideration of all problems relating to man, to the history of his
fundamental convictions and opinions, as well as to all social and economic
questions of the present and of the future.
To sum up, the influence of science during the last fifty years has been
in the direction of bringing out and developing the powers and freedom
of the individual, under the stimulation of great ideas.
To become all
that we can become as individuals is our most glorious birthright, and only
as we realize it do we become, at the same time, of great price to the community. From individual minds are born all great discoveries.
Golden will be the days when, through a reform of our higher education, every man going up to the universities will have been from his earliest
years under the stimulating power of a personal training in practical elementary science; all his natural powers being brought to a state of high
efficiency and his mind actively proving all things under the vivifying influence of freedom of opinion.
Throughout life he will be on the best
terms with nature, living a longer and a fuller life under her protecting care,
and through the further disclosures of herself rising successively to higher
justified, surely, in
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extension of the suffrage in Great Britain and still more in
Continental Europe, Japan and Latin America, and the growth
of parliamentary government and ministerial responsibility
We are now engaged
in those countries have been marked.
Jf
in extending some measure of self-government to Porto Rico
and the Philippines. Direct legislation, so prominent in the
New England town meetings and in the Swiss cantons, has
received a great impetus in many of our states. This appeared first in regard to temperance legislation and bond issues. Later came wide applicaThe recent Michigan Constitions of the movement in the Pacific States.
tution and Ohio legislation within two years permit veto by the people of

r

m

street railway franchises.
The drafting of city charters by city conventions with a large independence of State control, starting on the Pacific coast, is rapidly proceeding eastward. The demand for a proper audit and publicity of public
accounts and wide interest in such matters are helping on the movement
for popular control of government.
The foregoing changes may all be grouped in the direction of a growth
Another marked change is in the increased
of popular government.
efficiency of government through the appointment of experts in administration, the development of civil service reform, the concentration of

responsibility

and the appreciation

of the vital

importance of good engineer-

Sidney Webb, the great authority on
ing, financing and accounting.
local government in Great Britain, informs the writer that the develop-

ment

of municipal administration has been the greatest political success
of the last fifty years in Great Britain.
Another marked change having a large effect on government and its
administration has been the rapid increase of land values created by society,
epecially in our cities, and the recognition of the right to tax these values

heavily for broad lines of social amelioration.
The new forms of intangible property and the enormous growth of
personal fortunes have led to the decline of the general property tax and
to the demand for income and inheritance taxes as an important aid to
real estate taxation for our rapidly expanding public needs.
The conservation of natural resources is a new term to express a new idea that is
rapidly entering into the form of government here as it has already entered
into the policy of many European governments.
It is hardly possible to exaggerate these phases of political development any more than it is possible to exaggerate the influence of machinery,
the division of labor and the extension of communication upon the life
and thought of the world.
18
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was

just fifty years ago that Darwin's "Origin of Species" made
appearance, and every one competent to judge now admits
that no other discovery ever made has affected the course of
human thought so profoundly as has the discovery of organic
evolution.
When Copernicus showed that this earth was no
more than a mere planet, he greatly startled those learned
persons who could fully appreciate all that the new doctrine
meant, but Darwin shook all the world, for no learning was necessary
to understand the announcement that man himself had come into being
by lineal descent from inferior animals.
Fifty years ago nobody believed
in the evolution of life.
Now a belief in its truth is universal. The
new doctrine has not only radically transformed all our knowledge
of plants and animals; it has also explained the wonderful succession of
life on our globe from the humblest beginnings, and has recreated the
science of geology.
The influence of the doctrine of evolution has extended
over the whole range of human thought. Our views of social progress and
government, of morals and religion, of every aspect of life and death, have
been altered and transformed in consequence of that immortal work,
Darwin's "Origin of Species."
Hardly less significant has been the modern remaking of our knowledge of the inorganic world. This has been a splendid growth of the latter
part of the fifty years, as evolution was of the earlier part.
Indeed, at the
present moment our knowledge of the inorganic world is advancing with
strides which keep all those interested in eager expectation of every fresh
One special characteristic should be noticed. Each advance
discovery.
in our knowledge of the inorganic world no longer tends to simplify our
conception of matter. It rather tends to make the subtlety and complexity
of nature ever more and more astounding.
It now appears that the wonders
in the structure of a single atom of matter may almost be said to rival
the wonders in the starry heavens above.
Imagine a grain of sand crushed into the untold millions of particles
which form the atoms. Now, we know that the atom is itself composed of
a marvelous organized system of corpuscles. To use the illustration of
Sir Joseph Thomson, who has done so much in this subject, we may liken
the atom to a stately cathedral and the corpuscles to the motes which float
in the sunbeams that stream through its windows.
Each corpuscle is itself
Its velocity approaches that of
revolving in an orbit within the atom.
light.
Occasionally it breaks loose to hurl itself against the nearest obstacle with a flash, of light, and thus we have the mystery of radium.
With the discovery of Darwinism at the beginning of the fifty years,
and with the discoveries within the atom at the end of that period, we
might almost say not merely that the world has been remade, but that we
have witnessed a new heaven and a new earth.
its
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seems impossible to sum up the literary development of the
last fifty years in Europe and America under a common head.
The process of growth in the different countries has been so
diversified, such a variety of tendencies has sprung up, such a
conflict of movements is still going on everywhere, that one
feels tempted to speak of an upheaval rather than a remaking

of the literary ideals of the world. ... In America the middle
of the Nineteenth Century was an epoch of the cultivation of personality;
and literary masters, so widely differing from each other temperamentally
as Emerson, Longfellow, Hawthorne, and Walt Whitman, found a common
ground in the upholding of the ideals of individuality. The astounding
that set
progress in material aggrandizement and in political expansion
in with the end of the Civil War has led, in American literature, to the preof social rather than individual analysis, and has made the study
of the milieu perhaps the most characteristic feature of our contemporary

dominance

dramas and

novels.
Or, to point to still another national development, while it cannot
be denied that there is a certain parallel offered to the course of American
literature by the English development from Tennyson to Rudyard Kipboth Kipling and
ling, and from Browning to Bernard Shaw, and while
Shaw have met in Germany also with ready admiration and imitation,
still the national differences so far outweigh the common characteristics
that one despairs of finding a formula comprising all three phenomena.
But in spite of this variety of conflicting movements, and in spite of

the unsettled condition of literary standards resulting therefrom, it can
truly be said that the literature of the world of today is something fundamentally different from that of fifty years ago. Never before, perhaps,
if we except the influence of Rousseau, has there been wrought by any
individual as pervasive and as radical a change in the attitude of literature
toward life as has been the result of the influence of three great men of
our time Tolstoy, Zola and Ibsen. It would certainly be an exaggeration to say that before them literature had not been a serious part of
public life.
One need only to think of the exalted conception which Goethe and
Schiller had of the mission of literature in raising the moral standards
The fundamentally new thing contained in the
of the cultivated classes.
life work of Tolstoy, Zola and Ibsen is this, that they, each in his own way,
have freed literature from any and every shackle of class tradition, that
they have placed it in the very center of the upward strivings of the comLiterature through these three writers has become
mon man
one of the foremost forces in leading the masses to a new conception of
society it has become in a more pregnant sense than ever before a symbol
.

.

.

;

of struggling

and

toiling as well as of

redeemed and triumphant humanity.

that the emancipating influence of these writers is still at work
in every civilized country.
Perhaps its finest fruits are still in store for us.

No wonder
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INTRODUCTION BY THE EDITOR

a good and holy gift of God in
whether it be religious, in the
ordinary sense, and didactic, or not;

Art

masterpieces of the
Metropolitan
of Art are to be given
historical record in these
pages, not only as works
of Art but
as direct
historical
contributions
to the record of the growth and tendency of the Nation. The Metropolitan is the American treasure-house by
which the standard of aesthetic culture
on the Western Hemisphere is meas-

Museum

.

is

itself,

in the enlarged acceptance of the
truth that all the arts, poetry, music,
the arts of form, every activity
emanating from the human spirit,
that all these are united by the common bond of which Cicero wrote
centuries ago that Art is universal,
and that none of its manifestations
in

ured. As an institution today it wields
an influence over American life that is

any

age, at

any stage

of

human

can

being deeply

be ignored."
In all this the Metropolitan Museum
of Art is one of the most forceful

most

influences

culture,

felt.
Art is one of the
positive signs of national progress.
In speaking of its effect upon
a nation's history, Dr. William Carey
Poland, professor of the history of

Brown University,
"Some of the signs of

Art, in
said:

in
American
historical recognition of

life.

In

Art as the
most inspiring evidence of the intellectual growth of a nation, it is
to be the privilege of these pages to
reproduce the masterpieces of the
Metropolitan Gallery, especially those

recently
progress

are to be found in the widely distributed interest in Art felt by people
of every rank and of every race and
nation in the multiplication and improved administrations of art museums in the patronage of the artists

that pertain to some historic incident or personage in American hisThese reproductions from the
tory.
masters are with the permission of
Sir Purdon Clarke, the eminent art
critic and director of the Metropolitan, who, in referring to the work

;

;

by private persons and by public
corporations in the growing demand
;

that objects of daily use shall be
fashioned with beauty; in the increasing emphasis laid on truth and
thoroughness in all the crafts; in
the ever-growing participation of all
men in the real and discriminating
love of Nature in her every aspect
in the clearer revelation to men that
beauty is the truth of Art, and that

of

this

journal,

recently

said:

"I

cannot speak with too warm praise
of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, and wish it every success."
It is with co-operation from the
various influences that are contributing to the intellectual and moral and
economic uplift of the Nation that
great results are being achieved.

;
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Original Manuscript in Possession of Cornelia

HE

Randolph Murrell, Paducah, Kentucky

discovery of this ancient manuscript in the possession of the
descendants of its author is a rich contribution to the historical
and genealogical archives of the republic. Although written
nearly a century ago for the private information of the author's
family, and held by them as an heirloom, it reveals many incidents
relating to the foundation of the nation from the viewpoint of an
American official in the service of the King. The original manuscript was written by John Moore of New York, who was born in 1745, and who
indited these memoirs in his seventy-fifth year, after a long and rich experience
through the formulative period in American history. It was transcribed in
1851 by Thomas William Channing Moore, son of the author, who was one of the
promoters of the Academy of Fine Arts, and who travelled through the art
galleries of Europe with Washington Irving and Sir David Wilkie.
The value of this manuscript to American genealogy cannot be overestimated, inasmuch as the author gives a concise statement of the foundation of
the Moore blood in America and the various channels through which it was
carried in its first century into the physical and moral structure of the republic
until today it still lives in a great race of progeny that is scattered throughout the
states and into the countries of the globe.
John Moore, secretary of the Colony
of South Carolina, compatriot of William Penn, and attorney-general for the
King in Pennsylvania; Bishop Moore of Virginia, and the Moores throughout the
South and Middle West, New York and Pennsylvania and New England.
The original manuscript is now in possession of the Murrells of Kentucky
Dr. David Gamble Murrell and Mrs. Cornelia Randolph Murrell, who reside
in Paducah.
Dr. Murrell is the great-grandson of the author of those memoirs,
and professor of anatomy in the Hospital College of Medicine (ex-officio) in
Louisville.
Mrs. Murrell is one of the Randolphs of old Nottoway Plantation in
EDITOR
Louisiana, a daughter of the Confederacy and the American Revolution.

grandfather, Colonel
John Moore, 16861749, was the most

eminent merchant in
the City of New York
he did more business and owned more
shipping than any other merchant
there, as in early life, I was informed repeatedly by Captains of

and gentlemen who well
He had for many years
been a Colonel of one of the Regiments
of New York militia, and Alderman
of that City, and for some years
before his death, was a member of
his vessels

knew him.

His Magesty's Council of that ProvHe was in that Office when he
died, about the year 1749, about
63 years of age. He left a considerwhich
able estate in Philadelphia
on his decease was sold for five
thousand pounds a large sum in
ince.

those

days.

A

part of

it

was

in

Third Street, and the whole would
at present be probably worth, little
This
short of a Million of Dollars.
was sold by his widow, the surviving
Executor, to liquidate and settle
Mercantile affairs. He also
a number of houses and lots in
New York, in Broadway, WhiteHall Street and at the ship yardBut the
since called Cherry Street.
principal part was where he resided,
in the largest and most elegant
house in the City. He owned the
whole ground from the corner of
Water Street to the East River, on
the East front of the Street now

all

his

left

called Moore Street, so named, since
his decease, by the Corporation of
York, in honor and to perpetuate the memory of his worth and

New

<

Merchant
as a Citizen
and Magistrate. His family vault
is in Trinity Church yard, New York.
He was the first therein interred
I had his name
some years ago.
cut in stone and placed thereon

usefulness

it is

at the South side of the Church,

nearly opposite the west end thereof.
All his descendants who have died
as
at New York are there burried
is my father who died in Connecticut
and my mother who died at Staten
Island.

My grandmother Moore was of a
French family, who fled from France
in the bloody persecution of the
Protestants on the revocation of
I think her
the Edict of Nantes.
family name was Lambert, where
or when married, I know not.
I ever heard, I have no recollection

If
;

either at New York
At Charleston,
Philadelphia.
South Carolina, I have heard that my

it

was probably

or

grandmother had the most wealthy
She
and respectable connections.
died in New York, in the Revolutionary war, the 21st of March
I remember
1782, in her 90th year.
to have heard, that they had one or
two and twenty children. Their
eldest son, John died at where born,
Jamaica, some little time before his
Father. The Mansion House was left
by will to him, but it became part
of the general Estate and was, with
every other house belonging to my
grandmother, except the property in
Cherry Street, burnt in the great

conflagration of New York, in September 1776, the day after the King's
troops obtained possession of that
It was the base and cruel
City.
work of incendiaries, who had secreted themselves in the City for
that execrable purpose. The fire
commenced at the South boundary

my Grandfather's Estate and swept
every building. More than a thousand houses were consumed, besides
Trinity Church, the largest sacred
building in America. The Lutheran
Church, near to it, and that elegant
building of St. Pauls in the same
The BroadStreet were also burnt.
way was on fire, but was saved by
of

'

:

,

ntmfcatiotts

01

to*

the persevering zeal and personal
exertions of the assistant minister,
Dr. Charles Ingles, who on the death
of Dr. Samuel Auchmerty, in 1776,

Moore was Rector of North Craynear
London, n Kent cousin Andrew
Smith has his portrait. The other
son, the Rev. Charles Moore, was

became Rector and so remained
He
the close of the war in 1783.

a

until

died,

Bishop of Nova Scotia, having been
thus honored and rewarded by the
King, for the unshaken loyalty to
the Government until the last moment of its existence in this Country.
My grandmother with her two maiden
daughters,
at Perth

Rebecca and Ann, was

Amboy, with her

excellent

John Smith, Esq. being
from New York, by the

son-in-law,

driven
violence of the times in the latter
end of the year 1775, and by the
total loss of her income, by the fire,
was in a moment reduced with her
unmarried daughters to absolute and
irrecoverable distress.
On the evacuation of the Jerseys,
by the British Army, in the summer
of 1777, they all came to
until Uncle Smith had

lotted to him.

My

my residence,
a house

al-

great-grandfather

man of great talents, both as
divine and a Poet.
He died lately
in England, and his sermons are now
published in London, as I see, by
the last English Reviews. He obtained the prize at the University
of Cambridge, for the best poem
on the death of the late King, George
the second. I have seen it, nearly
sixty years ago,

and

still

remember

introductory lines, which are
and sentibeautifully expressive
mental.
There were two other
brothers one named John, residing
still
in
London, a Druggist and
Apothecary to the Royal family, and
one named William, still living in
its

London, an eminent jeweler and
goldsmith, under whose direction
was cut the seal of the family arms,
which I have worn since the year
1770.
Whether my Great Uncle had
or left any other children, I do not

Moore went from Moore Hall,
England to Charleston, South Caro-

recollect.
The late

lina in 1680
then moved to PhilaHe married Lady
delphia in 1687.
Rebecca
Axtell of England and
died in 1690 and was buried in the
middle aisle of Christ Church, PhilaDoctor Thomas Moore, his
delphia.
eldest son, was Rector of the Parish
of Little Britain in London and
Chaplain to the celebrated Bishop
of Rochester, Dr. Atterbury, who
was banished for his supposed attachment to the cause of the Stuart
family and later died in France.

of Moore Hall, Pennsylvania, I believe was the next son of
Great
He died soon after
grandfather.

Doctor
Moore published several
volumes of the Bishop's sermons,
which I have in my library, but they
belong to my daughter Livingston;
they have his (Dr. Moore's) name,

The
was

and are highly esteemed,
by the pious and learned. He left
two sons. Clergyman Dr. Thomas
as Editor,

William

Moore

Esq.,

my

King's troops took possession
He was a firm
Philadelphia.
The day after
loyalist to the last.
the battle in which General Gray
and
General
defeated
surprised
Wayne's division of the American
Army, in Sept. 1777, (a few days
of
after the battle
Brandywine)
the
of

British Commander-in-chief
made Moore Hall his head quarter.

the

its

consequence was, the farm
waste by the army, all
produce of that year consumed or
laid

destroyed, nor, as I heard, did Sir
William Moore ever make him any
remuneration, notwithstanding the
hospitable reception he met with
from the old gentleman, then lying

,-

He died broken
very ill of the gout.
hearted and very poor. Dr. Bond
and the Rev. Dr. William Smith,
married three of his daughters. The
Bond
late Consul General Phinas
his Grandsons.
of
Esq., was one
the next son.
My grandfather was the
late Daniel
The fourth son was
Moore Esq., member of Parliament for Great Marlow in Kent.
He had lived in Barbadoes where he
a lady of great respectwhom he obtained a
with
ability,
fortune of One Hundred Thousand
Pounds sterling. He returned to
in ParliaEngland, obtained his seat

married
'

'

ment, spent Ten Thousand sterling
in such
in his election, and lived
at Great Marlow and
both
splendour,
with
at London, that he ran through
a
the fortune, and at length died,
bench
pnson.
in the King's
prisoner,

Previous to this, at the commencement of the American trouble, he
was appointed collector of the
customs at Charleston and Rev.
General of the Province of South
times
Carolina, but the state of the
to
rendered his affairs of no value

him and he was so persecuted by
the
Colonel Henry Lawrence and
other leaders in the Revolutionary,
that he was obliged to return to
He had a son,

England
his only

penniless.

one

who came

to

New York
He lived

about fifty years ago.
then with my Uncle Lambert Moore,
customs, which
Comptroller of the

while
lucrative office his father had,
Uncle
for
my
in Parliament, obtained

Moore's daughter, who
married the celebrated McErskme
who has since been created a nobleLord
man, and for a long time was
I know
Chancellor of Great Britain.
not whether he is still living or not.
His son, is the McErskine, who,
some few years ago was the British

McDaniel

country, and
Philadelphia to a Miss

Ambassador to
married

in

this

Granddaughter
Cadwallader,
Phineas Bond M. D.

of

I have thus given the best account,
which a memory greatly impaired

me

has enabled

to recollect of the

collateral branches of my
Grand-father Moore's family, every
to
individual of which, were grown
men and women since my Uncle
seen all except
John's death. I have
I think went
who
Richard,
Uncle
my

several

Barbadoes either before I was
born or when I was an infant. All

to

remember

I

of

my

grandfather,

i

his
having been called to receive
deathhis
on
he
lay
blessing while

position in
the
as
well
as
position
which he lay

bed.

I

remember the

was about
I
the bed itself.
in the
born
was
I
old.
four years
house which he built for his residence and in which he died. The
walls of the two lower stories, (it
was a double three story in which I
and
lived myself when I married
trouble
the
when
until April 1776,
drove me to West Point, to the
of

said GrandCountry House of my
father, which in those troubled times,
Was also an Asylum for my Father's
and the
family) were built upon
North
the
at
still
standing
house is
corner of Front and Moore Street,
but this is a disgression.
My Father, Thomas, was the eldest
son living, after my Uncle John's
He went to England for
death.
his education, under the protection
of
of his Uncle Thomas, Rector
he
How
years
Britain.
many
Little

was

in

London

I

know

not.

He

education at Westreceived
ever
minister School, then and perhaps
in
school
celebrated
most
since the
I presume he was
that Country.
he
there at least seven years, as
mother when he was
married
his

my

22 years of age, not very long after
He commenced business
his return.
then
in one of his Father's houses,

in

fronting the River, now a. compact
part of Water Street. He kept a
There was
ship-chandler's store.
then no other in that part of the
While in the business I perCity.

remember

having removed
town,
and he probably would have succeeded had he either never removed
his residence, or never made any
purchases of real estate, but my
dear Father was all his life long
fond of building and anxious to
fectly

his

to three other situations in

better

circumstances.

his

But

all

projects were defeated and invariably tended to increase his difficulties, by the openness and liberality
his

of his
craft

mind, a total ignorance of the

and subtility of the world,
and implicit and never ending credulity in the confidence and integrity
of all with whom he had to transact
business.
Everything failing him at
New York, notwithstanding the most
persevering industry and close attention to his business and living frugally,
he at length in my fifteenth year,
broke up finally and removed with
his family,

(all

except myself,

who

was then apprentice to a merchant

New

York), to Peekskill, then a
miserable
country,
thinly
settled, by, in general, a very indigent people. There he purchased
in

poor,

Two Hundred
chiefly in

acres of rough land,
wood, built a handsome

brick house,

still

remaining, the best

house there, built a large Grist Mill
and commenced keeping a country
store.
The mill proved of little use,
and never paid the Miller's wages,
the goods were sold chiefly to wretches
who never paid for them, and
in less than four years, his whole
remaining property was there finally
lost; besides which, he was greatly
in debt, his property in

New York

gone and even the reversion of
the estate, which his father had
left him by will, after his mother's
all

Amertra

death, in whom was vested my
Grand-father's whole estate while his
widow lived. Thus, there was no alternative but to return with his family
to New York, and abide the issue
of those suits at law, proceeding
step by step to judgment, and execution, from which he was at length
exonerated, by the insolvent law,
through my exertions and those of
his brother Lambert, brother-in-law,

Samuel Bayard and my Mother's
worthy relative Lewis Pintard.
Here then was my unfortunate,
but worthy Father, though free from
debt, without a shilling at command
and a number of children, all too
young to afford any aid and myself

with a bare competence. Through
the patronage of McElliot, the Collector, he obtained the appointment
of King's Weighmaster and Guager;
he made himself master of his business and by great frugality obtained
a tolerable support once more. In
the hope of better success he set up
a small country store at a place,
called, "Sing Sing" and a doleful
He purchased the
singing it was.
goods and committed the sale of
them and management of the whole
business, to a young man of the
name of Sacket, who, like all his
former agents proved a worthless
person, and in a short year the whole
was sunk and the Revolutionary
just then commencing, not a shilling
of the outstanding debts was ever
collected.
Soon driven by the fever
of the time, he retired to the house,
built by his Father but now the
property of his brother Stephen, at
West Point, where the family remained in kind of Exile, until the
Forts, Clinton and Montgomery, were
taken by the British troops, in October 1777, where they had an opportunity

after

being

plundered

of

all

by the Hessians, to
come down to New York with the

their

effects,

mmrfi0f

a Kings

Army, and lived with me until a
residence was provided for their better
During the whole
War, the family remained in New York in tolerable comrather
fort, and my father was earning
more than a bare support, when his
unhappy love of building again took
He hired a lot and put up a
place.
Wooden house upon it, at a time
when labor and materials of every
kind were at prices far beyond what
was ever known in this country,
of the
previous to the horrid war

accommodation.
residue of the

Revolution.

The

building being un-

produced any income,
York being evacuated the

finished never

and

New

next year by the British, the property
in 1784 sold for about One Hundred
and fifty Dollars, which in 1782 and
1783 cost upwards of One Thousand.
By this time, my Father's family
at home were but four in number,
having only their daughter Eliza
and son Richard with them. I had
removed to Norwich, in Oct. 1783,
a month previous to the evacuation
of New York, but upon too much
uncertainty to take him and family
with me, having been able to hire
only two rooms for the ensuing
winter; but in the spring following
having obtained a large and convenient house, I sent for my Parents
and Sister to reside with me. They
came in April, a few days before I
removed and were most kindly and
dutifully received by the most amiable of men. General Jedediah Huntington, who had married my Sister
Ann in 1777. My Father arrived at
Norwich in May, 1784, very ill, in
a rapid consumption and he survived
only to the 19th of June. He was
buried there the folowing evening
and very early in the spring of 1875
his remains were taken to the family
vault at

New York and

there de-

posited with those of his parents and
children under the care and direction

(^ffiriai

m Ammra

of Bro. Richard, then residing there
a young practitioner in Physik and
My Mother and Sister

Surgery.

removed to

my

house immediately

Father's death.
now give a concise account,
and at the same time the best I can,
of the other children of my Grandfather's.
Richard, who had served
his time with Mr. Paul Richards
an eminent Merchant at New York,
after the expiration of his apprenticeship entered as a Midshipman
with Captain Peter Warren commanding the King's ships, on the

my

after
I shall

Station.
Capt. Warren became
Sir Peter and died, the celebrated
admiral of that name. Richard did
not long continue in the Navy, but
while he served became a favorite
with Sir Peter. He soon settled
in Barbadoes and entered into partnership with his cousin William, the
son of his Uncle William of Moore
Hall, Penn.
They were in great

and made rapid progwealth, but owing to the
misfortune, the loss of many vessels
William
&c., they at length failed.
soon died there. Richard obtained
a subordinate office in the customs,
which he held until his death. The

business
ress in

lot in New York, opposite
the old family mansion, he left between his surviving brothers and
sisters in eight equal shares, (which
he inherited from his Father). For
reasons highly equitable, my Aunt
Ann, who is now the only survivor
of my Grand-father's children, has

house and

been

for several years in possession
of the whole rent except the one-

belonging to Coz. Andrew
Smith. Uncle Richard died some
little time after my Father; he never
married. Uncle Daniel Moore died

eight

in Jamaica, insolvent, after having
been considered in affluent circumstances.
He owned a valuable es-

tate there, called Constant Spring,

'

:

in the

Parish of Liguama;

60,000

Pounds

tablish

me

it

sold

and with
all his other property was unsufficient to pay his debts.
He had
been the warm and steady friend
and most affectionate brother to
my father, by whose Failure he lost
a very large sum, but it never broke
in upon or in any way lessened his
fraternal
affection.
I
had corresponded with him ever since I was
twelve years old and he invited me
to come to him, where he would esSterling,

in business.

I

accepted
his kind offer.
He had engaged a
partner for me and I was prepared
to go, when such advantageous prospects were offered to my acceptance
in the customs and Recr. General's
office, that I was induced to give up

my Jamiaca plan.
My Uncle Daniel

never married.
Uncle Lambert Moore was bred to
the Law under the patronage of
Judge Chambers. Through his
Uncle Daniel's influence in England
he obtained the office of Comptroller
of the Customs, a very respectable

and

lucrative

employment

which

he held, as long as the -Government
existed in this country.
His first
wife, was Miss Jane Holland, the only
daughter of the Hon. Edward
Holland, then Mayor of New York.
By that marriage he had many
children.
Daniel went when very
young to Jamaica, under the patronage of his worthy Uncle Daniel, who
put him to the study of the Law
with Mr. Richard Grant, to whom
he became a partner. He afterwards was in partnership with his
David Bailie,
brother-in-law, Mr.
a Counsellor-at-law, and became
When he died he was
wealthy.
Recorder of Kingston and Col. of
one of the regiments there.
He had
been married but died a widower and
left no children; and he bequeathed
his property to his brother John and

John a batcheBrooklyn, with
two surviving sisters; Frances, the
eldest, unmarried, Mary, the widow
of the worthy Mr. Andrew Onderdonk
of Hempstead Harbour, L-Island:
they had several children all which
died in infansy. She had a handsome independancy from her husband. There was another daughter,
Rebecca, who died of cancer, not
long since, a remarkably sensiable
his sisters.
lor,

who

and

Daniel

left

resides at

sprightly

woman;

she

had

never married. Several of the children died in infansy. Many years
after the death of his first wife, my
Uncle married Miss. Gitty (probably
Gertrude) Onderdonk, daughter of
the esteemed Mr. Henry Onderdonk,

North Hempstead the father of
Andrew, by which connection my
Uncle thus became the bro-inlaw and father-in-law of Andrew.
By this marriage he had and has
left two very amiable
daughters;
Phebe, the wife of Mr. Bailie, above
mentioned, (they live in England
upon his fortune and have no children)
and Jane, the wife of Mr. Adam
Fredwell, a highly respectable merchant in New York; they have
several children and reside in Brooklyn.
My uncle died some years
ago and was entered in the family
vault at 78 years of age. He left
an irreproachable character. Uncle
William Moore served his apprenticeship, with Mr. Joseph Reade of
New York, who sent him as his agent
to Cura^oa, where he very soon died.
My father was his heir-at-law, but
the property is now owned by Uncle
Lambert's heirs, having been swallowed up, with the rest, by his failure
and insolvency.
of

My
his

of

Uncle Charles Moore, served
time with Mr. David Clarkson

New York and

in early life

was

attached to the Hospital Department
with the King's Army, in the old

-

French

War which ended

in

1763.

He

afterwards settled as a Country
merchant at Peekskill, where he
failed and was poor ever after, until
In some way during the
his death.
Revolution, he lived at West Point,
upon the old place then owned by
his brother Stephen, but the American

Government having

selected West
as a proper place for the
erection of fortications, he was obliged to leave it and remove to the

Point

interior of
his brother

North Carolina, where
Stephen had for some

years resided, at Mt. Tirzah in Person County. He was the postmaster there when he died, some
He had married the
years ago.
widow Eve Hall, while he resided
at Peekskill,

has

left

a

by whom he had and
very numerous family,

none of whom do I remember (many
I have never seen) except his eldest
son Charles, now a Country Merchant
in North Carolina, and his daughter
Francis,

the

Rogers of

New York, by whom

wife

of

Mr.

Henry

he has
Mr. Rogers has retired from business and is supposed
to be a wealthy gentleman.
The
present is his second wife and a very
amiable woman. Her mother died
lately at a very advanced age.
My Uncle Stephen Moore, served
his time with the Hon. John Watts,
one of his Magesty's Council, an
eminent merchant, and contractor
for the Army Supplies at New York.
Upon the breaking out of the French
War in 1754, he obtained a Commission in a New York Regiment, under
the command of Col. Oliver Delancey, was in several of the battles of
those days and obtained considerable
reputation in the expidition under
Col. Bradstreet.
He was at the
taking of Fort Stanwix, so named
in honor of the British General who
commanded on that occasion. He
continued in the service through-out

many

children.

the war at the close of it he was appointed Dep. Paymaster General in
;

Canada.
I cannot help recording here, a
circumstance evincive of his intrepidand zeal.
General
activity
ity,
Haldimand, then in command in
Canada, had occasion in mid-winter
to send an express to Sir Jeffrey
Amherst, the commander- in-chief in
America, residing at New York. He
applied to my Uncle to look out for
a person qualified for the purpose
and acquainted with all the wilderness through which it was necessary
to pass, neither the St. Lawrence nor
the Lakes being frozen sufficiently
hard to bear sleigh or horses and the
dispatches requiring haste and immediately conveyance.
My uncle
after a few hours preperation told
the General he had found such a
person and the letters were immediately handed to him. He put
a pound or two of dressed provision
in his knapsack, put on his skates;
slung his blanket and snow-shoes
on his back and started from Quebec
oil the St.
Lawrence. On arrival
at Montreal he hired a couple of
faithful Mohawks, armed as a guard,
and all of them on snow-shoes (the
snow very deep and no vestige of
track) proceeded through the wilderness by the shortest course known
only to his Indian guides, to the
north end of Lake Champlain. They
there took to the lake and proceeded
on it and Lake George to its South
boundary and from thence to the

At Albany he discharged
and
kept on them till he reached Col.
Hudson.

his Indians, took to his skates

Philip's

seat

from
through the
miles

at
ice

the

Yonkers,
York.
He
twice before he

New

20
fell

re-

From
linquished the frozen Hudson.
Col. Philip's he walked to town
and delivered his dispatches to Sir
Jeffrey Amherst on the tenth day

The General
after leaving Quebec.
told my Uncle that his situation as
King's

him

General to the
forbade his offering
pecuniary remuneration,

Paymaster

dep.

Army

any

but handsomely insisted upon his
acceptance of postage, presenting
him with a Roleau of 100 guineas.
So honorable an anecdote I could
not resist the gratification of inserting in this family record.

After

leaving Canada, where he had relinquished his paymaster-ship for mercantile pursuits and having married
a Miss Grizey Philips of a respectable family from Boston, entered
into partnership in business with

Hugh F inlay Esq., Post-Master
General for Canada, who had also
married a sister of my Uncle's wife.
They would have done well but for
wild speculations in the Lumber
Business and trusting the Indian
traders to a very great amount, in
consequence of which they failed
tho' I believe they paid all their
creditors.
My Uncle then came and
took possession of the house and land
him by

West Point.
He remained there some years but
not long before the American War
he purchased and removed to a tract

left

his father at

of land in North Carolina where he
built a house for himself, and another
for his brother Charles to whom he
either gave a farm in fee or during
his lite, I dont know which.
He
named his place Mt. Tirzah where
he obtained the Post Office for his
brother.
He was the only one of
his father's family who took an
active part in favor of the Revolution.
He raised a regiment of 1000 strong

and

joined

Gen.

in the first battle of

Gates.

He was

Camden

in

South

At the first firing of the
Carolina.
British his whole regiment took to
their heels and left him on the field
where

made a

a few moments he was
prisoner and sent to Charles-

in

He there found a very old
acquaintance and friend of the family,

ton.

Col. John Harris Cruger, who
had some years ago been a partner
of his and my Uncles brother, Daniel
in Jamaica, but two such determined
foes

politicts could not easily
Col. Cruger treated
Uncle met his
harshly and

in

be reconciled.

him

my

frowns with equal determination and
He was a good while a
hostility.
prisoner on Parole, but at length
effected his exchange.
After the
evacuation of Charleston by the
British he unfortunately went there
and made considerable purchases of
goods in the hopes of selling them to
advantage, but like the rest of his
brothers in all their Mercantile speculations the business ended in a
heavy loss and involved him in great
difficulties.

Fortunately, however,
Gov. chose West Point
as a strong Post to defend the
Hudson River, of course, he was
obliged to sell it to the United States
at

last the

and the price was awarded by the
Commissioners chosen for that pur-

Ten Thousand Dollars. The
payment of this money exonerated
him from all his embarrassments and
he died at Mt. Tirzah some years
ago at an advanced age. His widow
pose, at

He has left several
children, how many I know not.
His eldest daughter is one of the
finest women in this country but
has been a cripple and for many
years was confined to her bed with
the loss of the use of all her limbs,
occasioned solely by the prick of
a cambric needle in her thumb.
Another of his daughters, who has
several children, is the widow of
the late Mr. Stanford, a member of
has since died.

Congress from that State, who died
during the session about three years
ago at Washington just as he was
about returning to his family after

an

illness of

a few days.

presume our family must have

I

thirty or forty near connections at
Mt. Tirzah and other parts of North
Carolina whom we in this part of
the United States have never seen

and probably

never know.

briefly to

daughters of

my

eldest,
-

shall

am now more
and

she

I

mention the

Grand-father; the
the eldest child,

was Francis. She married Samuel
Bayard Esq., who for many years
was the sole vendue Master in New
York by patent from the Crown.
He was a man of considerable talents
perhaps as an auctioneer New York
has never had his equal; his power
in figures and every kind of calculation seemed to be innate
He would
upon the instant, without pen or
pencil, upon the sale of any article
;

by gross weight deduct the fare at
any percentage turn the neat weight
into suttle pounds, if sold by the
pound, which in those days was
always

the

case

in

White

Sugar

especially, and let the price be ever
so fractional as to pence and farthings,

to the Buyer who
wanted to make payment instantly and upon the spot.
There were then no public sales
upon time. He was also a man of
much wit and humor and fond of
convivial evenings but at no time

tell

the

amount

sometimes

neglected his business. Their children that I know, were Samuel, who
early went largely into the Drygoods business having previously
gone to England to settle the necessary correspondence and also to
purchase his first assortment. He

was

with his kinsman
Bayard Esq., a nephew of his

in partner-ship

Wm.

In a few years they gave
Father's.
up the business and he was appointed

Dep. Sec. 7 of the Province in the
of Goldsboro Bayard Esq.,

room

whose principal

in

England, George

Esq., formerly Gov. of New
York, had sold the reversion of his

Clark,

commission in England to Wm. Knox
Esq., (whose deputy I was in place
of Mr. Bayard, while he was held a
prisoner in charge of the Records at
Esopus by the Revolutionary Govern-

ment

of the State).

At the

close of

War

he purchased a farm and
built a house at Throg's-neck to
which he removed with his parents
and their unmarried daughter, ReHis Father and Mother, himbecca.
Their
self and sister, all died there.
daughter Francis, married Philip I.
Livingston Esq., who soon after
their marriage removed to Duchess
Co. 7 where he was appointed Sheriff
the

in place of

my

wife's Father, James
There they reEsq.
mained till the Revolutionary War,
when he returned to New York
privately and by the same Flag of
truce by which my wife and only

Livingston,

child

came from West

Point.

He

then resided on Long Island and had

some small appointment and income from the British Government.
At the close of the War and after
having resided some little time at
Arhboy and Norwalk, he purchased
part of his brother-in-law Bayard's

farm and built at Throg's Neck
where he died of Apoplexy, in the
month of December, 1818.
His wife had died there a few years
previous;

He

left

several

children,

Amelia, the wife of Elijah Ferris,
a man of fortune at Throg's Neck,
Harriet, still unmarried, and Maria
the second wife of my Cousin Andrew
Smyth, and Francis, lately married
her cousin Samuel Hoffman; his
youngest son Wm. died at Jamaica

a few days after his arrival there,
after having failed in business in
New York, his eldest son Alfred
married my eldest daughter, Eliza
Elicit,
He, also, having failed at
New York, went with several of
their children

and

Island so fatal to

his wife to that

many

of our family;

'*>

of

0mt0aff0tta

he also died there after a residence
of six years, in the year 1817 so that
he lost both of his sons there.
My daughter returned to New
York in June 1818 and with the
numerous family is dependant upon
her aged father, the writer of these
Eliza, Francis, Wm., Lydia
pages.
and Harriet, live with me; the two
last were born in Jamaica where she
lost one son, Alfred her next daughter
to Francis, Ann, lives at present with
my daughter Hart at Richmond, in
Virginia her son Charles is going as a
Clerk to Mr. John C. Clarkson at
;

;

Potsdam in the County of St. Lawranee in this State; her son Wm. is an
apprentice in New York learning the
Cabinet making business; another
daughter Maria, is at present at a
boarding school in New York at the
expense, temporarily, of her Aunt
Hoffman, who, with her husband is
also gone to that fatal Island of
Jamiaca but with the view of soon
returning.
My Uncle
third daughter married

Bayard's
and

settled

with her husband, Mr. Martin Hoffman, in Duchess County, where he
died his widow now lives at Throg's
Neck with her son Stephen, who
married a Miss Bayard, of Nova
Scotia, daughter of Capt. Samuel
Bayard who was in the King's Army
during the War of the Revolution,
and a cousin of Stephen Uncle
;

Samuel who

left

him

his

place at

She lost a fine
Throg's Neck.
daughter some few years ago. Her
son Samuel, who had long resided
in
Jamaica, lately returned and
married his cousin Francis, as above
mentioned. Her son Henry is now
doing well in business at New York
in partner-ship with my Nephew,
Thomas D. Moore, son of Rev.
Thomas Moore. In Oct. 1819 he
married my Grand-daughter, Eliza
She has another son, I
Livingston.
believe,

named

Anthony who

is

married and lives in Duchess County,
on the place or near where his parents
formerly resided.
My Grand-father's second daughter.
Rebecca, died unmarried at
New York upwards of 80 years
of age.
She was a pius and amiable
woman and tho' she lived to such
an advanced age was never in health
a day since about her Eighteenth
She occasionally amused heryear.
self with drawing and had some turn
for it, and at times was very lively
in Poetry.
She was buried in the
His third daughter,
family vault.
Susannah, married to the truly
amiable John Smyth Esq., of Perth
Amboy, a man that had not an enemy
before the year 1775. The rage of
the times which succeeded, his placid
and engaging manners notwithstanding, created him, as they did
every Loyalist, a host of illiberal
foes.

He was

Clerk to the Board
and Treaswhen the

of East Jersey proprietors
urer of the Province

Revolution

mained

commenced.

He

re-

the evacuation
of the whole Province by the King's
troops took place in July 1777, when
the ill judged and fatal expedition
against Philadelphia left New York.
Mr. Smyth's wife and son, Andrew,
with Fanny, the daughter of my
Uncle Charles, who had lived with
them since her infansy, and my aged
Grandmother Moore, with her two
maiden daughters were obliged to
quit their delightful residence and
property and moved to New York
and they all lived with me, free of
expense to them, for some time.
He was there appointed Treasurer
to the fund raised from the houses of
the disaffected inhabitants who had
most unwisely left the City the
preceeding year on the British Army's
Mr. Smyth was profirst invasion.
scribed by the States of New Jersey
and New York and by a base and
at

Amboy

till

New

York, called
amenable
made
Acts,
the Troops
he had
to the state for all the money

inhuman law

of

of the
so collected for the support

Alms House,

all of

which, was most
to its intended

faithfully applied
for
use by Commissioners appointed
therefore
was
He
that purpose.
his family to
obliged to fly with
died broken
he
where
England,
hearted with character irraproachable.
The British Government allowed him
a year and
during his life 200 sterling
that
his widow during her life half
But all the compensaamount.
tion he received from his property
confiscated in Jersey was not, I believe,

His

above One Thousand Pounds.
widow, son and Fanny, her

in the
niece, returned to New York
there
died
widow
The
year of 1791.
some years ago at about 80 years of
in the family
age and was enterred
Her son Andrew's first wife,
vault.
was a Miss Parker of Amboy, daughter
to the Mayor of the place, a man of
wealth and great consideration in
that State, but as far as I could ever
learn, Mrs Smyth never received any
She
estate.
part of her Father's
second
His
wife,
children.
left no
now living, is the daughter of Mr.
P. I. Livingston, already mentioned
when speaking of that family, and
has two children, Francis and John,
and are all now in New York in
is one
very poor circumstances. He
of the many weighmasters appointed
surby the Corporation. The last
vivor of all my Grand-father's children is his youngest child, Ann, a

maiden Lady of refined manners
and improved mind. She is now
health
upwards of 80 and enjoys good
and spirits and is very active. She
was educated in England and lived
Daniel at
years with her Uncle
Great Marlow.
I have thus, for the information

many
of

my

children and their respective

accurate
given the most
account which my memory can afford
and the
of my Grandfather's family
not one
families of his descendants,
before
ever
has
put
which
syllable of
not seen nor heard of any
on

families,

paper,

kind of record made by any other
No doubt it is inacindividual.
all
curate in many particulars, tho

subthe leading features of it are in
while
But
facts.
stance literal
write on this subject without better
have
and more full information,
incumbent
upon
a
it
duty
thought
me that my children may know
something of the respectable family
from which they are descended,
well aware at the same time, that
1

death and without this
manuscript, they and their posterity
would forever remain ignorant of
Except my aged
their ancestors.

my

after

am

the oldest living
deGrandfather's
being
in
my
and
being myself
scendants,
75th year. I know I had no time
to lose, and that now or never could
my family receive the information.
I have thus in some haste committed

Aunt Ann,
of

I

all

my

to paper.

an
It now remains for me to give
account of my father's family, of

my

brothers and sisters and their

and shall finish
respective families
such
with
this record
particulars of
as will no doubt
children
and
myself
be more interesting to my immediate
descendants than any part of the
Elizabeth
proceeding. My mother,
Channing, was the only child of Wm.
Channing Esq., of Dorchester, Eng-

to New York as
the British Navy about
He married Miss
1720.

land.

He came

Agent

for

the

year

Bowns, of Middleton, New
She died soon after the birth
of my mother, who was also deprived
of her father and became an orphan
She was brought
at two years of age.
Pintard
up in the family of John

Ann

York.

.-<

i~

an Alderman and Merchant
York, whose wife was a sister
my mother's. My mother had
a polite and useful boarding school
education and had a handsome independancy left by her parents in
New Jersey. I have no record of
the Channing family in England.
There was a colateral branch in New
Port, Rhode Island, the Father of
which was named John, whose eldest
son, William, was Attorney General
of that State his wife was daughter
of William Ellery Esq., a Member of
Congress and Colector of that Port.
Esq.,
of
of

New

;

Wm.

left

sons,

Wm.,

a large family. One of his
is a Presbyterian Clergy-

eminent talents now residing
who has an Uncle also
a clergyman, still living, formerly
at New London, but of late years has
relinquished his profession and become a man of the World. They are
both, with all the family, said to be
locinians.
I know not when my
Mother's Parents were born, married or died, nor do I, of course, know

man

of

at Boston,

their ages.

Father married in a year or
from England;
He was, I believe, about 22. My
Mother was 17 and was born the 17,
He died
April, Old Style, 1727.
at Norwich at the house of his sonin-law, General Huntington, (who
married my sister Ann, at Norwich
in 1777.) the 19th of June 1784, at
about 63 years of age. My Mother,
who had lived with me from that
time, till her removal to my brother
Richard's at Staten Island about 20
years after, died at his Parsonage
House the 7th, of Dec. 1805, in her
78 year. She had through life enjoyed a great share of health as had
also my Father until a short time
Their remains are
before his death.

My

two

after his return

deposited in the family vault in
Trinity Church Yard, New York.
I was their first born, the 18 of April,

O. S. 1745, at the house of
father.

my

m

Grand-

I had a good education, English
and Latin and was preparing for

College, being intended for a Clergyman of the Church of England (to
which every member of
Grandfather's family without any exception
belonged) when at 12 years of age,
being at board on a vessel laying

O

my

opposite to my Father's store, I
unfortunately fell down the Hatchway and fractured my head. The
Physicians and Surgeons who attended me being of opinion that the
further

prosecution

of

my

studies

would probably be injurious to the
brain and to my health I was on
recovery placed in my Father's
Store where I remained until my
14th year, when, on the 20th of

my

November, 1759, I was bound apprentice to a gentleman from Dublin,
Mr. John Foster, who was at the
head of the greatest Mercantile
House at New York but which failed
in the year of 1762, in consequence
of their great speculations, both in
this Country and the Continent of
Europe. Mr. Foster retired to Boston in expectation of resuming business again but his partners in Ireland

having also failed and the Creditors
Country unwilling to make any
compromise he removed privately
to France, from whence I corresponded with him, he having, young
as I was, appointed me his Attorney,
and such monies as I could collect,
him.
I duly committed to
My
in this

Father's family being at Peekskill,
I was put to board at a Mr. David
Fleming's, who soon after died and

not knowing what else to do, I very
unfortunately and having no person
in the World to whom I could look for
support borrowed 500 Pounds at interest and without the least knowledge
of the business and ignorant of the
duplicity and chancery of Mankind,

'!

embarked, by Mr. Foster's permission who sent me my Indenture from
Boston in Nov. 1762, in the Manufactory now vacant by Mr. Fleming's
death.
Being obliged to confide in
the Overseer and Laborers I employed (who all cheated and deceived
me) at the end of 18 months my
poor

capital was totally lost
of age I was again

little

and at 19 years
adrift.

My worthy friend, Mr. Wm. Bedlow on going to England, requested
me to reside with and take charge
of his family which I did until his
return in the year 1764.
Fortunately
for myself and the large family
I have since brought up, I was taken
to a Clerkship in the Custom House
at the allowance 'of Fifty Pounds a
year, which was at that time the
usual wages and my Father's family
having returned a Bankrupt from

boarded with him and
Peekskill,
paid him Forty out of my Fifty
Pounds a year and the residue
I

furnished me with clothing
(now,
alas, a young man thinks 500 Dollars
insufficient for the same purpose)
I went into the Custom House, the
8th May, 1765, a day ever to be remembered by me. On the 24th of
Oct. following, Andrew Elliott Esq.,
Son of Lord Minto, of Scotland and
brother to Sir Gilbert of the King's
Privy Council and Receiver General
of this Magesty's Customs and rents,
appointed me his Deputy worth to

me about Four Hundred

Dollars

annually in addition to my Clerkship
and from this time received and paid
the whole of the King's revenue at
New York. On the 5th Sept. 1768,
my Uncle Lambert Moore, the Comptroller,

appointed

me

his

Deputy

which office I accepted to oblige him
whenever he should be absent without any

demand

of

salary.

had paid the 500
By
Pounds, with the interest, from which
this time I

I

was

in debt, being the
in 1762, paid

money

I

had

my board con-

borrowed

Father and not only
but had something
On the 29 Sept. 1769, Charles
left.
Williams Esq., a Naval Officer, apthe
pointed me his Deputy with
from
and
a
of
$200.00
year
salary
this time I received and weekly paid
stantly to

was out

my

of debt,

the fees of the Custom House
Office to the several officers
to whom they were due as well as
the fees of the Surveyor and Searcher,
Alex. Colden Esq., of the Lieu't.
Governor Colden, Mr. Williams,
the Naval Officer, having died at a
very advanced age, on the 2nd. of
all

and Naval

1773, his sucessor, Stephen
Delancey Esq., (son of Oliver, one
of the Council) appointed me his
Deputy by Commission the next day,
the 3rd., and through the advice of

July,

my best and constant
and Patron, the salary was
from $200.00 to $375.00 per
annum and at the same time Sir.
Elliot having orders from the Commi^sioners of the Customs at Boston
to act as Receiver from Greenwich
Hospital dues which office Mr. Williams had always filled was pleased
Mr.

Elliot,

friend
raised

me all the Emoluments of
that office as his dep'y which was
worth about $200.00 per annum.
By this time I had about $3000.00
at interest, the income from which
to give

and from

my

office

I

judged would

enable me to become a housekeeper
with a reasonable prospect to support a family respectably and having
been for about two years attached
to Miss Judith Livingston of Poughkeepsie (who I first saw at St.
Georg's Chapel) we were there married on the 26 of Oct., 1773, it being
The Custom
her 20th birthday.
House (my late Grandfather's Mansion) was allotted me for a residence
a spacious building the largest in the
City, the rent of

which was $200.00

mmftatuma of

a year and belonging to my Grandmother. The Crown allowed the
whole, except 25, which I paid.
On the 7th of January 1774, Mr.
Delancey was superceded by Samuel

Kembell Esq., as Naval Officer, who
continued me his deputy at the same
These several officers I held
salary.
enjoying the friendship and patronage
of

all the principals in the fullest
confidence of them and at the same

time highly popular with

all

who had

business at the Custom House, (the
heat and disturbances of the times,
notwithstanding) until the Port was
shut by Act of Parliament in the
commencement of the year 1776.
In April of that year the trouble
became very serious at New York.

The King's troops had evacuated
Boston and part of the American Army had arrived at New York and
commenced there Fortifications and
Barricading the Wharfs and Streets.
It was therefore high time for the
King's officers and the friends of
Gov't. to seek for more quiet quarters.
The Collector, Mr. Elliot, went to

Amboy leaving me his directions to
take the seals of office in my possession and from what ever retreat I
went to to join him, if practicable,
at New York, as soon as possible
after the British Army (an event
looked for speedily) should be in
possession of the City. The Comptroller, my Uncle, went to Hempstead
Harbuor, where he was safe at the
house of his father-in-law, Mr. Underdonk a staunch whig as Rebels
were then called. The Naval officer
Mr. Kemble, Brother-in-law to Gen.
Gage, the Commander-in-chief,
had last year gone to Boston where
he was Sec'ty to the General. All
the other officers secreted themselves
in the best way they could.
My wife went a few days before
me to West Point where my Father,
who was the King's Weighmaster

and Guager, had gone some weeks
I joined them about the 5th of
ago.
April after being grossly insulted

by some Vagabond Laborers on the

Public

Works. I remained there
Poughkeepsie in tolerable
tranquillity (though robbed of my
Arms). The British Army having,
after their victory at
Brooklyn on
the 27th of August, crossed at
Kips
Bay on York Island and obtained
posession of the City on the 14th

and

at

of Sept. (on the
cindiaries who
vile

purpose,

wards of 1000
on the 17th of
and lodged at

-

15th some base infor that
fired the City.
Uphouses were destroyed
Oct, I left West Point
Dr. Wintts at Tappan,

remained

obtained a pass for Amboy from
Mr. Attwater, a Member of the
Provincial Congress of New York,
who to my great astonishment I
soon met with at New York as a good
Uncle Stephen Moore, who
loyalist.
had been with us .at West Point on
a visit, rode with me as far as Hackinsack Bridge, where he parted with
me on his way home, in North CaroUna. I went to a Doctor Lazier's,

a loyalist, on my way home whose
house I passed a large body of
American Troops. Had they stopped

and examined my saddle bags,
the King's Seals would have discovered who I was and where I
was going to and thus there would
have ended my Journey and Imprisonment been my portion. He accompanied me at night to a private
place at Tacauca Meadow, where
Guides were ready to attend all such
friends of Government as were endeavoring to get to New York.
It was an extreme dark
night.
With several other Loyalist and our
faithful Guide we left our hiding
place and proceeded in utter silence
through the woods and swamps to
the Hudson on the bank of which,
near Weehock Ferry, signals by

j

,.,

were made for the boats from
Bloomingdale which every night
came over for Passengars. In the
impenitrable darkness, which absolutely prevented my seeing the
Guide by the shirts of whose coat I
held in following him, we were
obliged to let him precede us and to
jump down a precipice of many
feet to get to the River.
We were
greatly alarmed at finding no boat
had come over that night. The
Guide feared we should all be made
Prisoners by the Guard, who patroled
there every hour.
Happily he found
a large Pettianger on the shore but
without oar or rudder. We also
luckily found a few staves that had
drifted on shore.
By our united
labors we got the boat afloat and
pushed off but a minute or two
when we were fired upon by the
Guard from an eminance. The darkness prevented their seeing though
they heard us. We soon got under
the protection of the Phenix, Manof-War, Capt. Parker (since, admiral,
Sir Hyde Parker), and on landing
found ourselves on the rocks about
four miles from the
We
City.
scrambled along shore about half
a mile and got under the residence
of a wealthy friend who I had known
many years, Mr. Jacob Watson.
He was called up and received us all
with great hospitality and had beds
laid for us on his floors.
Early on
the 19th we walked to town, the
Capt. of the Gaurd at Mr. Watson's
house, letting us proceed (without
waiting permission from Lord Piercy,
lights

:'

who was

the Gen'l. Commandant)
assurance that I would
immediately wait upon his Lord-ship
and report our arrival in the garrison.
Mr. Watson had informed the officer
who I was.
I rode out to the Lord Piercy's

upon

my

quarters and was politely received.
I accidentally and hapily met in

passing his door, my old and worthy
Daniel Chamier Esq., the
friend,
Commissary General. Being out of
employment he immediately took
me into his office at 5/ sterling a day
and rations until, as he politely said,
something better might offer. On
the 26th. of Nov., The Honorable
Henry White being authorized by
the Secretary of the Province, Wm.
Knox Esq., in England, who enjoyed the same by reversion from
Gov. Clark Esq., who had it byPatent,

me Dep. Sect'y with
Fifty Pounds Sterling a year and
the usual allowance for house rent
and all the perquisites attending the
business.
This, while I held the
office was a very lucrative appointment, especially from the marriage
appointed

licenses.

ment,

Soon after
Try on

Gov.

this appointcalled on the
him to swear

to attend
allegiance to the King.
The Sheriff, old Mr. Roberts, accitizens

cordingly administered the oath and
the Secretary of the Province giving
to each individual the proper certificate
about 500 were qualified, many
of the violent Revolutionist were
among them, their oaths notwithold
standing I boarded at
friends Capt. Taylor's, the father of

my

Mr. Bancher, whenever not otherwise
engaged. I dined with the Commissary Gen't. where I first made an
acquaintance with my valuable friend,

Gregory Townsand Esq., who
of the Deputies after whom

was one

my eldest

son was

named and by whose

will

he

and afterwards duly received
Five Hundred Pounds Sterling.
Mr.
Elliot had made his escape and got to
New York from Jersey soon after I did
but the Custom House was never
opened during the War. About the
was

left

middle of Dec. I, obtained a flag of
truce from the Admiral Lord Howe
and accompanied by the Rev. Dr.
Inglis, Rector of Trinity Church, whose

awtiatfmtH

of

induction by Gov. T. I attended and
to whom in my official character as
Secretary of the Province, I administered the usual oaths to Government

and Philip I. Livingston Esq., went up
Hudson for our families. We
were not suffered to proceed beyond

the

Verplank's Point. We wrote to the
Provincial Congress in session at
Fishskill making our request.
It
was immediately granted but with
express and rather illiberal orders
that neither of us should be permitted
to land. Col. Tapper, who commanded at Verplank's Point, superceded
their orders and politely invited us
to his quarters as did the Commissary, Mr. Andrew Hawks Hay
and Justice Smith (since Chief Juson the opposite
tice of Canada)
shore at Haverstraw at whose house
we dined occasionally. The Congress sent our families and effects

down to New York in two sloops,
in one of which
brother Richard
also came at their expense but Col.
N. Fick, who bore their flag of truce,
was not suffered to land in retaliation of their refusal of that privilege
to us.
arrived in a heavy storm

my

We

on Christmas day and were hospitably entertained at the House of
Mr. Henry Perry of the Com. Gen'l
Department.
My friend Mr. Richard Yates
gave me possession of a comfortable
House in John Street for which he
would not take any rent. On the
1st. of May, 1777, 1 hired and moved
to a handsome house in Broad Street
of Mr. John Livingston's.
On the
17th. of July, Mr. Elliot was appointed Superintendent General of
the police and Superintendant of
the Port, (in place of acting as Coll'r
of the Customs) the Civil Gov't not
being organized nor was it during the
War. On the 18th. he appointed
me Chief clerk in the Superintendant's
Port Office at 10/ a day. On the

30th. April, 1778, Mr. White gave me
new commission as Dept. Sest't
in consequence of Mr. Knox having
succeeded on the death of Mr. Clark
as the Principal.
In the summer of

a

this year

my kinsman Samuel

Bayard

Esq., who had been Deputy Sect'y
previous to the Declaration of In-

dependance, returned to

New York

from Esopus where he had been sent
Provincial Congress as a
Prisoner on Parole with the records,
which were now taken from him, the
State Gov't. being lately organized.
Although there was no obligation to

by the

do so on my part, without Mr. White's
superceding the commission he had
given me, yet from my connection
with Mr. Bayard and commiseration for his long captivity, I surrendered the office to him without its
being required of me and probably
Mr. White was not pleased on my
so doing, and gave him about $400.00,
part of my perquisite on all the
marriage licenses I had issued while
in Office.
On the 25th. Sept. Mr.
John Aregent, brother-in-law of the
celebrated Edmund Burks, one of
the Deputies in the Sup't of the Port's
Department, returning to England
and (through Mr. Elliot's patronage
and recommendation) he appointed
me his Deputy in addition to my
I received 100 Pounds
Clerk's ship.
Sterlings a year.
All those offices I held throughout
the War, besides which I did considerable and profitable Mercantile

Thus it appeared I was
amiable man, but made the
of every advantage I had,

business.

not an

most

foreseeing how the War would terminate.
Peace being declared and the
British to leave New York in a few
weeks I went to Conneticut to know
whether I might receive protection
I was recommended to Gov.
there.
brother-in-law
Trumbull by
General Huntington whose first wife

my

mains of a Etna

was the Governor's daughter. My
wife and child were then, and had
been for two months past, at West
at

Point,
'

General's

the

quarters

was
The Governor
received me very politely and told me
there was no law nor any circum-

my sister,

where
with

all

his present wife,

his family.

stances remaining since the Peace to
prevent my removing to Conneticut

under protection and perfect safety.
On returning to New York, I found
my wife and daughter there and an
infant son, Townsend, 9 mos. old
(M. W. H.) and on the 20th. of Oct.
1783, we took a melancholy leave
of my Parents connections and highly
valued friends and arrived at Norwich the next day, where myself
and family were as kindly received
as if no War or Revolution had ever
taken place. Much otherwise was
I treated by the Governor of New
York, where even since the Treaty
of Peace had been ratified by Congress,

I

was proscribed and

all

my

property as well as my person would
have been hazarded had I not removed in time to Conneticut, where
I passed seven very happy years.
On my birth-day, the 29th. April,
1791, I unhapily returned with my
family to New York in the hope of

making something more than
essed

for

my

I

pos-

children but in

less

than a year I lost near Ten Thousand Dollars by engagements in the
Wild Speculations of the day and by
placing unbounded confidence where,
by sad experience I too late found
none was due. In May, 1792, I
removed to Hempstead, where my
brother Thomas was the Rector and
took lodgings and board at Mr.
Harry Peter's. In May, 1793, I
hired a house and in honor of my
beloved friend Mr. Elliot, called it
Elliot Place.

a few days
1813,

and

My

wife,

illness,

my

having after

died there, Dec.

daughter

Lydia,

Official

in

Amtrira

having married to the Rev'd.

Wm.

Hart, 24, June, 1815, and removed
to Richmond in Virginia, 10 months
afterward, I could not think of
of my
living alone, not having one

children left with me; I gave my
daughter all my furniture, hired my
house to Mr. Samuel Whiting with
whose family I boarded the residue
of the summer and early in Nov. went
with my Grand-daughter, Ann Livwhere
ingston to Richmond, Virginia

my brother the Bishop resides.
In May, 1816, I returned to New
York, so'ld my property at Hempstead, and passed my time between
that City, Long Island, the Springs
and other places. In Nov. following
I returned to Richmond, and in the
like-manner the two following years
in one of which, my son Thomas accompanied me and in another my
son John came there from Jamacia.
In Sept. 1818, went with Thomas to
Onandago to John's marriage. Immediately on my return, in consequence of continued rains, excrable
rpads and too much fatigue, was
taken ill and confined to my lodging
In
at Sister Moore's all October.
also,

Nov. went to house-keeping at New
York, for the accommodation of my
daughter Livingston, who having

her husband at Jamaica had
returned with her numerous family
of children to New York, in the
preceding June, from which time un-

lost

they came to me they resided at
Throg's Neck at her Father-in-law's
Mr. Livingston. Finding my expenses at New York greater than was
convenient, I removed to Amboy,

til

(the 23rd. of April, 1819), where we
reside but with very little
change for the better as to expense.
In
last, I had a relapse of the

now

June,
Intermitting Fever and hitherto re-

I have thus
feeble.
of my life,
short
a
history
given
which though a very busy one for

mained very

'

18 years, from 1765 to
1783, the
whole of the residue to the present
day, had been, too much of it, an
idle one.
I have indeed been more
particular
than I at first intended, but as no
living Being but myself could give
my children any account of the
way in which I have passed through
upwards of 74 years, I have thought
it might be
satisfactory to them and
their children to know
something of
their Ancestor and of his Ancestor
as far as ever came to his
knowledge.

The idea

of writing the record was
suggested to me in

affectionately

one of
or

it is

my daughter Lydia's letters
probable I should never have

it, in which case none of
children would ever have known
much of their family or connections
or of their own Father's
life, there
not being one individual of the race
left except
myself but who are ig-

thought of

my

norant of

all I

have thus committed

to

writing.
children
May all
continue to live with as much credit
to themselves, as their Ancestors and

my

immediate connections have done,
for I have never known or heard of
one of them who has ever
disgraced
the name.

puritan

ISAAC BASSETT CHOATE, LITT. D.
(BOWDOIN)
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

He

dwelt within a
charmed space,
Infinite mercies girt around
Conscience
held
By
fast to that place
Where he a simple duty found.

With

;

What, though

were both rough and steep
the path he trod ?
There Faith was strong his steps to
keep
His hand was in the hand of God.

A rugged

it

road

His was the simple life that
slopes
As fields that border on the sea
Its margin lighted with the
hopes
Of blessed Immortality.

;

His world was small, but yet how wide
The prospect from its pleasant shore!

He saw upon

the farther side
Bright-visaged angels beckoning o'er.

Of

toil,

he bore a manly share
a hero's part in strife

He took

The struggle made that
The world was richer

;

;

soul more fair,
for that life.

iatun 0f

An
ROBERTS
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

'HE

blessed day

dawning

is

When war and strife shall end
When all mankind together

;

Shall dwell, as friend with friend.
That happy day, O nations,
Pray God He soon may sendl

Too

for striving.
shall yield
Too sacred life for wasting
Upon the battlefield

short

is life

True treasure peace

;

;

How

barren are the triumphs
Achieved with sword and shield

!

V

the gloom and darkness
Of ages long ago,

Amid

The savage,

with vengeance,

filled

Struck, fiercely, blow for blow;
And deemed, in selfish blindness,

Each fellow-man a
But now the

The past

New

is dawning,
gone for aye

light

is

lessons

foe.

;

man

is

learning

Of love and peace today
War, with its thousand horrors,
Must surely pass away.
;

longer men are groping
In gloom as black as night;
No longer true the dogma
That might alone makes right
The shadows lift, the nations
Advance into the light.

No

;

No more

shall cannon's rattle,
Like earthquake, shake the land
No more shall mighty armies
Fight madly, hand to hand;

No more

shall

;

Death and Ruin

Fly forth at War's command!

The

blessed light

Oh,

And

may

it

is

dawning,

e'er increase!

bring that day's glad coming,
cease

When war and strife shall
When all mankind together

Shall dwell in perfect peace!

;

:
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PORTRAIT OF GEORGE WASHINGTON
Painted while he was First President of the United States
By Gilbert Stuart, in 1795
New York
Original in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

Loaned from the

1

collection of the late

Samuel P. Avery

PORTRAIT OF MARTHA WASHINGTON
Original Painting

Now

in the

Reproduction

Museum

far Mr. Charles

by

Gilbert Stuart

of Fine Arts in Boston

William Burrow, of Cleveland, Ohio

in
Art
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THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY

collection of reproductions of historical masterpieces, the originals
which are valued at many hundreds of thousands of dollars, has

been gathered from the leading ART COLLECTIONS in America
and Europe for purposes of historical record by Mr. Charles William
J
Burrows, of Cleveland, Ohio, an American antiquarian of recognized
This collection, other than its established Art value,
authority.
represents the beginning of a new epoch in historical literature, and
as such is given record in these pages of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
It is the first time that the public and private collections of two continents have
been searched for the direct purpose of securing authentic evidence regarding
the men and motives in the development of the American Nation.
It is the
inauguration of a new and practical school of history, in which every historical
truth is established by visual evidence, such as portraiture, chirographical and

I

I

orthographical proof, documentary fac-similes, topographical surveys and
photographic exhibits as corroborative witnesses.
Dr. Albert Bushnell Hart, the distinguished historian, of Harvard, at the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the American Historical Association, remarked
that the greatest danger to the records of our national life is in the inaccuracy
and the deficiency of the sources of the accepted information, which lead to
fake conclusions. There are hardly two volumes on the shelves of any American
library that agree either in main facts or motives.
The school of history, founded by Mr. Burrows, is along the lines for which
THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY is a consistent exponent the visualization of history.
Mr. Burrows has been searching the archives of the world for
nearly twenty-five years to substantiate every fact, and thereby settle many
contentions in American History.
Dr. Elroy McKendree Avery, one of the
most eminent American scholars, is presenting this evidence in a new History
of the United States, in which nearly every step of the nation's development is
corroborated by a photographic exhibit such as would be admissable in a court
of law.
The result is a "human" rather than a didactic narrative of the
American people, proved by a vertitable museum of exhibits, and witnessed by
a gallery of American portraiture and Art.
In historical recognition of this national service, it is the privilege of THE
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, as the national repository, to present in these
pages a collection of the original color reproductions from the thousands that
are being exhibited in the Burrows-Avery investigations.
These color prints
are from the exhibits in Dr. Avery' s "History of the United States," now in
process, and are loaned by Mr. Burrows for this historical record and protected
by his copyright. It is undoubtedly the most notable collection of color prints
ever presented in an historical work.

PORTRAIT OF THOMAS KNOWLTON
"
Battle of Bunker Hill" by John Trumbull
Original painting of
Now in the Trumbull Gallery at Yale University

William Burrow! of Cleveland, Ohio
Reproduction for Mr. Ourlri

PORTRAIT OF SAMUEL ADAMS

(1722-1823;

Signer of the Declaration of Independence
Original painting by John Singleton Copley
Now owned by the City of Boston
Deposited in the Museum of Fine Arts

Rei.roduclion for Mr. Charles William Burrow, of
Cleveland, Ohio

PORTRAIT OF ARTHUR MIDDLETON

(1742-1787)

Signer of the Declaration of

OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Independence

by Benjamin West
Henry Middleton Fisher

Original painting

Now owned by

Mr.

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BENEDICT ARNOLD
(Peggy Shippen and Child)
Original painting

Now

by

Sir

Thomas Lawrence

in Collection of Historical Society of

Reproductions for Mr. Ch.irles

\\~i;:i:un Dili

Pennsylvania

of Cleveland, Ohio

PORTRAIT OF JOHN HANCOCK

(1737-1793)

First Signer of the Declaration of

Independence
Original painting by John Singleton Copley
Now in the Museum of Fine Arts at Boston

PORTRAIT OF MRS. JOHN HANCOCK
(Dorothy Quincy)
Original painting

by John Singleton Copley
Mr. Stephen Bowen

Now owned by
Deposited in the

Museum

of Fine Arts at Boston

Rproductioia for Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
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PORTRAIT OF GENERAL ARTHUR

Mr. Charles Henry Hart of PhiUdelphb

ST. CLATR (1731-1813)
Kmiithl it Trenlnn, Tii-omlcmya. Yorktown
Original |.:iintiit^ tiy Cliarles Wilson Peal
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PORTRAIT OF RICHARD HENRY LEE

(1734-1794)

Signer of Declaration of Independence
Ordinal painting l,y Chnrlm \Vil,,,i Peal,
Now hi Independence Hall ac
Philadelphia
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PORTRAIT OF GENERAL BENJAMIN LINCOLN

(1733-18111)

received sword of Cornwall!* at Yorktown in 1781
Original painting by Sarfent
in possession of Ihe Massachusetts Historical
Society

(1-41-1775)

linnlu-r Mill
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PORTRAIT OF GENERAL RICHARD MONTGOMERY
Killed in attat-k on (Juebec in 177.ri
Original painting by Charles Wilson Peale

Now

.AKI.

riREKNE

(1742-1786)

in

Independence Hall

at

Philadelphia

(1736-1776)

PORTRAIT OF GENERAL JAMES WOLFE

(1727-1759)

killed while
of Canada
Planting the English Flag in Dominion
Londoi
in
Portrait Gallery
Original painting in National

Conqueror of Quebec from the

PORTRAIT OF GENERAL JOHN STARK
Fought

at

Bunker

Hill

French, who was

(1728-1822)

and Bennington

in the
Original painting now deposited
City Hall at Manchester, New Hampshire

PORTRAIT OF NOAH WEBSTER

(1758-1843)

Economist and First American Lexicographer
Original painting by James Sharpless
Now in Independence Hall at Philadelphia

Political

PORTRAIT OF PATRICK HENRY
IMeeate

(1736-1799)

to First Continental Congress

PORTRAIT OF MARQUIS DE LAFAYETTE
PORTRAIT OF GENERAL MONTCALM

French general
(1712-1759)

French Empire in the New World who was
killed with Wolfe on Plains of Abraham at Quebec
Original painting in possession of Marquis of Montcalm in France

Commander

of the

PORTRAIT OF MAJOR JOHN ANDRE
hanged by Americans

in

(1757-1834)

American Revolution

Original painting at Versailles, France
Permission for reproduction through American Embassy at Paris

(1751-1780)

1780
Original painting by John Singleton Copley, owned by Mr. C. F. Gunt.ier
Now in the Corcoran Gallery of Art at Washington
British spy

in

PORTRAIT OF GENERAL JOHN BURGOYNE
(1723-1792)
British Commander in the American Revolution
Original painting by Thomas Hudson at Hampton
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WISE

GOOSED

Copyright, 1904, by the Grolier Club
Printed In colors of the original from a reproduction of the caricature appearing in " The Boston Port Bill as Pictured by a
contemporary London Cartoonist," by R. T. H. Halsey, published by the Grolier Club, 1904. Of the original only three copies .ire
known to be in existence all owned by Mr. Halsey,
Reproduced for Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio, by courteous permission jointly granted by the owner and
the Council of the Grolier Club.
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Nation .* Sfemarrihea front th.e
rigtnal Narrative of an lEue HHtttrss in 1775

BY
COLUMBUS, OHIO

now recorded in these pages, having lain one
thirty-five years in the secret possession of the deit was written, is one of the strongscendants of the family to
est evidences of the testimony that lies secreted in the crumbling
papers and diaries that are being passed down the generations
without any understanding of their real worth and purport to our
national chronicles.
This letter was written by a clergyman who actually saw the troops marching out to the Battle of Lexington and heard the report of the first gun fired in
the American Revolution. The credibility of the witness is beyond dispute.
His words, written during the excitement, to "a friend in England," are of greater
value than the description of any modern historian.
Since the inauguration of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, now entering upon its fourth year, thousands of letters of similar historical import and
equal credibility, have been revealed and preserved. Most of them were almost
indecipherable and require experts to transcribe them.
Many of them have
been stored away in mouldering trunks and garrets for generations, and were
about to be destroyed as worthless.
In one instance a great strong-box that had stood in the attic of an old
New England homestead was broken open for the first time in more than a
hundred years. In it were found the papers, diaries, journals of letters, of one
who was closely affiliated with the founding of the republic. According to
family tradition the great strong-box had been thrown up on the shore during
a storm at sea and found by one of the ancestors of the homestead. It was
presumed that the owner had been shipwrecked. The casket was stored in
the attic by the good old grandfather, "so that the poor fellow can have them if
private letter

hundred and

whom

he ever comes back." Similar instances have been experienced throughout
the country. More than sixty thousand letters have been sent out by THE
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY to the descendants of established American
homes, asking them to make an inventory of the diaries, journals and old documents in their possession. As a result there is a better understanding of their
real value, thousands of them being preserved by their present owners.
EDITOR

rtter

Priten bg an

THIRTY-THREE
the remains of

years ago

my

great-

grandfather's family
library came into my possession, and among the
collection
series of

I

found

a

New England
Almanacs covering some sixty years,
beginning 1770. In the almanac
for 1776 is printed a letter which
had been written\by Reverend William Gordon of Roxbury, Massachusetts, "to a gentleman in England."
This letter, it would seem, soon found
its way back to New England for
it was put into print later in the
year 1775 (the date of the letter was
May 17, 1775). Dr. Gordon was
an enthusiastic champion of the
"provincial cause" having come over
from England in 1770 and settled
over a Congregational Church in
Roxbury. He was a close observer
of men and events then developing.
He returned to England in 1786 and
soon afterwards published, in London and New York, his "History of
the Rise, Progress and Development
I
of Independence in America."
have examined the copy of the New
York edition in our State Library,
and find extracts from this letter,
but it lacks
Almost all

many

interesting details.
local and general
historians refer to this letter as an

our

authority, but I feel very sure it has
not been printed in full since 1775.
Since I have owned this imprint, I
have often read a few lines at a time
from it, but the print is so fine, and
the paper so worn and soiled (it must
have hung in the chimney corner) .that
I deit is read only with difficulty.
termined to copy it, and have now

picking out word for
of a reading glass.
I have found it of exceeding interest,
as the story is so full and minute in
detail, and carries with it the peculiar
interest of the eye-witness of much

completed

it,

word by the aid

Ammran

OUrrnjjman

that transpired, and the personal
contact with many of the actors.
I have examined all the available
authorities and have embodied the
results in

some

notes,

which accom-

This

is the story,
as related almost in the midst of
the events, by the man who saw the
British troops marching out of Bos-

pany the

ton

over

letter.

"The

Neck," on

March

30, 1775, also "The Brigade," under
Lord Piercy, with their artillery, and
heard their music playing "Yankee-

Doodle" on April 19th; and on that
very day his friends urged him to
flee with his wife to a place of safety.
This, as an original record, is worthy
of a place among the authorities,
touching one of the vital turningpoints in our history.

AN ACCOUNT

of the commenceHostilities between GreatBritain and America in the Province

ment

of

of Massachusetts Bay, by the Rev 4
Mr. William Gordon of Roxbury, in
-

1

'Reverend William Gordon, D. D., was
born in England in 1730, being educated for

He served in two or three
trie ministry.
parishes before coming to America in
Two years later he was installed
1770.
as pastor of a Congregational Church in
Roxbury. He served for a time as
chaplain to the Massachusetts Provincial
Congress, but was deposed on account o
offensive sentiments expressed in a certain
Fast Day sermon. He delivered a notable
sermon upon the first anniversary of
American Independence, (July 4, 1777).
He was a diligent student and a close
observer of events. He preserved copious
notes during the period of the Revolution,
and after peace was declared obtained
access to the papers of Washington and
others, as well as those of the Continental
He returned to England in
Congress.
1786, and two years later published in
London his "History of the Origin,
Progress and Establishment of Independence in America," in four volumes.
Some portions were expurgated by the
British censors, but a little later it was
republished in this country in three
volumes, and it has always been considered
an excellent authority. The degree of
D. D. was conferred upon him by Princeton

trat Arrouttts
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a gentleman in England.
This Colony judging itself possesed of an undoubted right to the
Chartered Privileges which had been
granted by our glorious deliverer,
King William III, and finding that
the continent was roused by the
measures and principles of Administration, was determined upon providing the necessary requisites of self
defence in case there should be an
attempt to support the late unconstitutional acts by the point of the
sword, and upon making that resistance, which the laws of God and
Nature justified, and the circumstances of the people would admit,
and so to leave it with the Righteous
Judge of the World to settle the
dispute.
Accordingly the Provincial Congress, substituted by the
inhabitants in place of the General
Assembly, which could not convene
but by the call of the Government,
prepared a quantity of stores for
the service of an army whenever
the same might be brought into the

with the unanimous approbation of
the Continental Congress.
Here I must break off for a few
moments to inform you by way of
episode, that on the 30th of March,
the Govenor ordered out about
1 100 men to parade it for the distance
of about five miles to Jamaica

field.
These stores were deposited
in various places, many of them at

contempt.

a

letter' to

Concord, about 20 miles from Charlestown, which lies on the other side
of the river opposite to Boston,
without the advantages of a bridge.
It was aprehended by numbers from
the attempt made to surprise some
cannon at Salem on Feb. 26th that
there would be something of the
kind in other places. Several were
desirous of raising an army instantly
upon hearing what had been determined at home, but it was judged
best not to do it, as that step might
be immediately construed to the
disadvantage of the Colony, by the
enemies of it, and might not meet
His last years were
College in 1778.
spent in Ipswich, England, where he died
in 1807.
!
The original letter bore date of May
17th, (not quite a month after the battle).

3

Plains,

and

so

around by way of

Dorchester back again. In performing this military exploit they did
considerable damage to stone fences,
which occasioned a committee being
formed and waiting upon the Provincial Congress, then at Concord.
The tories had been for a long
while filling the English officers and
soldiers with the idea, that the
Yankees would not fight, but would
certainly run for

was the

it,

whenever there

appearance

of

hostilities

on the part of the regulars. They
had repeated the story so often,
that they themselves realy believed
it, and the Military were persuaded
to think the same, so that they held
the country people in the utmost

The officers had discovered, especially since their warlike feat, of
tarring and feathering, a disposition
to quarrel and to provoke the people
to begin, that they might have some
color for hostilities.
This cast of

mind was much increased, upon the
news of what Parliment had resolved upon.
The people however
bore insults patiently, being determined that they would not be the
At length the General
aggressors.
was fixed upon sending a detachment to Concord to destroy the
stores, having been, I apprehend,
worried into it by the native tories
that were about him, and confirmed

The writer of this letter was an eyewitness of these movements as well as
those of the troops under Lord Piercy,
on April 19th, and heard the music of
"Yankee Doodle" as they bravely marched
through Roxbury.

Written hj an

in his design

by the opinion

of his

about ten of whom on the
18th of April passed over Charlestown ferry, and by the neck through
Roxbury, armed with swords and
They placed themselves on
pistols.
officers,

different parts of the road, in the
night, to prevent all the country
being alarmed.
They stoped vari-

ous

threatened to blow
ordering them to
The Grenedier and Light

persons,

their brains

dismount.

out,

been taken
off duty some days under the pretence of learning a new exercise,
which made the Bostonians jealous.
One and another were confirmed
in their suspicion by what they saw
So that
and heard on the 18th. 4
expresses were forwarded to alarm
the country, some of whom were
secured by the officer on the road.
The last had not got out of town
more than five minutes ere the order
Go's

Infantry

had

arrived to stop all persons leaving
the town. An alarm was spread in
many places, (to some the number
of officers on the road to Concord
proved an alarm) however, as there
had been repeated false ones, the
country was at a loss what to judge.
On the first of the night when it
was very dark, the detachment consisting of all the Grenediers and Light
Infantry, the Flower of the Army,
to the number of 800 or better,
officers included, the Companies having been filled up and several of the
inimical terrified natives, repaired
to the boats and got into them just
as the moon rose, crossed the water,
landed on the Cambridge side, took
through a private way to avoid
4
While Paul Revere's name is not
mentioned in this letter, it is to him and
Daws that this paragraph doubtless refers,
as it corresponds with all the subsequent

accounts

of

memorable

their

night.

exploits

upon

that

Ammran
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and therefore had to go
some places up to their

discovery,

through

thighs in water. They made a quick
march of it to Lexington, about 13
miles from Charlestown, and got
there about half an hour after four.
Here I must pause again to acquaint
you that in the morning of the 19th
before we had breakfasted, between
8 and 9 the whole neighborhood was
6
in an alarm.
The minute men
(so called from their having agreed
to turn out at a minutes warning)

were collecting together. We had
an account that the regulars had
killed six of our men at Lexington.
The country was in an uproar.
Another detachment was coming out
of Boston, and I desired to take
"According to Samuel Adams Drake, in
"Historic Fields and Mansions of Middlesex," "It was Samuel Murray who acted as
their guide."
He was son of Colonel
John Murray, a famous Loyalist of

Worcester County. He had graduated
from Harvard College in 1772 and at this
time was apprenticed to a Boston physician.
He was taken prisoner that day by
the Provincials and sent to Worcester,
and shortly afterwords, by order of the
General Court, sent to his father's farm in
Rutland, with

strict orders

not to pass

its

limits without permission of said Court. He
was later proscribed and banished, going

to New Brunswick where he died before
1785.
6
As an illustration of the rapidity with
which the news was carried on that day,
it is stated in "Lincoln's History of Worcester," that "before noon on the 19th of
April a messenger mounted upon a white
horse passed through the main street

at full speed shouting, 'to arms, to arms,
the war has begun!' his horse bloody from
spurring and dripping with sweat, fell ex-

hausted by the church, another was instantly procured and the tidings went on.
Soon the minute men were marshaled on
the Green under their captain and waiting
only for the fervent prayer of their minister,
sped on toward Concord. When they
reached the Howe tavern in Sudbury
(the famous Wayside Inn) they halted
to rest and being soon joined by other

company s pushed on

to Cambridge."

care of myself and partner.
I concluded that the Brigade was intended to support the Grenediers
and Light Infantry, and so cover
their retreat, in which I was not
mistaken. The Brigade took out
two cannon, the detachment had
none.
The Brigade under Lord
Piercy marched out playing, by
way of contempt, "Yankee Doodle."
They afterwards told that they had

been made to dance to it.
Soon after the affair, knowing that
untruths are propagated by both
parties in matters of this nature, I
concluded I would ride to Concord,
inquire for myself and not rely upon
the depositions' that might be taken
by others, accordingly I went. Before Major Pitcairn arrived at Lexington, signal guns had been fired,
and the bells had been rung to give
the alarm.
Lexington being alarmed,
the trained band or Militia and the

men

(consisting of aged and
exempted from service except upon an alarm) repaired in

alarm

others

general to the common close in with
the Meeting House, the usual place
of parade, and there were present
when the roll was called over about
130 of both, as I was told by Mr.
8
clerk
to
Daniel Harrington
the
Company, who further said that the
night being chilly, so as to make
it
uncomfortable being upon the
parade, they having received no
certain intellegence of the regulars

being upon their march, and being
waiting for the same, the men were

dismissed to appear again at the
beat of the drums. Some who lived
near went home, others to the public
house at the corner of the Common.
Upon information being recieved
about half an hour after, that the
Troops were not far off, the remains
of the Company who were at hand
collected together to the amount of
about 60 or 70 by the time the regulars appeared, but were chiefly in a
confused state, only a few being
drawn up, which accounts for other
witnesses making the number less.

There were present as spectators,
about 40 more. Scarce any of them

had arms.

Gage's printed account,

which has little truth in it, says that
the Major galloping up to the head
of the advanced Companies, two
officers informed him that a man
advanced from those assembled, had
presented his musket and attempted
to shoot him, but the piece flashed
the pan. The simple truth I
take to be this, which I recieved from
one of the prisoners at Concord 9
in a free conversation.
One James
Marr of Aberdeen in Scotland of the
4th Regt. who was upon the advanced guard, consisting of six besids a Sargent and Corporal, they
were met by three men on horseback before they got to the Meeting
House a good way, an officer bid
them stop, to which it was answered,
"you had better turn back for you
shall not enter the town."
When
in

'The Provincial Congress of Massachuhad been in session at Concord and
had adjourned on April 15th to meet at
call.
They met again on April 22nd at
Concord, but immediately adjourned to
meet at the church in Watertown the same
setts

'On April 22d, the Provincial Congress

met at Concord and provided that
tion should be taken
these events.

deposi-

from witnesses of

day at 4 o'clock P. M. It was at this
session, on May 4th, that Reverend William Gordon was proposed for the office
of chaplain of that body, and a few days

There were a number of Harringtons
in that little company, all of the same kin
two of them, Caleb and Jonathan, were
The tragic and cruel
killed on that day.
fate of the latter is a familiar story to all
readers of the annals of the
American

later he received the appointment, with
permission to take depositions from the
prisoners then in the hands of the Provin-

Revolution.

cials.

8

;

three persons rode back
and at some distance one of
them opened a fire, the piece flashed
in the pan without going off, I asked
Marr if the piece was designed at
the Soldiers, or to give an alarm?
He could not say which. The said
Marr further declared, that when
they and the others were advanced,
Major Pitcairn said to the Lexington
Company, which by the way was the
only one there, "Stop you Rebels,"
and he supposed his design was to
take away their arms, but upon

the

said

again,

seeing the regulars, they

dispersed,

commenced but who
The said
fired he could not say.
Marr together with Evan Davies of
and a

firing

the 23d and George Cooper of the
23d and William McDonnald of the
38th respectively assured me in
each others presense, that being in
the room where John Bateman of
the 52d was, (he was in an adjoining
room too ill to admit of my conversing with him, they heard the said
Bateman say that the regulars fired
first, and saw him go through the
solemnity of confirming the same by
an Oath on the Bible.
I shall not trouble you with more
particulars, but give you the substances as it lies in my own mind,
collected from the persons whome I

examined, for my own satisfaction.
The Lexington Company upon seeing
the troops and being of themselves
so unequal a match for them, were
deliberating for a few moments what
they should do, when several dispersing of their own heads, the Captain soon ordered the rest to disperse,
their own safety.
Before the
order was given three or four of
the regular officers, seeing the Company as they came upon the rising
ground this side the Meeting House,
rode forward one or more times round
the Meeting House leaving it on the

for

right hand,

and

so

came upon them

that way.
cried

lay

out,

Upon comeing
"You damned

up, one
Rebels,

down your arms," another "Stop

you Rebels," a third "Disperse you
Rebels." Major Pitcairn I suppose,
thinking himself justified by Parlimentary authority to consider them
as Rebels, percieving that they did
not actualy lay down their arms,
observing that the generality were
geting off, while a few remained in
their

military

position,

and apre-

hending there could be no great hurt
in killing a few such Yankees, which
might probably according to the
notions which had been instilled
into him by the Tory party of the
Americans, gave the command to
fire, then fired his own pistol, and
so set the whole affair agoing.
There were killed at Lexington 8
10
persons, one Parker and two or three
more on the Common, the rest on
the other side of the
fences while dispersing.

walls

and

Eight Hundred of the best British
Troops in America, having thus
nobly vanquish a company of nonresisting Yankees, while dispersing,
slaughtering a few by way of experiment, marched forward in the
greatness of their might to Concord.
The Concord people had recieved
the alarm, and had drawn themselves
in order of defence.
Upon a
messenger coming and telling them
that the regulars were three times

up

'"This was Jonas Parker, the strongest
wrestler in Lexington, who having been
shot and wounded, and while reclining
upon the ground and attempting to reload his musket, was thrust through the
breast by a bayonet in the hands of a
British soldier, and killed upon the spot.

The Spartan bravery of this man has been
commemorated by orator and poet. He
was born in Lexington, February 6, 1722,
and was therefore above fifty-three years
of age, and seven years older than his
famous kinsman, Captain John Parker,
who commanded the minute-men on that
memorable day.

yJL'*'-
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their number, they prudently changed
their position, determining to wait
for reinforcements from the neigh-

boring towns which were

now

alarm-

Ammratt leunlution
there been two

hours more for it
would have probably cut off both
detachment and Brigade, or made

them

The Soldiers being
prisoner.
to retreat with haste to

ed.

The Concord Company retired
over the North Bridge, and when

obliged

strengthened returned to it with a
view of dislodging Capt. Laurie, and
securing it for themselves. They
knew not what had happened at
Lexington, and therefore orders were
given by the commands not to give
the first fire. They marched boldly
towards it, though not in great
numbers, and were fired upon by the
Regulars, by which fire a Captain
belonging to Acton was killed and
I think a private.
Lieut. Gould"
of the Regular, who was at the
bridge was wounded and taken prisoner, has deposed that their Regulars
gave the first fire there, and the
Soldiers that knew anything of the

considerable

matter made no scruple of owning
the same that Mr. Gould deposed.
After the engagement began the
whole detachment collected together
as

fast

as

ment when

it

The detachby Captain Par-

could.

joined

sons 12 made a hasty retreat, finding
by woeful experience that the Yankees would fight, and that their

numbers would be continualy inThe Regulars were pushed
creasing.
with vigor by the Country People,
who took the advantage of walls,
fences,

get

etc.,

but those that could

up to engage, were not upon equal

terms with the

Regulars in point
of numbers any part of the day,
though the Country was collecting
together from all quarters, and had
"Lieutenant Gould was taken prisoner
and exchanged May 28th,
He had an
income of 1900 per year, and it is said,

2000 ransom.
"Captain Parsons, commanding six
companies, had been detached to secure
the north bridge and destroy the stores
supposed to be deposited in this part of the
town.
offered

Lexington, had no time to do any

A

mischief.
little on
side Lexington Meeting-House,

this

where they were met by the Brigade,
with cannon under Lord Piercy,
the scene changed. The inhabitants
had quited their houses in general,
upon the road, leaving almost everything behind them, and thinking
themselves well off in escaping with
lives.
The Soldiers burnt in
Lexington 3 houses, one barn and
3 shops, one of which joined to the
house, and a mill house adjoined to
the barn. Other houses were attempted to be burnt, and narrowly
You would have been
escaped.
shocked at the destruction which
has been made by the Regulars as
they are miscalled, had you been
present with me to have beheld it.
Many houses were plundered of
everything valuable that could be
taken away, and what could not be

their

carried

was

off

destroyed.

The

Troops at last reached Charlestown,
where there was no attacking them
with safety to the town, and that
night and the next day, crossed over
in boats to Boston, for the people
poured down in so amazing a manner from all parts for scores of miles

around, even the grey headed came
to

assist

General

their

countrymen.

was forced to

The

about
town, imset

the
points and places,
The detachment while at Concord,
disabled two 24 pounders, destroyed
further

fortifying

mediately at

all

and seven wheels for
same, with their limbers and
sixteen wheels for brass three pounders, and three carriages with limbers
and wheels for two four pounders,
500 pounds of ball thrown into the
their carriages

the

river,

and other

wells

places,

than one hundred killed, and one
hundred and fifty wounded, besides
about fifty taken prisoners. The
country people had about forty seven
killed, seven or eight taken prisoners,
and a few wounded.

and

brake in pieces about sixty barrels
of flour, half of which was saved,
cannot be certain of the number
that were killed, I apprehend upon
the jt whole the regulars had more
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CONOVER

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

hearts of tempered steele and leave your girls and farms,
holidays, and hark away to arms,
And to conquest we'll all go, etc.*

Come on my
Your

A

sports

and plays and

is a gentleman, his honour is his life,
he that won't stand by his post will ne'er stand by his wife.
Chorus.

soldier

And

For love and honour are the same or else so near
That neither can exist alone, but flourish side by

allied
side.

Chorus.

The

flies, the trees are green and gay,
spring
all inviting Honour's call, Away, my boys, away!
is

And

up, the winter

Chorus.

In shady tents and cooling streams with hearts all firm and free
We'll chase away the cares of life in songs of liberty.
Chorus.

So fare you well you sweethearts, you smiling girls adieu,
For when the war is over we'll kiss it out with you.
Chorus.

No

no British tyrant reign,
and freedom we'll maintain.

foreign slaves shall give us laws,

For Independence made us

free

Chorus.

We'll charge the foe from post to post, attack his works and lines
And by some well laid stratagem we'll make them all Burgoynes.
Chorus.

the war is over we'll sit then down at ease
We'll plough and soe and reap and moe and live just as

And when

;

we

please.

Chorus.

Each hearty

And

lad shall take his lass all beaming like a star,
in her softer arms forget the dangers of the war.

Chorus.

The

And

rising world will sing of us a thousand years to come,
tell our children's children the wonders we have done.

Chorus.

my hand, my heart and very soul,
the joys of Liberty, good fortune and a bowl.

So honest fellows here's

With

all

Chorus.
*Balance of refrain missing
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NELSON ROBESTS

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Assistant Librarian of the Virginia Historical Society

researches into the foundations of American life and institutions,
attention has been given to the first children. Their part in
the economic and political development of the New World was of
course small when it is considered from the historical viewpoint.
little

JN

Sociologically,

it was of great moment.
Upon
of the social system that their fathers

however,

depended the course

In the pioneers,

them
were

whom we

subject to diligent research,
there was but a temporary structure, but in the children and their children's
children was the future of the Western World.
While engaged recently in investigations in the library of the Virginia
Historical Society at Richmond, Mrs. Robins of the library staff was impressed
with the historical neglect of these first English children in America, whom she
calls very truly "the first harbingers of a great nation."
"I do not find," she said, in writing to THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY,
"that these first children have ever been taken from the records and placed
creating.

collectively."

Mrs. Robins briefly sketched them from the records and the result, as recorded in these pages, is an interesting historical chronicle, in which is revealed
the record of the first woman to arrive in America, the first protestant marriage
in America, the first English child born in America, and the longest line of descent in Virginia.
Among the names that stand forth in this record are many
that are still distinguished in America: Savage, Laydon, Pierce, Rolfe, YeardIt would be interesting to trace the genealogical development of
ley, Buck.
the mighty race that has sprung from these first English children on the Western
These, with the children of the Pilgrims, who came some years
Hemisphere
later, should be honored as the real fathers and mothers of English civilization
in America, inasmuch as they are the first real claimants of the Anglo-American
birth-right.

There is no service that the children of America could do that would bespeak their patriotism, and ground their interest in history, more impressively
than to raise funds for a monument to the first children born in America. If
the sixteen million children in the public schools of America contributed nothing
more than their mite of a single penny, one of the most beautiful and imposing
monuments ever erected on the Western Continent could be the result. EDITOR
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,HEN

one

the

first

reads of
permanent

English settlement in
America, one asks,
half-sadly: "Were

any children, or even
young people there,

and what did they do, hemmed in by
and palisades?"
We go back into the records, and
try to catch the sound of children
forts

at play the echo of careless laughter.
Alas! there is little merriment
in those first years
!

We all know of Sir Walter Raleigh's

attempt to settle Englishmen
on Roanoke Island, then in Virginia,
and now in North Carolina, and of
futile

the birth
the very

there
first

of Virginia Dare,
white child born in

this country.

The Roanoke Colony perished mysby Indian massacre it is
supposed and the first white baby
and her parents with it. There was,
however, a tradition that four men,
two boys and one maid were saved
from slaughter by the intervention
teriously

an

of

was

Indian

their fate

Raleigh

chief.

What

finally

?

settled

his

colonists

on

Roanoke Island in 1585. When old
Christopher Newport was sailing up
the James River in 1607, he saw at
one of the Indian villages, just below
the present city of Richmond, a lad
about ten years old, with yellow
hair

and whitish

skin.

Strachey the historian says that
the Indian priests had persuaded
Powhatan, the great Indian chief, to
slaughter men,

women and

children

they had "intermarried for
twenty and odd years."
It is therefore supposed that the
intermarriage referred to is between
the Indians and the poor remnant
after

offspring of a marriage between the
red and the white.
There is only this one reference to
the "pale lad," but he stands upon
the sands of history, solitary, pathetic
and interesting, as the vestige of
the Roanoke settlement, and the
first native of Virginia who had a
"whitish" skin.
The boy, standing upon the bank
of the James River, with his yellow
hair contrasting sharply with the
coarse blackness of the Indian's
"The red
head, was a prophecy
skin shall vanish! The pale face
shall rule the Western Continent."
In the "Susan Constant," one of the
three ships which anchored at Jamestown on May 13, 1607, was a man
named John Laydon, a laborer.
In 1608 an adventurous person, by
name Mrs. Forrest, came over in
the "Mary and Margaret" with her
maid, Anne Burras. These were the
first
females that arrived in the

Anne Burras was but
but John Laydon wooed
and won her, and the twain were the
country.
fourteen,

first Protestants who entered into
the holy state of matrimony in the
New World. They had four daughters, Virginia, Alice, Katharine, and
Margaret. Virginia Laydon was the
(

English-Virginian child to live.
of them save the
fact of their birth and that their
father was living in Elizabeth City
County in 1632, when the children
should have been grown young ladies.
Doubtless they became wives and
mothers, for we find no old maids in
the colony.
There were no women in the first
three ships.
In them came the
first

We know nothing

Roanoke settlement, and that
the "pale lad" with yellow hair was

gentlemen, and laborers.
In the next ship came also gentlemen laborers, a perfumer, a goldsmith
and a jeweler no women or children.
In the "John and Francis," which

the last cry of a terrible tragedy

arrived at

of the

the

council,

,

,

Jamestown

in 1607,

was

'I"*"

m
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first interesting "boy-immigrant."
His name was Thomas Savage, and
he was given to Powhatan in exchange for an Indian boy called
Namontock. Savage was a good
boy who lived with the red men in
When he grew to man's
peace.
estate he settled himself on the
eastern shore of the Chesapeake
Bay. He learned the language of
the tribe during his adoption and
became a valuable interpreter. He
served his people without recompense and married a girl by the name
of Ann, who did not come over until
His children's children are
1621.
now among the most respectable
citizens of the Old Dominion, and
make the very longest line of descent

in Virginia.
In May of 1609 there sailed a fleet
of ships for Jamestown.
Among

them

was

which

the

carried,

"Sea

among

Adventure"
others,

Sir

Gates, his wife and children,
John Rolfe and his wife, George
Yeardley and the Reverend Richard
Buck and his wife. A great hurricane swept over the sea, separating
the fleet, destroying the greater
part of it, and washed the "Sea Adventure" upon the terrible rocks that
guard the island of Bermudas.
Not a soul upon the "Sea Adventure" perished, but each found a
green and lovely home on the sea-

Thomas

girt island.

From the fragments
"Sea Adventure" two

of the stranded
little

ships were

the "Patience" and the
"Deliverance," and these took the
shipwrecked Englishmen to Jamestown, where they arrived in 1610.

fashioned,

A

babe had been born in Bermudas, child of John Rolfe and his
first wife whose name is not known.
The babe was christened Bermudas, and she died soon after the
arrival of the ships at Jamestown.
Her mother died, too, and in 1614,

John Rolfe married the Indian

prin-

Pocahontas.
On the "Sea Adventure," too, was
one William Pierce. The next year his
wife and little daughter Jane came
over in the ship "Blessing."
After the death of Pocahontas, in
March, 1617, Rolfe returned to Jamestown, and in 1618 he was married,
for the third time, to little Jane
Pierce, forced to maturity perhaps
by a lurid childhood.

cess,

George Yeardley afterwards
knighted for good service, found his
wife awaiting him at Jamestown.
She was one of the few women who
,

had arrived in 1608, and her name
was Temperance. Whether she was
the star which had guided Sir George
over we cannot tell. They were
married, presumably by Mr. Buck,
and the Laydons, the Yeardleys
and the Bucks, are the first evident
:

born in the
Jamestown, the

children
city of

crude little
recorded
the first harfirst

"English-Virginians"
bingers of a mighty nation.

Eliza-

beth Yeardley might be called the
"Maid of the Colony" by reason of
her position. She probably was born
in 1611.
Argall, her brother, was
two years younger, and Francis three

years

younger

than

his

brother,

Argall.

Poor

what din

little

Amidst
and adven-

Yeardleys!

of uncertainty

ture did they romp and play! Still,
the blue river rolled by Jamestown
as it does today, and they made
boats and houses in the sand, which
houses were scarce less stable than
those their grown friends builded.
Sir George and Lady Yeardley were
a hopeful, cheerful pair and made just
as merry as they could with their
children, who were born in a savage
land and bred to the threat of the
tomahawk and the whizzing of the
deadly arrow.

The Yeardleys came here

mother died before they reached
Jamestown, and after awhile the
girls went back to England.
Years afterwards they made an
effort to recover some land patented
by their father in Virginia, as "they
were destitute of means to relieve

to stay,

descendants of the honest governor are numerous in our country.
Playfellows and friends of the
Yeardley children were the children
of the Reverend Richard and Mrs.
Buck.
for the

their wants."

The names of these children force
us to think them not so cheerful as
the Yeardley brood. Mara Buck

The murky atmosphere of the
Jamestown settlement in its first
gray years is rarified by the presence

in 1611.
Her name means
bitter water. Gershon came in 1614.

was born

of these three quartettes, the

natural fool."

the Bucks
Their names
Their parents
overshadow them.
evidently felt keenly the gloom of
early settlement, and determined to
as

One cannot think
happy children.

preserve

of

of starvation, Indian treachery, and
disease, never hid the blue of these
children's innocence.
They have this advantage over the
children of this luxurious age
they
were the first who breathed the free
the very first
air of a New World
seed of Englishmen in America.

it.

The Gates girls, too, Mary and
Elizabeth, came over with George
Their
Yeardley and the Bucks.

of

n

to

Lay-

dons, the Yeardleys, and the Bucks.
By 1616 the eldest were large
enough to frisk about within the
to peep out over the surroundfort
ing country where the deadly Indians
lurked and to find amusement in
their straitened circumstances.
Happily, childhood's carelessness
and parental solicitude clear the
horizon of the young, and we can
only hope that the black clouds

His name, most appropriate, signifies
stranger in a strange land.
Benoni comes next, a child of sorrow;
then Peleg, the youngest. We are
told that Benoni never chuckled or
laughed could "never measure a
yard of cloth, count to the number
twenty, or name the days of the
week; therefore he was called a

%
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JOHN CLARENCE LEE
This "Peace Flag" which was originally reproduced in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY,
Volume II, Number 4, is the Flag that was planted on the Apex
of the Earth by Commodore Robert E. Peary

When

Peace, from her far heavenly height,
Flung out her banner on the air
She wove the seven strands of light
In one white beam of beauty there
And round the standards of all lands
Emblems of patriots' love and worth,
She set those shining silken bands,
;

To bind

together

all

the earth.

Then hail, all hail, O, flag of Peace!
From angry tumult, war and strife,
Prophetic of a sweet release,
And herald of a nobler life:

Then

hail,

O,

flag,

and

hail again!

Where'er thy beams of brightness fall.
Wave tidings of "good will to men;"
"Peace for all Nations!" Peace for all.
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MRS. D. M.
TOPEKA, KANSAS
Wife of one of the First Judges of the Supreme Court of Kansas
who has recently observed the Fiftieth Anniversary
of her migration to the Middle West

narrative of pioneering is from a woman's experiences.
It is
one of those intensely human documents that can be inscribed by
few who are living today. It is another of the direct witnesses
w ^ re ' a^e incidents in which they participated. In it is neither
hearsay nor conjecture. It is not the studied exposition of an
historiographer but the real story of a kind and gentle woman who
tells only of that which she saw with her own eyes and felt with

her

own heart.

There are men and women still living in the Great West who knew the land
it was almost impenetrable, and who braved its
hardships and sufferings
to carry the torch of civilization into its forest wilds. There are those, spending
their last days in the great cities of the West, who knew the thoroughfares upon
which they now walk when they were but trails of wild animals and wilder men.
At a recent gathering in Seattle, a powerful city of the Northwest which is
fighting its way to commercial supremacy as a gate to the riches of Alaska and
the Orient, the man who built the first house in the community sat in the assemSo it is throughout Western America a land that has risen from the
blage.
long sleep of the aeons to become a great and powerful factor in the world's

when

civilization
all in a single generation.
The real story of the beginning of the West must be told now. In a few
years its witnesses will be gone. Today they are the patriarchs in whose memories are the experiences that will enrich the pages of history in the generations

to come. Their stories will become as legends, beloved by the children of the
nation. One of the institutional purposes of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY
has been to gather these stories from the lips of the story-tellers before it is too late.
It is the pleasure of these pages to now record the experiences of a woman
whose strength of character has been an influential factor in the moulding of
As the wife of an eminent
public thought in one of the states of the Great West.
jurist, her home became the social gathering place of the political- leaders of the
EDITOR
times, and her simple narrative is one of courage and noble womanhood.
77

,Y husband, myself and
baby landed from a
steamboat in Leaven-

worth

.

We had

an interior county in
started from

Iowa and were

trip of the
We
Kansas.
brought
Territory
with us a big white horse and an open
buggy, and this was our conveyance
in our journeyings, over new roads,
over virgin prairies, stopping in
towns and villages when convenient
and with hospitable farmers when
It was indeed the trip of
necessary.
a long lifetime, full to overflowing
with the sweetest pleasures of new
After a few weeks of
experiences.
sightseeing, driving over a considerable part of the then known Kansas,
spending one night in Topeka, we
returned to Iowa. We knew we
intended to go to Kansas to make a
new home and so pre-empted a farm,

bound on an inspection
of

or

rather

some raw

prairie

land,

about twenty miles south of Topeka.
We never lived on it, and I am now
unable to locate the land exactly.
It took but a few months to straighten
out our very limited affairs in Iowa,
and then we found ourselves on the
back track, and by the summer of

In Peoria

my

real pioneer life in

Kansas commenced, though as a girl
and young woman I had experienced
pioneer life both in Ohio and Iowa;
and here in Peoria also commenced
the long stretch of years so full of
both hardships and happiness, and
here really commenced the long and

happy

life

in

Kansas to which

I

now

look back.
I deem it impossible for me to
bring to the understanding and appreciation of the present day generation the privations and hardships
which the women and men of those
pioneer days had to undergo. I do
not mean the perils and dangers of
the heroic and blood-curdling kind.
These are easy to understand, but
the hardships and privations of the
every day life, the quiet grindings of
the common poverty, the struggle
against unchangeable conditions, the
mother-worry over a family of small

1859, real residents of the new state,
locating first in Leavenworth. Ten
months were enough of city life, so
in the early spring of 1860 we moved
to Peoria City, then the county seat

but

Franklin County. This village
was located on the banks of the
Marias des Cygnes River, about eight
miles east of the present city of Ottawa, though at that time all the country surroundings where Ottawa now
stands was .^an Indian reservation,
and Ottawa was not even in contemOn our way from Leavenplation.
worth down to Peoria City we forded
the Kansas River at Lawrence, a
thing few people ever did; in fact I

tell.

of

ti!<t

have never been told by any other
woman that she had had a similar
experience. The river was very low,
but the quicksand was very deep,
and it took considerable effort and
ingenuity to keep the horses going,
for the quicksand, a stiff current and
a strong wind threatened to upset us
at any moment.

the

active and hungry
monotony of it all, the

and the haunting dread
might happen next.

children,
loneliness,
of what

It is of these small things I would
The large affairs, the battles,

the building of cities, the politics,
the operations of the State, are
matters of history, and the men who
did their part so well and nobly have
themselves, from their various view
I only
points, told nearly all of it.
wish it were within my powers of
description to give to the women of
this generation a true-to-life picture
of one home day, with its surroundings, its joy, its worries, its triumphs,

y,u

I wish it were possible
rewards.
to convey a mental photograph of a
home so utterly devoid of the simplest
luxuries and so restricted in what are
today considered necessities.
its

And

yet, with

it all,

we were happy.

We were all young, strong and optimistic.

Each

of us

was

as

good as her

neighbor, for we were all poor in
worldly goods. We had our little
social gatherings, joked and jollied
with each other, went to church in
our best, and made the most of what

came our way. There was a sympathy and kindness between us, and
always a willingness to help each
other in times of sickness or distress
or want.
I really believe the memory of the hard life which was our
portion then, affects me more in these
days than the real thing did in those
days.

When we
moved

into

arrived at Peoria we
the county building,

which was a hard-wood frame structure of two rooms, measuring over
all about eighteen by thirty feet.

We occupied as our home the east
room, which was at least fifteen by
eighteen feet, the other room of the
house being occupied by the county
safe, some chairs, a table and the
officials of the county as an office.
Even now I have not the courage
to tell of our meagre furnishings,

even though they were more pretentious and elaborate than most of our
neighbors for some distance around.
For be it remembered that we had not
yet been married many years and
had only recently come to Kansas
from the old home, and still had some
of the wedding finery and the old

home belongings. We had a few
good old fashioned Ironstone china
dishes, among them two big soup
tureens.
We also had a bureau and
bookcase combined, and several heavy
office

chairs.

All

of

these

we brought from Iowa, and

things
I

still

have at my home in Topeka the old
combination bureau and bookcase,
and two or three of the dishes. We
lived in the county building several
months and then moved to a smaller,
one-roomed house farther out in the
country. But in spite of all we some-

how managed

to live

comfortably,

and to occasionally entertain the
neighbors, the preacher, or a few
politicians,

over night.

And

I

am

entertaining the politicians ocFor almost as soon as
casionally.
we located in Kansas my husband
was a public man, and we had to do
the honors to others as they were extended to him over the country.
The year 1860 was the year of the
terrible drouth; such a drouth as
probably had never visited the state
before, and such as has never visited
it since.
Eleven long months withstill

out a drop of rain. The spring
opened rather promisingly, though
dry, but no rain came, and soon the
growing crops, the wild berries, the
prairie grass, the natural and planted
forage, and every living vegetable
thing, withered where it grew, died
and scattered to the northward before the heavy, hot scorching blasts
that blew continuously from the
south.
If by chance there was anything which through favoring circumstances retained life the grasshoppers, swarming in clouds, settled
upon it and completed the work of
devastation.
Then was the ingenuity of the housewife taxed in equal
proportion to that of the provider.
All through that hot summer, and
up to late in the fall, when aid commenced to come in from the Eastern
States, there was actually not a
potato, tomato, head of lettuce,
cabbage, onion, radish, bean, or any
kind of garden vegetable to be had
in that village or the surrounding
Neither was there any
country.
meat of any kind excepting a little

wild game, nor any butter, eggs or
even milk. The cows dried up. So
did the wells, and we carried water
for household purposes other than
washing clothes nearly a mile up
the highest bluff in Kansas. We
took our washing down to the river
and did the laundry work in pools of
water left in the river bed; dirty,
filthy water as I remember it now.
We did not waste any water at our

The
rest assured.
children were certainly not weakened
by too frequent baths.
In the neighboring field a few
turnips managed to grow, and these
furnished both vegetable and fruit
Because of a lack of market,
diet.
quite a good deal of corn had been
left over from the year before, so
we had mush without milk, and
cornbread and such other corn dishes
I have
as desperation could suggest.
made cornbread day after day until
the odor of its cooking would almost
nauseate me, so tired had I become
of it; but I had to make it and had
to eat it too, for at times there was
homes you may

nothing else. One time I got some
potatoes from the "Aid Store." As
I was peeling them for boiling purposes, an old lady who happened to
be calling on me seriously chided
me because I did so, for even potato
peelings were too precious to be

thrown away. Can any woman who
has ever done her own cooking think

of a worse situation in the face of
insistent demands of vigorous young

appetites ?

That winter Mr. Valentine killed
prairie chickens, which came
to feed on the sumach bushes surrounding our house like a young
orchard, for there was nothing else
But they were very
for them to eat.
thin and poor, there was no lard to
cook them in, no butter to season
them with, and dry prairie chicken
is about the most uninviting sub-

many

stitute for

something toothsome and

nourishing of anything I know about.
Think of eating a prairie chicken

every day so cooked and served.
Mr. Valentine also managed to gather
a large crop of hickory nuts, which
helped out some they were not served
for desert either, but were part of the
Certain it is that the
real meal.
woman of the house had as tearful a
time indoors as her husband had
fearful outdoors.
Nothing to cook
but corn, nothing to season it with,
little to cook it in, few conveniences
The aid donated
to serve it with.
by the East kept many from actually
starving; kept many in the few
;

clothes they wore.

There were no stores to speak of
was nothing to sell, and
while we had a little money, there was
nothing to spend it for. A neighbor
who grew faint-hearted, concluded
to go back East and sold us a peck
of dried peaches, and these peaches
were the only luxuries in the neighborhood, so were used largely for the
For a while there was not a
sick.
pound of flour in all the miles around
I am
that I knew anything about.
afraid this sounds like a complaining
note, which is not intended, for it is
a fact we were cheerful and happy far
beyond the picture. We helped each
other to the best of our ability in a
material way, made a sport out of
our necessities, tried not to lose
heart, and acted like any other comfor there

munity

of

young men and women,

sanguine and optimistic, would act.
Comparatively few journeyed back
East; nearly all stuck it out to a
glorious

victory.

We made

out

parched

corn

of

coffee

principally,

though occasionally we would use
barley or parched oats; tea was a
whispered luxury. Even sugar was
beyond reach and a little sorghum
molasses took the place of all sweetenings.

A

year or two

when our

later,

home and marriage

old

were

fineries

about exhausted, came the necessity
of buying clothes, bed coverings and
such. Calico was the almost universal dress goods for women and small

and

it cost forty cents per
cents were as hard to get
as dollars were later.
Beds, the best
of them, were made up with one
And such muslin!
sheet, muslin.
It would not be considered good
enough for horse blankets now-days.

children,

yard,

when

The heavy ginghams came later,
and they were dress-up materials.
Not the pretty, tasty and dainty
ginghams of the present market,
but heavy, coarse, and really ugly
But the ginghams never wore
ones.
out and they served their purpose
well down to the second and third

members
them as
the

of the family,
shirts.

who

Then

finished

were

there

balbriggan

petticoats,
dollars of some

costing

man's
hard labor; heavy and dark at the
dollars

upon

top, highly colored in vivid stripes

running round and round above the
hem. After the "Aid" flour came
in we made underclothing out of
the flour sacks; and not only for the
Matches were so
children either.
scarce and expensive that we used
them only in cases of absolute necesIt is a joke among my children
sity.
to this very day regarding my economy in the use of matches, but fifty
long years have not been sufficient to
break me of that habit.

And

the snakes.

The

woods and
were

bluffs

prairies around
fairly alive with them.

and

Peoria
Garter

snakes, black snakes,
cotton snakes, corn snakes, water
snakes, rattlesnakes, mocassins, copperheads, blue racers, and then some.
snakes,

bull

They were not only our

neighbors,

but they also visited with us in our
homes. One morning when Mr. Valentine put his foot down into his

boot, a hissing snake disputed possession.
Getting dinner one noon I
happened to glance over to the
table and saw a long snake slowly
crawling across the table, making
for the sugar bowl.
Mr. Valentine
was home and he killed the snake, as
sugar was too expensive in those days
to feed to snakes. Another time I
picked up a dress off the floor and
noticing it seemed rather heavy,

shook

it,

and a big snake dropped

out.
But I must stop, for if I should
start in to tell snake stories the
limit of
article would soon be

my

reached. Our experiences with
snakes amuse me now, and I laugh
as I tell them to my grandchildren,
but they were not funny then.
In those days eastern Franklin
County, the whole of the county for
that matter, was thickly settled with
Indians.
While they were the most
insistent and persistent beggars, they
were kind and helpful in a way.
Within a radius of three or four miles
of Peoria were six or seven Indian
villages, and the Indian men were not
so bad and vicious as they became
only a few years later. That was
our safety then, possibly our salvation.

The county

seat remained in Peoria

when it was taken to
Ohio City, by virtue of a more or less
Ohio City was located
legal election.
about ten miles south of where the
While
present city of Ottawa stands.
only a short time

is still a small village left at
Peoria, there is absolutely nothing
remaining of Ohio City at the presfollowed the county
ent time.
In the mean
seat to Ohio City.
time the war broke out in extra
vigor over the eastern border, and
husband was engaged in raising

there

We

my

and

drilling troops, his

headquarters
being mostly at the then seat of war,
Paola. And I was left alone much
The
of the time with my children.

0m?

fitfr

Amrriran

ntt

men, excepting those too old and
feeble to stand the life, went to the
front.
We had but one stove, an
"Charter Oak" cooking stove, but it became more or
less of a problem to keep this one in
But that problem too, as did
fuel.
the rest, worked itself to some sort
of a solution, and we actually suffered
but little if any. At first we moved
into a house almost in the center of
business.
There were probably ten
others varying little in size, shape
old-fashioned

away from home

Valentine
cally

the

all

the white

Jffrottiter

man

practi-

time.
By this time
had learned the profits

and the Indian had
learned to love it better than life itself, far better than the lives of his
of selling liquor,

squaw and papooses. If straight
liquor could not be had, old "Log
Cabin Bitters" took its place. Under
the influences of either, the Indians,
who, when sober, were not particu-

to

larly amiable, became wild, fighting,
After I got
horrible fiends.
children to sleep, as early in the

move, and this time to a lonely place
some distance out on the main
road to the Sac and Fox, the Ottawa,
and Muncie Indian reservations.

evening as possible, I would put out
all lights in the house so that the
attention of the Indians might not
be attracted, and sit there in the

Mr. P. P. Elder, then as now prominent in affairs, was agent for some,

dark,

or

pretensions.

Soon

we had

of these tribes,
and
all,
These Inpossibly others as well.
dians drew Government rations at
Ohio City every alternate Saturday.

maybe

and hundreds of them
As I remember, every
participated.
adult Indian had to appear in person to draw his meat and sugar,
and other luxuries denied to us
poor whites. Thanks to the agent,
however, steaks and roasts, the best

Hundreds

there were, occasionally found way
to our kitchens. The butchering
was done on the prairie back of our
house, in all its horrible brutality,
for the Indians were allowed to do
their own killing, and they made
it as savage and spectacular as their
wild imaginations could devise. And

those awful nights following these
ration days! Of all my pioneer
life, those nights, away out in that
lonely place, were the most terrible.
The nearest neighbor was not within
hearing distance of my voice had
I wished to call for help.
The army
work and the necessity of making
a living by a law practice, which had
to spread over all the sparsely
settled adjoining counties, kept Mr.

my

trembling, fearful,
late in the night, or the
early morning, when the last horriuntil

cowering,

way

would go by. But there
was no help for it, and I lived through
ble shout

but I could not do it again.
In 1864 Mr. Valentine was nominated for judge of the District Court.
On one of his hurried visits home,
just previous to the election, he left
with me the tickets to be voted at
'that precinct that I might take them
to an old gentleman, who was some
it;

an election official. It was
an early fall and a bitter cold one.
sort of

I delayed taking the tickets over to
the Boss hoping that the weather
would moderate. It did not, so on
one of the worst early November
days that I can recall, I took the

over, leading one baby by
the hand, a small boy trudging after
me, and pushing a baby carriage

tickets

with a very young baby in it. Going
over, in a southerly direction, with
the wind at my back, it was not
so bad; but the return home, late in
the evening, against a bitter, cold
north wind, over a rough prairie,
with stinging snow and sleet beating
against us, was almost more than we
could stand; in fact several times I

would drop from exhausthe way, this was the
only baby buggy in that town, and
I

thought
tion.

And by

probably the only one in Franklin
Also we
County at that time.
owned and used the first coal oil

lamp ever seen in that little city. It
was a cheap, glass affair, small and
frail,

scarcely

fit

humblest kitchen
oil

cost

$1.25

to be used in the

now-days.
per gallon

Coal
then,

and a poor quality at that. Lighting by kerosene was an expensive
luxury, and we used tallow candles
almost entirely. My husband at
that time owned, and he carried it
all through his life and it is in the
family yet, one of the few gold
that country. He
with me when away,
for robberies on the road and the

watches in
always left
outskirts

all

it

of

that scant civilization

were frequent, and
yet

how

I

can remember

the care of that watch, and

of its safe keeping
worried me.
In 1865 Ottawa was established almost in the center of an Indian reservation, and some time later during
that year the county seat was moved
to the new town.
Of course we

responsibility

moving in December, 1865.
The house in which we lived was
mounted on wheels and moved bodily,
followed,

without disturbing either furniture
or family. When we were on the
long north slope, about two miles out
of Ohio City something broke, and
for three long weeks we lived three
feet up in the air, during bitter cold

weather and nothing but the old
"Charter Oak" cooking stove to
keep us warm. Then we started
again, but when we reached the
Rock Creek crossing, one of the
worst pieces of road imaginable,
stuck fast. But we were still four
miles from Ottawa, so one beautiful
warm afternoon the men put the
children and me in a wagon and

started

Ottawa.

for

But we had

scarcely left the house when, without
warning, one of those awful cold
winds came upon us from the coldest
corner of the cold northwest, almost
paralyzing horses and passengers.

In spite of

my efforts, one of
had both hands and

children

my
feet

We

frosted.
were taken to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. John Walruff, where
we stayed until our own house came
in and was made habitable.
The

house

was

rooms

all

small,

told,

only

three

tiny

but they were com-

Water was scarce at first
and must need be carried two blocks.
A cistern was dug soon and shortly a
good well, so that the water problem
was solved for all time. Some amfortable.

bitious early settlers, early in 1858,
capital of Kansas at Minneola, twelve or fourteen
miles northwest of Ottawa, and had
built a "State House" and a "Governor's Mansion."
Nearly all Kansas

had established the

has believed the present governor's
house out on Eight and Buchanan
is the first, but as a matter of fact,
one was built at Minneola, though
never occupied by a governor, nearly
The "State House"
fifty years ago.
was moved to Ottawa about the
time we arrived, and school was
established

by Baptist missionary

women from New
designed

Here

more

for

York, in the hall

purposes.
children started to school,
than half of the pupils being
legislative

my

Indian

boys and

girls.

A

better,

higher grade, more neighborly, kindlier, people never settled a new town
or country, and we soon became
almost as a band of true-blood sisters.
Some of the shifts and devices in
the way of entertainments were
ludicrous; they would show up here

almost

as

caricatures.

I

will

not

After my
attempt their telling.
to
husband's election
the District Bench, times in our family

i

grew easier, and after our removal to
Ottawa the hardships less burdensome. But even in Ottawa, at first
we sometimes had difficulties in
getting the necessities of life, and
this was by reason of the fact that
the town grew much faster than did

penings of the first seven or eight
years of our residence in Kansas. I
have fallen far short of the modest

And yet
intent of this article.
be I have conveyed the idea intended; that in extremity, when
necessary, the pioneer women could
be as shifty and resourceful as are the
men in the same circumstances.
They bore their burdens too, and
those burdens were as heavy, as
grinding, as pitiless as those of the
men; and they bore them as cheerfully as did the men.

first

may

the transportation facilities, everything having to be brought in by

wagons.
In 1868 Mr. Valentine was elected a
member of the Supreme Court of
Kansas, taking his seat on the Bench
in January, 1869.
We continued to

Ottawa until after his election
for a second term, but on April 1,1875,

live in

is

to Topeka.
We had already
bought a residence in Topeka and we
immediately moved into it, and ever

moved

since,

and all loyal
Kansas has been good to
me and mine; and I expect to be
with her the rest of my days, and

eight are Jayhawkers,

Kansans.

almost thirty-three years, this

same house has been our home.
I have sketched in a most unsatisfactory

way

sleep the long sleep neath her blue
skies and green sod.

a few of the minor hap-

Ammran

Fifty years of life in Kansas! It
a long time. Of my nine children,
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JAMES RTDEY
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

That ocean-guarded flag of light, forever may it fly!
It dashed o'er Monmouth's bloody fight, and lit McHenry's sky
It bears upon its folds of flame to earth's remotest wave
The names of men whose deeds of fame shall e'er inspire the brave.
;

Timbers have crashed and guns have pealed beneath its radient glow,
But never did that ensign yield its honor to the foe!
Its fame shall march with martial tread down ages yet to be,
To guard those stars that never paled in fight on land or sea.
Its stripes of red eternal dyed with heart-streams of all lands
Its white, the snow-capped hills that hide in storm their upraised
Its blue, the ocean waves that beat round freedom's circle shore;
;

Its stars, the print of angels' feet that shine forevermore!
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FIRST STATESMAN OF HIS TIMES
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Fourth President of the United States

Life

Original in

Engraving by W. R. Jones, of Philadelphia, in 1814
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New

Jersey

MA<3I(D)M
(1773-1841)

FIRST PRESIDENT TO DIE IN OFFICE

Secretary of the Northwest Territory in 1798
Governor of the Indiana Territory in 1800
Major-General in the War of 1812
Ninth President of the United States

Life
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Contemporary Artieta

collection of old engravings and prints witnesses the
personality
many of the great minds that founded the Republic. The old

school of wood engravers, that is fast passing, did an incomparable
service to American history.
Their work was in a sense more contributory to history than the finer art of painting, inasmuch that it

was much more prolific and more accurate. There was less idealism
and imagination in it.
The engraver was pledged to secure by his
mechanical processes, the truest possible likeness of his subject today we call
it a photographic likeness.
So prodigious was the old-time engraver that every man of public prominence came under his observation. His work is a veritable census of the strong
Through it,
personalities of the time when a new republic was being reared.
the generations are brought into intimate acquaintance with the men upon
whose foundations we are today building.
In the exhibits in these pages one looks upon many men whose names are
seldom spoken in daily life, but whose service to the nation was incalculable.
He had
One hundred years ago the mayor of New York was DeWitt Clinton.
a "visionary" plan whereby he suggested the digging of a canal across New
York State to form a route by water to bring the products of the rich region of
the Great Lakes into the New York market. This "dream" became the Erie
;

Canal, the greatest system of transportation and

communication that the
Western Hemisphere had seen. An engraving of this "great man of his times,"
made while he was agitating his proposition in 1814, is recorded in these pages.
About this same time there was living the first chief justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States, who had just retired from active political life; a
great medical scientist who was revolutionizing the science with his discoveries;
statesmen who were moulding the structure which was to become the greatest
These men were sought by
political organization in the annals of mankind.
the contemporary engravers and through these ancient prints are now brought
into the acquaintance of the generation which is harvesting the bounteous fruits
life services of a century or more ago.
Throughout the United States there are thousands

of their

of old prints that have

them seared and mutilated by age.
THE
OF
AMERICAN HISTORY has been enlast
three
the
JOURNAL
years
During
gaged in the preservation of these historic engravings, and as a result, many
valauble exhibits have been restored and deposited in the historical museums
come down through the

and

libraries.

generations,

many

of
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WITT CUNTON"
(1769-1828)

PROMOTOR OF THE FIRST GREAT CANAL

United States Senator

Mayor

of

New York

IN

THE UNITED STATES

in 1802

1802-07; 1809-10; 1811-15
Promoter of Erie Canal in 1817

Governor

of

in

New York

in 1817-22;

1824-26

Life Engraving by W. R. Jones, of Philadelphia, in 1814
Original in Collection of Mrs. F. A. Westervelt, of Hackensack, New Jersey

mus
(1745-1813)

FIRST AMERICAN MEDICAL SCIENTIST OF HIS TIMES

Member

of the Continental Congress in 1776
Declaration of Independence
Signer of the
Physician-General in the American Revolution
Treasurer of the United States Mint, 1799-1813

Life Engraving by Edwin, of Philadelphia, in 1813
Original in Collection of Mrs. F. A. Westervelt, of Hackensack, New Jersey

JAITESQ
(1745-1829)

FIRST CHIEF JUSTICE OF SUPREME COURT OF UNITED STATES

Delegate to the First Continental Congress in 1774
Minister to Spain in 1780
First Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in 1789
Special Envoy to England in 1794
Governor of New York in 1795-1801

Life Engraving by Leney in 1814
Original in Collection of Mrs. F. A. Westervelt. of Hackensack.
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BERTHA. LOUISE ROBINSON
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

c

pilgrimage to an historic mansion on the bank of the Potomac
River, down in Old Virginia, is like a journey back through the
generations, in which one meets the men who were building a nation.
In it one stands in the presence of the gallant manhood that surrounded Washington, and grasps it by the hand, hearing the words
of greeting fall from the lips, and feeling the impulse of the patriotism that ran through the veins of the First Citizens of the Republic.
In making this journey to historic Gunston Hall, the mansion in which the
distinguished statesmen of the first days of the American Nation gathered about
the hospitable blazing log on the hearth and discussed the policy of a government
yet to be born, the author not only observes the present condition of the "house
that made history," but has collected the traditions and romances that still
It is such pilgrimages as this that vitalize the past
cling to this ancient estate.
ages and make them live again in the hearts and imaginations of the generation.
This journey to Gunston Hall was made by the author in the course of historical and genealogical investigations into the foundations of the Masons in
America. An exhaustive research of the archives in Washington has been made,
and the results are recorded in these pages. The old mansion stands as a monument to a strain of blood that has become instilled into the history of the nation.
It was a master of Gunston Hall who drafted the first Bill of Rights in America,
a document which was a forerunner of the Declaration of Independence Colonel
George Mason, a Virginian gentleman whose master mind had much influence
upon the movement of the times. This Bill was largely based on the English
Bill of Rights of 1688.
Its phraseology was followed in the constitutions of
many of the states.
Colonel Mason, the master of Gunston Hall, stood on the floor of the Federal Convention of 1787 and appealed for a clear stipulation of the rights of the
individual citizen as over against his government, and when it was rejected he
refused to sign the Constitution of the United States of America and withdrew
from the assemblage to lead a strong opposition party against its ratification.
This was the first great political contest in the United States, and so strong did the
opposition become that the First Congress was forced to carry through amendments of this nature, and these stand today as the first ten amendments to the
Constitution.
With this in mind, this pilgrimage to old Gunston Hall, the estate
of the first insurgent leader in American politics, is especially interesting.
EDITOR

?<{

N

the right bank of the
Potomac, a few miles

below Mount Vernon,
stands "Gunston Hall,"
the famous residence of the Mason
family, one of the old-

;

est

and most respectable

in Virginia.

This curious old mansion

is

a vener-

and most interesting relic of
the past. It is no longer surrounded
able

by thousands

of highly-cultivated
acres as in the eighteenth century,

but raises its ancient walk in the
midst of a great body of forest, and
the glory of the place has departed
from it; but there the house still
stands, unchangeable in a world
change, ponderous, "solid set,"
so durable in construction and
material that it promises even now,
when it is more than a century old,
to outlast many a house built yesterday. Gunston Hall derives its chief
interest, in an historic point of view,
from having been the residence of
George Mason, the author of the
famous "Bill of Rights," a paper
which preceded and laid the foundation for the Declaration of Indeof

and

pendence.

The place

in

itself

is

Everything about
it being old, has a tendency to make
one think of the dead society of the
full of attraction.

The

original es-

eighteenth century.
tate consisted of about seven thousand acres of fertile land, a considerable part of it among the richest on
the Potomac; Gunston Hall estate
was known to be next to Mount

Vernon in its productive character.
Gunston Hall stands some distance
back from the Potomac, which it
overlooks
facing east and west.
The grounds around the mansion
were formerly very extensive, which
was the taste of that day. The
walks were edged with rows of box,
the most popular of all evergreens
These have been
of early days.

permitted to grow year after year,
undipped, until now they are no
longer shrubs, but trees, and in
some places nearly interlock their
branches above the walks. The remnants of the old orchards, and the
ruins of the once numerous outhouses, add to this picturesque neglect; and give to the spot an aged
The
air which is very impressive.
house is a large one, built of imported
Over the winbrick from England.
dow and at the angle of the walk
The roof
are cut stone ornaments.

very large, very steep, and flanked
by four chimneys, which are visible
from a considerable distance. Set
in the roof, on each front, are five
dormer windows two lighting each
attic corresponding with the hall of
the first floor. When George Mason
lived at Gunston Hall there were no

is

railways, or telegraphs, or morning
newspapers; men travelled in stagecoaches, or old, lumbering chariots,
drawn by four or six horses, through
muddy roads and thought thirty miles
a day rapid travelling. They burned
wax candles; were glad to get a
newspaper once a month or so; and,
when they wanted a new suit of
clothes, a new book, or a bottle of
wine, they were obliged to send to

London for it. At that time Alexanwas a mere village. Washington
As the
City, at that time, woods.
grounds upon which the Capitol
stands were covered with woods
therefore George Mason and George
Washington had their own ships, in
which they sent their tobacco and
the vessels bringgrain to London
ing back their wine, books, embroidered coats, ruffled shirts, and
dria

hair-powder, twice or thrice a year.
And yet these people seem to have
lived in great comfort at Gunston
Hall and elsewhere. They had great
log-fires

the

long

blazing in huge fireplaces;
tables groaned under a

:

profusion of things eatable and drinkable.
Attentive
servants
waited
ready to fulfill your least wish at a
nod in a word. The planters lived

what seems

to have been happy lives,
under the blue skies of a bright
climate, surrounded by all the cheer
of home.
Sometimes we laugh at
them, thinking we are altogether
superior to them. That conclusion
is somewhat doubtful.
During the
time when George Mason lived at
Gunston Hall, it became a great
resort of company and nearly
every

famous person

in America at one
time or other entered its broad
door-way and sat at its hospitable
board.
Washington, Jefferson,
Franklin, Lafayette, were entertained in turn; George Washington
and George Mason had similar views
and tastes both loved hunting and
country pursuits.

Several years after the Civil War,

Gunston Hall,

in

dilapidation, was
Edward Daniels,
and partially restored during his
ownership. Colonel Daniels came to
Virginia from the northwest.
He

acquired by Colonel

edited the Richmond Journal, and
was an intimate friend of President
Grant. He aspired to the Senate,
from Virginia, and once ran for the
House of Representatives against

Eppa Hunton. GunstonHall, though
no longer in the Mason family, has
been well preserved, and the ravages
of time, with the more fatal devastation of war, have so
slightly affected
that it may be taken as one of
the best types of Virginia colonial
mansions. In solidity, and in the
character of its material and finish,
it
is
superior to Mount Vernon.
it

The cellars are as substantial as
when first built and extend under
the whole house. They consist of
four rooms with a
passageway between them. The wine-vault, opposite the staircase leading up into

the

first

floor,

has been closed up.

Here was stored the Madeira, the
favorite imported wine of the
early

Virginian, with the beverages produced from the home
distillery.
A large oven is in one of these
cellarrooms and in the others are alcoves,

used in former days for
keeping
wines and other stores, which it was
desirable to place in cool recesses.
of these cellars was used at one
time as a winter dairy. The house

One

has been freshly painted in recent
years, and has bright red brick walls
with cut-stone facing at each
angle.

steep roof and tall chimneys
present to the eye of the visitor a
attractive appearance.
quaint and
From the front entrance, opposite
the old road, there was an avenue of
cherry trees reaching to the gate,
"the white gate" as it was called.
Its

Then the English hawthorn hedge
up to the "red gate," which

led

opened on the public road. You
enter the house on this side,
through
a square porch with four
pillars and

an arched doorway, by a
flight of
broad steps, the old fire-stone blocks
now cracked and uneven.
This porch was once plastered,
and remains of the old plaster are
still to be seen.
On the front door,
also, may be traced the marks in the
wood where the old brass knocker,
a lion's head, once rested. A window on each side of the door looks
out on the porch, and both door and
windows are broad and low, the
latter
having deep window-seats.
The wide, handsome hall, however,
is

high,

and the general

house on the
spacious.

effect of the
floor is airy and
hall is wainscoted

first

The

and paneled in North Carolina pine,
and the woodwork of every door,
window and cornice is elaborately
carved. The wide staircase
leading
up to the second floor has balusters
of mahogany, also ornamented in

the latter was
sage, and at the end of
the back staircase leading into the
second floor, and the stairs leading
down into the cellars. Both of these
stairways have been closed up
within recent years. The passage
an
opened out on a little porch with
arched doorway, and this too has
Of the two rooms on
disappeared.
this side of the hall, the one opposite
the drawing-room was occupied by
Colonel Mason and his wife, and was

the same manner. The doors are of
mahogany. In the center of the
hall is a carved arch with a huge
acorn pendant in the middle, and
The
this is also elaborately carved.
hall opens out on a pentagonal porch
at the river front of the house, and
on the left of this entrance is the
Here the woodwork
drawing-room.
doors, windows
is exquisitely carved
almost
cornices
the
mantel
and
All
reaching to the high ceiling.
this hand carving is said to have
been the work of convicts sent from

called

The great wide fireplaces
of the olden times have been altered
in comformity with modern ideas
of comfort, and the superb mantleto be seen in the
piece that was once
drawing-room has long since disapOn each side of the chim-

England.

peared.

ney in the room

is

The drawing-room was formerly

handsomely wainscoted in walnut
and mahogany, but during the Civil
War much of the wainscoting was
walls have since
injured, and the
been patched up and papered; unold,

rich,

carved

woodwork having been painted white
to contrast with the dark papering

used

there.

The

woodwork

else-

where has been given a darker hue,

more

in

harmony with the
The dining-room,

original

the
is
This room, since Colonel
Mason's time, has been used as a
Here the wainsdrawing-room.
coloring.

same

size.

elaborate
coting and cornices are less
is a deep
mantel
the
of
on each side
;

instead of an alcove. The
two corresponding rooms across the
hall are separated by a narrow pascloset

Virginia

parlance,

in the wall, corresponding to
one over the front door. At the
head of the stairs there are three
arches supported on four pillars,
one pillar on each side against the
Bewall and two in the center.
a
middle
these
may
lamp
tween
pillars
be suspended. The arches and pillairs are of dark, old, carved wood.
The room on the second floor opens
on each side of a hall which runs at
and
right angles to the hall below,
the
of
terminates at each gable-end
and
small
are
rooms
These
house.
windows
low-pitched, with dormer
and wide, low window seats. A
one of
steep staircase leads up from
these rooms into the attic, where
were kept, fifty years ago, old disused spinning-wheels and spinningmachines that doubtless had seen

dow

a carved alcove

picture.

the

old

up,

reaching to the level of the cornices
over the door and windows. These
alcoves, with shelves, held old china,
A space was
silver and bric-a-brac.
the
left over a mantel, framed in
woodwork, to hold a mirror or a

fortunately

in

chamber." The other room
was at one time used as the "nursery."
Tradition has it that Washington,
have
Jefferson, Richard Henry Lee,
the
room.
this
in
Ascending
slept
wide staircase in the hall, half-way
over the first landing, is a win"the

A
good service in Colonial days.
the
of
end
at
each
round window
house lights this upper region; and
a ladder-like staircase, one asby

now

a sort of villa-tour
for viewing the
a modern adis
This
landscape.
in
keeping with
dition;
scarcely

cends

to

placed on the roof

the old mansion, though the beautiful views of the river that it affords
would almost reconcile one to the
innovation.
The tall outside chimneys make a
noticeable feature in their appearance, but, as has been said, the oldfashioned, huge fireplaces and tall
mantels that should be found with
them have disappeared. On the
river front of the house one descends
the steps from the pretty pentagonal
porch, with its carved red and white

and latticework,

pillars

on the four enclosed

its

sides,

benches
the fifth

being the doorway into what was
once a well-kept lawn. The porches
on both sides of the house are em-

bowered

in fragrant rose bushes, so
venerable in their size that
look

they

as though they might have nourished
here a hundred years ago. A box

hedge, its bushes grown now to the
stature of small trees, on either side
of the path, leads from the lawn to
what was called the "falls."
George Mason died in 1792, at the
age of sixty-six and was buried in
the graveyard at Gunston Hall.
In the midst of a beautiful
grove of
cedars, not far from the building, is
the cemetery of the Mason
family;
and here are the remains of
George
his wife, and numerous
of his household.
His

Mason,
bers

grave

is

unmarked,

but

memown

tradition

us that his body was interred
beside that of his wife.
Over Mrs. Mason's grave is erected
a massive marble tablet,
bearing
the following inscription:
tells

"Once she was

all that charms and sweetens Life
A Faithful Mother, Sister, Friend, and wife;
Once she was all that makes mankind

adore
view this marble, and be vain no
more."
:

Now

This inscription was by the husband, to his faithful wife, who died
in 1773.

Once more Gunston Hall changed

hands.

This time it passed to Mr.
Joseph Specht of St. Louis, and by
him was completely restored, and
beautified by shrubbery and flowers.
Mr.
died
about three
Specht
years ago, and the place remains in
possession of his heirs, but at the
present time the only tenants are
W. S. Freeman, the colored overseer,

and

his wife.

Colonel George Mason, the greatgrandfather of George Mason of
Gunston, was a commander of
a troop of horse at the battle of
Worcester, where he fought for the
standard of the House of Stuart and
escaping from this fatal field, disguised himself and was concealed
by some peasants until an opportunity offered for him to embark for
America. A younger brother is said
to have accompanied him to
Virginia.
They landed at Norfolk, and George
Mason's brother, William Mason,
married and died at Norfolk, Virginia.
George Mason went up the
Potomac River and settled at Ac;

comkick, near
he was buried.

where

Pasbytanzy,

Colonel Mason himself is believed to have been born in
Staffordshire, and to have lived there
until the time of his leaving
England.
In the church of the Holy
Trinity
in Stratford-on-Avon, are the vaults
of the Mason family with a number
of memorial tablets and monuments
inscribed to its different members.
Colonel George Mason (1st) was not

a Warwickshire man, but a Staffordshire man.
There is a record of
his father having been interested
in

the

London Company

in

1609,

which company promoted the

settle-

ment

of

Virginia.

One

of

the

Mason's fellow-refugees was another
royalist, Colonel Gerard Fowke, a
son of Roger Fowke of Berwood Hall
and Gunston, a hamlet in Staffordshire.
James M. Mason, in 1865,

England, visited the original
Gunston Hall, which was owned by

when

in

the Gifford family the same Gifford
family who were royalists with

Mason and Fowke, and who owned
Boscoled, near Gunston, when Charles
II lay in concealment after Worcester.
In the second parliament of Charles

1625, a William Mason represented
Aldborough, Suffolk, while in the
parliament of 1628 Robert Mason
I,

represented Winchester, Southampton County. Old records show that
some of Colonel Mason's neighbors
were Colonel Gerard Fowke, John
Leare, Sir Thomas Lunsford, Captain
In 1675, Colonel
Giles Brent.
Mason was associated with Lieutenant-Colonel John Washington and
Major Isaac Allerton in the Indian
campaigns in that year, in Maryland
and Virginia. He was a burgess
in the Virginia Assembly of 1676
(Bacon's Assembly), during the incumbency of the Royal Governor
Berkeley. Colonel Mason (1st) died
about 1686. His will was long on the
file in Stafford Court House, but was
destroyed about 1862, it is thought,
by troops. George Mason (2nd) did
not live at Accokeek, but on Dogue
Neck, somewhere near the present
ruins of Belvoir, the home of the
That part of Virginia
Fairfaxes.
was then the northern frontier. Mason (2nd) was a Potomac Ranger,
and in 1692 became sheriff of StafIn 1694 he sold the
ford County.
old house at Accokeek to Robert
Wright, but reserved the family
This place came
burying-ground.
into possession of Nathanial Hedgeman in 1707, and remained in that
family for 150 years. In 1696 he
bought of William Sherwood 2,109
acres in Dogue Neck (later the Fairfax-Belvoir property), and 200 acres

near Little Hunting Creek that later
became a part of the Mount Vernon
In 1704 he bought the land
estate.

on

which

Occoquan

village

now

In 1714, with James Hereford, he bought 2,244 acres about
stands.

where

Accotonk

village

now

is.

Mason at the time of his
death was a large property holder.
He had been married three times.
The first wife was Mary, daughter
Colonel

of Gerard Fowke, the second of the
in Virginia.
They had five
children, George, French, Nickolson,

name

Elizabeth, and

Simpha Rosa. Colonel

Mason's second wife was Elizabeth,
daughter of the Reverend John
Waugh. She had one child, named

The third wife's Chriswas Sarah, her surname
Her children were
is not known.
Sarah, Gerard,
Francis, Thomas,
Anne, and Mary. Anne's second husband and Mary's first husband were
Catherine.
tian name

sons of William Fitzhugh, the founder
of the Fitzhugh family of Virginia.
Of the sons of Colonel Mason only
two, George and French, married
and left descendants. George Mason
(3rd) was the first son of Mason (2nd)

and Mary Fowke.

George Mason,

the third of the name and line in
Virginia, the father of George Mason
of Gunston, was prominent in the
He was a
affairs of the colony.
justice of the peace in 1713, and
became sheriff of Stafford
later
County. In 1716 he was one of the
party that accompanied Alexander
Spotswood on his trip across the
Blue Ridge Mountains, an undertaking of great consequence then.
Others in the party were Robert
historian,
Brooke,
Beverly, the
Colonel Robinson and John Fon-

commemoration of this
Spotswood instituted the
Order of the Golden Horseshoe,
presenting to each of his companions
taine.

In

journey,

the insignia of the order. Mason
was appointed "Commander-in-chief
of all of his majesty's militia, horse
and foot in the County of Stafford,"

and in 1720 he was presented with
the freedom of the City of Glasgow
by the provost, bailies and the gold
council of that city.
This honor
was brought about by the Scotch
traders of the Potomac Country, of
whom there were many. Mason was
a member of the House of Burgesses,
and in 1721 he was married to Ann
Thomson, daughter of Stevens Thomson, Attorney-General of Virginia.
By this marriage he had six children.
Colonel Mason's death took place in
1735, while crossing the Potomac
from Virginia to Maryland.

Mason

did not agree with the administration of Governor Hugh Drysdale, successor to Spotswood, and
in 1727 removed to a place on Chickamuxon Creek, Charles County,
Maryland. He was drowned by the
It was
upsetting of a sail-boat.
(3d)

Mason

George

(3d)

who

planted

a tract of land opposite Georgetown, about where Rosslyn now is,
and who obtained by patent from
Lord Baltimore the island now called
Analostan, but set down in the old

quan home.

In 1750 he was married

Ann

to

Silbeck, daughter of Colonel
William Silbeck of Matta woman,

Charles County, Maryland.
He was
a wealthy planter and merchant.
Mr. Silbeck had settled in

Maryland
from Cumberland, England, and had
married a Miss Edgar of Charles
County. The marriage of George
Mason and Ann Silbeck was celebrated by the Reverend John Moncure, rector of Overwharton parish,
Stafford County.
About 1755 Mason began the building of the house,
"Gunston," which he named in memory of his Fowke ancestry. George
Mason was young, wealthy, handsome and talented. The picture of
George Mason taken by Hesselins
represents him in a fashionable short

wig of the day, which conceals his
own dark hair. His features are
regular, the eyes hazel and full of
expression, complexion clear and
dark.
One of the handsomest young

men

of his day, he is said to have
dignified and attractive in
bearing, graceful and prepossessing;

been

records as Necostin Island, Barbadees,
My Lords' Island, and Mason's Island.

an expert horseman,

In 1738 a ferry was established
below Analostan Island, by Peter
Awbery, owner of the land on the

cate

features,

hair,

pink

Virginia

shore.
In 1748,
this ferry and ran

Mason

Mrs.

balls.

She

was

liking races and
small, deli-

Mason had

dark eyes, auburn
and white complexion.

a

great

beauty,

highly

his land

and noted for her sweet
This was truly a love
disposition.
affair and proved a happy life.
They
had two children, George and

in 1725, at the old

engage the activities of
Mason was the Ohio Company for
the colonization of Virginia's western
lands and for trade with the Indians.
Other Virginians interested in this
company were Thomas Lee, Lawrence Washington,
John Mercer,
George Mercer and Governor Din-

from
above Analostan Island to
the Maryland shore. This ferry continued to run for about a century
when it was succeeded by a toll
bridge, which in time gave way to
the Aqueduct or free bridge. George
Mason (4th) of Gunston, was born
bought

Occoquan Neck.

it

Mason home at
The place was later

called Woodbridge.
After the death
of his father he lived'with his mother,

Ann Thomson Mason, at the Thomson home at Chappawamsic, and
with John Mercer, an uncle, to whom
Mrs. Mason had leased the Occo-

intellectual

William.
prises

widdie.

One

of

the

first

enter-

to

It

was

in

the

service

of

company that George Washington made his first trip into the Ohio
While Mason dwelt at
country.
this

r

jib

Mansion nf (gnnsimt IfaU

^0utlj?rtt

Lodge, the Fairfaxes of Belvoir, and
the Washingtons of Mount Vernon.

Hall he had among his
neighbors the following persons of
prominence in the old chronicles:
Raleigh Travers of the great Raleigh
family, who married a half-sister to
Mary Bull, Colonel Peter Daniel of
Crow's Nest, John Mercer of Merlthe Hedgemans,
boro, Virginia,
Mountjoys, Colonel Thomas Ludwell Lee of Berry Hill and Bellevue,
Daniel Carroll Brent of Richland, the
Fitzhughs of Boscolel and Bell Air,
the Seldens of Sabrington, theWaughs

Gunston

Another neighbor was Martin Cockburn, an uncle of Admiral Cockburn,
who was associated with General
Ross in the capture of Washington.
George Mason was for many years
a member of the board of trustees
of the town of Alexandria, having
been first elected to this office at a
meeting of the board in June, 1754.
The Christian name of George
has descended in Virginia down to
George Lee Mason, son of Major
Robert Mason, of Charlottesville,
George Lee Mason lives
Virginia.

of Belle Plains, Richard Henry Lee
of Chantilly, William Fitzhugh of

Ravensworth, John Augustine Washington of Bushfield, Richard Stuart
of Cedar Grove, Henry Fitzhugh of
Bedford, the Chichesters of Newington, Colonel Blackburn of Rippon

Edge Hill, once owned by the
Randolph family in Charlottesville,

at

Virginia.
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Not

JOEL N. ENO, M. A.
YALB UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Some year will come a glorious May,
The birds shall sing, the children play,

And

around be bright and gay
But I shall not be there!
all

Live while I may, some day I must
This body to the earth entrust,
To molder with its kindred dust

But I

shall not be there!

Upon my grave the flowers may bloom.
The silent sleeper in the tomb
Heeds not earth's brightness nor its gloomFor I shall not be there!

Why

should

I

hover

if

a ghost

Around the grave where all was
To mourn upon the bitter cost?
No! I shall not be there!

Have courage still, if hope
when you must, with

Die,

lost,

is fled;

flag outspread;

Seek not aught living 'mongst the dead
For I shall not be there!

One who keeps me here
space what room for fear?
In any place He's just as near,
Else I shall not be there!

If there is

God

of

all

Each through death's gate alone must roam
Yet not if God and love can come,
For where love is, is always home
And I would fain be there!
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JOHN

L. SEXTON, SENIOR

BLOSSBURG, TIOGA COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

Member of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Chief Clerk in Organization of Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statistics
Author and Editor

of

many

Historical

Works

IS investigation into the founding and the development of one of
the richest domains on the Western Continent is a direct contribution
' jt
to the economic as well as the historical understanding of the
I
generation. While the intent of the investigator was purely historical, his evidence bears strongly upon the origin of much of the
great wealth from natural resources in America. The investigator is a member of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, and many
of the county organizations for historical research.
He is, moreover, a trained
observer who has been connected with the Bureau of Labor and Industrial
Statistics of Pennsylvania.
This was the second organization of the kind in the
United States, Massachusetts being the first. As chief clerk in the organization
of this bureau he gave eminent service to the industrial commonwealth.
Within
the jurisdiction of his investigations came the rich lands from which have been
drawn billions of wealth that have created the greatest financial organizations
in the world
oil and iron
colossal riches that have changed the economic
structure of the republic and have forced great political and sociological reactions.
It is within this territory that the problem of organized labor
developed.
Mr. Sexton personally remembers the first discovery of the natural resources
of the twenty million acre tract about which he writes, and is undoubtedly the
best living authority on its historical development.
He has been an historical
researcher for._more than a half-century, and is a descendant of the pioneer
settlers of the Connecticut Valley, being a grandson of Elijah Sexton of the
Continental Army in 1775.
His patriotic orations on centennial occasions conIn these pages he now
nected with American history are well remembered.
records the plain historical facts regarding the great domain of twenty million

9

acres which sweeps from Western and Northern Pennsylvania through Southern
and Western New York a territory that has changed the destiny of mankind
and is remodelling the government of the republic of the United States. EDITOR
109

order to convey to the reader of today a concise history of the
territory under consideration in Pennsylvania, we must go
back to 1682, when William Penn received from King Charles
the Second, the great forest then comprising the State or
Territory of Pennsylvania. The first thing, therefore, that
William Penn did in a public way was to convene the representatives of the Six Nations of Indians and make a treaty of
comfriendship, and they permitted him to occupy lands in the territory
soon
learned
the
Penn
of
and
now
the
Philadelphia.
county
city
prising
Penn
close alliance between the Indians and the Emperor of Canada.
therefore sent the following letter by a committee to the Emperor of

JN
Canada.

"To THE EMPEROR OF CANADA
"The Great God that made thee and me and all the world incline our
hearts to love peace and justice, that we may live friendly together as
becomes the workmanship of the Great God. The King of England,
who is a Great Prince, hath for Divers Reasons granted to me a large
Country in America, which I am willing to injoy upon friendly termes
with thee. And this I will say, that the people who comes with me are a
nor
just, plain and honest people, that neither make war upon others,
fear war from others because they will be JUST.
"I have sett up a Society of Traders in my Province to traffick with
thee and thy people for your Commodities, that you may be furnished
with that which is good at reasonable rates. And that Society hath
ordered their President to treat with thee about a future Trade, and have
from
joined with me to send this messenger to thee, with certain Presents
us to testify our Willingness to have a fair correspondence with thee.
And what this Agent shall do in our names we will agree unto. I hope
thou wilt kindly receive him and comply with his desires, on our behalf,
both with respect to Land and Trade The Great God be with thee. Amen.
1

WM. PENN.

PHILLIP THEODORE LEHMAN, Secretary."
The foregoing letter of William Penn and his agent opened up a friendly
feeling between him and the Indians and their French allies, up the entire
length of the Delaware River into the State of New York, and also up the
Susquehanna River into the southern portion of New York, and thence

"June 23, 1682.

into Canada.
In addition to the treaty of 1682 with the Indians, Penn made, in
1718, September 17, another treaty; and his heirs another, 1736; another
October 22, 1749, another July 6, 1754, another November 5, 1768. This
last treaty of 1768 allowed Penn's people to settle as far north as the
mouth of Tiadaghton, or Teadaghton, or Tyadaghton Creek. This was
the last treaty made by the Penn or Proprietary Government, and from
July 6, 1754, up to October 23, 1784 the white people or the proposed new
'In the year 1876, Honorable John B. Linn, Deputy Secretary of Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Doctor William H. Egle (afterwards State Librarian), with
the writer, took the above named original letter of Penn to the Emperor of Canada,
together with the original great charter from King Charles the Second, and caused
them to be photographed and lithographed, and I have a fac-simile of them before

me now

as

I write.
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settlers did not know which was Tiadaghton Creek mentioned in the
treaty of November 5, 1768. Even after the treaty of 1768, there remained in Pennsylvania more than ten million acres to which the Indian
title had not been extinguished or silenced.
On the 4th day of July, 1776, the Declaration of Independence was
proclaimed in Philadelphia, by the delegates from the thirteen colonies
declaring themselves independent of the Government of Great Britain.
On the 15th of July, 1776, the citizens, tenants and inhabitants of
Pennsylvania declared themselves independent from the Proprietary or
Penn Government. This convention assembled on the 15th of July,
1776, and continued in session, by adjournment, until September 28, 1776,
when it submitted a form of government which was adopted, and was
in force until 1790, seven years after the termination of the Revolutionary
War. The Colonial Government of Pennsylvania, in 1776, confiscated
the property of the heirs of William Penn, but subsequently restored to
them several manors, beside giving them a large money consideration.
The reason of the confiscation of the property of the Penns was because
the Proprietary or Penn Government was loyal to King George and the
British Government.
But after independence was achieved, the Colonial
or State Government could afford to be lenient and just with the Penn
heirs.

At the close of the Revolutionary War, in 1783, Connecticut, by an
English charter, claimed in the Wyoming Valley several million acres.
The Indian title had not been extinguished on those lands, so that in addition to the ten million heretofore alluded to, there were about thirteen
million acres.
Altogether, of the 29,000,000 which composed the state,
only sixteen million acres had been released. In the year 1784, Samuel
J. Atlee, William Maclay and Fra Johnson, on the part of the State of
Pennsylvania, were appointed to go to Fort Stanwix, New York (now
Rome, in Onondago County, New York), to make and conclude a treaty
that would forever extinguish the Indian title, so that the State could
proceed to survey and lay out into tracts, containing one thousand and
sixty acres each, to be sold to actual settlers. The sixty acres being the
estimated amount of land to each tract that would be used for roads or
highways, the purchaser only paying for one thousand acres.
Under date of Fort Stanwix, October 4, 1784, the commissioners
make the following report to President Dickinson at Philadelphia.
"SiR: We embrace the opportunity which is offered us by the return
of Monsier Marbois to inform your Excellency and the Honorable Council
of our safe arrival at this place after a tedious journey.
Sundry unexpected delays have retarded this treaty and the conferences were not
opened till yesterday, when they were begun with four of the Six Nations.
The business in our opinion would not have commenced so soon had it
not been at the instance of the Marquis De La Fayette, who wished to
address the Indians and was under the necessity of departing this day
or tomorrow. The Commissioners did not fully enter into the business
of their appointment, they explained the purpose of the treaty, introduced
the Marquis De La Fayette and Monsier Marbois in character of the
Minister of France. The Marquis addressed them, praised those who had
in
Kfcs.

adhered to us in the late war, blamed those who had been our enemies
with freedom their answer was pertinent and breathed the spirit of
Peace. The Mohawks, in particular, declared their repentance for the
We were likewise introduced to them
errors which they had committed.
by the Continental Commissioners. We have intelligence that ten tribes
of Indians are on their march for this place, a great part of whom are
expected tomorrow. When the Indians arrive the Commissioners will
Nothing has
proceed (we are fully satisfied) with all possible diligence.
been done officially in the business of our appointment but we beg
leave to assure you that we are not a moment inattentive to the object
of our Mission.
We are happy in a perfect harmony with the Continental
Commissioners, altho we have had many cross accidents and embarrassing circumstances from other quarters.
"The delays which we have experienced (and which we know have been
unavoidable) have given us pain; but, we know our only resource is patience,
and we are determined to use it. We will not venture to give any certain
opinion as to the final issue of our business and can only say that the
disposition of the Indians now assembled appears to be favorable.
"We have the honor to be with great respect your Excellency's most
obedient and most humble servants,

SAM J. ATLEE.

WM. MACLAY.
FRA. JOHNSON.
"Direct to
Public Service

His Excellency John Dickinson, Esquire.
President of the Supreme Executive Council
For the State of Pennsylvania."

"Commissioners for Treating with the Indians.
Sunbury, November 15, 1784.
"SiR: We have honor to inform you that after enduring very great
fatigue we have happily effected Negotiations with the Six Confederated
Tribes of Indians. The consideration agreed upon by us to be paid them_
for the land purchased, with such other particulars as you would wish"
to have communicated, Colonel Johnston will lay before you.
"In regard to the Tradaughton Creek on the west branch of Susquehanna mentioned in deed of 1768, we beg leave to inform you that the
Six Nations publicly declared Pine Creek to be the same as will appear
by enclosed paper. We are now in company with Continental Commissioners and mean to proceed with all the dispatch, the approaching season
will admit to Cayahauga, the place fixed by them for holding a treaty
with the Western Indians, where we trust we shall be as successful as at
the former. We have the honor to be your Excellency's most ob. servants,
SAMUEL J. ATLEE.

WM. MACLAY.
FRA JOHNSTON."
title to Pennsylvania extinguished, and the only
of Connecticut, which was finally adjusted
claim
that
remaining
being
by arbitration, at Trenton, New Jersey, a few years later. Pennsylvania,

Thus was the Indian
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1792, acquired the triangle on Lake Erie in the present county
taken from Erie, New York. Aside from the lands
under the Connecticut claims that the Indian title was released under
the treaty at Fort Stanwix, were the lands in the present counties in
Pennsylvania: Bradford, 751,360 acres; Tioga, 714,240; Potter. 685,400;
McKean, 716,800; Warren, 551,400; Erie, 480,000; Crawford, 629,700;
Venango, 330,240; Mercer, 416,000; Lawrence, 229,200; Beaver, 298,240;
Butler, 502,400; Clarion, 384,000; Jefferson, 412,800; Forest, 284,800;
Elk, 446,729; Cameron, 591,360, aggregating 8,625,149 upon which no
white man resided, besides a portion of Indiana and Armstrong, the northern portion of Lycoming, a portion of Allegheny; making a sum total of
ten million acres uninhabited by the pale-face. This was in October,
1784.
Then, over in New York, Massachusetts claimed all the lands
from the present eastern boundary of Steuben County, north to Lake
Ontario and westward to Lake Erie, embracing an area of about six and
a half million acres, forming a dense forest uninhabited by white people,
either in Pennsylvania or New York, of about sixteen and one-half million

March

3,

of Erie, Pennsylvania,

acres.

Immediately after the treaty with the Six Nations, Pennsylvania
agitating the running of the boundary line between it and
New York. On the 12th day of October, 1786, Andrew Ellicott on the
part of Pennsylvania, James Clinton and Simeon Dewitt on the part of
New York, made the following report jointly to their respective states:
"We the subscribers being appointed commissioners agreeably to
laws, severally enacted by the legislatures of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the State of New York, for the purpose of running and
marking a boundary line between the said states, to begin at the River
Delaware 42 degrees north lattitude, and to continue in the same parallel
have in conof 42 degrees to the western extremity of the said states
formity to our appointment finished ninety miles of the said boundary,
extending from the river Delaware to the western side of the south branch
of the Tioga River and marked the same with substantial milestones.
Witness our hands this 12th day of October in the year one thousand
seven hundred and eighty six.
ANDREW ELLICOTT [SEAL] for Penna.
For
[SEAL]
JAMES CLINTON
SIMEON DEWITT
[SEAL] New York."

commenced

The next year, 1787, the new commissioners, Abram Hardenburgh
and William W. Morris, of New York, and Andrew Ellicott and Andrew
Porter, of Pennsylvania, completed their survey to the western portion
of the states.
The commissioners cut down the large timber along the
line, so that they could have a clear view of the heavenly bodies by night
as well as by day. They cleared a space from 33 feet to 49 feet wide.
The transit with which this line was run was purchased in London by
Benjamin Franklin in the year 1760, and was used in running the Mason
It
and Dixon line, and is now in the State Library at Harrisburg.
stood by the side of our desk four years in the office of the Bureau of Labor
and Industrial Statistics, at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The instrument,
with its original drafting tables, weighed half a ton. When I was a boy,

more than

sixty-five years ago, I recollect passing along the line
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Steuben County, New York and Tioga County, Pennsylvania and witnessed the appearance of the second growth timber. The first white
settler in Tioga County, Pennsylvania came in from the East, from Connecticut, over the path or road made by the surveyors, and settled on the
west bank of the Tioga River in the year 1786. His name was Baker,
But to continue:
afterwards known as Captain or Judge Samuel Baker.
of
and
the
State
the
New
York
the
Massachusetts,
1791,
By
year
King of Holland, and the Six Nations of Indians had peacefully adjusted
their land claims, and Robert Morris, the great Revolutionary financier,
had become the owner of several million acres of these lands and had sold
to Sir Charles Pultney, of Bath, England, and his associates. 1,264,000
acres of those Massachusetts lands, extending from the Pennsylvania
line north to Lake Ontario, and west from Seneca Lake to the Genesee
And in the mean time, Pennsylvania had placed many corps of
River.
surveyors into those lands acquired under the treaty of 1784, and settlers
were buying them, from Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey and even from
the counties in Pennsylvania Northumberland, Dauphin, Cumberland,
Lancaster, Berks, Montgomery, Chester, Philadelphia, Bucks, Northampton and from Eastern New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New

Hampshire and Vermont.

From

1790 to 1810 was a period of great land sales and a rush of
New York and Pennsylvania. Captain Charles Williamson, agent for Sir Charles Pultney, of Bath, England, had in 1792, cut a
highway from Northumberland up to the present site of the city of Williamsport on the west branch of the Susquehanna River; thence up Lycoming
Creek to where the village of Trout Run is located; thence over the
mountain to Liberty; thence down to the Tioga River at Blossburg and
down the valley to Painted Post, a historic point in the Revolutionary
War thence up the Cohocton River and *had founded a town and christened it Bath, in honor of his patron. He was guided by those fearless
scouts of the Revolution, Robert and Benjamin Patterson. The Erwins,
from Bucks County, Pennsylvania, had purchased twenty-two thousand
acres in and around Painted Post.
Every one East and South had heard,
through General Sullivan's expedition in 1779 against the Indians, after
the massacre at Wyoming, of the fertility of the land in the home of the
Six Nations, and were anxious to occupy lands there, in fact a land fever
became epidemic in Northern Pennsylvania and Western New York. The
Pultney estate, under the direction of their agent, General Charles Williamson, was spending large sums of money in building highways in all directions leading from Bath, principally eastward and southward.
The
Williamson road extended southward down the Cohocton River to Painted
Post, and westward and southward up the Tioga River to Blossburg,
thence southward over the Laurel Ridge Mountain, down to the west
branch of the Susquehanna River to Northumberland, and continuing
down the Susquehanna River to Harrisburg, which in a few years became
the capital of Pennsylvania. At Harrisburg the road diverged, one branch
continuing down the river to the Chesapeake Bay, and the other down the
Cumberland Valley to Virginia. General Williamson founded Bath in
1793, and in three years thereafter the county of Steuben was formed with
settlers,

both into

;
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Bath as the county seat. Those were stirring times. General Williamson possessed the faculty of inspiring and gathering around him men who
had energy, foresight and business qualifications. In September, 1795,
under the patronage of General Williamson, a fair was held which lasted
two weeks, at which it was estimated that two thousand persons attended
from Central New York and from all along the Hudson River above and

"

below Albany, down to New York and Long Island, and southward from
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. This was one of the most remarkable meetings of the century, where people travelled two hundred and
even four hundred miles on horseback or in carriages, with their negro
attendants, to attend a fair and races and to go to a theatre in the wilderness.
It certainly stimulated enquiry and curiosity, sold lands, and was
one of the initial events towards developing Western New York. Judge
Guy H. McMaster, in his history of Steuben County, in describing this
"On the day and at the place appointed for the race in
event, says:
the proclamation, sportsmen from New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore
were in attendance.
The high blades of Virginia and Maryland, the
fast boys of Jersey, the wise jockeys of Long Island, men of Ontario,
Pennsylvania and Canada, settlers, choppers, gamesters and hunters to
the number of fifteen hundred or two thousand, met on the pine plains

to see the horses run.
A number as great, considering the condition of
the region where they met, as now assembles at state fairs and mass meetThe races passed off brilliantly, Captain Williamson, himself a
ings.
spirit and discretion, entered a Southern mare, Virginia
Sheriff Dunn entered Silk Stocking, a New Jersey horse
of renown, even at the present day.
Money was plenty and

sportsman of
Nell.

High
quadrupeds

the betting lively.
The ladies of the two dignitaries who owned the
rival animals bet each three hundred dollars and a pipe of wine
on the horses of their lords; or, as otherwise related, poured seven hundred
dollars into the apron of a third lady, who was stake-holder.
Silk Stocking

was victorious."

DEVELOPMENTS

IN

PENNSYLVANIA

Within twenty years after the treaty with the Six Nations of Indians,
in October, 1784, fifteen new counties were formed in Pennsylvania from
the territory acquired under that treaty, viz.: Ly coming, April 13, 1795
Armstrong, Butler, Center, Crawford, Erie, Mercer, Venango and Warren
in the year 1800, and Cambria, Clearfield, Jefferson, McKean, Potter and
Tioga in the year 1804. In that twenty years the surveyors had marked
and run the lines, in tracts of 1,060 acres each, over 5,000 lots or warrants,
amounting to over 5,000,000 acres, and returned plats or maps of them
to the Surveyor General's office, which was then in the city of Lancaster,
which, in the year 1812, was removed to the borough of Harrisburg, on the
east bank of the Susquehanna River, in a plot of land containing ten
acres, the capitol and other necessary State buildings erected thereon.
Notwithstanding the treaty of 1784, quite a number of Indians remained
upon the upper waters of Tiadaghton or Pine Creek, and the upper waters
of the Cowanesque within the present limits of Tioga County, Pennsylvania until the year 1812, when they all left, as it was supposed, to
We have before us an original
join the British at Niagara or Canada.
memorial to the Governor of Pennsylvania, signed by such prominent
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citizens of Tioga County as Judge Ira Kilburn, of Lawrenceville, Aaron
Bloss, of Blossburg, Seth Daggett, of Jackson and M. Inscho, of Tioga,
asking the Governor to send troops into Tioga, Potter and McKean Counties
to protect the inhabitants from the invasion of the Indians,
they
believed had gone to join the British as before stated.
While the land

whom

;.

purchase and excitement was at its height from 1784 to 1800 Honorable
William Bingham, one of the United States Senators from Pennsylvania,
purchased large tracts of land located in Tioga, Potter, McKean and
Warren Counties, besides lands in Luzerne, Lackawanna and Wyoming
Counties, in the valley of the Wyoming, within the disputed Connecticut
He also purchased lands in Broome County, New York, upon
territory.
the present site of the present city of Binghamton; in fact, Binghamton
was named in his honor. He also purchased lands at Olean, Cattaraugus
County, New York, on the Alleghany River. The Bingham estate has a
land office in Wellsboro, Tioga County, Pennsylvania to this day, and the
estate is rich in timber, agricultural and petroleum lands within the
territory of the treaty of 1784.
From the years 1804 to 1844, the territory under consideration,
both in Pennsylvania and New York, was the scene of the most active
industrial developments.
In Pennsylvania a State road or highway, in
1806, was commenced in the Moosic Mountains of Luzerne County, leading
westward to the north branch of the Susquehanna River to Tunkhannock,
now in Wyoming County; thence northward up the north branch to Towanda, now in Bradford County; thence westward up Sugar Creek, a tributary of the north branch, to Troy, the present half-shire town of Bradford
County, and continuing on westward into Covington, a prominent village
on the Tioga River in the County of Tioga; thence westward to Wellsboro,
the county seat of Tioga County; thence westward over the mountains
to the Tiadaghton or Pine Creek; thence westward to Coudersport, the
county seat of Potter County, and continuing on westward to Smethport,
the county seat of McKean County; thence westward to Warren on the
Alleghany River, the county seat of Warren County, thus penetrating
through a large portion of the northern part of the lands obtained under
the treaty of Pennsylvania and the Six Nations. This road ran parallel
to the State line between New York and Pennsylvania
from twenty
to twenty-five miles south of it.
It took about twenty years to complete
it,

but

in less

than

five years

from

its

commencement

it

penetrated

Wyom-

ing, Bradford and Tioga Counties, and many settlers, even from Massachuwere a number of Revolusetts, Connecticut and Vermont
among
tionary soldiers made their homes along its lines, particularly in Brad-

whom

ford

and Tioga Counties.

OVER

IN

NEW YORK

Over in New York, as early as 1810, the agitation of the Erie Canal
was commenced. The War of 1812 between the United States and Great
Britain lor a time retarded it, but in the end, accelerated and emphasized
the necessity of its construction. It was completed in 1825 from Albany
to Buffalo, a distance of 352 miles, and penetrated through the heart of
the Massachusetts claims heretofore alluded to.
It was a great state,
national and world-wide event, and was instrumental in stimulating the
State of

New York

to build lateral canals as feeders to connect with

it.

to connect with the main Erie, within the Massachusetts claims,
were the Genesee Valley Canal, the Dansville Branch, the Crooked Lake
Canal, the Chemung Canal and feeder. There were other lateral canals
connecting with the main line, but not in the territory under consideration.
Altogether, New York built 900 miles of canals. The Chemung
Canal and feeder penetrated Steuben County, the extreme southeastern
county of the Massachusetts claim, and assisted largely in making the
lands of the Pultney estate more valuable. The citizens of the Pultney
estate had used the Cohocton, Canisteo, Tioga, Cowanesque, Chemung
and Susquehanna Rivers to float their lumber, wheat, corn and distilled
products to a Southern market in towns along the Susquehanna River
in Pennsylvania, and Maryland on the Chesapeake Bay; but the completion of the Chemung Canal and feeder in 1833, enabled them, via the
canal, to reach the markets in Central New York, Albany, the Hudson

The canals

New York City and the world.
This marketing by the canal system could be done at any time between
the first of May or November, and was not dependent upon spring freshets
and floods. It was a safe, sure and efficient mode of transportation.
River,

BACK AGAIN

IN

PENNSYLVANIA

A NEW LEVER

IN

THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COUNTRY

The Chemung Canal and feeder, we have stated, was completed in
That penetrated Steuben County, and seven years later, or in
1840, a railroad was completed from the head of canal navigation at
Corning, New York, known as the Blossburg and Corning Railroad, that
followed southward the valley of the Tioga River up to the semi-bituminous coal fields located at Blossburg, Tioga County, Pennsylvania, upon
the Six Nation treaty lands. The building of the Blossburg and Corning
Railroad was the joint result of citizens of Pennsylvania and New York.
The length of the railroad in Pennsylvania was twenty-five miles, and
The citizens of New York, as early as 1815, petitioned
fifteen in New York.
the legislature of Pennsylvania to join them in the construction of a
1833.

canal from the head of Seneca Lake, southward to the Pennsylvania line.
early as 1825, Hiram Gray, of Elmira, afterwards a distinguished
jurist in the State of New York, headed a committee to examine the coal
and iron mines at Blossburg, where Judge John H. Knapp, of E'mira,
had erected a furnace for the manufacture of pig-iron. In 1826, the legislature of Pennsylvania had passed an act providing for a canal to be
constructed from Blossburg north to Lawrenceville on the State line, to be
provided with slack-water taken from the Tioga River the same as was
done on the Lehigh. In the fall of 1828, Vincent Conklin, Esquire, of
Horseheads, New York, went to Blossburg, procured a wagon-load of
bituminous coal and iron ore, and hauled them over the highway from
Blossburg to Albany, New York, a distance of 250 miles, and exhibited
them to a joint committee of the Senate and Assembly, who had under
consideration a bill for the construction of the Chemung Canal and feeder,
that would commence at the head of Seneca Lake and go south to Elmira;
twenty-two miles in length, with a feeder that would extend westward
from Horseheads to Knoxville, in Steuben County.
When the committee saw the coal, iron ore and iron, they had a most

As
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favorable impression of the feasibility of the construction of the canal

and

feeder.

On

the 29th day of March, 1829, that

bill

became a law and the canal

Capitalists in New York, notably the Erastus Corning Company,
of Albany, and capitalists and promoters in Pennsylvania, Aaron Bloss,
of Blossburg, Judge Samuel W. Morris, of Wellsboro, Joseph W. Ryers and
others, of Philadelphia, abandoned the idea of slack-water navigation, and
in its place built the Blossburg and Corning Railroad with its terminus
at the head of the Chemung Canal navigation at Corning, New York.
Of course, it was a rude railroad in comparison with the railroads of today;
but it served its purpose nobly for ten years, when it was modernized with a
good bed, heavy T rails and good rolling stock. It conveyed, in those
ten years, a large amount of freight, consisting of coal, lumber, iron and
In the year 1832, when the
glass, for the Chemung Canal and feeder.
New York and Erie Railroad was chartered by the legislature of New York,
the coal and iron of Blossburg was an item under consideration and had
its weight and influence.
The coal at Blossburg was discovered in August, 1792, by Robert

was built.

and Benjamin Patterson, who were conducting General Charles Williamson and Sir Charles Pultney's settlers to locate at, and found the village
of Bath, and the people of that locality had struggled for forty-eight
years before they sent a single ton of it to the general market. The Blossburg and Corning Railroad did the business and led up to further developments, as will be unfolded to the reader later on.
There has been mined and shipped to market from Tioga County
alone, fifty million tons of coal, and from the territory embraced in the
treaty of 1784, fifteen hundred million tons, and there are billions of tons
remaining beneath the mountains yet to be brought to the surface from
the same territory.

LUMBERING

IN

PENNSYLVANIA AND

NEW YORK

Pennsylvania and New York, and shipping by the
tributaries of the Susquehanna River
from the Tioga and Cowanesque in
Pennsylvania, and the Canisteo, Cohocton and Chemung in New York
commenced in the year 1802 on the Cohocton, and by the year 1820 had
developed into a very large business. After the completion of the Blossburg and Corning Railroad, in 1840, the business received a great impetus
in Tioga County, Pennsylvania, and also in Steuben, Alleghany, Cattaraugus and Genesee Counties in New York, amounting to many million

Lumbering

feet annually.

in

THE QREAT WATER SHED
.

In Potter County, Pennsylvania, within an area of a few thousand
acres, were the sources from which streams flowed, and developing into rivers
of waters which flowed northward by the Genesee River into Lake Ontario,
thence into the Gulf of St. Lawrence; and westward and southward into

the Alleghany River, down to Pittsburgh; the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
into the Gulf of Mexico; and eastward and southward by the Cowanesque
and Tiadaghton, or Pine Creek, into the Susquehanna and the Chesapeake
Bay in Maryland. All along these upper waters in Pennsylvania and
New York was lumbering carried on extensively, reaching its high water
mark about the year 1860.
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In consultation, a few years ago, with an old and extensive manufacturer of lumber in New York and Pennsylvania, he said, after a careful
estimate of the white pine lumber manufactured within the Massachusetts
lands now western New York, and northern and western Pennsylvania,
within the Six Nation treaty of 1784 that the amount would reach twenty
He alone, with his partners, had handled in
billion feet, board measure.
thirty years, more than one billion and a half, or fifteen hundred million
in price from five dollars to fifteen dollars per thousand
after the completion of the Erie Railroad from the Hudson
River through the southern tier counties of New York to Dunkirk, New York,
in 1851, many of the old-time lumbermen and their sons still held to the
uncertain waters of the Alleghany, Tioga, Canisteo, Cohocton and Chemung,
the Chenango and East Branch of the Susquehanna in New York, and so
continued as long as the forests of pine lasted, up to about the year 1875.
feet,
feet.

which ranged

Even

THE HEMLOCK BARK, LUMBER AND TANNING ERA
After the white pine lumber era had substantially passed away,
in 1868 or 1875, the hemlock lumber and hemlock bark and tanning industries occupied the stage in Pennsylvania and Western New York, and are
still busy in many localities.
Great tanneries were established in Tioga,

McKean, Elk and Warren, in Pennsylvania; and Cattaraugus
and Alleghany in New York, for the manufacture of sole-leather, some of
them requiring the hides from two hundred to six hundred cattle per day,
and using from five to thirty thousand cords of hemlock bark annually.
At first the hemlock trees were cut down and stripped of their bark, and
the bodies of the trees left to rot and decay where they had been felled.
A number of these great tanning companies were from New York and
Boston, who had great political influence. Their opportunity came in
The General, besides being a
1872, while General Grant was President.
great fighter of rebels, was also a tanner by occupation, in early life, and
had great sympathy with them. He signed the act of Congress permitting dry hides from South America and elsewhere to be imported into
the United States free of duty. The purchase of those hides by the tanners
of America commenced, and the hemlock forests of New York and Pennsylvania were invaded wherever a hemlock forest was found, particularly
in Western Pennsylvania on the old Fort Stanwix Indian treaty lands of
1784.
These tanneries were located in Lycoming, Sullivan, Tioga, Potter,
McKean, Elk, Clearfield, Warren, Jefferson, Clinton, Erie and Venango,
and other Counties in Pennsylvania. Hemlock lands which could scarcely
be sold before this era of tanning for two dollars per acre, quickly advanced to five, ten, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five and thirty dollars per acre
and even more. The price of bark also advanced. The scarcity of white
pine lumber brought into market the hemlock, and great sawmills were
erected, which would saw from fifteen to eighty thousand feet of hemlock
lumber in twenty-four hours. The bark was hauled to the tanneries
and the lumber shipped by railroad, or floated in rafts or by canal to Eastern, Southern and Western markets where good prices were realized.
The despised and neglected hemlock in a few years became a legal tender
in the commerce of the country.
Camps, villages and boroughs sprang
into being; cities were increased in population and wealth, and the hemlock
Potter,
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sections in Pennsylvania
mints of money.

-

and

New York became

hives of industry

and

Petroleum was discovered by Drake, in Crawford County, PennsylIt was known to have existed in Cattaraugus County,
vania, in 1858.
New York, on the Alleghany, and at Oil Creek in Pennsylvania, since 1745,
when the French from Canada, accompanied by the Indians, surveyed and
occupied that territory. But Drake set the pace.
By 1876, in Pennsylvania and West Virginia nine-tenths of it a
Pennsylvania product there had been drilled 2,300 wells, at an aggregate
These wells procost of one hundred and ninety-two million dollars.
duced eighty-eight million barrels, worth at the wells, three hundred and
eight million dollars; or at seaboard prices, when refined, four hundred
and forty million dollars. Such was the development of the business in
could continue these figures in Pennsylvania up to
eighteen years.
the present, but have to desist on account of space.

We

The reader will bear in mind that the production of oil, the cutting
of hemlock trees, the peeling of bark, the manufacture of hemlock
lumber, the tanning of South American hides, the building of railroads,
was going on all at the same time, and still continuing. We leave it to
him or her to imagine from the outline data we have given, what a bonanza
Pennsylvania acquired from the Six Nations in 1784 and what a bonanza
Western New York obtained from Massachusetts, the King of Holland
and the Pultney estate. Today, three million and a half of people an
amount greater than there were in the thirteen colonies at the commencement of the Revolutionary War now inhabit a territory where less than

down

white people lived one hundred and twenty years ago. These three
hundred thousand people live in homes upon farms or in villages,
boroughs, county towns and cities, surrounded with and provided with
all the necessaries and conveniences of an advanced civilization provided
with the best that art and science can cdnceive; enjoying all the social,
civil and political rights that can be bestowed upon a people having seventeen members in Congress, nine from New York and eight from Pennsylvania having furnished their respective state governments with governors,
the national government with a President and United States Senators,
judges of the Supreme Court and Cabinet officers commanding the respect
of the entire nation
may well be proud of their possessions and
achievements.
fifty

million five

;

INDIAN INCIDENTS

v

After Penn's treaty with the Six Nations, in 1768, the Six Nations
sent Abram Antone, a full-blooded Indian, to Tioga Point, at the confluence
of the East Branch of the Susquehanna and the Chemung Branch of the
Susquehanna, where he remained until the peace with Great Britain, in
the year 1783, when he and his family and a small retinue ascended the
East Branch to where the city of Binghamton is now located, thence
northward up the Chenango River to Sherbune, on the county line between Chenango and Madison Counties. He took up his abode on lands
owned by Elijah Sexton, a Son of Liberty, formerly from Connecticut,
who had served in the Continental Army as an officer from the battle of
Bunker Hill to the surrender of Cornwallis. Chief Abram Antone and
Elijah Sexton and their families became fast and firm friends. About
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the year 1790, the chief and one of his Indian aids got into trouble, just
over the line in Madison County, and the chief killed his Indian aid. Twenty years afterwards, or about the year 1810, the civil authorities of Madison
County took the matter up and had Chief Antone arrested, tried and
convicted of murder. Elijah Sexton, Harvey Talcott, Joshua Talcott
and Dr. Samuel Guthrie did all in their power to save the life of the chief.
At that time Elijah Sexton was a magistrate appointed by the Governor
of New York, and he engaged an attorney to defend Antone from the
charge, claiming it was a tribal affair, that the dead Indian was guilty
of insubordination, and according to the Indian code should have been
killed, and that it was an affair beyond the civil jurisdiction of the courts of
the State of New York.
Antone, however, was convicted and hung.
Antone was a quiet, peaceful and dignified man, and had the sympathy of
many of the most reliable citizens of that locality. Before Antone was
executed he called his family, consisting of sons and daughters, around
him and gave them instructions what to do, among other things, always
to be good to the families of the Sextons, Talcotts and Guthries.

How WELL THEY OBEYED HIM
In the spring of 1843, we were visiting our Uncle Elijah Sexton,
Junior (son of the Elijah Sexton, Revolutionary soldier), at Pine Valley,
Chemung County, New York, and at evening, while our uncle and aunt
and two other members of the household were engaged in a game of
We were directed to go to
whist, a knock was heard at the front door.
the door. We went and opened it. It swung inward into a vestibule.
There stood a figure it seemed to our young eyes as if it was about twelve
feet high
clad in deerskins and feathers, who enquired if "little young
We told him that Elijah Sexton lived here,
Elijah Sexton lived here."
but he was not a young man; that he was fully sixty years old. "Just
my age, I am fifty-nine; I want to see him." Elijah Sexton overheard
the conversation and came to the door, and surveyed his strange visitor,
and pronounced, "Tom;" and the stranger pronounced, "Young Elijah!"
and the identification was complete. Uncle invited Tom into the sittingroom and gave him a chair and entered into conversation with him.
Tom pointed
Finally, uncle asked him where his squaw and children were.
and said, "out in the yard." A light was brought, and sure enough, a
whole tribe had squatted down in the yard, consisting of his squaw and
seven children, the oldest about seventeen, a son, another Tom, and the
youngest about one year, bound to a board. In less than three minutes
the whole tribe were in the sitting-room, and preparations made to feed
them. Tom Antone, during the evening was surprised to find that his
old boyhood friend, "little Elijah," was so well, and explained that word
had been sent to him from the Indian reservations, near Utica, New York,
on the Mohawk to Canada, opposite Sackett's Harbor, New York, to the
Green Bay region on Lake Michigan, by one of his family, that "little
Elijah" Sexton was sick and liable to die. This news had been conveyed
by a special messenger or runner more than a thousand miles, and that
he and his squaw and children had travelled through the heat and dust, on
foot by the most direct route, over nine hundred miles, to reach the bedside
of his sick companion.
We shall never forget the scene of the renewal of
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friendship between our uncle and Tom Antone, son of Chief Abram Antone,
Sexton immediately provided
of the Onondago tribe of the Six Nations.
Tom and his tribe with a neat, new home made of new lumber, and painted
with every known color with the juices of raspberries, blackberries,
elderberries and cherries by his squaw and daughter.
Tom remained at our uncle's three or four years, when he received

Talcott, of Smyrna, Chenango County, New York
one of those gentlemen whom his father, Chief Abram Antone, had given
was taken ill. Tom removed his tribe to
his dying charge to be good to
Chenango County and Mr. Talcott provided him a house, similar to the
one that Elijah Sexton, Junior had provided him with at Pine Valley,
Chemung, County, New York.
In May, 1846, we visited Smyrna and Sherbune, in Chenango County,
and met Tom Antone and his tribe. He accompanied us to Sherbune
Hill cemetery and visited the grave of our grandfather, Elijah Sexton and
the friend of his father, Chief Abram Antone. We visited that locality
again in 1852, and again in 1854. Soon after 1846, Tom and his tribe
removed to the reservation near Utica, New York. We were in Utica
While there, ex-Governor
in 1855 or 6, and stopped at Bagg's Hotel.
Horatio Seymour called with a carriage for Mr. Bagg, the proprietor of
the hotel, and invited him to accompany him to the Indian reservation.
The Governor said that the Indians were very much perplexed to think
that they did not own a horse that could trot a mile in less than three
minutes, and wanted Mr. Bagg to go up to the reservation that day with
him and act as time-keeper. Bagg accepted the invitation. We had
made an acquaintance with Mr. Seymour when he was speaker of the
Assembly in 1845, when Silas Wright was Governor of the State. The
Governor gave us an invitation to accompany them, which we cheerfully
accepted. Arriving there, probably three hundred were present; a few
white people and about two hundred and fifty male and female Indians.
Three trotters were brought out. Mr. Bagg, with a gold watch in hand,
had taken his position; the starter had given the word "go" and away
About half the race had been made when one of the
these three dashed.
horses met with a mishap, and was taken from its course, the other
two continuing to the finish, and as they passed under the wire, neck and
neck, Mr. Bagg shouted out in a megaphone voice, "two minutes and seventy
seconds!" All was quiet for a moment, then such a whirlwind of shouts
as went up we never heard before or since. The females were the most
demonstrative and prolific and varied, and personated the voice of every
known animal or fowl on the face of the earth, or upon the face of the

word that Joshua

cj

Tom Antone the elder and Tom Antone the junior, and the most
Old Tom's family were there and greeted us kindly. Old Tom introduced us to the chief of the tribe, gave them our pedigree, particularly
emphasizing the fact that we were a grandson of Elijah Sexton, Esquire,
and a nephew of "little Elijah" Sexton, thus demonstrating the fidelity
and dying injunction of Abram Antone, the chief and watchman at the
Tioga gate, between the white men and the Six Nations of Indians.
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experiences of some of the early Huguenots in New York, as
here related, are the result of many years of historical investigation
by one of the most thorough antiquarian authorities in this country.
Colonel Watson, who is now in his eightieth year, has a fund of
J
knowledge regarding the locality in which he has so long lived, and
the destinies of which he has so largely shaped, that is invaluable
to American annals.
He knows the Huguenot as do few living
His own family connections have brought him into intimacy with
authorities.
them. This chronicle is gleaned from the authentic information which has
come to him from Huguenot descendants and valuable private papers and
Among his family heirlooms, Colonel
journals in the possession of his family.
Watson has the portraits of several prominent Huguenots.
In preparing this narrative for record in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
"
some gleanings relating to incidents
HISTORY, Colonel Watson speaks of it as
and experiences in the lives and fortunes of two French Huguenot families who
fled from France during the reign of Louis XIV when he promulgated the
revocation of the edict of Nantes and began a wholesale persecution of his
Protestant subjects in 1685."
In presenting
Colonel Watson is as frank in his convictions as he is honest.
"
I have, in the course of a long life and diligent study, formed
them, he says:
my belief, such as it is, and have no thought of changing at my time of life. I
do not find that I can now change it for better and I do not care to change it
for worse.
Such as I am and such as I have, I offer it to the readers of

ll

THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY."

Colonel Watson belongs to a strong race of men that have'been making the
It is in the
last half-century the greatest epoch in the history of the world.
memories of these men that much of the history of the nation is written. These
gleanings from narratives that have come to him during a long and active life
Huguenot traditions are valuable and^entertaining. EDITOR
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by the grace
citizens

of

creeds of Luther or Calvin.
seems they got an idea that the
Bible would be a pretty good book
for the people, and this did not suit

the

of God,

It

these

United

the
States,
land of a free people,
are living in a truly

the

We can
golden age.
put our trust in Pope,
priest or atheist without fear of the
dungeon, or the stake.
galleys,
Religious intolerance is at a discount;
burning witches and hanging Quakers
have gone out of fashion in these
We are beginning to
latter days.
make a record for the Twentieth
Century that is a credit to advanced

days.

Mankind

of Huguenot, as applied
to the dissenters from the Church of
Rome, is supposed to have been

This

derived from Hugeon, a word used
in Touraine to signify persons who
walk at night. Their only safe place
of worship for one hundred years had

height

called

We

must

carefully

brambles with vipers in them.
to the Hebrew, whoever learns
that becomes a Jew at once."
One hundred years passed and
found the new faith growing, and
of

As

The Huguenots, as a class, were the
The
bone and sinew of France.
nobility were wealthy, the merchants
and manufacturers prosperous, and
the poorer classes sober and industhat the
It is estimated
trious.
loss to France by the Huguenot

persecution

increasing.

Phillip

II

Spain devastated Flanders, and
changed that rich country to a
The massacre of St. Bardesert.
of

persecutions, first and last, was
about 400,000. Manufactures and
the arts were paralyzed, and the
whole country suffered from its effects

tholomew followed shortly after. In
1561, the exodus from France and
Flanders began in earnest, but was
stayed, in a measure, by Henry of
Navarre, who was proclaimed king
in 1594, with the title of Henry IV.
As a Protestant himself, he promulgated the celebrated Edict of

Louis and

predecessors sowed the vipers'
eggs that a century later brought
Louis XVI and his court to the
Thus, in a measure, did
guillotine.
time avenge the martyred Hugue-

applied

Greek.

written in this language, called the
New Testament. It is a book full

lined the pockets
of the dissolute nobles of his court.

discriminately to those

between advancewas at its

ignorance

guard ourselves against it. That
language will be the mother of all
I see in the hands of a
heresies.
great number of persons a book

and the proceeds

name was

struggle

and

To quote a
about 1450.
French monk of that period: "They
have now found out a new language

been dark caves and the blue vault
the heavens. The matter of
of
religion with Louis XIV was merely
a pretext. He used the Church
as a club for wholesale confiscaIt was a rich field to work in,
tion.

This

readers.

a

is

best class of inhabitants.

ment

nots.

and

books

those
job of

contrary quantity,
and, as is generally the case, their
ideas grew and prospered under
In the
opposition and persecution.
course of time, the Huguenots became a prominent factor among all
The
classes, from noble to peasant.
followers of Luther and Calvin were
the bone and sinew of the states.
and in a general way, represented the

The name

one hundred years.

and

both

burning

civilization.

for
his

monks of
a general
made
They

priests

Nantes, but the people were soon
deprived of its benefits when the
king became a nominal Catholic for

in-

who adopted
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reasons.
The persecution
recommenced with greater fury and

The best blood of France is blended
with ours and we are proud of the

culminated in the revocation of the
by Louis XIV, in 1685. Then
the exodus began in earnest. There
was no safety for a Huguenot in

result as it is today.
The great
loss of France is our gain.
There is

political

edict

France. The galleys, dungeon or
the stake was the alternative. All
possible avenues of escape were
closed by the king and his troops.
He did not want to lose the people;
he wanted to save their souls, but

:

the poor deluded Huguenots did not
see it in that light.
The rich sacrificed their wealth, and the poor the
little mite that they possessed, for
the sake of life and liberty.
Now

and then some mentally weaker than
the rest recanted, or pretended to do
so,

and

converted

i

'

outwardly seemed
to

the

true

be

to

faith,

and

were spared, but they were sharply
watched.
North, South, East and West,
they fled for life and liberty; by
highways, byways, wild mountain
passes, forest trails, by sea or land,
enclosed in casks, or in the foul
holds of merchant vessels bound to

some foreign port. Any future prospect was preferable to a life in France.
Holland, Germany and England

no better blood than the American
in this year of 1908.
The families of Bontekoe

and De

Reseguier were among the first reffrom French
ugees
persecution.
They reached New York about 1685,
via England. The former were a

maritime family. There were two
The forbrothers, Pierre and Paul.
mer was a merchant in the Isle of
Re, noted for its celebrated fortress,

and

adjacent

Rochelle.
Paul
of the city by
record of him

the city of La
was in the seige
King Louis and all
was lost. He was

to

probably killed in the siege. Pierre,
with his family, escaped in a vessel
by way of England and reached
New York about 1689. He was a
son of Admiral William Isbrand
Bontekoe of the Dutch navy. In
1618 he was captain of the "Nouvelle
Hoorne," a ship of 1,100 tons and a
crew of 206 men, on a trading exWhen
pedition to the East Indies.
near the island of Madagascar his
After
ship caught fire and was lost.
various thrilling adventures, the capand crew reached Batavia.
This voyage of Captain Bontekoe has

gave them shelter, even benighted
Russia gave a home to French exiles,

tain

and

by Alexander Dumas
books called, "Tales of
the Sea," or "Les Drames de la Mer."
The captain afterwards commanded a ship of 32 guns, and in
company with a fleet of eight vessels,
ravaged the coast of China. I find
in the archives of the old French
church called L'Eglise de St. Esprit,
or the Church of the Holy Ghost,
on Pine street in New York City, viz.
"Pierre Bontekoe and Margaret Collinot, his wife, fugitives from the

little Switzerland was full of
refugees. Louis XIV sent the citizens
of Geneva, a peremptory mandate

to expel the Huguenots, under pain of
his displeasure.
They pretended to
escort the exiles, with all due ceremony, outside the city gates, and

quietly brought them in again by a
But Holland
gate on the other side.
was crowded in population; the
English laborer was jealous of the
superior workmanship of the French
remained for
emigrant; and it
America to make a final safe and

happy home
France.

for

the

Huguenots

of

been related
in one of his

:

of Re, near the city of La
Rochelle, in 1684 fled to England,
came to New York in 1689."
Isle

t

,'

~
-..-.

ugitinea nf

Jacob
governor.

Leisler

Their

was

name

at

tlje

that time

originally

was

Bondecoux, at a later date changed
from Bontekoe to Bontecue. Their
descendants are quite numerous, and
several branches of the family at a
later date located in Connecticut.
Pierre's wife was known as Madame,
and seems to have been a person of
some importance in the French colony,

as the Church records show a pension
was paid her by the Church for several
This could not have been
years.
in the way of charity as the family
were in comfortable circumstances.

At that date the French population
in New York was about 200.
They
worshipped temporarily in a building
on Marketfield street. In 1695 they
built their own church of stone,
located on Pine street with the
was
It
burial ground adjoining.
used as a place of worship for one
hundred and thirty years. In 1831
the property was purchased by the
United States government, on which
was erected the present Sub-Treasury,
between Wall and Pine streets. The
remains in the cemetery were removed
to St. Mark's Churchyard, Stuyvesant place and Second avenue,

and placed
where they

in vault number 85,
will probably remain

future needs demand further
change. After the lapse of a hundred
years there is generally but little
In the
left of the human form.
third chapter of Genesis, the 19th
verse, we read: "Dust thou art,
and unto dust thou shalt return."
Alexandre De Reseguier, a French
Huguenot, native of the city of
Toulouse, province of Languenoe,
was a man of property and a descendant of a noble family. He was
by occupation a silk manufacturer,
and at the date of the revocation
was living in the city of Tresele"oux,
in
Dauphing, which is situated
in Southeastern France, near the
until

King

in

Atnrrira

Swiss border. When the storm of
persecution struck France, Alexander
De Reseguier hastily gathered his
available cash and valuable papers,
and fled across the border to Switzerland and from there to England.
The family records only show that
he was accompanied by his son
Alexander. There are no records
that show what became of his wife
and family, only that he arrived in
London about 1685. As there is no
record of interment of any person of
the name of Resseguier in the Hugue-

not churchyard in New York, it is
to be presumed that the refugee
died in England.
His son Alexandre, the name
now anglicised to Alexander Resseguie, came to New York about 1689,
where he tarried for a short time.
Then he went to Connecticut where
he purchased a tract of land of the
Indians in what is now parts of the
towns of Ridgefield and Norwalk.
In the records of the old Huguenot
in New York, I find the

Church

"Sara Bontekoe, Daughfollowing:
ter of Pierre Bontekoe and Margaret
Collinot, married to Alexander Resseguie of Norwalk, Ct., Oct. 19, 1709."

When

the son above mentioned
arrived in America he had in his
possession a little hair trunk that
contained all that was left of their
He raised a
fortunes in France.
family of seven children and educated
Peter, the second son, with the intention of sending him to France
to reclaim, if possible, their abandoned
This son died young and
estates.
the project from that time was given
up, as in any event it would have
been a futile effort prior to 1793.
The trunk and a part of its contents
is now in the possession of one of his
descendants, Colonel George E. Gray
of
San Francisco. Some of the
valuable title deeds and papers,
after the American Revolution, were

,

of

destroyed by a

who became
retains

its

When

member

insane.
place in

tlj?

of the family

The trunk
tragic

still

not persecution.
Alexander 2nd died in Ridgefield,
His son AlexanConnecticut, 1752.
der was born in 1710. There were
six brothers, and one of them, James,
was a soldier in the Provincial
army and lost his life in the French
War during the invasion of Canada.
The date of the death of Alexander 3rd is not known, probably
His father left a
previous to 1800.
large estate, estimated at over $50, 000;
he was the oldest son and received
a double portion. The inventory

and personal property, in
my possession, is quaint and interestAlexander Resseguie 3rd had
ing.
eight children; five sons and three
of his real

daughters. One son, who bore the
of Alexander, died young, and
the son following two years after
was given the same name. Three
of these sons were soldiers in the
Patriot army during the War of
the Revolution.
The other son,
named Timothy, was a soldier in
the British army.
Thus are families
often divided in a civil war.
When
an old man, Timothy Resseguie,
at the request of his grandson,
George E. Gray, wrote a journal of
his experience and adventures as

name

and

soldier.

It is quite

closely written;

some

almost

illegible.

narrative

is

A

synopsis of his

as follows:

history.

the earthquake struck San
Francisco, Mr. Gray was owner and
resident of a fine house, situated in
the best part of the city. The
authorities in charge deemed it necessary to blow up several buildings
to try and stay the
conflagration.
His house was one of the number.
He was given five minutes to save
whatever he could, and the old
trunk escaped destruction and is
in its owner's possession, a
still
noted souvenir of the French Hugue-

a British

Stonrlj

lengthy
of

it

is

JOURNAL OF TIMOTHY
A

RESSEGUIE,
SOLDIER DURING
THE WAR OF THE REVO-

BRITISH

LUTION.
This old Col. Rogers was in the
French War.
He had one Thomson Captain under him, as big a
rascal as himself.
He sent Captain
Thomson from Long Island into
Connecticut to let the young men
know what a chance there was for
men to go on the island and not take
up arms during the war, under the
protection of Governor Carleton,
and what a fine thing it was to have
such a privilege. The Governor had
employed him to go around and let

young men's fathers know of this
chance. They most all came to our
place, and he must take all their
names so he could show the Governor,
so as to know how many boats to
send over. They all met at one
Stebbins' late in the night, and he
was there without fail. When we
came in the windows were all darken-

ed and he pulled a writing book from
under his coat and tells us to put
our names in columns on such a
and we all put down our
leaf,
names in four columns.
Then
pitched on the night when to meet
at the Waterside at one Scoville's.
At the Waterside we all met. The
men that were to be our pilots did
not come that night so we divided

men into companies and hid,
some in barns and some in the woods
and some under a great pile of flax
our

before the barn door till the
next night, then we went over,
about 70. We had our boat to carry
almost half a mile, then hid it in the
woods. It was so dry and leaked,
we had to bale with our hats. It was
22 miles across to where we landed
laid

of

ilj?

Mr. Stebbins to march us to Fisher's
Mills, where we could draw our provisions.
On we went and that was
the last we ever saw of old Thomson.
When we arrived we were well received by old Rogers, he called us

bucks and fine fellows.
soon whispered round that

It

in

America

Governor after the war was over in
the Province of Upper Canada.
Now
we had as good order as could be in
our regiment. He formed a company of Grenadiers, a light company,
the rest battalion companies, and
raised a troop of horse.
Then we
drew new clothing and had our
all things
provisions regular, and
in good
order.
Col.
Simcoe appointed me sergeant over 12 men to
ride express as minute men.
One
day as I saw the Col. walking, by

on the island where Lloyd's Neck lay,
from Middlesex. This old scoundrel
was very glad to see us and told

fine

King

was

we were
enlisted men.
Enlisted men really
we were.
This old Thomson had

I went to him and told him
wanted to have a talk with him.
He said, "Very well, Resseguie, talk
I told him I had the grass
on."
guard and could not be absent so
long as I would like. "Very well,"
said he, "come tomorrow and I
will hear all you want to say."
So
I thanked him and ran to my guard.
The next day I went and found
him alone, so I began at the foundation and told him my father was a
friend to the Government. The Whigs
called him Tory.
So I went on and
told him how Rogers sent out Capta.in Johnson in his guise under the
cloak of Governor Carleton's proclamation.
He took the names of
these young men, and of their
agreement to come to the Water side,
so he could come and take us off
and carry us on to Lloyd's Neck
on Long Island, and this was a
deception under the name of Governor Carleton. I told Col. Simcoe
how he took our names down in

taken out this sheet in the writing

himself,

book and turned it up and wrote
orders above our names,
listing

I

there were pin holes in the middle
of the sheet as plain as day to be
seen.
We all told Rogers and swore
if we could see
Thomson we would
fill
him as full of holes as a

We watched for him, but
he no come but we beared he was
after more men and was taken and
hung. When we beared this news
we had a great day of rejoicing and
illuminating our windows, but the
Officers were all appointed for this
regiment. They enlisted 700 men
out of jail in Flat Bush on Long
Island, that was taken when the
British landed on the Island, so you
may judge for yourself what a set
of men they must be, but those
Officers that were appointed took
command and journeyed with 8 companies under Rogers, and marched
us out of Long Island onto Frog's
Neck and lay there a few days.
Then on the main land near King's
Bridge. Then Rogers went on devil
like over Frye Narrows and New
Rochelle, and so on till he disobeyed
orders.
Major French took the command, then Major Guines. Major
Guines disobeyed orders.
Major
riddle.

a small writing book, then turned
the page and wrote listing orders

above and gave

it

to

Rogers, and

took 3 guineas for each man, then
cleared out for more men, and was
taken and hung, which was just and
I told Simcoe we were sold
right.
like cattle at market.
I told him

Warner did no better. Then we
petitioned for a new commander and

my

we had a good man: John Graves
Simcoe was the man. He was made

was opposed to my going
American service. He would
a chance for me to go on Long

father

in the

find
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Island,

Governor

under

I can do sir."
"Well," said he,
"you are your own man, to go where
you please and when you please."
The next day he sent for me to
mount my horse and come to him;
so I mounted my horse and went up
to the front.
He said to me, "There
is Capt. McGill, Broadstreet, Dunlap and Wickham, all noblemen's
sons in England. They pledge their
honor that you will bring this money

Carleton's

proclamation, and remain during the
war. That there was a man by

whose arrangement we must go late
on such a night, and this man would
be there and take our names down,
so as to

know how many
all

and we

met

all

boats to

which was completed

send for us,

at the time.

The

boat leaked so bad we had to bail
with our hats to keep from sinking.
It was 22 miles across the sound;
the wind was in our favor from
the west and we were going to the
east from Middlesex to Lloyd's Neck.
We had 67 men in the boat, we
got within fifteen rods of the shore.
I jumped out and touched bottom.

safe or they will be sponsor for the
sum you are sent for." So he gave
me a letter to carry to the Paymaster
Gen. 7 miles to Cole's Ferry, and 3
miles of woods to go through.
He
said to me, "Won't you be afraid
to go through those woods of being

John Joram to throw me the
I told them good news.
I
could touch bottom. The boat sunk,
but we all got safe on shore. There
was a sand bar in our favor. There
was % that could not swim. "Now,"
said I to Simcoe, "when I went over
on these conditions by my father's
orders, while I was under age, I
thought it my duty to be subject to
his
orders.
My father was well

robbed." "No sir," I said. "They
won't think of one man being trusted
with much money." So on I went
and gave the letter to the Paymaster
Gen'l. He takes the letter and opens
it, and looks at me very stern, and
said, "Your Col. puts great confidence in you, it seems." "Yes sir,"
said I, "and he thinks other people
will be honest sometimes as well as
himself."
He called his servant to
take my horse and give him a good

I told

rope.

m

\
'

...

acquainted with a soldier's life in
the French War, and told me not
to enlist on any terms at all.
Now,
Col. Simcoe, I want your honor should
I have got
consider my condition.
50 pounds that I have borrowed,
and I can have 50 more if that will
not do, for I will never leave the
regiment unless I can leave it with
honor, and walk off boldly and not
be afraid to see any man's face that
ever belonged to the British service."
"Resseguie, you are perfectly right,"
he replied. "I have heard of Roger's
and Johnson's conduct before, to get
It appears
their regiment together.
to me that you were never enlisted.
On that account I will give you
your discharge but there is one thing

horse.
My horse was brought
before the door. I took three or four
seated myself in the saddle
steps,
without touching hand or foot to the
horse.
"Well," said one of the
that's what I never
officers, "by G
saw before." Then the money was

want you to promise; that is,
this:
Keep it to yourself." "That

brought out in a valise and placed
I buckled my cloak and
before me.

mess of oats, and told me to sit down
and take some dinner; so down I sat
and took a good dinner. There
were about 20 officers rising from
Roast beef, turkey and
the table.
tumblers half-full of wine. So I
made a good dinner. "Well," said
the old General, "when you are
ready we will bring out the money
for

him.

you."

He

"I am ready," I told
told his servant to bring

my

;

I
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:

rolled

round the

it

ready to
asked me

start.

One

valise and got
of the officers

could run a good foot
I could run with
any one he could fetch in 3 days, and
meet him half way for 50 guineas.
"Will you run now?" "No," I told
him, "your plan won't work." The
old General laughed heartily and all
the rest.
So on I went to my Col.
Simcoe. The officers all gathered
round. The Col. said, "Resseguie,
you have done well, come take some
wine." In a few days I was at the
Fort Van Norman, paying off the
regiment. Simcoe was present, and
a number of officers. The Paymaster
said to me, "Resseguie, there was
your time?" Said I to him, "How
much money was there?" "82,000
pounds sterling, in gold," said the
Paymaster. "Well," said I, "do you
think I would run for that small sum,
that all these officers, my best friends,
pledged their word that I would
bring back safe or they would be
No,"
sponsors for the same amount.
said I, "not for twice that sum. When
I can go on my own credit without
bail, then it would make some differrace.

I

if I

told

him

tempting and bright,
honor is brighter than
"Yes," said Simcoe, "Ressegold."
"Here," said
guie, you are right."
the Paymaster, "is your wages, 3
half-pounds and 10 guineas." Simcoe said to me, "Come tomorrow
morning, I have something for you to
do at King's Bridge." This was a
proposal to go to King's Bridge and
I
recruit, to stay 8 or 9 months.
told him I would
like to go very
well, but I should be a poor hand to
ence.

but a

Gold

man

is

of

when I should tell them
what they would do by going on the
island and taking advantage of the
get recruits,

proclamation.
Colonel Gray says, "My grandfather
went to King's Bridge, where he
replaced a recruiting sergeant^;

established himself in a small house
close to the big gate, and where you
cross the ferry.
There he stayed,
making friends with the country
people who passed with their products to market. He was thrifty,
and established quite a trade with
five or six regiments that were camped near by, selling for the market
people sometimes as much as $100
worth in a day.
Prices, as he details them, are interesting.
A cock

turkey, one guinea; a
$3.50; good fat fowls from
to one dollar; eggs, 4
dozen.
He spent what
happy days as he ever

hen ditto,
six shillings
shillings a
calls as
saw in his

he

life."

To resume his narrative: "In the
meantime that recruiting sergeant
at the ferry, Tilley by name, was
doing royal work according to his

own

ideas.
In the course of that
season 60 or 70 came in to go to the
island.
I told them to look out for
the sergeant at the ferry. Two out
of 15 stayed with me one night that
had a mind to enlist, so I gave them
their bounty, and the rest went on to
New York. Tilley met them and

inquired which

They

told

way they were

him on the

going.

island, to take

advantage of the proclamation. Said
he, "The proclamation has run out.
Come enlist with me for the Light

The

service is light and the
soon be over, and you shall
be well equipped. If you go to the
island you will be pressed on board
the man-of-war, or in the land service,
for the press gangs are about."
He
would keep them talking with victuals and drink, and tell them that
in the morning he would go with
them and pass them by the guard,
and so they would have the day to
travel, and so get clear of the press
gang. By that they would think he

Horse.

war

will

was

their friend,

and would stay all
Then he

night with the scoundrel.

Mfc,

and notifies the press gang,
and is back in the house in time to
be round. The poor dupes are carried on board the man-of-war, and
released the; next day when the sergeant goes on board and says he has
orders from the Commander-in-Chief
steps out

in

New York

for the release of these

and give him up to Captain Belford,
I will pay you well for your trouble."
Then I was clear of the regiment, but
there was not a man in the regiment
that knew it but Simcoe. Some of
the new recruited officers said, "He
will
get away from Resseguie."
"Well," said Simcoe, "if he gets away

"He may jump

men, on condition that they would

he

enlist in the land service.

and run when he comes to those
woods." "If he does jump, Resseguie will have him as quick as a cat.
So I mounted my horse and told
Tilley to mount the other, and on we
went. My horse could outrun any

They

all

spoke as one, and said they would
enlist.
So the sergeant in this way
got 64 men. My 9 months was drawing to a close, and soon Simcoe sent
a man and a few lines to come and
bring sergeant Tilley with me, and

what

we had.

recruits

I

told

the

man I would be there in two days.
The next day I went to New York
and called on Tilley to make ready

A

tavern keeper named Morton asked me to carry to Col. Simcoe a charge of misconduct against
Tilley, with regard to the press gang
and debts. We joined the regiment
on Staten Island, where it lay at the
Fort.
"There," said I to Col. Simcoe, "is my two recruits, and here is
Here is a letter Mr.
Tilley's 64.
to go.

desired me to give your
Tilley began to look pale.
The officers flocked around. Simcoe
opened the letter, and told me to take
Tilley to the guard house and put
him under guard at the fort.

Morton

honor.

When the spring campaign opened
the Queen's Rangers and 3 more
regiments went from Staten Island
across to Elizabeth or Amboy, where
most of these recruits deserted. The
last lot of men taking Col. Simcoe's
purse,

silver

mounted

When

saddle,

and

they returned on the
island Tilley was tried by Court
Marshal, and sentenced on board of
a man-of-war for life. So Col. Simcoe wrote a line to Captain Belford,
that commanded a 74 gun sloop-ofwar and gave it to me, and said,
"If you will go^and take Tilley there,
pistols.

may

go for

life."

off

horse

that

belonged

to

the

three

Mind this, I searched Tilley
troops.
to see if he had a cudgel or knife.
I delivered him to Belford, bringing
back to Col. Simcoe his regimentals
and a receipt from Captain Belford.
Through the

winter

Staten Island, then

I

I

on

stayed

went to Phila-

While
delphia, where I found work.
there I had a letter from
father,
that, after 6 years of absence put
me in mind of home, and I determined
This made all of
to go back.
military service in the British army,
and is a roughly told story, but I am
a man of over 80 years of age.
Resseguie died at the age of 84,
and lies in the village cemetery at

my

my

Verona, Oneida County, New York,
where he spent the last years of his

He had eleven children. Most
them married and raised families.

life.

of

He

spent the

life

in Saratoga

greater part of his
County. The British
government gave him a grant of land
in Canada for his services in the war,
which he gave to one of his sons.

He was a man of sterling character
and robust constitution, and lived
and died a man respected by all.
NOTE. The writer is under obligation to John E. Morris, Esquire, of
Hartford, Connecticut, for the genealogical records of the
Resseguie families.
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Founder of the Society of Mayflower Descendants Member of American Historical Association
Sons of the Revolution Society of Colonial Wars Society of War of 1812
Society of American Wars New York Historic Society New York
Genealogical Society New England Historic Genealogical
Society, and other learned organizations

The Ter-centenary of the landing of the Mayflower is now being planned by the
societies of America.
Society of Mayflower Descendants and other patriotic and historical
The occasion will be one of the most significant of American historical celebrations and it
is probable that a vast assemblage and home-coming of the mighty race of descendants of
New England will form one of the greatest gatherings in American annals. The ode which
is here recorded was written by a distinguished descendant of the Mayflower Pilgrims.
Its inspirational loyalty and patriotism should fire the heart of the Nation to the
which saved
importance of the approaching historic occasion as did the throbbing lines
These
"Old Ironsides" when it was being forgotten and abandoned by the generation.
lines were originally written for the laying of the corner-stone of the Provincetown
but being ill at
Pilgrim Memorial monument, of which the author was a vice-president,
When
the time, he sent the verses to take his place at the after dinner exercises
President Roosevelt, after his speech, retired, the entire assemblage followed him and the
In the confusion the original manuscript was lost but
post-prandial part was postponed.
has now been re- written as a national appeal in these pages.
With

Reaching out a hand of welcome
From the wild and savage shore
With an arm of land extending
Mid the ocean billow's roar.

Now

the Pilgrims have departed,
their seed are scattered far;
In these places of their sojourn
i

What

the meaning of

Why

this

gleaming

its

being,

strip of

Of

its

outstretching
receive the Pilgrim band?
origin

we know

not,
;

many

races are.

Learning how from far off countries
Other pilgrim wanderers came
Bringing to this new found region
Principles which made her fame.

In the shelter of its harbor,
After months of storm and care,
History's vessel dropped an anchor
And a great race landed there.

it stand a mute reminder
To the Slav and Portuguese,
Teaching love and God and country,

Let

need a crown of glory
thus favored with renown?
Yes! and let it stand forever,
Mark the hill at Provincetown.
it

Sturdy righteousness and peace.

When

Build it that the stranger standing
In its shadow on the sand
May be taught to heed the lesson
How to serve his Chosen Land.

For this world of ours is changing,
Change is written all around,
Greece and Egypt and Palmyra

Now

of

Raise your shaft to teach its lessons
With the stranger's earliest view,
As from Fatherland he migrates
To a home and country new.

But we celebrate its name
For 'twas there through stormy waters
That the Mayflower Pilgrims came.

Does

And

Men

sand ?

Was Columbia
To

their lessons for the Nations
monument for time.

Build your

Let your

are hidden underground.

monument

rise lofty

Showing both on land and bay

While the Sphinx looks down on sand drifts,
Pyramids still tower sublime;
132

Where

And

the Pilgrims first alighted
the precious Mayflower lay.
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Built in early years of English civilization on
and many hangings for witchcraft

FIRST HOMES IN AMERICA
Myles Standish who was

first

AMERICA Historic old Witch House" at Salem, in MassachusettsWestern Continent during which (1684-1693) there were 100 convictions
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landmarks, associated with the foundations upon which the
Nation has been built, are fast crumbling and in a few years will
have entirely disappeared.
The new eras of civilization bring
with them their own monuments of towering masonry and massive
structures, and one by one the old houses, with their "leanto"
roofs and big stone chimneys, that housed the builders of a nation,
are swept away by the hand of progress.
To preserve these landmarks for posterity, photographic collections are being made in all parts of the country for reproduction and record in these pages.
Collections of the landmarks of the old Dutch civilization on the Western Continent have been preserved in this repository, and many of the old manor-houses
of the South have been recorded.
A collection is now being made of the first
American homes typical of what may be called the national or colonial
architecture.
Several

hundred photographs of homesteads, built in the Revolutionary
period, have been collected for this first complete historical record of ancestral
homesteads in America.
These collections will be presented in these pages
throughout the year. The preserving of these records of American landmarks
is but one of the public services for which this, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY, was instituted.
Among the photographs here recorded are several homesteads which, in a

The John Alden
large sense, have been epoch-makers in American history.
House at Diixbury, Massachusetts, was built in 1653 and is an invaluable witness to the home life and character of the first English-speaking generation on
the Western Continent.
In this house lived the youngest of the Pilgrims; he
came with them to America as a cooper from Southampton, serving with distinction for more than a half-century as one of the first magistrates in America.
The Myles Standish House, at Duxbury, was built in 1666 by the son of the
first commissioned military officer in New England.
Myles Standish came to
America with the Pilgrims in 1620 and founded a settlement from which American character has been richly endowed.
The Betsy Williams House, still standing in Roger Williams Park in Providence,

Rhode

Island,

is

a witness to the birth of religious liberty in America.

Roger Williams came to Massachusetts in 1631 and began the agitation which
resulted in the separation of civil from ecclesiastical politics in America.
The Clark House at Lexington, Massachusetts, was built in 1698, and
became the scene of the first alarm in the American Revolution. So it is with
hundreds of the crumbling old houses today. They stand as mute witnesses to
the events upon which a great republic has been erected. Their presentation
in these pages awakens a fuller understanding of the historical and economic
beginnings in America.
Photographs submitted for record in these collections
will be preserved and safely returned to their owners after reproduction.
EDITOR
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REVOLUTIONARY LANDMARK
setts,

IN AMERICA -Famous old Clark House, built in 1698 at Lexington, in Massachuwhere Samuel Adams and John Hancock were sleeping when aroused by the midnight alarm of Paul Revere on

April 19, 1775, the eve of the American Revolution

LANDMARK TO RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
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AMERICA

House now standing in Roger Williams
1636 which established freedom of conscience and

Historic old Williams

Park, in Providence, Rhode Island, where the plantation was founded
speech on the Western Continent
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ARTHUR MANLEY WICKWIRE,

A. B., LL. B.

NEW YORK
Member

Life Member of the Minnesota Historical
of the Bar of New York and Minnesota
Society Member of the Sons of the American Revolution Society of
Colonial Wars Lonjr Island Historical Society New London
County, Connecticut, Historical Society

are in progress in this country and in Great Britain several
organized investigations into genealogical foundations of America
that are developing much new and important historical evidence.
The results of these investigations are to be recorded in THE JOURNAL
r u OF AMERICAN HISTORY as the national repository for all that pertains
to the foundation and development of American institutions and
That genealogy is one of the strongest currents in the
character.
It is no longer a mere social
national life of the republic cannot be doubted.
investigation, but it is an historical revelation, and frequently the source of many
economic and sociologic deductions.
The recent investigations into the foundations of the Wickware family
in
America are so closely related to the political development of the AngloSaxon race that they are in a large sense a direct contribution to the history
of the nations.
These investigations cover more than ten years of diligent
research by one of the ablest members of the New York and Minnesota bars,
and have been developed with the same accuracy and irrefutable evidence as
that required in proving an estate in a court of law.
The evidence submitted has been transcribed from the original records of
vital statistics, probate records, land records and other authoritative sources,
beginning with the Doomsday Book, the original record of William the Conqueror in 1086, A. D., connecting with the charter of Lord Delaware, who was
appointed Governor of Virginia in 1609, and coming down through the American
records, infusing the blood and instilling the character of the ancient Wick-

pHERE

'

.

'^i/Ji

Warres into American life and politics.
These researches again form conclusive proof of the social, moral and intellectual status of the founders of America; that the best blood of the AngloSaxons runs through the veins of American life and that the British aristocracy
and the American democracy are from the same genealogical root.
The main facts in the recent Wickware investigations are here recorded
from the evidence submitted by Attorney Arthur Manley Wickwire, A. B.,
LL. B.,of New York. The investigations have been collected and printed in a
volume of nearly 300 pages, a copy of which is on file in the Genealogical archives
137
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Ancient Village of Wickwar in England, which is rich in antiquarian treasures and genealogical records relating
to the founders of the Western World
It was here that Lord Thomas West Be la Warre, first Governor
Virginia in 1609, lived

ROMAN ANTECEDENTS

IN

AMERICAN GENEALOGY

built before 410 A. D. during the Roman
fifteen centuries of Anglo-Saxon civilization

was

Bridge which spans the Avon at Wickwar which
occupation of Britain and has been a silent witness to more than

Nave and Chancel of the Ancient Church at Wickwar where the Progenitors of the Wick-Warres of America
worshipped long before thee Discovery of the New World Photographs taken during genealogical researches of
Arthur M. Wick wire, New v-tYork

BRITISH FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN GENEALOGY
Built about 1300
Seat of the
national character of the American Republic
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COMMAND OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR
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1086 A. D. Photographic reproduction from the Great Latin Historical Record of the manors, lands, and
The last two paragraphs on this page relate to the Manor of Wick, which became Wickestates in the realm
Warre after its acquisition by Sir John Warre in 1207

The genealogical data in this inof THE JOURNAL' OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
valuable compilation comes into intimate relation with thousands of Americans
whose origin it establishes, and through intermarriage branches off into hundreds
The transcript here made from Attorney Wickwire's contribuof thousands.
tion to American genealogical literature is with his permission, and the photographic exhibits are from the originals in his printed records. These records
are at the disposal of the readers of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
Attorney Wickwire wishes to have the public derive the full benefit of his years
of research and any inquiries directed to the Librarian of THB JOURNAL OF
AMERICAN HISTORY will receive gratuitous investigation into the original
Wickwire records EDITOR

The ancient town

of

Wickwar

lies in

the southern part of Gloucestershire,

one of the central counties of England. It is situated on the river Avon, about
ten miles east from the Severn, the great western river which flows southerly
through the county of Gloucester, and empties into the Bristol Channel. The
history of Wickwar runs far back beyond the time of William the Conqueror.
The primitive name of the manor was Wick, or Wichen, and this name
persisted through many centuries, until King John granted the manor to Sir
John La Warre, after which the name became Wick-Warre.
:-'

The

monument

revealing the historic antiquity of the site is the
Roman bridge which spans the Avon, and which was built during the Roman
occupation of the Island.
The power of Rome was established in southern Britain during the reign
A. D. 43-54 and the powerful fortress of Gloucester was built
of Claudius
in 45.
Five great roads and numerous bridges were built in Gloucestershire
before Rome, in 410, withdrew her legions in vain hope to stem the tide that
was rising in the north and was to overwhelm the Imperial City.
This bridge has therefore been the silent witness of over fifteen centuries
of English history.
It suggests the possibility that Wick may have been a
Roman villa at a very early date.
The Anglo-Saxon conquest of Britain began in 449. Seven kingdoms were
ultimately established by the invaders, in whose struggles for supremacy through
succeeding centuries is discerned the onward march toward national unity.
With the fall of Harold, son of Edward the Confessor, on the fields of
Hastings in 1066, the crown of England passed to William the Conqueror. He
rewarded his Norman followers for their faithful services by conferring upon
them many estates wrested from their former owners. The manor of Wick, or
Wichen, was granted by the Queen to Humfry, the chamberlain.
In 1085-6, by command of the King, the record known as Doomsday
Book was compiled. This most valuable historical document contains a description of all the manors, lands and estates in the realm, with the names of
the then owners, and the owners during the prior reign of King Edward, the
size and the taxable value of each manor, and other data.
On the accompanying page is a fac-simile of the portion relating to Wick, taken from the chapter
on Gloucestershire. The Latin is somewhat abbreviated, but is not difficult
to translate:
"Humfry the chamberlain holds Wichen. There are four hides.
(A hide is land for the support of one family.) Three free men of Brichtric,
the son of Algar, held it in King Edward's time for three manors, and they had
earliest
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liberty to go whither they would.

There are three ploughs in the demesne,
and nine villeins, and fourteen bordares, with nine plough-tillages. There are
five bondmen, and twenty acres of meadow, and six furlongs of wood.
It is
worth and was worth twelve pounds.
These two villages, Actum and
Wichen, the Queen gave to Humfry."
Humfry the chamberlain died seized of the manor of Wichen, and it passed
to his son Richard who died 23 Hen. II. (1177), leaving a son Walter de Cormeilis, who was the last of the male line and died leaving three daughters, MarAbout this time the manor became a part of the
garet, Alureda and Sybill.
.

.

.

seigniory of Gloucester.
A few years prior to 1200, John, Earl of Gloucester (and afterwards King),
granted the manor to Sir John La Warre and later when John became King,
he confirmed in the eighth year of his reign (1207). Thus the manor became
known as Wick-Warre, by a combination of the two names, Wick and Warre.
During the century following the grant of the manor of Wick to John La
Warre (1207), the manor gradually acquired the name of Wyke- Warre. Early
inquisitions, patents and other public records now extant disclose the history
of the manor and parish for several hundred years.
These inquisitions were
reports by an escheator, commission or jury, disclosing the names of landholders in various counties, and the nature of their tenure.
John Fiske, in "Old Virginia and Her Neighbors," Vol. I, p. 146, says:
"This Lord Delaware belonged to a family distinguished for public service.
On his mother's side he was nearly related to Queen Elizabeth. In America he
is forever identified with the
history of Virginia, and he has left a name to one
of our great rivers, to a very interesting group of Indians, and to one of the
smallest states in our Union.
With New England, too, he has one link of
association, for his sister Penelope West married Herbert Pelham, and their
son was the first treasurer of Harvard College. Thomas West, born in 1577,
was educated at Oxford, served with distinction in the Netherlands, and was
knighted for bravery in 1599. He succeeded to the barony of Delaware in
1602 and was a member of the Privy Council of Elizabeth and James I.
No
one was more warmly enlisted than he in the project of founding Protestant
colonies in the New World.
To this cause he devoted himself with ever growing
enthusiasm, and when the London Company was remodeled he was appointed
;

governor of Virginia for

life."

Having traced the history of the manor of Wickware, or Wickwar, it remains to set forth the history of Wickware as a surname. At the time of the
Conquest, 1066, surnames were not in common use among the Britons, and the
practice of using surnames was not fully established for a century or two afterwards. And it was much later that surnames attained their final forms.
The definite connected history of the surname Wickware begins about
It seems probable that a
1500, though earlier traces have been discovered.
branch of the Warre family, residing at or near the manor of Wick, or WickWarre, assumed that name to distinguish themselves from the main branch
of the family which, after a few generations, had their principal seat in Sussex
County.
In the first half of the Sixteenth Century two brothers, John and Thomas
Wickwarre, were living at Calne, in Wiltshire, about thirty miles southeast of
Wickwar. Thomas Wickwarre, who was probably their father, was buried at
142
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Calne, 21 January, 1568.
Jane Wickwarre, buried at Calne 7 October, 1559,
may have been the wife of Thomas, senior.
In the earliest entries the name is spelled Wyckwarre, Wyckwarr, Wyck-

In a considerable number of
war, Wickwarre, Wickwarr and Wickware.
entries in the latter half of the century the name is written "Wickwarr alias
This use of a double surname was quite
Clarke," or "Clarke alias Wickwarr."
common at that time, being somewhat analogous to the more modern hyphenated surname. It is probable that a marriage took place between a member
of the Wickwarr family and a member of the Clarke family, and that both names
were thereafter used, in order to preserve the right to an inheritance, or for
some other simililar reason.
John Wickware is the progenitor of the American name of Wickware and
Wickwire. He settled at New London, Connecticut, in 1675. He is supposed
to have been the son of John and Mary Wickware of Wotten-Under-Edge,

England; baptized 18 May, 1656.

He was

a soldier in King Philip's War, and was engaged in the Great Swamp
19, 1675, when the power of the Narragansetts was broken.
For his service in this war he afterwards received from the General Court a
grant of 140 acres of land in Voluntown. His name appears on the list of
residents of New London in 1676.
He settled in the North Parish of New LonOn November 6, 1676, he married Mary Tonge,
don, (now known as Montville.)
daughter of George and Margery Tonge. George Tonge was an early settler
at New London, and in 1656 the general town meeting chose him to keep an inn
for five years.
In those times only trustworthy citizens were accorded this
Elizabeth Tonge married Fitz John Winthrop, Governor of Connectiprivilege.
cut from 1608 till his death in 1707. They had only one child, Mary, who
married Colonel John Livingston, one of the executors of John Wickware' swill.
After the death of Governor Winthrop in 1707, Elizabeth resided at the inn.
She died April 25, 1731.
John Wickware was one of the seventy-seven patentees of New London,
named in the patent granted by Governor Winthrop, October 14, 1704. At
the time of his death he owned several tracts of land besides the homestead,
and his estate was appraised at over 300 pounds a considerable sum for those
times.
He died in March or April, 1712, as appears by Hempstead's Diary.
By his will he named his wife Mary Wickware, James Harris, junior and Colonel
John Livingston as his executors. He left his entire estate to his wife "during
her natural life and at her death then the said estate is to go to my children."
It is from this foundation that there may be traced nearly two centuries of
the Wickware blood in America, coming down through the direct male lines to
the present generation, and diffused through the female lines and intermarriages
into a great race of Americans who are contributing to the moral, material and
intellectual greatness of the American nation.
Fight,

:'

December

"The song of the deed in the doing, of the work still hot from the hand;
Of the yoke of man laid friendly-wise on the neck of the tameless land.
While your merchandise is weighing, we will bit and bridle and rein
The floods of the storm-rocked mountains and lead them down to the plain;
And the foam-ribbed, dark-hued waters, tired from that mighty race,
Shall lie at the feet of palm and vine and know their appointed place;
And out of that subtle union, desert and mountain flood,
Shall be homes for a nation's choosing, where no home else had stood."
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COLONEL WARREN

S.

DTJNGAN

CHARITON, IOWA
Former Lieutenant-Governor of Iowa
Great-Grandson of Delegate to Convention of 1776
Member of the Bar of the State of Iowa

'AT the true history of the nation has never been written, but is
being written every day by the citizens of the republic, is again
proved by the documentary evidence herein recorded. There has
I
been considerable discussion regarding the actual date of the signJ*
ing of the Declaration of Independence, a detail that is inconsequential when considered in the light of the spirit and
import of the
document.
The documentary evidence which Attorney Dungan
here sets forth bears, however, on this more vital aspect.
It proves that while
the Declaration of Independence was being written in Philadelphia, there was a
declaration of the same general spirit and import being issued at Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, wholly without the knowledge of the other.
"I first came across this record in the Pennsylvania archives some years
ago," says the investigator, "and wondered why more was not said about it by
historians.
To me it seemed not only exceedingly interesting as a matter of
While Pennsylvania researchers are
history, but a significant political fact.
familiar with it, the document does not seem to have been given much consideration by our national historians."

<

The document

is

transcribed

OF AMERICAN HISTORY.

by Lawyer Dungan

for record in

THE JOURNAL

important evidence, which, with such documents
as the Wrentham Declaration, recorded recently in these pages, and the Mecklenberg Declaration, proves that the final blow in the Declaration of Independence
at Philadelphia, rather than being an original document, as generally inferred,
was but the cumulative expression of other assemblages which were being held
It is

in all parts of the colonies.
This document is of vital interest to those who wish to trace the cause
and effect, the psychology of history, and as such is here recorded.
Lawyer Dungan has in his possession a list of the delegates to the Convention that drafted this Declaration, and upon them eligibility may be established for membership into the societies of the American Revolution.
EDITOR
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f^HERE

for defensive operations only.

are no brighter
in

colonial

pages
tory than those which
record the acts of the
Pennsylvania militia
during the years 1774-

None

more patbreathes the aspirations for liberty and the establishment of an independent govern5-6.

none

riotic;

that

ment on this continent, than
and resolutions. The spirit
dependence was manifested
far in

ment

advance of the
of the times.

its

for a delegate convention, consisting
of four members from each battal-

acts

of

by

two officers and two privates,
to meet at Lancaster on July 4, 1776,
for the purpose of electing two
brigadier-generals to command thetroops of the colony. This call was
dated June 25, 1776.
The call,
in its every line is loyal to liberty
and the cause of the union of all the

in-

ion,

it

public senti-

In 1774 there were organized in
Pennsylvania fifty-three battalions
of militia, in the counties of Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Lancaster,
York, Cumberland, Berks, North-

colonies.

"You are about to contend for
The
permanent freedom.
present campaign will probably decide

ampton, Northumberland, and Westmoreland. These were each officered
by a colonel, a lieutenant-colonel,
and two majors. There was no
organization above the battalion.
There were no general officers.
The Assembly of Pennsylvania,
perhaps through the pacific administration of the Penns, made no

.

.

....

and formed an associano forward step beyond
the appointment of a Committee
of Conference, with advisory powers
But it
only, as to future action.
did resolve, "That in a closer union
4,

.

the fate of America. It is now in
your power to immortalize your
names by mingling your achievements with the events of the year
to the end of time, for establishing
upon a lasting foundation, the liberties of one quarter of the globe."
"Remember the honor of our
Recountry is at stake
member the name of Pennsylvania.
Think of your ancestors and of your

proper organization of the militia.
Left to organize themselves, representatives of the several battalions met at Hanover, York County,

June

The

quota assigned to Pennsylvania was
4500 men. The Assembly of the
colony adjourned after this call
had been made without making any
provisions for filling this quota or
answering this call.
In this emergency, the "Committee of Conference" issued a call

his-

1774,

posterity."

tion, taking

The convention, after electing
Daniel Roberdeau and James Ewing
brigadier-generals, adopted resolutions that breathed the highest spirit
of devotion, not only to Pennsylvania,
but towards all the colonies:

of the colonies lies the safeguard of

the liberties of the people." And,
"That, in the event of Great Britain,
attempting to force unjust laws upon
us by the strength of arms, our cause
we leave to Heaven and our rifles."
And this, long before the Congress
had ceased to solemnly declare its constant loyalty to the mother country.
Early in 1776 Congress called upon
the several colonies to furnish troops

"Resolved that we will march
under the direction and command
of our brigadier-generals to the assistance of all or any of the free,
independent states of America."

This convention was held over
sixty miles from Philadelphia, where
the Congress was sitting, and on the
same day of the adoption of the
146

Declaration of Independence, at such
a distance that the convention could
not know what was transpiring in
Philadelphia.
Colonel Ross, the chairman of the
convention, though a member of
Congress, was absent at the time as
well as on the second day of July,
and it is altogether improbable that

any member

of the convenof the adoption of the
Lee resolution on the second of July.

he, or
tion,

knew

would take the delegates more than
two days to go from Philadelphia to
It

Lancaster.

The Mecklenberg Declaration

:"

..'

is

justly celebrated, and the story has
been told again and again, in history
and in song, but this was the action
of the militia of but one county,
while in the Lancaster Convention
we have the action of the militia
Yet outside
of the entire colony.
the archives of Pennsylvania, the
story of the Pennsylvania Associators and of the Lancaster Convention has never been told in history.
As a native of the "Keystone" State,
and a descendant of one of the delegates to that convention, I may take
a deeper interest in this story than

would otherwise do, but

hope that
the spirit of devotion to the whole
country, which animated these worthy
ancestors, still dominates her citizens,
in whatever part of the republic they
as home.
I

I

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATORS
Convention at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, July 4th, A. D. 1776.
From Pennsylvania archives, second
series, volume 13, pages 260-268.
Address of the Committee of Conference.

To the Associators of Pennsylvania,
June 25, 1776:
GENTLEMEN: The only design of
our meeting together was to put an

end to our power in the Province,
by fixing upon a plan for calling a
convention to form a government
under the authority of the people.
But the sudden and unexpected
separation of the Assembly has compelled us to undertake the execution
of a resolve of Congress for calling
for 4500 of the militia of the province
to join the militia of the neighboring
colonies to form a camp for our

We preprotection.
to recommend the plan
we have formed to you, trusting
that in case of so much consequence
your love of virtue and zeal for
liberty will supply the want of
authority delegated to us expressly
for that purpose.
immediate

sume only

We

need not remind you that you

are now furnished with new motives
to animate and support your courage.
You are not about to contend against
the power of Great Britain in order
to displace one set of villains to
make room for another. Your cause
will not be enervated in the day of
battle with the reflection that you
are to risk your lives or shed vour
blood for a British tyrant, or that

your posterity will have your work
You are about
to do over again.
to contend for permanent freedom,
to be supported by a government
which will have for its object not the
enrollment of one man, or class of
men only, but the safety, liberty and
in
happiness of every individua
the community.

We call upon you, therefore, by
the respect and obedience which are
due to the authority of the United
Colonies, to concur in the important
measure.
The present campain

will

probably
It is
decide the fate of America.
now in your power to immortalize
your names by mingling your achievements with the events of the year
to the end of time, for establishing

.

lasting foundation the liberone quarter of the globe.
Remember the honor of our coun-

upon a
ties of

is

try
the

Should you desert

at stake.

common

cause at the present
juncture, the glory you have acquired by your former exertions of
strength and virture will be tarnished, and our friends and brethren

who

now

acquiring laurels in
the most remote parts of America
will reproach us and blush to own
themselves natives or inhabitants
But there are other
of Pennsylvania.
motives before you Your homes,
your fields, the legacies of your
ancestors, or the dear-bought fruits
of

are

your

liberty

These

own industry and your
now urge you to the field.

cannot

plead

with

you

in

vain, or we might point out to you
further your wives, your children,
your aged fathers and mothers, who
now look up to you for aid and for
salvation in this day of calamity only
from the instrumentality of your
swords.
Remember the name of
Pennsylvania. Think of your ancestors and of your posterity.

MINUTES OF THE CONVENTION
Of Delegates from associated

battallions held at Lancaster, July 4, 1776.

At a meeting of the officers and
privates of 53 Battallions of the
Associators of the Colony of Pennsylvania, at Lancaster, on the 4th.
day of July, 1776, on due notice to
choose two Brigadier Generals to
command the Battallions and forces
in the said Colony
Col.
George
Ross, President; Lieut-Col. Daniel
Clymer, Secretary.

The protest

of the

Board

of officers

of the Five Battallions of the City
& Liberties of Philada. to the Assembly was read.
The Circular letter signed by the

Chairman,

The

Col.

Roberdeau, was read.

Circular letter from the

com-

mittee of Privates of the City &
Liberties of Philadelphia signed by
the Chairman, Mr. Samuel Simpson,

was read.
The protest

&

City

of the privates of the
Liberties of Philada. to the

Assembly signed by
Simpson was read.

Mr.

Samuel

the return of the City & LiberPhilada. and the several
counties of the Colony of Pennsylva.,
the following persons were Delegates to the convention.

By

of

ties

& Liberties of
5 Battallions.
Philadelphia,
3
Philadelphia County
4
Bucks Co.
Chester Co. (1,2, 4 & 5,
3 not represented) 4
11
Lancaster Co.
York Co.
5
5
Cumberland Co.
Berks Co.
7
4
Northampton Co.
Northumberland Co.
4
2
Westmorland Co.
City

A

question was put whether the
& Privates would ballot
Resolved unanimously in the
singly.
officers

affirmative.

Resolved, That both B. Genls. be
voted for at the same time, and the
highest in vote to be the commanding
officers.
Adjourned till 5 P. M.

The officers and primet according to adjournment.
Resolved, That Col. Mark Bird

P.M. So'clock.
vates

&

Capt.

Sharp Delaney, with the

president, be judges of the election
of Brigadiers Genl.
The election came on the same day
& after casting up the Roll, the

votes
stood
thus
for
Generals
Daniel Roberdeau

James Ewing
Samuel Miles
James Porter
Curtis Grubb
George Ross

Brigadier
160.
85.
82.
24.
9.

9.

Thomas McKean
Mark Bird
The President immediately

8.
7.

declared Daniel Roberdeau, First Brigadier General, James Ewing Second
Brigadier General.
Resolved, That the Brigadier Gen-

&

erals shall have full Power
Authority to call out any number of the
Associators of this Province into
action
their Power to continue un-

succeeded (superceded) by the
Convention or by any authority
under their appointment.

til

Resolved, That we will march
under the direction & command of
our Brigadier Generals to the assistance of all or any of the free, independant states of America.

Resolved, That the Associators
to be drafted out of each County,

by the Brigadier Generals shall be
in the same proportion
as that
directed by the late Provincial Conference in Philada.

That

the address of
presented to the
President for his seasonable & excellent speech this day in behalf
of the liberties of America & of this
Colony in particular, which the Col.
received, and the cheerfulness, celerity and impartiality with which
he conducted the business of this
day (which the Colonel received and
politely thanked the Board for the
honor done him in the address.)
Resolved, That Col. Ross, Lieut.
Col. Daniel Clymer & Capt. Sharp
Delaney be a committee to review
and correct the minutes of the proceedings of this day, & they are hereby desired to publish them in the
several newspapers of the Colony
and that they be signed by the

Resolved,

this

board

be

President.

Signed,

GEO. Ross, President.
D. CLYMER, Secretary,
LANCASTER, July 4, 1776.

I have on file in
library, and have placed on record in the editorial
library of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, a full transcript of the names
of the delegates to the Lancaster Convention with the capacities in which they

my

served during the American Revolution. The descendants of these delegates
all entitled to
membership in the societies of the American Revolution. It
is quite probable that there are thousands scattered
through the United States
today who can trace their genealogical lines directly back to these distinguished
In scanning the list I find such names as Copperthwaite, Nelson,
patriots.
Bradford, Knox, Pool; Cox, Prior, Brewster, Brown, Lock, Craig, Hughes, Gray,
Roberts, Smith, Hart, Edwards, Simpson, Hicks, Jarvis, Watts, Fenton, Jamison, Thompson, Hollis, Bryan, Erwin, Robinson, Culbertson, Titus, Wallace,
Gibbons, Scott, Montgomery, Gardiner, Fulton, Ross, Bailey, Murray, Crawford,
Mercer, Mowrey, Cunningham, Hough, Weaver, Till, Little, Hamilton, Andrews,
Steel, Blair, Clark, Read, Vance, Findlay, Hartman, Bird, Jones, Patton, Rice,
May, Miller, Winter, McDowell, Calhoun, Stone, Potter, Perry, and many others.
These names may give clues which will be valuable in genealogical investigations.
are

Attwrira-A
America,

National

Sfaro
my

own!
rise

spacious grandeurs
Faming the proudest zone
Pavilioned by the skys;
Day's flying glory breaks
Thy vales and mountains o'er
And gilds thy streams and lakes
From ocean shore to shore.

Thy

Praised be thy wood and wold,
Thy corn and wine and flocks,
The yellow blood of gold
Drained from thy canon rocks
Thy trains that shake the land,
Thy ships that plow the main,
cities grand
Roaring with the noise

;

Triumphant

of gain.

-"

Earth's races look to Thee:
The peoples of the world
Thy risen splendors see
And thy wide flag unfurled
Thy sons, in peace or war,
That emblem who behold,
Bless every shining star,
Cheer every streaming fold

;

!

Float high, O gallant flag,
O'er Carib Isles of palm,
O'er bleak Alaskan crag,
O'er far-off lone Guam;

Where Manna Loa pours
Black thunder from the deeps
O'er Mindanao's shores,
O'er Luzon's coral steeps.

;

Float high, and be the sign
Of love and brotherhood,

The

pledge, by right divine,
Of power to do good;
For aye and everywhere,
On continent and wave,
Armipotent to dare,

Imperial to save

!

WILLIAM HENRY VENABLE.
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this occasion, in which THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY
enters upon its fourth year as an American institution, it is a
pleasure to announce the progress of the organization of a clearing
house for American genealogical research in affiliation with the
leading hereditary and patriotic societies of the nation and the

most eminent genealogists of America and England.
The
of the American Nation is largely in the keeping of
those to whom it has been bequeathed through generations of American
inheritance from the founding of the Republic.
It is to them that the multitude of aliens look when American institutions and traditions are to be defended.
The greatest service that can be done the Nation at this time is to affiliate
every eligible American with the patriotic and historical societies. To be
received as a member of these organizations is a distinguishing honor of which
every true American must be proud. The state, county and local historical
societies, scattered across the continent like beacon lights of loyal Americanism,
are doing a work that is making a deep impression on the character of the
future.
The hereditary organizations that are preserving the traditions and
maintaining the honorability of the Colonial and Revolutionary fathers, the
patriots and the founders of the Republic, are doing more to uphold true
Americanism than any institutions other than the church and school.
THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY was instituted as a public-service
institution, without pledge to any organization, but with the direct purpose of
furthering the great principles for which they all stand, and to sow the seed of
historical understanding and interest so deeply into the present generation that
its influence will be felt in the moulding of our national character.
These
With due recognition
principles have been consistently upheld in these pages.
to the great work of the learned historiographers, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY came into existence as a public-service institution through which
might be inculcated the principles of patriotism and the love of country, not
so much as an academic factor but rather as an inspiration for moral and inThese principles have been
tellectual, as well as political and material uplift.
frequently expressed in the editorials of its founder and editor-in-chief.
As a direct contribution to the generation, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY herewith inaugurates a movement for the awakening of the historical
conscience in the homes of the Nation.
It is through them that the Republic
must rise or fall; they alone are responsible for the political or economic conditions that lead to severe attacks upon our institutions, our traditions, and even
future

151

It is the moral duty of
the Constitution upon which the Republic is founded.
the sons and daughters of the founders of the Nation to protect the memory and
honor of their fathers who reared this great Nation on the Western Continent

and

our keeping.
This can be done by united effort through the patriotic and historical
To accomplish the moral good that is to be attained
societies of the country.
thereby, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY has inaugurated a department of
genealogical research, in which it extends the services of the most eminent geneThrough intimate affiliation with the
alogists in this country and Great Britain.
American patriotic societies this department will extend information regarding
the credentials necessary and assist in preparing the proof required for memberIt will further conduct extensive investigations into
ship in these organizations.
genealogical foundations.
Investigations are now in progress that promise to develop rich genealogical sources.
In the preceding pages several of these discoveries are recorded,
The Moore
effecting some of the strongest genealogical strains in America.
manuscript, on page 29, is one of the most valuable researches of recent years,
connecting as it does with the old blood of the South, the Randolphs, Channings,
Huntingtons, Lamberts, Gambles, and many distinguished lines. The Mason
manuscript, on page 93, recording the researches of Miss Robinson, enters into
another strain of historic blood in America. The Wickware investigations,
on page 137, are invaluable contributions to the genealogical lore of the Nation,
while the record of the Lancaster Convention, by ex-Lieutenant-Governor
Dungan of Iowa, is the foundation upon which thousands of Americans may
prove their eligibility to membership in the American hereditary societies.
These pages are rich with genealogical information, interwoven with historical
incidents that give genealogy its true national significance.
All history is
based on genealogical foundations and they are so dependent upon one another
that they cannot be separated.
It is in truth the genealogical strain that gives
history its vital interest and makes it glow,with the the heart and blood of living
men and women. There is, moreover, a scientific value to genealogy which
is being
rapidly developed. The results of these investigations will be presented
in these pages, which during the last three
years have been the national
left it in

repository.
This public-service bureau of American
Genealogy is extended to the loyal
Americans who are interested in all that pertains to the moral and
political
foundations of the Nation. Inquiries addressed to the

Genealogical LIBRARY
be properly filed for record, and
submitted to the leading genealogists throughout this
country and England for
simultaneous investigations into every known source for
genealogical research.
of

THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY
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From painting by Darley
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first of the family in America, who was born in England, in 1647, and came to the New World and developed its commerce with the markets of the Old World Original portrait in possession of Mrs. George
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E. Belknap, Brookline, Massachusetts
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and Experiences of a Merchant-Adventurer in the First Days of American Commerce
Sea Ventures of William Pepperrell who sent His Vessels to the West Indies and the Mediterranean to
Exchange the Commodities of the New America with those of Other Lands By William Salter of Burling-
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Painting of Marjorie Bray of Maine, who married Colonel William Pepperrell, and endowed the New
World with a progeny that today numbers thousands Original portrait in possession of Mrs. George
248
E. Belknap, Brookline, Massachusetts
256
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE TO THE AMERICANS Poem By Francis Miles Finch

RARE ENGRAVING BY PAUL REVERE

IN 1768 Original in Collection of Bostonian Society at the
Old State House in Massachusetts This Historic Engraving of the Town of Boston when the British Ships
War were landing their troops on September 30, 1768, was made by Paul Revere, who eight years
later aroused the Americans to the defense of their liberties at the Battle of Lexington
Reproduc257
tion from color plates loaned by Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio

of

ORIGINAL BATTLE DIAGRAM OF
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LEGER LEFT BY HIM WHEN HE FLED FROM FORT

1777 This historic document is now in possession of Mrs. Catherine Gansevoort Lanwas found in the writing desk of St. Leger, whose reign of terror in the Mohawk Valley in New
York during the American Revolution is a brutal chapter in the annals of warfare Reproduction from
258
Collection of Historic Prints in Possession of Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
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DECISIVE BATTLES IN AMERICAN HISTORY This is a detailed map of the Battle of Guilford
Court House which, on March 15, 1781, had much to do with the shaping of the destiny of the American continent By Lieutenant Joseph A. Baer of the United States Military Academy at West Point
Reproduction from Collection of Historic Prints in Possession of Mr. Charles William Burrows of

259

Cleveland, Ohio

HISTORIC PLATE USED AT DINNER TO BURGOYNE AFTER HIS SURRENDER AT SARATOGA
This historic china is in possession of Mr. Samuel Ludlow Frey of Palatine Bridge, New York It is a blue

Canton set which bears the distinction of having been used at a dinner to General Burgoyne. after his
surrender, at the old Sylvester home at Kinderhook. New York, in 1777 Reproduction from Collection
of Historic Prints in Possession of Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio

FIRST STATESMEN OF AMERICAN LIBERTY

Researches into the Life and times of Honorable James Otis, a Lawyer who Uttered the First Public
Dununciation Against British Oppression By Mrs. Hannah Thatcher Otis Staples of Catskill, New

York

AN EARLY AMERICAN POLITICAL LEADER

260

FATHERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

261

Painting of Colonel James Otis. Senior, of Barnstable,
Massachusetts, President of His Majesty's Council, and a type of early Colonial administrators
Father of James Otis, the Pre-Revolutionist.whowas the first to raise his voice against Brtish oppression
265
Original painting in the Hall of the Old State House at Boston
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Semi-Centennial of the American Crisis, this Monument is to be erected in
recognition of the
courage and self-sacrifice of the women of the South It is a noble tribute to American Womanhood by the Southern States, and testifies to the strength of American character on
this Anniversary when the American people are
strongly united in one common
purpose for the betterment of mankind and the uplift of civilization
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the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of an American
pioneer of the great movement of Universal Brotherhood among
the Nations of the World a movement which is today the centralI
ized thought of all civilization.
It is proposed to erect a monument
to the memory of this international statesman, Elihu Burritt, who
mastered the tongues of more than fifty races, and appealed to the
peoples of the earth to clasp hands in human fellowship.
It was this "learned blacksmith," who stood in the vast assemblage at
the first international exposition in Paris, with such men as Victor Hugo, John
Bright, Cobden, Napier and Liebig, and aroused the whole world to its first
It is significant that on this
real comprehension of Universal Brotherhood.
anniversary all mankind is heralding the day when Reason will rule and the
mediaeval tyranny of "might makes right," will be swept from the face of the
earth an era of Universal Peace when the billions of wealth that is now being
wasted in carnage will be directed against the common enemies that beset all
mankind, disease and poverty. The movement of history is rapid, Statesmen, philanthropists, and the intellectual and political leaders of the civilized
world, are now organizing the practical foundation upon which the new structure
As historical record of the trend of the times,
of civilization is to be erected.
excerpts are here given from public utterances of three great American leaders
of public thought, each of which represents an entirely different economic school,
but all of whom acknowledge the approach of the newage of civilization. EDITOR
is
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HONORABLE THEODORE

By

ROOSRVEI/T, L.L. D.

I'ORMER PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

that we can do much to advance peace, provided only
act with sanity, with self-restraint, with power; which must be
the prime qualities in the achievement of any reform. The nineteenth century saw, on the whole, a real and great advance in the
standard of international conduct, but as among civilized nations
and by strong nations toward weaker and more backward peoples,
the twentieth century will, I believe, witness a much greater advance in the same direction. The United States has a right to speak on behalf
opening years
of such a cause, and to ask that its course during the
During
of the century be accepted as a guaranty of the truth of its professions.
our
.'
these
years we can conscientiously say that without sacrificing
own rights, we have yet scrupulously respected the rights of all other peoples.
With the great military nations of the world, alike in Europe and in that newest
Asia, which is also the oldest, we have preserved a mutually self-respecting
and kindly friendship. In the Philippine Islands we are training a people in
the difficult art of self-government, with more success than those best acquainted
In Panama we are successfully perwith the facts had dared to hope.
forming what is to be the greatest engineering feat of the ages, and while we are
assuming the whole burden of the work, we have explicitly pledged ourselves
In the islands of the Caribbean we
that the use is to be free for all mankind.
have interfered not as conquerors, but solely to avert the need of conquest.
It is idle to expect that a task so tremendous (as world peace) can be settled
Yet I believe that it can make real progress
by one or two conferences.
on the road toward international justice, peace and fair-dealing. One of the
is
questions, although not to my mind one of the most important,
that of the limitation of armaments. The ,United States, owing to its peculiar
position, has a regular army so small as to be infinitesimal when compared to
But the circumstances which enable this
that of any other first-class power.
to be so are peculiar to our case, and do not warrant us in assuming the offensive
are no longer enlarging
attitude of schoolmaster toward other nations.
are simply keeping up its strength, very moderate indeed when
our navy.
compared with our wealth, population and coast-line; for the addition of one
battleship a year barely enables us to make good the units which become ob-
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The most practical step in diminishing the burden of expense caused
the
size of naval armament would, I believe, be an agreement
increasing
by
limiting the size of all ships hereafter to be built but hitherto it has not proved
More impossible to get other nations to agree with us on this point.
portant than reducing the expense of the implements of war is the question of
reducing the possible causes of war, which can most effectually be done by
Of those
substituting other methods than war for the settlement of disputes.
I
other methods, the most important which is now attainable is arbitration.
do not believe that in the world as it actually is, it is possible for any nation to
agree to arbitrate all difficulties which may arise between itself and other nations;
but I do believe that there can be at this time a very large increase in the classes
of cases which it is agreed shall be arbitrated, and that provision can be made
for greater facility and certainty of arbitration.
solete.
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HONORABLE ETJHU ROOT, LL.

D.

FORMER SECRETARY op STATE AT WASHINGTON

every country which has reached a high stage of civilization may be
seen the working of two distinct and apparently inconsistent motives
or principles in national conduct.
On the one hand, there is the
narrowly and immediately utilitarian motive, and there is the
competitive attitude fashioned upon the habits of self-preservation
and self-assertion enjoined by the necessities of the struggle for
On the other hand, there is the ethical, altruistic,
existence.
human impulse that presses forward constantly toward ideals. Its possessors,
loving liberty and justice and peace, long to make all men free and safe and
secure in their rights their eyes are fixed upon the ultimate good toward which
civilization tends they are striving that better things shall replace the cynicism
and selfishness.
In every man's nature there are manifestations or
traces of each of these impulses; in every nation there are many citizens in whom
one, and many in whom the other impulse strongly predominates.
Under
the predominance of one motive, national power has been built up; administration has been made effective; commerce has been extended; material wealth,
the matrix of civilization, has been created and protected; the citizens of each
country have been secured against aggression from without; and, in the slow
process of centuries, the code of practical rules convenient and necessary to the
peaceable intercourse of nations has been elaborated. Under the predominance
of the other motive, the conception of individual charity and humanity, which
found its highest expression in the Christian Revelation, has slowly impressed
itself upon the conception of national duty and responsibility.
In its development the idea of national conscience and national ethics has been forced into the
international system which formerly acknowledged the undisputed sway of
selfishness and cruelty, long condemned as immoral in the relations between
individuals.
The American people are practical, material, strenuous in
business, eager for wealth; energetic in production, and venturous in commerce;
insistent upon their rights, proud of their country, jealous of its power and its
prestige; but there is a stream of idealism in the American nature which saves
our nation from the grossness of sordid materialism and makes it responsive to
every appeal in behalf of liberty and righteousness, of peace with justice and of
human brotherhood the world over.
Arbitration and mediation, treaties
and conventions, peace resolutions, declarations of principle, speeches and
writings, are as naught unless they truly represent and find a response in the
hearts and minds of the multitude of the men who made up the nations of the
earth, whose desires and impulses determine the issue of peace and war.
The peace of the world will be attained just as rapidly as the millions of the
earth's peoples learn to love peace and abhor war; to love justice and hate wrongdoing; to be considerate in their judgment and kindly in feeling toward aliens
as toward their own friends and neighbors and to desire th,at their own countries
shall regard the rights of others rather than be grasping and overreaching.
The
path to universal peace is not through reason or intellectual appreciation, but
through the development of peace-loving and peace-keeping character among men.
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CHARLES EVANS HUQHES, LL. D.
GOVERNOR OF NBW YORK
if any, to plead the cause of war in general, however
be defended in particular. Statesmen and soldiers alike
condemn it, and against its monstrous cruelties and wastefulness,
commerce and sentiment are allied. The necessity of war as a
last defence of liberty and honor is admitted only to be deprecated,
and in the desire to prevent armed strife, there is almost complete
unanimity. There may still be those who believe in the beneficent
effects of the discipline of war, and who shrink from contemplating a society
enervated by exclusive devotion to the pursuits of peace. Undoubtedly benefits
have been conferred by war. Against the dark background of ruin, desolation
and death, the elemental virtues of humanity have stood out in bold relief.
And aside from the important and beneficial results of certain wars, the world
has largely learned its lessons of courage and fortitude, of the supremacy of
duty and the sacred obligations of honor from those who, in fierce but heroic
"He maketh the
struggle, have revealed the noblest qualities of humanity.
But while we justly appraise these
wrath of man to praise Him."
consequences of past conflicts, we also know well their cost, and we keenly
appreciate the frightful evils and the enormous wastes which have been incident
We rejoice that the currents of
to the evolution of the race through strife.
progress lead to peace and that the time is sure to come when war will be unWe can no longer look to war for the development of either
thinkable.
national or individual character. The heroics of war have been replaced by
mathematical calculations. If it was ever anything else, it is now unmitigated
horror, exhibiting chiefly fiendish aspects of ingenuity and scientific skill in
destruction.
We note with satisfaction the fact that war can now be
waged only under onerous conditions, and the increasing pressure of economic
considerations for the recognition of the fundamental doctrines of the Christian
faith.
The growth of representative government, with its restraints upon the
ambitions of despotism in a just appreciation of the general welfare, our complex
commercial relations ignoring national boundaries, and our growing intimacies
tending to make the world one society instead of a series of hostile camps, are
reducing the possible causes of armed conflict, and powerfully promoting the
peaceful settlement of controversies.
Among nations as among men,
the requirements of the sentiment of honor are subject to revision as conscience
becomes more enlightened and truer conceptions of personal dignity gain place.
And it may be reasonably expected that public opinion, taken in connection
with the serious economic aspects of war, will gradually reduce the possible
area of strife over questions thought to involve the national honor. The controversies which are incident to international business and exchanges, and those
which relate to alleged violations of international agreements, may be composed without resort to arms. And without minimizing the conditions which
still exist, threatening the peace of the world, we have reason to
congratulate
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AND STRIPES EVER RAISED
OVER AN AMERICAN WARSHIP

FIRST STARS

first American Flag unfurling the Stars and Stripes over a
warship was hoisted by John Paul Jones when he took command
"
"
in June, 1777
Upon his arrival in
of the
Ranger
France it received the first salute to be given the
American Flag by a foreign power The only flag
in existence carried by Jones is the one here
"
Bon
exhibited, which flew from the
Homme Richard" before her fight

The

with the

"

"

Serapis
deposited in the

Museum

It

is

now

National

at Washington

Reproductiou from Collection of Historic Pnnla in PosHesaion of
Mr. Charlen William Hurrowi of Cleveland. Ohio

FIRST BRITISH FLAG CAPTURED IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Flag of the Seventh British Fusileejs, captured in attack
on Fort Chambly during American Conquest of Canada
under the gallant Montgomer\ This flag was

hauled down from the Fort on October 18,
1775, and sent to Congress \vheie it v/us
It is
received with wild cheers
now deposited in the United
States

Military Acad-

emy at West

Point

Reproduction from Colled Ion of Hlst-Hc Prints in Possession of
Mr. rharleBVfUlbim Hiirrowa of Cleveland, Ohio
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^ collection of historic American
flags is the result of the A very
Burrows investigations into American foundations.
These flags,
with hundreds of other priceless treasures, have been found in the
American and British historical museums, and in private collections,
which, while little known, are among the richest heritages of the
American People. The tattered ensigns tell their own stories of the
days when a great republic was being born. They are the witnesses
'

:

of one of the world's greatest crises.

The hands that lifted these heralds of a new civilization have long since
passed away, but the memory of their heroic deeds still lives, and a great
nation stands as their monument. These banners that waved over them in
victory and defeat are now drooping about the staffs, but in the crimson folds
one lives again the days when they fluttered at the head of the columns in the
front of the battle-line the roar of the conflict echoes through the centuries,
and falls upon our ears; the smoke and stain of the struggle for American
independence the blood of the birth of a republic is upon them.
Here is the flag that floated over the head of the gallant Montgomery, as
he fought and died in the cause of freedom, at the citadel of Quebec; here is
the flag that floated in 'the breeze over the gallant John Paul Jones, as he
carried the message of liberty to the gates of the Old World; here is the flag
that led the columns at Saratoga that urged the patriots at Morristown that
waved in triumph at the surrender of Cornwallis. As w e look upon them we
hear the din and crash of the musketry, the boom of the cannon, the clash of
steel.
And then, as we turn from their resting places and step out into the
glorious nation of which today we are the standard bearers, the mighty cheers
of the ages arise from the blood-stained banners under which Our Fathers
fought and died for the love of humanity, and goad us on to the victories of
peace that are nobler even than those of war.
;

;

;

r

We

God

loved the wild clamor of battle,

The crash of the musketry's rattle,
The bugle and the drum

For

;

We have drooped in the dust ,longand lonely

death lying,
flying

of the charge we have breasted,
the hearts of our dead we have rested,
In the pride of a day, long ago.

The storm

;

On

The blades that flashed joy are rust only,
The far-rolling war music dumb.

One

of the most worthy anniversary customs that we observe in the United
that of Flag Day, on the fourteenth of each June, when the ensign of
the new civilization is given tribute in song and story by the fifteen million
children of the nation the coming generation of American citizenship which is to
carry the Flag that we love in the forefront of the conquest of new worlds of Thought
and Discovery to new triumphs of Intellect and Honor, of Justice and Truth.

States

<,

rest the true souls in

whom overhead proudly
We challenged the foe.

is
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were captured from the Green Mountain Boys
of British foot at the burning
of Fort Anne, in the Saratoga Campaign, on
July 8, 1777 This was before the Stars
and Stripes had ever been carried
flags

by the Ninth Regiment

to

the

firing

emblem

of

line

as

the

Liberty

Origi al flacs reproduced by permission of Colonel George

of

Wykeham,

Burgess Hill, Sussex, KDglaod

W.

Rogers

BATTLE-SCARRED FLAGS IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION
i

This

now

in
possession of the Pennsylvania
Sons of the Revolution It was
carried by Webb's Third Connecticut Regiment
through the fusilade of shell in the on-

flag

Society

is

of

the

slaught against the British when
Clinton's forces were driven

from

New Jersey in

Color Print, from the Collection of Mr.

CWlmi

1780

William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio

TATTERED ENSIGN OF THE STRUGGLE FOR LIBERTY

at the State House at Providence, Rhode
was carried by the Second Rhode Island Regiment, under the intrepid Colonel Israel Angell,
through many fierce conflicts, and waved

This flag

Island

is

now

It

heroically in the fire of the British
in the desperate attack on

Morristown in 1780

Reproductions from the Originals for Dr. Avery's

new " History

of the United States"

LAST OF THE REGIMENTAL BATTLE FLAGS

This is the only National Ensign known to be in existence
that was carried as a regimental color in tne War of
the American Revolution It is the flag of the
Third Maryland Regiment which led many a
brave charge in 1781 when Cornwallis Army
was being forced into surrender
It is now deposited in the Flag
Room at the State House at

Annapolis,

Maryland

Reproduction from Collection of Historic Prints in Posseswloi
Ml. CUrlei William Burrow! of Cleveland, Ohio
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HJAX.MAK RTJED HOI^AND, M. A.
(University of Wisconsin)

EPHRAIM, WISCONSIN
Author of Researcnes into the History of Norwegian Immigration to
America Member of the Wisconsin State Historical Society

Member of the Minnesota Historical
-Curator of the Historical Archives
of the Sons of Norway

Corresponding
Society

Introductory by Editor of

THB JOURNAL or AMERICAN HISTORY

is the first authoritative record of an investigation to prove or
disprove the authenticity of a discovery which entirely revolutionizes early American history; proclaims that the forces of civilization had worked their way across the American continent as far
as the headwaters of the Mississippi River more than a century
before Columbus landed at San Salvador, and establishes a new
date of 1362 in the annals of the Western World.
The evidence of this remarkable claim rests in an archaeological exhibit
now deposited in the Museum of the Minnesota Historical Society in the State
It is chiseled in runic characters on an ancient stone
Capitol at St. Paul.
unearthed near Kensington Station, in Douglass County, Minnesota, which
has been the subject of considerable contention among archaeologists and

historians.

<o

The historical facts upon which they agree are these: that the Kensington
stone was discovered under very remarkable conditions in Minnesota, that
the inscription upon it is in runic characters of the fourteenth century, and that
it purports to record an exploration into the interior dominion of the Western
Continent in 1362. The question that remains undecided is whether this stone
is an actual record of antiquity, or a modern invention.
In protection of American
scholarship it is essential that it be placed on trial and given its just position in
American History. It is for this very commendable purpose that extensive investigations have been conducted, the results of which have been filed in the archives
of the Minnesota Historical Society, after two years of careful study by Hjalmar
Rued Holand, A. M., of the University of Wisconsin, who has not only succeeded
in deciphering and translating this archaeological inscription but has subjected
it to the critical scrutiny of the most eminent runeological scholars in the world.
Mr. Holand frankly admits that he was skeptical when he began these investigations, but now places himself on historical record as convinced beyond any
possible doubt that the document known as the Kensington runestone is genuine,
165
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that the Scandinavians did reach the
geographical center of the Western
Continent in 1362, and that America
was actually discovered and explored
by the Norseman several centuries
before the Spanish expeditions. Simultaneous investigations have been
made by Professor N. H. Winchell.
State Archaeologist of Minnesota Dr.
Knut Hoegh, a Scandinavian scholar
;

Minneapolis, and many other
Swedish, Norwegian and Danish
scholars, who fully corroborate Mr.
of

Holand's conclusions.
The Minnesota Historical Society
has officially recognized the authenticity of the discovery, and its libra-

and secretary, Dr. Warren Upham, who is also a member of the
Board of Consultation for the Records

rian

of the Past Exploration Society, at
Washington, affirms its authenticity,

and
DISCOVERY OF KENSINGTON RUNESTONE
Diagram of locality in Minnesota where remarkable
tablet was unearthed at Ohman Farm
Drawing by
Professor N. H. Winchell, State Geologist for the Minnesota Historical Society

is

supported by Honorable Na-

thaniel P. Langford, President of the
Minnesota Historical Society.
An effort is now being made to
obtain important corroborative evi-

dence from the French Government.

It is known that there are records in
the archives in Paris which prove that a French explorer, Verendrye, while on
a journey along the upper Mississippi Valley, ini 1740, found several "stone pillars"
It is further known that one of these stones was taken to
bearing inscriptions.
France and submitted to Naureptas, then the Royal Secretary of State. Governor
Eberhart, of Minnesota, in behalf of the Minnesota State Historical Society,
has requested the American ambassador to begin, through the French Government, a search for the Verendrye stone.
Archbishop Ireland is much interested in the outcome, and believes that
the evidence is supporting its authenticity. Jehan Soudan de Pierre6tte, founder
and vice-president of one of the learned societies of France, is deeply impressed
and is preparing to include them in the official document for the Millennial
Celebration in Rome and Paris, which is to occur next year.
In presenting this report for historical record, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY suggests that a board of archaeologists from the various American
learned societies, under the direction of the Minnesota Historical Society, with
the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, hold a court of
The alternate reinquiry before which may be placed the entire evidence.
jection and acceptance of the antiquity of the Kensington runestone requires
that it be given a verdict by such a judiciary.
In the meantime, the
Minnesota Historical Society and its various members who have developed
this evidence, should receive the commendation of every fair-minded American scholar for the services they have done to American history. EDITOR
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Bancroft was an

able and eminent historian who, moreover,
had the rare oppor-

tunity of editing and
revising his history for
fifty years after it was
But one will look in

published.
vain in any of his volumes for any
mention of the Norse discovery
of America.
With a strange neglect
of the beginning of things, he begins
his record of American events not
with the year 1000 but 1492.
This eminent historian's attitude
toward the Norse discovery of America has circumscribed the view of
the large American public. Although
the Norse discovery of America
is
nearly as well documented as
the later Spanish, it has seemed
too inconvenient for many of our
chroniclers to give honor where
honor is due. It has been too laborious to revise our well arranged
volumes and reconstruct our well

rounded phrases eulogizing Columbus
as the discoverer of the World's
west half in order to admit Leif
Erikson.
It has therefore been considered proper to substitute an attitude of self complacent conservatism for energetic research, and we
have glossed over our ignorance with
wise remarks about "mythical
Happily, this unscholarly attitude
now a thing of the past. Thanks

especially to

John Fiske's brilliant
and doubtless as a result
of it the American Historical Association has given due recognition
to the Norse Explorers. 2
But while

work 1

'Fiske, Discovery of America, Boston.
1892.
I. CH. 2.
J

See

Narratives of
Original
History, New York,

American
Vol.

I.

further.

Throughout the length and

breadth of the land they declare in
unison that this discovery of Leif
Erikson is but an isolated freak of
history which began and ended with
itself, and was soon forgotten even
by the people who recorded it.
This is far from correct. If our
historians would spend less time in
rewriting borrowed material from
their predecessors and more in independent research, they would soon
learn that there is abundant evidence
to show that the discovery of America

was not forgotten during the five
centuries between Leif Erikson and
Columbus.
Although the vicissitudes of time and the tribulations
of civil war have been hard with
these old records, there are preserved
to this day no less than 25 different
documents written in Rome, Venice,

Germany, Norway and Iceland, and
at different dates, covering 400 years,
which show that the learned of
Europe at least had the opportunity

of a pretty fair knowledge of the
existence, location and nature of a
Western Continent. These old documents further show us that the old

Norsemen were not content with
information which Leif Erikson and
followers brought home about
America, but that several new trips
were made to the new world in the
west.
These later voyages were
undertaken about the years 1050,
1121, 1347 and 1400.
The expedition of 1347 is resultantly the most important of these,
and has such intimate historical
connection with the subject in hand
that a brief statement of what we
his

legends."
is

recognizing the Norse discovery as the primal fact of American
history, our historians have stubbornly refused to advance one step
tardily

know
Early
1906.

of

it

is

desirable.

In four of the different Annals,
or year books, in which the
clergy

Notte inrument

No matter what was

Iceland used to record current
events, we find a statement under
the year 1347, to the effect that a
small vessel had this year drifted
into the harbor of Straumfjord, with
These men, we
17 men on board.
are told, were residents of Greenland, and had been to Markland
of

e.,

(i.

New

Foundland).

On

There was
into Iceland.
time a colony of several
thousand Norsemen in Greenland,
maintaining 15 churches, two monasteries and a bishopric, and the
casual mention of this Greenland
vessel's trip to New Foundland seems
to indicate that quite an intercourse
was maintained between Greenland
vessel's

journey

special mention.

one

making
meriting

the Greenland traders.
Lately,
these wild heathen had even
taken the offensive, and burnt the
homes and pillaged the churches of
the Greenland colonists. 5 Therefore,
they now sought Government aid
to fight the Skrcelings, and to explore the country.
To the adventurous Norsemen,
undaunted mariners as they were
and ever alert for the conquest of
too,

no

*

new lands, thistale must have sounded

very fair, and rumors of this strange
land must have travelled far and
wide throughout the united king-

doms of Norway and Sweden. But
in 1349 came the awful Black Death,
the most terrible pestilence that ever
afflicted Norway, which visited every
home with sickness and death and
laid two-thirds of the entire population in their graves.
Such a terrible

See Voyages of the Venitian Brothers

Zeno (ca. 1400) which tells of much traffic
between Greenland and lands to the
southwest.
Professor Gustav Storm in his Studier
Vinlandsreiserne Kopenhagen 1888,
p. 74, suggests that they feared to trust
themselves to their disabled vessel on
their return to Greenland, and therefore
went to Norway to seek passage with some
possible vessel going to Greenland.
But
we are nowheres told that this vessel
was disabled and even if it were it would
have been a simple matter to have repaired it or built another rather than go to
the big expense and loss of time of going
over

of

o

of

this

merce with, America which prompted
them to seek an interview at court. *

back by way

these

and with many savage tricks of war
and sorcery, repelled the advances

In other annals the fact is added
that these 17 men in 1348 left Iceland for Norway.
If we are to seek a reason why
these men went on to Norway, instead
of returning to their homes in Greenland, the most plausible would be
that they had information to tell of
the conditions of life in, and com-

3

of

timber, rich fisheries and fertile soil
offered quite other favorable conditions of life and commerce than the
bleak and barren shores of Greenland.
But the fierce Skrcelings (Indians or Eskimos) possessed the land,

that

points,

arrival

mysterious continent across the sea
where grew the luscious grape and
the self sown wheat. They could
tell of a land whose wealth of choice

their

by storms

and American

their mission,

traders from
America must have aroused a great
deal of interest in Norway.
Here,
for the first time as far as we know,
stood men upon Norwegian soil who
could from experience tell of that

the

return their vessel had been driven
at

in Amertratt

calamity gave the Government quite
other things to think about than the
subjugation of savage tribes across
the sea, and several grievous years
passed by.
s ln
1349 several populous parishes in
Greenland were entirely devastated by
the Eskimos. About 100 years later the
Greenland colonies were completely destroyed by the Eskimos.

Norway.
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Photographs taken for THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, showing the mysterious inscriptions
on the stone found in Minnesota, and now deposited in the Museum of the Minnesota Historical
Society, which purports to be a record of an exploring expedition in the interior of the American
continent in 1302, and is now being subjected to exhaustive investigations to prove authenticity

O

But this strange tale of the Greenlanders had aroused an interest in
Norway which even the terrible
Black Death could not quell. There
is preserved to us a
copy of a royal
diploma of October, 1354, which
provides for an important expedition
to the Western lands.
Paul Knutson, a distinguished Chevalier (member of the King's body-guard), was
placed at its head, and extraordinary
powers were given him for fitting
out and manning the expedition.
The main object is stated by the
King to be to maintain Christianity
in Greenland, that is, a fight against
the Eskimos which would almost
of necessity carry it into the enemy's
land. 8
This expedition started in
1355 but did not return again until
1364.

x*>

\o

The question naturally arises,
where were Paul Knutson and his
men all these years? Were they so
enamoured of the dried fish diet of
the Greenland fishermen that they,
like

wilderness of our own West.
Instead
of being the legacy of an old world
library, it has been dug out of our

own

Minnesota

ground,

where

it

lay carved upon a stone, entwined by
the roots of a primeval forest.
It was in August, 1898, that this
most wonderful of all archaeological
finds of the Northwest was made.
A farmer living about four miles
northeast of Kensington, Douglas
County, Minnesota, was engaged in

"grubbing out" a piece of ancient
timber preparatory to making tillable
land.
The spot was a rough and
inaccessible one, being a hilly knoll
surrounded by a small and shallow

which of late years had dried
up and become a swamp. But the
swamp had resisted the ravages of
lake,

the fires that frequently swept over the
surrounding prairies, and the timber
upon this knoll stood large and
luxuriant.
Therefore, the farmers
for miles around in pioneer days
used to come to this knoll and take

Tennyson's lotus-eaters, lingered
their huts year after year,
watching the ice pile up in the harbor?
Did these brave warriors find the

what
With

charms of the boreal Circes so bewitching that, like Ulysses of old,
they could not tear themselves away,
or were they out exploring new
countries, fighting, famishing and
living?
Surely that. But the question returns, where were they?
What
parts did they visit and what were
their experiences?
If these questions had been asked
five years ago we would have been
But
entirely at loss for an answer.
recently there has come to us a

upon, and therefore it was not
permanently settled upon until 1891.
Seven years later this farmer, with
his ten year old boy, was engaged in
grubbing up a particular portion
of this piece of woods.
With great
difficulty he had dug out a tree which
had wound its large roots in a paiticularly exasperating manner around
a large stone just under the tree.
Finally the tree came down and

idly in

message which

may

to these questions.

be an answer

And

the answer,
the more interesting because
it comes not out of the archives of
Norway, but out of the unpeopled

if

true,

is

'See Gustav Storm's Studier over Vinlandsreiserne,

Kopenhagen

1888,

p. 74.

needed for buildings.
huge stumps and stones and
steep slopes, it was no inviting undertaking for a farmer to make a living
logs they

its

the stone was rolled out, there to
await its soon promised cartage
to the edge of the swamp where it
with other boulders would be consigned to oblivion.
Happily this was not to be, for
soon the fanner's attention was again
called to the stone by his little boy
shouting, "Father! come here, there

O

something written on this stone!"
Incredulously he went to inspect the
stone, when lo! he saw carved upon
the hard rock a long array of mystic
A
and bewildering characters
neighbor lived just across the swamp,
within plain view of the stone, and
only 500 feet away. He was called
over to help solve the riddle. Together they brought it to the attention of other neighbors.
Finally
a neighboring schoolmaster was found
who said the figures looked like runic
characters, and suggested that the
stone marked the grave of a Viking of
old.
Upon hearing this a number
of volunteers dug in the hillside for
days, hoping to find some buried
treasure to reward their toil, but
is

!

-.,.._

in vain.

More or less faulty copies of the
inscriptions were made and sent to
the newspapers, where they naturally
created a great sensation, and many
learned dissertations followed. But
no one seemed to be able to decipher
the entire inscription, and the frag-

mentary interpretations were therefore supplemented by many wild
guesses.
Especially were the numerals upon the stone completely baffling, and every one was at sea concerning the date upon the stone.
Finally, criticism simmered down to
the fact that, seeing the inscription
mentioned Vinland, it must, if genuine, be a record of one of the Norse
exploring parties who in the beginning
of the Eleventh Century were known
to have visited Vinland or America.
That being granted, it was plain that
the inscription was not genuine, for
its language is plainly not that of
the Eleventh Century.
Finally, suspicion centered upon the farmer who
had found the stone, as being the

Reperpetrator of a practical joke.
sentful of this suspicion he flung
the disappointing stone down before
his granary as a fitting doorstep,

and there

it

lay

for

many

years,

esteemed only as an excellent makeshift whereon to rivet harness straps

and straighten
At the time

nails.
I

had no

faith in the

alleged runestone; but having made
a study of runes for many years, I
finally found opportunity to visit
the place of discovery, hoping, if
possible, to meet the man who had
such erudite pretensions as vainly
to expect to forge such an exceedingly
abstruse matter as a runic document.

Inquiry elicited many salient features
not previously communicated to the
I
therefore procured the
public.
stone and made a minute and prolonged study of it. It proved to be
a Greywacke, a stone of finer grain
and much harder substance than
granite. On the back it showed many
Other boulders
glacial scratches.
of a similar appearance are found
same neighborhood.
in
the
It
is about thirty inches long, sixteen
inches wide and seven inches thick.

about 230 pounds. I
the entire inscription,
found to read as follows:

It weighs
deciphered

which

I

g Goths and 22 Norwegians upon an
exploring journey from Vinland very far
West. We had camp by two skerries, one
day's journey North from this stone.
We were fishing one day, when we returned
home we found 10 men red with blood and
dead. A V M (Ave Virgo Maria) save us
from the evil.
(We) have 10 men by the sea to look
after our Vessel 41 (or 14) days journey
from this island. Year 1362.

(The runic character p was used to express three different sounds: th, dh and
sometimes d. Owing to our inability to
determine precisely where these sounds
were respectively meant to be conveyed, I
have uniformly translated it with dh,

which sound

it

most frequently developed

into.)

With this new and complete reading of the inscription (which has since
been accepted as correct even by
those who do not believe in the
genuineness of the inscription), I

nttonr? of
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wrote a dissertation upon the stone
ago, showing that the
arguments which had hitherto been
urged against the stone were not

two years
valid

and that the

inscription

must

be judged afresh.

Now the smoke of
against.
battle has fairly cleared away and we
are able to see how we stand.
In
order that you may see what the
most searching criticism of both
this country and the old has to say
of this matter, I will give a full and
frank statement of all the arguments
for and against the stone, that you
may be able to judge for yourself.
and

As the stone

is

on

trial

with the indictments

we

first,

will begin

and divide

them

into three classes, according
to their nature: general, runic and
linguistic.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS
1.

impossible.
this

Stranger

have happened.

things than
Jean Nicollet,

first historic man in the west,
1634 made a canoe journey of
2000 miles through unvisited waters,
without another white man to support him. The Verandrye party,
about 1740, traversed 2000 leagues
through the North American wilderness and returned to tell the tale.
In 1568 David Ingram toiled his way
along savage Indian trails from
Texas to Maine, and in 1528-36,
De Vaca, being separated from his
fellow-explorers, wandered 3000 miles
through hostile tribes, arriving at
last on the California coast.
If it was possible for one lone
Spaniard to cross the entire continent,

the
in

A lively discussion in the Norwegian-American press resulted, with
many arguments presented both for

0:

But while it is improbable, it
must be admitted that it is not

"The improbability of a small

band of explorers being

able to reach

pursued by revengeful

Indians,

it

was possible for 30 wellarmed Northmen to go half that far.
And when we remember the adventurous spirit and the reckless

surely

daring of the old Northmen, does

it

the very heart of the continent in the
Fourteenth Century, when the Indians,

not, after all, seem probable that some
of them should finally undertake to

presumably, were very numerous,

is

explore that vast and mysterious
continent which their ancestors had

There we have the very taproot

discovered, but whose mighty rivers
and great forests they had only
been permitted to gaze at with
wonder from the shore?

too great to be credible."

of all our troubles
of which all our

the fountain out
objections have
the runemaster, whether

come. If
true or false, had only been
wise enough to have left his message on a convenient slab on the
Atlantic seaboard, he would have
saved himself three-fourths of all
our objections. But when he carved
his story on a rock a thousand miles
inland, he gave our bump of credulity
a very hard rap
Therefore, we
now, in return, are very critical, and
subject his account to a most searching scrutiny, to the very splitting
of hairs and dissecting of shadows,
as the sequel will show.

"// is a physical impossibility
pass from salt water to Kensington
in fourteen days."
In a very able article in the Nor7
wegian American, Professor Andrew
Possum has presented the probability
that these explorers came by way of
2.

to

Hudson Bay.
to Kensington

From Hudson Bay
is

about 1000 miles,

and he has shown by reference to the
speed of other inland journeys, that
'Northfield, Minnesota, October 9, 1909.

it is entirely feasible to make the
8
journey in fourteen days.
3.
'Ms no runes tone has hitherto
as
been found in America, and
the Vinland Sagas nowhere mention
Swedes, this stone is scarcely genuine."
It is true that this is the first
legible runestone found in America,
and also the first mention of Swedes

visiting

navian countries in the middle ages.

At that time, before the day of the
drug almanac, men had to make their
own almanacs, and they invented a
splendid one which they could use
year after year.
primstave,

this

inches

Upon

of

a

long
this

flat

and
was

multitude of signs to
represent the many holy days of
the church, and separated by a
series of dots to indicate the number
of intervening days.
Besides that,
the most ancient of the primstave
also contained nineteen numerals, one
for each of the moon-cycle's nineteen
years, and by help of which one could
figure out the different days upon
which the new moon of that year
would appear. An ancient writer
by the name of Ole Worm, living
250 years ago, interested himself
carved

country and

It
leaving runestones behind them.
is not good logic to argue that because Swedes and runestones have
never appeared in this country, that
they were forever excluded. There
must always be a beginning of things.
Nor could the Vinland Sagas very
well mention these Swedes, seeing
they were written long before these
men are said to have visited this

country.
4.
"The numerals on the stone
are of a strange kind found on no
other runestone, and appear to be
an ingenious invention of some modern

a

in collecting these old primstave, of

forger."

which then only a few were found.
In a learned work, published in
1643 9 he has pictured the different
numerals which he found upon these

This was a very general objection
urged against the stone. But we
cannot give the honor of inventing
these numerals to some present day
wit for they were the common possession of the people of the Scandi-

Among these we also
the numerals of the Kensington
stone with but slight variations.
The late Professor Sophus Bugge
of the University of Christiania 10 has
shown that these numerals upon the

do not believe that they

one would be familiar with, rather than

Personally,

I

made such haste, as
to mean 41 instead

I

first

translated

,

primstave.
fin,d

read the inscription

of 14.

fault that this objection

It is

came up, as

the numeral

introduce a new sign. But, if he did not
mean to express 14, what did he mean?
Undoubtedly 41. In the old Scandinavian
speech, and largely even today, 41 is
always pronounced one and forty, and
the perusal of hundreds of letters, diplomas
and literary fragments of that
period
shows that where a number of two fagures
was used, it was always written the same
way; thus, seven and sixty, nine and
The runemaster, by long
twenty, etc.
custom both of speech and writing, presumably, attempted to express 41 in a

my own

14,

I

which

a possible reading, but I have since
changed my mind. My reasons for believing this numeral to be 41 are not
abstruse. In the Fourteenth Century practically every house in the Scandinavian
countries possessed a perennial calendar
called a primstav (a flat stick of wood).
Upon these calendars appeared the numerals 1-19, which all were thus perfectly
is

familiar with.
The number 14 upon these
calendars is quite different and simpler
than which appears on the stone. It is
reasonable to suppose that the runemaster
would use the simpler form which every

similar way.

Ole
'

Worm,

Fasti Danici, 1643, p. 69.

Norges Indskrifter med jEldre Runer,

II, p. 499.
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two inches wide.

continent.
But there
law of God or man against
this

was no
Swedes exploring

about

stick

These were called

and consisted

irf

Am?rira'0 itarflttenj ifefore

primstave date from the Fourteenth
Century, which coincides with the
date upon our runestone. These

As the
agree.
chiselled the Kensington

do not

stone undoubtedly was a Swede, we must
confine ourselves to Swedish in-

primstave have now entirely disappeared, and I have not heard of
a single person or institution in
this country that has seen
Ole
Worm's rare old Latin work. Moreover, there is sufficient divergence
in the Kensington numerals to show
that they have not been copied from
Worm. Instead of being an argument against the stone, these numerals are a pretty good proof that the
man that carved them lived when
they were in use and that the stone
is, therefore, genuine.
5.
"The tracer of the runes uses the
decimal system, instead of the Roman
numerals.
As the decimal system
did not come into use until much
this

proves
be a forgery."
later,

the

inscription

scriptions

comparison of the
Kensington stone with
other documents of the times
difference in form which is
the

to

runes of
those of

shows a

m

runology.
The general harmony (not identity)
between these two Swedish inscriptions is a strong argument in favor
of the Kensington stone, for Mariaklagen was not published until about
the time the Minnesota stone was
found.

some

7.

100 years
earlier than the date upon the Kensington stone, and in another land,
it is not strange if the characters
ca.

'See Hunch's Annaler for Nord.
1848, p. 353.
og Hist.

o(

difference in form.
This is the most
fact in the study of

of the runes
are different from the runes in The
Scanian Law. But, as this docu-

1

valid

elementary

6 are different."

ment was written

make

Fourteenth Century.
This is
Mariaklagen (The Complaint of the
Virgin Mary), which, according to
the best authorities, dates from about
1400.
But strangely enough, none
of the critics of the stone has mentioned Mariaklagen. They go to
other countries to prove the runes
wrong, and disregard evidence of
local inscriptions.
In Mariaklagen,
too, we find five runes which are
different from those of The Scanian
Law. If five divergent runic forms
prove the Kensington stone spurious,
the deduction is evitable that a
similar number of differences proves
Mariaklagen a fraud. But just as
little as these variations make Mariaklagen a forgery, just as little do they
affect the integrity of the Kensington
stone.
It merely proves that runes
from the same period, but constructed
in different localities, often show a

genuineness. Comparing
runes in The Scanian Law, we find
the characters for A. K. V. AL and
It is true that

are to

the

fatal to
it with the

its

we

and especially to inscriptions from Gotland, the southwestern part of Sweden.
Now it happens that we have one
important Swedish inscription from

RUNIC OBJECTIONS

"A

if

comparisons,

This is not correct.
Nordisk
Konversationskksikon, 3rd Ed. states
that the decimal system was introduced into the North about 1200.
Hauk Erlendson's dissertation, Algorismus, in Hauk's Bok, written in
1325, also shows the current use
of the decimal system. 11

6.

man who

"The strange

character for

A

X shows that the author has supplemented his inadequate knowledge of
runes with freakish inventions of his
own. This alone is sufficient to stamp
the inscription as a forgery."

Oldk
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Sif-

character

This

suspicious

one,

X

for

was

a
hun-

long

among

dreds of inscriptions we did not find
any exactly like it. It therefore
looked much like an invention. But
in 1906
eight years after the stone
was found the mystery was solved.
In that year an article on some
obscure runic inscriptions found in
Dalarne, Sweden, supposed to date
from about 1600, was published with
illustrations, and there we find precisely the same X as on the Kensington stone. 12 Here we have, therefore, the evidence of other runestones
to show that the character on the
Kensington stone was in use.
Nor could our runemaster have
copied his runes from these inscriptions of Dalarne, for they do not
coincide throughout the alphabet.

The latter shows many newer forms
and divergences, and besides, the
is
quite different. This
peculiar runic character, found nowhere else until after the stone was
discovered, is therefore excellent
the stone's genuineness. * a
proof of
"
8.
The runes are dotted, or punctuated, which proves them to be of late

language

at

Mariaklagen of Ca.
1400 is dotted in a similar manner. * *
So also are King Waldemar's runes
of 1240. 5
Wimmer's great work,
Die Runenschrift, gives many examples of dotted runes from this
all.

'

*

period.
12 See

Dalska

vSnnen 1906.
3
The rune X
1

passed through

Runinskrifter
like all

in

Forn-

other runes, has

many forms, the instability

makes the study of runology so
The oldest form, which we
have on the Golden Horn of Ca. 300,
was F.
of which
abstruse.

4

See III. Svensk Litteraturhistoria,
Stockholm, 1896, frontispage.
15 See
Vigfusson's Icelandic reader, Ox1

ford

MDCCCLXXIX,

"DtV
chapter

The runemaster chiselling
upon stone was handicapped in this
in colors.

respect but bethought himself of
Latin, the language of the church,
and thus dignified his appeal to the
holy mother. This is a delicate
touch which speaks well for the
authenticity of the inscription and
suggests that the author was a
* 7
priest or clerk of the church.
(

LINGUISTIC OBJECTIONS

"The inscription cannot be
genuine for its language is not Old
Norse.
It is not much different from
10.

origin."

Not

9.
"The author's interpolation of
Latin characters instead of runes
shows that his ambition to forge a runic
document was greater than his ability."
Not so. The Latin characters he
uses are A, V and M, and he does not
substitute these because he is ignorant of their runic equivalents, for he
uses them repeatedly in the inscripIn the position where they
tions.
occur they are used to represent Ave
Virgo Maria, and his use of them here
is
In the
particularly felicitous.
middle ages it was customary for the
monks and scribes, when writing
divine names or prayers, to show
their reverence by embellishing them
with artistic feats of penmanship

3.

page 445.
Runenschrift, Berlin,

1887,

the present."

This

is

the most

common

objection

to the genuineness of the inscription,
and is always bobbing up in some
form or other. The Fourteenth Century, into which the date of the
runestone falls, seems so remote to
us and is so devoid of literary pro-

ductions of merit that we commonly
think of it as the darkening twilight
1

'Archbishop Ireland, in commenting
upon the invocation to the Virgin, remarks
that it would scarcely have been done by
some modern Scandinavian devising an
archasolpgical joke. As a Lutheran he would
instinctively have employed some substitute for an exclamation characteristically
catholic.

o\

of the Old Norse period.
Even men
of learning labor under the misconception that the language of that

From Henrik
ger,
"

century had the ancient sound, if not
the heroic ring, of the Viking period.
But this is not so. If the language
of the inscription was Old Norse,
it would be conclusive evidence that
the inscription is a stupid forgery.
By 1362 the language of Southern
Sweden had developed from its ancient

form and

like the

I

is,

after this date,

modern speech.

i

"Jech bedher, gode hierde,

A t thu wil berette miegh,
Saa

much

From Lucidarius, written ca. 1350:
"7 Affrica er ther een do, ther moghet
Ther maa man hare langth uth
lang er.
i havet sosom mangce store smedier Smedice
i et hus. Thet vedh engin hwat cer, uthen thet

The great

er sicela ther pinces off dieflce."

the constitution of the three
northern countries, written upon the
Calmar Union in 1397 by Queen

Margaret

2 5
:

Fremdeles seal war fru draining Margaretha styra oc besidia, radhe oc beholde i
henne lifdaghe uhindrit medh al Koningxlich rcet alt thet, som henne fadher oc
henne son unti oc gafve henne i therra
lifcende liv oc i therra testament."

have purposely chosen the majority of these extracts from the
period anterior to 1362. Yet it
will be seen, or heard, that these
samples, when read aloud, have
almost the same sound as the speech
of today and agree perfectly with
the sound of the language upon the
runestone. The spelling, to be sure,
is erratic and obsolete, but that was
before the days of spelling reform
and each man spelled in his own
house as he thought good.
11.
"The word Opdagelse does
not occur in Kalkar's monumental
dictionary of the Old Danish language.
As this work covers the period 1300I

2nd

XXXII,

GP>
2

'Brandt's Gammeldansk Lcesebog, Ko-

"See Comparison of Danish and Swedish
gospels of Fourteenth Century by Brandt
in
Gammeldansk Lcesebog, Stockholm,

penhagen, 1856, p. 47.
23 See Brandt's Gammeldansk
Laesebog,

1856, p. 96.

1856, p. 124.

">U. M. Peterson's Litt. Hist.
' "Molbechs
Ordbog, P. XLV.

Of

"

"Af the jord ther liggher til en gard
ther soknakirke hawer, som prest er wan
at boo innen, seal ingen Konings thienst
krceves." 2 '
p.

1 *

From

Lov, written

Ordbog,

thik,

jech matte myn mandom bevise
ath andre herrar matte megh prise."

Huar

ca. 1320:

"See Molbech's Dansk

ma ei
Man skal

From Ivan Lovenridder's Vidunder-

*

edition, Kopenhagen, 1859,
also Foot-note XXXI.

wil Icekedom takce, hau skal

vitce

23
kilden, written 1312:

:

From Gamli Konninghe

Hvo sum

at nokcer stoirk Itekidom
gives born, oc ei gamalt folk.
ei two Icekydom taka; en dagh."* 2
thet

lexicographer, Molbech, in his History of the Danish Language, says
that "the language of the Fourteenth
Century to that degree coincides
(er i den grad overenstemmende) with
the modern that nothing except an
occasional legal or business term
will stop the reader." l8
The Danish and Swedish of that
* 8
while
period are almost identical,
the Norwegian is more archaic.
But
an ounce of evidence is better than a
pound of argument, and to prove
that the language of the inscription
is entirely syn chronical, it is necessary only to quote a few samples of
the obscure literature of the period.
The extracts are given literally as
they appear in the old documents:
From The Scanian Law, written
in runes ca. 1250
"Drotnde mik en drom i nat om silke ok
erlik pel (fint klade) ."

Harpestreng's Urtebowritten ca. 1300:

2

1,89.

2 >
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Ibid, p. 76.
Ibid, p. 84.

1700, this word must be of recent
origin, impossible of usage in 1362."
It is true the word in this form

does not appear in Kalkar's scholarly
work, but alas! to err is human, and
Besides
lexicographers are human.

word we

also fail to find many
others, such as forarme, ordgran,
prank, omvel, oldager, drepsott, knorre,
this

official,

relikvi,

hirdman and

many

other ancient words.

But they should

be there, for they

are to be found

all

in the literature of the period treated.

But we have the root opdage, which
sufficient.
This word we find to
have the meaning to reveal, to
is

discover, to become day:
"Tidlig om
2*
morgenen da det opdagedes"
"Early
in the morning when it became day;"
"et skib med rofvere for landet var
opdaget"" "a pirate vessel was dis-

covered

off

shore."

The

fact that

Kalkar does not give the suffix else
need not disturb us, as we find this
ending in common use in the Fourteenth Century, for instance, hyggelse,
begyndelse,
paamindelse,

frastelse,
tilligelse,

How

forwarelse,

fodelse,

etc.

JS

back its use goes cannot be
said, but we have no other word of
that period and far beyond to indicate
the same idea. It is presumably
an early and legitimate descendant
of the words up and dag, two words
which are found in our earliest
Norse literature.
12.
"The runemaster has borrowed the word logger from the Icelandic legr, where it has the meaning
of grave and resting-place, never camp,
far

in which sense

it

is

used in the in-

scription."
J'Vedel's Saxo, p. 445. This work was
written ca. 1170 and translated into Danish in 1575.

'Terkelson, Chr. Hustru, p. 37, written

It was not necessary to borrow the
word from Icelandic, for we find it in
common use in the old Swedish and
Kalkar
Danish of the middle ages.
says leger-leir, camp; Sodervall, the

the
gives
lexicographer,
Both give numerous
examples of its" use in this sense, as,
Herrin's engill slaar
for instance,

Swedish

same meaning.

"The angels
Icegreomking thennom."
of the Lord have built their camps
right about them."
(Ps. 33 :9.)
13.
"The use of the preposition
po in the meaning of the English upon
(po opdhagelse-fardh upon exploring
It should be aa."
journey) is wrong.

Again the runemaster shows his
superior knowledge of the language
of the period.
If he had been writing
in the Viking period the word would
have been a, but by the Fourteenth
Century it had changed to upd and po.
Po is derived from the association

two

distinct words upp
up, and
on (English upon). Later the u
was elided and the word became pa
or pa (po).
By the middle of the
Fourteenth Century the transition is
at its height and we find pa and upa
used side by side. Stockholm's
Krdnike, written Ca. 1350, begins "Hcer
byrices Gesta Danorum pa Danskce."
14.
"The words from, mans and
dhedh appear to be English words."
Perhaps they are. Many of the old
Scandinavians were such roving mariners that it would not be strange if their
speech would be tinctured with foreign
words. But that does not militate in
of

a

the least against the inscription.
Seeing the scribe has shown in
other places that he knows how to
use the right forms man and fro
I am, however, inclined to see in the
form objected to simple "errors
in writing.

'

'

Such errors are common

in 1655.

o

2
'See extracts from the language of the
Fourteenth Century containing these words
in Brandt's Gammeldansk Lceseboe. pp. 58,

' 'For
illustrations of this see literary extracts of the Fourteenth Century quoted by

59, 69. 79, 80, 81.

66, 80, 89, 92.

Brandt's Gamtneldansk Lcesebog,

pp. 19,

flf
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all
runic inscriptions and are
due to the awkwardness incident to
unusual means of expression.
15.
"The expression 'fro vinland
of vest' shows that the author is some
Scandinavian American, who, in ad-

in

dition to corrupt anglicisms, has very
This
crude conceptions of geography.
phrase can only be translated 'from
Vinland of the West' or 'from Vin-

land from the West,' either of which
stamps him as an impossible bungler."
This little phrase of vest, is a
of the runesuperb command of the
language of the Fourteenth Century,
impossible it would seem in the present day, for none of his many comAnd
mentators has understood it.
yet it is perfectly ligitimate and exIt is not a "corrupt anglipressive.
cism," and does not mean "of the
West" nor "from the West." Nor is it
to be read "fra Vinland af-vest," a very
common usage today, but which did
probably not come into use until the

splendid
master's

illustration

reformation.

The word

of in the sense used here
a very peculiar, intensive expression very common in the Old Norse
and surviving even down to the
It cannot be translated
present.
with any single word. It used to
occur chiefly before adjectives and
adverbs, and can then frequently
be translated with too of gamal too
old; of mikil too much; of tykt
too thick. It still survives, in verbs
to carry by storm;
like afstorme
afmale to depict perfectly; afglemme to forget utterly; afgjore to
In this sense it means to go
settle.
to the limit in the meaning and
direction suggested by the words.

is

More rarely
adverbs

it

survives in nouns and

like afkrok, afdal

meaning "very

far

and

afsides,

to the side." 30

3
For illustrations of this intensive use see
Vigfussen's Icelandic Dictionary, article of
and IvarAasens Ordbog, articles av and aav.

This last is the precise sense of its
use in the inscription. It should then
be translated, "very far West."
While it is a very happy expression
as it occurs in the inscription, it is
safe to say, that because of its peculiarly elusive nature, it would never
occur to any one of today, and is a
strong argument for the authenticity
of the stone.

Here we have the entire array of
objections which have been presented
against the stone. They have been
stated frankly, and met fairly, and
yet not one of them is found to be
valid.
Instead of that some of them
have been found to be positive arguments for the authenticity of the
stone.
The ablest runologists and
linguists of two continents have
critically scrutinized it but the runestone has triumphed spotless. To

come through such a

fiery criticism

unimpeachable surely proves

its

gen-

defiance to all
learned criticism, this old inscription is like some piece of forgotten
art of pottery, a snowflake, or a piece
uineness.

Serene in

its

We may

of radium.
test it, weigh it

to

analyze

and measure

it,

it,

but

construct it that is possible
only for its creator.
But there are other and positive
arguments in favor of the inscription's
authenticity, evidences which prove
One of
this runestone's genuineness.
these is its position in situ. The stone,
as has been stated, was found under
the root of a tree about ten inches in
diameter. The two main roots had
grown around three sides of the stone
in such a manner that the stone could
not have been placed under the tree.
It must have been there at least
since the tree sprouted, for these
roots were flat on the inside where
they had come in close contact with
the stone. This fact is established

Natte inrwmpttt

by affidavits sworn to by reputable
men. 3
l

The concensus of opinion among
who saw this tree is that it was

those

at least 40 years old 40 years back
from 1898 gives us 1858, a time about
ten years earlier than that part of
;

American

tn

farthest pioneer and there sitting
for days, tormented by mosquitoes,

and surrounded by wild men and
chipping away on a stone
which would bring him neither honor

beasts,

nor riches!
is too absurd to
Seeing the inscription could
have been carved since the

The supposition

At that time
the nearest pioneer cabin was almost
a hundred miles away, and the nearest

not

To conrailroad 400 miles away.
struct a theory of a forgery we must,
therefore, suppose a man of profound
runological and linguistic scholarship,
who besides possessed a rare ability
as a stone cutter, going many days'
journey beyond the cabin of the

half-breeds.

Minnesota was

1

'I,

Olof

settled.

Ohman,

of the

town

of Solem,

Douglas County, State of Minnesota,
being duly sworn, makes the following
statement:
I am fifty-four years of age, and was
born in Helsingeland, Sweden, from where
I emigrated to America in the year 1881,
and settled upon my farm in Section

Fourteen, Township of Solem, in 1891.
In the month of August, 1898, while ac-

companied by my son, Edward, I was engaged in grubbing upon a timbered elevation, surrounded by marshes, in the
southeast corner of my land, about 500
feet west of my neighbor, Nils Platen's
house, and in full sight thereof.
Upon
moving an asp, measuring about 10
inches in diameter at its base, I discovered
a flat stone inscribed with characters, to
me unintelligible. The stone laid just beneath the surface of the ground in a
slightly slanting position, with one corner
almost protruding. The two largest roots
of the tree clasped the stone in such a
manner that the stone must have been
there at least as long as the tree.
One of
the roots penetrated directly downward
and was flat on the side next to the stone.
The other root extended almost horizontally across the stone and made at its
edge a right angled turn downward. At
this turn the root was flattened on the
side toward the stone.
This root was
about three inches in diameter. Upon
washing off the surface dirt, the inscription presented a weathered appearance,
which to me appeared just as old as the
untouched parts of the stone. I immediateNils Platen's
ly called my neighbor,
attention to the discovery, and he came

discuss.

country was settled up, it must have
been left by the party it tells of, for
in the meantime the country was
visited only by Indians and French

The date
is

of the runestone, 1362,
another very strong proof of its

over the same afternoon and inspected the
stone and the stump under which it was
found.
I kept the stone in my possession for a
few days; and then left it in the Bank of
inKensington, where it remained for
spection for several months.
During this
interval, it was sent to Chicago for inspection and soon returned in the same
state in which it was sent.
Since then I
kept it at my farm until August, 1907,
when I presented the stone to H. R. Ho-

land. The stone, as I remember, was about
30 inches long, 16 inches wide, and 7 inches
thick, and I recognize the illustration on
page 16 of H. R. Roland's History of the

Settlements of America
(Ephraim, Wisconsin, 1908), as being a
photographic reproduction of the stone's

Norwegian

inscription.

Witness
R.

J.

(Signed)

OLOF OHMAN.

:

RASMUSSON.

GEORGE H. MERHES.
State of Minnesota,

)

County of Douglas. /
On this 20th day of July, 1909, personally came before me, a Notary Public, in
and for Douglas County and State of
Minnesota, Mr. Olof Ohman, to me known
to be the person described in the foregoing

document, and acknowledged that he
executed the same as his free act and deed.

[SEAL]

R. J. RASMUSSEN.
Notary Public, Douglas County,
Minnesota.

My Commission expires November 17, 1915.
The facts in this affidavit are corroborated by five other affidavits now in the
possession of Dr. Knut Hoegh, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

O
vr

tritetu*

genuineness.

It

of

would

Ammra'a
have been
have

possible for a runic scholar to

forged

a

document purporting to

have come from the Eleventh Century, for of that century we have a
multitude of runic documents, the
language is well defined and known,
and moreover, it is the era of Vinland voyages when such a trip of
exploration would seem natural. But
the date upon the runestone is the
middle of the Fourteenth Century, a
time of which wj until recently knew
of no Vinland expeditions, and the
language of which is in a chaotic
Nor were there until about
state.
the time the stone was found any
other runic documents of that period
guide a forger in his attempt.
agreed by all scholars of the
Northern languages that the Fourteenth Century is the most difficult one
The deof all, in a linguistic sense.
caying forms of the Old Norse speech
had not yet disappeared, while side
by side with them we find words and

to

It is

expressions which seem borrowed
from the speech of today. Dr. A. M.
Hansen, an authority on that period
says, "the Fourteenth Century is the
great age of disruption and decay,
in the North, when the old stability
of culture and expression seems
to have passed away, while the new

has not yet appeared." This is due
perhaps to the Black Death, which
said to have killed off two-thirds
of the population of the Scandinavian
countries in a single year, (1349).
The runemaster could not therefore have chosen a more difficult
date in which to have placed his

is
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As Professor Julius E.
Olson, of the University of Wisconsin,
who for 25 years has been a teacher
and a student of both ancient and
modern Norse, says: "It is safe
to say that even at the present day,
with our most recent light on the
document.

culture, history, runes

and language

Fourteenth Century, it would be
an impossible task for any scholar in
this country to have constructed a
runic document of the length and
character of the Kensington stone,
without making such serious blunders
that the forgery would have at once
been apparent."
Another proof is the geological
of the

evidence shown in the weathering
of the inscription and in the physical
changes in the region where the stone
was found. This stone, being a
Greywacke, is exceedingly hard, and
decays extremely slowly, as is shown
by the pronounced glacial markings
on the back of the stone made
several thousand years ago.
Notwithstanding this durability the
main part of the inscription presents
the same ancient, mellow and weathered appearance as the untouched
face of the stone.
Some of the
runes, however, encroach upon a
calcareous incrustation which covers
part of the stone. In this softer
portion the characters are so worn
down as to be almost unreadable.
In marked contrast to these are the
characters upon the edge of the stone
which were scratched, when the
stone was found, with a nail to dig
out the dirt. After 11% years' exposure to the elements, these characters upon the edge of the stone still
appear white and fresh as if cut today.
This is an excellent illustration of
how very slowly this hard rock decomposes. In order to have arrived
at the weathered appearance of the
main part of this inscription and
the worn down conditions of the
characters in the calcareous deposit,
,

this

inscription

must

made many hundred

have

been

years ago.
These geological evidences of its
age are so pronounced that both
Professor N. H. Winchell and Dr. Warren Upham, two of the most eminent
geologists of the West have testified

O

Natiue itfrmne nl in

to their conviction that the inscripProfessor N. H. Wintion is genuine.

"I have personally

chell says:

made

a topographical examination of the
locality in which the Kensington
runestone was found, and of the
region northward to Pelican Lake, the
place where the skerries mentioned
in the inscription were found, and I
am convinced from the geological
conditions and the physical changes
which the region has experienced,
probably during the last 500 years,
that the stone contains a genuine
record of a Scandinavian exploration
into Minnesota, and must be accepted
3 J
as such for the date named."
Dr. Upham, the eminent specialist
in glacial geology, concurs entirely
with the above and adds: "When
we compare the excellent preservation of the glacial scratches shown
on the back of the stone, which were

made

thousand years ago,
mellow, time-worn ap-

several

with the
pearance of the face of the inscripconclusion is inevitable
tion, the
that this inscription must have been
carved many hundred years ago." 38
Summarizing, we have the fol-

lowing

arguments

which

speak

strongly for the authenticity of the
inscription
The absolute lack of motive for
1.
:

any

forgery.

There is a historical probability that such an expedition took
place, for we know from history that
Norse mariners were in American
waters at that time.
3.
The inscribed stone was in its
2.

several years before
white settlers visited the
neighborhood.
4.
The languages and runes of the
inscription are found to be in harmony
finding

the

place

first

Ammratt

with the language and runes of the
Fourteenth Century.
5.
The author's use of the numerals
which he could not have borrowed from
any learned work and his use of the
character X (a) which was not known
until eight years after the stone was
found, prove that the author lived in
the Fourteenth Century when such
characters were in use.
6.
The ablest authorities are
agreed that it would be an impossibility to construct a document of the
length and character of the Kensington stone, purporting to date from
the Fourteenth Century, without
being detected at once, owing to the
unusual difficulties of that period.
7.
Expert geologists declare from
geological evidence that the inscription must have been made several

O

hundred years ago.

On

the

other

side,

not a single

valid objection has yet been found
against the authenticity of the inWith so much overscription.

whelming evidence for its genuineness and none against it, we must
therefore conclude that this inscripti6n is what it claims to be a genuine
account of an exploring trip in the
Fourteenth Century.
It seems very probable that other
runestones have
been found in
America, for the French explorer,
La Verandrye, who, in 1738, crossed
the Red River Valley, found a stone
on the Western plains inscribed with
characters which were not of Indian
The Swedish botanist, Kalm,
origin.
talked with Verandrye in Quebec,
in 1749, and this is what he was told
of this discovery

:

"Far out upon the northwestern
plains they (the Verandrye party)
met with a large stone, like a pillar,
and in it a smaller stone was fixed,
which was covered on both sides

"Statement on file in the archives of
the Minnesota Historical Society.
"Statement on file in archives of

with

unknown

Minnesota Historical Society.

stone,

which was about a foot of

characters.

This

o\\w-

of Amertra's itarnu^rg Ibfor?

French measure in length and between four and five inches broad,
they broke loose and carried to Canada with them from whence it was
sent to

France, to the Secretary of

of Maurepas. What
afterwards is unknown
to them, but they think it is yet (1749)
preserved in his collection. Notwithstanding the qusstions which the
French explorers asked the Indians
concerning the time when and by whom
these pillars were erected ? What their
traditions and sentiments concerning
them were? Who had written the
characters? What was meant by
them? What kind of letters they
were? In what language they were
written? and other circumstances;
yet they could never get the least explication, the Indians being as ignorant of all those things as the French
themselves. All they could say was
that these stones had been in those
4
places since times immemorial."*
The savants of Paris, where the
stone was sent, could undoubtedly
master every European script with
the exception of Runes which had not
at that time become a subject of
Seeing, then, that this stone
study.
was not inscribed in Indian characters
nor in any known European forms, it
seems probable that it was a runic

State, then
became of

7'R-

Count
it

inscription.

A little

further on in his narrative,
says that the Indians a little
further west "lived in houses which
were made of earth." This identifies
them as the Mandans, who lived near
the present Bismarck, North Dakota,
which establishes the finding place
of this inscribed stone at some point
in or near the Red River Valley.
Having satisfied themselves that
the inscription is genuine, the next
step has seemed to the believers
in the runestone to be to find the

Kalm

O

34 Kalm's Travels into North America,
London, 1771, Vol. 3, pp. 125-128.

camping place where the ten exThis
plorers mentioned were killed.
has seemed important, first, because
remains of the dead might be found
and second because we owe it to the
of these intrepid explorers
to find their graves and place upon it
a monument fitting to the memory of
the first white discoverers and martyrs
of the West.
Several topographical
investigations have therefore been
made throughout that region, notably
by Professor Andrew Fossum; Lakes

memory

Christine, Stockhaven, Moses,

Pomme

de Terre Lake, Ten Mile Lake and
others have been examined, but
without results.
I am pleased to announce that this
research has now been consummated,
in that I discovered this interesting
spot about the middle of November,
1909, about five miles south of Ashby,

Minnesota.

The
bered,
their

reads

will

it

inscription,

that

be remem-

these

camp by two

men had

skerries, "one
of this stone."

day's journey north
While some of the party were away
fishing, the others, ten in number,
were massacred in the camp. These
two skerries I discovered in the
south end of Pelican Lake, and
their location agrees perfectly with the

They are about twenty
inscription.
miles or "one day's journey" almost
due north of the finding place of the
narrow wooded point here
stone.
juts out into the lake a quarter of a

A

mile,

making an

excellent

camping

Just at the end of this point
lies the skerries or rocks mentioned,
being two immense boulders much
larger than other stones found in
that section. Some distance beyond
the skerries lies quite a large island,
behind which the fishing party were
probably engaged, which accounts
for the fact that they did not see or
hear their comrades massacred on
A shoal reaches from the
shore.
place.

,o

Arrived at this point their line of
was plainly marked out
Both north and south
for them.
were vast forests and swamps which
forbade progress, but straight ahead
of them stretched a pleasant, open
valley watered by one of the largest
streams on the continent, the Nelson
River. This they undoubtedly followed .either by boats or afoot, leading
them through the vast Lake Winnipeg, 400 miles long into the great
Red River Valley, unparalleled in

peninsula to the island, and the fishing
party presumably waded out over
As the marking of the shore
this.
line and surrounding country plainly
indicates that the lake level has been
about the same since the glacial
period, the same conditions also
s5
obtained in 1362.
With the discovery of these skerries we are now able to trace the
wanderings of these explorers with
considerable accuracy.
Resuming
again the narration of the Paul
Knutson expedition, we showed above
that it left Bergen, Norway, for
American waters in 1355. After
some time it presumably established
a permanent camp in Nova Scotia,
or Vinland, for the inscription states
the headquarters to be Vinland, not
Greenland, or Norway. In the course
of time these explorers probably
conceive the ambition of circumnavigating this vast Western Con-

progress

its

valley they continue until they reach
its upper end near the present location of Breckenridge.
Here they
probably leave their boats (if they
had any) to investigate the interior.
Striking out eastward they, after a
toilsome march, emerge out of these

grassy lowlands upon that charmingly
diversified region of lake and woodland known as the famous Lake Park
Region of Minnesota and soon reach
the heights overlooking Pelican Lake
from the west.

tinent.

They accordingly explore
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, follow the
bleak shores of Labrador and Ungava,
and enter Hudson Bay. Here, perhaps, they thought they had reached
the western waters of this continent,
but on reaching the southwestern
head of the bay they find the shore
again swinging northward to the
polar pack.
Disappointed on sea, they now
determine to continue their exploration on land, and probably disembark
at the head of tide water in the
Nelson River, leaving ten men in

Here undoubtedly they saw the
fairest scene of
their eyes since

archaeologist,

that

had met

sparkling in the sunlight for miles
to the northward.
Straight out in
front of them they saw this long
wooded point marked at the end by
the two skerries, while beyond lay
a timbered island separated from
the shore by a shoal indicated by the
lighter color of the water. They encamp

5 * These skerries are not now insulated
rocks as they should be but are continuous
with the point of the land. But in a recent
address before the Minnesota Historical
Society, Professor N. H. Winchell, state

and

all

they had left the
rock-bound fjords of Norway. On
their journey, both far and near,
they had seen pretty little lakes
dimpling the land, but here before
their eyes lay the gem of them all,

charge of their vessels.

geologist

ocean-like expanse of billowy
Up the main stream of this

grass.

upon

this

wooded

and bask in
pleasant surroundings and
point,

the ease of
high achievements. Finally, one-half
of the party strike out across the shoal
to fish the deeper water on the other
side of the island.

demonstrated

that they were insulated and true skerries a few hundred years ago, which adds
another proof to the genuineness of the
stone, as this geological fact is not apparent to a casual observer today.
182
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Up to this they had presumably
seen nothing of the Indians. But
these wild nomads of the prairies,
shy as the wild beasts which they
hunted, had seen them. Screened
in the tangled brush of the river
bank or hidden in the shadows of a
timber grove, they had seen these
tall white strangers invade their land
with superior weapons and dauntless

Who

strides.

was
or

were they and what
Were they gods

their mission?

men?

It lay near to the susnature
of the savages to see
picious
in these strange men with their
foreign speech a new enemy which
must be overcome.

But the number and superior
equipment deterred them from
making an early attack. They must
wait.
Finally they saw their opHidden in the deep grass,
portunity.
they had seen their pale-face enemies
one after another wade out across
the

shoal

to

until only ten

the

island

men were

beyond,

the
the time to strike.
With the cautious cunning of the
snake they glide down through the
deep grass, thence through the high
rushes that border the promontory
until they reach the spot where the
ten white explorers lie unsuspectingly
resting in the shade of the quiet
left in

Now was

camp.

There is a moment's silence.
Then suddenly a rain of arrows pour
in upon them.
The few that are
not pierced through jump up in
amazed terror, only to see a ring of
brandished tomahawks around them.

grove.

a moment's desperate resisfists, an expiring
scream of anguish, and all is silent.

There

is

tance with bare

With experienced knives the savages
what valuables they can find, and depart
almost as noiselessly as they had come.

scalp their victims, seize

But the fishing party had not
seen the attack or heard the scream
of death.
Hidden on the other side
of the island, the one pike after the
other had seized their bait. Finally,
well pleased with their sport, they
return across the shoal and skerries
and reach their camp.

But what do they find here? Instead of their happy comrades they
find ten
mutilated corpses with
scalped heads, whence the blood had
streamed down and dyed the faces of
the dead with blood. Well may we
understand the significance of the old
runemaster's description of his friends
lying "red with blood and dead."
Who was the terrible enemy ? No
one could tell.
But down through
the silent centuries their dread of
this

unknown enemy is preserved
"Ave Virgo Maria!

in the tragic sigh,

Save us from the evil !"
Here upon this fatal promontory
was no place to carve a memorial.

With dejected

steps they hastily
leave the sad spot and take their
way to the southward.
Toward evening they enter again
a land of lakes and marshes. In one
of these they discover an island
with steep slopes, and desiring to

some barrier between their
place
ferocious enemy and themselves, they
wade the shallow water and take
Here they
refuge upon the island.
find a flat rock suited by nature for
an inscription, and they carve their

The loss of
tragic story upon it.
their comrades is still so vivid that
this is told first, with forceful exactness.
Later, like a second thought,
comes a statement of the length of
their journey, their headquarters, and
the date of their enterprise. Well, too,

may we now

understand the runemind when he

master's frame of

chiselled that peculiar intensive exLooking back to his
pression of vest.

fully and anxiously for the return of
But autumn followed
their friends.

thousands of miles

summer, and winter passed away
without the return of the explorers.

distant

friends

away over land and sea by the far
away Atlantic Shore, the journey did
indeed, with the experiences of yesterday upon him, seem "very far to the
West." It is a story without a parallel, striking in its vivid picturesqueness,

and

free

from

all

premeditated

ingenuities.

This

is

the last

we know

of these

It is quite certain they
explorers.
never returned to their native land.
Probably they were taken prisoners
by the Indians. In that case it is
more than probable that we have in
their captivity the cause of those

many

divergent physical traits, pecuand habits which in the Mandan Indians so often reminds the
archaeologist of the early Scandinaliarities

vians. 38

If

we

may

assume their

At

last,

anchor

reluctantly,

in the

summer

they

weigh

of 1363, re-

way of Vinland and Greenland, arriving in Norway in the summer of 1364. This is not mere supan ancient Norse
position, for
turning by

document tells us of the return of
the remnant of the Paul Knutson expedition in the summer of 1364,
which is another proof of their identity.
This runic stone is one of the most
interesting of all runestones found
anywhere. It is the only legible
runic stone found in America. It
belongs to a period almost devoid
of runic monuments and is a valuable
addition to our runic literature.
It throws much additional light on
pre-Columbian visits to America.

adoption by the Mandan Indians, it
is probable that the inscribed stone
which Verandrye found near the

dividual interest in that it tells us of
one of the greatest exploring trips in

Mandan

the world's history,

territory, and which we have
reason to believe was a runestone,
contained an account of their inter-

course with this remarkable tribe.
But what of the ten men who were
left in charge of the vessels down by
the sea ? No doubt they waited f aithA11 archaeologists are agreed that the
Mandan Indians have been in prehistoric

contact with Europeans. Their frequently
recurring blue eyes and their blond complexions and their superior culture, prove

and has been commented upon by all
visited them ever since Verandrye the first white man to see them
Catlin,
sojourned among them in 1738.
the famous artist, who studied them for
this,

who have

years, thinks they

may be partly descended
from Madoc, the Welsh prince, who is said
to have visited America in the Eleventh

Century.

But,

unfortunately for

we have no evidence

this

show that
Madoc ever reached America, and if he

theory,

to

Furthermore,

it

possesses great in-

a great enterprise

undertaken with daring, and carried
out under tragic denouements.
Last of all, it has a priceless significance in that

document

of

it is

the oldest native

American

history.

did he would not have left blue eyes behind him, as the Welsh are brown-eyed.
There are several reasons which independently point to a Norse origin of the blueeyed Mandans. Only one will be given here
The old Norsemen had the strange conception of the future state that heaven
was warm and hell cold. This peculiar
belief, found among no other people, also,
according to Catlin, existed among the
Mandans.
The fact that the Mandans
used the decimal system, also points to
their intercourse with the Kensington
party, for the decimal system was not
introduced into the North until the Thirteenth Century.
:
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is to be the future of the American Nation?
Is this great
union of states to stand as the political solution of the governments of the world? Or is it, like the great civilizations that
have laid the foundations upon which it is built, to itself become
but the foundation upon which a still greater structure will be
erected ? There has never been a backward step in the history
of mankind and there never will be.
The inherent nature of man
is such that while as an individual, or as a nation, he may at times seem to
retrograde, the great race as a whole is marching on toward higher development
with every beat of the pulse of time, and the nation that is to live must keep
step with the unfolding intelligence and understanding of mankind.
There has been a tendency in our national periodical literature to magnify
the evils that occasionally appear in our national life. These so-called exposures
are in themselves evidence of the virtue of the times.
They prove that we are
living in an epoch when the great heart of the populace will not countenance transgressions from the path in which all humanity is travelling toward higher and
If these onslaughts against corruption are intended to cast a
better things.
stigma on the day and the generation in which we are living, they are defeating
their own purpose by the very motive that prompts them and which prompts
the world to read them.
No one, who has any understanding whatever of the history of mankind,
and especially as it is written by the American people, can doubt the truth of
the statement that the world is growing better. It has always been growing
better and always will. There is no turning back in this world.
It is as impossible as the turning back of time itself.
Mr. Eno, of Yale University, has made an exhaustive investigation of the
philosophy of history, especially as it relates to the rise and fall of empires. He
records this investigation briefly in these pages, not as a warning to the American people, but rather as an incentive to them, proving the possibilities that lie
While men, like nations, come and go, each is but a steppingbefore them.
stone to a higher civilization, and Mr. Eno's appeal is to utilize the historical precedents by avoiding the causes that have destroyed other great systems of government and to strengthen the weaknesses that now appear under our democratic rule
of the majority by setting a higher standard for American citizenship.
EDITOR
,
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namely, that of the
the greatest number
sand foundation of
majority. Soon or
late some shock will overthrow the
structure uncemented by the interest
or goodwill of the governed; and
destruction inevitably awaits that
rulership under which the majority
has nothing to lose, and some possibility of gaining by a change of
masters.
This shock came to Egypt in the
invasion by the Syrian alliance of
nomadic tribes, the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings, rude and fierce, but
politically capable: and recognizing
capability, even in a slave like Joseph,
they utilized it to strengthen themselves, gave Egypt a strong, centralized government, and laid the basis
of the power and glory of the greatest
race of kings, probably, that ever
reigned; the restored Theban line
in the Eighteenth Dynasty.

ciple of Nature,
greatest good to
built upon the
slavery of the

of the
man, the
history of
individual, ends with
the words "and he died:"
Every empire whose
deeds fill the pages of
ancient and medieval
now a fallen empire, though
chapter

history is
in the latter case, the sons succeed
to and even outnumber the fathers.
is it that an organization and
a power able to make conquest of

Why

neighboring nations, does not go
on indefinitely by the use of the same
means? Let us see what we can
all

discover by a rapid review of the
means and the internal conditions
of the empires of history.

The first that looms up upon the
horizon of history is Egypt; for as
there is a close connection between
population and food-supply, we find
the earliest empires and civilizations
in the favoring conditions of the
valley of the Nile and that of the
As we can

;

;

met

their match there in
the Hittites, and their masters in the
Assyrians, the "Romans of Asia."
Beating its soldier class to pieces

successors

labored chiefly to perfect their own
civilization, after the Theban line
succeeded to the Memphis founders,
of whose oppressiveness the pyramids

against the former, and completely

checked by repeated defeat, Egypt
was obliged to take the defensive,
lost its fighting spirit, the hierarchical
class obtained the ascendancy and

are monuments.
Yet their primacy
in the ancient world in knowledge
and in industrial and architectural

was a work

;

Its first king, Amosis, not satisfied
with throwing off the yoke which
Egypt had borne for some 450
years, aimed to put it forever out
of the power of Syria again to
invade Egypt by return of the
blow; and his greatest successor,
Thothmes III, "the Alexander of
Egyptian History" extended the empire into the valley of the Euphrates
yet this policy of foreign war proved
to be the beginning of the end of the
Egyptian primacy in empire since his

and Euphrates.
see even among the
creatures of the field, the forest and
the farmyard the strong, aggresIn
sive, and masterful dominated.
Egypt, the masters divided the power
and the land; the priestly or constructive class took the income of
one third of the soil, and the soldier
or executive class the income of
one third, free from taxation. The
common people were their tools and
Here seemed
slaves, yet patiently.
the organization and elements of a
permanent empire; for the ruling
classes, though proud and exclusive,
Tigris

government, and the country fell
a prey to each of the succeeding

and artificial,
contrary to that fundamental prin-

arts

Kattnn

of art

empires;
186

the enslaver became

and

ever since remains a servant nation.
In like manner, the cruel rigor of
Assyria was, by the revolt of Babylonia, and by the attack of foes
without, recompensed by the destruction and desolation she had
meted out to others.

Luxurious and careless Babylon,
in assisting the overthrow of Assyria,
prepared the way for her own,

through

her

Medo-Persian

allies,

against Assyria.
Next, the Persian Empire, founded
and maintained by the remarkable

organizing ability and vigor of its
kings, extended from the Indus to
the west coast of Asia Minor, and
from the Caspian Sea to the Persian
Like the
Gulf, and later to Egypt.

Assyrians and Babylonians, they
brought together, under tribute or
into military service, a congeries
ill-compacted, of nations and tribes
dissimilar, incongruous, strangers to
each other, and without a common
interest; held together only by force
and the vigilant spying and intercommunication of the government

satraps appointed by and
answerable to the king.
Hence their servile armies, often
driven to battle by the lash, were
quickly shattered before the free,
warlike and disciplined Greeks and

officials

directly

Macedonians, who, having beaten
back the Persian invaders at Marathon and Salamis, later with 35,000
soldiers, in their turn became invaders and also conquerors, under
Alexander, of the Persian Empire.
This rapid and uncemented conquest, at the death of Alexander
fell
immediately into pieces; four
powers were soon reduced to three the
Macedonian, the Asiatic under the
Seleucidae, and Egypt under the
able Greek Ptolemies. These successively fell, from like causes to

discipline and
energy of the

the Persian

of

came

into

collision

fall,

with

as

they

the

iron

warlike
fate

of

whose western conquests reaches to
the ordinary limit of ancient history;
and of the eastern to modern history.
In a wide survey of the changes
of empire which form the bulk of all
written history, the most important
object is to learn the cause or reason
of these changes; in other words,
the philosophy of history.
In our
scrutiny we shall observe that it
requires greater racial ability to
preserve an empire than to conquer one. Indeed we must be struck
by the fact that mere conquest was
so often the work of one man, or a
few men, of transcendent ambition,
generalship and genius for conquest;
the Eighteenth Dynasty in Egypt,
culminating with Thothmes III, the
second Assyrian dynasty, with Sennacherib; Babylonia the work of Nebuchadnezzar, Persia, of Cyrus the
Great, the empire of Alexander the
Great, which was distinct from that
of his country, Macedonia; Scipio
Africanus, Pompey, Julius Caesar,
foremost in extending the Roman
conquests, Charlemagne in the west
of Europe; even Genghis Khan the
Mogul Tartar, and Amurath the Turk,
could carry wide destruction with
conquest as a resultant. In the
language of science, such a genius is
a freak, an extreme or abnormal
variation from type the most prominent example in modern times is
Napoleon Bonaparte.
But even a genius must have fit
instruments, and his conquest will
fall with him if it falls into the hands
;

of his inferiors.

The common

;

those

indomitable

Roman, the

the
of

common

origin, and at length
interest of the peoples

upper Italy, their patriotism,
grim and inconquerable tenac-

their

of purpose, their stability and
solidity of character, and their warlike spirit and military organization,

ity

o:

instruments for their ambition, both for conquering and holding
empire in their times and conditions
that is of war as a business, and
So
plunder instead of purchase.
often they made war against tribes
whose persons alone were the plunder,
that slaves became such a drug in
the slave markets of the Roman
world, that it was deemed cheaper
to work them to death in a few
years and then to buy fresh ones,
than to do anything to prolong their
This was
lives and time of service.
the cause of the two "Servile Wars;"
and because slave labor was more
of
profitable, the common people
without
left
were
employment,
Italy
and almost all the land of Italy
being in possession of about 2000
men, "Rome had become a commonwealth of millionaires and beggars,"
the latter, in 123 B. C., being admitted to live in vicious idleness on

were

fit

;

free public grain.
This was the real

end of the

Roman

Republic and its patriotic virtues,
thenceforth its armies and generals
became the arbiters of its government, but men of almost unparalleled
ability, in

government as well as

in

war, intervened often enough to
prevent for centuries the fall of
the empire as it became in fact as
well

as

in

name under Augustus

Caesar called Imperator, i. e., military
commander, (whence our word emMerivale says of the work
peror).
of Augustus: "The establishment of
the Roman Empire was, after all,
the greatest political work that any
human being had ever wrought. The
achievements of Alexander, of Caesar,
of Charlemagne, of Napoleon, are
not to be compared with it for a
moment." It was the creating anew,
out of anarchy and fragments, a
state which should prolong its existence for another 500 years, ruling
from Rome as a center. Then the

chief capital was shifted to the east,
where the servility of the masses provided a field adapted to settled desThe Roman Empire, in con-

potism.
trast to the Egyptian, was stronger

war abroad than in
home, but presented a

peace at

in

significant
that in the

or parallel in
the civil power, the
hierarchical class forged to the front,
to maintain at least the type and
the spirit of imperialism.
So much for the mightiest examlikeness

decadence of

by war, and

ples of gain of empire

maintenance by armed force. But
what have they cost to the victors
as well as the vanquished?
Leaving
aside the incomputable destruction
of property, and the unspeakable
wars have cost, at a
suffering
moderate estimate, by true blood,
billions

fifteen

of

human

lives,

or

times the whole present
population of the earth. Mark, too,
that the warriors are not the weaklings, but the strongest, the ablest
in physique, the bravest, the fittest,
10

fully

in age as well as in development,
If
the
to propagate their kind.
principle of nature is the survival

aggressive warfare is
against nature
and against society wholesale murder but the high emperor of follies

of the
not

fittest,

only

a

crime

and maniacal madness, whose dire
retribution it also forces the defendant
nation to share.
For recent examples Spain, which
under Charles V and his son held an
empire probably of extent equal to
:

the

Roman Empire,

by conquest
especially

in

in the

the

obtained mainly
Old World, and

New

where

till it could slay no
more,
Was glued to the sword-hilt with Indian

"The hand that slew

gore,"

exhausted, has sunk to rise no more.
France, notwithstanding her remarkable inherent ability and re-

o

source, has been brought to a standstill in her national career, but more
serious still, in her native population;

the natural result of lavishing and
losing her ablest-bodied men in war.

These and many similar examples
seem to bear out the saying "They
that take the sword shall perish by
the sword."
loss of strong

only

evil

gate

not only

is it itself

but

crime and

begets its like,
while the instinct for destroying,
whose very amusement was to see
gladiators slaughter each other, continues on and on to the latest generalawlessness,

it

tion.

\o
Italy,

the

home

of

the

Roman

stated, has the highest
Empire,
proportion among civilized nations,
of criminals, and certainly of violent

crimes, to population.
Of the nations of

Europe repre-

sented in the United States in 1890,
(the latest United States census of
crime published), Greeks has the
highest number of prisoners to the
basis, 8524, or nearly one
prisoner to 117 Greeks; Spaniards
next, 4485, or one in 223; Turks,
third,
3291, nearly one in 304;
Italians, chiefly southern, including
Sicilians, 3115, one in 321; Irish,
2971, nearly one in 337; French
(European), 2468, one in 405; English, 2114, one in 473; Hungarian,
2083, one in 480.
(Crime and Pau-

million

s^-3k

(f_Ji)

perism, General Tables, page 145).
These nationalities are the historic
As to the point
fighters of Europe.
that war is homicide, and begets its

Of prisoners for homicide in
the United States, 1890, the highest
like:

those

of

both of whose

;

As to the Greeks, Turks and Spanbased on a small
number, perhaps not fairly representative of the nation; but that throws
us on to the other horn of the dilemma, namely, that we are getting
their worst representatives.
But the
least of the others were, 182,342

came from 1900 to
French and 62,409
And there is an enor-

Italians, (974,276

1905,)

113,028

Hungarians.

mous

increase of crime since 1890.

seems evident enough that the
weakness of the ancient or Oriental
type of empire was, first, in the
It

it is

f

was

parents were born in Italy, one
prisoner in 1611 Italians; next, of
French parentage, one in 2629 third,
of Irish, one in 2982; of Hungarian,
fourth, one in 3901; of English,
fifth, one in 5706.
iards, the ratio is

men is not the
physical result of war.
Not only does war leave the weaker,
smaller, the unfit or less fit to propaBut

rate

slavery and injury of the mass of
the governed secondly, in the injury
by war, but the final disintegration
of the mightiest empire-structures
the Assyrian, the Perof the past
was the result of
sian, the Roman
;

inherent, fundamental, and irreconcilable racial differences of mental
and moral constitution, of aim, and
And yet the United States
of ideal.
receives as many aliens (700,000)
in 9 months as formed the host of
Huns with which Attila swept from
Constantinople to Gaul with the
besom of destruction, and in a brief

period a greater number than composed the Germanic tribes who took
possession of the Western Roman

Empire, which fell resisting. We not
only admit them indiscriminately
(except Mongolians), but put the
ballot in their hands, a weapon which
may be used for the overthrow of
our institutions. Stranger still, while

we

without the United States; the employment of our troops for years
has been within territory under our
own government. This is not a

require of the native-born a residence of 21 years before they can
vote, we give the ballot to aliens
before they understand our language,
far less our institutions.

general policy of exclusion, but of
discrimination in favor of good,
strengthening and assimilable ele-

Woe and

destruction is already
on the land when the element that

forms the

majority, and becomes
the government, has never evidenced
any capacity for self-government or

ments, and against the
only of our institutions.

most

important

and

vital

before this country (or
any other) is the character of its
the quality of its quanpopulation,

question

Kings and empires have come
and have gone, the work of art and
the device of the few. Nature and
tity.

racial characteristics, perpetuated

natural

propagation,
wreck of empires.

The enemies

of

survive

society

it

will

strike

strike

of

the

unexpecting or even unsuspecting
victim; but society forewarned, forearmed, and taking the initiative in
attack, would in self-defence baffle

and suppress

its

enemies;

who

strong imperialism of Napoleon.
Both are latent tendencies only

defensive position.

admitted that

awaiting

it is

proper and necessary, or politically
right to exclude the common-class
Chinese.

\O

French kings ran to its extreme in
the French Revolution, the reaction
from the anarchy brought back the

will

not, therefore permit society to be
at peace, but force the fighting in
order to put and to keep it in the
It is generally

is

citizens is to watch, to
that
righteousness, not vioprovide
lence nor anarchy, shall rule. The
Teutonic elements which predominated at the formation of the
United States, were almost the only
peoples with the capacity for a
self-government which steered clear
of despotism on the one hand and
anarchy on the other. Most of
history is the chronicle of the swingThe
ing from one to the other.
reaction from the despotism of the

order are aggressive from the very
nature of their case, as the indispensable condition of their success; for
the attacking party knows where

and when

How

duty as

by
the

and

enemies

America better than Italy or Russia,
with real Americanism, the original
American character and institutions,
overthrown? We talk about Nihilism in Russia, with the assassination
We forget the anarchof one Czar.
ism in America, which has assassinated three Presidents, and they
Our first, our immediate
of the best.

stable government.

The

Ammratt Nation

Jutur? of

Ijat ta tlje

favorable

-

conditions

for

Already in our country and before our sight are tendencies toward mob rule; e. g., in strikes
on the one hand and toward a strong
centralized government on the other,
Real manhood,
sensibly apparent.
strong and right of heart and mind,
development.

is
quite as proper,
necessary or politically
right to exclude more violent and

It

judicious,

aliens than they.
The
most imminent danger of strife,
even war, is from within not from

dangerous

is
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the

demand of the times.
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time like this demands

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands;
Men whom the love of office cannot kill;

Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy
Men who possess opinions and a will;
Men who have honor; men who will not lie;
Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking!
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog
;

In public duty, and in private thinking
For while the rabble with their thumb- worn creeds,
Their large professions and their little deeds,
:

Mingle in

Wrong

selfish strife, lo

rules the land,

!

Freedom weeps,

and waiting Justice

sleeps

!

JOHN G. HOLLAND.
were written a generation ago, but they embody the living spirit of all the
The moths of greed and strife have always
eaten at the foundation of all civilizations, but manhood has never failed to answer the
call when humanity itself is in peril.
The phrase, "wrong rules the land," is one that is
frequently heard in every generation and which has never failed to arouse the heart of the
populace to arise and overthrow the vampire that threatens its life. This is the cry throughout America today, although America has in fact been the conqueror of "wrong" whenever
it has turned its might against it, and stands today upholding the
triumphant standard of
Justice which it is carrying in the forward march of civilization.
These

ages.

lines

The world always needs strong men.
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JUDGE DANIEL

J.

DONAHOE
O

MlDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
Author of "An Appeal to the Americans" and many patriotic odes
in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY

'OTHING is just that violates God's law.
And no injustice, whatsoever power
Be used to enforce it, can, as law, demand
Obedience from the people. When the prophet
Down from Mount Sinai came, with blinding rays
Out of his features, new from God's high presence,
He spake the everlasting law of justice
"Thou shalt not kill; thou shalt not steal; thou shalt
Not be unchaste; thou shalt not bear false witness."
The conservation of these laws is justice;
The violation, crime the capital sins
That wreck the soul, and drag the human race
:-

Down from

the light of God pride, covetousness,
Lust, anger, envy, gluttony and sloth.
No law that rests its base on one of these
Can stand as worthy of honor. If such laws
Exist among the people, let them die.
And let us rise as men with manly souls,
And make our laws in honor.
Judge Donahoe is one of the most analytical of the contemporary American poets, and
his stirring lines are frequently addressed to the American people through THE JOURNAL
OF AMERICAN HISTORY. The words that he here utters are from the strong, stout heart of
an American patriot who calls his beloved compatriots to the higher duty of Justice and
Truth in the legislative enactments with which the people are bound together in communistic brotherhood.
Judge Donahoe's appeal is for the higher sense of Duty and Right in
the halls of legislation, with a patriot's warning that man will not submit to edicts that do
not conform to the inherent principles of Honor and Justice. It is the voice of the generation echoed through the words of a poet whose heart is always with humanity.
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iUarriora at Attwriran Uniolutimt
These prints of warriors of the American Revolution, in the original
colors of tht-ir military uniforms, are from the Collection of Historic Prints
in the Possession of Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
The
drawings are from the originals stiil in existence and are made by Harry
A. Ogden for record in Dr. Avery's new "History of the United States.
This print is of the Hessian Grenadiers in Rail's Regiment who came to
the Western Continent with the British Army to suppress the American
There was a military system in the ancient principalities
Revolutionists.
of Germany, Austria and Prussia, whereby the Princes leased out their
Great Britain, finding her own resources
armies for fighting purposes.
insufficient to suppress the spirit of Liberty in the New World, purchased
soldiers
at an expense of more than
of
these
"Hessian"
1,800,000
29,800
and hurried them to America where they were ordered to the battleMore than a third of them never returned to their home-land
line.

AMERICAN TROOPERS AT BATTLE OF GERMANTOWN

Uniform of the First Troop of the Philadelphia Light
Horse which came to the defense of Washington
when the British attempted a Napoleonic
project for sweeping the American Army
from existence and crushing
the Spirit of Liberty in 1777

Color Print! from Collection

..f

Mr. Cburles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio

AMERICAN SOLDIER AT BATTLE OF BRANDYWINE

Uniform of the Fourth Regiment of Light Dragoons
under Colonel Moylan, in 1777, when the roar of
the artillery swept through the streets of
Philadelphia and the Birthplace of the
Declaration of Independence was
thrown into consternation

Drawings by Harry A. Ogden

for record In Dr. Arery's

"

History of the United Stale.

'

BRITISH GRENADIER IN CONQUEST OF THE SOUTH

Uniform

of a Grenadier of the

Twenty-Third Foot under the
These warriors fought gallantly
in the campaign of Cornwallis in the Southern
States and were on the firing line at the
decisive battle of Guilford Court House
which forced the British to abandon the
Carolinas and move towards sur-

colors

of

the

King-

render at Yorktown in 1781

R*prod urt ton from Colleclion of Historic Prints in Possession of
Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
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WALTER

H. FILMING, A. M., PH. D.
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA

Professor of History in the Louisiana State University
Member o_f the American Historical Association
Author of investigation into the "Relation of Jefferson Davis to his Slaves"
in
r

THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY

HE

semi-centennial of the outbreak of the Civil War of the United
States is now approaching.
It is fifty years ago that the American
nation was meeting its crisis.
The race problem, which has been
one of the enigmas of civilization since the beginning of the world,
was dividing the republic into two economic forces, both of which
were working heroically to avert the clash at arms which seemed to

Statesmen from the North and South were seeking
be inevitable.
the peaceful solution through constitutional provision, both true to the principles for which the republic was founded, and differing only in their interpretations of them.

o

It has been impossible to secure a true perspective of this great economic
problem, owing to the nearness of the crisis. Dr. Fleming, professor of history
at the Louisiana State University, has been investigating a phase of the subject
that is little known to the American people, and yet it is one of the most
important. It is a historical record of the conscientious attempts of the North
This record is given to the American
and the South to avert the Civil War.
people on this anniversary through the pages of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
It is one of the most important historical documents of the times
HISTORY.
and should have a notable effect in bringing the North and South to a better
understanding.
In these investigations, Dr. Fleming presents Lincoln in his truest and
greatest character as an American statesman, seeking the solution to the
problem of the ages that would be fair and equitable to both the whites and the
Dr. Fleming presents Lincoln as a deportablacks, the North and the South.
tionist as well as an abolitionist; as a political economist as well as a moralist.
This phase of Lincoln's character has seldom been developed, and this semicentennial record gives us an entirely new viewpoint of the conditions that
existed fifty years ago, and pays a high tribute to American character
a character that has in a half-century outgrown all prejudice and malice, and
become cemented into one great working force for the upbuilding of the
EDITOR
nation, and the furtherance of the American spirit of civilization.
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.EPORTATION and

society was to encourage emancipation by providing a way to get the
freed negroes out of the country.
Prominent men, such as Jefferson,

col-

onization of the negroes
as a solution of the race

problem

is

not a modern

Adams, Madison and Clay, supported
the work of the society.
Most of
its members, however, were from the
North and from the border slave
states, few being in the plantation
states; and branches of the society
were found in all those states which

It is as old as the
plan.
feeling
against
slavery

and the prejudice against
the negro race. Had the slaves been
of the same race as the masters,
there would have been no suggestion
of deportation and colonization; the
history of the unfree white classes

had numbers of free negroes.
The sentiment that resulted

in the
formation of the Colonization Society
also caused Congress to provide
for the return to Africa of certain free
negroes and slaves captured from
slave traders.
The society was used
by Congress as its agent, fifty dollars
being paid for each negro carried

Europe and America shows what
the solution would have been. But
in regard to black slaves there was
another problem besides that of
status it was that of race.
Was
it possible for two free races unlike
in many respects to inhabit the same
in

without racial conflicts?
emancipation this was the
problem that had to be solved.

territory

back to Africa and there subsisted
one year. Under this arrange-

After

for

ment the society organized Liberia,
and by 1860 had carried about 18,000

Most people of the colonial period
and the early Nineteenth Century
who opposed slavery believed that
deportation must follow emancipation.
Thomas Jefferson for example
believed that slavery would not be
permanent, that the slaves would
become free, but that they could not
,

negroes to that place.
During and
after the war about 2,000 more were
transported.
The small numbers show that the
society did not solve the free negro
problem. For this failure there were
several reasons:
First, free negroes,
hard as was their condition in America
seldom wanted to go to Africa, and

,

be free in the country of the masters
that the two races could not live
together on terms of equality.
Colonization of free negroes in
tropical countries was a New England

;

suggestion.

It

was

first

none except negroes captured from
slavers could be forced to go; second,
the work of the society was hindered
by the growth of radical abolition
sentiment during and after the

publicly

mentioned in 1770, by Reverend
Samuel Hopkins of Newport, Rhode
Island, and for several years an
agitation on a small scale was carried
on by him. Considerable interest
was aroused in the scheme and men
who were opposed to slavery and

thirties.

tain

involved in emancipation.
of this feeling developed the
American Colonization Society, which
ties

Out

organized

1803 and 1817.

The

extent,

abolitionists, to a cer-

denied

the

principle

upon which the Colonization Society
was founded, which was that the
black race was inferior to the white,
and that in American society there
was no place for the free blacks.
The society was accused of encouraging race prejudice and thus

to the presence of negroes accepted
it as the proper solution of the difficul-

was

Qj

strengthening the bonds of slavery.

The active efforts of the abolitionists,
and the introduction of the slavery

between

gradually
The object of this
198

i

9-

K3,

weak-

question into partisan
ened the society and
regard for the rights
However, up to the

caused greater
of the negro.
Civil War con-

tracts were regularly

made between

politics,

Colonization Society and the
Department of the Interior for the1
return of captured slaves to Africa.
Some free negroes were sent to the
Island of Trinidad where the English
were extremely anxious to obtain
better trained labor than could be
had from the natives. 3 In 1862,
when the question came up of acquiring territory for negro colonies,
Senator Doolittle asserted that President Jackson had proposed, in a
Cabinet meeting, to purchase land

the

^

\^

I

in

8

Mexico

The

for colonizing free negroes.
free negroes themselves were

not content with the position offered
them in the Northern free states
before the Civil War. A National
Emigration Convention of colored
people, held in Cleveland, Ohio, in
1854, published an "Address" giving
the views of the blacks in regard to
the situation in America and stating
their hopes for the race in a new
It was their conviction
country.
that the United States offered no
hope to the race. "No people can

be free," they said, "who themselves
do not constitute an essential part of
the ruling element of the country in
A people
which they live.
to be free must be their own rulers."
In America the blacks, slave and free,
would always be subordinates to the
white, and "the white race will
only respect those who oppose their
usurpation, and acknowledge as equals
those who will not submit to their

...

\.o-

^ \V

Q
f

ill

rule."

negro

The
in

position

the

North,

of

the

the free
address

Ho. Ex. Doc., 37 Cong., 2 Sess.
'Ho. Report No. 148, 37 Cong., 2

Sess.,

p. 24.

Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., pt.

App.

p. 85.

4,

stated, was precarious; often they
were kidnapped and sold as slaves

Some friends of the
to the South.
race wanted to see the blacks absorbed into the white race, but this
agreed was imposon terms of equality. Were
master and slave of the same race,
laws might easily destroy class differences, but such was not the case;
the convention
sible

the negro was set apart by his color,
which the law could not change, and
this marked him for the prejudice of
the whites. Besides, the leaders said,
the race should not be destroyed; it
had a mission, "in the true principles
of morals, correctness of thought,

and law or civil government,
there is no doubt but that the black
race will yet instruct the world."
religion,

The Cleveland Convention declared
that sooner or later would come a
struggle between the colored and
white races for control of the world;
for the colored races were twice as
numerous as the overlording whites,
and would not much longer submit
to the rule of the minority and there
was no hope of justice from the
white race which for 2,000 years
had been encroaching upon the
In order to attain
colored races.
national existence and to be ready
for the great conflict, the convention
declared that a proper home for the
race must be found, a center for
And such a place
organization.
could be only where the black race
was in the majority and could conThe part
stitute the ruling element.
of the world best suited to this purpose was tropical America the West
Indies, Central America, and part of
South America where they considered the whites worthless, a negro
being regarded as the equal of the
white, and as a citizen often preferred,
owing to the jealousy of outside
interference and the consequent desire "to put a check to European
;

ttenpta In At*rt

%

Mar

Oltufl

when governor

presumption and insufferable Yankee
and impudence."
That the blacks could maintain a

ttt

Ammra

of Tennessee, in 1856,

intrusion

was

national existence in tropical America
the members of the convention were

press a threatened rising of the slaves.
Investigation disclosed the fact that
they really hoped to exterminate
the slaves, and to protect the latter,
Johnson had to call out the militia.

certain.

They had

their

own

racial

merits and in addition much of the
civilization of the whites; and they
had never failed to thrive, whether
It was bein freedom or slavery.
lieved that they would find no trouble
in controlling the whites of the tropics.
In conclusion, the address declared:
"This is a fixed fact in the zodiac of
the political heavens, that the blacks
and colored people are the stars
which must ever most conspicuously
twinkle in the firmament of this
4
division of the western hemisphere."

The Address

Lincoln was in his opinions representative

Born

Kentucky and

tension of slavery to

attempts, etc., tropical America
rather than Liberia was being considered as the future refuge of free
blacks.

War

Northern

and

sentiment.
living in

a

new

territories,

he did not, until forced to it as a war
measure, favor abolition in the slave
states.
It was his opinion that the
physical differences of black and white
were so great that the two races
could never live together in harmony
on terms of equality. During the
debates with Douglas he said that
his first impulse, if the negroes should
be freed, would be to send them to
Liberia.
"Let us be brought to
believe it is morally right and at
the same time favorable to or at
least not against our interest to
transfer the African to his native

interesting as showmany of the free
negro leaders, and of the whites who
advised them; it also shows that,
perhaps because of the filibustering

Before the Civil

in

both

anti-slavery

border state of the North, he understood better than most anti-slavery
people, conditions among the nonslaveholders.
While opposing the ex-

is

doubtful
Northern anti-slavery people, except the
radical abolitionists, would have advocated wholesale emancipation without deportation. To the Southern
non-slaveholder who had no sympathy with slavery, and to the border
state people generally, the free negro
was a bugbear; slavery was to him
only an attempted solution of the race
problem, and if slavery were done
with the negro must go.
away
5
As evidence of the non-slaveholder's dislike of negroes, Senator
Doolittle, during the debates of 1862
it is

any considerable number

of

Southern

ing the opinions of

if

upon by the non-slavearms with which to re-

called
holders for

of

and we shall find a way to
however great the task may
be."* Lincoln never abandoned these
clime,

do

it

views.

The advocates of gradual emancipation recognized that in order to
meet the popular objection to free
negroes some practical plan of procedure must be offered. Deportation
and colonization outside of the United
States was the usual plan suggested.
During the fifties another argument

on deportation, declared, apparently

was offered to support this measure
was that American free negro
colonies in the tropics would serve

upon authority, that Andrew Johnson

it

4
The Address is printed in Ho. Rept.
No. 148, 37 Cong., 2 Sess.
5
Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. 4,

Speech, June 28,
Hay, Vol. VI, p. 354.
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to extend American civilization

American

and

...

and

political

institutions

through all the torrid zone."
A correspondent in the New York
Courier and Inquirer, July 23. 1857,
voiced a like sentiment when he wrote
:

"But the great consideration

that
which men appear resolved to conceal
from themselves. It shows us that
this negro race must necessarily take
possession of the tropical regions
to which they may be transported.
They will expel the whites by the
same law of nature which has given
the blacks exclusive possession of
is

.

corresponding

latitudes

in

.

Africa.

[We may hope that the South

will

want to give up slavery. If so, the
West Indies and South America are
the places for the negroes.]
It
is therefore of the highest importance
that those regions be kept open for
that contingency." 7
The border state and Western
Republicans were, before 1860, strongThe most
ly in favor of deportation.
advocates
were
Montprominent
gomery Blair, F. P. Blair and J. R.
Doolittle.
Their letters have many
references to the colonization scheme.
For example, in 1859, F. P. Blair
wrote to Doolittle: "I am delighted
that you are pressing the colonization
.

.

scheme in your campaign speeches.
I touched upon it three or four times
in my addresses in Minnesota, and
if I am any judge of effect, it is the
finest theme with which to get at
the hearts of the people and [it] can
'Quoted
2 Sess.

in

Olrtata

be defended with success at

commerce.

In 1857,
Horace Greeley in the Tribune, said
on this subject: "It is obvious that
in this great body of civilized nea most
groes we have.
powerful and essential instrument
toward extending ourselves, our ideas,
our civilization, our commerce, industry,

American

ify?

I

made

it

all

points.

the culminating

point and inevitable result of Republican doctrine."
Montgomery Blair wrote to Doolittle about the same date that the
North should demand that the free
negroes sent to that section by the
South should be colonized by the
general government, "where they

can have political rights and where
manhood would have the stimulant of high objects attainable to develop it, [and] it would rally the North
as one man to our ranks.
It would
do more to them than ten thousand
speeches to define accurately our
objects, and disabuse the minds of
the great body of the Southern
people of the issues south that the
Republicans wish to set negroes free
among them to be their equals, and
consequently their rulers when they
are numerous. This is the only
point needing elucidation and comprehension by the Southern people
to make us as strong at the South as
at the North.
If we can commit
our party distinctly to this I will
undertake for Maryland in I860." 8
The Civil War began and the "contrabands" at once became a burden
and a problem. The deportation
solution was again proposed by such
men as President Lincoln and Senators

O

their

Blair,

by

and Pomeroy, and
Unionists of the
and numerous other

Doolittle

anti-slavery

border states,
individuals.
In

December

his

first

message,

1861, Lincoln suggested
that provision be made for the colonization of freed negroes in a conIn order to do this
genial climate.
he stated that territory would have
to be acquired.
And in regard to
colonization and the purchase of
8,

he asked, "does not the
expediency amount to absolute necesterritory,

Ho. Rept. No. 148, 37 Cong.,
Pub. of So. Hist. Soc., September, 1906.
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A week later Senator Harlan,
sity ?"'
of Iowa, introduced a bill authorizing
the President to acquire territory for
It
the settlement of freed negroes.
was referred to the committee on ter10
and at the time nothing
ritories

non-slaveholders would be impressed
it, they thought; and no doubt
they would have been had the
conditions been more favorable."
This feeling is reflected in the law of
June 7, 1862, providing for the sale
of lands by the direct tax commissioners and the setting aside of onefourth of the proceeds raised in each
state to be paid after the war to the
state to aid in colonizing the blacks. 14
Lincoln was not content with this
inducement to emancipation, and
he had another bill introduced by
White of Indiana, who explained that
the purpose was to assist emancipation and colonization of the freedmen.
By the measure it was proposed to
appropriate $180,000,000 to purchase
the 6,000,000 slaves belonging to
Unionist owners in the border states,
and $20,000,000 to be used in colonizing "beyond the limits of the
United States," the negroes thus
freed.
White declared that $20,000,000 thus expended would repay the
nation "a hundredfold in commerce."
Evidently he had in mind a negro colonial system in the American tropics.

by

more was done.
Early in 1862 the matter of deportation was again brought up in connection with the abolition of slavery
in
act,

the

District

of

approved April

Columbia.
16, 1861,

The
which

abolished slavery in the Federal
District also made an appropriation
of $100,000 to be expended under
Lincoln's direction in colonizing such
negroes of the District of Columbia
as might wish to go to Liberia,

r

o

Hayti, etc., the expense was not to
exceed one hundred dollars each. 11
Lincoln did not think this a sufficient
sum, so he had a bill introduced
which became a law on July 16, 1862. u
This law appropriated $500,000
for colonization purposes in addition
to the $100,000 previously voted.
The next day, July 17th, another act
was approved which authorized the
President to colonize abroad the
negroes made free by the confiscation acts.
The proceeds from confiscated property were to be turned
into the Treasury to replace the ap-

The

propriations made for colonization.
Lincoln and many of his supporters
firmly believed that the offer to
separate the races would make many

who had been opposed

to

such a

measure willing to accept an emancipation policy; even the Confederate
Lincoln, Complete Works, Vol. II, p.
Hay Edition).
"Cong. Globe, December 10, 1861, p. 36.
"Statutes-at-Large, 37 Cong., 2 Sess.,
p. 378; Official Records, Series III, Vol.
II, p. 276; Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess.,
pt. 4, App. 348.
"Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. 4,
pp 410, 413; Official Records, Ser. IIL Vol.
II, p. 885; Statutes-at-Large, 37 Cong., 2
Sess., p. 582.

93 (Nicholay

bill

was

favorably

reported

from committee, but did not become
a law, probably because of the other
colonization measures enacted about
the same time. 15
White also made, July 16, 1862,
an elaborate report as chairman of
the Committee on Emancipation and
Colonization.
This Committee had
been appointed pursuant to a resolution of the House, April 7, 1862,
said to have been framed by Mr.
Lincoln.
It was directed to report
upon three matters: (1) emancipation in the border states and Ten-

&

13
See Doolittle's Speeches in Cong.
Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. 4, App. pp.
83, 94.

Statutes-at-Large,

37 Cong., 2

Sess.,

p. 425.

"Cong. Globe, July 16, 1862, pp. 3394,
Ho. Kept., 37 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 32.

3395.
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nessee, (2) the practicability of colonizing freed negroes, and (3) whether
the United States should aid emancipation and colonization. The committee reported that of the 1,200,000
slaves in the border states about
half had been confiscated, removed to
the far South, etc., while the other
half belonged to "loyal" owners and

if

the position of the border and Southern states in regard to emancipation;
that much of the opposition to emancipation was due to a fear of too

ordained, the presence of a race among
us who cannot, and ought not to be
admitted to our social and political
privileges will be a perpetual source
of injury and inquietude to both.
This is a question of color, and is
unaffected by the relation of master

dice of caste

The introduction of the
bond or free, into the

of labor with the white
the opprobrium of the latter;
and we cannot believe that thousands
of non-slaveholding citizens in the
rebellious states are fighting to continue the negro within our limits in a
state of vassalage, but more probably
from a vague apprehension that he
is to become their competitor in his
own right. [We believe that the
white man can furnish all our labor
and that] "the highest interest of
the white races
requires that
the whole country be held and occuThe
pied by those races alone
most formidable difficulty which lies
in the way of emancipation in most,
field

is

.

.

becomes stronger, and

recommended colonizaand South America
and on the Gulf Islands and thus
committee

tion in Central

"restore to the tropics its
children."
In those lands, it
declared, the whites

own

was
had degenerated,

but negroes had thrived.
The
American negroes had become civilized they had learned to work they
had our language, our religion, and
many of our habits and customs, so
that "no one should doubt their
capacity to maintain a free and in-

.

.

.

more intolerant
opinion
public
to the negro race."
[Emancipation, therefore, without colonization
can offer little to the negro race.
A revolution of the blacks might
result, but only to their undoing.]
To avoid these troubles, to convince the poor whites that emancipation would not harm them, and to
give the negro an opportunity, the

negro, whether

.

the

masters when denied equal rights
but the Anglo-Saxon will never give
his consent to negro equality, and]
"the recollections of the former relation of master and slave will be
perpetuated by the changeless color
"To appreof the Ethiop's skin."
ciate and understand this difficulty, it
is only necessary for one to observe
that in proportion as the legal barriers established by slavery have been
removed by emancipation, the preju-

would result in economic competiIt was the
tion between the races.
committee's opinion that apart from
the antipathy which nature has

same

is

83?

history where liberated slaves have
lived in harmony with their former

close association of races, and possible
intermixture, and to the feeling of
the whites especially in the border
and free states that emancipation

man

the slave states,

.

emancipated and colonized.
The committee explained at length

slave.

all

which obtains, especially among

those who own no slaves, that if
the negroes shall become free they
must still continue in our midst, and
... in some measure be made equal
to the Anglo-Saxon race.
The
belief [in the inferiority of the negro
race] is indelibly fixed upon the
public mind." [The differences of
the races separate them as with a
wall of fire; there is no instance in

ment,

and

not in

belief

should be paid for by the govern-

0:
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The sections of Central
public."
and South America discussed by the
committee were Yucatan, Cozumel,
Venezuela; and Chiriqui, a province
in New Grenada
(Panama), near
Costa Rica. In the latter country
large tracts of land had been granted
to the Chiriqui Improvement Company, an American corporation, for
The comcolonization purposes.
mittee was not disturbed by any consideration of the desires or rights of
the whites in the countries selected
for the blacks.
Besides the solution of the problem
of emancipation and the future of the
negro race, the committee believed
that other benefits would result
from tropical colonization. First, the
governments of the Latin-American

would be more stable

if

in

Ammra

the abolitionists nor of the great
Had the Republican
slaveholders.
party openly advocated such a policy
in 1856-1860 the non-slaveholding
whites of the South would never
have supported and forced the secesThe committee was
sion movement.
composed of men from the border
Besides White of Indiana,
states.
the chairman, there were Blair of
Missouri, Lehman of Pennsylvania,
Fisher of Delaware, Whaley of West
Virginia, Casey of Kentucky, Clemens of Tennessee, and Leary of
Maryland. These were types of the
border state men who supported the
war, disliked the radical abolitionists,

dependent government under the
guidance and patronage of our Re-

states

diml War

and who, during the reconstruction
became bitter
controversy, often
Democrats. 16

To the Interior Department, Lincoln entrusted the execution of the
colonization acts referred to above.

under

Secretary Smith employed a Reverend James Mitchell, who later
proved to be very troublesome, as
"agent of emigration," and Mitchell
set up what he called an "emigration office."
The public printer
bound for the use of the Department
5, pOO copies of a publication called,
"The White and African Races,"
no copy of which can now be found.
As soon as the appropriations for

the supervision of the United States.
Second, into the Southern states
white immigrants would come, and
free labor would be substituted for
slave labor, the evil economic effects
of which might be observed by comparing Kentucky and Ohio, Massachusetts and South Carolina.
Third, considerable commerce would
be carried on with these black
colonies, populated by 5,000,000 negroes desirous of obtaining the manufactured goods of the United States,
thus giving an advantage to American
trade similar to that given to England
by her colonies. And this commerce
would be needed after the war, for
many military industries would then
cease, and for years the Southern
trade, owing to the destruction by
war, would be worth but little.
The views as to race relations exhibited in the above report were,
and still are to a certain extent, the
views of the average white living in
contact, or possible contact with
negroes; they were not the views of

colonization were passed, numerous
offers were made to the government
by individuals and companies desirous of obtaining grants of money
for taking negroes out of the United
States, or by those in foreign countries
who wanted to get laborers. The
President of Guatemala offered
several thousand acres of his own
land for an experiment in colonization.
To F. P. Blair, Junior, he
sent the following proposition Each
negro family should have, free of
rent, a town lot of two to six acres, and
:

"For the report
No. 148, 37 Cong., 2
204

in full, see
Sess.

Ho. Rept.

some money could be made out of the
business, sent an agent to the District of Columbia, who found sixty
negroes willing to go. The Haytian
government promised fifteen acres
of land to each head of a family,
and six acres to each unmarried
man.
Political rights were guaranteed.
From 1861 to 1864 several
independent colonies went to Hayti,
but these were not assisted by the
United States government. 1'
The Dutch minister offered to make

timber for fences and houses; farm
lands would be rented to the negroes
at reasonable rates, or they would be
hired for $12 to $14 a month; supplies would be furnished until the
17
negroes could produce their own.
The American Colonization Society
offered to carry the freedmen to
Liberia and subsist them for six
months for $ 100 each. Lincoln asked
the authorities of this society to
submit a plan for carrying the blacks
to Africa, and through them agents
were sent to Liberia to investigate
conditions with a view to settling
a large colony on the St. John River.
Lincoln and Secretary Smith finally
accepted the proposition of the Colonization Society to transport neHowever,
groes at $100 per head.
only a few hundred negroes could be
Officers
persuaded to go to Liberia.
of the Society were authorized by
the Secretary of the Interior to go
to Fortress Monroe to get negroes, but
Stanton, who did not approve the
deportation plan, refused to allow the
officers to go within the military
lines at Fortress Monroe, so that
their operations were confined to the

a contract with the United States
government to carry laborers to
Surinam, but his proposition was
refused.
The officers of tramp
steamers going to Australia wanted
to take negroes from Hilton Head and
Fernandina, but were not allowed
to do so.
Both the Maryland and
the Pennsylvania Colonization Societies applied for assistance in getting
their charges out of the country,
which was refused on the ground
that only District of Columbia negroes and those freed by the confiscation acts could be transported
at public expense.
Eli Thayer, of
Kansas Emigration fame, planned
to plant a negro colony in Florida,
but it never materialized. Hiram
Ketchum, of the American West
India Company of New York, was
allowed to take negroes to San

District of Columbia. 18

Numerous other propositions were
A New York association
offered to take negroes to San Domin-

made.

go for twenty dollars each, give to
each one fifty acres of land, and
Another
guarantee employment.

New York company wanted

to

to raise cotton, and a like
was given to the British
Honduras Company.
To the Danish government permission seems to have been granted

Domingo

privilege

sell

land in Costa Rica to the United
States government. A Mr.
Burr
offered fifteen square miles in British
Honduras for $75,000. Several offers
came from South America. The
President of Hayti, thinking that

its

o

17

to take volunteer laborers (to whom
the appropriations did not apply)
to the sugar plantations of St. Croix
on the following terms: contracts
to be made for one year, at the end
of which time the laborer might

Publications of the Southern History

Ass'n,

November, 1905.

change

"Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 55, 39 Cong., 1
Sess. A. Hansen, Consul to Liberia, to
Doolittle, April 30, 1863, in Pub. Southern

nine hours of
to be given; laborers

employers;

work a day was

;

Hist. Ass'n,

"New York

November, 1905.
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Tribune, February 28, 1862.
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were to have "patches;" no whipping
to be allowed, except upon
Charles W.
sentence of an officer.
Kimbell,
formerly United States
Consul to Guadaloupe, wanted the
same privileges that were granted
to Denmark, and asked to be sent to
Martinique and Guadaloupe to "make
the necessary arrangements for the
reception of sixty or eighty thousand
emigrants free of all charges of transportation to the United States."

was

In commenting upon these propositions, Secretary Smith
Act of April 16 may be

said:

"The

regarded but
as the commencement of a great
national scheme which may ultimately relieve the United States of the
20
colored
population."
surplus
None of the parties above mentioned,
except the American Colonization
Society, had the direct support of
the United States government. They
carried out some negroes, how many
impossible to say, for no records
were kept, but certainly not many
hundred.
The government, on its own ac-

it is

count,

made two

distinct efforts to

settle negroes outside of the

United

States one colony was to be planted
in Central America and another on
Isle a Vache or Cow Island, near
the southwest coast of Hayti. Lininterested in the
coln was most
proposed Central American settlement, and used his influence with

Congress and with the leading free
negroes to secure a colony there.
He brought the matter up in a cabinet
meeting, but the members were not

much
83?

interested."

On August

14,
in-

1862 a delegation of negroes was
vited to see Lincoln in regard to

dtuti

Mar

let them go
have equality;
except for slavery there would have
been no war, and further trouble
might be expected if the races remained together; for a few leading
negroes, living in comfort, to oppose
colonization was selfish, they ought to
sacrifice their own comfort for the
good of the race; if they, free negroes,
would go away the whites would be
willing to emancipate all; the more
capable negroes ought to go first, not
the newly freed, and Liberia was a
good place, but at present he (Lincoln) was thinking of Central America,
where the white people had no objection to the blacks and where the
blacks could hope for equality. 22
The border state congressmen were

given equal rights, so

where

they

assured

by the President that

colony.
Pomeroy issued an address
to the negroes of the United States
advising them to adopt the Pres24

In a letter
suggestions.
to Doolittle, to whom he gave credit
for the passage of the colonization
ident's

his views

on the
matter.
"Others, he said, wanted
only freedom for the blacks he himself wanted for them, rights and enjoyments. Can he secure them with
laws,

Pomeroy gave

;

39 Cong.,

p. 205.

"See Nicholay & Hay, Vol. VI, p. 123;
Chase's Diary, July 21, 1862.

if

states should emancipate the
negroes, plenty of room could be
found for them in Central America. 23
Doolittle and Pomeroy began active
efforts to get negroes to organize a

" Lincoln,
Sess.

would

their

p. 222.

1

Amertra

the Central American settlement.
Colonization was necessary, he told
them plainly, because the blacks
and whites were so different that
each suffered from the other; in
this country the negroes were nowhere

Report from Interior Department on
Colonization, in Sen. Ex. Doc., No. 55,
*>

in

Complete

"Lincoln, Complete

Works, Vol.

II,

Vol.

II.

Works,

M Moore, Rebellion Record,
V, p. 65.

1862,

Vol.

%0;

man ?

the white

ings of two
of History!

colored

men

doomed

to a

No hope

What

are the teach-

hundred and fifty years
Only this, that the free
of the

states are
labor.

free

life of servile

of

elevation.

.

.

.

I

.

am

for the negro's securing his rights
and his nationality in the clime of
his nativity on the soil of the tropics.
.
Nothing will restore this
union but a probable solution of the
problem what shall be the destiny
.

.

colored

the

of

race

on this

There was

active opposition
to the deportation plan. A letter
to Senator Doolittle from a Wisconlittle

sin judge will illustrate the views
of some of those who thought that in

hesitating about emancipation Congress was "fooling away time catering
to Kentucky traitors." The writer
believed that emancipated negroes
would remain in the South where the
whites could not work, and that there

would be no danger
North.

i

of

them coming

He adds:

"With all due deference to your
notions of colonization, I think you
can't but believe that by abolishing
slavery in the Southern states the
j *--*

85

states would be cleared
of the present free black population

Northern

[and thus would be ended
the fear of those who believe that if
freed many of the negroes would
come North]. I should favor the
.

.

Improvement Company offered to
colonize negroes in Chiriqui province,

New

continent?" 25
to;

At first Lincoln was anxious to
purchase territory for settlement in
order that the United States government might exercise control over
the negro colonies, but he was prevented from doing this in Central
America by the terms of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty which prohibited
the United States from exercising
control over any part of it. 27 When
A. W. Thompson of the Chiriqui

.

appropriation of two dollars to educate and aid the negroes to live
on and cultivate the Southern soil,
for one dollar that I would appropriate to forward Frank Blair's useless scheme of sending negroes out
2'
of the country."

"Pub. So. Hist. Ass'n, November, 1905.
"David Noggle to J. R. Doolittle, in
Pub. So. Hist. Ass'n, July, 1904. See also
Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., App. pp.
89 and 93.

Granada, Lincoln accepted the
Thompson claimed to have
control of 2,000,000 acres on the
isthmus beyond the line of Central
America, and thus not subject to the
terms of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty.
The land had on it some coal deposits and Thompson was anxious
to get a contract to supply the Navy
with coal. If he could get the coal
contract, and a negro colony to supply
the labor for mining it, he thought all
should be pleased. Lincoln accepted
the offer of Senator Pomeroy to
supervise the colonization without
offer.

charge.

The contract made with ThompSeptember 12, 1862, was framed

son,

to safeguard the rights of the neIt contained the following
groes.
Pomeroy, or some other
provisions
of
the
President, was to inagent
vestigate conditions and supervise
the settlement; Thompson was to
be responsible for the conduct of
the colonists, and the United States
was not to be compromised with
:

New

Granada; Equality of

citizen-

was to be secured for the blacks
Thompson was to give land with good
titles to the negroes
twenty acres
ship

;

to each adult male, forty acres to the
head of a family with five children,
and eighty acres to each head of

family with more than five children;
"Sen. Ex. Doc. No.

55, 39 Cong., 2 Sess.

I have selected
a pioneer party,"
but Seward, he said, had suspended
colonization on account of the attitude of the governments in Central
America. 28
Professor Joseph Henry, of the
Smithsonian Institute, put a stop
to the Chiriqui scheme by declaring
that the coal on Thompson's propSo ended the
erty was worthless.
attempt to settle negroes in Central
America.
What became of the
$25,000 is not known. Pomeroy's
accounts had not been settled in
He seems to have lost Lin1870.
coln's confidence, and there is no
evidence that any negroes were

The United States would pay the

QI

13,700 applicants.

surveying the lands according to the United States land
system, and as fast as land should be
settled the Washington government
would pay one dollar per acre for
not more than 100,000 acres, thirty
per cent, to go to Thompson, and
seventy per cent, to be used in making
roads and wharves.
Further, when
Pomeroy should report that one
settlement had been made, then the
United States would lend to Thompson $50,000 to aid in the development of coal mines, this sum to be
repaid in coal for the use of the navy.
To Pomeroy was given control of
the expedition and its finances.
Secretary Smith instructed him that
his expenses, but no salary, would be
paid, that he was authorized to
organize the colony and supervise
it, and that if he found Chiriqui unsuited he might take the negroes
elsewhere, though not to Guatemala
or Salvador, which had made obThe
jections to negro colonization.
Treasury Department immediately
placed $25,000 at the disposal of
costs

of

of

them 500

for

sent to Chiriqui. 29
The colonization on Isle a Vache
promised to be more successful than
the Central America attempt. Of
several propositions to carry negroes
to Hayti, Lincoln preferred that of
(or Koch) who had
Vache from the Haytian
The
government for twenty years.
island was about twelve miles from

Bernard Kock

leased Isle a

Aux Cayes on

the mainland, conabout one hundred square
miles, had good soil for cotton culture,
and was not subject to epidemics.
tained

Pomeroy. During September, 1862,
he paid $14,000 of this amount to
Thompson, and on April 4, 1864, he
paid Thompson and W. E. Gay lord
$8,732.37, this being the remainder
of the $25,000.
He himself had expended about $2,300.
Secretary Seward sent out circulars to the Central American states
and to England, France, Denmark

On December

31,

1862,

Lincoln,

anxious to get the colonization experiment started, made a contract
with Kock to carry 5,000 negroes
to his island, for $50 per head.
Kock
was to secure from the Haytian
government a guarantee of equal
rights for the blacks, furnish to them
houses, gardens and food, build

and the Netherlands countries
which had tropical colonies inviting
negotiations with respect to colonization.
From the Central American
governments came prompt responses.
They wanted no negro colonies which
would be under any sort of control
by the United States, and most of
them objected to any kind of negro
colonization.
In October,
1862,
wrote
to Doolittle, "I have
Pomeroy

"Pub.

&

So. Hist. Ass'n,

November, 1905.

"On the Chiriqui enterprise see Nicholay

Hay, Lincoln, Vol. VI, pp. 356-359;
Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 55, 39 Cong., 1 Sess.;
Pub. So. Hist. Ass'n, November, 1905;
Lincoln, Complete Works, Vol. II, p. 490;
Ho. Ex. Doc., Nos. 222 and 227, 41 Cong.,
2 Sess.; Diplomatic Correspondence, 18621864.
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churches and schools, and give them
employment at wages ranging from
$4 to $10 a month. Kock went with
this contract to New York and Boston
capitalists and asked for financial

nor or manager, and several white
superintendents went along. On the
voyage the negroes were not well
cared for, smallpox broke out, and

twenty or thirty persons

He proposed to carry 500
support.
negroes out at once, and to make in
1863, a thousand bales of sea island
cotton which would be worth nearly
a million dollars. The outlay, he
thought,

need not be more than

$70.000.

The

them

during the rainy season, but found

no houses and but little lumber to
make them. They were forced to

but the opponents of negro colonization

Kock was
Admiral Semmes
that

asserted

build rude huts for shelter.

handcuffs,

He proved

Some New York capitalists, Jerome,
Forbes and Tuckerman. were so
impressed with Kock's scheme that
they had him assign his Haytian
lease to them and they then obtained
a contract from the Secretary of the
Interior

to

similar

that

given

competent.

to

"Usher, who succeeded Smith
Secretary of the Interior, was

only

contractors were
The contract was

assured

that the

reliable

men.

Forbes and Tuckerman the negroes
were to be looked after for five years.

prise

Soon

proof of successful settlement
the United States would pay $50
per head. The contractors, it appeared, intended to send Kock out as
governor, while the money was furnished by Jerome, who was in bad
repute with the government. But
of the connection between the two
men the government authorities knew
nothing at the time.

Upon

An

expedition

Cow

was

started

Nicholay

&

promised

thousand

was a bitter disappointment.
after the expedition had sailed

Hayti the State Department
learned that Bernard Kock was the
prime mover in the expedition, and
that Leonard Jerome had really
furnished the capital.
Secretary

Usher at once informed Tuckerman
and Forbes that they need count
upon no more contracts because the
connection of Kock and Jerome
with the undertaking was regarded
as bad faith to the United States.

at

Island.

Hay, Lincoln, Vol. VI,

the

for

The "Ocean
left
Fortress
Monroe
with
Ranger"
about 500 negroes. Kock was gover30

for

bales of cotton, heard of this, they
stopped the meagre supplies which
they had been sending, and left the
negroes to shift for themselves.
To Lincoln, the failure of this enter-

made by Forbes and Tuckerman on
April 6, 1863.
By the contract with

once for

chains and stocks.
to be despotic and inSome of the negroes were

leg

maimed for life by his discipline.
He managed to get all the coin
money that the negroes had, and paid
them for their work only in paper
money that he had printed. The
exasperated blacks finally drove him
off.
When his employers, who cared

Kock.
as

Kock

brought no supplies, no seeds, no
implements, but being charged with
the discipline of the colony, he brought

in

to
league with
re-enslave the negroes, proved him
to be of doubtful character, and
Lincoln cancelled the contract. 30

\o

;

had to purchase drinking water
from the ship's steward, and the
food was bad. They were landed

was promised,

capital

died, among
several of the whites the blacks

From

Confederate newspapers, Lincoln learned that the negroes had
been neglected, and remonstrances
were made to the contractors.

p.

Jerome

359.

now

came

forward

and
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avowed his intention to expend no
more money for the negroes. Usher
tried to hold Tuckerman and Forbes
to

their

contract,

be raised. Then, too, the Haytians
were opposed to the colony. Kock
had not received permission to colonize on the island, nor had anything
been done to secure citizenship for
the colonists. Another difficulty in

but soon found

they were acting only for
Jerome. He charged them with acting in bad faith throughout the
transaction, and informed them that
no money would be paid until the
that

the way of successful colonization
lay in the fact that the American
blacks were quite different from the

contract was carried out. To Jerome
he wrote: "Candor induces me to
inform you that when your name was
proposed as one of the contracting
parties, by Mr. Tuckerman, I declined to have it inserted [in the conbecause I did not think
tract].
that your avocation and habits of
life would induce you to persevere
in the enterprise if it should prove
disastrous and unprofitable."
Bad reports of the colony continued
Lincoln was troubled
to come in.
accounts
of the sufferings of
the
by
the negroes, and to a visitor he expressed his distress at hearing that
the "jiggers," a small flea somewhat
worse than the Southern "chigger"
or "red bug," was causing much
trouble."
Finally D. C. Donohue
of Greencastle, Indiana, was sent in
October, 1863, to investigate conditions on Cow Island.
In his report
to the Secretary of the Interior
Donohue described the situation of
the blacks as deplorable, and their
treatment by Kock and his men as
inhuman. Instead of preparing to
care for the negroes for five years, as
they had agreed, the contractors had
ceased to furnish supplies.
Donohue
found 378 negroes of the 500, and for
several months supplied them at the
expense of the United States government. He thought that the principal
cause of failure was mismanagement,
for the soil was good and cotton could
.

Haytians in language, customs, reand in their ideas of government. The negroes wanted to return to the United States, and the
Haytians wanted them to go. It
was Donohue's opinion that a successful colony could not be developed
in Hayti."
Reluctantly Lincoln abandoned his
second serious attempt at colonizing
the blacks, and on February 8, 1864,
he requested Stanton to send a ship
ligion,

.

to

Cow

Island

colonists

reason, practically all the colonization work had been done more or
in secrecy.
When the "Ocean
Ranger" took the five hundred negroes from Fortress Monroe to Hayti
there were few who knew what was
being done, and hence there arose
the widespread rumor that the negroes were simply kidnapped and
less

turned

over

Even more

to

the

Confederates.

was the bringing
back of the colonists. The ship
"Maria L. Day" was chartered at
New York and provisioned as for a
secret

voyage to Aspinwall to get five
hundred troops returning from California.
Captain Edward L. Hartz was
placed in charge, under orders to
proceed toward Aspinwall and with
"Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 55, Cong., 1 Sess.;
Nicholay & Hay, Vol. VI, p. 359.
"Official Records, Ser. Ill, Vol. IV., p.
75; Lincoln, Complete Works, Vol. II, p.

"See Eaton's Grant, Lincoln and the
Freedmen, p.

bring the

back to the refugee camps in the
District of Columbia. 83
For some

91.

477.
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Amenrtm
sealed orders which he

83:

he

was not to

20
north
34
He found 293 negroes
latitude.
under Donohue's care, the others
had died or wandered away. Clothes
were distributed to the destitute, and
on March 4, 1864, the return trip was
begun. On March 20th, the colonists
were landed at Alexandria and the
For several
venture was at an end. 55
years the contractors made efforts
to collect their expenses from the
United States government, but did
not succeed. 38
Though Lincoln still clung to the
belief that colonization was the solution of the problem, the failure of the
Cow Island colony prejudiced the
blacks against such attempts, and
strengthened the efforts of those
whites who now opposed colonization and favored the incorporation
of the blacks into the American
In December, 1862, Linpopulation.
coln had stated in his message that
the failure of the Central American
schemes had disappointed many negroes who wanted to go, and that

open until

reached

only two places were left to which
they might go Liberia and Hayti
but that they did not want to go to
these places. 37
The Secretary of the Interior, in
December, 1863, reported that the
negroes were no longer willing to
leave the United States, and that the
army needed them as soldiers. For
these reasons he thought that they
should not be forced to go. Referring
to some attempts to settle negroes
in the free states, he said that,

J>

"although much prejudice has been
manifested throughout most of the
free states in regard to the introducOfficial Rec., Ser. Ill, Vol.

IV, p. 76.

"Nicholay & Hay, Vol. VI, p. 359.
"Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 55, Cong. 39, 1 Sess.
"Lincoln, Complete Works, Vol. II,
p.

262.

(Urtefe

tion of colored persons," yet it might
be possible to use them in constructing the Pacific railways, where labor
was needed, and where there would
be no objection to them. 38

In Congress, opinion was turning
In March,
colonization.
against
1864, Senator Wilkinson introduced
a bill to repeal all measures making
3
for
colonization. *
appropriations
He declared that the colonization
measures had been "extremist folly,"
and that the results had been "haz-

i

Q

.

On July
ardous and disgraceful." *
2, 1864, Lincoln signed an act repealing all the acts relating to negro
41

colonization.
The Interior

Department gradually
discontinued its "emigration office."
In May, 1863, Usher tried to get rid
of

Reverend James Mitchell,

whom

Lincoln had appointed as "agent of
emigration," but Mitchell held on
Usher comfor a year longer.
plained that, without permission,
Mitchell corresponded in the name of
the department on emigration matThis he was forbidden to do
ters.
Mitchell
and his files were called for
refused to give them up and was discharged at the end of June, 1864.
For a long time he besieged the
Secretary of the Interior for an extra
year's salary but finally dropped out
43
of the records in 1865.
When, in
for
the acthe
House
called
1870,
count of the emigration agents, it
was found that $38,329.93 had been
expended by them. Of this, $25,000
had been paid to Senator Pomeroy,
"J. P. Usher, Report of Sec. of Interior,

December
"Cong.

5, 1863.
Globe, March 15, 1864, p. 1108.
Cong. Globe, May 11, 1864, p. 2218.
"Cong. Globe, 38 Cong., 1 Sess., pt. 4,
App. p. 249.

"Sen. Ex. Doc. No.
Sess., pp. 45-47.

55,

39 Cong.,

1

-$.

the women and children would
and, after amnesty, would
hold the lands. "I had hoped," he
said, "the time would come when
the foot-prints of the white man
should not be found on the soil of
South Carolina," but in this matter
the best interest of the blacks must
Lane's bill was
be considered.
favorably reported but did not become a law."
President Lincoln was never convinced that the abolition of slavery
would end the trouble over the negro
question; he believed that the
roots of evil lay deeper, that deportation would be the only permanent
General
solution of the proplem.
B. F. Butler, who had had considerable experience in dealing with negroes in Virginia and Louisiana,
was called into consultation by Lincoln soon after the Hampton Roads
He says that Lincoln
conference.
asked him to report upon the feasibility of using the United States Navy,
which would soon be free, to deport
The President told Butler
negroes.
that he feared more trouble between
the North and the South "unless we
can get rid of the negroes," especially
the negro soldiers who were certain
to give trouble; that the Southern
whites would be disarmed at the
end of the war, while the negroes
either had arms or could easily get
them from the North; that a race

and the remainder had been expended by other agents. The Amer-

killed,

remain

ican Colonization Society repaid, in
1864. a sum of $25,000 that it had
received in 1863."
After the failure of colonization
abroad, the advocates of separation
of the races suggested that part of
the South be set apart for the neSome thought that South
groes.
Carolina should be given to them;
others that the lower Mississippi
Valley should be cleared of whites
and divided among the ex-slaves,
a third proposition was that in each
Southern state a section should be
cut off for the blacks. Senator Lane,

,..

of Kansas, strongly advocated a bill
to set apart for a black territory,
that part of Texas bounded by the
Rio Grande, the Gulf, the Colorado
River of Texas, and the Llano
Ustacado. Lane thought that the
negroes should be forced to go to this
territory at their own expense, the
United States might use the $600,000
already appropriated to buy titles,
carry colored troops out there and

discharge them, and then send their
families to them; this would form a
nucleus.
He gave his reasons for
The
favoring colonization as follows
North was opposed to the negro as a
laborer and wanted no mixture of
:

races; in the South the whites would
hate the ex-slaves whom they had so
mistreated; the sentiment in favor
of negro rights, now so strong, would
in time die out and the negro would
be left with no chance for social or

war might result. The question of
the colored troops, Lincoln said,
troubled him exceedingly.
He believed that all of them should be
exported to some fertile country of
the tropics. Butler, a few days
afterwards, made an oral report in
which he made the famous assertion,

the end of the
war there would be a surplus of labor,
due to the discontinuance of war
industries and to the discharge of
soldiers; it would be impossible to
political equality; at

which

give to the negroes the lands of their
masters, and to secure quiet titles,
for

even

if

the Southern

is still

quoted by

deportation, that

men were

"Cong.

Globe,

238; February
586; February

Ho. Ex. Doc., No. 222, 41 Cong., 2 Sess.
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all

January

p. 480;
17, p. 672.

4,

all

o

who oppose

the vessels in
13, 1864,

pp. 145,

February

11, p.

o/

*

Tt

mt-Gtattetmtal of

America could not carry away the
blacks as fast as negio babies were
born.
However, in order to dispose
of the negro troops, Butler proposed
that he take them to Panama and
One-third of them
dig the canal.
could labor on the canal, one-third
could raise food, and the other onethird could provide shelter, etc.
The wives and children of the soldiers
could be sent to them. Butler states
that Lincoln was impressed by this
proposition and asked him to confer
with Seward to see if foreign comButler
plications were to be feared.
wrote out a report which he carried
to Seward who, knowing Lincoln's
interest in the problem of the negro
troops, promised to examine the
matter

carefully.

The

murder

of

Lincoln and the wounding of Seward
45

put an end to this plan.
While few actual attempts were

made to separate the races, yet opinion
North in favor of it was strong.
Especially was this true of the army,
which to the last cared little for the
in the

negro per se. The feeling that the
blacks should be set apart is shown
in the regulations, made 1862 to
controlling the
the Mississippi Valley,
which almost invariably prohibited
whites from entering the black communities. Sherman, in his famous
Field Order Number 17, setting aside
the coasts of Georgia and South
Carolina for the negroes, ruled that
no whites were to be allowed to live
in the negro district.
Since the close of the war there

1865,
blacks

o\

officials

by

in

has been

much

discussion of deportation and colonization, but very little
practical effort made to colonize.
The American Colonization Society
"Butler's Book, pp. 903-907

tlje
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kept up its work after the war, but
could get only a few hundred negroes a year.
Bishop Turner, of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church,
has for years been the leading exponent of the colonization idea, and
while his views are indorsed in theory
by many of his race, few have gone
back to Africa. After the failure
of the "Exodus" movement of 18791882, to Kansas, there was strong
sentiment in favor of "separate
national existence."
The United
Transatlantic Society, organized
during the '80's by one of the "Ex-

odus" leaders, reflected this feeling,
but had slight results. John Temple
Graves of Georgia, is now the leading
white advocate of deportation.
One thing that has prejudiced the
negroes against going to Liberia, and
other proposed places of settlement,
is the fact that many swindlers have
taken advantage of the various colonization schemes to defraud the
negroes by collecting passage money
from them and giving them in return
f radulent tickets.
Negroes who went
to Liberia have come back with bad
reports of the country. The negro and the Southern white each
favors colonization in a way. The
negro would be glad to go if sure
of doing as well in Africa as in the
United States. The white would be
glad to have the entire black race

deported except his own laborers.
Any organized emigration scheme
invariably meets more or less forcible
resistance from the employers of
labor.

But the

failure

of

all

attempts

to deport and colonize the negroes

does not prove that Lincoln was wrong
in thinking that slavery was not the
only problem, nor that his plans for
ending the negro trouble were not
sensible.
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GEORGE THOMAS SURFACE,

!>H.

D.

Geography at Sheffield Scientific School. Yale University
Fellow of the American Geographical Society

Assistant Professor of

IS investigation reveals the father of the American democracy in an
It is just one hundred years ago that the great
entirely new light.
statesman, Thomas Jefferson, retired from the presidency of the
United States and entered into private life. It has been historically
accredited to him that his political theories have had more influence
upon the public life of America than those of any other man. There

r

O

is not a political campaign today in which American citizenship is
not aroused by the appeals to the principles of Jefferson. No other American
vote and the results of the elecpolitical leader has ever influenced the popular
tions a generation after he had died, not excepting Lincoln.
It is not as the father of the American democracy, however, that Jefferson
Dr. George Thomas Surface, of Yale University, has
alone claims distinction.
He has
It is Thomas Jefferson the Scientist.
discovered a new Jefferson.
of
into
this
exhaustive
Jefferson's
peculiar phase
investigations
recently completed
life, and in his report to the American Geographical Society presents the statesman as one of the first and leading geographers. The facts, which are here
It
recorded, make an interesting contribution to American historical literature.
the
that
led
to
of
the
reasons
a
better
one
Jefferson
promote
understanding
gives
audacious undertaking of the Louisiana Purchase, which pledged the Great West
to American progress and laid open the vast domain from the Atlantic to the
The investigations of Dr. Surface
Pacific for the sweep of American civilization.
have been recorded in the bulletin of The American Geographical Society as a
scientific treatise, but they are of such great historical import that they are
here given record in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
Dr. Surface has produced evidence to prove that Jefferson was essentially a
geographer and a scientist, and that his political movements were largely influenced through these observations that Jefferson was a naturalist and a horticulturist; that he was deeply interested in meteorological observations and in
He further states that his original desire in organizing the
scientific agriculture.
University of Virginia was to establish the first American university to offer an
advanced course in agriculture. He shows that Jefferson made a careful study
of American water-ways, and that he was. in fact, one of the greatest
EDITOR
scientific observers in the first days of the American nation.
;
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"Nature intended me for the tranquil
by rendering them my
supreme delight." JEFFERSON.

more

for the introduction of geographic study in the schools of this
country is certain. His books became most popular in the first and
second decades of the nineteenth

pursuits of science

biography of no American has been more thoroughly studied in the
light of his political ac-

than

Thomas

Jefferson.

of

of the extensive continental explorawhich were begun early in

As a

tions,

lawyer, statesman, diploand University founder,
his biographers have given due credit,
but very little has been written about
his high attainments as a thorough and
practical student of geography and

Jefferson's first administration, and
persistently prosecuted throughout
Morse's first
his tenure of office.

science.

that
America hitherto published
from them very little knowledge of this
Europeans
country can be acquired.
have been the sole writers of American

mat,

60:

that

tivities

when interest in geography
bloomed anew through the stimulus
century,

linguist,

book on geography was published
in 1789, in

"So imperfect

No plausible explanation can
it

his lesser acwhich were
sciences
in
quisitions
largely for his personal pleasure.
These acquisitions, however, reflected
his public life, and find ex-

overshadowed

licist

upon

pression in

and

to

volume
space

Virginia

' '

to give due
American author
whose publication had been of mate-

Mr. Morse, but he

fails

credit to at least one
rial

assistance to him.

Thomas

single

of

we find in this same
that, of the forty pages of
devoted to the geography

'

Jefferson's

father,

Peter

Jefferson, was a land surveyor, a
diligent student of mathematics, and
closely identified with the political
interests of Virginia, being a member
of the House of Burgesses in 1755.

In 1749, Peter Jefferson was appointed one of the Commissioners to
survey the boundary between Vir-

geography," but Jefferson was an
acute observer in the field of geography before Morse had reached the
age of ten years, and had published
an elaborate and accurate (for the

geography

.

of Virginia, more than thirty pages
are quoted directly from Jefferson's
'
This may have
Notes on Virginia.
been an oversight on the part of

the character and extent of the inJedediah Morse (1761vestigation.
1826) has been accredited by some
as being "the father of American

time)

.

Notwithstanding this remarkable

individual,
for the assumption would have to be
based either upon priority, or upon

any

the accounts of

statement,

confronted and solved by Jefferson
during his long public service.
We do not make the claim that
the
Jefferson should be accorded
credit of being "the father of American geography," since we do not
believe that this honor can be asscribed

all

geography."

most critical
which were

of the
relations

many

strategic

are

.

be that his greater
reputation as statesman and pub-

be given, unless

which he says:

ginia

and North Carolina, and was

authorized to draw a map on the
This was combasis of this survey.
It is but natural
pleted in 1751.
that Thomas Jefferson should have
taken an acute interest in this im-

five

years before Morse's first publication.
It is obvious, therefore, that in

antedated
Jefferson
publication
Morse. That Morse later wrote more
elaborately is true, and that he did

portant
early

as

work
1772

acquainted
215

by

his

father.

As

he was thoroughly

with

the

geographic

o:

Vi-

tteattgatuma of

become the capstone

boundaries of Virginia, and the situation and area occupied by the various
Indian tribes east of the Mississippi
There is no reason to doubt
River.
that his familiarity with the economic

political destiny.

No one had outlined the Virginia
boundaries with such clearness as had
Peter Jefferson cartographically, and

and geographic conditions of his
country was recognized as fitting
him the more perfectly to serve as
minister plenipotentiary to Paris.

Thomas Jefferson descriptively. The
latter described minutely the navigation capacity of each navigable river
As to the importance
in the State.
and possibility of the Mississippi

on Virginia"
1781 and published

"Notes

Jefferson's

was written

in

River, he spoke with certainty.

in 1784, during his first year's residence in Paris. It must be recognized as distinctly a geographic
contribution of great merit.

"The

Mississippi will be one of the
channels of commerce of the
.
country westward of the Alleghany
The country watered by the Mississippi
and its eastern branches constitutes fiveeighths of the United States."

principal

.

On

the various subjects discussed,
eighteen foreign authorities are cited.
In these references he quotes and
translates from four foreign languages,
which not only shows the scope of his
reading and information on scientific
subjects, but also his versatility as a
We believe that the order
linguist.

He

in

waterways which represented
gateways from the Atlantic
to the great territory west of the
Alleghany Mountains, and affirmed
that the heavy traffic of the Ohio and
Mississippi valleys will always pass
down the Mississippi. He mentions
flour and lumber
as the future
It
typical commodities of traffic.
should be remembered that flour did
nqt become an important export from
this region until more than a half
century after Jefferson's "Notes"
were published. His economic insight into the advantages of the
possible

any book on geography

order:
State Boundaries;
Rivers; Seaports;
Mountains; Mineral, Vegetable and Animal
Products Climate Population Aborigines
Government Religion Manners Manufactures;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Commerce.

Had he been
of

shortest route to the sea is significant.
He argued for Alexandria as being
the most direct seaport to the Ohio
basin.

writing today on the

he

would

geography
Virginia,
have little occasion to change this
sequence. The political
boundaries are largely located
b^
the rivers and mountains; the vegetable and animal products are the
result of mineral (soil) conditions,
and climate; the population native
and aboriginal represented the
foundation of the government unit,
and the religions and customs of
the people constituted an important
part of the national life; the manufactures and the commerce were to

order

discussed at length the comadvantages of the three

the

published in the eighteenth century.
The chapters appear in the following

;

.

parative

of presentation followed, is, from a
systematic and economic standpoint, the most logical treatment to

be found

of the nation,

both as to internal prosperity and

of

o\

"For the trade of the Ohio or that which
come into it from its own waters or

shall

the Mississippi,

it

nearer through the

is

Patowmac to Alexandria than to New
York by 580 miles.
The Lakes
themselves never freeze, but the communications between them freeze, and the
Hudson River is itself shut up by the ice
.

.

.

months in the year; whereas the
channel to the Chesapeake leads directly
to a warmer climate."
three

1

'Jefferson's "Notes," p. 20.
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the advantages for fruit growing with
more scientific exactitude, still
Thomas Jefferson was the first to
study the conditions with reference
to this adaptation, and was seventy-

The continued projection of trunk
railway lines from the Ohio Valley to
the waters of the Chesapeake is but
added evidence that Jefferson was
in advance of his time in his interpretation of economic factors.
His keen intellect could not fail
to apprehend the importance of
geographic situation in affording protection to the highways of commerce
He says:
in times of war.
"Add

to all this that in case of a

five years

apple culture.
He had evinced a very keen interest
in different natural phenomena in
childhood, and this interest but intensified with the advance of years.
His diary is filled with scientific
observations made on hunting and
pleasure expeditions.
If there was any one geographic
subject in which Jefferson was more
interested than another, it was the
study of weather and climatic conditions.
During his absence from
home he had a definite understanding
with his daughters that they make
regular and accurate observations on
the climatic conditions at Monticello,
and report these in each letter. He,
in turn, kept a diary in which he
noted the weather conditions wherever he happened to be, and would
report them to his daughters regularly
in each communication.
During Jefferson's residence as a student at Williamsburg, Virginia, he made accurate
weather observations. His meteorological tables, comparing the weather
conditions at Williamsburg and Mon-

war

with our neighbors, the Anglo-Americans
or the

Indians, the route to

New York

becomes a frontier through almost its
whole length, and all commerce through
it ceases from that moment."

In Jefferson's time very little was
of the great mountains west
His "Notes" give
of the Mississippi.
an intelligent study of the Appalachian Mountains, which, he informs
us, received their name from the
Apalachies (Indians), and that this

known

name was

first applied only to their
southern extension. He not only
took an acute interest in reading
whatever had been published relative to the eastern mountains, but
travelled over a large part of the

Virginia cross-section. Throughout
a long period Jefferson studied carefully the climatic conditions of the
mountains environing Monticello. His
observations on the dew and frost
conditions there were tabulated for
twelve years. It seemed to him
peculiar that the temperature from
Williamsburg to Monticello should
gradually decrease, while the highest
elevations in his neighborhood had
His resithe least dew and frost.
dence was 500 feet above the river,
and he notes in his diary that there
was from 1741 to 1769 "no instance
of fruit killed by the frost in the
neighborhood of Monticello." This
region is now the heart of the great
Virginia apple belt, and though the
horticulturists

of

ahead of his time in his

appreciation of the possibilities of
the mountain sections of Virginia for

ticello,

show

his untiring interest in

the study, and would appear neither
crude nor antiquated in a recent
Bulletin of the United States Weather
Bureau. The table shows for a
five-year period the average annual
rainfall, its monthly distribution, the

maximum and minimum

daily temand
the
prevailing direction
perature,
Three hundred and
of the wind.
forty-five separate observations on
wind direction were noted during
one month.

today point out
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m

In reply to this interpretation of
the traits and character of the Amer-

interest in the study
animal and vegetable life was
almost comparable to that evinced
Both his
in the study of climate.
"Notes on Virginia" and his private
correspondence indicate a marvelous
familiarity with the fauna and flora
He combats
of eastern America.
vigorously the assumptions of Buff on
as to animal life in America compared
with that of Europe. Buffon, in his
Jefferson's

of

ican Indian, Jefferson emphasized
his virtues and meliorated his weaknesses in a eulogy which has not been
It is altogether probable
surpassed.
that his generous opinion of the
Indian's latent possibilities went far
toward equipping him for his very
successful diplomatic relations with
them, for which his administrations,
both as Governor of Virginia and
President of the United States, were
We should also bear in mind
noted.
that throughout that part of Jefferson's life when he had the opportunity of observing the Indian
traits, he was a close student of

con-

publications, drew the following
clusions with reference to animal
in

life

America:

1
The animals common to the old and
new world are smaller in the latter.
Those peculiar to the new are on a
2.
.

smaller scale.

One
their habits, and their dialects.
of the severest property losses he ever
sustained was the destruction in

Those which have been domesticated
both have degenerated in America.

3.

in

4.
On the whole,
fewer species.

it

(America) exhibits

1809, of a large trunk en route from
Washington to his Virginia home,
which contained manuscripts of his

There can be no misunderstanding
refutation

Jefferson's

of

these

as-

He

presents numerous
facts to show that many of the
American quadrupeds are larger than
the most closely related species of
Europe, and that the number of
native American species (100) is not

sumptions.

study of the dialects of thirty tribes.
He had devoted himself periodically
to this literary pastime through a
period of more than forty years.

Thomas Jefferson's accurate information on the geography of his
country was recognized in the various
public duties to which he was called.
This article would be incomplete
without calling attention to the more
conspicuous of these. One of the
first was his appointment on the
committee (with Chase and Howe)
"to prepare a plan for the temporary
Western TerGovernment of the
delivered
was
This
report
ritory."
March 1, 1784, and accepted March

only greater than for all Europe, but
almost equivalent to the total species
(126) identified in Europe, Asia and
Africa, according to Buffon' s estimate
His defense
countries.
for those
of
Buffon'
s
characterization
against
the American Indian is one of the most
trenchant criticisms ever directed
against the great French naturalist

and philosopher.
length from Buffon,
page

146,

in

He quotes

at

Volume XVIII,
which Buffon em-

3rd.

phasizes the following characteristics
of the American Indian:
Smallness
of stature, physical imbecility, absence of hair on the face, absence of
affection

for

women and

It is entirely in Jeff erson' s

writing.

The

hand-

draft of the deed of

Cession of the Northwest Territory
was also executed on the same date,

and

this is in Jefferson's hand-writing.

not surprising that
seventeen years later, when he stood
as the chief executive of the nation,
that he should realize with renewed
It is therefore

children,

lack of vivacity, excited to action
only by calls of hunger and thirst, etc.
218

"There is on the globe, one single spot,
the possessor of which is our natural and
It is New Orleans,
habitual enemy.
through which the produce of three-eighths
of our territory must pass to market, and
from its fertility it will ere long yield more
than half of our whole produce and contain more than half of our inhabitants.
France, placing herself in that door,
assumes to us the attitude of defiance.
The day that France takes possession of New Orleans fixes the sentence
which is to restrain her forever within her
low water mark.
From that minute we
must marry ourselves to the British fleet
and nation."

interest the possibilities of that frontier country, and of its importance in

the future development and destiny
of the country.
Accordingly, one
of the first moves of his administration was to begin negotiations with
France for the cession of the Louisiana Territory by purchase. He had,
eleven years previous to the date of
purchase (April 30, 1803), written to
President Washington as to the importance of withholding the Floridas
and Louisiana from the British.
No other man was so peculiarly
fitted for perfecting this negotiation
as Thomas Jefferson, for two reasons:
first, he was on intimate terms of
friendship with the French Government, and his long residence in Paris
had acquainted him thoroughly with
the diplomatic relations, as they
existed between France and England
and second, he had realized longer
and proclaimed more persistently
the value and possibilities of the great
Mississippi basin than any other man
I am aware
in the public service.
that some have questioned the importance of the part which he performed. Jefferson realized keenly
that his political enemies attempted
to discount his services in this large
acquisition, as may be seen from
the following extract from a letter
to Horatio Gates, July 11, 1803:

.

.

Napoleon

had

no

difficulty

in

a strengthening of the British, which
in its turn would mean a relative
weakening of his own power.
That Jefferson's prophesy of the
importance of the Mississippi Valley
has been fulfilled, no one need be
reminded.
A reference to the census statistics of 1900 shows that of
the total population, 53.4 per cent.
in the region drained to the
Gulf of Mexico, and that 43.9 per
cent, of the total population of the
United States reside in the basin of

live

the Mississippi.

Simultaneous with the acquisition
of this vast territory came the demand
for exploring it more thoroughly.
Jefferson had his own ideas as to the
necessary requisites for success in
this hazardous undertaking.
When
it came to securing a suitable man to
lead the expedition, he selected
Meri wether Lewis, his private secre-

"The

territory acquired, as it includes
the waters of the Mississippi, has more
than doubled the United States, and the
new part is not inferior to the old in soil,
climate, productions and important comThese grumblers,
munications
too, are very uneasy lest the administration
should share some little credit for the
acquisition, the whole of which they ascribe to the accident of war.
They would
be cruelly mortified could they see our
files from April, 1801, the first
organization
of the administration
all

.

l\

taking in this situation, and though
he relinquished his rights to the
territory with great reluctance, he
saw that anything less than the cession of the territory would mean

;

.

I

.

tary,

who had grown up under

the

shadow

of Monticello, and, there is
good reason to believe, had developed
largely under Jefferson's influence.
Jefferson believed in his judgment,
his zeal and his endurance, and that
he did not misplace his confidence

How

well he realized the situation
be inferred from his letter to
Mr. Livingstone, the American minister in France (April 18, 1802):

may

is
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amply vouched

for

by the

success

o(

Q

vu>0tigatumi5

of

IMBwnwm

was the comparison of
American plants, and
and
European
the possible improvements which
might be wrought by transplanting
European species to America. Many
trees, shrubs and flowers were forwarded to his estates in Virginia,
where they were planted with great
care, and were objects of his special
interest and pleasure during his old
attention

of the expedition.
Jefferson found
Lewis, first as a country boy, then
as his confidential and constant
friend, and delegated him for the

Lewis was authorized
great task.
to select his associate, which he did
in the person of Captain William
Clark.
Jefferson superintended personally
the purchase of geographical instruments to be used in the exploration of the Northwest, and of the
On the acrivers of Louisiana.
set

The great statesman,

about to equip explorers in a
way, and so encouraged

In these
also kept a farm book.
books he kept a record of his observations on the growing crops, and
associated with them meteorological
His library contained
observations.

exploration as to make his
administration stand out more conscientific

spicuously in this important work
than that of any other president.
If Jefferson had turned his at-

all of the more recent and authoritative books on agriculture and hortiIt is probably not generally
culture.
known that Jefferson, as the originator of the University of Virginia and
the directing spirit in its building

tention entirely to the field of science,
as he affirmed, late in life, he should
greatest

the realization of the
personal pleasure, he unfor,

questionably would have become
noted on the side of economic ob-

and organization, strongly advised

servation and investigation. Whatever the nature of the subject which
came to his attention, he showed a

separate

institutions be canvassed
for securing the most capable man
He was unable,
for the position.

illustration, we may point to his
personal correspondence with President Washington during his residence
As early as 1788 he sent
in Paris.
President Washington a report on the
canal system of France, and suggested that it would be very desirable to connect Lake Erie by
canal with the Ohio River.
During his residence in Europe

however, to secure the necessary
funds for meeting both the building
and professional purposes as he had
planned them. If it had been carried
out according to his expressed desire,
it would have been the first American
university to offer an advanced
course in agriculture.
Since his interest was greatest on
the economic side, and since his
study of regions was with reference

he had a definite understanding
with a coterie of friends in America
to compare notes on the different
economic problems which came under
respective

observation.

department,

European

an

of these

made a
and that

that scientific agriculture be

remarkable power of analysis and interpretation on the utility side. As

their

at the age

of eighty, announced to some of
his close friends that he had kept
what he called a garden book since
1766, and that since 1774 he had

scientific

have done

TQi

age.

quisition of the Louisiana Territory

he

as a

to their potential possibilities, we
believe that in the economic interpretation of geography, Jefferson as

One

a student, was in advance of any
American contemporary.

which engaged his constant
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FIRST GREAT BAYONET CHARGE IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Rare engraving

uf the capture of

Stony Point on July

16,

1779

when General Anthony Wayne with twelve hundred men
charged the British Garrison and forced it to surrenNot an American gun was loaded The
der
and 553
killed
British loss was 63
wounded The Americans lost 15
and 83 wounded
killed
Original

(

:

by Chappel

now

In collection of Kglwrt Gilliss

Handy

of

New York

FIRST GREAT CONFLICT OF THE AMERICAN NAVY IN FOREIGN WATERS
Rare engraving of the battle of the "Bonhomme Richard," flying the
American Flag under the command of John Paul Jones, and the
British ship "Serapis," on September 23, 1779, in the British
Channel This victory unfurled the Flag of Liberty in the
face of the Old World, warning them of the new
power
that was then entering "the arena of civilization
Original engraving In the

.

of N'ev, Y..rk
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of (CiutliEation Snfmn.

HIS

collection of engravings is from the many rare prints deposited in
the Searchlight Library of New York, an institution of research and
investigation. They are the survival of an historic art that has passed
with the last generation. The time-yellowed prints, from which these
J
reproductions are recorded are faithful evidences of the skill of man
before the days when photography came to perpetuate the drama of
Pictorial art., not unlike
life through the processes of modern science.
man himself, passes through the laws of evolution; it has its crises and its revoIn these skillful
lutions, and these old prints are but speaking witnesses of it.
lines, chiselled by the hand of the engraver, is written the history of the nation
just as positively, and even more impressively, as that which lies within the
power of the most faithful historian. The service of the art that is contemporary
Its impelling force
to the events that it depicts is the service of the historian.
lives through the generation and leaves an impress that written words cannot do.
The engravings herein recorded enact the great drama of the building of the
nation centuries alter its builders have passed away, and will continue to enact it
throughoutthe centuries to come. Pictorial art is in reality the stage of history, on
which the great characters of the past continually pass and repass before the eyes
of the generations, still true to themselves and the time when they were the
stewards of a world of reality, and fought their conflicts with the same courage
that has inspired humanity since the earth began and will continue as long as
the earth may last.
In these engravings one sits in the presence of the aboriginal American;
comes with brave hearts to the desolate shores of the New World; builds a home
on its barren wastes, and feels for the first time the thrill of the spirit of liberty
for which mankind has been struggling throughout the ages.
This is the true service of pictorial art, and it is in recognition of its inspiring
force that these collections are recorded in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
Throughout the United States there are thousands of public and private collections that are being investigated for record in these pages, and among them have
been found these engravings in the collection of Mr. Egbert Gilliss Handy,
whose service to historical investigation as the founder of an institution that
compiles, digests and indexes the history of the nation as it is being made day
by day, is as distinctive as it is valuable.
,

The whole story of civilization is told in the millions of contemporary
records in the archives of the Searchlight Library, which is decidedly an expression of American progress, and bears the historical distinction of being the
only one of its kind in the world, which, though privately collated and owned,
is in reality a great public service institution working in accord with the
educational and

ethical

purposes of

THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY.
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BY
O.

,

BATES

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Secretary of the Society of Colonial Wars in State of Indiana
Descendant of Sergeant John Hawks of 1643

MONO

the ancient documents that are still preserved as witnesses of
the earliest English civilization of the Western Continent is the
diary of one Sergeant Hawks, a fighter in King Philip's War in

and affectionately known as "Hero John," in recognition of
remarkable bravery. This diary is almost indecipherable today,
but, by the aid of a magnifying glass, it reveals the tragedy of
the founding of the New World. It is seldom that we are brought
so clearly face to face with the true meaning of civilization, but in these pages
we begin to understand the courage and fortitude, the heroic self-sacrifice, of the
men and women who came to the Western Continent nearly three centuries ago
and laid the foundation of the great nation of which today we are a part.
The experiences of Sergeant Hawks are those that befell most of the proIt was the historical conflict of races, the white
genitors of the American race.
man in the struggle of supremacy with the red man. The forest hills where they
battled have since given birth to great cities of modern civilization, and little
does the present generation realize that the paths which first led through them
were blazed by the fire of the musket and consecrated in blood.
Sergeant
Hawks' experiences led him through the terrible massacre of Deerfield, in Massachusetts, in 1704, at which time he lost his wife, children and grandchildren,
A monument now
saving but one member of his family, a little daughter.
marks the sacred ground and tells the sad story.
Several investigations into the causes and results of this massacre are now
in progress.
The record given in these pages is from the original notes collected
by Mr. William O. Bates, Secretary of the Society of Colonial Wars in the State
of Indiana, who is a descendant of Sergeant Hawks, and has much valuable data
1676,

his

in his possession.

A memorial has just been placed over the grave of Sergeant Hawks' daughter,

Hannah Hawks

Scott, in the old cemetery at Watertown, Connecticut, by the
Daughters of the American Revolution. The burial place of Sergeant Hawks,
her father, is still unknown, but it is believed that the battle-scarred warrior
lies in one of the unnamed graves in this same ancient cemetery, probably by
the side of the beloved one who is all that he saved from the Deerfield

I

Researches into the experiences of Hannah Hawks Scott are now
Massacre.
being made by Emily A. Shannon, Regent of the Milicent Porter Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, of Waterbury, Connecticut. EDITOR
237

one

the
pioneer settlers of western
Massachusetts, was born
at-, Windsor, Connecticut,
on the thirteenth day of
He reAugust, 1643.
moved with his father,

Hawks,

of

John Hawks, to Hadley, Massachusetts in 1659, and on December 26,
1667, married Martha Baldwin,
mother of Hannah Hawks Scott.
He and this daughter were the only

members

who

survived
the massacre and sacking of Deerfield in 1703, O. S. six others being
"smothered in a cellar," and a seventh,
a child, perishing on her way to
Canada as a captive.
Sergeant Hawks took an active
of the family

;

33?

part in King Philip's War and was
one of the participants inland survivors of the "Falls Fight," May 19,
1676, when some 300 Indians, men

women and

children, were surprised
and killed, their assailants narrowly
escaping extinction on the retreat

to Hadley.
During the attack upon
Hatfield, a few days later, by 700
Indians, Sergeant Hawks was one of

a party of twenty-five who went
from Hadley to the rescue, crossing
the Connecticut River in a single
boat and getting into the Hatfield
stockade only after a desperate fight.
I find this

record in Sheldon's his-

on Deerfield, describing the fight on Hatfield meadows.

torical collection

"One

incident of the day, preserved by
is given as a picture of Indian
Soon after the Hadley men got
warfare.
ashore, a Pocumtuck Indian discovered
an old acquaintance behind a tree near
him in the person of John Hawks, and
hailed him.
The recognition was mutual,
tradition,

and each, calling the other by name,
dared him to come out from his cover and
fight it out, meanwhile watching his

chance for an advantage over his adver-

The Pocumtuck knew that his
chances were the best. At any moment
he might expect some of the gathering
Indians to appear in the rear or the flank

sary.

of Hawk's position, forcing him from his
cover, giving an opportunity to shoot or
capture him. For this he could afford
to wait.
In a short time these expectaHawks
tions seemed about to be realized.
suddenly exposed his person and leveled
his gun as if to repel an attack in another
direction.
Deceived by this feint, the
Pocumtuck sprang from his tree to rush
upon and capture his ex-friend as soon
as his gun was discharged. Quick as

thought Hawks wheeled, and before the
Indian could raise his gun or reach his
The whole
cover, gave him a fatal shot.
transaction was over in a second or two.

The reasoning

Hawks

of

as to his peculiar

exposure had been the same as that of his
antagonist, and his ready wit suggested the
scheme by which, trusting to steady
nerve and quick eye, he might be saved.
Hawks was wounded later in the fight"
and 'lay a wounded man twelve weeks.'

I am a descendant of John Hawks,
and possess considerable data regard-

ing him.

Among my papers are trans-

from the Massachusetts
archives (volume 69, page 230) giving
an expense bill and petition sent to
cripts

the Massachusetts General Court of
1679 by John Hawks, in connection
with his services and losses during

King

Philip's

War.

"An Account

of Charge Expended on
Country Service by Jn Hawks of
Hadley Since May 1st 1676 which is as

y

e

ffolloweth

to goeing down Post to Hartford myself 40,mile at \}4 00
at y fals fight
to myself 2
in y*
Service at 00
to One Coate
Lost in y e
Service at 01
to One Cutlash Lost

s

d

05

00

05

00

00

00

15

00

days

.

in y e Service at
00

OV&S

ism of an iEarhj Ammran Sttbtmt

to goeing Scout up to
20 mile at 1J4

y

ffalls

00

02

06

}

at 09

00

00

}

at 00

04

00

And expence of time & Charge in healeing
of a Wound I Received in a fight with y e

00

Indians Soone after y e falls fight viz at
Bill of Charge
Hatfield, as appears in y
I Present;
And although Through my
Own Neglect & hurries of Occupations for
my Own & familie Liveliehood & not Only

Wounded man
weekes finding my-

to lyeing a

12
self

and y

Provision,

Loss of

my

time

tof goeing One day upon
y Service horss and

man

being pressed by

y Constable
to being Sent with 5 more
men upon discoverie of
n
Indians tracks
they

w

went away w th Captivs
viz up into y e
Country
about 40 mile myself

&

\a.t

00

10

horss

120106"
This bill furnishes documentary
proof of the desperate haste of the
retreat from Turner's Falls to Hadley,
in which Captain Turner and many
of his men lost their lives, as well as
of the values of services and supcurrent.
plies then
Accompanying
this statement of account, Sergeant
Hawks sent to the General Court its
favorable endorsement by the militia
authorities of Hadley, together with
his own humble and pathetic explanation of the delay in its presenta-

tion
one long and breathless sentence in which the hero of the Hatfield meadows incident shows how

much

was his facility with
than with the pen.
These documents, verbatim et literathe

"The Humble Petition of Jn Hawks
Whereas
Hadley Humbly sheweth
I have beene improved in y e Country
Service in Severall Respects as I have
beene called thereunto by y e Country
Officers the accts of which I have Drawn
into a Bill of Charge Expended since
May 1st 1676. The Principle part of
which was Expended at y e ffalls flight.
of

greater

musket

Soe but being forced to repaire into Coniticote Colony to Obtaine it, whereby I have
not taken y e time of presenting my accts
with Others, yet nevertheless I having
Realie done ye Service as is Express 3
& well known & attested by y e Comittee
Makes me Bold to
of Militia in Hadley.
Present to yo r Hono r s ye Realietie of y e
Case how it is Earnesthe Requesting yo r
Consideration of y e Case & me, having
beene by the way Driven Out of almost all
And though my Motion upon
I had:
this acct being something Out of Season
yet earnestlie desire my accts may be or
at Least soe much of as is judged meete
may be allowed & part to y e Treasure
on my accts w th Consideration & allowance
will much ingage yo r unworthy Suplient,
in fiurther Service on y e like accts (y e
Lord & ye Country Calling me thereunto)
As alsoe ingage my Earnest desires &
r
Prayers for Devine Guidance so yo
Hono In all yo r weightie & moementous
Concerns

JN

HAWKS.

tim, are as follows:
to.-

"

Whereas ye aboves d ace* Coming
hand this 20th May 1679 & Although
it is Out of season yet y e aboves d Person
named having Beene a Known man in
y Service & Expence above Expressed,
we underwritten have Subscribed & signed
to y e accts afores d
to

<Q

Samuell

I

Committee of

Leift

Aaron

to reffere
r
petition' for answer of his pet. to o
Hono rd Councill
they so doe therein
as in their wisdome they shall see moste
meete desiring the consent of o r hono rd

&

magists hereto

31st

Ens:

efc-

WILLIAM TORREY

Mili-

Cook:

"To y Honored Gen" Co'te w= h
Convene May 28, 1679.

"The Deputy Judge meete

ye

May

"Consented
is

Secret.

79
to.

to
J.

D. per order."

that fateful night, among them this:
"Hawks; Alice, wife of Sergeant
John; John Junior, 32 with wife
Thankful (Smead) 36, and children

e
pleasant to note that "y
11
in the exercise
of its "wisdome" saw fit to allow Sergeant Hawk's bill, and that his
daughter Hannah, through her hus-

It

is

Hono red Gen Cote"

7, Martha 4, Thankful 2, were
smothered in a cellar; Elizabeth 6,
daughter of Sergeant John, on the
There is no record to
retreat."
show whether Sergeant John Hawks
was in Deerfield on the night of the
sacking, but it is recorded that, in
this same year, he was fired upon

John

band, Jonathan Scott, was one of
the beneficiaries of the grant of
land made to the survivors of the
Falls Fight, and to the descendants
of participants deceased, 99 in all,
by the General Court in 1736.
On the re-establishment of the
settlement at Hatfield, Hawks took

while riding to Hatfield and wounded
the hand. The Alice Hawks,
who lost her life in the massacre,

up his residence there. The records
show that he was on the committee

in

to build the meeting-house in 1696
and, being a carpenter, took the
His last
contract to finish it off.
claim for this work was paid in 1714
by a draft on the town lands at

was Sergeant John's second wife,
widow of Samuel Allis, Martha Baldwin having died in 1676.
His family being thus wiped out,
Sergeant Hawks went to Waterbury,
Connecticut, to live with his sur-

Mill Creek for 24 acres.
The photographic reproduction of an old print
of "a colonial church at Deerfield"
no doubt depicts the building erected
by Hawks, since it shows the stockade, the ruins of one of the dwellings
burned by the Indians in 1703-4, and
the Sheldon house, known to have
survived the sacking. It is likely
that John Hawks also had a hand in

viving child, Hannah Hawks Scott,
and here he was yet living in 1721.
As the grant of land in 1736 was
made to his "descendant," Jonathan
Scott, he must have finally closed
his eyes upon an existence fraught
with so much of tribulation and
thrilling incident sometime between
He was possibly buried
these dates.
at Waterbury in the old Grand
street cemetery (now the yard of
the Bronson Library), but more
likely in the hillside burying-ground
at Watertown, where decipherable
field stones still mark the last resting places of his daughter and her

building this house for Ensign John
Sheldon in 1687. This house was
generally reputed to have been the

'

*

i

only building left standing by the
French and Indians who sacked the
town on the night of February 29,
1703-4 but Deerfield's eminent genealogist, George Sheldon, declares that
this is a mistake, and that there
are houses yet standing in
this
delightful old town which were there
during the Seventeeth Century. The
Sheldon house was torn down some
years ago, but its massive door,
hacked through by Indian tomahawks, is preserved in the museum
of the Pocumtuck Valley Memorial
Association at Deerfield.
This museum contains memorial
tablets to those who perished on

husband.

With Sergeant John Hawks in
6
"y ffals fight" was his brother,
Eliezer, whose son, Colonel John
Hawks, was the hero of the gallant
defense of Fort Massachusetts in
1746, when with twenty-seven companions he held the place for three
days against a force of some 700

French and Indians, finally being
permitted to march out and away
with all the honors of war. In the

'*.

old burying-ground
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at

Deerfield a

CM

OLD PRINT OF A MEETING HOUSE BUILT
John Hawks within the stockade at
which he

lost his entire family,

IN 1696

by Sergeant
on scene of massacre in

Edifice erected

Deerfield. in Massachusetts,

except one daughter, who became Hannah

Hawks

LAST RESTING PLACE OF DAUGHTER OF INDIAN FIGHTER Grave

of

Scott

Hannah

Hawks

Scott, only member of Sergeant Hawks' family who escaped the Indian massacres at
The body lies in the ancient
Deerfield, in 1703, seven other members of the family perishing

cemetery at Watertown, Connecticut, where she died, April 7, 1744, aged 77 years The
tombtone beside her is that of her husband, Jonathan Scott, who died in 1745, aged 79 years

''

jxprrirurea nf

''!*

g>rrgi>ant

and, if the tradition be true,
then
eldest
her
son,
Jonathan,
thirteen years of age, was taken also,
leaving Mrs. Scott with her daughter
Martha, a child of nine years, and
three little boys, Gershom, seven;
Eleazer, five; and Daniel, three

slab commemorates this
of the family, with the following inscription: "In memory of
Col. John Hawks who died June
24th, 1784, in the 77th year of his

handsome

foe,

member

age.

To be pious without

supersti-

tion, faithful to our trust, pleasant
in our circle and friendly to the
poor, is to imitate his example."

to brave

because

they

were

the

three

children

were

Waterbury

in

1710.

know

that the
Connecticut
patriotic societies have adopted Miss
Prichard's suggestion, and propose
to place in the Watertown buryingground a fitting memorial to Jonathan and Hannah Hawks Scott.
of

one

of

the

first

slain

Deerfield, while her only sister

in

It is gratifying to

ladies

permanent residents of WoosterThe graves
Westbury- Watertown.
are those of Jonathan and Hannah
(Hawks) Scott. He was a survivor
of Indian torture, and she was, probably, the most afflicted woman in all
New England, for in 1704 her mother
and her brother with his wife and
their

life

Poor Hannah Scott! Her sorrows
should keep her in remembrance."

Sarah J. Prichard's monumental
history of Waterbury (page 257),
contains this reference to Hannah
Hawks Scott and her husband:
"In present Watertown there are
two Waterbury graves that should
be suitably inscribed and kept in
perpetual remembrance because of
the sufferings endured by their tenants at the hands of Indians; and
also

Snljn ijaroha

Quaint articles of agreement for
an exchange of the use of certain
properties in Waterbury, Connecticut,
found in the garret of an old house
in Watertown, Connecticut, are now
in
my possession, Jonathan Scott
was one of the contracting

at

was

Mr. Scott signs his name
with a mark, not because he did
not know how to write, but by reason
of the fact that his right thumb had
been cut off by Indians to prevent
his escape from captivity when he

made a captive and perished on the
way to Canada. In 1707 or 1708,
within a few miles of her home in

parties.

Waterbury, her husband's brother
was tortured to death. In 1710,
her husband was seized in the
the thumb
Waterbury meadows,
of his right hand was cut off, and
thus mutilated, he was taken on the
long and weary march to Canada,

was carried

off to

Canada by them

in 1710.

"Articles of

being bound at night by poles laid
across his body, on the ends of which
his savage captors slept.
He was
to
and
all
the
pains
penalsubjected
ties of two full years of captivity

and
day

Agreement made concluded
upon the twenty eight

fully agreed
In
of June.

the year of our Lord
one thousand seven hundred and twenty
two. and in the Eight year of our Soveraign Lord George by the grace of God
King of Great Brittain France and IrLand.
Between Jonathan Scott Ser of Waterbury In the County of Hartford and
Colony of Connecticut In New England
Husbandman on the one part, and Eliza-

Her
before his wife saw him again.
son John, a lad of eleven years, was
taken from her sight forever it is said
on the same day by the same cruel
242
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beth Richason of the Town County and
Colony above sd widdow of the other part.
as followeth.
Imprimis, the sd Jonathan
Scott for the Consideration here after in
these presents mentioned and Expressed,
for him self his heirs Executors or assigns,
and Every of them doth Covenant promise
and Grant to and with the sd Elizabeth
Richason and her Heirs and And Assigns,
that he the sd Jonathan Scott doth here
by devise grant Lett, unto her the sd
Elizabeth
Richason that house Lott
which I bought of Ebenezar Richason of
Sd Waterbury and lies In Waterbury.
the Contents and boundaries may be Seen
in Adeed Signed and Acknowledged by the
Sd Ebenezar Richason with the privillidges
and appurtenances there unto be Longing,
as they are Described In the Said Deed
to have and to hold,
to use and Improve
the Above mentioned premises In Every
as She Sees Cause So Long
part there of.
as She Lives.
In Consideration where
do
of I the Said Elizabeth Richason.
Covenant and promise, to and with the
Sd Jonathan Scott and his heirs that he
the Sd Scott and his Heirs, shall have
hold and Improve, that house Lott In
the town ship of Waterbury that was My
Husbands John Richasons and set out
and
to me.
as my thirds or Dowry,
North west and South
is thus bounded.

on high ways East on Sd Scotts

century's space

The threshold

north at a point, only I reserve the
the fruit the Apple tree that falls with In
this piece of Land to my use and improvement, the use and Improvement of those
two pieces of Land, as are here Sett
forth with the privillidges and Appurtenances there unto belonging as fenceing
and orcharding. Excepting the fruit of
that one tree Above discribed I do here
by demiss and Lett unto him the Sd Scott,
to have and to hold to use and Improve
In Every
the Above Demised premises.
So long
part there of as he Sees Cause.
as I Live In witness where of we have here
unto Set our hands and Seals to this
Agreement, for the Confimation here
of the Day and year first above written

marck
Signed Sealed
and Delivered JONATHANOSCOTT
In presence of
Witnesses.

(seal)

his

marck
ELIZABETHXRlCHASON(seal)

JOHN SCOVELL
WILLIAM JUDD

htr

led

until we tread
of another age.

We see where o'er our pathway swept
A torrent-stream of blood and fire,
And thank

and

west on
Sd Lott. and Is bounded.
Sd Scotts Lott. East on the Lott I Live
on South on the High way and to the

Through calm and storm the years have
Our nation on, -from stage to stage

A

Lott.

Set of from the South west
Corner of the Lott I Live upon and to Run
a Strait line to the north west Corner of
four foot.

the Guardian Power who kept
of States entire.

Our sacred League

Oh, chequered^train of years, farewell!
With all thy" strifes and hopes and fears!
Yet with us let thy memories dwell,
To warn and teach the coming years.

And

thou, the new-beginning age,
past, and not in vain,
Write on a fairer, whiter page,
The record of thy happier reign.

Warned by the

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT
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Original invitation issued to Gcnrrai Hen
most important social functions o
President Washington's birthdi

WARRIOR

IN SIXTY CONFLICTS IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Painting of General Henry Miller
County, Pennsylvania, February 13, 1751
in 1778
Saved the American Army at the Battle of Monmouth,
Brigadier-General in the War of 1812

Born

in Lancaster

atto Heltr
The

relics

herewith recorded

in

THE JOURN.

repository, are from the collection of Honorable
paintings and engravings in possession of Mr. M
relate the story of the founding of the natio
and present several historic personages
ures,
although their service was of much importar
American patriot, who, when he heard the ne
his country as a first lieutenant, and with his
his
way through the rear of the British sen
On >
August 27, 1 776 made him a captain.
At the battle of M
1778, to lieutenant-colonel.
from disaster, while two horses were shot under h
the expedition to suppress the whiskey insurrect
in command at Baltimore and in charge of Foi
reveal many si nilar personages whose heroic serv
The paint
recognized by the American people.
courage, who blazed his way through the Middle
It in ii
years before the American Revolution.
with 200 followers, attacked Carlisle Castle in G
years before his American descendant became at
,

WARRIOR ON PLAINS OF THE MIDDLE WEST
Painting of General John Armstrong^'

Born

He marched

to

in Carlisle, Pennsylvania'
Kittanning, in 175G, with 280 followers, to

Oricinal invitation in the handwriting
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er and wife, inviting them to one of the
times, the ball given in honor of
797 Photographic fac-simile

WIFE OF A REVOLUTIONARY ARMY OFFICER
Painting of the wife of General Henry Miller

Born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, February 13, 1751
Her accomplishments and position made her one of the social
leaders of the early American nation

t

Antrrtrau

AMERICAN HISTORY, as the national antiquarian
Mahon of Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
The original
much historical value, and in themselves,

re of

ese
ire

The

exhibits

seldom

are

selected from

mentioned

in

our

his,

many

national

treas-

annals,

Miller presents an
Lexington in 1775, offered his services to
y reached Cambridge on July 25, 1775, forcing
His daring at the battle of Long Island,
1777, he was advanced to major, and in
r,
h, July 28, 1778, he saved the American army
n 1794, he became a brigadier-general, and led
During the War of 1812, General Miller was
.The Mahon collection of historic paintings
y.
he cause of independence is yet to be popularly
General Armstrong presents a man of equal
avenge the death of General Braddock, some
to note that it was one of his ancestors who,
ritain, and rescued Mary, Queen of Scots, 188
the political history of the Western Continent.

m

painting

,

of

General,

,

DAUGHTER OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Born near

Painting of Agnes Farquhar
Pennsylvania, February

Carlisle,

8,

1773

A FOUNDER OF AMERICAN TRADE AND COMMERCE

of the
Original painting of Colonel William Pepperrell, first
family in America, who was born in England, in 1647,

and came to the New World and developed its
commerce with the markets of the Old World

Oritfnal portrait ID powwRsion of Mrs. George K. Belknap,
Brookline,

MwwachuHetta
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WirjJIA M

S ALTER

BURLINGTON, IOWA
Descendant

of Colonel

William Pepperrell, one of the First Merchant Tradesmen in America

'HE

researches into the first emigrations to the American continent,
and the character of the founders of our political institutions, are
being more exhaustively pursued today than at any time in our
national life.
Thousands of investigations are now under way, and
new evidence is being brought daily to bear upon the men and

events that laid the foundation for this great structure which is now
known as the United States of Ameiica. The history of the American
people is so truly a story of the individual worker that we find many of our
richest historical sources in private journals of the individual families, many of
whom maintain to this day the characteristics of their progenitors.
There are periodic attempts to undermine the principles and purposes of
Occasional
the men who founded the civilization of the Western Hemisphere.
efforts are made to discredit the Pilgrims and the Cavaliers, impugning their
motives for coming to the New World. These attacks are nothing more than
It has been the misfortune of all public men
those that greet every generation.
to be subjected to the scrutiny of the world, and so prolific is human nature
All human nature has its
that men can generally find whatever they seek.
for the truth are not
that
the
seekers
so
them
the
but
defects,
good
outweighs
The heart of man was much the same three hundred years ago as it
deceived.
It has been the pleasure of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY to
is today.
present positive evidence of the strong character of the men and women who
In them was the courage, the hardihood, and the
first came to the New World.
Among them was
intrepidity that are now vital forces in our national life.
some of the best business instinct of the Old World; there were theologians and
Their motives were
scholars, commercial magnates and political economists.
his home
man
to
as
those
that
the
same
transplant
every
prompt
undoubtedly
It is surely worthy for a man to endeavor to widen his opportunities.
ambition.
Extensive researches have been made in Maine that bring convincing proof
These investigations are
of the character of the early American pioneers.
recorded in these pages by Mr. William Salter, of Burlington, Iowa, who has
analyzed the motives that prompted the first American settlements. EDITOR
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MOTHER OF A STRONG RACE OF AMERICANS

Painting of Marjorie Bray of Maine, who married Colonel
William Pepperrell.oneof the first American magnates of
commerce, in 1 680, and who endowed the New World
with a progeny that today numbers thousands

Original j>ortralt in poeaesulon of Mrs. George E. Belknap,
Brookline,

Massachusetts

S3
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IOGRAPHY
tory are

the

and

in the city of St. Louis, and
among
the Half-Breeds of the Northwest.
Sir Walter Raleigh, Captain John

His-

memories

mankind.
Individand communities,
and
things
personal
of

Smith, the One Hundred Souls upon
the "Mayflower," Lord Baltimore,
William Penn.Oglethorpe, the Huguenots, the Scotch-Irish, survive in the

uals

things social, make up
the world. And everywhere the personal precedes the
social; the individual antedates the

shape they gave to American society.
In 1614 the most daring English
adventurer appeared off the coast of
New England. Not losing heart

community. Some man of weight
and substance becomes paterfamilias
to after generations.

' '

Give us

from the

men ;"

"Give us a high-minded man,"

that befell him in

John Smith pros-

ecuted other voyages with indomi-

the imploring cry of civilization.
Abraham is still "father of the

table

down

faithful."
Moses and David gave
life at different periods to the
people
of Israel.
Pericles and Aristides,

1614.

resolution.
He went up and
this coast in the summer of
With the skill of a modern

coast-survey party, he made the
Isle of Shoals the base of his observations for the long reach of the
coast from Cape Cod to the Penobscot,
of which he prepared a map.
He
"I planted a garden upon the
says:
top of a rocky isle in May that grew
so well as it served for sallads in
June and July." He took the map
he prepared to England, and published it with a glowing account of
the country, which he named New
England, and he was honored as the
"Admiral of New England." Foremost among his friends and supporters
were the "Merchant Adventurers"

Socrates and Plato made Athens an
immortal memory. A thousand years
ago Alfred the Great died (901 A.

He was the first ruler in the
D.).
long years of Christian history to
"live worthily," to devote his reign
to the improvement and welfare of
his people.
And now the historian
traces to his genius and example
what has been noble in England for
the ten centuries since his day.
It was the work John Fiske had in
mind

to do, when stricken down in
the summer's remorseless heat. Out
of the chaos of the eighteenth century
the virtue and magnanimity of Washington created the United States of
America. His character made him
the political Messiah of our country
and of the world. In his example
the nations see today the harbinger
of a better civilization.
The discoverers of America made

London and Plymouth. Ardently
devoted to the settlement of this
region by his countrymen, he represented it as "a most excellent place
of

and fertility." He said:
"Of all the four parts of the world
I have seen not inhabited, could
I have means to transport a colony,
I would rather live here than anywhere," and referring to the zeal
and success of the Spaniards, the
French, and the Portuguese in their
for health

it New Spain; another
France; another part,
New England. They determined the
future of each different portion of
the continent. Spain still lives in
Mexico, in Florida, in New Mexico,
and in South America. The impress
of France remains upon the St. Lawrence, at the mouth of the Mississippi,

one part of

part,

perils

Virginia, Captain

is

New

colonies, he plead with his countryfor "the planting of these north

men

In this interest
parts of America."
he visited the west of England, and
distributed copies of his book on
249

tot

New England among

At that period the mother country
was in religious and political ferment. Imperialism and Liberty were
Charles I and Oliver Cromat odds.

the mariners

and fishermen of Devonshire, CornIt was from
wall, and South Wales.
those districts that the larger portion of the early colonists of the
Maine coast came.
The fish industry then as now
added largely to the commerce and
wealth of the world. In these waters

well were representatives of the conflict.
Some of each side took part
in the colonization of America, but
in the main the spirit of freedom was
in the ascendant among those who
planted the germs and laid the foundations of American institutions.
So it

Captain Smith saw an inviting field
The cod were
for this industry.
larger and of finer quality than those
on the banks of Newfoundland; and
the dry air of the Shoals was favorable
for curing
Said Captain
them.
Smith, "In March, April, May, and
half-June, here is cod in abundance.
The savages compare the store in the
sea with the hairs upon their head.
He is a bad fisher that cannot kill
in one day with hook and line one,
two, or three hundred. Is it not
pretty sport to pull up two pence,
six pence, and twelve pence, as
fast as you can hale and veare a line.
And what doth yield a more pleasing
content than angling with a hook,
and crossing the sweet Ayre from
lie to He over the silent streams of a
calm sea?" Here also were all manner of other fish, as told by an old

was hereabouts.

so

it

influence

adventurous

spirits

'

\

When the strife of that century
ceased with the accession of William
and Mary, nowhere was that Revolution welcomed with more cheer than
in the American colonies.
Two forts
then stood guardian on the harbor
at the mouth of the Piscataqua River,
in Maine.
One was "Pepperrell's
Fort" and the other was given the
name of William and Mary, as that
name was also given to the first college in Virginia.

The American Revolution of 1776
was the logical outcome of the English
Revolution of 1688, and, as was shown

by a

coast,

year after year, in the seventeenth
century, from the first settlement at
Odiorne's Point in 1623, until, in
every reach of the Piscataqua, in
all its tortuous windings and recesses,
and upon lands adjacent, the woodman's axe and the farmer's plow,
the spade and the hoe, took the place
of the war-whoop and the scalping-

1

chief scholar in the science

political

history,

descended

of

J *-*!

SB

from

the builder of Pepperrell's Fort,
the reaction of the American Revolution upon the progress of liberal
sentiment in England and in the

world at large has been great and
beneficent, especially with reference
to religious freedom, home rule or
local self-government, representative

government, public education, and
freedom of commercial intercourse.
Upon the discovery of America no

and ship-building and navigation and commerce and trade and
knife,

the arts of domestic life transformed
the wilderness into homes of industry

and

Long Parliament

the

there

for Kittery.

were attracted

and the Maine

in

already existed on
these immediate waters four little
republics, Portsmouth, Dover, Exeter,
Piscataqua, the latter name standing
(1641),

came about that many

to these waters

In the year that
his sphere of

Cromwell entered upon

chronicler.

And

Ammra

in

ilmljani-Sratoamen

'The
Honorable Ererett
Wheeler, of New York.

civilization.
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portion of the English people were
more aroused to the importance of
that discovery than those in the west
of England.
The Merchant Adventurers of Bristol and Plymouth vied
with those of London in fitting out
vessels for further discovery, and
It soon
for commerce and trade.

appeared that great wealth was
hidden in the waters and upon the
coasts of the new world.
The fishing industry received powerful stimIt aroused
ulus.
adventure.
It
called for skill and daring.
It employed labor. It created and fostered
those hardy virtues which made the
mariners of England famous in story.
Of that class was William Pepper-

founder of the Pepperrell family
in America, of whom I will now relate.
He came from the county of Cornwall,
near the Devonshire line. He was born
in 1647. In youth, an apprentice on a
fishing vessel, he early acquired the arts
of navigation and fishing, and became
master of his own vessel on the banks
rell,

of

Newfoundland and the Maine

coast.

Diligence brought him gain, and he
used his earnings to enlarge his business, employing others in his service.
Thus he grew to favor and to fortune,
and, after some years at the Shoals'
he moved to Kittery, Maine, meanwhile winning the confidence of a substantial citizen here, and the heart
and hand of that citizen's gracious

to:-

daughter, Margery Bray.
And so, 230 years ago this summer,
began that happy union of love and
affection from which has sprung this
miracle of time, whereof a strong race
of descendants now gather from near
and far at their ancient home to
enliven in our hearts the fires of
ancestral piety and nourish in our
'The Maine Historical Society, on the
17th of August, 1901, placed a bronze
tablet on the cellar wall of what was
William Pepperrell's house on Appledore
Island at the Isles of Shoals.

(Eonltettt

bosoms devout gratitude to the
benignant Providence that has
brought about our appearance in the
world from so worthy a stock.
That happy home continued for
more than half a century, 1680-1734,
blessed with a larger measure of
felicity than commonly falls to the

human

lot.
The two sons and six
daughters which came to them in
the course of twenty years, had
each families of their own, and their

children

and

children's children,
as many as the stars of
heaven and as the sand which is
upon the seashore, may yet become
so in times afar. The marrying
if

not

now

and being given in marriage, which
remains the charm of human life
to the end of time, began with those
children 208 years ago, September
1702, when the eldest daughter
Mary, and John Frost, of Newcastle,

4,

plighted their troth.' Later, the
other daughters joined their hands:
Margery to Peletiah Whittemore,
and to Elihu Gunnison her second
husband; Joanna to George Jackson, M. D. Miriam to Andrew Tyler;
Dorothy to John Watkins, and Joseph
Newmarch her second husband Jane
to Benjamin Clark, and William
Tyler her second husband. The two
sons Andrew and William were also
married and had children, so that
in old age the venerable parents
enjoyed the gladness of seeing their
children (except Andrew who had
deceased) and children's children
;

;

up and bless them.
William
Pepperrell's life was
prolonged to eighty-seven
years.
Throughout the whole of it his
rise

business expanded in all the commerce and trade of the time. He
collected in warehouses the wealth

The writer's well-remembered grandmother, Jane Frost Salter (1757-1837),
was daughter of Joseph (1717-1768), ninth
child of

John and Mary Pepperrell Frost.

r

"V

tral
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of the seas, and beaver-skins and
furs and timber from the forests.
He sent his vessels to the fishing-

of reciprocity
to commerce, which
spirit

manners, of
of his
the
address,
delight
elegant
friends, the life of every company,
the soul of honor; in business, when
promising a payment, never failing
as to time or sum; leaving home and
a prosperous business at the call of
his country, braving the perils of
an ice-bound coast and a hazardous
undertaking, followed by four thousand farmers, mechanics and fishermen, who were impelled by no forcelevy or press-gang, but voluntarily
endured the hardships of a seven
weeks' siege, their commander preserving equanimity, cheerfulness, and
confidence in every scene, winning
victory by skill and prowess; his
heroism and their zeal and valor
became familiar tales in every colonial household, and won admiration
and honor in the mother country,
which knighted him for his bravery.
As "the glory of children is their
father's," filial virtue traces a share
of the honor and renown of Sir
William Pepperrell to the good
example of his father and mother.
A tribute to that mother at the
time of her death, 169 years ago,
April, 1741, says in words worthy
tlte remembrance of her descendants
to the latest generation:

which belongs

marks the true
merchant, he exchanged the commodities of this region with those
In addition to these
of other lands.
varied cares and manifold concerns,
he was also employed in public
affairs, both in military services as
captain

of

militia,

and lieutenant-

during the long period of
the French and Indian Wars, known
in the colonies as King William's
colonel

War and Queen
the

in

Anne's War, and

administration

of

justice,

holding for 35 years consecutively
the office of justice of the peace,
and when nearly 70 years of age
appointed one of the judges of the

Court of Common Pleas, enjoying
in every situation the respect and
In 1696"
confidence of the people.
he was representative to the General
Court of Massachusetts, to which
Maine had been attached by royal
charter.

Warm family affection and close
concert of action characterized the
whole Pepperrell household.
The
eldest son Andrew was taken into
partnership by his father, and the
business was carried on under the

"Madam Margery Pepperrell was
born at Plymouth in Old England,
came hither in infancy with her
parents, who left their country for
the free enjoyment of their religious

name

of "William Pepperrell and
Son," until Andrew's death, when
the second son William took Andrew's
place, and the business went on under
the name of "William Pepperrells."
The son William inherited the
industry and enterprise, the strength
of character and the probity and

principles.

"She was through the whole course
of her life very exemplary for unaffected piety and amiable virtues,

especially her charity, her courteous
affability,

of

of

sound

of

quick perception,

common

sense, of Christian

tact,

her prudence,

meekness,

patience, and unweariedness in welldoing. As it pleased God to afford

public spirit of his father, and upon
those foundations amassed larger
wealth, and came to high fame. A

man

Ammra

principles, of engaging

grounds, to England, to the West
Indies, to the Mediterranean, and
In that
to the Southern Colonies.

,o

in

her worldly advantages and a large
capacity for doing good, so she improved them to the honor of God
252

eg

and the

virtue and valor."

A few years ago some old papers
were exhibited, worn and punctured

acquaintance. She was justly
esteemed while living, and at death
as much regretted.
As she lived a
life of faith and constant obedience

her

by the tooth

God.

"The work of righteousness shall
be peace, and the effect of righteousness, quietness and assurance for

man

William Pepperrell and his wife
were among the founders and chief
The
pillars of the church in Kittery.
loving-cup, of .solid silver, he gave to
the church the year before his death,

honor and praise among the people,
in the

day

of

William the observance of the
Sabbath and attendance upon public
worship were the common rule.
The pastor of the church was a
scholar, a graduate of Harvard, and
he was employed in the education
Sir

while in his service.
From the
other source, from the refuse barrel,
came a letter from that English
correspondent in reply to the letter
life

of the

Pepperrell children.
daughters were trained in
the domestic arts, and, equally with
the two sons, in habits of industry
and economy, so that all were
qualified to look out for themselves,
to attend to their own concerns,
and make ventures in business on
their own account.
They were characterized by that spirit of independence and self-respect which the Pepperrell mottoes upon the old family

The

o

crest

The following extracts from the two letters
afford a unique and vivid view of this
ancestor, and show how upright
and prudential he was in conduct,
and how things were going on in
those times
of William Pepperrell.

six

tersely

express

fifty

cestor's conduct of business.
From
one source, from the garret, came a
copy of a letter which he had sent
to his correspondent in England,
the copy in his own handwriting
under his signature, that showed
his considerate care for the mother
of a young man who had lost his

perpetuates in sacramental ser-

vice the communion of saints in the
divine love.
He made religion an

day and

es-

of antiquarian

ploited

in his

had

spirit had exyears ago about the
premises of the Pepperrell mansion.
"Old Mortality" seemed to live again
as from the one source and from the
other came a striking coincidence and
a confirmation of fact in this an-

ever."

and

of time, that

caped the obliteration and oblivion
that has befallen the accounts and
correspondence which in his day
William Pepperrell kept with scrupulous care. Some had come from
the garret of an old house in Portsmouth; others had been picked from
a refuse of such things that a young

to the gospel, so she died with great
inward peace and comfort and the
most cheerful resignation to the

still

(Eottttent

"I have gained it."
"Bravely and faithfully."
"What we have gained we defend by

service of her generation;
charitable without ostentation, and making it her rule to do
good as she had opportunity. She
was not only a loving wife and tender
parent, but a sincere friend to all

being

will of

Astern

of Jfauntora nf

Ijararter

:

PISCATAQUA, Aug'st

25, 1725.

To MR. ROGER PROWSE.
There was a young man that was
born in your part that served his
time with me, call'd John Kitto.
His mother is a wid'w woman in the
city of Exon, call'd Mary Kitto.

:

"Peperi."
"Fortiter et fideliter."
"Virtute parta tuemini."
253

PASCATAQUA, May

Now my

request to you that you
will be pleased to inform the poor
woman that her son was mate of a
vessel of ours at North Carolina,
and being up one of the rivers with
a-trading oversot a large can-

You

of
thing that was with him. Sum
his things was brought home and
sold for the most we could geet,

and he had sum wages due all
amounted too this country money
"
"
"
"
11
!
6 which makes
1
21
6 sterl which we desire you to pay
to his mother and take her receipt
for ye same and send us because
shall want to show that we have
sum
paid what we had of his to
that would willing a kept it. There
was likewise one Gitto drownd in
our employ & am informed that his
she

if

tero

her

order

living

&

now master

of

the

deleaver

my

&

goods &c

disposition you can.
a good Luckout at sea trust

what

make
Keep

no culleres except convoys &c.
Not doubting of your prudent

& management

of all your
but wishing you a prosperous
voyage and a safe return which is
the prayer of your friend.
WM. PEPPERRELL.

care

affairs

name is Grace Gitto who
Mainehead neare Bristol

is

being

Mirram now riding in the
harbor of Pascataqua, bound to
Antego my order for you is to imbrace the first fair wind God shall
send & saile directly for Antego &
being there arrived for you to address yourself to M Antony Mounsloupe

new and was drownd and every-

lived at

1712.

MR. VENNARD

goods

mother's

1,

The copy of this I received which
by God's assistance I intend to follow.
JOHN VENNARD.
May 3, 1712

thirty

on our acc't. Excuse our
giving you this trouble. We are
shillings

KITTERT March
SON WHITTEMORE

much respts
Your most Humble servtts

with

WM

These serves to acquaint you that
are all here in good health & hope
ypu all enjoy like favor. I desire
to assist your brother Tyler in buying
one third part of the land your
when at Boston bought
brother
two thirds of Sam'l Walker &c.
Goodwill with my love to all my

PEPPERRELLS.

we

EXON 8 Feb. 1726-7.
To MESSRS. WILL PEPPERRELLS.
the two poor
found them out
paid Grace Gitto 30s and
after long inquiry I have

As

for

have

Wm

widows I
and have
this week

found out
Kitto to whom shall pay
II" 6 sterling both which re1
ceipts you shall have by the ship I
send your goods by. I have examined your acct & think every

children

inquiring

friends

and

WM. PEPPERRELL.

'

I

&

except the same from your L: Father

Mary
"

article right.

21, 1716-7.

Mary, the eldest daughter of our
venerated ancestor, inherited her
father's strength and her mother's
After the death
grace of character.
of her first husband, and after having
been the mother of seventeen children,
her noble bearing and her "many
amiable qualities" won the heart of an
eminent Boston clergyman, the Reverend Benjamin Colman, first pastor

am

R. P.

(ROGER PROWSE)
With three more

letters, two of
from the refuse barrel,
the other of later date from the
garret, I finish my duty at this time.

earlier date

254

of Brattle Street Church, to

whom

thank you and your wife. I now
send your bucket with two pair
of yarn gloves, one pair for yourself
and the other for Andrew, and
likewise a checked shirt and what
was left of ye linen for him. Give
I

she was married (August 12, 1745).
The following letter to one of her
children dates from that period,
and shows that she carried her
mother-heart and the homespun virtues to her new home

love to your wife and Andrew
and accept ye same from your

my

:

BOSTON, Dec. 30th. 1747.

Affectionate Mother,

DEAR CHILD:

MARY COLMAN.

have written twice to you since
I have had a line from you.
The
last letter I had from you was when
I received your favor, for which
I

'a

Mr. Watkins and wife and

P. S.

Dorothy send
your spouse.

their love to

you and

IHatt<^lg Atujrla
OJ

Man

A

not dust, man is not dust, I say!
lightning substance through his being

Could with a single utterance of might,
Commune with a celestial brotherhood.
So sheer the veil, one thrust of faith could
rend
The vast illusion of our erring sense
Thefactswe fear, the shapes we comprehend,
Are but the flimsiest tissues of pretense!

is

runs:

A flame

he knows not of illumes his clay
The cosmic fire that feeds the swarming

fl

;

suns.
As giant worlds, sent spinning into space.
Hold in their center still the parent flame

;

So man, within that undiscovered place
His center stores the light from -which
he came.

The times are anguished,

Think of the radiant energy that lies
Hoarded in secret chambers of the earth
Think of the marvels drawn from out the

;

the

told

And Primal word pronounced

thine

angelhood.

Dust! Why, the Future laughs at our dull

is not flesh; man is not flesh, but fire!
His senses cheat him and his vision lies.
Swifter and keener than his soul's desire,
The flame that mothers him eludes his eyes
Pulsing beneath all bodies, ere begun
Flashing and thrilling close behind the

Man

sight

;

man

Laughs at the judgment linking

to

sod

Damning him ever with decay and

blight

When at his center burns the blaze of God

;

!

The

force that flung the far suns into space
Pushes and throbs through an eternal

screen,

sacred substance,
blinding as the sun,
for man's recognition in the seen.

plan;

Yearns

The mind that chains the singing

stars [in

place

We walk blindfolded in a world of light
We could touch hands with angels, if we
would

feels

Uncover, man! Thy heaven self is gold.
Gladden the eyes of Him who made thee
good
In that first morning when the worlds were

Light, beauty, power, of electric birth.
of man, who is himself a world
Into whose being conscious forces pour?
Since from the central sun his soul was
hurled,
What of the glory kindling at his core?

A

man

veins.

;

skies

Then what

for

press
Of his divinity; through travail pains
The urge is goading him till he confess
The splendor that is crying through his

Implores fulfilment in the soul of man.
Collier's

;
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American magnanimity and American character cannot be more beautifully
expressed on this semi-centenary than in these lines by the American poet, Francis
Miles Finch.
They breathe the brotherhood of the times and throb with the
American spirit which knows no malice. These lines should be read as a Golden
Anniversary tribute on the Memorial Days that are now to be observed throughout the North and the South.

By

the flow of the inland river,

Whence the fleets of iron have fled.
Where the blades of the grave-grass quiver,
Asleep are the ranks of the dead

:

Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;

Under the one, the Blue,
Under the other, the Gray.

So with an equal splendor,
The morning sun-rays fall,
With a touch impartially tender,
On the blossoms blooming for all:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Broidered with gold, the Blue,
Mellowed with gold, the Gray.

when

These in the robings of glory,
Those in the gloom of defeat,

So,

All with the battle-blood gory,
In the dusk of eternity meet:
Under the sod and the dew,

With an equal murmur falleth
The cooling drip of the rain:
Under the sod and the dew,

On

Waiting the judgment-day:

the

forest

summer

and

calleth,

field of grain,

Waiting the judgment-day;

Under the laurel, the Blue,
Under the willow, the Gray.

Wet with the rain, the Blue,
Wet with the rain, the Gray.

From

Sadly, but not with upbraiding,
The generous deed was done,
In the storm of the years that are fading
No braver battle was won

the silence of sorrowful hours

The

desolate mourners go,
Lovingly laden with flowers
Alike for the friend and the foe

:

Under the sod and the dew

No more

:

Under the sod and the dew,

Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the roses, the Blue,
Under the lilies, the Gray.

Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the blossoms, the Blue,
Under the garlands, the Gray.
shall the

war-cry sever

Or the winding rivers be red
banish our anger forever
They
When they laurel the graves of our dead
Under the sod and the dew.
;

!

Waiting the judgment-day
Love and tears for the Blue,
Tears and love for the Gray.
FRANCIS MILES FINCH
;
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Engraving bg

ORIGINAL IN COLLECTION OF BOSTONIAN SOCIETY AT THE OLD STATE HOUSE IN MASSACHUSETTS

This Historic Engraving of the Town of Boston when the British Ships of War were
landing their troops on September 30, 1768, was made by Paul Revere and dedicated
by him: "To the Earl of Hillsborough, His Majesty's Secretary of
State for America, this view of the only well planned expedition

formed

supporting ye dignity of Britain and chastising ye
America is inscribed" It is interesting to
note that this is the same Paul Revere who eight
years later aroused the Americans to the defor

insolence of

fense of their liberties at the Battle of

Lexington by

his

famous midnight

ride, the forerunner of the

American Revolution

Reproduction from color plates loaned by Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
from bin collection for Dr. Avery's "HiBtory ot the United States"

ORIGINAL BATTLE DIAGRAM OF

ST.

LEGER LEFT BY HIM

WHEN HE FLED FROM FORT SCHUYLER

This historic document

Lansing

is

now

in possession of Mrs.

IN 1777

Catherine Gansevoort

was found

in the writing desk of St. Leger, whose
reign
of terror in the Mohawk Valley in New York
during the AmerIt

ican Revolution

is

a brutal chapter in the annals of

The diagram, which seems to be his
proposed order of march for his troops, was
left behind when he fled from his

warfare

camp

before Fort Schuyler in
1777 with his band of
Indian and British
Guerrilla fighters

Reproduction from Coll.,-1,,,,, ,,f lli.i.iri, Prims in Posa^wion
Mr. Charles Willinm Iturn.ws ot Cleveland, uhio

Light In
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British

Advan

M P " Reserve

^^mt.
ii & Guards
Guards/ _ _
^
-

Tarlcton's

Dragoons

m

Column

DECISIVE BATTLES IN AMERICAN HISTORY

is a detailed map of the Battle of Guilford Court House
which, on March 15, 1781, had much to do with the shaping
This rare map
of the destiny of the American continent
of exhaustive investigations and
is the result
was prepared for record in Dr. Avery's
"
"
by
History of the United States
Lieutenant Joseph A. Baer of
the United States Military
Academy at West Point

This

in Posses
Reproduction from Collection of Historic Prints
Mr. CharlB. William Burrow of Cleveland, Ohio

BURGOYNE
AFTER HIS SURRENDER AT SARATOGA

HISTORIC PLATE USED AT DINNER TO

is in possession of Mr. Samuel Ludlow Frey
It is a blue Canton set
Palatine Bridge, New York
which bears the destinction of having been used at
a dinner to General Burgoyne, after his surrender
at the old Sylvester home at KinderYork, in 1777
hook.

This historic china
of

New

Reproduction from Collect inn <>f llisti-H. Prints in Possession of
Mr. Churl.* William Burrow* of Cleveland, Ohio
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HANNAH THATCHER Ons
CATSKILL,

NEW YORK

Oldest Living Descendant of James Otis, the Pre-Revolutionary Statesman

HIS

investigation into the politics and the political leaders that inspired the American Revolution, gives one a. new insight into the
events that led up to the struggle for liberty.
It proves that the
I
American Revolution was not a sudden outbreak of violence, but that
it was the result of a refusal to heed the long warning of a dissatisfied
The agitation began in much the same way as those which
people.
arouse the American people today. The arbitrary use of power, and
the turning of public privileges into special privileges, first resulted in remonWhen these voices of warning were not heeded,
strance and then protest.
they began to organize themselves for their own self -protection. This is the

^
'

'

way

in

which

civilization has

beginning, and in which it is now
understanding and application of historical pre-

moved from

its

moving very rapidly. A full
cedents might avert the revolutionary outbursts of the masses who are still
Governments like men must learn by experience,
crying for liberty and justice.
and the halls of legislation, either in our national capitol or in our state assemblies, cannot afford to ignore the moving unrest of the people.

Recent investigations into the political character of the man who first
agitated the unrest that led to the American Revolution, brings forward a
It was a young lawyer
strong personality little known in our national annals.
named James Otis of Massachusetts, and it is interesting to note that he was
not a rabid agitator of anarchistic temperament, but that he was a graduate
from Harvard, bearing a Master of Arts degree. This is corroborative proof
The writer of the facts
of the character of the men who founded the nation.
recorded in these pages is a lineal descendant of both the Otis and the Thatcher
families and frequently heard her grandfather, who was twenty-three years of
age at the time of the death of James Otis, relate reminiscences of this "father
of the American Revolution."
Among the lineal descendants is General Harrison Grey Otis of Los Angeles, California.
It is not known that he left any written evidence, as he employed two
entire days in destroying all his correspondence and other writings, and thus
annihilated many records of his public service and literary production that would
have furnished rich material for his own history and that of the times. EDITOR
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S the

historic annals of

The successive generations
dust.
of this family took an active part in
the affairs of the province, and filled

our

country become hoary
with age, it is a privilege accorded the descendants to keep the
valiant deeds of their
ancestors from being
consigned to oblivion. Each epoch of
our national existence bears marks
As the foundation
of advancement.
for strength and beauty, so will be
the grandeur and perpetuity of the
As the builders of this Repalace.
public became stronger in independence of character, they unitedly created in this fair land, a home for
The Otis family was an imliberty.

many important

civil

offices.

It is

intention at this time to give
a limited review of the life of Honorable James Otis, Junior, the patriot
and statesman, and of his services
to the cause of American IndependHe was of the fifth generation,
ence.

my

son of Honorable James Otis, born
Barnstable, Massachusetts, 1724,
and entered Cambridge, June, 1739.
He took the degree of A. B. in 1743,
and that of A. M. three years afterward. After leaving college he devoted eighteen months to the various
branches of literature before directing
in

portant factor in establishing civil and
religious liberty during the formation
period of the colonies. John Otis, the
first of that name in America, accompanied his pastor, the Reverend
Peter Hobart, from England, and
settled in Hingham, Massachusetts,
in 1635, Mr. Hobart being settled
its first pastor.
Joseph Otis, grandson of John, held the office of judge
of Plymouth County court of common pleas and was also a member
of the General Court for a number of
He was empowered by the
years.
town of Scituate to have the meetinghouse finished off by pewing and "to
appoint two and two to a pew (when
they do not agree to couple themselves), each couple paying the rent
of the pew."
Another grandson, John, settled at
Barnstable and filled a variety of
trusts.
For many years he was
representative to the General Court.
Eighteen years as commander of
the county militia; thirteen years
Chief Justice of the court of common

his attention exclusively to law.
He
married Ruth Cuningham in 1755.

They had three children, two daughters and one son, James, who, at the
commencement of the war, entered
service as a volunteer midshipman;
after a short time he died on board

the "Jersey" prison ship.
In 1745, James Otis began the
study of law in the office of Jeremiah
Gridley, at that time the most eminent lawyer in the province. Mr.
Gridley was a Whig in politics.
Two years after being admitted to
the bar, Mr. Otis moved to Boston,
and soon rose to the first rank in his
profession.
his
career

mediately

It

was then he began
Im-

in
life.
political
after the
conquest

of

Canada,

rumors were circulated
that the charters would be taken
away, and the colonies reduced to
royal governments. Governor Bernard, who was a strong supporter
the

royal prerogative, entered
into these views.
The first
demonstration of the new course
intended to be pursued was the arrival in council to carry into effect
the "Acts of Trade" and to apply to
the supreme judicature of the province for "Writs of Assistance" to be
of

fully

and first judge of probate.
In 1706 he was chosen one of His
Majesty's Council and sat at that
honorable board twenty-one years,
till death gave him a
discharge, and
laid all of his earthly honors in the
pleas,
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for

granted to the officers of the customs.
In a case of this importance Mr. Paxton, who was at the head of the
customs in Boston, consulted with
the government and crown officers
as to the best course to be taken.
The result was that he directed his
deputy at Salem, in November,
1760, to petition the Superior Court,
then sitting in that town, for Writs
of Assistance.
Stephen Sewell, the
Chief Justice, expressed great doubt
of the legality of such a writ and of
the authority of the court to grant it.
As the application was on the
part of the Crown it could not be
laid aside without a hearing, which
was fixed for the next term of court,
to be held in February, 1761, at Boston, when the question was ordered
In the interval, Chief
to be argued.
Justice Sewell died and Lieutenant-

Governor Hutchinson was made his
successor.

The

tom house

called

officers

of the cus-

upon James

Otis,

as Advocate General, to argue their
As he believed these writs
cause.
to be illegal and tyranical, he reThe merchants of Salem and
fused.
Boston applied to Mr. Otis and Mr.

Oxenbridge Thatcher, who engaged
make their defense probably
without fees, although very great
ones were offered. The language
of Mr. Otis was: "In such a case I

o

John Adams said they
hated him worse that they did Mr.
uneasiness.

Adams, and feared
him more. He wrote a pamphlet
entitled, "The Sentiment of a British
American," which became very popuOtis or Samuel

After being a member of the
two years he died, deeply
lamented by all of the friends of
lar.

legislature

their country.
The trial took place
in the old town house of Boston, in an

and elegant apartment
at the east end of the building, or-

imposing

namented with two

splendid full
length portraits of Charles II and
James II. The judges were five in
Lieutenantnumber,
including
Governor Hutchinson, who presided
as Chief Justice.
Lawyer Gridley
opened the case, arguing it with much
learning and dignity, in favor of the
custom petition. He was followed
by Mr. Thatcher, whose reasoning
was ingenuous and ably delivered, in
a tone of great mildness and moderation.

Anxiety

and

filled

the minds of

all

the argument of

expectation

parties to hear

James

Otis.

He

began as follows: "May it please
your Honors, I was desired by one of
the Court to look into the books, and
the

now

before

to

consider

despise

them, concerning Writs of AssistI
have accordingly conance.
sidered it, and now appear not only
in obedience to your order, but,

all

fees."

Mr. Thatcher, the colleague of
Mr. Otis in this great cause, was at
that time one of the heads of the
bar in Boston. He received his
degree at Cambridge, in 1738. He
first studied divinity and began to
follow a profession which had been
that of his ancestors for several
generations, but his voice being too
weak for the pulpit he gave it up to

His family was
study law.
the most respectable in

of

The

one
the

opposition of Mr.
Thatcher gave the Government great
province.

question

likewise in behalf of the inhabitants,
who have presented another petition
and, out of regard to the liberties
of the subject, I take this opportunity
to declare that whether under a fee
or not (for in such a case as this I
despise a fee), I will to
dying
;

my

the powers and
faculties God has given me, all such
instruments of slavery on the one
hand, and villainy on the other, as
this Writ of Assistance is."
He
said that a man's house is his castle.
This writ if declared legal would

day oppose with

all

>-v

J

of

atljera

totally

this

annihilate

Ammran

tlj?

there were other very striking cir-

privilege.

cumstances.

menial
servants may enter may break locks,
bars and everything in their way,
and whether they break through

Custom house

officers or their

was the pupil of Gridley,
whose character he felt a high
respect and for whose instruction he
was sincerely grateful; and he never
Otis

;

for

malice or revenge, no man or court
can enquire.
In the language of Samuel Adams:
"Otis was a flame of fire, with a

lost

m

legal

authorities,

sight

trial.

Samuel Adams,
ness

so

spectacle

feelings in the
"It was,"
says
the venerable wit-

of these

course of the

promptitude of classical allusion,
a depth of research, a rapid summary
of historical events and dates, a
of

lUuolttttott

often

more

quoted,

'a

affecting to

moral
than

me

any I have ever seen upon the stage,
to observe a pupil treating his master
with all the deference, respect, esteem
and affection of a son to a father, and
without the least affectation; while

a

profusion
prophetic glance into future and a
rapid torrent of impetuous eloquence,
American
carrying all before him.
then
and
there
was
Independence
born. The seeds of patriots and
heroes were then and there sown.
Every man of the immense audience
appeared to me to go away as I did,
ready to take arms against Writs
Then and there was
of Assistance."
the first scene of the first act of
opposition to the arbitrary claims
Then and there
of Great Britain.
the child Independence was born.
In fifteen years he grew up to manhood and declared himelf free. Tuder says it indeed affords some compensation for the absence of contemporary records and the subsequent

he baffled and confounded all his
opponents, confuting all his arguments, and reduced him to silence."

By his dignified reprobation of an
impudent attempt to impose on the
people of America, he raised such a
storm of indignation that even
Hutchinson did not dare to utter a
word, and Mr. Gridley himself seemed
to exult inwardly at the glory and
triumph of his pupil. His argument
lasted between four and five hours.

An epoch in public affairs may be
dated from this trial.
President
Adams says the exertions of Mr.
Otis' on this single occasion secured
him a commanding popularity with

neglect of this great leading transaction, that one of the hearers, after
a lapse of sixty years, with all the
authority which venerable age and
illustrious services can confer, should
have called the attention of his
countrymen to the subject; and by
a rare and felicitous force of memory
carrying back their regards over the
course of two generations, have
exhibited with a magical effect,
through the obscurity of time, an

the friends of their country, and the
terror and vengeance of her enemies,
neither of which ever deserted him.
Mr. Otis was chosen, almost unanimously, a representative to the
"On that
legislature in May, 1761.
week," says President Adams, "I
happened to be at Worcester attending a court of common pleas,
of which
Brigadier Ruggles was
chief justice, when the news arrived
from Boston. You can have no
idea of the consternation among the
government people." Chief Justice
Ruggles, at dinner at Colonel Chandler's on that day, said, "Out of this
election will arise a faction which

impressive and brilliant sketch of
one of the first struggles that led
to their national existence.
In addition to the deep anxiety, which
such a question as Writs of Assist-

ance must inevitably have created,
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AN EARLY AMERICAN POLITICAL LEADER

Painting of Colonel James Otis, Senior, of Barnstable, Massachusetts
President of His Majesty's Council, and a type of early Colonial administrators
Father of James Otis, the Pre-Revolutionist, who was the first to raise his voice against British oppression
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Hall "f the
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Stale
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at Bonton

shake this province to its foundaThat same year the currency
question came up and was the cause
will

tion."

much discussion. It was settled
at the next meeting of the legislature
according to the principle which
Otis had maintained, and acts were
of

passed to issue new treasury notes
to replace the old ones, and gold and
silver

were made a legal tender in

In the
at the usual rates.
winter of 1762 a new colony agent was
chosen, who proved very inefficient,
as did most of them until the appointment of Dr. Franklin in 1770.
At this time Otis published a pamphin
let
vindication of the House
It
was then
of
Representatives.
that our country was in its greatest

all cases,

The patriot saw and
perplexity.
realized that to take a stand in opposition to the King must result in
hastening on a civil war, while to
let matters drift along, which seemed
to be the desire of Governor Bernard,
would mean to give up all hope of
civil and religious liberty for the

Early in 1765 the Stamp
Act was passed with an infatuated
unanimity; an act destined to obtain
very great celebrity. When the information of the passage of this act,
which was not to go into operation
till the following November, reached
colonies.

the colonies, the Assembly of Virginia was the only one in session.
The memorable reso'ves introduced
by Patrick Henry assumed at once
the lofty and open ground against
taxation by any legislature in which
they were not represented.
The governor immediately dissolved them, but their resolves went
abroad, and it was found that the
public voice throughout the colonies
harmonized with the tone which
they had taken. The legislature
did not meet till the last day of May,
when Governor Bernard addressed
them, concluding his speech as fol-

our happiness that our
the Parliament
of Great Britain, is the sanctuary
of liberty and justice, and that the
Prince who presides over it realizes
Sentithe idea of a patriot King."
ments like these in due time made
Bernard a Baronet, and the colonies
independent. Otis was one of the
committee appointed by the House to
consider what steps shou'd be taken
under the many difficulties to which
The
the colonies were reduced.
committee reported the expediency
of having a general meeting of committees from the several assemblies
of the colonies, to be held in New York,
on the first Tuesday of the following October. This step was taken
unanimously. The question with regard to the Stamp Act was effectively
settled before the Stamp Act Conassembled. The inhabitants
gress
throughout the colonies took the
matter into their own hands. Essays, sermons, discourses of all kinds;
meetings, committees, associations,
The
called the public to resistance.
that
the
execuunderstood
people
tion of this act would determine the
lows:

"It

supreme

is

legislature,

question of freedom or slavery. The
committees from nine colonies con-

vened at

New

York, October

19,

1765.
The assemblies of the other
colonies were either dissolved or

were

not

in

session.

Arguments,

facts, petitions, anxiety, loyalty and
The King
respect, were of no avail.

to his courtiers and
and they asserted that
the Americans were able, and ought
to bear the burdens imposed upon
them. The delegates to this convention were James Otis, Oliver PartThe
ridge and Timothy Ruggles.

listened

only

ministers,

latter

refused to sign the petition.
1st, James Otis returned

November

New York, making his appearance in the House, and laid on the
table the proceedings of the conven-

from

Later the House of Representatives passed a vote of censure on
Brigadier Ruggles, at the same time
a vote of approbation to Messrs. Otis

tion.

and Partridge, who signed the petiThere were several individuals
of the Stamp Act Congress whose
names are enrolled in the first class
No member
of American patriots.

tion.

of it stood higher in the opinion of
his colleagues, for energy and talents,
The governor had
than James Otis.
impressed upon the House, in his

opening speech, the duty of submitting quietly to the Stamp Act,
and, at the beginning of the next
session of legislature a committee
was appointed, of which Otis was
chairman, to consider the speech of
His answer bears
the governor.

marks of his manner. He
commences by saying, "Its careful
perusal had been made the first
business of this session and they would
have been glad to have passed it by
Your excellency says
in
silence.
strong

times have been made
more difficult than they need have
been, which is also the opinion of
the House. The custom houses are
that

these

now open. The courts of justice
must be open open immediately
and the law, the great rule of right,
in every county
executed."

in

the

province

The courts had been suspended
some months, because they would

for

not proceed to business without
stamps, and the people declined using
them. At the opening of the session, May, 1766, Governor Bernard
congratulated them upon the repeal of the Stamp Act, but in a manner that betrayed chagrin rather

than

After several
to
the
House
by the goverspeeches
nor, and replies to the same, a committee, of which Otis was chairman,
reported an address of thanks to
the King for the repeal of the Stamp
satisfaction.

Act,

which glowed with the

most

affectionate loyalty, thereby placing
in a strong light the difference of
their feelings toward the Sovereign,
or his representative, Governor BerOn the third day of June,
nard.
1766, Otis brought forward a prop-

and was afterward made
chairman of a committee to carry it
into effect, for opening a gallery for
such as wished to hear the debates.
This became one of the most powerosition,

modes of diffusing knowledge,
and creating a watchfulness of politiThe
cal affairs among the people.
legislature of this year secured an
accession of three eminent members:
Joseph Hawley, John Hancock and
Tuder says: "The
Samuel Adams.
names of the two new members of
the legislature elected from Boston
in 1766, were coupled together by a
ful

subsequent act of proscription in a
remarkable manner. Samuel Adams
and John Hancock were chosen the

James Otis and Thomas
Gushing, and these four gentlemen,
who for several years composed the
delegation of the capital, exercised
a wide influence in the affairs of the
province, and are inseparably connected with all the events that led
to the independence of the United
Otis and Gushing were only
States."
permitted to see the promise of
colleagues of

American prosperity, but Adams
and Hancock were destined to outlive the period of trial.
They entered
with the nation on the new grounds
of the Federal Union, and became
associated with the administration
and the parties that grew up under
the new confederation.

The most

remarkable

document

reported by the committee of the
legislature was the "Circular Letter"
addressed to the speakers of the
This circular, dated
several colonies.
Province of Massachusetts Bay,

February

11,

1768, begins

by

say-

EARLY AMERICAN LAWYER WHO BEGAN FIRST
AGITATION AGAINST BRITISH TYRANNY

Paint-:

Honorable James Otis, born in 1724, inlBarnstable,
graduated at Harvard in 1743, and
delivered first speech in America to arouse the people
againsVoppressive and tyrannical government, in 1761

ing

'of

Massachusetts,

AMERICAN.WOMAN: OF PRE-REVOLUTION-

ARY DAYS

Painting of Mary Alleyne Otis, wif
of Colonel James Otis, of His Majesty's Council
mother of James Otis, Junior, the lawyer who first
raised his voice in behalf of the American people,
in 1761, and began the agitation that resulted in
the American Revolution and the American nation
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House of Representatives have taken into consideration
the late acts of Parliament imposing

which caused the ferment of public

ing that the

Governor Bernard, in receipt of this
message, immediately prorogued the
General Court, and the next day, by
proclamation, dissolved it. On the
10th day of June a vessel belonging
to Hancock was seized by the commissioners of the customs in a very

opinion to become general.
A town meeting was held September 12th, which was opened with
prayer by Dr. Cooper. Otis was
chosen moderator. A committee was
appointed to wait upon the governor,
presenting a petition urging him to
take suitable measures for the preservation of their rights and privileges,
and requested him to favor the town
with an immediate answer. The
governor's reply was received and
read.
He stated that "apprehensions that some of his majesty's
troops were to be expected in Boston
arose from information of a private
nature; if quarters were wanted for
the troops, apply to the council."
In a letter to the commissioners
from one of their spies, written on the
day of this town meeting, the informant tells them that the people met
in Faneuil Hall, that James Otis was
chosen moderator and was received
with a universal clapping of hands,
that the hall not being large enough
to contain them, they adjourned
to Dr. S e w a 1 1 s meeting-house.
After appointing a deputation to
wait upon his excellency, they adjourned to the next afternoon.
Otis, the moderator, first making
a speech strongly recommending
peace and good order, saying the
grievances of the people might in
time be removed; if not, and we were
called on to defend our liberties and
privileges, he hoped and believed
that we would one and all resist them
unto blood, but at the same time,
prayed Almighty God that it might
never happen. It was then voted
that the selectmen of the town should
wait upon the several ministers of
the gospel, to request them to observe
the next Tuesday as a day of fasting

and insulting manner. The
governor had confirmed the report
that some regiments were expected,

and prayer. Every effort was made
to avert the evil of having an army
quartered in the province. General

duties

and taxes on the American

colonies.
After a lengthy discussion of the same, they concluded with
expressing confidence in the King,
that the united and dutiful supplications of his distressed American
subjects will meet with his royal

and favorable acceptance.
The
whole of these documents are among
the most important of State papers.
They were drawn up by Otis and
revised by Samuel Adams. This

was the common course of proceeding
these two gentlemen were on a
committee together. Otis, whose

when

great learning, keen perception, bold
and powerful reasoning, made him
the primary source of almost every
measure, generally made the first
draft.
Adams, who saw to everything; revised, corrected and polished,

when

it

might be requisite.
remarked that there was

It is here

no jealousy respecting these

political

The proceedings were
communicated by the governor at
the time they were ratified by the
productions.

'

House. He then took no notice of
them. The ministry required that
the House should rescind their circuand the penalty for refusing
would be that they should be immedilar letter,

The House voted
This decision was
received throughout the province and
in all the colonies with enthusiasm.
ately dissolved.

not to rescind.

violent
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Finally, after several more
unsatisfactory interviews between the
governor and the people, a large
committee of the House, Otis being
one, reported resolutions accusing

Gage, Commander-in-Chief, was besought in the most pressing manner
to countermand it, but all efforts

were

unavailing.

ished."

The regiments,

with several vessels of war, arrived
in October.
After the barracks at
the castle were rilled, they were
lodged in the town house, in Faneuil
Hall, and partly encamped on the

Governor Bernard of misrepresenting
the conduct of his majesty's truly
loyal and faithful council of this
colony, and of the magistrates and
inhabitants of Boston. They also
A
enumerated other grievances.
week after, the House received a
message announcing the governor's
Thus terminated the disasrecall.
trous administration of Sir Francis
Bernard. There are many other
things of great interest which the
length of this article will not permit
me to mention.
When the new legislature assembled in Boston at the close of May,
1769, and found the building sur-

common.
The intrusion of a military force
was a capital error. But the state
of public feeling was demonstrated,
as well by the common aspect and
movements of society as by official

A
remonstrances.
enlightened
people saw the chains that were
prepared for them, and neither
threats, snares or force could make
protests and

brave and

virtuous,

yield for a moment in their
of resistance.
union of
sentiment blended all classes of society
in one common disposition while the
country was in danger. While its
defenders were in deep anxiety,

them

A

design

cannon and military
guards, Otis rose immediately after
they were organized, and, in a brief
address of impassioned eloquence
and energy, declared how unworthy
it was of a free legislature to attempt
any deliberations in the presence of
a military force, and moved the
appointment of a committee to make
remonstrances which, after some
days' delay, resulted in their being
transferred to Cambridge.
When
they had assembled in the college
chapel, Otis again addressed them
before proceeding to business.
Besides the members deeply affected,
the students were attracted by the
novelty as well as by the sympathy
that was felt with all the ardor of
rounded with

amusements that would have been
at other times innocent and congenial
were foregone. Some of the crown
officers circulated a proposal for a
regular series of dancing assemblies,
with the insidious design of engaging
the higher classes in fashionable
festivity, and also to undermine the
stern reserve that was maintained
toward the army. But out of the
contracted limits of their own circle
they could not obtain the presence
of any ladies.
Elegant menus, gay

uniforms, animating music, were
resisted.
The
this occassion

women

of

refused

ostentatious

to

gayety while
country was in mourning.

Tuder

all

Boston on
join

youth for a patriotic legislature.
These youths were clustered round

in

their

the walls in listening groups.
He
spoke with that resistless energy and
glowing enthusiasm that he could
command at will. He told them the
times were dark and trying, that
they might soon be called upon in
turn to act or suffer, that it was

"How

finely does this
circumstance illustrate the character

says,

of those heroic times.
occasions
did the

women

On how many
noble-minded

America show themselves
worthy of being respected and cherof
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their duty to study the classic
models of ancient patriotism, as it
might be hereafter to imitate them.
Their country might one day look
to them for support, and they would

that

the

noblest of all
their country, and
if necessary, to devote their lives
to her cause.
They listened with
recollect

duties

was to serve

breathless

eagerness,
eye
every
with tears, and their souls
raised with such
emotions
high
that they might have been led
at once to wrest from their enemies
the cannon which they had pointed
Afteragainst the legislature.
wards, a speech of a very different kind was made while the
House was in session at Cambridge.
On some question in dispute between the legislature and the governor, Brigadier Ruggles, the staunch
friend of the latter, had delivered a
very powerful and ingenuous argument which seemed to make a strong
impression on the members. James
Otis rose after him, and with the
fullest tone and most impassioned
manner, that seemed to arrest the
very breathing of the house, began:
"Mr. Speaker, the liberty of this
country is gone forever, and I'll
go after it !" He immediately turned
round and walked out of the chamber.
The House was thrown into a ludicrous kind of amazement; some
were
smiled, and their thoughts
shaken from their reflections on the
speech of Ruggles. Whether this
was his object, and he resorted to this
burlesque mode of interrupting its
effect, no one appeared to know.
Otis had long been so conspicuous
as a leader of the patriotic party, his
power of exacting public feeling was
so irresistible, his opposition to the
administration so bold and vehement, his detestation against those
who were bringing ruin upon the
filled

country

so

open

and

mortifying,

Ameruatt

of

that secret enemies had long been
seeking to influence the ministry to
He
arrest and try him for treason.
was stung to madness by the discovery
He was not
of this secret treachery.
acting as a demagogue or revolu-

He was proud

of his rank in
opposing the ministerial schemes, he still felt loyalty
toward the King and affection for
England, and longed for the period
when he might give proofs of both
in
supporting the views of the
government. At this very time he
found the crown officers had been
tionist.

society,

and

in

assidiously laboring to blast his
reputation, and endeavoring to have
him torn from his home to undergo
imprisonment in the mother country.
The next evening, about seven
o'clock, Otis went to the British
Coffee House, where Robinson, one
of

the

commissioners, was

sitting

with a number of army, navy and
revenue officers.
Immediately, an
altercation took place and he was
The lights
assaulted by Robinson.
were extinguished, and Otis, without
a friend, was surrounded by the
adherents of Robinson. A young

man by

name of Gridley, passing
entered
the coffee house,
by, boldly
but he was beaten and turned out.
Finally Robinson retreated by a
back passage and Otis was taken home
badly wounded. The affair naturIt was
ally excited much attention.
said that the assault was the result
Otis reof a plan of assassination.
ceived a deep wound on the head,
which the surgeons, Drs. Perkins and
Loyd, testified must have been given
with a sharp instrument. He instituted an action against Robinson.
The jury awarded two thousand
pounds sterling, damages. This sum
was a very considerable one in those
the

,

At last he nobly gave up on
a written apology being made in
which the defendant acknowledged

times.

Hnmhtitmt

Arnmratt

fault

his

and begged

his

Mr. Osgood on a pleasant farm in
a retired part of the South Parish.

pardon.

Otis said, "It is absolutely impossible
that I should take a penny from a

All his old friends

man

attention,

in this way, after
edgement of his error."

an acknowl-

nor

At a town meeting held in Boston
on the 8th of May, 1770, for a choice
of a

representative,

the

invitations,

with him.

given to the Honourable James Otis
for the great and important services,
which as a representative in the
General Assembly through a course
of years he has rendered to this

Andover, which he did
Six weeks after his return,
on Friday afternoon a heavy cloud
suddenly arose, and the greater part
of the family were collected in one
of the rooms, to wait till the shower
should have passed. James Otis,
with his cane in one hand, stood
against the part of the door which
opened from his apartment into the
front hall.
He was in the act of
telling the assembled group a story
return

town and province, particularly for
undaunted exertions in the common cause of the colonies, from the

to the present glorious
struggle for the rights of the British
constitution; at the same time the
town cannot but express their ardent
wishes for the recovery of his health
and the continuance of those public
services that must long be remem-

beginning

place which
seemed to shake the solid earth,
and he fell without a struggle or a
word, dead, into the arms of Mr.
Osgood who, seeing him fall, sprang

name among

the patriots of AmerVoted, that the gentlemen, the
selectmen, be a committee to transmit to the Honourable James Otis
an attested copy of the foregoing
vote.
ica.

forward to receive him. The flash
of lightning was the first that came
from the cloud, and was not followed

by any

others.

No mark

of

any

kind could be found on Otis, nor was
there the slightest change or con-

WILLIAM COOPER,

Town Clerk."
election of 1771, Otis was
again chosen to the legislature, but
his infirmities had increased so much

vulsion in his features.

At the

The end

of

was

ennobled when the
ruins of a great mind, instead of
being undermined by disease, were
demolished at once by a bright bolt
from heaven. His body was brought
to Boston and his funeral was attended with every mark of respect,
and exhibited one of the most
his

that he could no longer give a close
and continued attention to business.
The public career of James Otis may

be said to end in 1769, although
he was again in the legislature in
1771, where his exertions were less
arduous and he exhibited many

life

numerous processions ever seen

in the
town. Many tributes to his memory
were written in prose and verse.
He died soon after the peace of 1783.

eccentricities.
The two last years of his life

He

to

when an explosion took

bered with gratitude, and distinguish

passed at Andover.

the

willingly.

his

"Attest,

warm welcome,

festive hilarity, the recollections of
the past, carrying him back to trying
times, must have hurried through his
mind in quick succession.
His
brother advised him soon after to

his physician retired into the country
for the recovery of his health, Voted,
that the thanks of the town be

his

persuaded him to dine
The meeting with many

old friends, the

following

"The Honourable
having by the advice of

vote was passed:

James Otis

showed him great
and among others GoverHancock who, after frequent

were
lodged with
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GOODRICH

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Grandson

of Captain

James Goodrich

federacy

ence in possession of descendants of one of the

earliest sea captains,
whose experiences on the high seas
under the American flag are indeed
an interesting chapter in American

who

is generally imployed
by the
Americans brought in here for adMr Sterns wrote Capt
judication.

Murry of [the] L'Oiseau informing
him that if he prevented my coming

history.

April 27, 1795, there sailed from

bound

for

on shore he should be under the
necessity of moving a writ of Habeas
Corpus to take me by force, he Capt
Murry, had given orders to his Lieutenant not to give me leave to go on shore
making an excuse that it was a

Havre-de-

Grace, in France, the ship "Confederacy," 459 tons, built in Connecticut, 1794, owned by Messrs.

of New York, and
Nathaniel Strong of Hartford, Connecticut; commanded by Captain
James Goodrich of Wethersfield,
Connecticut. Her cargo consisted
of provisions, sugar and other staples.
Two days out from New York,

Reuben Smith

fast-day appointed by government
imploring the Almighty God for
success to attend their forces, but
this was a mere pretense; at 4 P. M.
the next day a boat came with a
dark of Mr. Forecith [Forsyth] here
with an order from Capt Murry to
permit me to go on shore in consequence I have addressed myself to
him Mr William Forecith on your
part as likewise on the part of John
Grayham the owner of the cargo on
board the ship Confederacy.
On
my interview with Mr Forecith I
there found a Mr Steward an Attorney as likewise a Notary who Mr
Forecith recommended jointly with
Mr Sterns & immediately noted the
inclosed protest & waited on the

leagues from Sandy Hook,
was captured by the British
frigates "L" Oiseau," Captain R. Murray, and the "Cleopatra," Captain
Charles V. Penrose, and taken to
sixteen

she

Halifax.

Goodrich

Captain

this part of the story in letters

tells
still

preserved.
"Halifax, in the Province of

Nova

Scotia,
15th, 1795.
Smith
Co.,

May

Messrs Reuben

&

GENTLEMEN:
I

lament that

I

disagreeable necessity

am

the

my

by the private correspond-

York,

of the capture of

the ship Conparticulars of which
I shall refer you to the inclosed
arprotest the third day after
rival in this port, by secretly conveying a letter to an Attorney in
this town by the name of Stems

you

days of national
in America are
revealed as never before
first

commerce

On
New

of the Ship "Confederacy"

under the

of informing

latter
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gentleman when

I

opened the

state of my case who informed me
that there was not a doubt rested in
their minds that the ship & cargo
would not be cleared the moment the

brought in for adjudication
should have bulk broken until the
case be decided by the Court of
vessel

Vice-Admiralty and if condemned
then to break bulk. I then rest my
hopes not that I am afraid any
contraband goods will be found but
as I have already said damaging
the cargo. At the same time give
me leave to say that I cannot suppose
that Mr Grayham would for a small
quantity of contraband risk so valuable a ship and cargo as there is on
board The aforesaid Mr Foresith
was the owner of the ship Calidonia
that captured your ship the Connecticut & says that it was a costly
affair for him and that it will be the
same as his opinion for the captors
of the Confederacy.
"Sir I beg that you would inform
me by the first opportunity which
in case the cargo
way to
should be condemned which I have
no reason to think it will be, so I
shall gentlemen exert myself to the
utmost for your interest and Mr

Examination of myself & officers
were gone through with which I
effected this day and tomorrow the
I
officers go through with theirs.
am much alarmed at the report my
mate gives on an interview with him
who had been on board [the] L'
Oiseau ever since her leaving com-

pany with the Cleopatra who says
that those frigates boarded a ship
from New York bound to Ireland
called the Oraland which informed
those British cruisers that the rice
cask on board my ship contained
powder and the beef cask Naval
Stores, this you will observe was told
Mr Hale by the first lieutenant of
the frigate and that I had 12 nine
pounders in the hold and that we
sailed in company with those French
men of war laying at the Hook and
with many such infamous assertions
all of which you may be assured has
given me the greatest alarm after we
had been assured of the treaty on the
part of Mr Jay which no doubt Mr
Graham had placed the utmost
confidence in, at the same time I
trust he had not shipped any other
goods than are admitted to be carried
on neutral ships
"I must confess that I think rather
than those captors would risk the
damages

Q

falling

...

As

Grayham.

you

are

now

ac-

quainted with the particulars of my
situation you must not delay any
time in forwarding me a letter of
credit and press the departure of

Mr Grayham.

"I remain gentlemen.

Your most

obt.

JAMES GOODRICH."

on them they would

There

be induced to get some persons to
swear such things were on board
in that case I should be compelled
to land the cargo which will create
great delay attended with immense
damage to the same. However, I

the

first

is

no available record of
mentioned in the

protest

of Captain Goodrich to his
owners, but a later protest shows
that his ship and cargo were finally
released with costs upon the captors,
and he sailed from Halifax on the
16th June, 1795, bound for Havre
as originally intended.
He was not to enjoy his freedom
very long for on the 12th July, 1795,
when nearing his distination and at
entrance of the English channel, he
letter

shall strictly attend to the advice of
counsel in this particular, who I

my

this day demanded of whether or no
they could compel me to unload to
which he produced an Act of Parliament, wherein it said that no ship or
274

fQJ

ran into a

fleet of vessels

L'Oiseau Captain R.
Cleopatra
Captain
Charles V. Penrose and was boarded
by the former of them and after
having had all his papers inspected
and been himself Examined was informed by the said R. Murray that
he should detain the said Ship and
her Cargo and send the same into
Halifax to be tried by the Vice
Admiralty Courts there that all the
Crew of the said Ship except the

being con-

ffrigates

voyed by English frigates, one of
which stood for him and fired a gun,
at which he hauled up, was boarded,
and captured again.
The second protest, as follows,

Murray

part of the story in connection with his
experiences at
Halifax.

tells this

all People to whom this present
Instrument of Protest shall come
Greeting in Our Lord God Everlasting KNOW YE that on this present
day being Tuesday the twenty eighth
day of July in the year of Our Lord
one thousand seven hundred and

"To

Co;-

JM J

of

Devon and Kingdom

and fifteen men putt
on board her from the said ffrigate
who immediately on coming on
board took possession of her and
her Cargo on the twelfth day of

prize master

last carried her into Halifax
aforesaid where after detaining her
several days they libelled her in the
said Vice Admiralty Court on suspicion of her having contraband

May

of

Great Britain by royal authority
duly and lawfully constituted admitted and sworn JAMES GOODRICH
master of the Ship or vessel called
the CONFEDERACY of and belonging
to New York in the United States
of North America of the burthen of
about four hundred and fifty nine
tons who did solemnly and seriously
declare attest

and

following (that

is

affirm in

goods on board and being laden with
ffrench property that on the twenty
sixth of same month on the setting
of the said Court the Captors obtained an order for the unlivery of
her Cargo for proof and proceeded
therein so far as on the twenty eighth
same Month to satisfy themselves
that there was not any Contraband
Goods on board and on the twelfth
day of June last it having been proved
to the satisfaction of the said Vice
Admiralty Court that there was not
any Contraband Goods on board the
said ship and that her Cargo belonged
to a citizen of the said United States
and no foreigner concerned directly
or indirectly therein it was decreed
that the said Ship and her Cargo
should be restored and permitted
to proceed on her said intended
Voyage and the Captors pay the
Costs and charges of the unlivery
and demurrage.
"THAT on the fourteenth of same
month the said ship being ready for

manner

to say)

"That

he the said appearant sailed
the said Ship from New York
aforesaid on Monday the twenty
seventh day of April last with a Cargo
of Provisions Sugar and other goods
and merchandize bound therewith to
a Port in ffrance (the said Ship being
then quite light strong staunch sea-

in

worthy and fitt well found and provided and in good order and condition to proceed on such a voyage)
and on the Wednesday following
the twenty ninth of same month
Sandy Hook bearing from him N. W.

b

and

said Appearant his Steward and Boy
were then taken out of her and a

ninety five there came and personally
appeared before me PETER TONKIN
Notary and Tabellion public and one
of the masters Extraordinary of the
High Court of Chancery dwelling
and practicing at Plymouth in the

County

the

W

distant about sixteen leagues
he fell in with His Britannick Majestys
275

Sea but the wind at S. W. which
prevented her sailing four of her
crew applied to the Chief Mate for
leave to go on shore and on being
refused and his acquainting them
he had the said Appearants order not
to permit a man to go out of the
Ship they immediately hailed His
Britannick Majestys Ship the Africa
n
Capt R. Home who sent his Boat
on bound and took them out of the
said Ship upon which the said Appearant went on board the Africa

about eighteen leagues he about six
saw a large fHeet bearing N.
N. E. and N. E. b. E. when one of the
Headmost being a ffrigate made
sail and stood towards him and at
7 P. M. fired a Gun upon which the
said Appearant hauled up his Courses
and lay too and about half an hour
after was hailed by her and asked
from whence and where bound and on
being told was asked what his Cargo
consisted of and on being told that
also was ordered to lay too till a
boat was sent on board with a
Lieutenant, who on coming on board
ordered the said Appearant on board
the said ffrigate with the Ships papers
and on the said Appearant asking the
name of the said ffrigate he was informed it was His Britannick Majestys
ffrigate the Latona the Honorable
Captain Arthur Kaye Legge one of
Vice Admiral Colpays Squadron
who were conveying the East India
and Mediterranean ffieets across the
Bay that the said Appearant was
then sent on board the said ffrigate
with the Ships paper and was there
informed by Captain Legge that he
should detain the said Ship and her
Cargo and on his asking him the
reason for so doing was told that the
P. M.

and demanded them and on Captain

Homes

refusing

to

give

them up

remonstrated with him thereon and
sett forth the disagreeable situation
it putt him in as he could not proceed

his Voyage without them particularly as he before (since being detained there) lost two others of his
Crew but the said Captain Home

on

persisted in not giving up the Men
and said he could not help it but
would putt some ffrench prisoners

on board to

assist
his Ship to ffrance

him
if

in navigating

he would have

them which finding it impossible
to gett back his own Men was obliged
to accept and had seven frenchmen
sent on board him
"THAT the next day the wind still
continuing at S. W. he could not
proceed to Sea but the following day
the sixteenth the wind coming to the
N. E. the pilot came on board at 4
A. M. and gott the ship under weigh
and proceeded down the Harbour
with her and at 7 A. M. left her and
the said Appearant then proceed
to sea in her on his then intended
voyage from thence to Havre de
Grace in ffrance and prosecuted the
same with variable winds and weather

had received orders
and send into port all
American Ships bound to ffrance
with provisions that the said Appearant then informed him he had
already been detained and sent into
Halifax and then liberated by Decree
of the Vice Admiralty Court after
having been unladen and found not
to have any contrabond Goods on
board and the Cargo solely to belong
Brittish Cruizers

to

detain

to a Citizen of the said United States
of North America in answer to which
he was informed by the said Capt n
Legge that what had before happened
was now of no avail as the present
detention was by a late order from
the Admiralty that the said
Ap-

and without meeting with anything
material other than the said Ship at
times shipping and making much
water till Sunday the twelfth day
of this Instant July when Ushant
distant
bearing from him E. b. S.
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AMERICAN CAPTAIN

IN FIRST

DAYS OF NATIONAL-COMMERCE

Miniature painting of Captain James Goodrich, born in Wethersfield, Connecticut, October 27, 1769.
Died at New Haven, Connecticut, October 17, 1858 He was captain of the ship "Confed"
which was captured by a French privateer, in 1797, and established the
eracy
the United
precedent in the famous French Spoliation claims before
He was a friend of Captain Isaac
States Court of claims
Hull, and one of the most prominent and daring
commerce
in
national
pioneers

Original miniature taken in England, aud

now

iu putwewtlon of th

grandson of Captain Goodriuh,

in

Japan

(ftommerr? iittfor

pearant then requested Captain Legge
would permit him to remain in his
own Ship the Confederacy but was
refused tho' at the sametime told if he
wanted any thing from her he might
go on board for it but must return
again in the boat that all the Crew of
the said Ship the Confederacy (except the Mates and six Men) and the
seven hrenchmen were then taken out
ot her and brought on board the
said nrigate and a prize Master and
ten men putt on board her from the
said fmgate with orders to carry
her into the port ot Plymouth for
which port she immediately made sail
and the said nrigate (with the said
Appearant part ot his crew and the
said seven ttrenchmen on board)
then made sail to join the Convoy
which she did at tour A. M. and on
the Ihursday following the sixteenth
parted from them in Company with
Vice Admiral Colpoys's Squadron
and hauled to the Northward.
THAT the said Appearant whilst on
board the said ttrigate repeatedly
requested the said Captain Legge
to be putt on board one or anothei of
the many Ships he afterwards brought
to

and boarded but was always

thereof and then hired a Boat to^carry
himself and Men to the Port of Plymouth aforesaid where he this Day
arrived and there found his said
Ship the Confederacy and her Cargo
safe arrived but detained as prize
WHEREUPON I the said Notary at
the special Instance and request of
the said James Goodrich have sol-

emnly protested and do now by these
presents Protest against His Britannick Majestys said ffrigates the
L'Oiseau and Cleopatra their Com-

mander

Officers

and Crews

for

so

Capturing the said Ship the Confederacy and sending her into Halifax
and there detaining her and her Cargo
as prize and against rtis Britannick
Majestys said rtrigate the Latona
her Commander Officers and Crew
for so capturing and taking possession of the said Ship and her Cargo
dispossing the said Appearant of
the Command of her taking him and

part of his Crew out of her preventing him from proceeding in her
with her said Cargo on her said in-

tended Voyage to Havre de Grace
aforesaid sending her and her Cargo
into the port of Plymouth aforesaid
and then now detaining the same

re-

fused till Friday last the twenty
fourth Instant when the said ffrigate
having brought to and boarded the

and for all costs losses
Damages charges hindrances delays

as

Prize

and expences that the said Ship her
Cargo Owners proprietors and
ffreightors any or either of them
already have sustained mantained
received suffered or been putt into
or which she her Cargo they any or
either of them shall or may at any
time or times hereafter sustain maintain receive suffer or be putt unto

American Brig Mary Ann bound to
ffalmouth he was permitted to go on
board her with his Crew so before
taken out which he accordingly did
(leaving the said seven ffrenchmen on
board the said ffrigate as Prisoners)
and arrived in her at ffalmouth
Yesterday the twenty seventh Instant
and immediately Noted and enteied
his Protest with James Tippett No-

for or

or

tary Public there as particularly appears by the Notarial Certificate

for

by reason
on

or occasion thereof

Account

matter cause

of

any other

thing whatsoever
any wise relating thereto
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or

"!N TRUE TESTIMONY

whereof

de France the 2nd May, 1796, where
the greater part of the cargo was

all

the said Appearants have hereunto
subscribed their Names and have

sold.

At the

been duly and severally sworn to

my Name

but have also affixed

my

JAMES GOODRICH.
signed, PETER TONKIN

signed,
-

Notary Tab. Pub

&

de Bourbon, where the

and was made the excuse for her
capture by the French a year later.
10,
1796, for
Sailing on June
there
arrived
the
June
ship
Bombay,
25th, and took on a cargo of cotton,
and sailed August 1st from there
bound for Canton, stopping at the
Island of Po. Penang in the Straits
of Malacca, and arrived in Canton
October 1st. Here all the cargo
was sold; sugar, tea, cinnamon, chinaware were bought, and January 8,

Notarial Seal of Office the day and
Year first within written 1795

~A-

Isle

vessel stopped, no objection was made
to her role d' equipage as being
irregular, as was later claimed to be

the truth of the premises by Oath
solemn taken on the Holy Evangelists of God before me the said Peter
Tonkin. IN WITNESS whereof and
for making these presents of full
force and effect I the said Notary
have not only hereunto subscribed

a

Hamburg
the way

From the high-handed manner in
which he was robbed of his sailors,
and twice captured, one can readily
see an instance in the causes leading
up to the War of 1812. The ship was
restored to him the second time and
he went to London to obtain a
freight, not securing which his corres-

1797, the ship sailed for
via Cape Horn, and on
stopped at Charleston.

pondent sold the "Confederacy" to
the firm of Leffingwell and Pierpont
of New York, who placed in command

privateer "Duguai Trouin," Captain

when approachlatitude
Channel
ing
48 38' north, and longitude 17 3'
west from the meridian of London,
they were overhauled by the French

On June
the

The Jay treaty with England,
which postponed the second war with
that country, angered France, that
nation having on December, 1796,
withdrawn her minister, Adet, and

engaging
Captain
Captain James Goodrich as second
captain or first officer.
One of the owners, Hezekiah B.
Pierpont, being in England, took
charge of the vessel and projected a
voyage to China. The English laws
would not permit a clearance for the
East Indies so after Pierpont bought
a cargo the ship cleared for Madeira
the 25th of December, 1795, arriving
there

and

after

taking

on

1797,

Dutache.

Scott Jenckes,

a

3,

English

intimated in
the Directhat
threatening language
towards
act
to
determined
were
tory
the commerce of neutral powers in
the same manner as neutral powers
permitted others to act towards them.
"in

official

gazettes

' '

Pinckney arrived

in France, Decembut failed to

ber, 1796, as minister,
have his appointment

wine,

East Indies, February 4,
by way of Isle de France and
Bourbon. The ship arrived at Bourbon the 24th April. 1796, and Isle
sailed for the

accepted by
the Directory, and in January, 1797,
was notified that he was in France
without
Taking the
permission.

1796,
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hint, he secured passports

owners were dead and the
minor claims had forgotten
them, the heirs of the vessel's owners

and went

original
heirs of

to Holland.

The Directory issued an ordinance
"that all American ships which are
not provided with a role d' equipage of due form as prescribed by the
model attached to the treaty of the
be' lawful
6th Feby. 1778, shall
This role d' equipage conprizes."
sisted of a list of crew and of all
persons on board the vessel with
names, surnames, place of birth and

payment for all the claims
without interest, ninety-five years
after the "Confederacy's" capture.
Captain Goodrich was permitted certain cargo space for his personal
venture, and his claim, without interest, amounted to $15,213.57, which
was. not recovered owing to its not
received

being recognized as a separate one.

The owners having guaranteed payment of advances, took the whole
amount of award, and his heirs only
found out by accident of settlement
years after same was made, and when
any claim upon them was outlawed.
The claim of the "Confederacy"
was the most important of the

by two

witresidence,
nesses and by the public authorities
of the place of departure or at least
by the consuls of the ports of their
certified

to

and stopping places.
the papers -of the "Confederacy" were such as American ships were
accustomed to carry, and, as before
sailing

Now

stated, no objection had been
to them at a French port, but

made
it

French

now; here was a good ship
with a valuable cargo to be had for the
taking, providing a show of irregularity in her papers could be found.
Such being the case the French
privateer convoyed the "Confederacy" to Nantes, and her days as an
American ship were over.
The case came befoiethe Judges of
the Tribunal of Commerce of the
Canton of Nantes, and despite vigorous protests from the owners and
different

officers,

was condemned and sold

and

the

legal

attorney, who represented the government, declared in his plea: ''This
case has already cost this country in
blood and treasure a hundred times

more than is claimed in it; for this
claim more than any other occasioned
the war with France."
Captain Goodrich became very
i

prominent on the high seas after the
War of 1812. In 1825, when in command of the ship "China," he arrived
in Peru while a revolution and famine
were in progress.
The revolutionists
seized his ship which was loaded with
flour and threw him into prison.
His
son, John Goodrich, succeeded in
bribing the guards and smuggling
food to his father, when Captain Isaac
Hull of the frigate "United States"
entered the harbor with his decks
cleared for action and demanded the
release of Captain Goodrich.
He
died at his family home in New Haven,
Connecticut, on October 17, 1858, in
his 90th year, having seen American
commerce become one of the most
important factors in the world's trade.

for

the benefit of the owners and crew
of the privateer "Duguai Trouin,"
bringing the sun of $298,349.68, -a
round sum for forced sale
In April. 1798, Timothy Pickering
issued a circular to all collectors of
customs that no form of a document
called by the French, role d' equipage,
is annexed to the treaty of amity and
commerce, or any other treaty or
convention made between the States
and France.
After long waiting and disappointment at the failure of Congress to

make

spoliations,

points at issue created a precedent for
United States assistant
other claims.

was

appropriations, and after the
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:

Entrance to the ancient churchyard at
patriarchs

lie

St.

Mary's

in

the village of

Becking

in

old

England, where the]

buried

SAXON ORIGIN OF ONE OF THE OLDEST STRAINS OF AMERICAN BLOOD Road
from Shalford

in

to Weathersfield

England, which was travelled 800 years ago by the progenitors of the American race
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Review bv Ihe Edllo

covering

more than five million Americans, entering into the political tissue
and fibre of every commonwealth in
the United States, fighting in every
American war, leading armies, build-

years of diligent research on two continents,
have just been completed, and as a
result the power of heredity is proved
with such overwhelming evidence
that the value of genealogy to history

ing navies, revolutionizing industry
through invention, and instilling intellectual and religious liberty into
the character of the generations.
The investigations are based upon
an apparently insignificant record of

seems permanently established. The
investigations have been under the
direction of an eminent American
scholar, Professor Elisha Scott

the

INVESTIGATIONS

J

race of

into the
origin of strains of blood
that have entered into the
building of the Western

Hemisphere

,

many

Loomis, Ph.

D.,

formerly of

emigration of a woolen-draper

from London, England, to Boston,
one Joseph
Massachusetts, in 1538
Loomis and his wife, Mary White,
who thereby became the progenitors
of the Loomis family in America

the

faculty of Berea College, Ohio, and
Charles A. Hoppin, Junior, an American genealogist who is pursuing researches into Anglo-American foundations in Europe.
The documentary evidence c o 1 lected by these investigators, in the
American and British archives, is
the basis for interesting sociological
deductions, inasmuch that they find
that from a single immigration into
America in 1638 has sprung a mighty

with

its

various

derivations,

such

Lomas, Lomax and Lummis, the
progeny of which is even today, a
forceful factor in the United States
Senate and in all affairs of state.
Through simultaneous investigations in Great Britain and America,
a strong chain of more than 400 years
as

has

been

283

with occasional
back more than 800

welded,

links carrying it
years.
Through

it all,

the direct line

Joseph Loomis

of

has been

existing in England, of this surname
(and it may be said in this connec-

main-

and the
economical and

sociological as well as
historical importance
of the single individual is established.

tained,

tion, that

Some years ago Professor Elias
Loomis, LL. U., of Yale University,
pursued extensive investigations into
this same strain of heredity, and his
discoveries have been used as a basis

for the

more recent

investigations.

sessment and collection of a tax upon

Exhaustive examinations have been
made of the records at Leydon, Holland, and Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
but it is found that the strain is of
Saxon origin and that it emulates undoubtedly from historic old LancaIt is here that the
shire, England.

the inhabitants of Lancashire granted
to Edward III by the parliament, in
the sixth year of his reign -1333.
All the Lomases and Loomises of
the English-speaking world sprang
from the original "del Lumhalgh" of
Bolton. The records in these early
years are broken and incomplete, and
the chain of evidence first begins to

surname was first assumed and for
hundred years, from Saxon

eight

times

the present hour, the
family appears to have resided
in the very parish in which it first became a family with a surname.
There is no mention in the Doomsday Book of 1086 of the surname of
until

Lomas

weld itself at historic Thaxted, in
Essex County, England, about 1540,
when one Thomas Lummyus appears
on the Church Rolls. From this time
on, there are no missing links in the
complete chain of evidence. Thomas
Lummyus died in 1551. He left a

Loomis in any form whatever, in any
county of England; this date is between one and two hundred years
before the

son, John Lummyus, who stood well
in his native town of Thaxted, and

name became

applied to
any person. It was a place-name,
however, before 1086, in the parish
of Bolton, Lancashire; but its omission from the Doomsday Book as a

died at about forty years of age, his
1567 still being extant.
The
records show that he married Kyrsten
Pasfield (or Jackson).
They had a
will in

John Lummys, who was baptized
1562 and died in 1619.
He removed to Braintree when a young
man and married a daughter of the
parish whose first name was Agnes,
according to his will, but whose last
name has not been found, as the
records of the Braintree church before 1660 have been destroyed.
It

designation of locality is explained
fact that it then had reference
merely to a part or small section of
Bolton within which it was early comNeither is there any mention
prised.
of the surname in the
Pipe Rolls
(Great Rolls of the Exchequer) of
1130-1216; this period was still' too
early for the surname to have become
firmly formed and fixed in Lancashire.

son,

by the

till.

months have been devoted

the accurate searching of every
record of any possible bearing upon
the subject) is found in a Lay Subsidy Roll, number 130-6, at the
Record Office in Chancery Lane,
This parchment is the
London.
original record (as made) of the asto

in

was

The surname of Loomis is an Ameri-

their

(Loomis),

son,

born

Joseph
before

Lummys
1590,

who

can

modernization of Lomas, the
original form of which was "Lum-

emigrated to America and founded
the strain of blood which has been

halgh," or "Lumhaulgh," "del Lumhalgh," "Lumhales" pronounced
without sounding the letters "h"
and "g." The earliest record now

the

subject

of

this

investigation.

These four generations in England
have been established by documentary proof.
I'M

Scene at Bolton England, where

name

of Loomis'in its earliest form, "del

Lumhalgh," had

its origin

about 1065

Joseph Loomis, the American progenitor, married

Mary White

in the

Shalford Parish Church, in Essex
County, England, on June 30, 1614.
He became a prosperous merchant in
England. His wife was the daughter
of a man considered very well-to-do
in that time and region a man whose
testamentary bequests of money
alone were upwards of fourteen thousand dollars (present reckoning).
Joseph Loomis was a woolen draper,
a merchant engaged in the purchase
of cloth from the many weavers who
wove on hand-looms in their cottagehomes. He had a store in Braintree
stocked with goods which a "draper"
These products he sold at
dealt in.
large, both wholesale and retail, to
tailors and consumers in general.
Braintree and nearby towns were
centers of cloth manufacture.
Mary
White resided at the estate of her
father in Shalford, four miles north
of Braintree.
She was baptized
;

August

24,

1590,

and

was the

daughter of Robert and Bridget (Allgar) White who were married June
24, 1585.

America was the chief topic of conand news was eagerly
awaited from those who had gone to
versation,

It is probable that
the New World.
the Loomises came to America because they believed that there was a

better opportunity for advancement.
Neither religious interests nor political ambition seemed to have entered
into their decision to come to the

New

World. It was a matter wholly
sound judgment
the appeal of
He had all the money
opportunity.
that he would require to establish his
of

family in America.

When

the ship

"Susan and Ellen" left London on
April 11, 1638, Joseph Loomis and
his wife were passengers; with them
were their five sons and three daughters.

17,

They arrived
and went

1638,

at Boston, July
to Dorchester,

Massachusetts, where they remained
about a year.
It was in 1639 that a system of
government was established in the
Connecticut valley, which seemed to
The three
interest Joseph Loomis.
towns of Windsor, Hartford and
Wethersfield agreed to govern themselves according to a written consti-

tution, thus formulating the first
constitutional republic in the world,
and which later became the basis upon which was constructed the consti-

of the United States of
It was about this time
America.
that Joseph Loomis became a freeman in this republic he removed with
his family to Windsor, Connecticut,
where he became a large land-owner
and erected a homestead which has
since remained in perpetual ownership of his descendants and is believed
to be the oldest English ancestral
estate in America that is still occupied by the family.
It is from this settlement in Windsor, 1639-1640, and the establishment
of this homestead, that the remarkable deductions are made in which it
is proved that Joseph Loomis and his
wife, Mary White, became the progeniters of a mighty race of more
than five million Americans. Joseph
tution

;

Loomis died at Windsor on November 25, 1658; his wife, Mary White,
died August 23, 1652.
Upon their
union, through their five sons and
three daughters, has been reared ten
generations of American manhood

and womanhood.
The exhaustive investigations during the last few years are confirmed
by actual records, mathematical calculations,
evidence.

and much

An

documentary

analysis of six genera-

tions proves that of those born

Loomis

,

over seventy per cent married, and
that the families averaged six children
each. The result is that at the end
of ten generations, reducing the
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PROGENITOR OF THE LOOMIS BLOOD

IN

AMERICA

Joseph Loomis was baptized

in

St.

Michael's Church at Braintrec, England, about 1590, and here were proclaimed the banns before his marriage-day^Photograph by Charles A. Hoppin, Junior

average to but four children to meet
the more modern Asocial conditions,
an actual tabulation has been made

of sixty, giving the average duration
of human life as thirty-three years.

who have

even under the severe pioneer life of
New "England and the West for six
generations, less than fifteen per cent

of

5,270,540 Americans

The Loomis

sprung from this single marriage and
If the genealogy of other
families contained such exhibits, a
comparison would probably give us
certain eugenic laws from which important deductions might be made.
The first six generations show an
average number per family of six 72.3
emigration.

investigations

show that

died before the age of sixteen, that
over twenty-six per cent passed the
age of sixty, that the average age is
fifty-one years, and that over one and
one-half per cent passed the age of

ninety years.
In the military struggles that have
marked the development of the

;

per cent married, and the ratio of
males to females born was 10.9. Recent scientific investigations state
that the fertility in normal averages
is about five per family, and that
only
about forty per cent ever marry. The
Loomis family record seventy per
cent.
Mortuary records make the
scientific calculation that fifty per
cent of all persons born, die before
the age of sixteen, and that only one
and one-fifth per cent live to the age

American spirit of liberty, more than
thousand soldiers have sprung
from the marriage of Joseph Loomis
and Mary White. The colonial town
records and the muster-rolls reveal
them in King Philip's War, the various colonial wars, the French and
Indian War, the American Revolution,
the War of 1812, the Civil War, the
minor Indian wars, and the Spanisha

290

BRITISH FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICAN GENEALOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Fac-simile of the auto-

John Loomis in 1611 Photographed from the church records at St. Michael's, Braintree, England,
by Charles A. Hoppin John Loomis, born about 1562, was the father of Joseph Loomis, the first to emigrate
to America
graph
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the autograph of Joseph Loomis, the American
pioneer, inscribed on the records of St. Michael's Church in
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He sailed from London for the New World on the ship "Susan and Ellen "
April 11, 1638
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The ancestral deed still hangs on the wall, and over the fireplace is
the sword used in the cause of American Independence
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This tombstone, standing in the ancient burying-ground at
Litchfield, Connecticut, bears historic evidence to early American motherhood. On the moss-grown slab is this inscription:
"Here lies the body of Mrs. Mary, wife of Dr. John Buell, Esq.
She died Nov. 4th. 1769, JEtet 90, having had 13 children, 101

grand children, 274 great grand children, 22 great-great-grand
Mother Buell was born
children; 410 total; 336 survived her."
in 1672, the third generation from Joseph Loomis, and this was
her contribution to the New World. She was the ancestral

mother to

five of the first American missionaries, including the
to go to the Sandwich Islands; the first president of the
village of Cleveland, Ohio, and author of the first legislative bill
in the world to abolish imprisonment for debt.
Among her
progeny were many of the nation's warriors, a commander of
the United States Navy, members of Congress, and a United
States Minister to Prussia.
It is through such noble womanhood as this that America has become the greatest power in
the world's civilization
first

Mr-

mmran
American War.

3Fntm&att0n0 in (great Irttattt

They stand on the
Lexington and at
Ticonderoga, Valley

are not permitted to examine
The muster-rolls of the states
for the Civil War are very complete.

Forge and Yorktown, at Antietam,
Gettysburg and Chattanooga, with
Sherman on his march to the sea, and
with Grant at the surrender of Lee.
Honorable John H.Loomis, of Chicago,

In American education, the descendants of Joseph Loomis have had
a wide influence. Their names begin
to appear at Yale University in 1750,
and continue through nearly every

President of the Illinois Society of
the Sons of the American Revolution,
has made an exhaustive examination
of the military records of the Loomis
As there are no general
soldiers.
muster-rolls for the respective colonies for the intercolonial wars, the
town records are the only sources of
definite information.
During the
period when these wars occurred
from the earliest settlement to 1763

American University, passing across
the continent to the University of
Michigan, University of Illinois, University of Kansas, Northwestern Uni-

battle-line

Bunker

all
i

n

at

Hill, at

office,

them.

versity, University of Oklahoma, and
the University of California. Among
them are scientists, astronomers, sociologists, mathematicians, and political economists:
Doctor Mahlon

Loomis

Washington, discoverer of
Reverend Justin
President
of the
Loomis;
Rolph
Lewisburg University, Lewisburg,
Reverend E 1 i s h a
Pennsylvania
Loomis, one of the first missionaries
to the Sandwich Islands, Ypsilanti,

whose names were found lived

either

Connecticut

o

r

Massa-

At the time of the Revolution, the family had scattered more
widely and the name of Loomis appears on the muster-rolls of New York
and Vermont.
The rolls of the
American Revolution are quite complete, showing the names of all the
chusetts.

soldiers in

Connecticut,

;

Michigan; Professor John Loomis, a
great educator of the blind, Jacksonville,

Massa-

New York and Vermont.
Among these may be found the
of

Loomis.

O

one hundred by the name
Connecticut and Ohio are

New York City

the only states that have complete
muster-rolls of the War of 1812 and
the Mexican War.
The muster-rolls
of all the other states containing the
names of soldiers in these two wars,
and the various Indian wars, are
buried in the archives of the War

Department

in

Washington.

ton

George

Loomis,

;

Professor Isaac

New-

Fellow of the Royal

Chemistry

Society, Enterprise,
Professor
Eben Jenks
Loomis, Historian of the Eclipse expedition to Africa, Amherst, Massachusetts; Levi C. Loomis, the first
white child born in the Sandwich

Florida;

These

rolls are inaccessible: first, it is

Reverend

Illinois;

Loomis, President of the Alleghany
College, Meadville, Pennsylvania;
Reverend Chauncey L. Loomis, missionary to West Africa, Middletown,
Connecticut; Doctor Alfred Lebbeus,
physician of world-wide reputation,

chusetts,

names

of

wireless telegraphy;

im-

Islands, Potosi,

Missouri; Reverend

Henry Loomis, noted missionary to
Japan, Yokohama, Japan; Laurus
Loomis, adviser to President McKinley and Secretary Hay, Elberon, New

possible for the military secretary or
the clerks in the office to examine
these records and make a list of the
names; second, others, not of the
297

Jersey; Charles Battell Loomis, noted

author and humorist, Fanwood, New
Jersey; Superintendent George W.
Loomis, author, educator, superintendent of schools, Pueblo, Colorado;
Professor Frederick B. Loomis, Professor of Biology,

Amherst

College,

Amherst,

Massachusetts; Principal
Hiram B. Loomis, Principal Hyde
Park High School, Chicago, Illinois.
In statecraft and politics the
Loomis blood has been equally prolific: Honorable Francis B. Loomis,
Assistant Secretary of State, Washington; Judge Dwight Loomis, Judge
of the Supreme Court of Connecticut
many state senators throughout the
United States, including in its genea;

logical lines Honorable Gideon Welles,
Secretary of the Navy in the Cabinet

Honorable Morgan G. Bulkeley, United States Senator from Connecticut; Honorable
Winthrop Murray Crane, United
States Senator from Massachusetts;
Honorable George P. McLean, former
Governor of Connecticut; Honorable
Washington Hunt, LL. D., former
Governor of New York; Walter
Loomis Newberry, founder of the
Newberry Public Library of Chicago,
Illinois.
There are many distinof President Lincoln

;

guished jurists, physicians and theologians, including more than one

hundred inventors.

The modern culmination of this
genealogical strain comes in the consecration of the ancient homestead at
Windsor, Connecticut, to American
education, and an endowment of
$1,200,000 by Colonel John Mason
Loomis, of Chicago, Illinois, a lineal descendant in the sixth generation, for
the founding of a great educational
institution to be known as "The
Loomis Institute" on the site of the
ancestral estate, to forever inspire
the generations to partake of its liberality

and

live

worthy

of its pioneer

This is probably the first
builders.
instance in American history where
an original ancestral estate has been
perpetually endowed for the liberal

education of its posterity. The following sentence from Colonel John
Mason Loomis' will is in itself a contribution to American character and

He says: "Hoping to leave
some mark for good upon our race
and time, we present to the Loomis
Family, this their Hearthstone, and
endow it with all we have; inviting
them to rally around the shrine, from
which their boys and girls shall take
history.

the highest inspirations for better
and grander lives, from the best of
their race who have gone before, and,
like them, ever keeping the banner of

human

progress, honor
to the front."

A

and manhood

board of trustees holds the en-

dowment, and plans are to begin at
once for the organization of an institution along the most practical educational lines, the result of which will
be closely followed by the educational
world.

The Loomis

investigations, with
bomplete historical biographies, genealogical lines of descent,

and

statis-

have been recorded
in a privately printed volume that is
dedicated to Mr. Burdette Loomis,
President of the Loomis Family Assotical calculations,

ciation of America,

who

resides

in

Hartford, Connecticut. It is a notable
contribution to genealogical literature and is probably the most com-

and scientific investigation that
has been pursued into an American
lineage, setting forth impressively the
plete

great force of heredity.
NOTE

A typographical correction should

be made
of this review.
The date of the emiJoseph Loomis, in the second column
fourteenth line, should read 163S. EDITOR
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HE

tion.

I

of the American educational system through our free
one of the most interesting phases of American civilizaThere has been much controversy as to whether the first

growth

schools

.

I

is

public school was established in New England or in New Netherlands.
The Boston Latin School, still in existence, seems to be the direct
successor to one founded in 1635, while the Roxbury Latin School
was founded in 1657, and the Penn Charter School at Philadelphia,

There was a vigorous protest against making education compulsory;
being believed that too much learning was dangerous as well as burdensome.
It was Governor Berkeley who declared, in 1670, that he "Thanked God that
there were no free schools in Virginia."
It is interesting to note that the Church is the mother of our educational
It was the
system, and that the parish clergymen were the first instructors.
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts that began the first
There are several interesting
agitation for education in the American colonies.
records extant that relate to the first foreign mission school in America. The
original plan for the Christianization of the world did not undertake to send
American missionaries into savage lands, but rather proposed to bring the
"heathen" to America, where they could be shown the advantages of an enlightened civilization.
The records of this experiment are among the most unique exhibits in our
national archives.
Many of the old documents are still treasured by descendants
of the founders, including a list of the first "heathen" pupils in America, among
them being the Chinese, Greek, Mohammedan, Malay, Hawaiian, Tahitian,
Maltese, NewZealander, Sandwich Islander, and some twenty-five other languages
and races. It was from this strange school that American civilization laid the
foundation upon which it later began to encircle the globe. Many of the records of this school are in possession of the family of the late Theodore Sedgwick
Gold, an antiquarian residing in West Cornwall, Connecticut, whose family
in 1698.

{O

it

were directly interested in this epoch-making institution.
The facts herein recorded are largely from the Gold records and have been
gathered by Mrs. Mary Hunter Smith and Mrs. Susan Hays Granniss, both of
whom are connected with the founders of this first mission school. There is a
romance connected with this school in which the daughter of one of the founders
married one of the pupils, who was a Cherokee Indian, and took his bride back
to his tribal nation.
Several of the children of this marriage later returned to
New England and are today progenitors of prominent family lines EDITOR
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Board

Missions,

A tablet erected to his memory in
the cemetery at Cornwall bears this

Foreign

of
in

iitaatnn f>rJ|0nl in Amertra

1816,

re-

'

a
solved to establish
school in this country
for the education of
foreign youth, designing to fit them to become
inschool-masters,
"missionaries,
and
among
physicians
terpreters,
heathen nations and to communicate
such information in agriculture and
the arts as should tend to the promo-

inscription

ll

"In

pupils.

May

1,

of Stock-

bridge, Massachusetts, took charge
of the mission for one year until
Reverend Herman Daggett of New
Canaan, Connecticut, could be at
liberty to take the post which he
held acceptably for about six years.
He was succeeded, in 1824, by

303

February

Pattoo, another converted Indian, is interred beside him.
His monument bears this inscription
:

assistant teacher.
,

offered, thus rendering the school
Local sentiment was
unnecessary.
in opposition to the school, produced by the marriage of two Cherokee
Indians with respectable girls residing in the town.
The number of pupils in 1822 had
risen to thirty-four, representing the
leading then-known Indian tribes,
and many of the Pacific Islands.
Henry Obookiah, a Sandwich Islander, was a devoted Christian, and

gave great promise of usefulness,
but he died while a member of the
school, on February 17, 1818, aged 26.

17, 1818.

Thomas H.

Reverend Amos Bassett, D. D., who
continued in charge until the school
was disbanded in 1827. Reverend
Herman L,. Neil was, for a time,

The school was a decided success,
as far as its original plan was concerned, and was closed because the
of
the
opportunities
educating
heathen on his own ground was

Henry Obookiah a

His arrival in this country gave
the Foreign Mission School of
which he was a worthy member. He
was at one time an idolater and
was designed for a pagan priest,
but by the grace of God, and by the
prayers and instructions of pious
He
friends, he became a Christian.
was eminent for piety and misWhen almost presionary zeal.
pared to return to his native isle,
to preach the Gospel, God took him
In his last sickness he
to himself.
wept and prayed for Owyhee, but
was submissive. He died without
fear, with a heavenly smile on his
countenance and glory in his soul,

and a school com1817, with twelve

Edwin W. D wight

of

rise to

tion of Christianity and civilization."
For this object a farm was purchased
in Cornwall, Connecticut, and suitable

menced,

memory

native Owyhee."

;

buildings erected,

:

"In f memory of Thomas Hanmatok
Pattoo, a native of the Maquesas Islands,
and a member of the Foreign Mission
School, who died June 19, 1823, aged about

He was

hopefully pious and
qualified to become a missionary to his ignorant countrymen, but he died in hope of a better
country. This stone is erected by the
liberality of his Christian friends, in North
Coventry, Connecticut, among whom he
first found the Saviour of sinners."
19 years.

had a great desire to be

At this school was educated Elias
Boudinot, the Cherokee, who reduced that language to a written
form. The building of the Foreign
Mission School was for many years
used as a select school under the
charge of various teachers; then
for a public school until it was removed, in 1873, to give place to the
chapel of the Congregational church
erected on the same site.
There were not only Chinese and
Portuguese, but the Cherokee tribe

rtl
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was there represented.
of this tribe became
enamored of two of the young ladies
of the village, offered marriage, and
f

~^)/j

Indians

Two members

were accepted.

This created a great

deal of feeling,

and

finally

ended in

breaking up the school. One of the
Indians was Elias Boudinot, who
married Harriet R. Gold. The other
was the famous John Ridge, and
during the excitement a poet wrote
the following lines:

TO THE INDIANS OP CORNWALL
Ol come with me, white girl fair,
O come where the Mobile's sources flow;

of the horse falling on him, he received
an injury from which he died. He
was a bold and dashing officer, much
beloved by his men.

Elias

Boudinot, the father, died

June 2 1,1839.
Colonel Benjamin Gold and

his

wife visited their daughter, Harriet,
at her home in the Cherokee nation,
in Georgia,

making the trip in a onehorse wagon, and writes thence to
his brother, Hezekiah, of his impressions as follows
:

I

me my

With

Indian blanket share,
share with me my bark canoe.
We'll build our cabin in the wild,
Beneath the forest's lofty shade,
With logs on logs transversely piled.
And barks on barks obliquely laid.

And

O! come with me, my white girl fair.
Come, seek with me the southern clime,
And dwell with me securely there.
For there my arms shall round thee twine.
The olive is thy favorite hue,
But sweet to me thy lily face;
O! sweet to both when both shall view
These colors mingled in our race.
Then, come with me, my white girl fair,
And there a hunter's bride shall be;
For thee I'll chase the roebuck there,

And

there shall dress the feast for thee.

O! wild and sweet our feast shall be,
The feast of love and joy as ours;
Then come my white girl fair with me,
Ol come and bless my sylvan bowers.
New Echoto, Cherokee Nation,
Dec.

The

Q:

,

^^

Q

8,

1829.

from the marriage of
Elias Boudinot and Harriet Gold was
six children: Eleanor Susan, born
May 24, 1827; Mary Harriet, born
October 5, 1828; William Penn.born
February 4, 1830; Sarah Parkhill,
born February 24, 1832 died August
29, 1845; Elias Cornelius, born August
1,
1834; Frank Brinsmade, born

May

issue

15, 1836.
last named,

The

Frank Boudinot,

while acting as captain of the

York Mounted
from

his

Rifles,

New

was thrown

horse and in consequence

Dear Brother

We

;

arrived here on the 27th.,

day

of

October 47 days on our journey we
might have performed the journey sooner
but we chose not to be in haste and to
give ourselves time to view the country,
and get acquainted with the people on
the way, and moderately drive our horse,
as a thousand miles is a pretty serious
journey for a horse and to carry as much
of a load as we had.
But by a merciful
Providence we were upheld and wonderin good
fully supported all the way
health and good spirits.
We are now
in good health and can
say with truth
that

now
home

nearly three months since we
has been as pleasant and
interesting as any part of our lives.
We travelled through a very pleasant
part of the country from Newburgh
left

through Orange County into New
then into Pennsylvania through Jersey;
Easton,
Lancaster, Reading, Bethlehem and many
other

large

and

beautiful

villages

in

Pennsylvania then through a small part
of Maryland, and over the Potomac about
thirty miles north of Baltimore, then
into the great state of Virginia four hundred
miles; then into Tennesee about 200
miles then crossed the Highwassey River
at a place called Calhoun into the Cherokee

Nation where an agent of the United
States resides to manage the Indian concerns of the Cherokee Nation.
We put up at the house of Mr. Lewis
Ross, one of the principal chiefs of the
Cherokee Nation being a very rainy

day we

tarried there

two

nights.

His house is an elegant white house
near the bank of the river, neatly furnished
as almost any house in Litchfield
County.
His family of four pretty children, the
eldest a daughter of about 12
years,

purpose he supposing she was going to

attending a high school in Tennessee appears as well as any girl of her age. Mr.
Ross, a brother of the chief, has two or
three large stores no doubt independent,
has negroes enough to wait on us made us
very welcome said he would take nothing
of any one who had connections in the
He is part Cherokee his wife a
Nation.
white woman of the Meigs family but
you would not suspect him or his children
to be any part Indian.
We then travelled about 20 miles and
came to a Mr. McVann's, a white man
who married a Cherokee Indian woman,
sister of Mr. Joseph Vann another Cherokee
He has a beautiful white house,
chief.
and about six or seven hundred acres of
the best land you ever saw, and negroes
enough to manage it and clear as much
more as he pleased raised this year about
five thousand bushels of corn, and it
would make feel small to see his situation.
Mr. McVann lives in a large brick house,
We staid there over
elegantly furnished
night, and he would take nothing of us.
We have considerable acquaintance with
some of the principal men of the Nation
We were here two or three weeks while
the Council was in session, and were introduced to all of them and became

place herself in an unhappy situation;
but she wishes you to present her regards
to the Dr. and tell him that she has never
yet seen the time that she regretted
coming here in the manner she did but
has ever rejoiced that she placed herself
here that she envies the situation of no

one in Conn.
She has a large and convenient framed
house two storries, 40 by 50 feet on the
ground well done off and well furnished
with the comforts of life. They get
supplies of clothes and groceries
(they have their year's supply of teas
cloths paper ink etc) from
Boston
and their sugars molasses etc from
Augusta they have two or three barrels
of flour on hand at once.
This neighborhood is truly an interesting
their

;

O

and pleasant place, the ground is level
and smooth as a house floor; the center
Nation a new place paid out in
100 lots an acre each a spring
city form
called the public spring about twice as
large as our saw-mill brook near the center,
of the

**>

with other springs on the plot; six new
framed houses in sight, besides a Council
house, Court House, printing office and
four stores all in sight of Mr. B's house;
but the stores are continued only during
the session of the Council and then removed to other parts of the Nation, exThe stores
cept one steadily continued.
,of the Nation are as large as the best in our

We

familiar with most of them.
have
travelled about 100 miles in the Nation
visited three mission stations and are

much

pleased with the missionaries; have
seen most of them and become acquainted.
Mr. Boudinot has much good company,
and is as much respected as any man of

towns in Litchfield County their large
wagons of six horses go to Augusta and
bring a great load; and you will see a
number of them together. There is
much travel through this place.
I have seen eleven of those
large wagons
pass by Mr. Boudinot's house in company.
John Ridge was clerk of the Cherokee
Council, and is now clerk of a Creek

His paper is respectable all over
the United States and known in Europe.
Has about 100 newspapers sent him from
the different parts of the United States by
way of exchange, so that you perceive
we have an interesting stand where we
have the news from all quarters of the
We are in good health likewise
globe.
Mr. Boudinot and his family. They have
two beautiful and interesting children
would pass in company for full blooded
Yankees. My wife says she thinks they
are rather handsomer than any she has
seen in the North; am uncertain when
we shall return to Conn.
Harriet says she well remembers the
conversation with Dr. Gold; and he
labored with her to dissuade her from her
his age.

delegation

and

to

Congress

for

the winter

will likely get his five or ten

thousand
he did before. The Cherokee delegation has gone on to Congress again this

as

winter.
I could tell
you many pleasant
things about the country but for fear that
you may not be able to read or get tired.
I must close
by telling you that you must
give our love to your family and friends
and accept the kind regards of your
affectionate brother.
B. GOLD.
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BY

HONORABLE THOMAS B. ROBERTSON
EASTTILLI, VIRGINIA
Commissioner in Chancery and Member of the Bar
of the State of Virginia

OJ
remarkable document is the official report of an officer of the
King, who was commissioned to investigate the conditions which
were said to exist on the present boundaries of Maryland, in 1663.

The

It reveals many interesting conditions in early American life, and
relates episodes that give an unusually cleai understanding of the
political and religious dogmas through which the New World was
forced to fight its way.
original document is now on file in the clerk's office where it was placed

plain-spoken and courageous commissioner two hundred and forty-seven
Here it has lain through the centuries and has never been brought
years ago.
into public light until now, when it is transcribed for record in THE JOURNAL OF
AMERICAN HISTORY by Honorable Thomas B. Robertson, who, as a commissioner in chancery and member of the Bar of Virginia, has been acquainted with
the ancient document for many years.
In placing it on public record, Attorney Roberston says: "This valuable
document has never been published before. In transcribing it as an historical
exhibit I have preserved the spelling and contractions of the original.
I have
been unable to retain the exact form of the chirography as the last letters of the
contracted words are slightly elevated in the original, according to the custom
of the time.
The lack of punctuation is after the manner of the times."
Colonel Edmond Scarborough, the early American commissioner, was a
His journey with his horsemen from Virginia into Maryland
typical cavalier.
was as daring as that of the old knighthood days. Its romance and chivalry

by

its

only exceeded by its historical import.
This document precedes all intimation of statehood or even colonial ties.
It has the bearing of one autocratic government against another, and threatens
vengeance on all who shall dare to disobey its edicts. The document is also of much
historical worth as evidence of the first boundary disputes between the various
claimants of titles to the control of the vast domains of the New World EDITOR
is
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me

for pomp of safety and to repell
yt contempt w'ch I was informed

contest between Virginia authorities and
those in the newer province of Maryland was
a l n g and often bitter
Rents Island had
one.

some Quakers & a foole in office had
threatened to obtrude. Wee came

to Anamessecks on Sunday night
being ye llth. of October last past.
On Monday morning at ye house of
Stephen Horsey, an officer of ye
Lord Baltimore, I began to publish

been settled by a party
from Jamestown several years before the planting of St. Marys on

ye comands of ye Assembly and
for yt ye officer could not read I
often read ye Act unto him who
made noe reply, but brought a pattent instead of his commission and
tould us their was his Authority
and yt he was put in trust by ye
Lord Lieft. of Maryland and he
would not be false to his house wth
more like that. He was answered
that their could be noe house where

western shore. The Virginia
authorities for a long time claimed
well up on the Eastern Shore peninsula, and some of the people from
the Eastern Shore of Virginia had at
the

fc'Q.-

an early day wandered up the
Chesapeake and located on the broad
rivers of the Eastern Shore of MaryIn 1663 the Grand Assembly
land.
of Virginia attempted to bring these
settlers under its authority and to
break up some Quaker and dissenter
settlements beyond Pocomoke River,
which was then claimed by the
Colony of Virginia. For this purpose,
Colonel Scarborough, a brave man
and one thoroughly loyal to Virginia,
and who hated and contemned dissenters, who was also one of the

there was no interest that it was
evident by ye Lord Baltimores
bounds he had noe land to ye South-

wards of Watkins Point and yt
that question was determined by a
power beyond private man's controverting wherefore all that was
Required of him was that he would
please to subscribe his obedience to
his Mag'tie according to ye Act of
Assembly & peaceably enjoye his
Land goods &c which his Magtie's
goodnss would protect as his Magtie's Subject.
But if he refused to
confirme his obedience I should arrest
him to answer before his Magtie's

Commissioners, was appointed to the work. His report
shows the conditions of the times and
how bitter the contest was as to the
territorial limits of the two provinces.
This old paper is of record
in the clerk's office of Accomack
County, which had that year been
established as a separate county

County

from Northampton of which
that time had formed a part.

To ye Hon'ble Govn'r &

it

Govnr for his contempt & rebelion.
At this ye said officer something
startled and said but case I doe un-

to

derwrite

counsell of

Virginia.

Edmond

Scarborough humbly presenteth ye account of proceedings in
his Mag' ties affairs at Anamessecks

to

and Manoakin on ye Eastern Shore

and yt

w'th

Coll.

obedience

& many

unworthely

was

A

of

ye

Lord

Lieft.

tirrany not imaginable to be done. The officer answered such things has bin done in
Maryland and therefore I dare not

of Virginia.

Accompanied

my

more The Govnr of Maryland will
come so soone as you are gone and
Harry me & them at o'r doores.
It was answered him That he thought

Stringer,

foure of ye Commissioners & about
forty horsemen whom I took w'th

it

subscribe.
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There having spent

much
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time and consulting wth our military

&

\o

o

LVS,

civill

officers

it

Govn'r of Virginia's protection as
his Magtie's subjects which wee did
assure so fair as was in o'r powers.
They also complained of a late in-

was

resolved,
as ye best expedient to arrest him
and take some of o'rselves for security for his appearance before ye

vasion from ye Indians and great
danger of beinge cutt of and said
they sent to Maryland to ye Lord

Hon'ble Gov'nr & Councell and sett
ye broad arrow on ye doore, So thus
proceeding wee went to ye house of
Ambross Dixon a Quaker where a
boat and man belonging to Groomes
Shipp and two running Quakers
were, also George Johnson & Thomas
Price inhabitants & Quakers.
There publishing ye Act of Assembly
wth a becoming Reverence wch ye
Quakers scoft and dispised, George
Johnson filled wth ye spirit of nosense talked much forgott wht he
said and speaking much from ye
purpose, I thought not my part to
spend time as he did, But brieftly
demanding their obedience and help,
all refusing, I proceeded to arrest
them to appeare before ye Hon'ble
Govn'r & Councell to answer their

Lieft.

fully

they

all

&

people

after

about

and departed in distress. That
a report of Coll Scarborough
coming wth troopes of horse had not
prevented, together wth a sloope of
his full of armed men, looking here
abouts for runawaies had not hapened
there in that juncture of time to ye
terror of ye Indians, they had undoubtedly bin cutt of, therefore
desired course to be taken therein

wch accordingly was done.
They further desired yt in regards

of

ye remotenes of officers and ye intermixed neighborhood of Quakers
together wth ye frequent access of
boats full of Quakers and ye confusion they did & might produce
That officers might be their appointed
wch they were also assured to expect so soon as I could give ye
Honble Govnr & Councell account
of ye affairs.
Some of them also
discoursed of ye Lord Lieft. of
Maryland's claim to Manoakin &
all ye other places to Anancock to
Wch it was answered that whilst ye
Eronious proclamation was uncontroled that declared Anancock to be
it
Maryland's Southern bounds,
might be so received. But since
Occasion made ye Govmnt of Virginia not only reverse that proclamation But also by this present Act of
Assembly ye certaine bounds of ye
Lord Baltimores pattent was declared and that if ye Lord Lieft.
had ought to say, He was reffered

subscribed except Mr.

officers for

made

who

profit

Capt William Thome
ye Lord Baltimore desired respite of time untill
they could return their commissions whch engaged their words
and reputation to performe so soon
as possible. Their I held his Magtie's Court of Sessions hade ye officers
commissioned therein. Then all the

who being

aid,

if

contempt and Rebellion, offering to
take one for ye other as securities
for their appearance.
But they refusing I set ye broad arrow on the
doore and so marched of to Henry
Bostons where publishing ye Act
hee desired a consideration of a day
or two and then hee would attend.
So wee departed thence to Manokin
where I sent summons for all ye
housekeepers & freemen to appeare.
Who coming in most willing cheer-

John Elzey

for

fourteen daies delay had a letter of
advise to stand on their owne guard
ffor they had more then enough to
doe in Maryland. Soe that these
people said they were owned for

entries of their lands

&

acknowledgements of conveyances
of land.
They all desiring ye Honble
305

&
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,Or

by the Act to persons and places
they need not trouble
themselves therein ffor ye Question
apertained to a higher power and
above private nedes controverting,
at which they were well satisfied

& qualification of this
recount.

desired protection of their persons
estates from any pretenders under ye

a burgess by ye common crowd &
thrown out by ye Assembly for a
A
factious and
person.
man repugnant to all grounds of all
good yt professedly none constant
in nothing, but oposing a harsh
Govmt. his children at great ages
yet uncristened. That left ye lower
parts to head Rebellion at Anamessecks where hee now liveth and
Stands arrested but bids defiance

therefore

Stephen

sd Lord which being assured

his request for liberty of trade wch
I
doubted was some plot of ye
it

was

their hopes

to interupt ye compliance of those
at Manoakin by imagining I would
demand Customs & other charge
upon whch hee should take occasion
to depart and then ye Quakers to upbraid ye obedient wth this lost
trade, by reason of Impositions
and therefore urdge them to receede
in time, but to defeat their designs
I presumed in this Infant plantation
to give ffreedome of trade wthout
SCO)

untill

rebellion

&

.

fogeries.

delt with.

.

.

.

obedient subjects villains Rogues &
foresworne persons for their subStands arrested to appeare
sqribing.
before ye Honble. Govnr. and bids
defiance untill stricter course be
taken.
Thomas Price a creeping quaker by
trade a leather dresser whose conscience would not serve to dwell

amongst ye wicked and therefore
to Anamessecks where he

retired

heares much & saith nothing els
but yt hee would not obey Govmt.
for wch hee also stands arrested.
Ambrose Dixon a caulker by profes-

sion that lived long in ye lower parts
in Question for his quaking
profession removed to Anamessecks
their to Act what hee could not be
here permitted.
Is a prater of nonsense and much led by ye spirit of

was often

to

day wth ye Quakers bid defiance
to ye Governmt of his Magties
Country of Virginia boasting their

&

.

Justice hee now professes quaking and
so instructs others who is himselfe
to learne good manners, calling ye

this

insolences

order

stricter

scismaticall
At lengtht
pranks.
pitched at Anamessecks where he
hath bin this yeare and made a
For feare of
plantation.

Thorne had done, that was to lay
down his commission & then subscribe his submission.
But hee never
saw us more & as we are informed
carried away Boston wth him &
to

by

.

thought fitt. Then came Stephen
Horsey & Henry Boston who apeared
according to promise & ye said
Horsey pretended he would visit
us next morning and pass upon ye
same resolves as Mr. Elzey and Capt.

others

yt

who hath
George Johnson.
bin often wandering in this County
where hee is notorious for shifning

impositions wch when ye people
perceived some said ye Quakers
were lyers ffor they had prohesid
otherwise.
I hope this will not bee
ill taken if the
lyne place & occasion
be considered it may bee otherwise
ordered hereafter, when it shall be

advised

Ignorant

....

them

they departed well satisfied. At that
time one Hollinsworth Marthers of a
Northern vessel come & presented

Quakers and yt

ye

I shall

insolent officer, a cooper by profession, who lived long in ye lower
parts of Accomack, once elected

&

&

Horsey

Rout

The number

Ignorance for whch hee
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receiver of many quakers his house
ye place their resort and a conveyer
of others engaged persons out of
ye County averse to Govmt. for wch
nee stands arrested and ye broad
arrow on his doore, but bids defiance
untill severer course reform him.
Henry Boston an unmanerly fellow
yt stands condemned 'on o'r records
for slighting and condemning ye
lawes of ye Country, a rebell to
Govmt. & disobedient to Authority,
for wch hee received a late reward
wth a rattan and hath not subscribed, hid himself & so scaped
arrest.

except two or three
louse fellows yt follow ye quakers
for scrapps, whome a good whipp
is fittest to reform.

These are

al

Some

daies since ye people of Manoaye parts adjoining made Request to ye Court for meanes of
Safety in respect yt Severall strange

kin

&

speeches were spread by ye Quaker
and their adherents whereupon the

Court of Accomack

made ye following

order.
in Accomack
of November
by his Magts. Justices of ye peace
for ye sd County &c. and in ye yeare
of O'r Lord God 1663.

At a court held
County ye 10th. day

Present Capt

Geo.

Parker

Maj John Tilney
Mr. John West
"
"

Dev. Brown

Hugh Yeo

1

John Wise
"
Edmond Bowman.

Whereas

his Magtie's

good subjects

inhabiting Manoakin & other Remote
parts of this county having lately
confirmed their obedience by subscription to the Act of Assembly
wch, ye quakers & some other
factious people for their own ends
have refused and doe persist in that
rebellion spreading
reporting as
from the Lord Lieft of Maryland

&

many mutinous &

factious speeches
tending to breach of peace and
disturbance of ye peoples quiet in
those parts which wee rather beleve
to arise from their owne Inventions
Then so Honble a person as ye Lord
Lieft of Maryland, nevertheless to
prevent ye designs of those people

whome

Quakers

his

Magte.

hath

declared to endeavour the subversion
of Govmt. and to secure those good

who by

subjects

their Requests

have

court for meanes of
The court have thereprotection.
upon ordered That untill his Magtie's

sought

this

Govnr. can be fully informed of this
& provide a better expedient
That Capt William Thome an officer
under Coll. Scarborough Mr. Randall
Revell Mr. William Bosman and Mr.
John Rhodes all or any of them be
qualified wth sufficient Authority
affaire

to call together & Comand all his
Magtie's good subjects at Manoakin
& all other parts of this County so
fair as Pokomok River to come to-

gether and arme themselves only for
defense against any persons or persons yt shall invade them to ye
disturbance of ye people on their

& breach of his Magtie's
peace which to conserve The Court
hath taken this care & Course and
yt it may appear absolute necessary
wee have anexed ye Rumors that ye
Quakers & factious fools have spread
to ye disturbance of ye peace and
terror of ye less knowing whch we
are assured doth arise from ye
Quakers desire more than ye Lord
estates

Maryland or any other
Ingenious person. And yt
ye wicked plotts & contrivance of
Lieft

of

Civill or

ye said Quakers & factious fooles
may be prevented have taken this
Course for ye Safety of his Magties
good subjects.
Some of ye reports are these
That ye Lord Lieft of Maryland will
hang all those his Magties subjects

in i$arn,lan&

ought to have bin a meeting on ye
eastern Shore wch ye Quakers say is

that have subscribed their obedience
to his Mgties Govnr of Virginia.
That ye Govnr of Virginia for medsent
ling have a piece of Green wax
him for him.
That one Jolly intends to settle at

Pocomoke

on

River

some

of

contemned.

3D3I

is

ye

stuff like

this.

if

affairs

of his Mgties Subjects.
suppose ye Lawes of o'r Country
put in Execution will order ye
Quakers, whose interest will never
permit their consciences to comply
wth that Govmt wch is inconsistent
wth their affaires Therefore commanded though they are not free to
come they shall be brought before yor
Hons.
By yor most humble servant

safety
I

EDMOND SCARBOROUGH.
NOTE.

Anamessecksand Manoakin

Rivers are both in Somerset County,
Maryland and the flourishing town

affaires wth ye Honble Govnr at
Jamestown though I suppose according to ye Act of Assembly there

of Crisfield is

on

Little

Anamessecks

The names of many of these
people are still known in those parts.
River.

(Urn* patriot
iuljit ffirnia ^"ant-mi grr

YOHKERS,

NEW YORK

The true

patriot interprets "love of country" to
He will exsignify love for the people who are in it.
press this feeling by a special interest in their welfare

make them the purest, noblest and hapthe nations of the earth.
This love will
necessarily expand into a world-wide love, for all men
have a common origin, need, nature and destiny.
effort to

piest

owne

to triall shall they
negotiated wth less
repute then becomes such a concerne.
Wee only now expect either some
particular orders or leave it to yit
Court of Accomack to proceed as
occasion shall serve for ye peace &
finde

full

and

my

when they come

ye

account of ye proceedings to this day as concerning
ye performances of ye Grand Assembly commands & ye consequences
wth your
resteth
thereof.
It
Honbles to direct wt farther course
I writt to ye Lord
is to be taken.
Lieft of Maryland and sent ye copy
of ye Act to wch I aded my readiness
to attend wth Mr. Catel & Mr.
Laurence if his Honr did desire it,
but have received noe other answer
but A capittulatory letter wch I
have sent herewth presuming ye
Lord Lieft hath personated his
This

Whatever

person may be. I presume ye office
I prsent is not so onworthy nor ye
persons of those joyned wth me nor

peoples lands of this County and
ho\ditvietarmis.
That Col Scarburgh for executing
ye Govmt of Virginia & Grand
Assembly command deserves to be

hanged and more

an& lirginia in 1BB3

among
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closing this second book of the fourth year, of this first national
journal of patriotism in America, it is a pleasure to announce the
growth of a movement that is moulding itself into the character
In inaugurating THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY,
of the nation.
its founders proposed to lay the foundation upon which can be built

a great permanent institution of public service, inculcating the
underlying principles of American citizenship, and encouraging the
Fine Arts and the Finer Instincts in American life.
Through this service to the generation, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY
has taken its place as one of the strongest ethical and economic, as well as
educational forces, until today it is leading many of the great world movements.
In its pages are gathered the leading political economists, philosophical historians,
and intellectualists of the times. The great world service of this institution
will rise to its fullest achievement when, like other national institutions, it can
be placed under endowment, similar to that extended to universities and more
limited educational movements.
The work of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY is progressing along
definite and practical lines of public service.
It is now organizing a movement for
the higher fulfillment of the purposes of the patriotic and hereditary societies
in America, especially those founded on the epoch-making events in American

O

history.

It is further

lending

its fullest

co-operation to the various ethical

movements that tend toward the brotherhood of men and nations.
One of the most important of modern growths is toward a better understandScientists now agree that the laws of heredity
ing of the eugenic forces in life.
have a positive and vital effect upon citizenship. This is especially true in a
nation founded upon the principles of individual liberty. "A government
of the people, for the people, and by the people" is dependent wholly upon the
individual.
All movements, therefore, that tend toward a better understanding of the importance of the individual, and the elements of nature that enter
into his moral, mental and physical character, are of national moment.
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auxiliary journal to be known as The Journal of American
Ancestry, and which will be devoted to investigations into American genealogical
foundations and the strains of blood and character that have entered into the
It will be the direct purpose of this institution to interest
building of the nation.
the Americans in their individual lineages, and to impress upon them the sacredness of the trust that is reposed in a good name that has come down through the
generations from the founders of the nation and is now resting upon them.
Genealogical understanding is one of the most powerful incentives for good
It is

upon

this sociological basis

now inaugurates an

It places every man on
citizenship, strong character, and self-development.
his honor, and when rightly viewed from its solid historical foundation it is
one of the most healthy, wholesome and ennobling influences in life.
The true service of genealogy is not social pretense, but moral obligation.

The Journal of American Ancestry is being instituted on the same broad,
practical lines that have laid the foundation on which THE JOURNAL OP AMERICAN
HISTORY has been erected. Both publications are modern expressions of
contemporary thought; forerunners of a new age of philosophical and scientific
reasoning that is now awakening. The new institution will be, in its largest
It is first of
sense, a clearing-house for genealogical investigation in America.
all a public service institution that will direct all seekers for knowledge concerning
themselves, and the strains of blood that flow in their veins and permeate their
characters, direct to the original sources.
This new institution is an international organization with nearly fourteen
hundred genealogical researchers in every part of the world, including the most
eminent authorities in every phase of genealogical investigation. It is under
the direct editorial direction of the Editor-in-Chief of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY, and is a natural outgrowth of plans upon which he has been working
for many years.
The Journal of American Ancestry, according to the lines
long established by its founder, will be the exponent of a broad and liberal
school of repearch into American foundations.
There has been a tendency to credit all dur national characteristics to English
origins, but historical investigations prove that many American qualities and
institutions come directly from the Dutch of New Netherlands and Pennsylvania, the French in the Mississippi Valley, the Spanish in the South and the
Southwest, the Swedish along the Atlantic, and the Scandinavians in the NorthThe Journal of American Ancestry will be the first institution to recognize
west.
the true sources and origins of the Continental strains in America, many of
which entered vigorously into the structure of American civilization.
To accomplish the full purpose of this new institution one of the most eminent
American genealogists has been elected to the editorial board, Mrs. Hester
Dorsey Richardson, of Baltimore and London, one of the best known authorities
in this country and abroad, who places genealogical research on its true historic
and scientific foundation and is probably better acquainted with original sources
than any other American researcher. Mrs. Richardson's exhaustive investigations have distinguished her as an American scholar; she is affiliated with the
leading American learned societies including the American Historical Association and the National Geographic Society, also the Daughters of the American
Revolution, and the Colonial Dames of America; the Lyceum Club of London,
England; the Shropshire Parish Register Society of London, and many clubs

and

ethical societies organized for intellectual uplift.
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Maryland, appointed Mrs. Richardson as president of Public Records Commission of that commonwealth, and as special executive historian to represent
Maryland at the Ter-centennary of the first permanent English speaking settlement in America, at Jamestown, Virginia.
Since Mrs. Richardson's appointment as editor of the new Journal of American Ancestry, she has been elected to the board of Governors of the Women's
Council of the American Civic Alliance, with Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs.
Potter Palmer, Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mrs. Henry Clews, Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe, President Caroline Hazard of Wellesley College, and other distinguished
American women. Mrs. Richardson traces her own lineage to the old Eastern
Shore families of Maryland, in which the estates have descended from the
She is as fully
original grant from Lord Baltimore to the ninth generation.
acquainted with Southern genealogical lines as those in New England, and has
spent many years in tracing their origins in Great Britain and Europe. Her
scholarly contributions have appeared in the North American Review, Harper's
Weekly, and similar publications, and include the authorship of several books.
The public service department of The Journal of American Ancestry is ex-

tended to every American home which is now receiving THB JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY. Its inauguration promises to develop material of great historical
importance, throwing new light on to the character and scholarship of the
founders of the republic. It will reveal new personalities and new motives in
American life and character. As Professor Andrews, of Johns Hopkins Univerit is the history of the nation
sity, recently remarked, it is more than genealogy
told in biography.

In closing these lines, the founders of these two institutions of history and
genealogy, dedicate them to the service and the honor of the American Nation.
May it ever feel the inspiration of the men who gave their lives to lay the foundation upon which has been erected a republic that has emancipated mankind
from the shackles of the ages, that has sent him into the world as the arbiter
of a new age of political, intellectual and spiritual liberty, that has pierced the
veil of a new civilization in which man is rising to his greatest triumph as master,
first of himself
and then of the universe.

O Ship of State!
Union, strong and great!
Humanity with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future years,
Is hanging breathless on thy fate!
We know what Master laid thy keel,
What Workmen wrought thy ribs of steel,
Who made each mast, and sail, and rope,
"Sail on, sail on,

Sail on,

What

O

anvils rang,

what hammers

beat,

In what a forge and what a heat
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope!
Fear not each sudden sound and shock,
'Tis of the wave and not the rock
'Tis but the flapping of the sail,
And not a rent made by the gale!
In spite of rock and tempest's roar,
In spite of false lights on the shore,
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea!
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee,
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with tbee are all with thet!"
;
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continent to the Pacific Original map now recorded at the State Capitol at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
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Wyoming Valley in
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AN ODE TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA
Sixty Thousand Members
River, Massachusetts

"All Hail to Fair Liberty's Daughters"
of the Daughters of the American Revolution
By Mrs.

Dedicated to the
J. K. Davol, Fall
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AMERICAN FOREBEARS IN THE OLD WORLD

British Investigations into the Life and Character of
Strong English Lines that were Diffused into the Western Hemisphere and Entered into the Building
of the New World
Researches into the Moral and Intellectual Stamina of the Original Lines under

European Civilization By Rollin Germain Hubby,
BRITISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN FOUNDATIONS

Cleveland, Ohio

447

Rare engraving of Dr. Richardus Mead of the

English House of Mead, born in London in 1673, when other members of this distinguished British lineage
were emigrating to America Original engraving on vellum recently brought to America from England
453
and now in possession of Dr. Lester Mead Hubby of New York

HEROES OF THE MEXICAN WAR

Memorial

in

honor

of Christopher

Carson (1809-1868) and Lieutenant

Edward Beale, the explorers whose heroism saved the American forces in the War with Mexico in 1848
Monument to be erected at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington Isidore Konti of New York,
454
sculptor; Member of National Sculpture Society
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION Monument erected in their honor by the
American Revolution at Syracuse,
National Sculpture Society

Societies of the

Member

of

New York

DISCIPLINARIAN OP AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Isidore Konti of

New

York, sculptor

455

Monument

Priedrich von Steuben
(1730-1794) the aide to Frederick the Great, who became the disciplinarian of the American army
Statue to be erected by order of Congress at Washington, this fall, and replica to be presented to German
456
Emperor Albert Jaegers, sculptor; Member of National Sculpture Society
to General

FATHER OF JURISPRUDENCE

Statue of Justinian the Great (483-565) the Roman Emperor who
organized the Law and founded a system of justice upon which modem civilization has been built
457
Erected at the Court-House at Cleveland, Ohio Isidore Konti of New York, sculptor

GREAT AMERICAN DISCOVERERS
By

Victor D. Brenner of

New

Bronze medal commemorating first long flights in aerial navigation
458
York, designer of the Lincoln Centennial medal

HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP IN AMERICA Medal cast in honor of Founder and
the New York Historical Society By Victor D. Brenner of New York
HISTORIC MEDALS IN AMERICA Editorial Comment

BUILDERS OP THE PANAMA CANAL
States

Victor D. Brenner of

New

Friends' Friends,

all

459

460

York, sculptor

and Their Friends
and

459

Medal struck by Theodore Roosevelt, as President of United

FUTURE OP THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

First President of

"It is in Your Hands the Hands of Your Friends,
and that is the Nation" Editorial Library

Your

unsigned introductories to articles are by the Editor-in-Chief, Francis

Trevelyan Miller

ILLUMINATIONS, COLOR REPRODUCTIONS, and
Work

of Typographical Art, are

tV

entire

mechanical production of this book as a
of Meriden, Connecticut

by the Curtiss-Way Company
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Excerpts from Public Utterances to the Old World

BY

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
Former President

of the

United States of America

Introductory by the Editor

ME RICA, the

o

new giant republic of the Western Hemisphere, has proclaimed to the world for the first time that it stands in the forefront of the nations of the earth as a precursor of the civilization
of the coming ages. Through its most distinguished citizen, whom
it has twice lifted to the highest honor within the gift of the
American people, it has heralded the voice of the new era of mankind in which "government of the people, by the people, and for
the people," is to ultimately encircle the globe and rest upon the peoples of the
The monarchies of Europe have for the first time acknowledged the rise
earth.
of the democracy in the West, by paying homage to an American, with such
impelling significance that his journey through the Old World has taken its place
in history as the greatest triumphal march of a private citizen that the world
Without consideration of the personality of Theodore
has ever witnessed.
Roosevelt as a man, and without consideration of the political principles that
he represents, the tribute which he received in the Old World centers of civilization, representing, as he does, the power of the individual as a sociological factor,
In these pages
is
an epoch-making event in the annals of mankind.
are recorded excerpts from some of the messages of this representative
EDITOR
of American ideals and institutions to the Old World civilization.
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The final determining
slow in the growth of character.
factor in the problem with a people
any people possessed
of the essential qualities is to show no haste in grasping
power, which it is only too easy to misuse. The slow, steady,
and resolute development of those substantial qualities love
of justice, fair play, the spirit of self-reliance

and moderation

In the long,
alone will enable a people to govern themselves.
tedious, and absolutely essential process, I believe your university takes an
important part. Do not forget the old Arab proverb, "God is with the patient
This spirit condemns every lawless act, evil, envy,
if they know how to wait."
and hatred, and above all, hatred based on religion or race.
All good men, all men of every nation whose respect is worth having, were
It was a
inexpressibly shocked by the assassination of Boutros Pasha Ghali.
greater calamity to Egypt than a wrong to the individual himself. The type
of man that turns assassin is the type possessing all the qualities which alienate
him from good citizenship the type producing poor soldiers in time of war
and worse citizens in time of peace. Such a man stands on the pinnacle of
Those apologizing for or condoning his act, by word or deed,
evil and infamy.
directly or indirectly encouraging such an act in advance, or defending it afterward, occupy the same bad eminence. It is of no consequence whether the
assassin is Moslem or Christian, or with no creed, or whether the crime was
committed in political strife or industrial warfare. The rich man's hired act,
performed by a poor man, whether committed with the pretense of preserving
order or of obtaining liberty, is equally abhorrent in the eyes of all decent men,
and in the long run equally damaging to every cause the assassin professes.
Theodore Roosevelt before Cairo University, March 28, 1910.

conquer a continent, to tame the shaggy roughness of wild nature,
means grim warfare; and the generations engaged in it cannot keep,
still less add to, the stores of garnered wisdom which once was
theirs, and which are still in the hands of their brethren who dwell
in the old land.
To conquer the wilderness means to wrest victory
from the same hostile forces with which mankind struggled in the
immemorial infancy of our race. The primeval conditions must be

met by primeval qualities which are incompatible with the retention of much
that has been painfully acquired by humanity, as through the ages it has striven
upward toward civilization. In conditions so primitive there can be but a
At first only the rudest schools can be established, for no
primitive culture.
others would meet the needs of the hard-driven, sinewy folk who thrust forward the frontier in the teeth of savage men and savage nature; and many
years elapse before any of these schools can develop into seats of higher learning and broader culture.
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As the country grows,
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its

people,

who have won

success in so

many

lines,

the P ossessions <* the mind and the
spirit, which
nerfnrn
perforce, their fathers""F
threw aside in order to better
the first rough battles
wage
r the continent
their children inherit.
The leaders of
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thought and of action
somet ^e S dimly, somtimes
clear-sightedly, that the life of, material gain, whether for a nation or an
individual, is of value only as a
foundation, only as there is added to it an uplift
that comes from devotion to loftier
ideate.
Theodore Roosevelt before The Sorbonne, at Paris, April 23, 1910.
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industrial civilization of
today the peace of righteousthe only kind of peace worth
having, is at least as
necessary in the industrial world as it is among nations. There is
at least as much need to curb the cruel
greed and violence of part
of labor> as to check a cruel and
unhealthy militarism
in international
must ever bear in
relationships.
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justice,

We
mind that
the great end in view is
righteousness, justice as between man and
man, nation and nation, the chance to lead our lives on a somewhat
higher level
with a broader spirit of
brotherly good will for another.
Peace is generally
good in itself, but it is never the highest good unless it comes as the handmaid
of righteousness; and it becomes a
very evil if it serves merely as a mask for
cowardice and sloth, or as an instrument to further the ends
of despotism or
anarchy. We despise and abhor the bully, the brawler, the oppressor, whether
in private or in public life; but we
despise no less the coward and the
No man is worth calling a man who will not fight rather than submitvoluptuary
to infamy
or see those that are dear to him suffer
wrong. No nation deserves to exist
if it permits itself to lose the stern and virile
virtues; and this without regard
to whether the loss is due to the
growth of a heartless and all-absorbing commercialism, to prolonged indulgence in luxury and soft, effortless
ease, or to the
deification of a warped and twisted
Theodore Roosevelt before
sentimentality.
the Nobel Prize Committee, at
Christiania, Norway, May 5, 1910.
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ifcan ewr fo/bre in <fo world's history, we of today seek to penetrate the causes of the mysteries that surround not only mankind
search, we
but all life, both in the present and the past.
a
of clear
we
there
and
here
we
see
get
ray
things dimly;
peer,
vision as we look before and after.
study the tremendous
when in
procession of the ages, from the immemorial past,
"cramp elf and saurian forms" the creative forces "swathed

O.RE

,

We

We

much power," down to the yesterday, a few score thousand years
distant only, when the history of man became the overwhelming fact in the
history of life on this planet; and studying, we see strange analogies in the
phenomena of life and death, of birth, growth, and change, between those
physical groups of animal life which we designate as species, forms, races,
and the highly complex and composite entities which rise before our minds when

their too

we speak

of nations

and

civilizations.

study which has given science its present-day prominence. In
the world of intellect, doubtless the most marked features in the history of
the past century have been the extraordinary advances in scientific knowledge
and investigation, and in the position held by the men of science with reference
to those engaged in other pursuits.
I am not now speaking of applied science,
of the science, which, having revolutionized transportation on the earth and in
the water, is now on the brink of carrying it into the air; of the science that
finds its expression in such extraordinary achievements as the telegraph and
the telephone; of the sciences which have so accelerated the velocity of movement in social and industrial conditions for the changes in the mechanical
appliances of ordinary life during the last three generations have been greater
than in all the preceding generations since history dawned. I speak of the
science which has no more direct bearing upon the affairs of our everyday
A hunlife than literature or music, painting or sculpture, poetry or history.
dred years ago the ordinary man of cultivation had to know something of these
last subjects; but the probabilities were rather against his having any but
the most superficial scientific knowledge. At present all this has changed,
thanks to the interest taken in scientific discoveries, the large circulation of
scientific books, the rapidity with which ideas originated among students of
the most advanced and abstruse sciences become, at least partially, domiciled
in the popular mind.
Another feature of the change, of the growth in the position of science in the
eyes of every one, and of the greatly increased respect naturally resulting for
scientific methods, has been a certain tendency among scientific students to
encroach on other fields. This is particularly true of the field of historical
Not only have scientific men insisted upon the necessity of considerstudy.
ing the history of man, especially in its early stages, in connection with what
biology shows to be the history of life, but, furthermore, there has arisen a
demand that history shall itself be treated as a science. Both positions are in
their essence right but as regards each position the more arrogant among the
invaders of the new realm of knowledge take an attitude to which it is not
It is this

;
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necessary to assent. As regards the latter of the two positions, that which
would treat history henceforth as merely one branch of scientific study, we must
of course cordially agree that accuracy in recording facts and appreciation of
their relative worth and inter-relationship are just as necessary in historical
study as in any other kind of study. The fact that a book, though interesting,
is untrue, of course removes it at once from the category of history, however
much it may still deserve to retain a place in the always desirable group of
volumes which deal with entertaining fiction. But the converse also holds, at
least to the extent of permitting us to insist upon what would seem to be the
elementary fact that a book which is written to be read should be readable.
This rather obvious truth seems to have been forgotten by some of the more
zealous scientific historians, who apparently hold that the worth of a historical
book is directly in proportion to the impossibility of reading it, save as a painNow I am willing that history should be treated as a branch of
ful duty.
science, but only on condition that it also remains a branch of literature; and
furthermore, I believe that as the field of science encroaches on the field of
literature, there should be a corresponding encroachment of literature upon
science; and I hold that one of the great needs, which can only be met by very
able men, whose culture is broad enough to include literature as well as science,
is the need of books for scientific laymen.
We need a literature of science that
So far from doing away with the schools of great historians,
shall be readable.
the school of Polybius and Tacitus, Gibbon and Macaulay, we need merely
that the future writers of history, without losing the qualities which have
made those men great, shall also utilize the new facts and new methods which
science has put at their disposal.
Dryness is not in itself a measure of value.
No scientific treatise about St. Louis will displace Joinville's place in history
and literature no minute study of the Napoleonic wars will teach us more than
;

Marbot

and Marbot

is as interesting as Walter Scott.
Moreover, certain at
branches of science should likewise be treated by masters in the
art of presentment, so that the layman interested in history shall have on his
shelves classics which can be read.
Whether this wish be or be not capable
of realization, it assuredly remains true that the great historian of the future
must essentially represent the ideal striven after by the great historians of the
The industrious collector of facts occupies an honorable but not an
past.
exalted position, and the scientific historian who produces books which are
not literature must rest content with the honor, substantial but not of the
highest type, that belongs to him who gathers material which, some time,
some great master shall arise to use.
The phenomena of national growth and decay, both those which can and
those which cannot be explained, have been peculiarly in evidence during the
four centuries that have gone by since the discovery of America and the rounding of the Cape of Good Hope. These have been the four centuries of by far
the most intense and constantly accelerating rapidity of movement and development that the world has yet seen. The movement has covered all the fields

least of the
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It has witnessed an altogether unexampled spread of
activity.
mankind over the world, as well as an altogether unexampled advance
in man's dominion over nature; and this, together with a literary and artistic
activity to be matched in but one previous epoch.

of

civilized

I believe with all my heart that a great future remains for us but whether
does or does not, our duty is not altered.
However the battle may go, the
soldier worthy of the name will with utmost vigor do his alloted task, and bear
himself as valiantly in defeat as in victory.
Come what will, we belong to
In the ages
peoples who have not yielded to the craven fear of being great.
that have gone by, the great nations, the nations that have expanded and that
have played a mighty part in the world, have in the end grown old and weakened and vanished; but so have the nations whose only thought was to avoid
;

it

danger, all effort, who would risk nothing, and who therefore gained nothing.
In the end the same fate may overwhelm all alike; but the memory of the one
type perishes with it, while the other leaves its mark deep on the history of
all the future mankind.
Theodore Roosevelt before Oxford University, England,
all

June

7,

1910.

thank the American people for their greeting.
I need hardly
No man
say
deeply moved by the reception given me.
could receive such a greeting without being made to feel both very
I have been away a year and a quarter
proud and very humble.
from America, and I have "seen strange and interesting things,
alike in the heart of the frowning wilderness and in the capitals
of the mightiest and most highly polished of civilized nations.
I have thoroughly enjoyed
myself; and now I am more glad than I can
And I am ready and eager to do my
say to get back among people I love.
part, so far as I am able, in helping solve problems which must be solved if
we, of this the greatest democratic republic upon which the sun has ever shone,
are to see its destinies rise to the high level of our hopes and its opportunities.
This is the duty of every citizen, but it is peculiarly my duty for any man
who has ever been honored by being made President of the United States is
thereby forever after rendered the debtor of the American people, and is bound
to

I

am most

JWISH

;

life to remember this as his
prime obligation, and in private
as in public life, so to carry himself that the American people
may
never have cause to feel regret that once they placed him at their head.
Theodore Roosevelt at Battery Park, New York City, on his return to America, June
18, 1910.

throughout his
life

as

much
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REVEREND JACOB

S. DILL,, D. D.

BOWLING GRBEN, KENTUCKY
Whose Historical Investigations in the South, during pastorates at Richmond and Fredericksburg, Virginia,
have brought him into intimate relation with hitherto unknown facts regarding Commander Maury
Photographs taken by H. P. Cook of Richmond, Virginia, for THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY,
by permission of the Maury family

05

MERICANS

have not always acknowledged the greatness of their
fellowmen.
This has been characteristic of the nation, and
while there are occasional movements toward recognition of the
public services of some distinguished son of the republic, there
are still many who are today practically unknown by the American people, and whose names are seldom mentioned in historical
annals.
This is unfortunately true of one whom all Europe
proclaimed as the "greatest American of his times," but who is not familiar to
his

own countrymen.
It is therefore

the privilege of these pages to give the

first

national record,

an American historical journal, of Commander Matthew Fontaine Maury,
the American scientist who charted the winds and currents of the oceans, who

in

gave to the world the new science of meteorology, who is in reality the father
of the National Observatory at the seat of our national government, and who
originated the great system which today is known as the weather bureau.
There is no American whose service to his generation was so great, and
whose life at home was spent in such seclusion. About him there is the modesty
of greatness, for, as an American, he refused the highest scientific honors of
Europe, and renounced wealth, fame, and even a palace at the gift of an emperor,
to pass his last days in the hills of Virginia that he loved.
A friend of kings,
he passed away in the beautiful little town of Lexington, Virginia, within the
shadow of the graves of Robert E. Lee and General "Stonewall" Jackson.
Through THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, investigations into the
life and character of this great American have just been completed.
The
investigator is an authority in Southern history who is intimately acquainted with those among whom Commander Matthew Fontaine Maury
spent his life, and from private historical sources has prepared this record
for these pages.
Through this investigation a movement has also been
begun for the erection of a monument to the great American, with an approEDITOR
priation from the Congress of the government that he so well served.
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Maury's first ambition was for a
course at West Point, and he looked
to the army for a profession. This,
his parents absolutely denied to him.

the beginnings of
the century just past,
on the 14th of January, 1806, only ten
miles from the city
of Fredericksburg, in
the county of Spott-

Without their knowledge, therefore,
he sought an appointment in the
His oldest brother, John
navy.
Minor Maury, had entered the navy
and had risen rapidly. But, at the

was born Matthew
He came of
Fontaine Maury.
there
for
mingled in
stock,
goodly
his nature, in equal parts, the sturdy
religious life of the French Huguenots
and the gallantry of the English Cavalier.
On the mother's side he belonged to the distinguished Minor
sylvania, Virginia,

t'QJ

early age of 31, his brilliant career
was cut short by an untimely death.

experience set the parents
against the navy for another son,

This

and young Maury

Matthew Maury received his appointment to the United States Navy,
and was assigned to duty as midship-

man on

the frigate "Brandywine."
There was then no Naval Academy,
for it

only five years of

Very

scant,

young Maury.

theory and practice of his profession.
His comrades of that early period
relate that on the round shot of the
quarterdeck he chalked his diagrams
in spherical trigonometry to enable
him when on duty, pacing to and
fro, to employ the precious moments
It chanced that
in useful study.
during the first year of his service,
the "Brandywine" bore Lafayette

were the
of
advantages

therefore,

educational

But an accident

in

his youth, that seemed to disqualify
him for farm life, led his father to

him an opportunity at Harpeth
Academy. The activity of his mind
brought him into the special notice
of his instructors, and the association
give

ripened

into

lifelong

home from
Traditions

his visit to this country.
us that the distin-

tell

guished Marquis spoke many pleasant and encouraging words to the
studious midshipman.
In 1826, Maury was transferred to
the sloop-of-war "Vincennes," about
to make a cruise around the world.

friendship.

H.

Otey, afterwards Bishop of
Tennessee, and William C. Hasbrouck,
to whom Maury dedicated his great
J.

first

cute his studies amid the trying
It at
scenes of active sea service.
once became evident that Maury
had resolved to master both the

the days of the early settlers,

before advanced civilization had built
her great highways of travel or her
schools of learning; far away from
the great ocean's tuneful chant,
there grew up the lad who was to
become the "Pathfinder of the Sea."
early

was Maury himself who

advocated the establishment of the
great government school at AnnapoThis young aspirant for naval
lis.
honors, therefore, must needs prose-

age his parents immigrated into Tennessee and settled near the present
town of Franklin. Thus it happened
that in the primeval forests of Tennessee, in

home without

In 1825, an inland lad of 19 years,

family of Virginia, while his name
bears testimony that his paternal
ancestors were of the choicest of the
Huguenots, who, from the persecutions of Catholic France, stretched
their arms to the new world.

When Maury was

left

his father's blessing.

work on "The Physical Geography of
the Sea," were his teachers at the

The opportunities

Academy.
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PORTRAIT OF AN AMERICAN

WHO

REVOLUTIONIZED THE WORLD'S NAVIGATION Original negative c,f
Lieutenant Matthew Fontaine Maury of Virginia, 1S06-1873, in honor of whom Congress now proposes to erect a monument
Taken by Bratly, the first American photographer, about 1859 Now published for the first time from the collection of
Edward Bailey Eaton, under copyright and permission of the Patriot", Publishing Company of_ Springfield, Massachusetts

voyage were much to his advantage,
and on his return home he was ready

1X39, there began to appear in the
Literary Messenger, under
the
pen-name of "Harvy Bluff," a
scries of papers entitled "Scraps from

Southern

for his examinations.
hi 1X31 he was appointed

1

master
"Falmouth,"

,

the Lucky Bag."
naval reform, and

the sloop-of-war
which had been ordered to Pacific
He at once sought diligently
waters.
for information as to the best track
for his vessel, but there were in
of

1

was no

voyage he observed the
phenomenon of the low barometer off Cape Horn, and wrote upon
paper,

and it was at this time also that he
began the preparation of his textbook on navigation.
At home for a time in 1834, there
occurred two important events of
his life.
He was married to Miss Ann

Herndon

From

of Fredericksburg, Virginia.
this time on we find much of

his family life woven into the history
of the old 'Burg on the Rappahan-

tion of

his first

i

it

noticed

became

of his

surprise

when

it

was

and suffering,
untoward storm current
life, under the guiding hand of
this

God who

controls the courses of
soon brought him into
the very position in which he was to
perform his great life work. For so
it happened that when he again re-

human

made its way, was favorably
at home and abroad, and

life,

ported for duty, his physicians insisting that his lame leg was unseaworthy, he was placed in charge of
the Depot of Charts and Instruments

years a text-book
in the United States Navy.
Soon after the publication of his
first book he again
applied for sea
service, and was assigned to the posifor

But
the

book, a treatise on
was thought bold in

It
navigation.
so young an officer, humble in rank,
to publish so pretentious a work.

But

little

disabled

The other event that marked
year at home was the publica-

nock.
this

They advocated

and

divulged that the author of
these papers was the young lieutenThe impresant, Matthew Maury.
sion they produced may be well
imagined when we find that a widespread sentiment arose to elevate
him to the portfolio of Secretary of
the Navy.
In the late fall of 1839, on leave of
absence to visit his parents and
attend to important business, a
serious accident happened in the
upsetting of the stage in which he
travelled.
His knee was severely
fractured, and for months he lay

this

first scientific

on
wide-

finally

curious

the subject, his

were

attracted

Small Ships"pointed out the necessity for navy
yards at Pensacola, Key West and
Memphis, and made strong plea for
a National Naval Academy.
There

of ocean charts.

On

Guns

"Big

existence no reliable charts for his
He keenly realized that
guidance.
here was a great need to be supplied,
and his bold and active brain forthwith began to grapple with the prob-

lem

attention.

spread

These

many

Here was his great
opportunity, and he grasped it with
the painstaking industry and masterly skill of a great soul sent on a
mission to Earth.
Here at the Capital of the Nation, and for twenty
years, he wrought out that mission,
and turned not from it until the outbreak of the Civil War.
at Washington.

tion of astronomer and
hydrographer
on a South Sea exploring

expedition

under Commodore S. Catesby Jones.
This brought him into the expert use
of the telescope, transit instrument,
and theodolite. Returning from this
voyage he was assigned to survey
work in the Southern harbors. In
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PORTRAIT OF AMERICAN SCIENTIST

Rare

WHO CHARTED THE OCEANS

made in Washington shortly before the American crisis, when Lieutenant
Matthew Fontaine Maury was bein^ hailed by the nations of the
earth as the founder of a new science of navigation

print

photOfnph

fur

Brady
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mark the high

tide of his service
with this period we

to mankind, and
are especially concerned.
line

and

Some

classification of the

out-

work

in

He now addressed him-

"Storm

and meteorologic observafrom every reliable source.

before him, he prepared
"Chart of Sailing Directions."
This was for the tedious voyage from
Atlantic ports to Rio Janeiro.
Captain Jackson, of a Baltimore ship, was
the first practical seaman bold enough
to follow the brilliant deductions of
all this

his first

man of science. He was rewarded by making the round trip in

the time often required for the outgoing passage. This startling result
at once drew to Maury many followers.
He enlisted the co-operation of
shipmasters everywhere, and the
system grew rapidly into international
Careful logproportions.
books were kept on every merchant
vessel, as well as every warship, and
promptly forwarded to Washington.
These embraced information
on
rain

all

areas,

fogs,

physical

features of the ocean, feeding grounds
of whales, and all facts of interest to
mariners.
It

was the genius

Maury that from

of

all

brought forth those

the white

"Whale
Charts,"
"Thermal Charts," and
and Rain Charts." They
"Pilot

the navigator knows for each season,
and in all waters, where lie his best
chances for a safe and swift voyage.
Some idea of the work accomplished
can be formed from the statement
that 20,000 copies of "Sailing Directions" were distributed gratuitously
to the merchant vessels.
The practical result to the navigator, of the revelations of this great
"Pathfinder of the Sea," has been
that in the most difficult of all seavoyages, that from New York to San
Francisco, around Cape Horn, the
trip has been shortened by 40 days,
and it has been estimated that in
shortening the time and lessening
the dangers of sea voyage there has
been a saving to the world's commerce
of not less than $40,000,000 annually.
The accuracy of Maury's work was
shown when, on one occasion, the
"San Francisco," with troops on
board, was severely damaged in an At-

the

winds and currents, limits of

fly

civilized

exhibit with wonderful accuracy the
winds and currents, their force and
direction at different seasons of the
year, the temperature of the surface
waters, the calm belts and tradewinds, the rains and the storms.
The eight volumes of "Sailing Directions" are brim full of the most valuable nautical information, and are
treasures to every intelligent seaman.
With these charts and directions,

graphic

icebergs,

of

Charts,"
Charts,"

to the problem of supplying for
other seamen this great lack.
The vast accumulation of the logbooks of the United States warships,
stored away as mere rubbish, was
now utilized as valuable data. At
the same time he collected hydro-

With

every clime where

sails

self

tions

>e as

commerce. The
charts are known as "Maury's Wind
and Currents Charts" and are styled,
"Track
"Trade-wind
Charts,"

of

these years now claim attention.
It will be remembered that while
sailingmaster on board the "Falmouth," Maury looked in vain for
information as to the best track for
his vessel.

tlfr

in a series of six charts and eight
large folio volumes of "Sailing Directions," that comprehended all waters

These two decades, from 1841 to
IMil,

nf

Commander

this dry data

lantic hurricane.
The helpless wreck
drifted out to sea.
The Secretary
of the Navy appealed to Maury.

deductions that revolutionized the
ship
This took form
sailing of the world.
scientific

Maury estimated where wind and
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PORTRAIT OF WORLD-RENOWNED SCIENTIST AS AN AMERICAN NAVAL COMMANDER

Rare engraving made from an old daguerreotype about 1855, shortly after the return of Mattheu
Fontaine Maury from his cruises around the world to chart the winds and the currents
in the new science of ocean meteorology which he had founded

Original daguerreotype

now

in posgewtion of the

Maury family

of Virginia

wave acting upon a

operated in the world today was in
every essential particular outlined

helpless wreck

With a blue
the vessel.
on his
the
he
marked
spot
pencil
To this spot relief was sent
chart.
and the survivors rescued.
In his "Physical Geography of the
would

drift

He saw it as
a vision from heaven with blessings
to earth, and he failed not to prophesy
to his people.
It was on his return from the
Brussels Conference to his post at
by Matthew Maury.

Sea," in his discussion of "Sea Routes"
(622), Maury has this to say: "So
to shape the course on voyages as to
make the most of winds and currents
at sea, is the perfection of the naviHow the winds blow
gator's art.
and the currents flow along this route
or that is no longer matter of opinion
or subject of speculation, but a

Washington, ladened with honor,
that Maury stood clearly before the
world, "the founder of the twin
sciences of hydrography and meteorNo less a man than Alexology."
ander Von Humbolt declared him
the "father of a new science," and
the distinguished Baron in his 90th
year wrote him a fervid letter of

matter of certainty determined by
The winds and
actual observation.
the weather daily encountered by
hundreds who have sailed on the
same voyage before him, and 'the
distance made good' by each from
day to day, have been tabulated and

congratulation.
The simple Depot of Charts and
Instruments entrusted to the young
lieutenant became a National Observatory, with the great man of
science as its superintendent.
In all

arranged for the mariner; nay, his
path has been literally blazed through
the winds for him on the sea; mileposts have been set up on the waves,
and finger-boards planted and timetables furnished for the trackless
waste."
The international character of the
work soon led to an international

particulars this National
Observatory, under Maury, outlined

essential

and comprehended what now at
Washington is divided into four

1

conference.
It was at Maury's instance that, in 1853, the United States
called the celebrated Brussels Conference.
It was a notable gathering

wrought. He prophesied the stillwater plateau under the Atlantic
conducted the deep-sea soundings to
demonstrate it suggested the plan
in every detail, and even invented, assisted by Colonel John Mercer Brooke, 1

men. Nearly every important maritime nation was there
represented, and a systematic plan
of scientific

It was at
Maury advocated
the same system

of co-operation provided.
this conference that

the

extention

of

separate but kindred departments.
Science has conferred no greater boon
upon the world than the great ocean
cables that flash the news from continent to continent.
For this the
debt is due to Maury, for the great
Atlantic cable is one of the radiant
sparks that flew from his anvil as he

of

meteorological observations to
land also, and thus form a weather
bureau, helpful to agriculture. This
he continued to urge and agitate
in his papers and addresses all over
this country until the very close of
his life.
The great Signal Service

and Weather Bureau

'Lieutenant Brooke, U.

S.

N. (Colonel

John Mercer Brooke), was one of Maury's
most able assistants in compiling "Wind
and Current Charts" and "Sailing Directions."
While on duty at the Naval Observatory he invented deep-sea sounding
apparatus, "to which the world owes the
means of finding what is at the bottom of
the sea," by the use of which the Atlanticplateau was explored, and the feasibility

so successfully
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LAST PORTRAIT OF THK MOST DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN SCIENTIST OF HIS TIMES

the highest honors
Portrait taken during last years of Matthew Fontaine Maitry, after he had received
that had ever been bestowed by the scientific world, and was living in retirement
in Lexington, Virginia, as a member of the faculty of the Virginia
Military Institute about 1868, aged 02 years
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machinery for laying it. This was
amply m-ognized on the occasion of

itself,

its
Meteorology." The book
has passed through twenty editions
and found its way into the languages
of
continental Europe.
Analyzing
and tabulating millions of observations of the sea its currents and its
climate its calms and its breezes
its winds and its rains and its storms
its heat and its cold
its shoals and

to

its

depths

life

and

the celebration of the first successful
npiTation of the cable.
Cyrus Field
arose and said, "Maury furnished
the brains, England gave the money,
I
It was further
did the work."
recognized by the Cable Company

when they promptly accorded
him full and free priority in the

use of the cable.

Time fails me to tell of the many
other directions in which the genius
of this wonderful man brought forth
practical results to bless the world.
He established the river gauges of
the Mississippi and that series of
daily observations of temperature,
velocity, evaporation and precipitation, by which is furnished the main
data for our knowledge of this greatest
of our rivers.
He originated the plan

for redeeming the drowned lands of
the Mississippi.
He established the
"great circle routes" for steamship
travel on the ocean, and the "steam
lanes," still used by all steamers
crossing the ocean were mapped out
by him. When this was first accomplished the merchants and under-

writers of New York presented him
a service of silver plate and $5,000.
In 1855, nearly fifteen years after his

appointment at Washington, Maury
gave to the world his great work,
"The Physical Geography of the Sea
of the Atlantic cable

commanded

demonstrated.

He

the "Fenimore Cooper" in
survey of routes between the Sandwich
Islands, Japan and China; entered the
Confederate service, 1861; invented the
Brooke gun, and designed plans for an
iron-clad vessel with
submerged ends,
which plan was used in
converting the u'
3.
"Merrimac"
into
the
iron-clad ram
ship
The famous battle between
"Virginia."
this ship and the "Monitor," March !)
the harbor of
Mi:-', in
Hampton Roads'
revolutionized the naval architecture and
warfare of the world.
In 1806 Colonel
Brooke became Professor of
Physics at the
\ irginia
Military Institute.
I

and

its
myriads of animal
marvelous formation of
shore lines and bottom, he found his
way to the very heart of Nature, and
laid before us, like an open book,

its

her majestic laws.
The work is
written in popular vein and is most

charming and instructive. The dry
bones of his science appear in flesh
and blood yea, he breathes into
them the very breath of life. Master
of a pure English style, he sets before
us the marvelous phenomena of earth

and sea and air. in thought and language that flow deep and strong and
warm and life-giving like the great
current of the Gulf Stream.
It is
the very poetry of a great science.
Never did scientist touch nature
in more devout spirit.
In all, he
saw and acknowledged the handiwork of the great Creator. In the
proportions and properties of land

and sea and

air

in their adaptation,

one to the other to make this earth
a habitation for man, he saw the
marvelous design of Him who
"Measured the waters in the hollow
of his hand, and comprehended the
dust in a measure, and weighed the
mountains in scales and the hills in
a balance."
Investigations into the
broad spreading circle of phenomena
connected with the winds of heaven
and waves of the sea never failed to
lift his mind to the beneficent
Creator.
As he pondered these things he heard
a voice in every wave that
clapped
its hands, he felt a
presence in every
breeze that blew he knelt and worshipped God.
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AMERICA'S RECOGNITION OF ITS GREAT BENEFACTOR Silver service presented
Fontaine Maury by the Merchants and Underwriters of New York, in 1X53, in recognition
world service in

establishing the "great circle routes"

of

the

sea's

for

Matthew
his

great

commerce

1
believe that in those unhappy
times there was no man who sacriIn order
ficed more than Maury.
to serve the Confederacy he not only

life of Maury fell on times
there were at work other curThe
rents than those of sea and air.
heated passions of men of the North
and South bred political storms that
In the midst of
soon blew to a Rale.
his career the nation drifted into the
whirlpool of civil war. That which
was the all controlling force of
Maury's character was his devotion
He believed with all heart
to duty.
and conscience in the doctrine of a
man's supreme loyalty to his state,
and this was the deep and swift undercurrent of his life that bore him away

But the

when

*vw

and "navigation lanes"

to
of

^resigned his commission at Washington, but turned his back on two as
tempting offers as ever lay in reach
of a man who was essentially a

Russia,
student and a philosopher.
through the Grand Duke Constantine, tendered him a palace on the
Neva, with every advantage for the
study of his chosen science. France
And
also made a similar overture.
though these overtures were presented personally through the French
and Russian Ministers, under special
of truce to
Richmond, and
flag

from Washington and stranded him
in the final great wreck of the Southern Confederacy.
331
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the Russian Government
ordered to Southern waters a special
vessel to bring him to her shores
still he turned from all, and "chose
rather to suffer affliction with his

though

own

people."

a sad phase of this man's
in the Civil War that
when he "came to his own, his own
It

is

experience

received him not."

Both Jefferson

Davis and his Secretary of Navy were
unfriendly to Maury.
On the 10th of June, 1861, he
received the appointment of Chief of
Sea Coast and River Defenses, and
quickly demonstrated his fitness for
the work.
He re-introduced submarine torpedo warfare, inventing
a sure method of explosion by elecHe advocated important
tricity.
reforms in coast defenses and naval
warfare, and might have been a
right arm of power.
But, in 1862, he
was ordered to England with a commission to purchase navy supplies
a service any competent merchant
have
rendered.
It
was
might
thought by many that this action

was influenced by jealousy for there
was a clamor among the people to
make him Secretary of the Navy.
But even in England his active
brain was at work to help his section
in the strife. 2
In 1865 he was on his
way back to the South bearing the
results of his inventive genius when,
on reaching Cuban waters, he heard
the news of the surrender of Lee, and

the collapse of the Confederacy.
I shall not
tarry to tell of his brief
career in Mexico, 3 where the Emperor

Maximilian was his friend and patron
nor of his rather fanciful scheme
of emigration to that
country for

nf

Patlffittbrr

Southern

Commissioner

in

Europe.

'While in

England he was appointed
"Imperial Commissioner of Emigration to

Maximilian of Mexico."

>t as

men

with shattered forcut short by the
tragic end of the Emperor himself.
The downfall of Maxamilian found
Maury on a visit to England for the
purchase of instruments for the
Mexican observatory. He therefore
remained in England for a time.
There he first prepared the series of
school geographies which have filled
so important a place in our great
educational system since the war.
It was no small gift he made to the
youth of the land for the right understanding of this great world in which
tunes.

It

was

all

we live.
When,

in 1868, the enactment of a
general amnesty removed his political
disabilities, Maury accepted the chair

of Meteorology in the Virginia Military Institute, and there spent the
He greatly
closing years of his life.
rejoiced in this return to old friends
and scenes, and addressed himself
with great ardor to congenial pursuits.
Especially did he direct his
energies for the upbuilding of his own
desolated state.
He declared that
the seat of Empire was fast settling
down in the great Northwest, and
that not Canada but Virginia was its
true and natural outlet to the ocean.
How wonderfully is this fulfilled in
industrial
conditions
present
by
which so large a share of the products
of
the Northwest come pouring
through the gateway of Hampton
Roads. He again gave attention to
his system of agricultural meteorHe not only wrote papers
ology.
and delivered addresses on the subject, but directed a meteorological
survey of Virginia in order to prac-

demonstrate his theories.
of a constitution
not the strongest soon began to
succumb to the storms of these last
From the fatigue and expoyears.
sure of a lecturing tour to the far
West, he returned home the middle
tically

The endurance

2
Maury rendered great service to the
cause of the Confederacy, as Confederate

tlfp
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DECORATIONS CONFERRED UPON THE PATHFINDER OF THE SEAS,

Matthew Fontaine Maury
Decoration of the Tower and Sword by Kins of Belgium in 1857 Cross of Order of Danebrog by King of
Denmark Diamond pin by Maximilian of Austria Pearl and diamond brooch to Mrs. Maury by Czar of
Russia in I860 Jewels now in possession of the descendants of the Maury family in the United States

of October, 1872, and, as he crossed
come home
his threshold said, "I

am

For four long months he
lay in weakness and often in pain,
but with active and clear mind to the
close he dictated the last edition of
The long
his Physical Geography.
period of his illness developed in
radiant outline the beauty of his
There was to him
Christian faith.
the anchor within the veil, sure and
steadfast.
Though he saved millions

to die."

to the world's

commerce he

left

to

family no wordly gains. To
them he bequeathed the far richer
heritage of that nobility of character
and humility of Christian faith that
found its expression in the beautiful
prayer in which every night for 34
years he lifted his heart to God
"Lord Jesus, thou son of God and
Redeemer of the world, have mercy
upon me. Pardon my offences, and
teach me the error of my ways; give
me a new heart and right mind.
his

BUST OF MATTHEW FONTAINE MAURY

Teach me and all mine to do thy will,
and in all things to keep thy law.
Teach me to ask those things neces-

By

E. V. Valentine, sculptor, in the State Library at
Richmond, Virginia Photographed for THE JOUR-

NAL\OF AMERICAN HISTORY

3.33

sary to eternal

me

for

all

my

life.

request of Alexander von
Humbolt, bestowed upon him the
"
"Cosmos Medal
struck in honor of

Lord, pardon
thine is the
power and the

special

sins, for

and the
forever and ever, Amen."
This prayer, dictated from his dying
bed, was his legacy to his loved ones.
At the supreme moment, turning
to his eldest son he said, "Are my
Do I drag my
feet growing cold?
anchors?" When the answer came
in the affirmative, he replied, "All's
Then was the anchor of the
wc-11."
spiritual within him lifted from its
strong hold upon the fleshy ties of
earth, and a heavenly breeze swept
him to the safe anchorage beyond
the sea of human life. On the first
of February, 1873, the trusting child
of nature rested with his God.
It was not the plan to bury him in
Lexington, but he requested that the
removal should not be until the
Springtime, when nature was at the
And they kept the promise
full.

kingdom

It
is
the only
great Baron.
duplicate of that medal in existence.

the

glory,

He became

corresponding member
dozen or more of the leading

of a

and scientific societies of
England and continental Europe,
and held more honorary diplomas
than any American with whose hisThe Camtory I am acquainted.
bridge University of England conferred on him the degree of LL. D.
literary

said that in Berlin there stands
statue to his memory.
"Thus
kings to do him honor took delight."
The only civilized nation that has
It is

a

withheld adequate recognition of his
services has been the government
of the United States.
All that has
come to him from his own govern-

ment has been the meager pay
rank

sacred, for they waited until they
could pluck the rhododendrons and
the mountain ivy to lay upon his
bier, before they bore him through
the Goshen Pass to rest in Rich-

the navy.
our capital

of his

in

In

city,

where

for

great brain projected influences that are blessing
the whole civilized world today, and
are the 'aery honqr and glory of our
own land, there stands no memorial

twenty years

mond Hollywood.
Before closing this paper, a concluding inquiry claims attention.
What honorable recognition has been
bestowed upon this benefactor of
the human race?

'of

his

service.

his

There

is

no bronze

or marble to tell of his greatness.
There is not even a bust or portrait
in the National Observatory where
his
work was done. When this
nation built its National Library,

So far as my knowledge goes, no
American ever received higher testimonials from foreign countries.
Orders of Knighthood were bestowed
upon him by the Emperor of Russia,
King of Denmark, King of Portugal,
King of Belgium and the Emperor of

from all nations and all ages were
brought names thought worthy to be
woven into the beautiful mosaic of
that matchless structure.
But while
the antiquarian dug deep to find

France;

some of the names that are there,
we look in vain for that of him who,

Lady

born on our native soil and toiling
under the very shadow of the capitol,
became the founder of twin sciences
that amaze the mind with their
wonders, and shed light and blessings
to the ends of the earth.
His name
has even been dropped from the

while Prussia. Austria,
Sweden, Holland, Sardinia, Bremen
and France struck gold medals in his
honor. The Pope sent him a full
set of all the medals struck during
his pontificate, and Maximilian decorated him with "The Cross of our

Guadaloupe."

Germany,

by
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OLD HOMESTEAD

IN

SPOTTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VIRGINIA,

sciences of meteorology and hydrography,
to become the most renowned American

charts he invented.

The claims

scientist

of

Maury

us not think that the

name

own

land.

is

forgot in his

in

the

possession

of

the

J.

Dill

S.

ological

Navy, and chief of the division of
Marine Meteorology, read a paper on
the "Origin and Work of Marine
Meteorology." Eight pages out of
fourteen in this sketch, which lies
before me, I find given to the life

and work of Matthew F. Maury.
The part of the paper relating to
him concluded with this language.
"This congress of meteorology must

memorial to one of the greatest names
that adorn her history.
let

Photograph

of

14, 1806.

So recently as 1893, at the MeteorCongress of the World's
Columbian Exposition, Lieutenant
W. H. Beehler of the United States

of

for recognition at the hands
of this nation do not rest upon military service, or any relation he bore or
did not bear to that tidal wave that
brought us into fratricidal war. It
rests rather upon a service that saves
life and property, a service that is one
of the brightest stars that adorn the
victories of peace.
But I lay it also as a charge against
his own state of Virginia, for whom
in supreme loyalty he sacrificed all,
that she is indeed tardy in adequate

Maury

Yet,

where the founder

Matthew Fontaine Maury, was born on January

render to the

name

of

Maury a

tribute

most profound gratitude as the
founder of our science, and the highest
of

too closely woven into his great
science ever to be lost to the world.

honor for

It is

his great researches in
of this science."

department
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HISTORIC SHRINES OF THE SOUTH

Photograph taken for THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY at

Commander Maury

spent his last days, when he refused a palace offered to him by the Czar
of Russia and the highest scientific honors in the world, with fortune as well as fame, to become a member
of the faculty at ^the military institute that he loved Here he died in 1873, at sixty-seven years of age
scenes where

"WEST POINT OF THE SOUTH"

Virginia Military Institute, where Commander Matthew Fontaine
days on the banks of the historic James in the Rockbrid R e hills at Lexington,
town
historic
that
Virginia
General Robert E. Lee and General "Stonewall" Ji-.i-kson lie
buried, and that Washington and Lee University stands as a monument tcTAmeru-an charartvr and learning

Maury spent
It

his

is

in

last

this

mountain. During the last years of
Maury's life the smoke of a great
conflict gathered about him and
veiled his face from the eyes of the
national
But the
government.
smoke is fast lifting and the healthy
breezes of a great national fraternity
will blow them far away.
Then will

So far back as 1890, Julius Palmer,
a citizen of Boston, Massachusetts,
and by profession a shipmaster,
caused to be introduced in Congress
a bill for the erection of a statue in
of Matthew F. Maury of
state of Virginia, The plea
rehearses his great service to the

memory
the

his people look upon his face, and
see the clear outlines of his character
then will he take his own proper
place in America's galaxy of the

country and to the world. It concludes with the declaration of another

that the
shipmaster,
to the United States
the use of Maury's
charts would erect a monument of
precious stones sparkling with diamonds. Mr. Palmer, in an article
written for the Boston Transcript in
advocacy of his plea, declares that in
the same breath that applauds Columbus there is but one other name to
be mentioned in the history of navigation, and that is the name of Maury.
He also quotes the Honorable Mellen
Chamberlain, late Chief Librarian,
as saying in calm judicial tone, "I
do not suppose that there is the
least doubt that Maury was the
greatest man America has ever
American

money saved
commerce by
ex-

i

great.

The whole civilized world has beneby the life and services of this

fited

great humanitarian, and, having enjoyed the fruits of this man's brain
and ingenuity, did well in honoring
him. America, too, should show her
appreciation of her distinguished son's
creations in science, his charting of
the seas, rivers, and lakes.
America
has been rich in morally and physic-

at

Hampton Roads

of

received

her

of

whom

beneficence.

cally gave his life, in the quiet pursuits
of peace, to his fellow countrymen
that they may live and labor in

Mr. Palmer's never saw
the light, but has mouldered in the
archives of Congress.
And now, in
Congress, Representative Maynard
has introduced in the House a bill
appropriating $50,000 to erect a
bill of

monument

men, many

have

Would it not be well to honor this
man who stood pre-eminent in the
field of science, the man who practi-

produced."

The

ally courageous

Are we
greater comfort and safety?
not to acknowledge the genius of the
man who gave us the National Observatory, who instigated the science
of predicting the weather, which not
alone serves the marine world, but on
which the farmer and manufacturer

in

honor of Maury. This bill, under
changed conditions in our country,
will, I think, be enacted into law, and
soon in his own land there will be a
fitting memorial to the "Pathfinder

are so largely dependent for liveli-

hood? Who contributed his knowledge to our children through the
medium of his geography that is today
in all the schools throughout our land ?
Should we not, as Americans, erect a

of the Sea."

There are seasons when the smoke
from the burning of brush veils from

Mount Tacoma.

shaft in memory of this fellow-countryman? The semi-centennial of the

But soon the smoke is lifted and a
breath from the ocean blows it far
away, and there rises against the blue
sky the clear outlines of a great

is now approaching, and
not be appropriate to extend
this tardy honor to his memory during the nearing celebration?

the people in the lowlands the great

rocky face of solitary

Civil

would
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Transcript from an Original Letter to Commander Matthew Fontaine Maury, the
American who Charted the Oceans, proffering him the Decoration of
the Order of St. Anne for "the invaluable services rendered
to the navigation of all nations" on February 13, 1857
Original letter now in possession of descendants
of the Maury Family in Richmond, Virginia

DEAR

SIR:

The Minister

of Foreign Affairs has informed

me

that his Imperial

Highness the Grand Duke Constantine, President of the Geographical
Society, has thought proper to reward the merits of

who by

some

men,

scientific

and

their labors contributed to spread the universal civilization,

that in consequence his Imperial Majesty desires to confer upon those

gentlemen, orders of chivalry, as a

mark

The Geographical

of his esteem.

Society has particularly directed the attention of the

Emperor on the

invaluable services, which you have rendered to the navigation of
nations,

and His Majesty has expressed

Knight of the Order of
monds.

The Minister

St.

Anne

his intention to

all

nominate you,

of the second class, decorated with dia-

of Foreign Affairs writes to

me

besides, that before

Duke

taking any step on the subject His Imperial Highness, the Grand

Constantine, desires to be informed whether, according to the laws of your

country, you are allowed to accept an order of Chivalry from a foreign

Government.
In making

it

an agreeable duty to inform you of the above

the honor to request you to favor
I

am

me

I

have

with an early reply.

with great regard,

Your most

obed't. Serv't.

STOECKL.

Washington,

February

13, 1857.

Lieutenant Maury,

etc., etc.

(E0utmatttor iEaitnj'a iCngaltij to Atttmratt Jnatitutuma
Transcript of the Reply of Matthew Fontaine Maury, the American Scientist,
to the Emperor of Russia who extended to him the highest honors
in which he states that as
in the geographical world
an American he cannot accept an order of chivalry
from a foreign government without the consent
of the Congress of the United States

Observatory, Washington,
18th Febry., 1857.

DEAR
I

SIR:

have had the pleasure of receiving the note which on the 13th

instant

you did me the honor to

write, informing

me

of the desire of His

me an

Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of Russia, to confer upon
of Knighthood,

and

of the wish of His Imperial Highness, the

know whether

Constantine, to

the laws of the land allow

order

Grand Duke

me

to accept

an order of chivalry from a foreign government.

The organic law
any

office of profit

gress, accept of

or trust under

any

present,

them

emolument,

shall

"no person holding

without the consent of Con-

office,

or

title of

any kind what-

from any king, prince, or foreign state."

ever,
I

St.

of the United States declares that

am

very proud that such a body as the Geographical Society of

Petersburg, and such an enlightened Prince as the

stantine, should place so high

Pray accept

my

Grand Duke Con-

an estimate upon any work

of mine.

thanks for the very agreeable manner in which you

have made known their high consideration, and believe me,

Very truly yours,
M.

M. Edw. de Stoeckl,

Envoy Ex. &

Min. Plen. of Russia,

Washington.

F.

MAURY.

Written in 173S
JOSEPH HOPKINSON, the author of Hail Columbia, was born at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, on November 12, 1770. Francis Hopkinson, his father, was one of
He was a lawyer, representative
the signers of the Declaration of Independence.
to Congress, judge in a United States District Court, vice-president of the American
Philosophical Society, president of the Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts, and a
He is best known, however, as
writer on legal, educational and ethical subjects.
tne autnor f our famous national song, which was written in the summer of 1798,
when the American people were taking sides in the contest between England and
France. The object of the poem was "to get up an American spirit which should
be independent of, and above, the interest, passion, and policy of both belligerents,
and look and feel exclusively for our honor and rights." Judge Hopkinson died
at Philadelphia on January 1 5, 1842.

Hail Columbia happy land,
Hail ye heroes heaven-born band,
Who fought and bled in Freedom's cause,
Who fought and bled in Freedom's cause,
And when the storm of war was done,
Enjoyed the peace your valor won
Let Independence be our boast,

Sound, sound the trump of fame,
Let WASHINGTON'S great name
Ring through the world with loud applause,
Ring through the world with loud applause,
Let every clime to Freedom dear,
Listen with a joyful ear;
With equal skill, with godlike power,
He governs in the fearJul hour
Of horrid war; or guides with ease
The happier times of honest peace.
Firm, united, let us be,
Rallying round our Liberty,

Ever mindful what it cost;
Ever grateful for the prize,
Let

altars reach the skies.
Firm, united, let us be,
Rallying round our Liberty,
As a band of brothers joined,

its

Peace and safety we

As a band

Immortal Patriots, rise once more,
Defend your rights, defend your shores;
Let no rude foe with impious hand,
Let no rude foe with impious hand,
Invade the shrine, where sacred lies,
Of toil and blood, the well-earned prize.
While offering Peace, sincere and just,
In Heaven we place a manly trust,
That Truth and Justice will prevail,
And every scheme of bondage fail.

0=

of brothers joined,

Peace and safety we shall

shall find.

find.

Behold the chief, who now commands,
Once more to serve his country stands,
The rock on which the storm will beat,
The rock on which the storm will beat,
But arm'd in virtue, firm and true,
His hopes are fixed on Heaven and you.
When hope was sinking in dismay,

And

clouds obscured Columbia's day,
His steady mind, from changes free,
Resolved on Death or Libtrly.
Firm, united, let us be,
Rallying round our Liberty,

Firm, united, let us be,
Rallying round our Liberty,
As a band of brothers joined,
Peace and safety we shall find.

As a band of brothers joined,
Peace and safety we shall find.
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BY

CHARUEGS TALtiMADGE CONOVER
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Treasurer of the Sons of the Revolution of the State of Washington Member of the leading
organizations connected with development of the Northwest Descendant of Ensign
Tallmadge, writer of the Orderly Books of the American Revolution,
now transcribed in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY

are still extant in the historical repositories and private collections throughout the country, many valuable documents that
witness the beginning of the American people as a race.
Many of

I

these have become almost indecipherable through neglect and age.
Exhaustive investigations have been conducted by leading American historians under the auspices of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY during the last four years and as a result much invaluable
evidence has been brought to bear upon hitherto incomprehensible points in
L.

r

I

Ji

American history.
The presentation of the records from General Washington's orderly books
on the battlefields of the American Revolution caused wide discussion, and gave
a new understanding of the military character of the great revolutionist. The
diary of General Warren, in which he related his own experiences on the battleSaratoga, also caused the reconstruction of many historical opinions.
of the physician on the ship with Columbus, which is undoubtedly the first historical narrative ever written on the Western Hemisphere,
was a revelation of the times and the character of the discoverers of America.
During these continental investigations, THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY has recently discovered a collection of rare old orderly books in possession of Mr. Charles Tallmadge Conover of Seattle, Washington, which prove
to be the originals written during the American Revolution by one of his ancestors, Samuel Tallmadge, who was an ensign and an adjutant of the Fourth
Continental Regiment of the New York Line; later becoming first lieutenant,
and serving until the close of the war. He was a brother of Colonel Benjamin
Tallmadge who was a member of General Washington's intimate military
family, and also a brother of William Tallmadge who was captured at the Battle
of Long Island and died from starvation in the British prison ship in New York
harbor; when found he had a piece of an old shoe in his mouth from which he
had vainly attempted to gain sustenance. The Tallmadge Orderly Books are
a revelation of the hardships and privations of the American RevoluEDITOR
tionists, and portions of them are here given literal transcription.
field of

The manuscript

O
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These transcripts are taken verbatim from original order-books of the
Fourth New York Regiment, written by Ensign and Adjutant Samuel
Tallmadge on the battlefields of the American Revolution.

Head
General Orders

Parole
C. Sign

Quarters, Morristown,
j

Dec 7th, 1779

Windam

Northampton
war Being Desirous to Delivery as soon
the Army the Brigd and officers Commanding

The Honorable, the Board

(

of

as Possibly, A Register of
Brigades are Desired to Cause Returns to be Made, Immediately, to the Aj!
Gen 1 of All Vacancies that have happened in their respective Commands
Since the Late Arrangement of the Army.

The Returns Must Specify the States to which the Regt Belongs, the

name and the Rank of the officers who Previously filled the Vacancies the
Time when they Happened, the Cause which produced them, and in Future
Like Returns to be Monthly.
All Resignations Except such as are Directed to Congress of the Board
of war are to be Made to Head Quarters unless when there is a Special
Authority Granted for Exepting them, Elsewhere as the irregular Mannerism which this Business has been Conducted in Many Cases has produced
Great Confusion and the Gen 1 takes this occasion to Express his utter
Disapprobation of the Conduct of Many officers who from time to time
obtain Long fourloughs and after remaining from the Army untill these
Expired resign thier Commissions, and in several Instances Not till after
an Absence of Many Months. Even Beyond the Indulgence Allowed them.
The Virginia Line having allready Made a Similar one is Not
.

.

.

included.

That the officers May have in turn the Benefit of a Short Leave of Absence During Winter Quarters the Majors Gen's and Brigd or officers
Commanding Brigades will Concert A plan on their respective Divisions
for Answering the Purpose in the Equal and Convenient Manner having
reguard in Much as the Nature will Admit to the Circumstances of Individuals but the privilage is to Expire by the first of April at which time
the Gen 1 Expects that all officers will be with their Compns, he also posiNor Any
tively Enjoins that no Regt be Left without a Field officer.
without a Company officer this Restricttion Must Not Be Diswith
on Any Account.
pensed
The order of the 16th of May 1778 prohibiting takeing the Soldiers from
the Army as Servents to be Strictly Observed.

Compy

.

.

.

Such Soldiers as whose time will Expire Between this and the 1 st of
March will on Condition of their Reinlisting for the war may be Immedist
of April Next.
The officers will be cautious
ately fourlouged till the 1
Not to Enlist Any but those whose Carrictors affords good reason to believe
they will Comply with their Engagements and Return to their Corps at the
Expiration of their fourloughs that the Bounties Given them May Not Be
Frivolous Expense to the publick.

A

.
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10 th 1779

Head Quarters Dec
General Orders

.

Parole
C. Sign

(

<
(

the

Arahaboth

Tocaway

Rome

A Serj & Corp and 2 Men from Gen Sinclears Division to Mount over
to be relieved weekly.
Q U M Gen Stores at Tuckerson
A men from Each Brig d who is acquainted with Burning Coles be sent
S

.

.

.

Baldens Quarters to Morrow Morning this number to be kept up
Further orders.

to Col
till

.

.

.

Head Quarters Morristown Dec

12 th 1779

A Detachment under the Command of A Brigadeer is to parade tomorrow
Morning at 9 oClock at the Half Moon Tavern for a Fortnights Command
they are to be provided with two Days Cook provisions the officers Commanding will receive his orders at Headquarters and is to see that the
Detachment is as Little incumbered as possible with horses and baggage
but allways in A Condition ready to Move at A Moments Notice.
The Logs and other Materials prepared for the use of the Virginia Troops
are Not to be Applyed to Any other purpose without an order from head
.

Quarters.

.

.

.

.

.

Capt Biddam

is

Quarters for orders.

Immediately to Collect
.

his

Troop and to Apply to head

.

The whole Army is to be Inspected this Month by the Sub and Brigade
Inspectors who are Carefully to Examine the Arms accoutrements and
Cloathing of each Non Commissioned officer and priv* and to ascertain with
as much Precesion as possible what quantity of each is on hand and what
will be wanting for the Ensuing Campaign Calculating from the 1 st January
to the 1 st January 81.
All Cloathing received since the 1 st Nov. Last to be Considered as Good
and in order that Those returns May be Uniform their will be Returns
Left in the orderly office to which all Inspectors and other officers will
.

Appeal.

.

.

.

.

.

The Commander

O

in Chief! has received Certain informations that a
Most pernicious intercourse of Treffick has for A long time past been Kept
up Between the Enemy and the Country both from the State of New York
and this State and he has the Mortification to find that the Most Dishonourable Dispersions has been thrown Upon some officers of the Army as
having Connived at and Asisted at in this intercourse he has too intire
a Confidence to believe their Can be the least foundation for A Charge of
this Nature but he Thinks himself Bound to Communicate what he has
hear as it so Nearly Effects their honour and he is Convinced it will prove
an Additional Motive to their Utmost Vigilence and Exertions to Suppress a practice which is A scandulous Breach Against the orders of Congress and the Laws of the particular States and which is attended with
Many Verry Injuries Consequences perticularly to our Currency.
Every Officer who will Exert himself to Detect and prevent it will Instille himself to the perticular Acknowledgement of the Commander in
Chieff as Any one who could Possibley so forget what he owes to himself
and his duty as to Countenance and be concerned in it will Not Fail to
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no

Article is prohibited
be Brought to the Severest Account A Single
this their will be
without
for
Goods
of
San Any Number or Quantity
the prohibition.
of
Breach
A
of Drawing a line to Determine

less

No
.

.

PoSblity

Head Quarters Dec

19 th 1779

Brigade Orders

of May Last for the Tryal c
is President is Directed to
How
Gen'
of
where
Major
Major Gen' Arnold
The Court wiH. Conthe
Tryal.
Mee? at this Town the 20" inst to Resume
Vice Gen WoodGen'
Maxwell,
Brigd
sist of Major Gen' How, president,
Vice Gen' Erwm,
Gen'
Starks,
ford absent Brigd Gen' Smallwood, Brigd
Vice Harrison
Absent,
woodford
Humpton
Vice
challenged, Colonels Bradly,
Vice Richard
Hasen
Absent,
Moflan
Absent: Hall Gunby, Courtlandt Vice
Vice Pompkin Absent, Sherhorn Vice Harmon

The Gen' Court Martial Appointed 29"

Butler challenged, Dayton
.
challenged.
.

.

nd
Head Quarters Morristown 22 Dec 1779

General Orders
of war having procured a Small
A Distribution of them Among
Directed
Supply of Shurts and Linnen and
A
are
who
Staff
and
Dopted by Any State on The
the
Line,
the officers of
1
Returns
Signed by the (
Clothier Gen is to Deliver them upon

The Honourable the Board

o(

officers

Head Quarters 25 th Dec 1779

America; C. Sign Berkley, Dover
with pain that
through the Camp the Gen' observes
article and
this
of
the
highest price
there is a shamefull waste of Forage,
Existed ought to induce all
Reason
other
no
if
it
of
the Dificulty
procuring
the Forage Masters are there fore Strictly
possible Care and Economy,
to prevent the hay or other wage
use
to
Inioined
every practicable Method
and Reg" will see that this
unnecessary waisted. The off- Com"g Brig"
Parole,

in passing

is to have a good
So Soon as the Fatigue of hutton is over Each Brigade
is to join in Opening proper Communicaand
hutts
its
of
Front
in
parade
no powder is to be use
tions Between one Brigade and Another,

blowing up the Stumps

Head Quarters 29th Dec 1779

The Connecticut Line Furnishes the Main guard

A

to Morrow.

Gen'

men

wit
Starks Brigade will Furnish
1
to Morrow Gen
Stuben.
D.
Barren
for
three days provisions
Brigade will relieve the Fatigue party.
of the Inhabitants in
It having been Represented that the property
to
the
A
plundering spirit of the
prey
the vercinity of the Camp is
nor Any other Articl
in somuch that they Can Neither keep poeltry stock
the offiers
recommends
Most
therefore
Earnestly
on their Farms, the Gen'l
not more opto use their utmost exertions to Put A Stop to a practice
to the Army, better becoming a
presive to the Countrey than Disreputable
Band of Robbers then Disciplined Troops Calls fourth in Defense of
Desires the officers will use every
Rights of the Community he Exspects and
method in their power to Convince the Soldiers that however 1

A

fatigue party of
.

.

Sergt and 12

.

.

.

1
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able to have to Imploy Severity, Depredations of so pernicious a nature
to prevent the Conwill not escape the Most Exemplaary punishment
tinuence of these Evils the Regulations for preserving good order in Camp
and Respecting Roll Calls are to Most Rigidly Attended to, in addition to
these the officers Commanding Regiments will appoint commissioned
officers to Visit the men in their hutts at Different hours in the Night and
Report all Absentees who are Without Fail to be Brought to immediate
Tryal and punished as they Deserve
As the hutts are Now Nearly Compleated and the officers will have the
Men more immediately under their Eye, the Gen'l is perswaded they will
Exert themselves so Effectively that he shall hear no more Complaints
of so Disagreeable A Nature from the Inhabitants.
.

Brigade Orders
ft*

Head

.

.

Adjutant Hardenburgh
Quarters, Morristown 2nd January 1780

Parole, Mioppia; C. Sign, Hobill, Leon
Brigade Major for tomorrow Major Church Lord Stirlings Division

Gives the Main Guard tomorrow The Connecticut Line Gives the Fatigue
party for the Orderly Room tomorrow. A Detachment to be Commanded
by Lieut Col willett and Major Tolbat to parade tomorrow at Nine oClock
The Honourable Congress was pleased to pass the following Act
:

RESOLVED

(f
V

That the Rate of postage till the further orders of Congress be twenty
officers
prices on the Sumspaid in 75 that Single Letters (Directed) to Any
of the Line> and A11 Letters Directed to Any Gen'l officers or to officers
Commanding in A Separate Department and all Letters to and from the
Ministers Commissioners and Secretareys of these United States in Foreign
Courts be

free.

.

.

.

by order of Col
By A Brigade Court Martial Held Near Morristown
th

Court-

of the N. Y. Brigade Dec 13
1779, Lieut Col Weisenfels
rd
Regt Charged with Attacking
president Edmond Burk, Soldier in the 3
Andrew Garnon Fife Major of Said Regt in his Tent at Night with an Unlawful weapon, for Disobeying Ensign Bagly when in the Line of his Duty

landt

Comd'

for Attempting his Life by Knocking him Down Senceless with the
Above Mentioned weapon was Tryed, found Guilty of Abreach of the 6th
nd Section of the Articles of war and Sentenced to be Shot to
Article, 2
Death, the Commander in Chief Approves of the Sentence.

and

of Breach
Jasper Peirce, Sold, Also Tryed for Desertion found Guilty
of the 1st Articles 6 Section of the Articles of war and Sentenced to Run

the Gauntlope through the Brigade to Which he Belongs and Be Confined
in A Dungeon for the Space of One Month on Bread and Water

Brigade Orders Jan 5th, 1780
the Brigade Comisary and Regimental Quarters and Paymasters, are
for
immediately to apply to the inhabitants, in the vercinity of the Camp
a temporary supply of Provisions, in the first Instance they will endeavor
to purchase, should they not be able to purchase a sufficent quantity for
will borrow of them, giving
present in immediate use in this way, they
asurences to return the same quantity, when the situation of our suplies
345

will permit, and if this should prove inefectual, they will take from those
who will be least injured thereby, giving Vouchers for the quantities they

may

receive

Head Quarters Morristown Jan
Parole,

.

.

The Regt. Pay Masters are to
the pay of Sept. and October. B.

C.

.

1780

10th,

Sign
on the Depety paymaster Gen'l for
Ajt. for the Day to Morrow Harden.

.

.

call

0.,

burgh
Regimental Orders Jan., 13th, 1780
The Colo. Observing that the open and Abominable practice of Drunkness prevails in his Regt. without the least Shame or Restraint to the
Prejudice of Good Order and Discipline he hereby Strictly forbids any
Liquer to be Sold in the Hutts Belonging to the Regt. by Any Body whatsoever and orders the Offenders to be Confined and punished for Disobedance of orders. The officers are Requested to pay Strict attention that
the Increasing Disorders may be prevented

Head Quarters Morristown, Jan

13th, 1780

Bomb, Carcass

Parole, Arch; C. Sign,

General Orders

A

corporal & six Men from the Jersey Brigade to Attend the forage
Muster Gen'l Orders to Drive Horses to Penselvania.
.
As their is a quantity of Provision & forage Colected for the Army the
Gen'l is anxious to take advantage of the fine favoroble weather to bring
it to Camp & orders 2 Detachments for that Purpose paraded to Morrow
Morning ten OClock with three Days Cooked Provision. .
.

.

.

.

Brigade Orders Jan 14th, 1780
Ajt. for the

Day toMorrow Hardenburgh
after Brigade Orders

The Commissery

14th, 1780

Jan

of Tallow to Each Quarter
Master in the Brigade toMorrow Morning which Tallow is to be made up
in to Soop and to be Distributed among the Men
will Issue Sixty.

.

.

Head Quarters Morristown Jan

15th, 1780
Parole, Grace; C. Sign, Health, Jay
the Troops are to hold themselves in the Most Perfect Readiness for
action at a moments warning and to be Suplied with two Days Provision
in Advance.
.
.
.

General Orders Jan 18th, 1780
Detachment from the Line to Parade to Morrow morning 10 oClock
with two Days Provision. Field officers for Detachment Lt. Colo. Robinson, Major Theyer.
the Court Martial whereof Major Gen'l How is President to Meat toMorrow 11 oClock.
A Pound of hard or Soft Bread & Lb of Indian Meal or one Pound
of Flouer, a Pound of Beaf or
of Poork to be the Daily Ration untill

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

%

%

further orders
346
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Head Quarters M'Town Jan
Parole,

A

Venium,

C. Sign,

Eetroluttntt

25th, 1780

Vianna, Vigo

&

Six men from the 1st, Connect. Brigade to be sent to the
white House to take Charge of the Commisserys Store. A Corpl & 12 men
from the second Connect, to be sent to the Commiserys Genl Quart. Morristhe Regimential Pay Masters will Bring in their Pay Rolls
town.
.
& Abstracts for Decem. to the Pay Mr Gen'l for Examination as ther is
money Arived for the Payment of Novr & Decem br the Troops will Receive the same immediately after the Examination of the Abstracts,
to
Preserve Uniformity in the accounts the Rolls & Abstracts are to be made
out in futer in Dollars & Ninethes. The whole army is to be Supplied with
2 Days Provision which is to be Cooked immediately & the Troops are to be
held in Perfect order.

Corpl

.

.

fa:

\o

General Order Jan 28th, 1780
the Gen'l is a Stonished and mortified that not with Standing the order
issued the 29th of Last Month Exortaion to the officers to Prevent that
the Inhabitants in the Vercinity of the Camp are absolutely a Pray to the
Plundering and Licentious Sperit of the Soldierly from their Daly Complaints and the formal Representations of the magstrats on the Subgect
a night Caserly Passes without Gangs of Soldiers Going out of Camp and
Committing every Specie of Robery Deprivation and the Grossest Personal
Insults,
this Conduct is Intorable & a Disgrace to the army and if any
Can
thing
aggravate it is that this Riotiness are Committed on the property
& person of those who on a very late and alarming buasions for the want
of Provisions manifested the warmist attachment to the army by affording
it has also been Reported
it the most Genirous and most Plentiful Releef.
that when Detachments are Releved and are Returning to Camp the
Soldiers Straggle Maraud and plunder in the most Shamefull and Ingurius
manner, the Gen'l trusts and Insists that the officers will Exert themselves and take Efectual measuars to prevent all Such practices in futer.
Proper Camp Guards agreeable to the Regulations are to be Immediately
appointed from which patrols are to be sent to the invirens of Camp, if
any Soldiers are found Straggling out of the Chain of Centinals after
Retreat beating there are to be brought by the Patrols to the officer of
the Guard who is authorized and Requested to gave them one Hundred
Lashes on their Bare Back on the Spot and if any are found perptrating
Roberies or other Violunces ther are to Receive from one to five Hundred
Lashes at the Descrition of the officer.
.

o

.

Regimental Orders Jan 29th, 1780
Hortons Company in the 4th N York Regiment found
Jack
Gen'l
Orders of the 20th Instant in Stealing Mutton
of
Violating
guilty
from the Inhabitants of this Place, is Sentenced to Reveive 100 Lashes
on his Bare Back this Evening at Roll Call & to be put under Monthly
Stoppages of the One Half of his Pay untill this Damage be made Good to
Miller of Capt

the

Owner of the Mutton
347
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Brigade orders Feb. 8th, 1780
Ajt for to Morrow Mr Johnson
Off. Police Capt. Johnson
Off.

Camp Guard Ensign Talmadge
Regimental orders Feb, llth, 1780

Ensign Talmadge is appointed to the Command
pany untill further Orders
after

llth.

Brigade orders Feb,

of Capt,

Davis Com-

1780

M. Town Picquett Captains Jansen and Pell Lieutenants
and Betts in Stid of those mentioned in the former
Frilick
Livingston
orders of the Day as there was warned for that Duty through Mistake.
officers for

.

Head Quarters M. Town Feb,

.

12th, 1780

Parole, Quation; C. Signs, Quiet, Quare
officers for

tomorrow

Duty

)

f

Brigadier Gen'l Clinton

Major Dean

the Gen'l flatters him Self that once a Sistom of Reglations for the
of the army had bin formed and put in to officers hands by
which their Several Duties has be Come Defmant he Should Requier a
proper Spent of immelation that perfection and Disiplin Esenial the
Goodness and Repition of the army, but he is Sorry to be Ablige to Declare
that those Pleasing hops heither to has bin in a great measuer Disapointed
by the event, and that maney Disorders and Irregularites Stilld praval
he therefor in the Most arnest manner Call up on the officers Com Divisions
and Brigades by Closest and person attention to the Police of their Cors
to Correct those Disorders and interduce an exact Interformely to the
Reglations and order and Disiplin of the Troops of the United States
Established by Congress.
for which and for the Excution of all Gen'l orders there immeditaly
Responsibal the Duties of Every Kind are there by Clearly Pointed out
and may be Easly under stod and Practiceing any of these Cannot an
Exuse but is an agrevation of neglect nor will these be overlooked in Any
Officer Whatsoever, it is impossible for the Commander in Chief to Discharge the Gen'l Duties of his Station while he is incumbered by the many
menutious Details which are Daily Brought Before him, Only Because
the Reglations are not attended to and made the Rules of Conduct, the
waste of arms ammunition accoutrements which still Continue in Great
Degree in Some Corps as among other Instances of Neglect not Less then
One hundred and from that to Two hundred men have for the Last Six
months been Return unfitt for Duty wanting arms in this part of the Army
notwithstanding from the Number of men been Discharged if there had
been a proper care or attention the Commy 5 & Conductors would not.
been incumbered with Spare Quantities of those articles, So Little have
Axaled the Regulation and the Repeated Regulations On this head to
which the Gen'l Directs a Reference perticularly to that of the 17th of
Aug' 1779 at West point

Government

...

'
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Head Quarters M. Town Feby

4th, 1780

Gen'l Clintons & Starks Brigades properly
to march to morristown this afterofficer will Receive orders in Wrighting at the Adjt

Two Hundred Men from
officered with.

.

Days provision

.

noon the Commanding
Gen'l

office.

.

.

.

by a Gen'l Court Martial held in Garrison at Philadelphia by order of
Brigadier Gen'l Woodford on the 5th. of Jany 1780 Cap. Nevill Presid.
Thomas Warner of the Invelead Corps tryed for leaving his post while
Sentinal and for theft found guilty a Breach of Section thirteenth Article
6th of the Articles of war of the United States of Amaricha and Sentenced
to Suffer Death.
is

to

,o

The Commander in Chieff approves of the Sentance and the Prisoner
to Suffer according to the Sentance Ordered against him by being Shot
Death on the 10th

of

Feby Next.

.

.

.

Regimental Orders Feby 6th, 1780

A Regimental

Court Martial to Sit in

Camp this Morning at 11 oClock
whereof Capt. Dunscombe will Preside Lt. Benschooter Lt. Hovenbargh
Ensign Talmadge and Woodruff members to try all Prisinors that may be
brought before them.
by order of Capt. John Davis Commandt.
.

.

At a Regimental Court Martial Held in Camp Feby 6th, 1780 by order
John Davis Capt. Commandt. whereof Capt. Lt. Dunscombe was president
was tryed Allexander Ritche private in Capt. Fowlers Compy Charged
with Stealing Lt. Frilicks Shirt Found Guilty and Sentanced to Reveive
100 Lashes on his Bare Back,-;

of

At the Same Court was tryed James Connally Corp'l in the Mjors
Comp'y Charged with Buying a pair of Shoes of Said Ritcke found Guilty
of buying the Shoes and Sentanced to be reduced to the Ranks and forfit
the

mony Paid

Ritcke for the Shoes.

of the Court against the prisinors is approved of ExRitckes
cepting
being put Under Stoppadges and ordered to be put in
Execution this Evening at Roll Call by order John Davis Capt. Command'

The Sentance

Head Quarters Morristown Feby,
f

^

/(Jfl

16th, 1780

The Maryland Division Releivs the Main Guard Morrow. The officer
Day Reports that many arms are Brought on the Grand Parade so
Rusty Dirty and other ways out of order as to be Unfit for Service the

of the

Gen'l Dirests that the officer of the

Day

in futer will

Report in Righting

The Regiment and Compy to which Arms belong to the officer Commanding Divisions that proper Notice May be taken of the Neglect officers
when it Rains or Snows the Camp Guards may be Excused for assembling
on the Grand Parade but they are to be Visited as usual at their Respected
Their Huts have Been Built on the Deposts by the officer of the Day.
349
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and are Sunk into the Ground, particular Care is to be
taken to have the Snow Removed and trenches Dug Round to Carry of
the Water without which the Soldiers will sleep amidst a Continual Damp
and their helth Consequenly be Ingured this must be Don immediately.
clivity of Hills

.

Camp Orangetown, Tuesday
Major Gen'l Greens Orders.

.

.

Sept,

26th,

.

1780

.

truly martial appearance made by the troops yesterday, the Order
and Regularity with which they made the Different marches and the ease
and fidelity they performed the several maneuvres, does them the Greatest
Credit, and Affords the most nattering prospect of Substantial service,
Reputition and millitary Glory Nothing can be more pleasing to the
officers who feale for the honour of the army, and the Independance of
America that to see the rapid progress made by the troops in millitary
Disapline; the Good Conduct of all the officers of yesterday, Gave the
Gen'l the highest satisfaction and the particular services of Inspector
Gen'ls and those serveing in that Line, Deserve his particular thanks.

The

TREASON of the blackest dye, was yesterday discouvered, Gen'l
ARNOLD who commanded at West point, Lost to Every sentiment of
Honour of private and publick Obligation brought About to Deliver up
that important post into the hands of the Enemy Such an event must have
Given the American Cause a deadly wrench, if not a fatal stab, happily the
treason has been timely Discouvered, to prevent the fatal misfortune, the
providential traine of Circumstances which led to it affords the most Convinceing proof that the Liberties of america is the object of divine protection at the same time that the treason is to be regreted, the Gen'l
Cannot help Congratulating the army on the happy discouvery Our
Enemy dispairing of Carreing their points by force are practiseing every
base art to effect by bribary and Corruption what they Cannot accomplish in a manly way; Great honour is due to the american army that
this is the first instance of treason of the kind where many were to be expected from the nature of the dispute and nothing is so bright an Orament
in the Charecter of the Soldiers as there having been proof against all the
arts and seductions of an Insiduous enemy
has made his
escape to the enemy, but Mr. andre the adjutant Gen'l of the brittish
army who Came out as a spy, to negosiate the business is our prisoner
his Exelency the Commander in Chief has arrived at West point from
hartford and is no doubt takeing the proper measures to unravel fully
so hellish a plott.
.
.
i

ARNOLD
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ALBERT A. POMEROY

Co;-

SANDUSKY, OHIO
Lieutenant-Colonel and Aide-de-Camp on staff of General Harmon, Department of Ohio, Grand Army of the
Republic Late Quartermaster of McLauglin Squadron, Ohio Veteran Volunteer Cavalry, 1861-1865
Late Editor of the Financial Daily News of Cleveland Author of the History of the
Great Lakes Publisher of the Marine Record of Cleveland Secretary and
Annalist of the Pomeroy Family Association in America

VERY

i.

generation looks upon its own time and work as the greatest
that the world has ever witnessed and it undoubtedly is.
Men
and nations, and even time itself, are subject to the same evolutionary forces that are every day unfolding new beauties and new opThe old earth itself is whirling off time at the rate of
portunities.
seventeen miles a minute, every instant of which brings us something
that we never before knew. Each generation is but the cumulative
before it, to which it makes
results of all that have gone
its own
contribution,
Among the greatest revelawe are now living is the
tions of the age in which
new law of eugenics, in
unfolding knowledge of the
that through his veins beat
which man is discovering
men whose blood has been
the generations of other
infused into him through
heredity. This new science
has been known as genethe written record of which
social state but is now bealogy, has long been in its
consideration of sociologinning to command the
mists, who find in it the
gists and political econolectual character as well as
impulse of moral and intelthe more general physical
types of heredity. It is in
direct contribution to the
literature
of
the new
further investigation into
science, as a basis for
the psychological causes POMEROYS IN AMERICA. of the character and conduct of men, that THE
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY has been recording in these pages the results of investigations into the
origin of strains of blood that have entered into the building of the Western
Continent.
The investigations herein recorded follow a strain of European
blood from the castles of Old Normandy, through the conquest of Britain with
William the Conqueror, to the foundation of the Western Hemisphere and the
American Revolution.
The chronicle begins in France, and culminates in the
great race that bears the name of Pomeroy throughout America today. EDITOR
,

tor-

o
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"POMEROY:

Castellans of La Pommeraie, Normandy."
(De Gerville, Anhiens Chateaux
Manche.)
"A fragment of this Norman stronghold still remains in the Cinglais, not far from
It is there called Chateau Ganne (Ganelon's Castle), a name given in Normandy
Falaise.
to more than one such ruin, and commemorating the famous traitor of Romance, who
betrayed the Christian host
'When Charlemagne with all his peerage fell

de

la

By Fontarabia!'
"It is really the Chateaux de la Pommeraie, and here no doubt was the original 'PomeHandbook of Devon.
raie,' or orchard, which gave name to the stronghold of the family."

At times, the old knights of the
Pomeroy race made some splendid

was no peace for
until
King

France

errors in the strife for fame and fortune.
However, those mistakes con-

Charles, the Foolish, gave
up to Rollo, or Rolf Gang er a Norwegian chief,
the whole province of

Normandy.

sisted chiefly in their determination

hand the honors
the field of battle
and to improve the condition of their
retainers.
It was for these reasons
that they were so frequently found
in arms against constituted authority
or in rebellion against undesirable
to hold with a strong

they had

The Scan-

dinavian history is as ppetic as that
of the Greeks, and as brave as that
of the Romans.
As a nation it anticipated the results which have been

;

The
people and

looming large before the world.

If
political or religious conditions.
there was no cause for personal dissatisfaction they were to be found
fighting by the side of their king when
he was at war with a foreign enemy.
It seems to the writer that the
best characteristics the American
people have developed are inherited
from those noble men and women

Norsemen lived as plain
as conquerors.
From the desolation of ice in which they were born
and nurtured, they sailed out in their
dragon ships and conquered
England, Scotland, Ireland, France
small

and Russia, and discovered and colonized Iceland and Greenland.
It
is insisted with some proof that they

who gave up

crossed the Atlantic in their small
ships of war and discovered this
continent years before Columbus,
and that they anchored in Vineyard
Sound and left a monument behind

them.
ruled as

Wherever they

men

went

won on

all

of their

Old World

comforts, their life of comparative
ease and safety, for convictions of

and liberty of conscience, with
a courage which the civilization and
privileges we enjoy today prevent any
of us from equalling.
It is our privilege, and it is considered our duty,
now that we have attained to the
best conditions that the most sanguine of those early pioneers in
America even conjectured, to go back
among the mists of time, the dusty
records of the Feudal Ages, and bring
forward our ancestors. The Pomeroy
family has been at work to that end
for twenty years and more.
Eltweed Pomeroy, the progenitor
of the New England men and women
bearing that name, stands on the
far frontier, the conjunction between
right

they

of might.

Radulphus de Pomeraie of La
Pomeraie, in Normandy, was a descendant of the Norsemen, and a
companion of William the Conqueror.
Although Freeman has said that the
Normans in the time of William were
the most turbulent and aggressive
class in Europe, those war-sons of
the mysterious North were a magnificent race of men, and eventually
produced the noblest elements of
civilization; a tribute to their persistent energy and firm determination to improve their condition.
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Photograph taken at Castle Berry Pomeroy, the seat of the Ancient Barony in Devonshire,
England, to which the Pomeroys trace their lineage from the knighthood
days of the Norman Conquest and William the Conqueror to
General Seth Pomeroy of the American Revolution

Original print in Collection of Colonel Albert A.

Pomeroy

of

Sandusky, Ohio
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from 1066 to 1700. and later, all of
which will be contained in the Pomeroy Family History, ^to be published
some time next year, in conjunction
with the thousands of families of
American branches.

conditions in the Old
World and the splendid achievements
While the interest in
in the New.
the Pomeroy Family Tree is not

undesirable

limited to its being rooted in aristocratic soil, that interest also is quite
profound and has its right to be conAs hereditary surnames
sidered.
-were not in universal use until the close
of the eleventh century, it is proper

Cotentin, the cradle of the Pomeroy family, formed the most important part of the department of
La Manche. Its capital was Coutances.
It was settled by the Normans,
and annexed to Normandy in the
reign of the Second Duke of the Normans, William Longsword, about
930.
For the first 500 years the name

and perhaps

essential in the interest
chronological sequence, that we
should furnish testimony to show
that we are entitled to the name
"Pomeroy," and its derivation.
of

was spelled in divers ways until 1540,
when the present rendition was
adopted, and since that time it has

Bardsley, in "English Surnames,"
asserts that the Normans first established surnames in England, and that
before the close of the eleventh century "fathers had no definite soubriquet to hand down to their children

been spelled in divers other ways,
but however densely disguised it is
always recognized. Perhaps English and other authorities on the
method of spelling the name may be
of interest to some:
"The Norman
People" says, Pomerais were Castillians of La Pomerai, Dugdale, Banks,
Hovedon.
The Frazier Magazine,
In Vicspells the name as Pomerai.
toria History, Exon Domesday Book,

with other property."
Radulphus (Ralph) de la Pomeraie,
of St. Sauveur de la Pommeraie, in
the department of La Manche, Normandy, was evidently one of the
first to be dignified with a surname,
and as it is a place name it may be
conjectured that he was a man of some
note early in the eleventh century.
He, in turn, conferred it upon his
stronghold, Berry Pomeroy, County
We can now,
Devon, England.
assure the Pomeroy race in America
that we can present to them the
names of their descendants in England, not only in the line of the
eldest son of a family but of the
other children and their families,
their condition, approximate time of

ciety, it is

Itinerary, Camden Sogiven Pomerei; in addi-

tion to the

two

and Leland's

first

named

authori-

Somerset Domesday and Prince's
"Worthies of Devon" spell the name
Pommeraye; the Duchess of Cleveland in Battle Abbey Roll makes the
name Pomerie, as does Grove's "EnMost other authorities spell
gland."
the name Pomeroy.
In "Massachuties,

Soldiers and Sailors of the
Revolution," which records 133 of
the family the name is spelled first
setts

and death, baptism and marriage,
the wives and their children, titles,
taxes, fines and responsibilities

life

Pamery, and variously through all
vowels to Pumroy, by the several
recruiting officers, but in a note all

attaching to the possession of lands,
dates to wills, inquests post mortem,
residences of the several branches
of the family, the details being supported by exact dates as they have
been preserved by the admirable
system of the English Parish Records,

are identified as Pomeroy.
There is a tablet on the western
wall of the nave of the church of

Dives, above the entrance, which
contains a list of the companions of
354

ANCIENT CHURCH OF AMERICAN PROGENITORS IN BRITAIN

Photograph taken at the Church of Berry Pomeroy in Devonshire, England It stood about a mile to the west from the Castle
of Berry Pomeroy, and was erected by Sir Richard de Pomeroy, between 1470 and 1512
On the southern side
of the Church is the Vicarage where the Reverend John Prince wrote the "Worthies of Devon"
He had been Vicar here for forty-two years; previous to this he had been
Vicar of Totnes, which was a part of the Pomeroy
domain, for about five years

Original print in Collection of Colonel Albert A.

Pomeroy

of SanrUisky,

Ohio

The

Pommeraie."

la

the

names

of

list

is

raie,

as that

inscription to

:

"'Les Compagnous de Guillaume a la
1'Angleterre," eu 1006; par

Conquete de
M. Leopold

Delisle,

Membre de

1'Insti-

tute."

The modest column which

is placed
to our countrymen, to
travellers, and to seamen, that at the
foot of this slope, at the mouth of the

here will

Dives,
fleet

tell

Hugh Pomeraie made a change in
name, as we find in the Domesday

Duke William assembled the

which transported

his

his

Books, and the Victoria History, a
companion of the Conqueror called
William Capra, who is credited by

power-

to the coast of England,
after having tarried some time at
It will recall to mind
St. Valery.
ful

army

many
of

encamped during a

that this

army
month upon this shore

before

its

William gave forty-six manors,
an area of 22,000
acres.
As we have never seen the
name of William Capra quoted in any
of the so-called Battle

Rolls,

W

It was the part of 1'Hiemois,
and of the Comte of Alencon.
From the plains of Falaise and
1'Hiemois, the Duke may have shown
his
captains the eminence upon
which this monument stands, for it

visible for fifteen leagues in every
He may have said to
direction.
them: "Je vous douiie rendezvous sur
is

au pied de languelle vous

ma

Abbey

the contention is that he was Hugue
T
Pomerai who attended Duke
illiam
But that we may not
into England.
depart from the object of this paper,
attention will be devoted to the
ancestor of the American Pomeroys.
After the splendid conquest, WilJiam, Duke of the Normans, divided
such parts of England as did not belong to himself by reservation, or to
the church by gift, into 700 baronies,
or great fiefs, which he bestowed on

queror.

colire

authorities as being a brother
Ralph de Pomeraie, and to

or honors, with

of Seez,

irons vercz

Sir

whom

em-

Dives was, in the eleventh
century, one of the chief ports of the
Duchy. It was the natural port of
this vast plain which separates us
from Falaise, the cradle of the Conbarkation.

cette

who was Ralph's
name does not

brother, but
again appear
in English history, or in the Domesday Books, we must assume that
Hugue was either slain at the battle
of Hastings, October 14, 1066, or
that he had changed his name after
he had come into possession of large
estates as was and still is the custom
of English land-holders.
The writer
is more inclined to the theory that

William the Conqueror, and in this
"Raoule de
is cut the name:

tablet

flotta."

his companions and particular friends,
and those especially who had signalized themselves in his service, but
mainly on those who had participated
with him in the battle of Hastings or
Senlac.
These baronies were then

was on the 17th of August, 1862,
that the list of the companions of the
Conqueror was placed in the church,
and was inaugurated by the Societe
Francaise d'Archeologies.
NumerIt

ous delegates of learned societies of
the cities and towns of Normandy,
and of other provinces, which furnished the supporters of the Conqueror, attended the ceremonies.
The column to commemorate the
embarkation was erected in 1861 by
M. de Caumont at his own expense.
On the tablet above mentioned
appears also the name of Hugue Pome-

subdived into 60,215 knight's fees,
and the Victoria History says that
no Englishmen had any of the first,
and few were fortunate, as afterward
indicated, to obtain any of the latter,
except by sufferance. Sir Matthew
Hale states that several generations

elapsed after the Conquest before any
one family of Saxon derivation at358
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tained any considerable honors equivalent to the rank of a Baron of the

In the translation of the ever-recurring phrase, "On the day on which

Realm.

King Edward was alive and dead,"
expressed by the letters T. R. E.

As THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY is a repository and publisher
of genealogical data, you are aware

it is

(tempore Regis Edwardi), that being
formula used throughout the
"Exchequer Domesday," with which
this extract has been collated.
It should be remembered that the
date of the Domesday Survey is 1086;
that the "hide" was the unit of assessment on which the dane geld was
the

that legal proof of a lineage for 700
years is often necessary, as in the
instance of a claimant to a
barony
or earldom by tenure.
In such event
the Domesday Books are the last
court of appeal.
The descent of
property is more valuable. The
proof of ancient demesne still rests
with the Domesday Survey. The
Victoria History states that "although the legal utility of the Domesday record is small, the antiquarian,
as well as the family or national
historian, will find great assistance
and gratification in consulting this
record, containing as it does, the
name and title of every person of
importance eight centuries back, the
situation, nature and extent of all

paid; that the "virgate" was a quar-

ter of a hide, and a
"ferling a quarter of a virgate.
"ploughland"
consisted of as much land as
'

A

oxen could cultivate;
it

of

universally identified
sixteen acres.

;-

lagers' land is that

occupied by his
dependents on condition of cultivat-

ing the lord's home-farm for him.
As regards identification, it should
be noted that the modern manor or
parish is not necessarily co-exten-

census

sive with its
Domesday equivalent.
The latter in many cases included
several subsequent

The

writer has discovered to his
that the above
statement is literally true and will
present evidence, which is the strongest argument, compiled and abbreviated, from the Victoria
History,
County Devon, into which the details
have been copied from the Domes-

sub-infeudations,
was,
therefore,
considerably
greater than the later manor.
In
other cases the Domesday manor was
only a portion of the estate of which
it bore the name, and
many of these
portions at a later date became known
by other names.
Number 50 in this list, Beri (Berry)
part of which was formerly owned by
Alvric the Saxon, paid
12.
It paid
These 25 ploughs
geld for two hides.
can till. Thereof Ralf has one hide
and four ploughs in demesne, and
the villeins, one hide and seventeen
There Ralf has 45 villeins,
ploughs.
seventeen
sixteen
bordars,
serfs,
eight beasts, seventeen swine, 560

satisfaction

and

day Survey.
Holders of Land in Domesday
The Victoria Histories of the
Counties of England include the
holdings, by name, of the manors
acquired by the companions of William the Conqueror after the division,
and from that list, the exhibit given
here is but a brief extract of the more
important

with

The Domesday manor consists of
demense and villagers' lands. Demesne is the lord's home-farm; vil-

England."

great

consisted of four ferlings of land,
ferling of land is by later au-

thorities

utility

of this first

Devonshire

and a

their estates, and in some instances,
the names of their fathers, wives
and children. Almost every page
of modern peerage-books
may be
referred to as evidence of the

and importance

eight

in

,

details:
357
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sheep, 100 acres of wood (land), ten
acres of meadow, and forty acres
Worth 12. When Rail
of pasture.
\(i.
The names,
received it, worth
tax and identification by (in) Hundreds are herewith presented.

Pomeroy Ancestors

"*\SS^
American

passed

wave

away, and the submerging
democracy is day by day

of

obliterating the old traditions that
were once held so dear, and in many
instances there is not sufficient interest to enable one to complete a

Of the great array
time-honored names which first
appeared on that roll, it is believed
that very few are now borne by representatives in the male line.
Some
descendants survive under the names
of their manors, for which, according
family mosaic.

in

England

of

It has been held by historians that
the "science which treats of the origin
and descent of families is not less
important to the living than the
knowledge of history or geography."
It teaches us to know and distinguish those who have had an influence
for good on the destinies of the country in which they lived, and the characters of those whose activities have
been beneficial to their fellow-men;
also, to give us clear and explicit
knowledge of the degree of relationship that exists among us.
Mr. Kech, the historian, says, "the
house of Capet is the only one that
can boast of a pedigree that reaches
back to the middle of the ninth century and that few families who have
occupied the thrones of former dynasties, or who now hold pre-eminent
rank in Europe, can trace their genealogy beyond the twelfth century,"
and those royal houses have been
closely cared for in their integrity.
It is to be considered then, almost
impossible for a private family to
trace its lineage back to the eleventh
century, under the name of its first
progenitor.
However, the famous
roll of Battle Abbey has
always been
considered by old families in England as a good foundation upon
which to build ancestral lines.
In the present generation no one
would invest many pounds sterling
to have his name added to that roll,
and the monks would drive but a
sorry trade in comparison with their
former enterprise, as they were then

to early mediaeval practice still prevalent in Scotland and England, they
exchange their own; more still are
probably lost to sight in poverty and
obscurity, and have dropped all the
links which connected them with
their former degree.
The class included in this latter category, though

unknown and almost unsuspected,

is

a very considerable one.
Especially
is this true of the younger branches
of the parent stock.
The Victoria

History says:
"The honours of Berry and Bradnich held in 1086 by the two brothers,
Ralph de Pomeroy and William
Capra, contained a large slice of the
county (Devon), comprising 106 manors, and more, assessed at 75 hides,
with a cultivated areaof 45,000 acres."
Ralph's honor, sometimes called the
honor of Bradworthy, because Bradworthy was the head of its North

;

Devon

section, as Berry Pomeroy was
South Devon section, included
In 1166, this honor
sixty manors.
consisted of but 32 fees, and in 12.34
of 21 fees.
From Ralph de Pomeraie
the honor descended to his son Joscelinus (Joslin) (Johel), who, in 1125,
gave the manor of Canonteign, and
the tithe of Berry and Upottery, to
the Abbey of St. Mary du Val, and
the succession then passed to Ralph's
of its

grand-son Henry." Ralph de Pomeraie was born circa 1035 and was undoubtedly married in Normandy,

very accommodating. The pride of
ancestry has in a great measure
360
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ANCIENT CASTLE OF SAINT MICHAEL'S MOUNT

Engraving

in Collection of Colonel Albert A.

Pomeroy

of Samlusky,

Ohio

orman jtaimtotiaus

whore Joscflimis was born.

He was

in

scutage of Wales 1
Henry
together with his brothers

a

1

benefactor to the Hospital of St.
John the Baptist at Falaise, in Normandy, and was appointed with another i-oinmissioner to carry to the
King's treasury at Winchester the
tax collected in Devon under the
assessment made upon the Domesday Survey. The arms named in the
Visitation of the County Devon:

"Pomeraie"

:

St.

Mary du

Val,

Val,

I.

the King's chamberlain.
Rohesia had a grant from the Earl of
Cornwall as "Rohes de Pomereia
serori mea" of the manor of Ridwari
in Cornwall, and accounted for three
marks "pro foresta" in Devon 22

Herbert,

Henry II. Henry died circa 1166.
Henry de Pomeria, of the 4th generation, son of Henry and Rohesia de
Corbett, son and heir, was the Prepositura, or Provost, of the Duke of
80
Normandy, and accounted for
6s 8d for the fine of his lands, and
29 7s 8d and certified his
paid
knight's fees in England, 12 Henry
II.
The same year he gave lands
to the
Exeter.

Nicholas at
tradition that
a sergeant-at-arms of the King's
came to his castle of Berry Pomeria, "and there received kind entertainment for certain days together,
and at this departure was gratified

1125.

Ralph's second son. William, 3 Henry
I (1102), gave to the monks of Gloucester, the manor of Berry, in ex-

which Joscelinus, his
gave them Seldenam in
Devon in the time of Serle the Abbott,
who died 1104. He also gave one-

change

Radulphus,

Their mother was Sibella,
co-heir of Sir Robert
and
daughter
Corbett, Lord of Alcester, county
Warwick, who became the wife of

Henry

lion

of

and

Roger,

gift to the
He
1125.
married
Abbey
Rohesia, sister of Reginald, Earl of
Cornwall, illegitimate son of King

of

;

Abbey

and

Joselin

Philip.

II,

assented to their father's

rampant, Gu. within a
border engrailed Sa."
Joscelinus de Pomeria, son and
heir, joined his father in granting two
garba of tithes of the wood at Meshes,
in Normandy, to the church and hospital of St. John at Falaise; he also
granted to the Abbey of Val in St.
Omer, in the diocese of Baieux, Normandy, of which he was the re-founder, the churches of fieri, Braordin,
and Clisson, with other hereditaments in Devon also a bordaguine or
small fee and the tithe of a mill in La
and numerous other
Pomeraie,
churches and property. He married
Emma, whose maiden name has not
been ascertained. She consented to
the grants of her husband to the

"Or a

Ammran (ttfiitlizattan

Priory

of

There

is

St.

a

The King's
and no sooner, revealed

with a liberal reward.

for

officer then,

brother,

his concealed purpose to flatly arrest
his host to make his immediate

quarter of a knight's fee at St. Omer,
Normandy, to the Abbey of Val.
He had a son Ethelweed who founded
Buckfast Abbey in the time of Henry

appearance before the King, to answer a capital crime, that of conspiring with the King's brother John.
Sir Henry took this unexpected and
slowly-delivered message in such despite that with his dagger he stabbed
the messenger to the heart."
He
then repaired to the castle of Mount
St. Michael, which he fortified and
defended until the accession of King
John. His first wife was. Matilda,
daughter of Andre de Vitrie and

in

and whose name suggests an
some Saxon house.
Henry de la Pomerei, son and heir
in the 3d generation, paid the dane
gelt in Devon 33, Henry I, was witness to a deed in Normandy, 1135,
was charged again for dane gelt 2
7 12s 6d for the
Henry II, paid
I,

alliance with

3(J2

ttt?

(ErnturtrH nf Jlomrnnj llonft in Iftatory

:

CASTLE MILL AT THE POMEROY BARONY A
the Castle leads to the foot of the

hill,

narrow winding path on the northeast side of
by which runs a brook that in the past ages supplied the Castle

Agnes, daughter of Robert, Count
of Mortain and Earl of Cornwall and
his wife Matilda, daughter of Roger
Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury.
He married a second wife, Rohesia,
daughter of Thomas and sister of
Doun Bardolph, who survived him
but had no issue.

A local legend at Berry Pomeroy
concerning Henry de la Pomeroy.
asserts that he never left Berry Pomeroy, and that when the King's pursuivant came to arrest him he
mounted his horse and leaped from
the battlements into the valley below.
"Out over the cliflfe, out into the night>
Three hundred feet of fall;
They found him next morning below
in the glen,

With never a bone in him whole;
A mass and a prayer, good gentlemen,
For such a bold rider

all,

s soul."

This Henry had a brother, Joscelin
de Pomerai, a nephew of the Earl
of Cornwall, who was tried for high
treason at Winchester on the day

after the

King's second coronation

there, April 8, 1194,
pelled to become a

and was comat Ford

monk

Abbey, which he had re-founded. On
the death of King Richard he quitted
the life of religion, and granted all
his village of Tale in Peahernbury,
which had been given him by his
brother Henry, to the Abbey of Ford.
Henry de la Pomerai, son and heir
of Henry and Matilda de Vitrei, being
of

the

oth

generation,

owed

700

for livery of his lands and the
I
King's benevolence, G Richard
He married Alicia, daughter
(1195).
of Robert de Vere (son of Earl Wal-

marks

leran) and his wife Maud (daughter
He
of Reginald, Earl of Cornwall).
settled on his son Galfrid (Geoffry) de
la Pomeroy, the manors of Clistwick
Braordin and Ceriton by fine, 7 John

(1206).

Henry de Pomeria (6th generation)
son and heir of Henry and his wife
Alicia de Vere, was Governor of
,

iiniuiii

Steitnliatinns in

ap Griffith, 44 Henry III (1260), and
acknowledged the summons by one
He
knight's fee in Berry Pomeroy.
married Isolda, a widow, whose
maiden name is now unknown. She

was left a widow a second time, as
Henry de la Pomeroy died before

which sum
Alice de Vautort paid 400 marks,
His wife Johanna,
10 John (1209).
was daughter of Reginald, and sister
"Testa Gauof Roger de Valletort.
fride de la Pomeray fratre meo."
In the 42nd year of King Henry III
(1258) he joined the King against
the Welsh at Chester, but was afterward in rebellion with Simon Montfor livery of his lands, of

July 12th, 9 Edward I, leaving to her
one-third of Berry and Stokeley
Pomeroy in dower. However, she

had license to marry whomsoever she
pleased, November 15th, 10 Edward
1 (1282).
She died circa 6, Edward
III (1333).
Sir Henry de la Pomeroy (9th
generation), was their only son, and
was born in the castle of Tregoney,
county Cornwall, and baptized there
He was sixteen years
April 23, 1265.
old when married at the feast of Pentecost, June 1, 1281, the year of his
father's death.
However, he proved
his age as 22 years on the Friday
after the feast of Pentecost, 1287.

of Leicester, 48 King
(1264); he was pardoned
for this, but the following year he
was again in arms against his sovereign, and his estates were confiscated.

Henry

Earl
III

He had but one son, Henry de la
Pomeraye, who did homage for the
lands of his father, 16 Henry III,
and died circa 1135-6; he was in
ward of Ralph de Turbeville NovemIn the early
ber 3rd, 5 Henry III.
days the office of guardian was a
profitable one,

and frequently

(Eiitilization

previously made to the Abbey of
Ford. Ordered to be at Salop with
horse and arms against Llewellyn

Exeter Castle, 12 to 16 John (12111215), and Sheriff of Devon, 6 Henry
He confirmed all of the
III (1222).
in Bosgifts of his ancestors of land
cowen and Trelgher, county Cornwall, and gave to the church of Saint
Nicholas, Exeter, an annual rent of
four pounds of wax out of Buckerell,
county Devon. He owed 600 marks

fort,

American

In the meantime he had been in ward
to Geoffrey de Camville, his wife's
father.
In the 15th year of King

Edward

I

(1287),

he was released

from the payment

of the scutage
(tax) of Wales, because as a minor of
16 he had been in service there, and
had been four times in the wars with

large

sums were paid to purchase such
privileges, as no accounting of the
revenues of large estates were ever
rendered to the ward. He married
Margeria (daughter of William de
Vernon, 5th Earl of Devon, and Mabel
de Mellent, who was daughter of
Robert de Mellent and Isabel de
Vermandois) Margeria survived her
husband and, as his widow, had ward
of her son Henry, 21 Henry III
(1237), on payment of 400 marks.
There was but one son to represent
the 8th generation of this line, who
was also Henry de la Pomeray, and
as heir was under age, 21 Henry III

He married Amicia,
King.
daughter of Sir Geoffrey de Camville

the

(Cam vile), who held the manor of
Stokeley Pomeroy in dower, May 1st,
2 Edward III (1328).
He claimed
a moiety of the manor of Trematon
and of 58 knight's fees in Cornwall
and Devon as co-heir of Roger de
He preValletort, 33 Edward I.
ceded his wife in death.
Sir Henry de la Pomeroy, son and
heir of the above Sir Henry and
Amicia de Camville, was of the 10th
generation, and was fourteen years old,

.

(1237) and in ward of his mother,
He confirmed the grants
Margeria.

September 27th, 33. Edward

I,
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ENGRAVING OF OLD TREGONEY CASTLE

It is sometimes suggested in connection with the Roman
Cemon The place actually returned two members to Parliament in the time of Henry I, probably
through the influence of its Lords, the Pomeroys, who had a castle there, said to have been built by Henry de
Pomeroy when Richard I was in the Holy Land Rare print in possession of Colonel Albert A. Pomeroy

station of

ANCIENT PALACE OF THE CORNISH KINGS

Photograph taken at Tremeton Castle, erected previous to
A. D. 959, and occupied by Orgerius, Duke of Cornwall When William came, Codorus, the last Earl of Cornwall
of British blood, was displaced, and his lands as well as honours given to Robert, Earl of Moreton
Roger de Valletorta settled Tremeton on Sir Henry de Pomeroy, who had married his daughter, Johanna (Eglina) and Sir Henry's
grandson, Sir Henry de Pomeroy, by his deed bearing date the llth of King Edward III, released to Edward the
Black Prince (then created Duke of Cornwall) his right and claim to the honour, castle and manor of Tremeton
,

arman

jfainriiatimts in

leigh,

Robert Challons of Challons
Leigh, county Devon, who had Jo-

ter of Sir

his father for a
castle and lands of

commenced by

moiety of the
Roger de Valletort, 9
(1316).
By the
of Henry de la

Edward

hanna, who married Otho Rodrigan
and re-married William Dennys. Johanna St. Aubyn, widow of Sir John,

II

name

of Henry, son
Pomeray, Kt., and

re-married Sir Philip Brione, and
married a third time, Sir Thomas
Pomeroy, Kt. they had one child,
Isabella Pomeroy, who died before
her parents.
By the courtesy of
Thomas
Sir
Pomeroy held
England,

Amicia, daughter of Geoffrey de
Camville, he confirmed the grant
made by his grandfather Henry, son
of Henry de la Pomeray and Margery
de Vernon, in the manor of Tale.
He had license to entail the manors

;

Bery and Stokeleigh Pomeroy, and

Byrye, Harberton and
other manors of the estate on himself and Johanna, his wife, for life,
with the remainder to his sons Henry,
William, Nicholas, John and Thomas,

died

own right heirs forever. He
also settled the manor of Tregony,
and the castle, on his cousin, Edward
Pomeray, and Margaret Bevile, his
wife, before their marriage, and died
His widow,
s.
p. June 14, 1416.
her
estate
in Bery
granted
Johanna,
Pomeray to Thomas de la Pomeray
and Johanna, his wife, and John Cole.
She died June 6, 1420.

to his

married and had child-

It will

John, Johanna and Margaret,
but the name of his wife is not menour
tioned
in
authorities.
His
daughter Johanna married Sir James
Chudleigh of Ashton, and Margaret
married Adam Cole. Both daugh-

that

ren,

ters died before their brother.

1426,

and represented the 12th generation.
He was aged 27, February 10, 1374,
and married Johanna, daughter and
co-heir of Richard Merton, and widow
Sir John settled
of John Bampfield.
the manor of Bery Pomeray on himself and Johanna, his wife, and the
heirs of their body, with remainder

The line of succession presents to
us another Sir Henry de la Pomeray.
This ninth Henry, of the 1 1th generation, is named as son of Johanna de
Mules, in a deed, 42 Edward III
He died December 20, 1373,
(1369).
seized of lands in Cornwall and

He

10,

of the llth generation, as his son, Sir
la Pomeroy died without
issue, although he appears next in
the line of succession of the eldest sons

October 22, 1367. He had five sons
by his first marriage as named herein,
and one daughter, Elizabeth, by the
second, who married Oliver Carminow
of. Corn wall.

Devon.

March

John de

Devon, in right of Elizabeth, daughter and co-heir of John de Powderham, his second wife.
Johanna,
daughter of John, Lord Meules, his

He

death,

they reverted to Edward Pomeroy,
son of Thomas, who was the youngest
brother of Sir Henry de la Pomeroy

successively in tail male, May 1st, 2
Edward II (1309), and entailed
them by fine, 3 Edward III (1328).
Presented to the church of Whitston,

wife died after 1328.

his

after

of Stokeley,

first

who married

Sir John St.
son
and
their
and
heir, John
Aubyn,
St. Aubyn, married Catherine, daugh-

and claiming as son of Henry, son of
Henry, son of Henry, son of Johanna
(eldest of the two sisters and co-heirs
of Roger de Valletort), renewed the
suit

Ammran (Einiltzatimt

the

be noted and

is

remarkable,

name "Henry" has been

bestowed for nine generations in succession on the son and heir of the
house of Pomeray, and that the
family name is now carried down by
the son and heir of the youngest
brother of the last Sir Henry (llth
This is in accordance
generation).

The

former had a daughter, Joanna Chud366
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been engraved and placed on the wall in the chapel at the United States
It is the highest authority concerning military rank, and the first name
recorded on this historical bronze is that of Brigadier-General Seth Pomeroy of the American Revolution

Photograph
Military

with

of tablet that has

Academy

the

at

West Point

license

obtained

Pomeray and
Johanna, May 1st, 2 Edward
Henry de

la

by

Sir

his wife
II in tail

male successively, William, Nicholas
and John having died, and Thomas
de la Pomeray, the youngest son
being the only brother who lived to
marry, although the name of his
wife is not shown in our authority.
He acquired lands in Sandridge, and

succeeded to Bery Pomeray on the
death of Sir Thomas Pomeray, 1426.

He (Edward) was

Sheriff of

Devon,

He married
(1432).
Margaret, daughter of John Bevile,
and at the time of his death (May,
1446), was seized of Bery Pomeray,
10

Henry VI

Pomeray, one-half

Stokeley

of

the

died after 1372, leaving a son, Ed-

manor of Harberton, one-third of
the manor of Brixton, and so forth,
by virtue of entail. His wife, Mar-

ward, referred to in the inquest post

garet, died

mortem by
1426, and by

In the 13th generation the family
is again represented by Sir Henry de
la Pomeray, son and heir, aged 30
and more at his father's death, and 40
and more at his mother's death.
His first wife and the mother of his
children was Alice, daughter of John

Sir Thomas
Sir John de la

Pomeray,
Pomeroy,

the last in the line of the eldest son,
as having "settled the manor of

Tragoney on
and Margaret

cousin, Edward
Bevile before their

his

marriage."
The continuation, then, is Edward
de la Pomeray 4 (12th generation),
son and heir of Thomas Pomeray,
youngest brother of Sir Henry de la
Pomeray of the llth generation, who

September

10,

1461.

Raleigh of Fardell, county Devon;
second was Anna, daughter of

his

an inquest taken on the death of
Katharine Huddesfield, who was widow
of Sir Seintclere Pomeroy, 7 Henry VIII

Robert Cammel of Tittleford, county
Dorset.
She was widow of Henry
Barrett of Whiteparish, county Wilts,
and had a daughter, Johanna, by
him, who married William Kelloway
of Sherborne, county Dorset; their
son John Kelloway, had a daughter

(1516).

Agnes.

The descent thus noted
in

is

also recited

Anna Cammel

'

:

died before her

MONUMENT TO A BUILDER OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC

Statue
Revolution in the State of
New York, on the grounds of Hillside Cemetery, at Peekskill-on-the-Hudson
Unveiled on the Twenty-third Anniversary of the Battle of Bunker Hill, where
he fought in the ranks with a nun of his own make for American Independence
erected to General Seth

Pomeroy by the Sons

of the

to

Cettittros of

f

second husband, s. p. by him. Henry
de la Pomeray settled Stokeley Pome-

Sir

of Bery
of Richard,
represents the 15th generation in the
succession.
He was of full age at
his father's death, and named in his
father's will; he was also heir to his

ray on Sinclere Pomeray, his son,
and Katharine his wife, and their
heirs, September 27, 1462, and died
July 7, 1481. His other children were
John,

Richard,

Agnes,

brother Thomas, aged 30 and more
at his death in 1508.
Sir Edward
married Johanna, daughter of Sir

Elizabeth,

who married Humphrey Courtenay,
and Thomas Pomeroy, third son, who
is said by these authorities to have

John Sapcot, Kt., who was living in
1538, at which time an inquest post
mortem was taken on the death of
her husband. He was made Knight
of the Bath when Prince
Henry was
made Prince of Wales (1502) and
afterward (1509) King Henry VIII.
Sir Thomas Pomeroy de
Bery
Pomeroy, son and heir, was thirtyfive years old and more at the death

married Agnes Kelloway of Dorset,
sister to John above mentioned, and

who was

ancestor of the American
Pomeroys, the descendants of Elt-

weed. From this division the writer
continue the two lines parallel,
the eldest branch and the progenitors
will

Eltweed Pomeroy.
Pomeroy, Kt., was
first son and heir in the 14th
generation, and our authorities begin here
of

Sir Seint Clere

to spell the
married, as

Katharine,
Courtenay,

name "Pomeroy."

of his father.
He married Jane,
daughter of Sir Peirs Edgcomb of

Mount Edgcomb, who was living in
1570.
Sir Thomas attended
King
Henry VIII in his wars in France,

He

her

second husband,
daughter of Sir Philip

and displayed sufficient generalship
and good fortune in arms as to attract
the attention of that warlike monarch.
He was deeply concerned in
the insurrection in Devon, in 1549.
A passage from Fraud's England
says that in the west of Devon the
insurrection had affected a higher
"Sir Thomas Pomeroy and
grade.
Sir Humphrey Arundel of the North
of Devon, and other men of
weight
and property, had 20,000 men under

of
Kt.,
Powderham,
widow of Thomas Rogers, by whom
she had a son, George Rogers.
Sir

Seint Clere died v. p. s. p. May 31,
1471, and the succession and estates
reverted to his brother Richard.
His widow married a third time, Sir
William Huddesfield.
Sir Richard Pomeroy, second son,
and heir to his brother Seint Clere,
aged 30 and more at the taking of
the inquest on his death, held the
office of Sheriff of the
county of
Devon, 13 Edward IV. He was
knighted at the Bath on the coronation of Queen Elizabeth, wife of

Henry VII.
daughter

Den sell

of

the banner of the

married Elizabeth,
Richard
of Martin

Arundel

of the chief scenes of the rebellion,
and the insurgents laid siege to
Exeter.
In August they were at-

was
and

tacked by the King's army under
Lord Russell. By a stratagem of
Sir Thomas de Pomeroy, one of the
chief captains of the insurgents,
they
obtained a temporary victory, and
the wagons, ammunition and treasure,

the inquest taken on the death of
her son Thomas, and died March,
1507-8.
Sir Richard died May 24,
1496.

cross.

was Governor of St. Michael's Mount.
He and three other of the leaders
were hanged at Tyburn. St. Mary's
Clist, four miles from Exeter, was one

and co-heir of
Were, and widow

of
She
Filleigh.
in the will of her husband

Fortesque

named

He

Edward de Pomeroy

Pomeroy, son and heir

They had children, Blanche,
Thomas and Edward.

Elizabeth,

369
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most impregnable

fortress were the
besieged, protected by its turreted
and castelated walls, while the besiegers,
exposed to the constant
showers of destructive missiles, fell

belonging to the King's army, fell
into the hands of Sir Thomas Pomeroy; but Lord Russell rallied his
troops, returned to the attack, and
defeated the insurgents with great
slaughter."
After this insurrection had been
quieted the King determined that
all of the old embattled castles, constructed by the companions of William the Conqueror, at his express
command, should be dismantled, and
the lords and barons were notified
to that effect.

on
the

for generations

It is said that Keats inscribed the
tribute contained in the following
lines to the defenders of the castle
of Berry Pomeroy after the defeat
in the engagement in front of Exeter:

"Hark! heard you not those shouts of
dreadful note?

Sounds not the conflict on the heath?
Saw ye not where the reeking sabre smote;
Nor saved your brethren ere they sank
beneath
Tyrants and tyrants' slaves? The fires

they had as-

as a primogenial right, and
which was ever recognized as such by

of death,
bale-fires flash

the ruling monarchs. At the order,
then, for dismantling the castles of
England, the inheritors of Castle de

Pomeroy,
the

royal

commenced

The

on high; from rock

to rock

Each volley

tells

that thousands cease to

breathe."

resisted

mandates. A siege was
in consequence by the

Sir Thomas Pomeroy de
Bery
Pomeroy was the last of the name to

King Edward VI (1549),
was long, obstinately, and
bravery, withstood by those

forces of

occupy the

which

widely as to the manner in which the
Seymours succeeded the Pomeroys
in the ownership of this ancient
domain. It is asserted by some that
Sir Thomas presented the estates to
Edward Seymour, Earl of Somerset,
and Lord Protector of England, in
order that he might be spared the
fate of Arundel, the Governor of
Mount Saint Michael. Others say
that he sold them to the Seymours.
And still others say that the estates
were confiscated to the state and
bestowed upon the Lord Protector
because of his relationship to King
Edward VI.

with
feudal

Princes

of

the

Thomas de Pomeroy and

castle, Sir
his kinsmen

with
numerous
their
retinue.
Spurred on by the most determined
resolution to live or die free men,
rather than, as they imagined, basely
survive the loss of those long-enjoyed

honors which were now by the arm
of tyranny to be wrested from them,
they so incensed the King by their
temerity that he forthwith issued

o:

among

was appalling.

roy Castle.

sumed

tradition affirms,

soldiers

King's

At length, however, either by force,
stratagem or treason, the castle was
carried."
Guide Book of Berry Pome-

"The Pomeroys, as descendants of
the Feudal Barons, having for centuries enjoyed within their extensive
domains a power almost equal to
that of the Crown, they could ill
restrain that imperative authority
which

the slaughter

all sides, till

most

peremptory

subjugation.

orders

Much time

for their
as well as

blood and treasure were consumed
in front of the walls of the Castle of
Berry Pomeroy ere this strong and

castle.

Historians differ

Lyson says, "The estate of Berry
Pomeroy came into possession of the
Seymours by grant or purchase from

stately fortress ceased to shelter its
valiant defenders; inside their al-

the Crown, since at the time of the
370
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were settled upon him and his wife
by her father, September 20, 1478.
He married Agnes Kelloway, a descendant of Anna Cammel of Tittleford, county Dorset, who had married, as her second husband, Henry de
la Pomeroy, father of this Thomas.
Although there was no child by this
marriage, Anna Cammel had a
daughter Johanna by a previous
marriage to Henry Barrett of Whiteparish, county Wilts, who married
William Kelloway. The children of
Thomas and Agnes were Agnes Pomeroy, who married 1st, Thomas Treand 2nd, Thomas Vowell;
soyle,
Anna who married Tristram of Engscot of Exeter Margaret; Thomasine;

attainder of Sir Thomas, the Protecwas in the Tower of London on a

tor

charge of treason, of which he was
acquitted, but afterward being found

was beheaded on
December, 1551. His
brother, Sir Thomas Seymour, Lord
Dudly, Lord High Admiral of England, was executed March 20, 1549."
The Duchess of Cleveland, in her

guilty

of

Tower

felony

Hill,

Abbey Roll," says: "The
and honour of Berry Pomeroy
in Devonshire, which had been purchased by the Protector, was re"Battle

Castle

stored in blood

:

by Edward VI, the

year after his (Seymour's) father's
execution."
It was not until the civil war between Charles I and Parliament that
the castle of Berry Pomeroy was
finally dismantled (1649), thus denuding it of its once stately power,
but there was an attempt to rebuild
it, and it is said that Edward Seymour occupied it in "magnificent
state until the reign of James II."
From the time of this Edward Seymour's decease the castle seems to

;

Elizabeth; Thomas, son and heir at
his
father's
death; and Richard

Pomeroy, who married Eleanor,
daughter of John Coker of Mapowden, county Dorset; Richard was
living in 1531, as were two of his
sons.

have fallen into decay, and tradition ascribes its destruction to the

that county, although John Coker's
wife, Avice, daughter of Thomas
Mallet, was of county Somerset.

cannonading of great guns planted
on the hills opposite the precipice
The latter
in the time of Charles I.
story of its having been stormed by
sufficiently accounts,
Bray, for this side being

artillery

Also, his father, Thomas, and his
father's step-mother, Anna Cammel,
were largely interested in county

says

more
Mr.
battered than any other part of the
building, various circumstances exist
likewise to render the statement

Dorset estates, and it is in that
county that we first find Eltweed
Pomeroy and his father Richard.

more than probable.

o

Henry Pomeroy, 16th generation,
was son and heir, and was living in
He
1531, as was his brother John.
married Agnes, daughter and heir
Some doubt
of William Huckmore.

Line of the American Pomeroys

Thomas Pomeroy, brother

of Sir
of the 14th generation, was
third son of Henry de la Pomeroy

Richard

and Alice Raleigh, and

first

expressed by our authorities concerning this marriage, and it is also
the belief of the writer that it was
is

ancestor,

in the line of the

younger sons, of
Eltweed Pomeroy of county Dorset.

He

In this generation, the 15th,

Eltweed Pomeroy's ancestor is again
the youngest son, and the Dorset
lands carried to this Richard by his
wife Eleanor Coker, establishes a
sound reason for their residence in

Agnes

held lands in Cheriton, Fitzpaine,
in Dorset, which

Kelloway,

who married

and other places
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this

sister
of John
Henry Pomeroy.
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However, there was a son Richard,
and both parents died while he was

the Committee on

of the

New England

Heraldry

Historic Genea-

Society has advanced the
opinion that "certain of the inhabitants, prior to the Revolution, were
entitled to bear coats-of-arms who
could prove descent in the male line
from an ancestor to whom arms were
granted or confirmed by the Heralds."
Ten or twelve plates of the arms of
the Pomeroy family branches may
be found in "Fairbairn's Book of

Pomeroy, 17th generation, "was in ward under letters of
administration which were surrepIn
titiously obtained in June, 1559."
this connection it is interesting to

know that when Richard Pomeroy,
father of Eltweed, arrived at
adequate age he succeeded in obtaining a recision of the previous grant of
administration, and in 1575 the Prerogative Court of Canterbury annulled the grant of administration
of 1559, as having been improperly
obtained, and Richard himself took
out letters of administration. In
5
1584 he married, and had Eltweed
christened July 4, 1585; Edward, baptized March, 1591, buried at Beaminster, Dorset, July 19, 1592; Henry,
These
August, 1593.
baptized
children were of the 18th generation.

the

Family Crests."
Pomeraie, (Berrie Pomerae), county
Devon, temp. Henry I, or, a lion
ramp, guarded, gu. armed and
languid, az., within a bordeur se.,
indented sa.
(

Pomeray, (Chalfent, St. Giles, county
Bucks), or a lion ramp, sa., within
a

in

England

a bordeur, partition

in 1066.

Crest, his lion as
engrailed, sa.
before, on wreath of his colors, or
and gu.

Pomeroy, (Devonshire and Worcestershire), or a lion ramp. gu. within

sole value or interest of our American
arms consists in the remembrance
or tradition of an honorable ancestry.
In America any one is free to adopt

a bordeur, engrailed

Pomeroy,

sa.

(Ireland), or a lion ramp,

gu. holding in the dexter paw an
apple, within a bordeur engrailed,
sa. Crest, a lion ramp. gu. holding
an apple as in the arms.
Pomeroy, (Viscount Harberton). or a

any device or coat-of-arms he may
Arms were frequently used
please.
during the Colonial period in New
England, and doubtless in the other
original thirteen Colonies, and are

ramp, guarded, holding in the
dexter paw an apple ppr. within
a border sa. Crest, a lion ramp,
guarded, holding an apple in the
arms, sup. by two wolves, the dexter
lion

deemed worthy

of preservation, since
are valuable evidence for the

other

sa.

Pomeroy, (Berry Pomeroy, county
Devon), or a lion rampant, gu., in
dexter paw an apple proper, leaved
and stock, vert, within a bordeur

The seat of the head of the family
was at Engsden, near Harberton."
The coat-armor of some of the ancient
branches are described here. The

Among

fir

Pomeroy, (Berry Pomeroy, county
Devon), or a lion ramp., gu. within

Burke's English Peerage and Baronetcy says: "The family of Pomeroy is of great antiquity, founded by
Sir Ralf Pomeroy previous to 1050,

and established

indented,
guarded.
cone vert, charged with

bordeur,

Crest, a
a bez.

Pomeroy Coat-Armor

genealogist.

tions,

logical

young.
Richard

they

m American (Htmfeatum

condi-

!
Note by A. A. Leonard, Vicar of the
Parish Church at Beaminster: "This is
the first entry in the Register."

ppr., sinister sa.,

chained,
372

or.

both guarded and

to Oknturou of fmnrag llmrt
Pomeroy, (Chequy) gu and
,

chev.
lion

or,

on a

three amul., or, Crest, a
head erased, charged with
sa.,

four bez., crowned with a ducal
coronet, ppr.
Pomeroy, (Weguy, county Cornwall),
or a lion rampant, gu. within a
bordeur eng. sa. Crest, a lion
segeant, gu., holding in dexter paw
an apple, or.
Pomeroy, (St. Columb, counties Cornwall and Devon), or a lion ramp,
within a bord. eng. gu., crescent for
dif. Crest, out of a ducal
crescent.,
or a lion's head guarded, gu.

Pomeroy, (Iri), a lion ramp, gu., holding an apple.
Pomeroy, (Iri), a demi-lion, vert.
Pomeroy, a lion ramp., gu., within a
border eng.,

sa.

Pomeroy Descendants
in America
History teaches that the Puritans

and Pilgrims began the migratioa
from England during the last years
of the reign of James I, and that it
continued to grow in volume after
Charles I succeeded to the throne,
1620 to 1650, by reason of undesirable

and religious conditions, inauguby him, to which it was impossible for the earnest men and
women of the day to conform. The
civil troubles arose
principally from
civil

rated

the illegal persistence of Charles I
to levy ship-tax and army-tax without discrimination. Thomas Wentworth, who was eager to establish
his power in larger measure, found
that only a standing army could
gratify his personal desire for honors,
and directed untiring energies to
that end.
In the meantime, William Laud
was the administrator of ecclesiastical

and as Archbishop of
Canterbury he had departed farther
from the principles of the Reformaconscience,

tion

and had drawn nearer to the

in

observances of the church of Rome
than any of the prelates of the
Anglican church. It is said that his theology was more remote than even that
of the Dutch Armenians from the
theology of Calvin. His ill-concealed dislike of the
marriage of
ecclesiastics would have made him an
object of aversion to the Puritans,
if he had used
gentle means
for the attainment of his ends.
But
he was inclined to mistake his own

even

wicked emotions for religious zeal.
Hence the remote corners of the
realm were subject to constant
inspection.

Every congregation of Sepawas trailed

ratists (Non-conformists)

and their meetings broken up. And
the tribunals offered no
protection.

At this conjunction many of the
English people looked to the American wilderness as the only
asylum in
which they could enjoy the comforts
of their religion in peace and without
fear.
It was then that a few resolute
Puritans and Pilgrims, who in the
cause of their religion, entertained
no thought of the tempest of the
ocean, nor the hardships of uncivilized life, made the passage to the new
world, and built, amid the primeval
their homes and
villages,
which have to this day retained some
trace of the character derived from
forests,

their

founders.

The English gov-

ernment made great

effort

to stop

stream of emigration, but could
not prevent the population of New
this

England from being recruited by its
best citizens, God-fearing men, from
every part of Old England.
Among these spirited and deter-

mined men we

find

Eltweed Pomeroy,

as a Pilgrim, attending meetings of
Puritans in the New Hospital, Ply-

mouth, with a view of emigrating to
New World. This company was
of
principally from the counties
Devon, Dorset and Somerset. They
the

urman

3faimbattatt0 in

selected the Reverend John Wareham of Exeter, and the Reverend
John Maverick, as their pastors.

community in Dorchester, where
town government was organThis town government was
ized.
perfected in August, 1633, and the
first town meeting in the United
States was held October 8, 1633, at
the junction of Cottage and Pond
the
the

30, 1630,

in that town, over which
Eltweed Pomeroy presided by virtue

Itrfl

Some years ago there was a controversy on this subject, and I will
quote an extract which appeared in
the Outlook (New York): "This
Dorchester town meeting, the first
in America, was the model of all the
town meetings in New England, and
the germ of our American commonwealths.
Near by was soon established the first free school supported
by general taxation in America."
It can, therefore, be readily believed that Eltweed Pomeroy had
the confidence and respect of the

and defense against the
On the first day of the

week the colony held its meetings
as a church; on the second day of
the week the town meetings were

company with whom he crossed the
ocean, that he was a man of large
influence in this new environment,

held.

have Eltweed Pomeroy,

and that he urged the

colonists to
foster all enterprises tending to eduicate and elevate the colony.
"At
a Court holden at Newe Towne, June

the interval between his ancestors of the Old World and his descendants of the New, established at Dorchester, in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay, with meeting-house erected
and pastors to lead in divine service
without fear, but with self-respect
filling

V.O

'II

of his office as First Selectman.

The meetingservice in June, 1630.
house was on the corner of what is
now East Cottage and Pleasant
It was built of logs,
streets, Boston.
surrounded by palisades, and had a
thatched roof. A sentinel was kept
on guard, so that it served as a place

We now

first

streets

so many of the company; and also
that of the Reverend John White,
The contheir friend and patron.
gregation of the First Church of the
Dorchester Colony held its initial

of refuge
Indians.

fflnttlfeaium

familiar with business methods, and
he at once took a leading place in

they embarked
in a 400-ton ship, namely, "Mary and
John," Captain Squeb. The number
was 140. After seventy days' sail
they entered the harbor of Nantasket,
and landed at Matapan, where they
laid out the town of Dorchester,
named in honor of the old home of

On March

Amertran

1634, Eltweed Pomeroy was sworn
of Dorchester."
Massachusetts Bay Records.
3,

Constable

"Eltweed Pomeroy,

and serenity of conscience. It was
on March 4, 1632, that he became a
Freeman and one of the proprietors,
according to the established custom
of the colony, and not long after this
event he was chosen First Selectman,
which board comprised twelve of the
most notable men of the plantation.
When initial action was taken to
establish a town government in the
Eltweed Pomeroy soon
colonies,
demonstrated the fact that he had
been a man of affairs, that he was

like

most

of

the colonists at Dorchester, was a
skilled mechanic, and as blacksmith,
armorer, and gun-smith especially,
the product of his labor was in great
demand. The forces, the processes,
the struggles, the discipline, that
occupied the interval between the
aristocratic

British

history

of

his

family and the hardy Puritan mechanic, a leader on his landing at Dorchester, and transmitting an unusual
force for several generations,
are matters of transcendent intervital
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Dr. W. W. Rodman's "Study
in (Pomeroy) Heredity."
In 1636-7 Eltweed Pomeroy, who
had brought his wife and son Eldad
from England, removed with the
est."

Reverend John Wareham's congregation to Windsor, on the Connecticut
River, this company carrying along the
records they had prepared at Dorchester.
At this time he was of
good estate, and some references to
his character and standing may be

o;

found in Stiles' "Ancient Windsor."
Lands were granted him in 1638, and
in 1640 he had a grant "across the
Connecticut, 30 rods in breadth, three
miles long."
During his residence in
Windsor his sons, Medad, Caleb,
Joshua and Joseph were born, his
other children having been born in
Dorchester, except the son Eldad,
above mentioned. Before his death
he gave lands to his sons Caleb,
Joshua and Joseph, ignoring the English custom of constituting his eldest

When nearing the close
of his active and hardy life, Medad
Pomeroy, his oldest son, had his
father conveyed to his own home in
Northampton, where he died in
March, 1673, at the ripe age of 88
Margery, mother of his chilyears.
dren, died in Windsor, July 5, 1655.
Back of the days of the Revolution,
when we first emerged into the world
of nations, we of the present generaThe three halftion seldom look.
centuries which preceded the revolution of 1775 were occupied by a generation worthy to be the fathers of those
son his heir.

who achieved

O

Years

our

independence.

of

toil,
undismayed effort,
manly counsel and fervent prayer,

made the
the men

soldiers of the Revolution
of might to struggle and

But these were the charthey had inherited from
their fathers and grandfathers.
Medad Pomeroy, of the 2nd genendure.

acteristics

eration in America, the oldest son

who lived to marry, left his father's
home when he reached his majority
and went to Northampton, where he
was welcomed by the authorities on
account of his skill as smith and gunmaker, and was granted a chest of
tools and some land.
But he quickly
demonstrated the business qualities
of his father, and after establishing
a competent business and employing
workmen, he divided his activities as

town

man

i

iv

Q

clerk, town treasurer, selectfor many years, in 1677 chosen

Deputy to the General Court, and
six times re-elected to that

position.

He was

important

Associate Justice

to the county of Hampshire, Commissioner of the United Colonies,

Representative in 1684, 1686 and 1690,
it appears that in some years
he held not less than six important
As a Christian he was
offices.

and

always of good report, and deacon of
the church in Northampton, and as
a soldier engaged in the fight at TurHe was a
ner's Falls, May 19, 1676.
man of large estate, and it has been
This
asserted that he was a lawyer.
may be correct, but if so it was by
reason of an inherent faculty for the
equity, as it is not probable that he
ever applied himself to a course of
law study; however, he was frequently commissioned by the Court
His homeof Sessions to try cases.
stead, which consisted of twelve
acres in the heart of Northampton,
is notable for the number born upon
it in the line of Deacon Medad having
military service and

titles, namely:
Honorable Ebenezer Pomeroy, major
of infantry; Captain John Pomeroy;
Ensign Josiah Pomeroy; General Seth
Pomeroy; Lieutenant Daniel Pomeroy, slain at Lake George; Major
Daniel Pomeroy, his son; Captain
Elisha Pomeroy and Colonel Thomas
Pomeroy, all of whom bore an honorable part in the French and Indian
;

O^

armatt Jfattniattnua in American

Wars, the Revolution, and the

War

United States Congress. Caleb marHepzibah, daughter of Jeffrey
Baker and Joan (Rockwell) Baker,
who gave him ten children. He
ried

of 1812.

Medad Pomeroy's
Experience,

first

daughter

was
Henry

wife

of

Woodward of Dorchester, by whom
there were eleven children, and who
died June 8, 1686; his second wife
was Abigail, daughter of Elder John
Strong, who gave him one son; his
third wife was Hannah, daughter of
Thomas Noble of Westfield. Medad
An obitudied December 30, 1716.
Pomesaid
"Medad
of
the
time
ary
roy was a man of strong natural com-

died

acre lot in Green River.
He built
the first house in Greenfield, and was
on the first board of selectmen, being
prominent in the affairs of the settlement. He received a grant of 61^
acres of land on "Ragged Row"
(now Pleasant street, Boston). He
was designated, in 1729, as one of the
English tenants, and in the sale of a
portion of his land said it was "part
of 6000 acres that he purchased in
1725."
History of Canton, by J. V.

sense, just in all his dealings,
in the discharge

A strong will and a
dominating manner made him a
leader in a community where tenacity
of every duty.

of purpose, physical endurance, and
acuteness of intellect were the chief

characteristics."

Caleb Pomeroy, son of Eltweed,
baptized at Windsor, March 6, 1641,
acquired lands in
Northampton,
which he sold after a time, and settled
in Southampton, Massachusetts.
He
was ancestor of all the Pomeroys of
that place.
His inclination was in
the field of agriculture, and he acquired large tracts of land in that

and many localities

of interest

were named for him, as Pomeroy
Mountain (at the foot of which his
grandson, Noah, settled), Pomeroy
Ford and Pomeroy Meadow. In certain natural aptitudes Caleb excelled,
but his force, it is said, was toward
nature rather than objects, and this
trait has been projected into his
descendants in strong measure. As
a rule we find them following the
life of the farmer, even to the 10th
there
were
generation,
although
several eminent statesmen, physicians, clergymen, manufacturers and
military men among his descendants,
Senator
Samuel Clark
including
Pomeroy, who was also a general, and

Honorable Theodore Medad Pomeroy,

1691.

March 30, 1682,
him a grant of
seven cow commons, and one four-

and conscientious

region,

18,

son of Eltweed. On
there was made to

:

mon

November

Joshua Pomeroy, who settled in
Deerfield, Massachusetts, was fourth

1

Huntoon.
Joshua Pomeroy, when he joined
the church, in 1719, was said to have
been "Last of Dorchester and firstly
of the church at Deerfield,"
He
married (1) Elizabeth, daughter of
Richard Lyman, by whom there were
two children. His second wife was
Abigail, daughter of Nathaniel Cooke
of Windsor, to whom were born six
children.
This family was virtually
exterminated at the time of the
French and Indian raid and massacre
at Deerfield, on February 29, 1704.
Joshua died in Deerfield October 16,
1689,

and

his

widow

Abigail married,

about 1691, David Hoyt. Both were
captured by the Indians, and Hoyt
was starved to death. His wife was
redeemed, and married a third husband, Nathaniel Rice, of Wallingford, Connecticut.
Joshua, 2nd son
of Joshua, born September 24, 1675,
married five times, (1) Sarah Leonard,
(2) Esther, with whom he was captured by the Indians and French;
Esther was killed on the march, but
Joshua appeared in Dorchester three

necessary," who were taking up
land at a place called Pangwonk,
(south and west of Gardner's Lake),
under the authority of one Major
Palmer, who claimed to have derived
a title to certain lands there from an
Indian, one Captain Sanape.
They
were finally successful in doing this,
and for their service the proprietors
granted them each 100 acres of the
land in dispute.

years later, which may be explained
by the following record from the First
Church of Dorchester, p. 156: "Dec.
8,

The RevJohn Williams, Pastor of

Memorandum.

1706.

erend

if

M

r

-

& many

Deerfield

Captives

with

him returned from y e french and
indian Captivity very lately in answer
to Publ. Fray's on that behalf:
in Xto."
Joshua, on his
from captivity married (3)
Repent Weeks, who died in 1714;
he then married (4) Mary, daughter
of John and Hannah Blake, who died
in 1715; his 5th wife was Mary, daughter of Thomas and Mary Clapp of

Gloria
return

Deo

Joseph Pomeroy was a man of
prominence in town affairs. We
find him an officer during the whole
time covered by his residence here.
In 1703 he was appointed to run the
town lines between this and other
towns. In 1708 he was chosen con-

Dedham. He had three daughters.
The other children of Joshua, son of

In
"collector and lister."
1713 we find his name among a list'
of 52 who were proprietors; also,
this year he sold two farms in Colchester, and also this entry in the
"Dec. 14, 1713. To ball,
records:
all
town 'Counts
00 13 3."
Probably this was in settlement of
his account with the town as collector and other offices, which closes
his connection with the town of Colchester, as far as we can ascertain,
as his name after that date disappears
from the town records.
The General Court, October 17,
1703, having been petitioned, granted
to the inhabitants of Colchester,
"liberty to imbody themselves into
church estate and to call and to
settle an orthodox minister of y e
e
Gospel among them with y advice
and consent of neighboring churches."

Eltweed were: Elizabeth, Nathaniel
(killed at Pomeroy's Ford from ambush while in pursuit of a party of
Indians), Abigail, Mary, John and
Lydia. The last named was captured by the Indians in 1704 but
redeemed; she married Nathaniel
Pender of Westfield. No Pomeroy

stable,

continuation.

Joseph Pomeroy, the sixth and
youngest son of Eltweed, was baptized June 20, 1652; he lived in Westfield, Massachusetts, Lebanon, Connecticut, and finally settled in ColHe married in
chester, Connecticut.
1677, Hannah, daughter of Richard

Lyman and Hepzibah Ford. One
record says that he came to "Colchester very early in the settlement
of that town, possibly soon after 1661.
He was one of the original proprietors
He had a division or
of the town."
home
the

lot as

first

sometimes spoken of in
1701 on the

Colchester Records.

roy was one of the

allotment in

hill

A

M.
Taintor, Esquire, Manchester, Connecticut, written from Windsor by
Joseph Pomeroy to Nathaniel Loomis,
says "1711 April 2 I being heare at
Windsor to see whether Mr. Thomas
Elsworth would come and compleate

,

1703 he was appointed,
together with Ebenezer Coleman,
a committee to eject "at their sole
there.

members

of this church.
letter in possession of Charles

in the north
so called by the
Indians from its resemblance in shape
to a human skull) and probably lived

Chematups (a
part of the town
hill

Joseph Pome-

earliest

In

:

expense certain trespassers, by force
377

:

o:

,o

0:

the Bargain which he and you made
e
concerning y finishing of our meethe says y* he is in no
and
ing-house
ways concerned having agreed with
you to finish the work, which I know
to be so, and you not coming to do it
makes some trouble amongst us," and
urges him to come and attend to the
matter, threatening if he does not that
"We shall speedily put you to
trouble about it," etc. Sites' Ancient
Windsor.
At the end of this partial testimony
concerning the sons of Eltweed Pomeroy, to establish the fact that their
social, moral and intellectual status
was developed in the wilderness of
the New World for the permanent
weal of the national life of the Republic, and to enable the writer to
conform to the space so kindly placed
at his disposal, it is imperative that
but brief reference be made to a few
of the grandsons.
John Pomeroy, son of Medad, was
a lieutenant in the French and
Indian Wars, and served at Forts
Number 4, Massachusetts, and with
the garrison at Fort Dummer, an
outpost that required the utmost
He married Mindwell,
vigilance.
daughter of Isaac Sheldon.

or for

sufficient

Northampton and Springfield. This
grant comprised "all the remaining
part of the Half Mile Square: Between us and Springfield, Saving
what was Before Granted to cap'
John Taylor and His two sons, 80
acres."
This property descended to
Captain Lemuel Pomeroy, son of
General Seth, and grandson of Ebenezer, who settled in" Southampton,
in
Ebenezer was attorney
1776.
for Northampton in several lawsuits

before the Supreme Court, and is
designated on the records as a leadHe
ing citizen of Northampton.
married Hannah Strong, who died
the same year; his second wife and
the mother of his nine children, was
Sarah, daughter of Captain John King
and his wife Sarah Holton. He died
January 27, 1754, lamented as a citizen of extraordinary energy and
ability "as a soldier and statesman."
Joseph Pomeroy, third son of
Medad, also a gun-maker and manufacturer of other arms, including the
lances carried by the matrosses or
flank guards in a marching army,
left the old Northampton home and
(

Honorable Ebenezer Pomeroy was

settled in Suffield, Connecticut, where
he became ancestor of all of the name
in that region.
Suffield was settled

second son of Medad, and was prominent in civil and military affairs, as
captain, major and high sheriff of
the colony.
He was one of the commissioners appointed to meet with
Indians at Albany, in 1724, and was
a member of Her Majesty's Council
(Anne, daughter of James II, of the
House of Stuart) of the province of
Massachusetts Bay. In King William's War, he led the Northampton

by a colony from Massachusetts,
under whose protection

it

remained

until 1752, when it became a part
of Connecticut.
Joseph filled many

town

offices.
In March, 1710-11,
a town meeting "for choice of
officers, Sergeant Joseph Pomeroy is
chosen Selectman." In King William's War he was a corporal from
Northampton and took part in the
Indian fight at Deerfield, September
He was the father or
16, 1696.
grandfather of twenty-one soldiers of
the Revolution, including the Reverend Benjamin Pomeroy, chaplain of

at

soldiers between
1688-98, and in
Queen Anne's War from 1704 to 1713,
and in 1711 he was in command of

one of the eighteen companies furnished by Massachusetts against Canada.

some other good and

reason, he was granted, in 1716, a
large
quantity of land between

In recognition of his services,
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to Okniuraa af pomerag
He

the 3rd Regiment Connecticut Line;
Charles Pomeroy, paymaster; Nathaniel, captain; Charles, Nathaniel,

and Ralph, lieutenants; and
Ralph, paymaster. The oath of allegiance required of paymasters is an
interesting document, but space forbids presenting it here.
Joseph
Pomeroy married Hannah, daughter
of Richard Seymour (said to be a
descendant of Sir Edward Seymour
of Berry Pomeroy), and his wife
Hannah Hawkins (Howkins) who
was daughter of Anthony Hawkins
and his second wife, Ann Wells, who
was daughter of ex-Governor Thomas
Wells of Connecticut.
They had
nine children.
At a general town meeting,
March 7, 1698, it was agreed and
voted:
"Thirdly, to give to Joseph
Oliver,

.,

f

\l

I

\o

Pomeroy
of

dilapidated,

and

it

a new one must be
Fish, the

McNish

town

was decided that
built.

Jonathan

clerk, presented the
plat of ground four

church with a
rods square and the deed was in
behalf of the "Dissenting Presbyterian Congregation of Newtown."
The new church was adorned with
a spire in which was a small bell.
The pastor was supported by contributions and a parsonage farm of 74
"After a
acres on Hoffman avenue.
pastorate of 36 years, Mr. Pomeroy
came to be greatly beloved." The
original stone still marks his grave.
His first wife, the mother of his
children, was Lydia Taylor of North-

for inheritance forty acres

ampton. He married (2) Elizabeth,
daughter of the Reverend Joseph
Webb (Harvard College, 1684), one

Land; with the proviso,

to follow his trade for the benefit of
the Town. May it please the Lord
to bless him with life, health and
strength soe to doe." Suffield RecAt the time
ords, Old Book, p. 109.

i

joined with the Reverends

of Jamaica and Phillips of Saugatuck,
in organizing the Presbytery of Long
Island.
His church had been put
up in 1671 and had become greatly

of the original trustees of Yale College, pastor of the First Church of
Fairfield.

his death he was a "Captin," a
high rank in those days. He died

of

J

^

A
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Brigadier- General Seth Pomeroy
Of the representatives of the 4th
generation, perhaps Brigadier- General Seth Pomeroy was the most
notable, and of greater service to the
Colonies before and during the early
It
years of the Revolutionary War.
has been said by some writers that

December 6, 1712, aged 44.
Samuel Pomeroy, the eighth and
youngest son born to Medad, was
graduated from Yale College at the
age of 18 years, and in July, 1708, was
called to the pastorate of the church
in Newtown, Queens county, Long
He was ordained at NorthIsland.

a
r

^^\
iJ

the press and geneial public present
the military renown of a successful
general to the exclusion of men of

ampton, November 30, 1709, the
Reverend Mr. Stoddard, Reverend
John Williams of Deer field, and the
Reverend William Williams of Hatfield (both of Harvard College, class
At
of 1683), joined in the service.
this time the church was Congregational, but in September, 1715,
the Reverend Samuel Pomeroy applied for admission to, and was
"
heartily and unanimously accepted"

by the Presbytery

of

teachers, clergymen, stateslawyers, manufacturers,
and those who follow the peaceful and
productive occupation of agriculture.
But it will be remembered that in
letters,

men and

every land, before the citizens can
enjoy those peaceful pursuits, the
first requisite is the successful general with his troops equipped for war.
It will not be denied that men with

Philadelphia.
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military genius were in demand at
this crisis in the affairs of the Colonies,

Over thirty million livres were expended by France "and all the energies and resources of her government
for twenty years" were devoted to
its completion.
"It was the greatest

nor that General Seth Pomeroy possessed many of the qualifications of
a leader of men in battle: a man of
forceful character, executive ability
and experience in warfare, with

fortress

the

for good.
Seth Pomeroy was born in North-

time.

entrances."

In

1745,

Seth

Pomeroy accepted a commission as
major of artillery, and it was with
the above guns he had to do. The
land and harbor sides of the town
were defended by lines of ramparts

ampton, May 20, 1706. He inherited
the family traits and the family
business of making guns, which he
carried to a high state of perfection.
He employed many smiths, and manufactured large numbers of guns,

and bastions on which eighty guns
were mounted; the West Gate being
supported by a battery of twenty fourpounders. The lofty citadel was in the

whose accuracy and finish won commendation for the product of his
armory from every section of the
country. The Indians on the far

This
gorge of the King's bastion.
"greatest fortress of modern times,"
which was considered impregnable,
was the base for the equipment of

northern lakes made persistent efforts
to gain possession of a "Pomeroy
gun." The Pomeroy armory continued to supply the colonists with
guns for six generations, or until the

marauding bands

of

French and

Indians for the purpose of harassing
and driving from their homes the
colonists of New England.
One can
scarcely conceive, then, the impulse
of splendid audacity which prompted
these 4000 New England homemakers to march up to that impregnable fortress and lay siege to it,

established.

During the years of the French and
Indian Wars Seth Pomeroy devoted
much time to laying out and constructing the great highways from
the Connecticut Valley into Berkshire county, and over the hills to
Albany, which he recognized as a
He also took
military necessity.
an important part in all of those wars,
acting under commissions under the
hand and seal of Governor Shirley,
Captain -General of the Province of
Massachusetts Bay, and along the
northwestern frontier of the province
he was engaged in erecting a line of

although feebly assisted by Warren's
West Indies fleet. Yet, after one
month's bloody siege, its commander,
Governor Du Chambon, surrendered
it

to these New
15, 1745.

England

citizens,

on

June

On May

8,

1745, Major Seth

Pome-

roy wrote to his wife: "The Grand
Battery is ours! Before we entered
it the people had fled out of it and
gone over to the town, but had
stopped up the touch-holes of the
cannon. General Pepperill gave me
the oversight of some twenty smiths
in boring them out.
Cannon-balls
and bombs were fired from the city

forts.

In 1714, the French commenced to
build a fort at Louisbourg, on the
Island of Cape Breton, to be the
fortress
on earth," to
"greatest
menace and command the New World.
380
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its

thirty twenty-eight-pounders on
Goat Island and by the Royal battery
of thirty heavy guns which raked

Almighty

6>

in

of

,

Armory was

the world

in

The harbor was guarded by a battery

large resources at command, fearless
in the exercise of his duty and strongly
reliant upon the providence of the

Springfield

Ammratt (EttriltHaitntt

f^--^
<f_Jtl

of Colonel Williams (founder of Williams College, in Massachusetts), and
upon the death of that gallant officer
the command devolved upon Colonel
Seth Pomeroy, who had been left
with some force to throw up light
fortifications.
On the repulse and
death of Colonel Williams, his troops
rallied on Colonel Pomeroy' s reserve.
General Dieskau, in command of the
French and Indians, attacked the

and the island fort into our midst,
but when we could get the cannon
clear we gave them fire for fire from
their own guns."
In reply, his wife writes ".
The whole town (Northampton, Massachusetts) is much moved with concern for the expedition, how Providence will order the affair, for which
religious meetings every week are
maintained in town. My dear husband, I leave you in the hands of
God, desiring to submit to His will,
whatever it may be.
:

,

"(Signed,)

The capture

\o

wounded
intrenchments, but was
and taken prisoner, the defeat of his
army being final after a contest of
several hours with a loss of over 1000
men. General Dieskau was conveyed to Lieutenant-Colonel Pomeroy's quarters and solicitously cared

Mary Pomeroy."

of these great guns,
and their destructive

sixty of them,
fire against the enemy, heralded the
downfall of the great fortress. One
hundred and four other cannon, mostly
twenty-four-pounders, fell into the
hands of the New Englanders; and
for ten years following the colonists

for,

were not attacked by organized war

was

parties.

The com-

slain in this battle.

Canada.

mission granted to Seth Pomeroy by
Governor Shirley after this engagement, advancing him to the rank of
colonel, bears the date:
"Boston,
the 9th day of September, in the 29th
year of the reign of King George II,
Anno Dom. 1755." It was these
commissions in the name of the King

sions

of.

During

this

period

Major

Seth

Pomeroy held

several offices of trust
in the service of his country, although
at intervals, as a military officer of
the King, he was called upon to
muster recruits and march to Vermont to repel expected invasions from

He had several commisfrom Governor Shirley, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief
and over His Majesty's Possessions
of Massachusetts

Bay,

in

England which made

it

necessary

for Colonel Seth

Pomeroy to take the
oath of abjuration when he was commissioned by the Colonial Congress

New Eng-

land, the originals of which are in the
possession of George Eltweed Pome-

O

"although some papers in his

possession were to the end that he
and his Indian allies were to give no
Lieutenquarter to the colonists."
ant Daniel Pomeroy, Seth's brother,

as

First

Brigadier-General

of

the

Colonial

Army.
He was prominent

roy of Toledo, Ohio, a great-greatgrandson.
Of the forces furnished by Massachusetts for the expedition against
Crown Point, or Lake George, Seth
Pomeroy held the rank of lieutenant-colonel, under the command of

in the Provin-

Congress, being returned from
Northampton, and was also busily
engaged with a large force of smiths
in the manufacture of guns and other
implements of war until the days
cial

just preceding the Revolution, when
he responded in person to the first

William Johnson. The regiment
most conspicuously engaged was that
Sir

alarm.
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On

October

27,

1774,

he

-J

The following is
Vol. I; page 87."
the list of those appointed in their
order

appointed with Ward and Preble,
a general officer, he being designated
\vas

as third in

command.

:

In this connection, "Harpers' Cyclopedia of United States History,"

by

Lossing, page 1115, says:

"1

".

Warren, who was slain there, declined to assume the command which
had been tendered to both, after
Under the
battle had been joined.
commission noted above, issued by
the Colony of Massachusetts as brigaSeth

Pomeroy

was

engaged in organizing the
Massachusetts militia at Cambridge,
in the spring of 1775, which later
gathered around Boston." It was
while engaged in this patriotic duty
at Cambridge, that General Pomeroy
conceived the plan of surprising and
capturing Fort Ticonderoga, which
he imparted to Colonels Easton and
Brown and Parson Allen, and which
successful

It is

.

to

.

.

evident that the

Q,

fires of jeal-

ousy burned as ardently in those days
of the Revolution,

among

the officers

of the "Regular Establishment" as
they have since, for we find that, in

order to

and

accommodate the confusion

of those brigadiers as to
the question of seniority, Seth Pomeroy resigned as First Brigadier-General twenty-eight days after his commission as such had been placed in
his hands, and General Thomas was
appointed First Brigadier-General.
It is notable that just twenty-eight
days previous to his appointment
as First Brigadier- General of the Continental Army Seth Pomeroy was
fighting in the ranks at Bunker Hill
with a gun of his own make, and that
it had been rendered unserviceable

issue,

strife

1

Army.
.

Massachusetts,

tant General."

although nearly rendered abortive
by the rank jealousy of General
Benedict Arnold. The commission
as General of Militia was entirely
independent of that of the Resolve
of the Continental Congress, June
22, 1775, appointing him the first
brigadier-general of the Continental

came

of

Fifth Brigadier-General.
"6 John Thomas, of Massachusetts,
Sixth Brigadier-General.
"7 John Sullivan, of Maine, Seventh
Brigadier-General.
"8 Nathaniel Green, of Rhode Island,
Eighth Brigadier-General.
Horatio Gates, of Virginia, Adju-

"busily

was carried to a

Pomeroy,

"2 Richard Montgomery, of New York,
Second Brigadier-General.
"3 David Wooster, of Connecticut,
Third Brigadier-General.
"4 William Heath, of Massachusetts,
Fourth Brigadier-General.
"5 Joseph Spencer, of Connecticut,

Seth Pomeroy was chosen a Brigadier-General of Militia in February,
1775, but fought in the ranks as a
private soldier at the battle of Bunker's (Breed's) Hill."
He, like General

dier-general,

Seth

First Brigadier-General.

The Congress then

the

following resolutions:
Resolved, That the number of Brigadier-Generals be augmented to eight,
and the same were chosen by ballot,
as follows:
'Seth Pomeroy, First

by a broken lock, which had been
struck by a musket-ball. This service, and his former commission as
general from the Massachusetts Colony, probably decided the Continental Congress to name him as the
senior brigadier-general.
It gives
the writer great satisfaction to be
able to assert that the name of Seth

"

Brigadier-General.'
Then follows a list of the eight officers appointed under this resolution,

but with Seth Pomeroy heading the
"Journal of Congress for 1775.

list:
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Pomeroy still stands on the roster
army of the United States as

the patriotic Sons of the Revolution in the State of New York,

the

assisted

of the

General

and gentle6
Pomeroy race, have
erected a handsome monument as a

Pomeroy had not left the service of
The Provincial Conhis country.

tribute to his patriotism and determination to fight in the cause of

at

American liberty until the end came
to the war or to his life.
The very complete roster, "Massachusetts Soldiers and Sailors of the

first

brigadier-general.

women

Although he had retired from the
duties

active

gress,

of

the

then holding

field,

its

sessions

Watertown, induced him to continue
his services under his commission as
general of militia and at once placed
him in command of the militia of
Hampshire county, with instructions
to see that they were duly trained
and disciplined for active service.
For nearly two years he was engaged

Revolution,"

i

His services in this respect were repeatedly acknowledged, both by the
Provincial and Continental Congress.
Though conscious of rendering service to the cause of the Colonies in
this way, the ardent soul of the old
patriot and soldier could not be
satisfied with the mere preparation
With reof soldiers for the field.
covering health came the old desire

equal celerity we find him responding with his troops to such alarms in
the east and north-east, up to the

time of his appointment as First Bri-

On

the

chapel

Continental

first

of

memorial tablet

the

Academy

of

in the

West

military school of the
United States, the highest authority
of the nation concerning the honor
Point,

the

of rank, may be found, at the head
of the list of brigadier-generals, an
inscription to the memory of "Briga-

when New Jersey was invaded by
the British, he again took the field
at the head of the militia of Massachusetts, and marched to the Hudson
River at Peekskill, where he joined
the command of General McDougall.
From the hardships of this last campaign, and loss of vitality caused by
his venerable age, he died at Peeks-

dier-General Seth
1706; died 1777."

Pomeroy,

born

Thus it is that the blood of the Pomeroys,
that has come down through nearly nine
centuries from the Normans, lives today in
the great race of descendants who are now
working for the furtherance of American
civilization and the uplift of mankind.
'The subscriptions of the Pomeroy
family to this monument were canvassed
for by Mr. S. Harris Pomeroy (a greatgreat-grandson of General Seth Pomeroy)
of New Rochelle and New York City.

re-

September 11,
mains were buried there, and over
his grave in the beautiful cemetery
kill,

the

Army.

duty, and solicited
personally by General Washington
during the close of the year 1776 to
resume his command for the coming
campaign, General Pomeroy determined to again enter into the activities of the war.
In January, 1777,

His

of

gadier-General

field

1777.

by that Com-

regiment marched April 20, 1775; in
response to the alarm of April 19,
1775;" and perhaps in hundreds of
other pages a like reference may be
found in the same State Paper to
General Seth
Pomeroy's service.
This was the first general alarm after
his appointment as a general of
militia, February, 1775, and with

this

for active

issued

monwealth, on pages 512, 515, 516,
"Com517, 661, Vol. XII, says:
panies of General Seth Pomeroy's

duty, diffusing a spirit of
military ardor among the people,
training them to the use of arms,
urging early enlistments, and supplying disciplined troops for the army.

in

kinsmen

by

of the
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These lines, appealing to the colonists to rise against the tyranny of Old England,
were written in 1768, and are typical of the feelings of those daring and courageous men,
who sought freedom from the unbearable oppression forced upon them by the parent government, England.
John Dickinson of Delaware, inspired to rebellion against King George of England,
shortly after the refusal of the Massachusetts Legislature to receive the circular relating to
the duties and laws imposed upon them, as one of the colonies subject to the King, in America,
wrote the lines, and inclosed them in a letter to his friend and patriot, James Otis of MassaI have long since renounced
chusetts: "I enclose you a song for American Freedom.
poetry, but as indifferent songs are very powerful on certain occasions, I venture to invoke
I hope my good intentions will procure pardon, with those I wish to
the deserted muses.
My worthy friend, Dr. Arthur Lee, a gentleman of
please, for the boldness of my numbers.
ditinguished family, abilities and patriotism, in Virginia, composed eight lines of it. Cardinal
De Retz always enforced his political operations by songs. I wish our attempt may be

to-

successful."

and soon the refrain was
was sung at "Liberty
Hall" and the "Greyhound Tavern," in TJoston, to the majestic air of "Hearts of Oak,"
which the people had already been singing. It was published in contemporary newspapers in most of the colonies, and later appeared in "ballad-sheet" form, few copies of
which are now extant.
Dickinson was a member of the Pennsylvania Assembly, 1764; of the Congress of
1765; and also of the first Continental Congress, which convened in Carpenter's Hall, in
Philadelphia, September 4, 1774.
During the Revolutionary War he led a regiment to
He was born in Talbot county, Maryland, November 13, 1732, and
repel the invaders.
died in Wilmington, Delaware, February 14, 1808.
hand in hand, brave Americans
v
Come,
ie, join
They lived to behold growing strong and

The

met with

inspired lines

sung throughout the

instant approval

colonies.

Not long

by the

after its

revered

all,

tyrannous acts shall suppress your
just claim,
stain with dishonor America's

name.

CHORUS:
For

in freedom we're
we'll live.

born and in freedom

Our purses are ready,
Not as

Steady, friends, steady,
but as freemen our

slaves,
we'll give.

Our worthy

forefathers

;

With transport they

call;

Or

it

cried: "Now our
wishes we gain,
For our children shall gather the fruits of
our pain."
How sweet are the labors that freemen
endure,
Tl\at they shall enjoy all the profit, secure;
No more such sweet labors Americans know.
If Britons shall reap what Americans sow.

And rouse your bold hearts at fair Liberty's

No

colonists

appearance

Swarms

of placemen
will appear,

money

and pensioners soon

Like locusts deforming the charms of the
let's

give

them a

year;
vainly will rise,
descend,
If we are to drudge for
spend.

Suns

cheer

To climates unknown did courageously steer

;

Through oceans to

forests, for freedom
they came,
And dying, bequeathed us their freedom
and fame.
Their generous bosoms all dangers despised,
So highly, so wisely their birthrights they

showers

vainly

what others

shall

Then join hand in hand, braveAmericans all,
By uniting we stand, by dividing we fall;
In so righteous a cause

let

us hope to

succeed,

For Heaven approves of each generous deed.
Allages shall speak with amaze andapplause,
Of the courage we'll show in support of

prized
We'll keep what they gave, we will piously
keep,
Nor frustrate their toils on the land or the
deep.
The Tree, their own hands had to Liberty
reared,
;

pur laws;

To die we can

bear, but to serve we disdain,
For shame is to freemen more dreadful
than pain.
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WOMEN OF THE EARLY AMERICAN REPUBLIC
Old painting of a daughter of New Netherlands, Hannah Radley Morrell, who was born in
when the American Nation was in its first presidential administration, and married
Hendrick van Booraem, whose family came from Amsterdam in Ifi49,
and were prominent in the Dutch government of New York
"Hi:

in.,!
j

i>NseKsion of

thi>

lion

17iKi,

DAUGHTER OP FRANCE
l

IN

THE EARLY AMERICAN REPUBLIC

painting of Mrs. John Van Vorst, nee Vacher, of New York, who was born in 1787,
the American constitution was beins organized Daughter of Dr. John Francis

Vacher,

who came

to

America from France and offered
in the American Revolution

his

services as a surgeon
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is no narrative today more interesting than the beginnings of
the great centers of population that have berome towering structures
It is a story of modern magic in which
of American civilization.
the forests are awakened from the slumber of the centuries and rise
The great
like phantoms into dream cities of granite and marble.

American metropolises today, with their magnificent edifices and their
avenues flooded with trade and commerce that leaps into the billions
To pass through the streets of St. Louis,
of dollars, are in themselves a romance.
one can still see it in historical imagery as the hunter's cabin at the break of
the woods on the bank of the Mississippi. There is Chicago a crude French
There is
fort on the shore of a lake where trappers bartered with the Indians.
San Francisco a vast wilderness in which Anza's men are building their camp
overlooking the Golden Gate, after their long journey across the southwest to
the Pacific. There is New Orleans with the proud de Bienville and his courtiers,
There
sitting at their camps at the mouth of the continent's greatest waterway.
is Philadelphia with the dignified Quakers clasping hands with the Indians in
Penn's woods; Baltimore with its cavaliers passing along its forest paths, and
Boston with the sedate Puritan fathers and matrons sitting at their cabin doors.
When one remembers that such great centers of population as Seattle still have
in their midst the men who founded them, then one is impressed with the
romance and the magic of it all.
an intimate acquaintance with
It is a story such as this that is here told
men who nearly three centuries ago sowed the seed from which the great meand
tropolis of New York has grown, and the American gateways of Jersey City
Hoboken, from which the flood of the world's travel now pulsates. This is a
personal chronicle of men; it is a family story; (and that is all that history really
a story of human life brought down through ten generations from the genial
is)
As such, it is a vital
face and stalwart physique of an old Dutch patroon.
contribution to the strong character and the quaint personalities that laid the
foundations from which great American civic structures have grown. EDITOR
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FONDNESS

^m

for

portant settlement was made at Fort
Orange or Albany.
The Dutch brought over with
them, along with Dominies and re-

u.lven-

ture. enterprise, hardihood, and a love of

jB^k

^T^k
yBnA
^^1 ^L

freedom arc the com-

mon

publican institutions, their chests of
clothes and linens, their pewter and
their brass warming-pans.
When

characteristics of

^^W

^r a 'l pioneers and colonists in strange lands.
The various colonists scattered along
the Atlantic coast in the middle of
the seventeenth century possessed a
strongly

marked

they became rich enough, they built
their houses of bricks brought from
their fatherland. The gable ends were
in stepped-up form, facing the street,
just as in Amsterdam and Leyden.
Though the Netherlanders are hard
fighters and stubborn when aroused,
they are not of a combative nature
and so they did not at once strike
out, each for himself, to make a clearing in the wilderness, where the Indians could attack them with the
greatest ease, but congregated in a
compact little town. Farms and
bouweries lay beyond, but not further
than need be, from the flag-pole of
the fort; though some, across the
rivers, on Long Island and the New
Jersey shore, were rather isolated.

individuality

character-marks whose deep lines are
not yet entirely obliterated.
Thus the stern Puritans migrated
to a new country where they would
be unmolested in proclaiming their
rather morose opinions, and in the
practice of their unbending virtues.
To Virginia and Maryland came,
in considerable numbers, the Cavaliers,
with humbler folks too, of course.

Midway
in

of the English settlements
those in the

New England and

South, the Dutch established themselves, at the mouth of the Hudson, or
Mauritius River as it was then called
thence they spread up the Hudson
Valley, and later along the Delaware.
The Hol'anders were a home-loving
people; social and fond of comfort,
The impulse
yet hardy and capable.
behind their colonizing efforts was
largely commercial.
They were a
trading nation, and naturally sought
a share of the rich trade of the
newly
discovered lands in the West. The
predominating influence in the first
Dutch settlements, and, in fact,
their governing power until the English obtained control, was the chartered West India
Company. Seeking the fur, this influential corporation established
trading-posts and,
in time, a permanent
colony upon the
;

fit'.

island

Thrifty and hospitable, these people

were fond of company and amusement, and above all, of home. These
characteristics are much in evidence
in the following incidents taken from
the authentic history of a representative family of that period.
Certain men, high in the councils
of the West India
Company, secured
large grants of land under condition
of making colonies thereon within a
specified time, and with the provision
that they should pay the Indians
fortheland taken. These men received
the title of Palroon.
Except for
Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, at
1

Albany
and Schenectady, none were very
active as colonizers.
The Patroon

we

of

Manhattan, which they
secured from the Indians
by fair purchase, though at a very low figure
about forty dollars in the light of

present values.

are

concerned

with

is

Michiel

Pauw, Lord of Achtienhoven and
Burgomaster of Amsterdam.
In
1630, he was granted the land known
'See

Shortly after, an im-

County.
:;s,s

Winfield's

History

of

Hudson

EARLY DUTCH FAMILIES

IN

AMERICA

Old painting of Antoinette Roosevelt, born in 1806, a daughter of the Claes Martenszen Van Rosenveldt
lineage that came to America in 1649 from Holland and has since given the American Republic
one of its greatest presidents Antoinette Roosevelt married Cornelius Van Vorst of
the distinguished Dutch blood that came to the Western Continent in 1636
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River shore from

engendered by the occasion, an inspiration came to Van Vorst to pay
a final honor to his distinguished

Weehawken.

guests.

as Ahasimus and Arresick, being the
stretch of lowland along the Hudson

Communipaw to
Pauw named the land
The
his own honor.

An old swivel cannon stood
near the door. This he had loaded
with a heavy charge, and, as the
governor embarked, he touched off
the clumsy piece of ordnance. The

Pavonia, in
point at the southwest corner became
known as Paulus Hoeck.

Irving, in writing of
Netherland, refers to Com-

Washington
the

New

roar and smoke were sufficient even
for a royal salute, but, as the smoke
cleared away, flames were seen bursting from the house-roof. A spark had
fallen upon the dry thatch, which was
the popular roofing material then,
and in a short time the house lay in
ashes.
But the host, if what he is
reported to have said be true, displayed a proper spirit of indifference,
for, as some of his visitors hastened
back to see what assistance they
could render, he is reported to have

(the Commune of Pauw) as
"a small village pleasantly situated
among rural scenery, on that beauteous part of the Jersey shore, which
was known in ancient legends by the
name of Pavonia." He makes many
allusions to the Pavonians, and to the
Van Vorsts in particular. He adds,
"the egg from which the great city of
New York was hatched, was laid at
Communipaw," and refers to the
filial duty the city of New York owes
to Communipaw.

munipaw

"Do not bother let it burn."
What may have been saved of the

said,

Pauw

did not visit his possessions,
but sent out superintendents to care

The

household goods we do not know,
but a few years later his widow
appears to have been generously
supplied, as we may judge from an
inventory of her property given to

houses which formed the settlement
at that time.
For over two hundred
years thereafter, the name Van Vorst
was the most prominent one in the
neighborhood of Paulus Hoeck and
Ahasimus.
One of the first acts of the new

the guardians of her children at the
time of her second marriage. Mixed
up with live-stock and farm implements, some items of interest may be
culled, such as a quantity of pewter,
platters and tankards, some silver
spoons and cups, brass candlesticks,
a brass bed-warmer, copper kettles,
an "old-fashioned" clock, and a

for his interests

and govern

his colony.

third successive representative
to be so appointed was Cornells Van
Vorst who arrived in June, 1636,
and settled himself in one of the two

superintendent, or commissary, was
to invite the governor, Wouter Van
T wilier; Captain de Vries; and, in fact,
all the notables of Manhattan Island
to visit him, the particularly named
attraction being some fine Bordeaux
that he had brought with him.
The
party was a great success. Van
Twiller and some of his lieutenants
were young and inclined to conviviThe host was unstinting in
ality.
his hospitality

mood when
came.

and

all

plentiful supply of linen,

warm

cloth-

ing and furs, showing that even in
those days the colonists were not
without comforts, as comfort was
understood. Tea and coffee were
It was
only just being introduced.
not until a little later that Delft plates
and dishes appeared; the day of
mahogany furniture was still to come.
The interests of the Lord Patroon,
Michiel Pauw, were bought out by
the Company a few years after the
arrival of Van Vorst.
The rivalries

were in a merry

the time for departure
Filled with noble emotions
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LANDMARKS OF OLD
YORK Rare engraving showing the western shore along the Hudson River on
which the seed was sown from which the great city of New York sprang forth on the other side of the river
On the right of this engraving is historic Paulus Hoeck and ancient estate of the Van Vorsts at Ahasimus Cove
between the Patroons and the other
directors, who had not received like
privileges, ending in this action and
the abolishment
feudal

of

institution.

this

Indians, and held captive
until

who

This
boldly sought them out.
Ide, after he had matured, was
one day suddenly attacked by the
savages while busily dressing some
game. As he was near the river, he
jumped into his boat, taking the game
with him, and rowed to New Amsterdam.
Having arrived there, the

same

somewhat

Cornelis

some days
ransomed by Captain de Vries,

Van

Vorst died about the same time, but
his descendants continued at Ahasimus, leasing farms from the West
India Company.
His son, Ide, is
said to be the first male child born
in New Netherland.
The Indians were very trouble-

town

officials

promptly fined him

for

bringing meat into the city without
a license! The most serious Indian

some

at times, raiding crops and
orchards, burning houses; and sometimes, bent on more serious trouble,
killing all who fell into their hands.
Garret Van Vorst was killed by an
arrow while peacefully engaged in
making some repairs to his house-roof.
Ide Van Vorst, above mentioned, was
carried off when a child, by the

outbreak was in 1655, when every
plantation on the Jersey side was
laid waste, the inhabitants fleeing to

Manhattan.

Only a few, including
Vorsts, were persevering
enough to return at once. In 1660,
a village was founded as a measure
for better protection.
This town,

the
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Van

mile long on the Hoeck, and inauguThis was
rated regular race-meets.
in 1700, and was the first racecourse
The meets
established in the state.
were patronized by the gentry from far
and near. The distances were great,
as was the case with all horse-racing
in those days; three heats of three
miles was the favorite race. The prizes

placed on the
water front, but back on a hill.
In 1841, the township of Van Vorst
was laid out, a part of Ahasimus,
fronting on Ahasimus Cove, opposite
the present Canal street in New York

named Bergen, was not

The

City.

little

settlement

was

about midway between Weehawken
and Communipaw. It was on the
shore of the beautiful bay near which
the old Van Vorst homestead stood.
The building having been destroyed

by

fire,

was replaced,

in

1655,

were from fiftytoone hundred pounds.
Fox-chases were also held in connection with the race-meets.
The outbreak of the Revolution
put an abrupt termination to the

by

It
was
another
dwelling-house.
surrounded by a high fence as a
safeguard from the Indians.
Paulus Hoeck was bought by
Abraham Planck when the patroon-

ship

was

nelis

Van Vorst bought the Hoeck

dissolved.

In

pursuit of these sports.

Faddy Van Vorst organized a
battalion of militia and was appointed
lieutenant-colonel by the Congress.
There is no record, however, that his
battalion saw any active service.
Faddy would not leave his home after

1699, Cor-

300.
from the Planck family for
This land, which was just south of
Ahasimus, extended from Communipaw Cove to Ahasimus Cove, and
from the river to about the line of
Tothe present Warren street.
gether with the homestead and farm
at Ahasimus, this estate remained

the English took New York, though
he was considerably annoyed by
the troops that constantly passed to
and fro. On one occasion, some
British officers quartered themselves
in his house at their own invitation,
and became very noisy, firing up the
chimney and creating other disturbances.
Faddy remonstrated, as his

Van Vorst until 1804,when the Hoeck was sold, after which

in the family of

was ill, but, as this had no effect
upon the roisterers, he proceeded,
and it would appear with success, to
For this he
give them a drubbing.
was put under arrest and taken over

the remainder was gradually absorbed by the growth of the city
In 1751, Cornells^ Van Vorst, son
of the last namedj" Cornells, represented Bergen in the 17th Provincial
This Cornelis married
Assembly.
Claesje, daughter of Mattys De Mott.
His son, also named Cornelis, married
Aunetje Van Horn. A rather picturesque character was the latter member of the family. Usually known
as "Faddy" Van Vorst, he ruled the
manor for many years, including
those of the Revolutionary War.
Quite a wealthy man for the times,
he kept open house, with many servants and slaves. He was fond of
horses, and, having plenty of land,
it occurred to him to have a racetrack.
So he proceeded to lay out a track a

wife

New

to
Sir

York.

Fortunately for him,

Henry Clinton was an

old friend

from the days before hostilities, so
he was released with a suitable, or
necessary admonition.

Finally,

the

enemy making it too unpleasant for
him at Ahasimus. he took his family
to the

house of his friend, Philip

Schuyler, at Pompton.
It

was

Faddy Van Vorst who

started a ferry at Paulus Hoeck
the present Jersey City to Cortlandt
street ferry
after considerable effort

and negotiations for the rights. It
was opened in 1764. It was a very
392
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ANCIENT DUTCH CHURCHES IN AMERICA
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Engraving of

edifice erected in Bergen,

New

Jersey, in 1680,

The village of Bergen was founded by refugees from the Indian
massacre along the Jersey shore in 1655, when the inhabitants were forced to flee to Manhattan to protect their
lives
Original engraving owned by the Gubelman Publishing Company, loaned for this historical record

rebuilt in

1773,

and destroyed

in

1841

who
now

modest affair with but two rowboats,
and yielded a rent of only a few
hundred dollars, even after many
The ferry and the Paulus
years.
Hoeck tract were purchased in 1804
by a syndicate, as we would call it at
this date, for city development.
Not
long after, the steamboat was invented, and the question of ferriage
was fundamentally altered.
After Paddy's day, time passed
uneventfully for the family, and there

families of

Booraem

(originally

Van

Boerum), Brower, and Roosevelt.
Vacher is the exception in not being
a

name

of

Dutch

extraction.

Mrs. John Van Vorst, nee Vacher, was
the prime mover in establishing and
erecting a handsome church, whose
incorporate name is Grace Church,
Van Vorst. It stands on land donated by the family. The church

The
30, 1847.
early English in style of
architecture, is built of brownstone
with a slate roof, the arches resting
on fourteen solid stone columns. A

of interest to record.
The
married, for the most
part, descendants of other old Dutch
families.
Among these, and confining the record to the direct line,

is

retained the homestead property,
divided into two parts, are the

was organized April

little

Van Vorsts

edifice,

393
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"he was deranged after serving his
country faithfully for five years, in
He was buried
her time of need."
in St. Paul's churchyard, New York
On the tombstone at his grave
City.
is

the following inscription

"Bon

:

here unique objet de leurs plus ches

amours,
Ses enfants desoles

le

pleureont toujours."

The Van Boerums established their
homestead on Long Island, in 1649.
Simon Van Boerum was a member of
the Continental Congress at the beginning of the War for Independence.
He died shortly before the framing of
the Declaration of Independence, or

ARMS OF THE VAX BOORAEMS

IN

name would
appear on that historic document.
The Booraem branch of the family
derive their name from that of a
village in the Netherlands, in Friesland.
The first to emigrate was William Jacobse Van Boerum.
He
came with his sons from Amster-

otherwise, no doubt, his

AMERICA

First to immigrate from Holland was William
Jacobse Van Boerum, who settled in Long Island in
1649 and represented the Dutch convention of 1664,

also acting as a magistrate in the colony
ated arms in possession of Mr. Robert E.

Illumin-

Booraem

Baptistry stands midway on the
south side of the church, and is
crowned with a groined ceiling (the
first groined arch in American archiThe church, at the present
tecture).
time still standing, is in the efficient
charge of the Reverend Dr. George S.
Bennitt, who has nearly completed
The daughter of the
its endowment.
Reverend Mr. Bennitt, Mrs. Anna E.
Miller, is the founder of the Home

dam,

1662,

Aged Women,

member

1785.

He

his

and in a publication
society appears a letter from

act

friend, Baron Steuben.
of Congress, October 21,

and 1663. 3

Vorst, which became an oasis; a
center for a quiet residential district.

of the Society

of Cincinnati,

by that

Flat-

Today, freight piers, coal pockets,
railroad terminals and factories take
up a great part of the water front.
More than half a mile back is Van
Vorst Park, a square presented to the
city by a grandson of Faddy Van

mencement of the War for Independand offered his services; took
the oath of allegiance, and became
original

settled in

of the land that is now Jersey City,
east of Bergen Hill, and is, in part,
in its tenth generation of ownership.

ence,

was an

and

at'ed, and consisted of little more
than Paulus Hoeck, purchased
from Faddy Van Vorst. The Van
Vorst family was the owner of most

New

a naturalized citizen, in

1649,

In 1820, Jersey City was incorpor-

in Jersey City,
Jersey.
The father of Mrs. John Van Vorst
was Dr. John Francis Vacher, a
native of France, who graduated as
a physician from the College of
Chirurgic de Montpellier, in 1769.
He came to America at the comfor

in

bush, Long Island, and there represented the Dutch Convention of
2
He acted as magisFebruary, 1664.
trate of Flatbush in the years 1657,

York

Under

Civil List, 1886,

Early Settlers of
Tennis Bergen.
3

1780,
394
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who graduated from College

FRENCH ROYALIST

REVOLUTION

of Chirurgic de Montpcllier, in France,
in 1769, and came to America to participate in the battle for freedom, taking the oath of
member
of
the
a
charter
in
and
Society of the Cincinbecoming
1785,
allegiance
nati
His remains now lie in St. Paul's churchyard in New York

portrait
Old port

of

Dr. John Francis Vacher,

On

This ends the chapter, the history
some of the characters of the New
Netherland and their descendants.
Nothing has been said about Nature's
endowments the beauty of the
scenery that greeted the eye of these
Would it not
early Dutch colonists.

the square, north of this park,
of the Van Vorsts lived until
about 1870, in a stately house with a
two-story Ionic portico. Here the last
Cornelis of a long, unbroken line of
that name kept his greenhouses filled
with orchids, many rare varieties of
which he was the first in this country
to import.
A curious carriage-block stood for
a long time in front of the Van Vorst
It was a stone from the
house.
pedestal of the equestrian statue of
George III, that stood in Bowling
Green, New York, until torn down
by the mob in the early days of the
Revolution.

some

of

be fitting to close with a description
from Irving's Knickerbockers ?
"When the hour of twilight spread
its majestic mists around, then did
the face of Nature assume a thousand
fugitive charms, which to the worthy
heart that seeks enjoyment in the
glorious works of its Maker, are inex-

pressibly captivating."
395
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Painting of John Van Vorst. born in 1761, at the ancient manor of the Van Vorsts
on which today stand the great commercial gateways on the Jersey coast from
which the ocean steamships ply between the Old and the New Worlds
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of Science at

Cotner University at Bethany. Nebraska

may not be known to many that the first law to prohibit, not
the manufacture or sale, but the drinking of intoxicating liquors,
was promulgated and enforced in Nebraska. But this was
before there was erected the political division known as the
State of Nebraska; in fact, there were very few white men in
the region which is now comprised in the state. The law
was not directed against the manufacture or sale, for the reason
that these operations were beyond the control of the legislators and executives of this prohibitory law, for the law was made by the Council of Chiefs
of the Omaha nation to save their people from the evil results coming from
the introduction of intoxicants among them.
Previous to the coming
of the white traders among them alcoholic liquors were unknown among the
Omahas, but by the contamination of this class the tribe was being drawn
into drunkenness, idleness and vice.
The head-chief at that time (about
1856) was Joseph La Fleche, or Iron Eye, as he was called by his own
He undertook to stop the drink evil. With the consent of the
people.
council of sub-chiefs he appropriated a sufficient sum of money from the
tribal annuities to equip and pay a police force which he proceeded to
The duty of the police was to punish by a severe whipping any
organize.
member of the tribe who came home drunk or was known to have been
drunk while away from the reservation. This penalty was inflicted regardless of the offender's rank, and had the good result of doing away with the
evil, so that the people were sober and industrious, and were making good
progress in the civilized arts of life until the tribal government was dissolved
about the year 1888. By the dissolution of the tribal government this
wholesome restraint was removed while the tribe was in that uncertain
and perilous stage of a too rapid and forced transition from the barbarous to
civilized life.
For some years after the dissolution of the tribal government the downward tendency was fearful, by reason of the persistent
and insistent machinations of the bootleggers, gamblers, and all the worst
elements of white society, so that the Omahas again fell into drunkenness and all its attendant vices.
But there are now hopeful signs of a wholesome reaction from within
the tribe and a self-assertion of resistance to these evils.
These signs of
self-reliance are suggestive of the eventual triumph of the Omahas over
adverse conditions, and their final assumption of place as a wholesome
moral community of the state.

JT
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SURVIVING MEMBERS OF INDIAN POLICE FORCE IN NEBRASKA

Photograph taken by Curator Melvin R. Gilmore of Cotner University, Bethany, Nebraska,
that
enforced
first
law
1850
Remarkable
exhibit
in
prohibition
showing officers
in the documentary and photographic history of American civilization and its influences

The group of old men portrayed in
the illustration were four survivors,
down to a very recent time, of that
unique body which was organized in
Omaha tribe solely on the initiative of that sage and able chief, Joseph
without the aid, intervenI^a Fleche,
tion, or suggestion of the federal
Thus Nebraska, first
government.
the

so many things, was also really
in having a prohibitory liquor
law.
In order from left to right of the
group the four old men are, by name:
in

first

(1)
(3)

Zhinga Gahiga, (2) Wajapa,
Mon-shtinga, (4) Mon-wa-da-thin.

Two

of these old

men have

just re-

away namely, Wajapa
and Mon-wa-da-thin. Wajapa wasone
cently passed
of the

;

most active and progressive

men
ABORIGINAL AMERICAN

SOCIAL EVIL

of the tribe, although he was
near seventy years of age at his death
These old men
in August, 1907.

WHO FOUGHT

Portrait of old "Iron Eye,"
Chief Joseph Le Fleche of the Omaha Tribe,
author of the First Prohibition Law in America

make an

interesting figure in the history of Nebraska and the nation.
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MRS. JULIA M. H. ANURKWS
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

an interesting glimpse into the home-life of an early American
who fought the battles of civil and religious liberty in times
In it
of peace, and won victories even greater than those of war.
one can sit today and look back to the years before the American
Republic was even an idea in the minds of the people, and step into
that old New England home where a widowed mother sits with her
eleven children, struggling against battles of the heart that no warrior ever cari realize. One can
see the children at her knee
listening to the words that
taught them what it means
to live
and how to do it.
The story of Mother Backus
and her son, who became one
is

patriot,

the greatest

of

times,

is

men

of

his

one of the home-

idylls in American history.
who can
It is only a
feel the strength of character

woman

and the courageous heart of a
mother, and the story is here
told with the kindly affection
of one woman for another
when she feels the true nobilIt is not
contribution to American history; it is the simple
narrative of a wholesome life
in the days when the greatest
nation in the world was being
founded. Is not this, after all,
the true history of the republic
the story of the self-sacrifices, the fortitude, and the

ity of her nature.

a

new

strength of
to

fulfill

men and women

their duties in

life

with a willing heart and a
clear

conscience

?

EDITOR

PIONEER OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN AMERICA
Reverend Isaac Backus, M.
necticut,

in

Historian"

of Boston, Massachusetts

399

A.,

who was born

in

Norwich, Con-

1724, whom Bancroft calls "a great American
Portrait loaned by the Backus Historical Society

PATRIOT OF CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN AMERICA

.Monument erected to Reverend Isaac Backus, M. A., a Father of American Liberty, whose services for Independence
in times of Peace were creater than those of War
Erected over his grave at North Middleboro, Massachusetts, by the Backus Historical Society of Boston
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The Pilgrim Fathers

The Pilgrim Fathers where are they?
The waves that brought them o'er
Still roll in the bay, and throw their spray
As they break along the shore;
Still roll in the bay as they rolled that day
When the "Mayflower" moored below;
When the sea around was black with storms,

And

drest,

Go stand on the hill where they lie.
The earliest ray of the golden day
On that hallowed spot is cast;
And the evening Sun, as he leaves the world,

white the shore with snow.

The mists that wrapped the

Looks kindly on that spot

sleep

The Pilgrim

brood upon the tide;
keep their watch by the
deep

And it watches the bed

To stay its waves of pride.
But the snow-white sail that he gave
As an

O

It

his rocks yet

the gale,
When the heavens looked dark
angel's

is

bled,
still guard this ice-bound shore,
the waves of the bay where the "Mayflower" lay,
Shall foam and freeze no more.

gone.

and then withdrawn.

precious

of the glorious dead,
by night.

And

wing through an opening

and

JOHN PIERPONT.
Massachusetts, but his outspoken
views became so offensive to both the
Puritans and the Pilgrims that, after
five years, he was exiled from the
state.
To him and to those associated with him in Providence
belongs the honor of laying the
"corner stoneof absolute soul liberty."

heritage

is

They

laid

it

by

their

Compact and

Charter which stipulated that "no
person was to be molested, punished
or proscribed for any differences of
religious belief, but that absolute
freedom should be offered to all men."
The subjects of this sketch were
strong advocates of Liberty.
In Norwich, Connecticut, more
than a half-century after the seeds
of peace and progress were sown in the
Rhode Island and Providence Plan-

and women, who came before us,
and suffered.
This "soul
liberty," some one has said, "is

toiled

recognized as the chief glory of

our Republic."

Even in this country, in its early
history, there was freedom for those
of the Puritan faith, but not for those
of any different belief.
The Pilgrims were inclined to be more
liberal, but they stood in awe of
their stronger neighbors and were

tation,

but

in

still

colonial

days,

daughter came to gladden the
hearts of young John Tracy and his
a

anxious not "to displease the Bay."
Governor Thomas Dudley voiced
the sentiment of his day when he
)),

stars

Till

ours.
Among the greatest
of these riches is soul liberty, a pearl
of great value, for which noble men

now

;

watches the bed of the brave who have

to

storehouse of the histhese United
of
tory
States contains so much
of value that we fail to
count all the gold, or prize
all the gems of the rich

which

spirit has not fled
walks in noon's broad light;

With the holy
It

cloud
Is seen,

last.

Pilgrim's

Still

And

are at rest;

When summer's throned on high,
And the world's warm breast is in verdure

wife,

Elizabeth

Leffingwell Tracy.
Elizabeth, after

They named her

said,

her mother.
Being the

"Let men of God in courts and churches
watch
O'er such as do a toleration hatch,
Lest that ill egg bring forth a cockatrice
To poison all with heresie and vice."

first

child,

she

was

particularly welcome in that prominent Norwich family, for, besides
her devoted father and mother,
there were her grandparents, John
Tracy (1st), and his wife, Mary

Roger Williams with his Separatist
was endured for a time in

belief
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Winslow Tracy, and Thomas Leffingwell (2nd), and his wife, Mary Bush-

a great

nell Leffingwell, also her great-grand-

mother,

widow

Mary
of

Elizabeth

Marvyn

Bushnell,

Richard Bushnell.
was brought up

trial for

her to separate her-

from her church, but there came
a time when Dr. Lord took such a
stand against what seemed most
sacred to some of the members,
that many were led to investigate
the questions and some of the most
influential separated from the regular
church. Elizabeth Backus was among
the number.
They were Congregationalists but were called Sepself

So
well

equipped for the

life before her.
she was eighteen years of
she was married to Samuel

When
age
Backus.

This was a most appromarriage, for the families
were neighbors and friends, and this
union brought the Backuses, Huntpriate

They claimed that churches
should be organized independent of
State control that as each individual
had to give an account of himself to
God, he should possess the right to
worship God according to the dicaratists.

ingtons, Leffingwells -and Tracys even

;

more together.
The original home lot where Samuel
and Elizabeth Tracy Backus first
lived was near Norwich Landing.
They later moved to Yantic, where
Samuel Backus, having had special
grants from the town for the purpose,
erected a grist mill and iron works.

tates of his own conscience.
They
also claimed a spiritual birth to be
the foundation of a Christian life.

The

Separatists were most helpful
the beginning of the work for
It is recorded that
religious liberty.
later the Baptists took the lead,
and others followed in an increasing
warfare of resolutions, petitions and
remonstrances. Efforts to secure liberty of opinion were not made for
any one denomination. The work
was to help all who differed in belief
from the church which was established by the colony and state.
Among the hard trials for the Separatists of Norwich was taxation
for the support of the Standing Order,
and the arrest of about forty who
refused to pay the tax.
in

For nearly twenty-five years they
lived together prosperously and
happily.
In the

fall of 1740 there seems to
have teen an epidemic of measles.
The Backus family all had the disease.
Samuel, the husband and father,
died, and poor Elizabeth was ill for
months. Even with her courageous
heart she had need of physical
strength, for she was left with eleven
children, the youngest but six weeks

1

old.

She so nobly performed the duty
of training her children that it has
been said "each child of the home

One dark, rainy night in October,
the officers of the law found Mrs.
Elizabeth Backus ill, sitting by the
fire reading her Bible.
Because she
refused to pay what she considered an
unjust tax, they took her seventeen
miles through the rain and cold to
the jail in New London. She was

the power and purity of her life,
and demonstrated in after years the
uplifting forces of parental
felt

discipline."
For years, Elizabeth Backus was
a member of the established church
of Norwich and she with her inter-

esting family sat regularly under the
preaching of Dr. Benjamin Lord.
She was a woman of "more than

imprisoned thirteen days and then
liberated.
Through all her trials this
noble woman showed remarkable
fortitude and a forgiving spirit.
She

ordinary character, possessing the
courage of her convictions." It was
402
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did not know how she came to be set
at liberty, but it was said that her
son-in-law,

decided against his continuing to
preach on the precinct's account.
Early the next year a Separatist's
church was organized, and in April,

General Jabez Hunting-

New London

(the husband
of her daughter Elizabeth), quietly
paid her tax.
The journals and letters of Eliza-

ton

of

Isaac Backus, twenty-five years of
was ordained the pastor of what
is now the North Middleboro ConAt first, pastor
gregational church.
and people had much to endure on
account of their principles; taxation
and imprisonment being among the
trials.
Even the pastor himself was
taxed, seized by the collector and
held prisoner, till after three hours
the collector was called out by one
of his own side and the tax was paid.
After nearly eight years as pastor
of the Separatists, there was again
a separation in the Titicut church,
age,

beth Backus are testimonials of the
lofty sentiments which dominated
her life. Her letters, written in her
distinct

round hand to her

distin-

guished son, Isaac, expressed great
Other sons
interest in his work.
and daughters of Elizabeth Backus

were

successful

in

their

different

spheres of life, and were a comfort
to their mother. Among her posterity are a number of eminent men.
It has been said that Isaac Backus
was best known as "The Agent of

and, against worldly interests, the
pastor and a few of the people orReverend
ganized a Baptist church.
Isaac Backus continued pastor of
this church until his death.

He was born at Norwich,
Liberty."
Connecticut, January 9, 1724, and
died at Middleboro, Massachusetts,
November 20, 1806. Among his
ancestors were six founders of his
native town.

This champion of the cause, whose
shibboleth

At the age of eighteen Isaac Backus
became a member of the established

power.

O

ship

of

Norwich,

by themselves.

The week

liberty,

became a

hundred and

fifty sermons yearly,
not
preaching
only in his own church,
but going on horse-back many miles
to the regions round about, into New
Hampshire and Connecticut, and even
as far south as Virginia and North
His versatility, his loyalty
Carolina.
to the right, his sterling sense, his
weight of character and harmonizing
qualities made him often sought in

but

with his
mother and brother, afterward became a Separatist.
In the year 1747, a majority of
the church members of the Titicut
Precinct (now North Middleboro,
Massachusetts) so favored the New
Light views that they decided to
separate from their church and wor-

church

was

He averaged about two

ordinations and councils.
He was zealous in founding Brown
University, became a trustee of that
institution the next year after it was
founded, and remained in that capacThis univerity for thirty-four years.
the
on
him
conferred
degree of
sity

after

they took this step, a young man, Isaac
Backus, quite unexpectedly and without intention of remaining, visited
The precinct
Titicut with a friend.
committee invited him to remain and
preach but after he had been with
them two months (for which he
received no pay), the committee

Master of Arts.

Many
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manuscripts

and

letters
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written in his strong, clear style
are still preserved.
He was an indefatigable writer had a large corres;

minute journal,

pondence; kept

a

and

several

volumes,
These have been
often referred to.
Bancroft spoke
of "the clear discernment and determined accuracy which form the glory
Backus."
of the great historian,
He is described as tall and robust,
with a large face and head. He wore
an imposing wig, according to the
custom of ministers of that day.
His deep-toned voice was clear and
published

histories.

mostly

and of the preaching of
Father Backus, as he was often called,
the Honorable Zachariah Eddy said
he had great power over an audience
"his sermons were marked by strong
sense and often striking thought,
and were generally of a highly
distinct,

m

Biblical character.
Few men make
so strong an impression on his audience as he did."

In 1774, accompanied

Manning and

by President

he went on
horseback from Middleboro, Massachusetts to Philadelphia, as an agent
to the first Continental Congress, to
others,

plead for religious liberty for all
denominations. He was a member
of the Committee of Grievances,

wrote

many

petitions

made

and

addresses to the Provincial Congress
of Massachusetts,
the convention
for framing a State Constitution and
to the Great and General Court.
In
1787, he was sent as a delegate to
act in the matter of ratifying the new
Constitution of the United States.

The next year he again went to vote
on this subject, and made a masterly
address before the convention.

The

strife

between

State increased from

Church

its start

and

to the

Amrrtran iHtntstpr

Revolutionary times, and, though
abating, continued into that period.
After Samuel Adams had protested
that "taxation without representation" was tyranny, the pastor of the
Titicut Baptist church, with characteristic alertness, wrote to Adams,

concur with your grand
am bold in it, that taxes
laid by the British Parliament upon
America are not more contrary to
civil freedom than these taxes are to
the very nature of liberty of
"I

full)

maxim

I

conscience."
Let us go back to 1747, when
Isaac Backus, befoie going bo Middleboro, made another visit which was
important in his life. In January of
that year he went to Rehoboth, where
he met Susanna Mason for the first
time, and as he said, "held personal
conversation with her."
He further
said "our acquaintance ripened into
true affection.
We solemnly covenanted together in July, and were
published in September."
Their marriage November 2 9
1749, was unique in its way, for
Isaac Backus was the officiating
clergyman. About the wedding he
'wrote the following: "The wedding
took place at Miss Mason's home
in Rehoboth, where a goodly company of friends and neighbors assembled. A Psalm was sung and
,

,

prayer offered. Then I took my
dear Susanna by the hand and declared the marriage covenant and
she did the same.
Esquire Foster
solemnly declared that we were hus-

band and

wife."
Isaac Backus had already taken
Joshua Forbes's house, where they
lived till 1751.
He then bought
thirty-two acres of land lying, as he
said, "in the corner of Middleboro,
and I moved my family, wife and
baby Hannah, to my own house,
March 19, 1751."

MS;

The house they

lived

in

"ELDER ISAAC BACKUS, A. M.

many

A pioneer champion of Religious

years is long and low, with roof
One of
sloping toward the road.
the rooms was his study, where we
find built-in book-cases and a well
preserved portrait in oil of Isaac
Backus. Another room, the weaving
room, also on the ground floor, belonged more especially to Mrs. Backus.
Nine children came to this home,

and

the

earliest

Baptist

Liberty
Historian in

America. Born 1724 died 1806 in the 59th
his ministry in this Precinct.
year o
Erected by a grateful people.
A. D. 1893"

An all-day dedicatory service, with
several eminent speakers, was most
interesting.

An admirer of Backus
"When Isaac Backus died

and later it was visited by many gi andchildren and great-grandchildren.
December 3, 1800, Isaac Backus
wrote to his son Nathan and his

has said,
he left a
record of services rendered to the
cause of civil and religious liberty

wife,

greater than

any battle, loftier than
any poem, more enduring than any
monument."
The dedicatory ode, from which
we append a part, was written by
Reverend Frederic Denison.

"DEAR CHILDREN,
Great has been the change in our
house since you were here.
Fifty-one years wanting sixteen days
I have lived with your dear mother,
but how lonely this world now
The God who gave
looks!
her to me is able to support me
through the rest of my pilgrimage,
and I feel a measure of trust in him.
With tender regards to all my children
.

.

"The zealous Puritans and Pilgrims taught
Their modes of liberty to worship God
Each only in strict churchly manner sought
All protest banned by rigid civil code.
;

.

;

Bold Backus

Your

;

remain,
affectionate father,

land.

ISAAC BACKUS."

Fit actor in a stormy day, when throes
Of revolution heaved intense and strong
Like hero-knight of old, he dealt his blows
Upon the old hereditary wrong,

The change of which he wrote
was the beginning of the end with
Elder

Backus.

He

such church and

With open studied Bible firm in hand
Nor would one single word of God abate,
But faithful published it throughout the

and grandchildren,
I

fearless faced

state

soon

;

j

followed

;

:

his wife.

With Adams, Washington and

the ways that his name
has been honored is the Backus
Historical Society at Boston, MassaIt had long been desired
chusetts.
to replace the ancient tombstone
that marked his grave at North
Middleboro, Massachusetts, by a
suitable monument, but it was not
until 1893 that the object was atThe monument is in the
tained.
form of an old fashioned pulpit,
having a bronze tablet in front and
an open Bible, also in bronze, on
the desk. The inscription on the
tablet reads as follows:

deep and
broad
As our new nation's civil power, whereon
Should stand a people free in serving God.

He

Among

Jefferson

toiled to lay foundations

Let art-lipped bronze and granite speak
his

name:

Historian, Preacher, Patriot, Christian,

man,
Full dedicate to right, deserving fame,
Ordained to lead in holy Freedom's van.

Forget not,

O

Republic, highly blest,

At what expense
bought

of struggle

thou wast

;

Forever be thy gratitude expressed
For hero-souls who for thy freedom
fought."
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^ong Written

in

Original Manuscript in Possession of

GEORGE W. BROWN
NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS

This quaint song, which has come down through the generations in its time-stained
manuscript, is an interesting exhibit of the spirit of the masses at the outbreak of the
American Revolution. In its crude rythm and quaint orthography it bespeaks, as can
nothing else, the emotions of the rank and file of the American army. The manuscript
is dated at Dorchester, November 29, 1776.
The author entitles it, "American Liberty
A new Song," and modestly signs it "Shubail Wheeler the Poet of the Revolution." It
is here transcribed, with its disdain for punctuation and capitalization fully revered, as a
witness of the character and spirit of the populace in days when a great nation was building.

Awake

a wake american
Put chearful curage on

as to give up that liberty
our fathers brought with blood

If tyrants then shall you opress
Arise and Say be gone.

old

no papert bare the Sway

Nor tyrants over

reign

treat

Such

With

resolute Disdain

in fringments of

our rights

we will loyal Subjects be
To any Loyal king
yet

and in defence of Such a prince
Spend evry prechus thing
But when our prince a tyrant grows
and parliments grows worse
New Englands blod will never bare
(This line is torn from manuscript)

Then

let

Lord north and hutcheson

And barnard do

their worst
Their hatred names thru every age
For ever Shall be Curst

But martal tongue can nev'r express
the praise that Shall decend
upon the head of every one
Who prove new england frind

The naves do around us ly
and tropes invade our land
yet we will defend our liberty
as long as we can Stand

gladly will concent to peace

our Liberty once well Sucured
we will lay down our arms.

But never will resign those rights
our fathers purchest So
Whilst any of ther noble blood
with in our vanes does flow.
Domistick enimes

we

here

allmost on avry town

whose names to unborn ages
be all ways handed down.

With infany dis honour yoke
them in dis grace
amongst the Son of Liberty
Shall Sink

Till

time

it

Self Shall cease

unite unite amaricans
with purs with hart and hand
divided we Shall Surely fall
united we Shall Stand

And

our hearts be all as one
our veins be free
To fight and rather bleed and dy
then Lose our Liberty

and

let

all

cum obrave amaricans

cum

Tho fiteng be our best address
we will bravely let them no
That we will fight with all our might

her noble boys)
and property)
Let Drink aloy 1 bole
may the dear Sound of liberty
Sink deap in avery Sole

All for the Sake of Liberty
Our fathers furst Came here

here

is

and

all

before our rights Shall go.

PV

We

on reason able tarms

(and

all

(ther Liberty

and hunger under went and cold
and hardships most Severe

ahelth to north america
her noble boys
their Liberty and property
and all that She enjoys

Then Let no haughty tyrants think
Weare Such awreched brod

Shubial Wheeler the Poet of the Revolution.
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an American Continent
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W.
Director of

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
the Bureau of Municipal Research of Philadelphia Author of investigations into the origin
of transportation and member of the leadins research societies in America

investigation

is

especially interesting at this time

when the

American people are so deeply concerned with new problems of
transportation, both through interstate railroading and the probability of the new routes through the development of aerial navigation.
The problem of transportation has been subject to more
legislation and economic discussion than any other factor in modern
It has a greater bearing upon Congress today than all
civilization.
other problems combined, and upon its intelligent solution rests the future of
the nation and the prosperity or the poverty of the hundred millions of people
who today form the republic.
President Washington in his first administration realized the importance of
transportation, and became interested in projects for the construction of canals
from the centers of population. Railroading was then not even conceived as
a possibility. Inland water-ways were the only known solution, and the first
canal, constructed in 1792, was as wonderful an achievement in genius as the
aerial routes between cities today.
Director Powell, of the Bureau of Municipal Research of Philadelphia, is
one of the leading American authorities on this subject. For some years he
has been engaged in investigations which are herewith recorded in THE JOURNAL
OF AMERICAN HISTORY. As a political economist and historian, Director

O

Powell has personally followed the routes of many of the first canals. In this
article he records only the essential facts regarding the canals in New England
This was the beginning of the canal age, which started the great
before 1812.
Erie canal in 1817, the Chesapeake and Ohio canal in 1820, the Schuylkill
canal to Philadelphia, completed in 1825, the Lehigh canal, completed in 1829,
the Delaware and Hudson canal in 1829, until there were about 4,500 miles of
canal navigation throughout the country, culminating today in the great Panama
canal, which is to sever the American Continent, and bring the Pacific and
Atlantic together.
This, with the great era of railroad transportation through
which we are now passing, and the wonderful progress of aerial navigation with
its air routes between the great cities of the Western Hemisphere, and the
aerial transportation route recently established by Count Zeppelin (a
soldier in the American Civil War) in Germany, makes this investigation
EDITOR
into the beginning of transportation of unusual historical import.
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record is found scattered in
newspapers of a century ago, in volumes of local history, and best of all,
in traces which in the form of ruined

trol of transportation
is concentrated in a

masonry or shallow depression mark
the highways along which was borne
the commerce of our grandfathers.
Within the borders of this single
state no less than six canals were constructed which aggregated over a
hundred miles in length, and represented the expenditure of several millions of dollars.
In all New England
there were about 220 miles of artificial waterways, 3 and still bolder
projects were in contemplation when the
rapid advance of the railroad idea
diverted the flow of investment capital and worked the ruin of the canal as

few great railroad
systems, and it is only
as attention is attracted by the revival of the project for a ship-canal
across Cape Cod, or by the more recent
proposal to reconstruct the old Middlesex canal, that we are reminded
that before the coming of the railroad

Massachusetts occupied a prominent
rank as a canal state, and that all the
New England states were active in
the development of inland navigaroutes.
To the enterprise of
Massachusetts men was due the digging of the deep cut through the
rocks about the falls of the Connecticut at South Hadley, which was the

tion

a profitable means of communication.
At a time when the transportation
of goods was dependent upon narrow
wagon paths and natural watercourses, any obstruction in a stream
was a serious hindrance to trade. A
stretch of rapids reduced by half the
size of the up-stream cargo, and a
waterfall blocked passage in either
direction, necessitating a break in
bulk and cartage to the navigable
waters beyond. The early Connecticut flat-boatmen were able to pole up
over the rapids at Enfield and at Willimansett, but at South Hadley and
at Montague they were brought to an
abrupt stop by falls, which, in one
case were fifty and in the other

work

States;

1

of its kind in the United
to their ingenuity was due

the adoption upon this canal of the
first device used in America for the
raising and lowering of boats; and to
the aggressiveness of Boston capitalists was due the construction of the
Middlesex canal, which was the first
important long distance canal in this
2
country.
These achievements are now popularly

forgotten.

Yet something of

'Love, Navigation of the Connecticut
River, Amer. Antiq. Soc., Proceedings (n
s.), XV, 406; Holland, Hist, of Western
Mass., I, 304; (1855); Accompaniment to
Mitchell's reference and distance map of
the U. S., 216, (1836).

seventy feet high. Yankee frugality
rebelled at the waste of time, money,
and effort involved in the transfer of
goods about these falls, and, as a

'The Santee canal in South Carolina,
twenty-two miles long, was completed in

1800, or four years before the Middlesex
canal was opened for traffic, and
eight
years before it was entirely completed.

Holmes,
(1826).

(Houttttettt

their

are accustomed to
think of New England
as a region where con-

first

Ammratt

Annals of America, II, 416,
Viewed either as a work of engi-

'Stevenson, Sketch of the civil engineering of North America, 210, (1838) Tanner,
Description of the canals and railroads of

neering or as a factor in commercial development, it could not be compared with
the Massachusetts enterprise.

;

the U.
408

S.,

32-3; 49, 223-5, (1840).
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1794, an act was obtained which
separated the interests of the two
projects, and created a new corporation known as the "Proprietors of the
Upper' Locks and Canals on Connecticut River in the County of

measure

of relief, a project for the
construction of canals was put under

way

in 1791.

*

South Hadley Canal
Canals

have

been

known from

Hampshire."

antiquity, and several had been recently opened in England, but during the colonial period none had been

undertaken

in

America,

although

varying from fifteen to thirty feet.
This rock presented a serious problem,
for while it was too hard to be easily
In
dug, it was too soft for blasting.
consequence, the canal was not dug
low enough to take water from the
stream at ordinary seasons, and a
dam was required. This dam, eleven
feet high, was built at the head of the
falls, beginning near the upper end
of the canal and following in an irregular and oblique course a ridge of
rocks to the opposite shore, two hundred rods distant. 7

had been proposed by Washington and other far-seeing men. In
however, discussion soon
passed into action; and in 1792 the
General Court of Massachusetts incorporated the "Proprietors of the
Locks and Canals on Connecticut
River." 5
The great expense of the old
method of hauling freight about the
falls is indicated by the high rates of
toll established by law upon these
canals, which were themselves designed to reduce the burden upon
A charge of 4s 6d per ton of
traffic.
this case,

thousand

feet of

With an impromptu

lumber was

St

celebration

the canal was opened in 1794, and
we have it on the word of a news-

upon the South Hadley
canal, and upon the upper canal the
rates were to be 5s 6d for freight and
2s 6d for lumber.
In addition to the
tolls upon cargo actually carried,
every boat was to be charged at the
rate of one shilling upon empty ton-

established

J^-'A

9

The lower canal was cut through a
rock bed for the greater part of its
two miles; for half a mile its depth

several

freight or

Ammra

paper correspondent, who was present,
that the "company then gave three
decent and joyous cheers, on beholding so pleasing, ingenious and useful
a novelty in this country." 8 Cheers
were decidedly in order; for certainly,
there was then in Massachusetts, or
in America, no greater "novelty"
than the inclined plane by means of
which boats were passed through the
This device is best described
canal.
in the words of one who actually
examined it President Timothy

nage capacity.
This enterprise was launched at a
time when money was scarce and
closely^held, and it is doubtful if anything could have been accomplished
had not several Amsterdam banking
houses been induced to subscribe for
stock.
With the Dutch support thus
obtained, surveys for the lower canal

began at once, and work of construction was undertaken in April, 1793.
It soon became evident, however, that
the task was far greater than had
been anticipated, and in February,

Dwight

of

Yale College:

'Love, 1794,

c.

70.

'Dwight, Travels in N. Eng. and N. Y.,
I,

Love, ut supra, 406.
'Love, 1792, c. 30.
1

323, (1821).

"Trumbull, Hist, of Northampton,
598, (1898).
409
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"At the lower end of the canal was
erected an inclined plane, fifty-three
feet in height, and two hundred
thirty in length: built of stone

and

tained in the neighborhood.
face of the plane was elevated

The

ob-

13^

and was covered with strong
outlet of the canal was
The
plank.
secured by a sufficient lock of the
degrees;

common

construction.

When

boats

were to be conveyed down the inclined plane, they passed through
the lower lock; and were received
immediately through folding doors
into a carriage which admitted a
sufficient quantity of water from the
canal to float the boat. As soon as
the boat was fairly within the car-

and the folding doors

riage, the lock

were closed, and the water suffered to
run out of the carriage through
sluices

made

for the purpose.

carriage was then

let

The
down

slowly
the inclined plane on three sets of
wheels; the second and third sets
being so much larger than the first,
as to keep the carriage exactly level.

Ammratt

GImttittent

With the opening of the canal came
Fishermen
unexpected troubles.
complained because shad and salmon
could no longer ascend the river.
Angry protests were heard from the
towns for ten miles up the river because of malaria resulting from the
of lowland,
far inshore.
After considering the matter for several years the town of
Northampton,
in 1800, instructed its selectmen to
petition the legislature for the removal of the canal as a nuisance. 10
In this situation the Proprietors also
applied to the legislature for relief,
and, in 1802, 11 they received the right
to raise $20,000 by means of a lottery.
With the funds obtained by this
method the bed of the canal was
lowered, and several feet were taken
from the height of the dam. The

flooding

inclined plane was also removed,
five locks substituted.

and

These changes were completed in
1805, but before that time the last of
the Dutch shareholders, discouraged

by assessments and threatening

liti-

had disposed of their interests.
In this they were justified by later

"The machinery, by which the
carriage was raised or lowered, con-

gation,

sisted of a water wheel, sixteen feet
in diameter, on each side of the inclined plane on the axis of which was

while the canal
importance to
the commercial interests of the Connecticut Valley, the financial reward
to its owners was small indeed.
Finally, in 1848, the property and
franchises were sold to the newly
organized South Hadley Falls Company, and the oldest canal on the continent became a memory. 12 Yet,

;

moved a

strong iron chain, formed
like that of a watch, and fastened to
the carriage. When the carriage was
to be let down, a gate was
opened at
the bottom of the canal and the
water passing through a sluice turned
the wheels and, thus slowly unwinding the chain, suffered the carriage to
proceed to the foot of the plane by
its

own weight

.

.

.

The motion was
and free from

perfectly regular, easy,

danger."

8

'Dwight,

I,

322; see also Holland,

I,

306.

developments,

was

for,

of considerable

'"Trumbull,

II,

579.

"Love, 1780-1807, III, 50.
"Holland, I, 306-8; Love, ut supra,
409-12; Trumbull, II, 580-1; Dwight, I,
324; Report of the history and present
condition of the South Hadley Falls Co.,
5-6, (1850).

o

should appear and undertake the
work. Such a company was chartered in 1818," and a canal five and
a half miles long was constructed
along the west side of the river. This
canal, equipped with three locks,
has a fall of twenty feet, and from the
first it has been more important for
its water power than for its service
to navigation. Along the narrow
strip of land between the canal and
the Connecticut is a long row of
small factories which support the
15
little town of Windsor Locks.

after over half a century, an examination of the site shows distinct traces

of the canal, both above and below
the falls. There are the ruined locks,
and marked by a ripple in the stream
is a remnant of the old dam, a portion
of

which

is

clearly

visible

at

low

water.

Montague Canal
The Montague canal was cut across
a level piece of land which was formed
by a wide detour of the Connecticut
River at Turner's Falls. It was constructed in two sections, and equipped
with eight locks and two dams.
While but three miles in length, it
saved twice that distance in land
After many delays it was
carriage.
\O

Canals in Vermont
Three canals, aggregating about a
mile in length, were constructed in

Vermont, but their importance was
out of

For
finally completed in 1800.
twenty years it paid a return of over
four per cent a remarkable showing
in view of the almost universal failure
of

privately

constructed

canals

proportion to their

in

16
of similar nature.

Enfield Canal

These two canals, the South Hadand the Montague, were no sooner
completed than movements were
begun for the overcoming of the
rapids at Enfield, above Hartford,
and at various points along the
Connecticut in Vermont. The pro-

Pawtucket Canal

1ey

As early as the time of the Revolutionary War a considerable lumber
trade was carried on along the Merrimac River, but the Pawtucket falls
at Lowell were difficult for rafts to
descend, and a canal was proposed
long before the power value of the
water was recognized. To carry out
this work a company was chartered
in 1792, and after five years the canal
was completed. It was only a mile
and a half in length, but it had a

prietors of the Enfield bridge, who
possessed charter power to erect
locks, petitioned the legislature, in
1808, for a committee to examine

the rapids and determine the pracThe comticability of the project.
mittee recommended that proceedings be deferred until a company

lockage of thirty-two
"Love, 1818,

"Love, ut supra, 412 Report of the commissioners on routes of canals from Boston
harbour to Connecticut and Hudson Rivers,

"Mitchell,

feet,

and

Compendium

of the internal

improvements of the U. S., 16, (1835).
"Tanner, 33, 223; Mitchell, 9, 12.

117, (1826).
411

its

c. 16.

;

rt

size.

overcame an elevation of fifty feet,
and opened navigation for 120 miles.
The White River canal afforded passage for flat-boats and rafts, and the
Waterqueechy canal at Hartland was

this country. 13

o

all

The Bellows Falls canal at Rockingham was less than a mile long, but it

trsl Olauala

nn

ilj?

of canals

its

17
turing interests.

Middlesex Canal

A

traffic,

far bolder venture than

any

Merrimac River at Chelmsford, two
above the town of Lowell.

miles

signed by John Hanwas obtained June 22, 1793,"
and in 1804 the canal was opened;
though a regular system of business
was not established until four years
charter,

cock,

In its course of twenty-seven
miles this canal crossed seven streams

later.

by means

of aqueducts, and one
at level, by means of

the Concord

of

guard locks and a floating tow-path."
It cost over half a million dollars,
and it was of great commercial im-

attracted

to examine this canal

and

attention

his

several

was

woodpeckers

trips to a hollow

SI

Bishop, State works of Pa. Conn. Acad.
and Sci., Transactions, XIII, 177

Ai;ts

(1907).

"Poussin, Travaux d'ameliorations intevieures projetes on executes par le gouvernment general des Etats d'Amerique,
363-4, (1834) Purdy, ut supra, 27; Remonstrance of Middlesex Canal Company
against railroad from Boston to Lowell,
Mass. H. doc. 40, (1830). See also:
Amory, Life of James Sullivan, I, 293
362-73, II, 105-6, (1859); Dame, Middlesex canal, Medford Hist. Register, I, 33-51.
(1898); Eddy, Hist, sketch of the Middlesex canal, (1843); Hopkins, Old Middlesex
canal, New Eng. Mag. (M. S.), XVII,
519-32, (1898) Mann, An eighteenth cen-

20

;

;

Handbook of business in
(1856); Stark, Navigation of
the Merrimack River, Old Residents' Hist.
Assoc. of Lowell, Contributions, III, 298.
"Crowley,

'Love, 1793, c. 21.
"Hale, Memories of a hundred years I
299, (1902) Purdy in Tenth Census, U. S
II, 26, (1883); Hazen, Hist, of Billerica,
273; Adams, Canal and railroad enterprise of Boston, in Winsor, Memorial hist

'

;

;

tury enterprise, Medford Hist. Register,
VII, 1-19, (1904); Searle, Excursion on
Middlesex canal 1817, in Colonial Soc.
of Mass. Publications, VII, 217-26, (1905);
Yeaton, Hist, sketch of the old Middlesex

of Boston, IV, III-3, (1881).
of N. Y. in re Erie and
canals, together with other
ments, I, 301-7, (1825).

lumber

loaded with fruit so toothsome that
his enthusiasm was aroused.
The

Lowell, 42,

"Laws

in

apple-tree nearby.
Curiosity finally
led him to this tree, which he found

and in Pennsylvania, advocates of a state system

plain

Wilmington,

by
which made repeated

portance to Boston, as it diverted to
that city much of the trade normally tributary to Portsmouth. It
also served as an aid to promoters of
canals in other states.
When New
York was considering the construction of the Erie and Champlain
canals two commissioners were sent

Chamdocu-

Somerville, Hist.
Leaves, II-III, (1903-5).
canal,
412
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principally

cord-wood, grain, potash and stone.
With railroad competition business
fell off and, in 1853, the company
suspended. In 1859 the charter was
forfeited, and the land reverted to
22
its original owners.
It was while laying out the route
for the Middlesex canal that Colonel
Loammi Baldwin, "the father of civil
engineering in America," discovered
the apple which has since been associated with his name.
While surveying at Butter's Row, in the town

of

these was the Middlesex canal, which
connected Boston harbor with the

The

Ohmtttmti

made frequent reference to
stimulating effect upon the trade
of Massachusetts. 21
Until the building of the Boston and Lowell railroad, in 1835, it carried a paying

value as a water privilege soon
brought factories to Lowell. In 1821,
it was finally sold to the manufac-

,O

Ammratt

Soc.,

Historic

trtfj

0f JtaUmfc Snutapflrtatum in

following spring he took from the
tree several scions for grafting.
In

a few years he had an orchard at his

home
\O

in

Woburn, from which he

supplied others with scions, in the
course of his trips about the county
as sheriff. Though called by some
"Butter's" apples, and by others
"Woodpecker" apples, the popularity
of Colonel Baldwin in time fixed his
name to the apple, which is found
23
today in every New England orchard.

New Hampshire
To extend navigation from the

Middlesex canal up the Merrimac,
there were five short canals, all in
New Hampshire. The Union canal
was the longest of these. It extended for nine miles along the river,
passing seven falls by means of as

falls at Bow was the Bow
canal, less than a mile long, but with
four locks and a fall of twenty-five
It was completed in 1812 at a
feet.
cost of $25,000.
The Hookset canal
was also opened about this time. , It
extended around the falls at Hookset,
which have an elevation of fifteen
feet.
It had three locks, and its cost

need of

pally for the transportation of lumber,
and it did a fair business until the
construction of the Portland and

Ogdensburg

was $17,000. Its length was only
The Se wall's Falls canal,
fifty rods.
which was constructed in 1837, was

editorial notice of the fact that the

"Spec. L. 1820-1, c. 64.
"Spec. L. 1823, c. 219; see also: 1832,
c.

46; 1833,

c.

61,

c.

88.

311; see also: 1830, c.
73; 1832, c. 244. Another act of this sort
was 1835, c. 593, which chartered the Stillwater Canal bank for the benefit of the
Stillwater Canal Company, chartered 1828,

"Spec. L. 1825,

With the

settling of the more pressing financial problems which came in
the train of the War of 1812, agitation for the building of canals was

c.

c.

514.

"Tanner, American traveller, 59, (1839)
Pitkin, Statistical view of the commerce
of the U. S., 564, (1835); Mitchell, 11,

"Sewell, Hist, of Woburn, 388-9, (1868)
Adams, ut supra, 637; see also Wilder,
Horticulture of Boston and vicinity, in
Winsor, Memorial Hist, of Boston, IV, 637.
"Mitchell,
11-2; Tanner, 32-3, 223;

;

;

II,

of Boston,

under date of April 27, 1822, took

Cumberland and Oxford Canal

Holmes,

railroad. 28

Blackstone Canal
The Columbian Centinel

2
only about a quarter of a mile long. *

o

was equipped with twentywhich were
became in
It
was
used
repair.
princiIt

six locks; all but one of
of timber, which soon

Around the

85

to

miles. 28

These canals cost about $50,000 each.

^-'A

In

movement New England was

Sebago lake, and so opened navigation for a further distance of thirty

The Amoskeag canal,
locks.
with a fall of fifty-five feet and with
nine locks, was opened in 1816.

many

J

revived throughout the country.
this

the front with several ambitious projects and plans, which in the early
period had seemed extravagant, but
were now adopted with boldness.
Maine, in 1821, chartered the Cumberland and Oxford canal," and in 1823
authorized a lottery of $50,000 for its
In 1825 the "Canal bank"
benefit."
of Portland was chartered, with power
to invest one-fourth of its stock, or
17
The canal
$150,000, in the canal.
was opened in 1825, after a quarter of
a million dollars had been expended
on its construction. It ran from
Portland for twenty and a half miles
to the Songo River, and by means of
a lock in that river connected with

Canals in
ol

Ammra

Stevenson, 210.
"Morris, Map of the railroads and canals
in the U. S., (1834); Purdy, ut supra, 45.

476-80.
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newspapers of the state were

of great service to the cities
united, and many new manufacturing enterprises were started
its route.
Large amounts of
It

dis-

and

county,

Hampden county

to

one

incorporation for it, some
twenty-five years ago; but the application failed, and it is trusted that
the sound policy which dictated the
exists
rejection of the petition then,
As
in full force at the present day."
a counter project, a canal from Boston to Worcester, by way of the Concord River, was recommended, and a
suggestion was put forward that an
"iron railway" might be established
between those cities. When one con-

seven

iron, cotton, wool and other
to
bulky commodities were supplied
coal,

of

siders that this suggestion

the factories, and many agricultural
to tide-water;
products were carried
but with the incorporation of the
Providence and Worcester railroad,
in 1844, the end of this trade was in

The railroad was opened in
and within the following year
the last toll was collected on the
sight.

1847,

33
Blackstone canal.

New Haven and
Northampton Canal
West

ness

is

of the Connecticut River

to the south

a depression which geologists
us once served as the bed of that
stream. To the fertile minds of the
New Haven merchants this depression was an indication that, had not
the original plans of Providence miscarried, their city would have been a
thriving port, serving as the outlet
for the products of a great valley.
Accordingly it was decided to start
where Nature had left off, with the

was made

appreciated.

assurance that where water had once
The prorun, run it would again.
in 1822, when
ject took definite shape,
the Connecticut legislature chartered
the Farmington Canal Company to
construct a waterway from New
Haven, through Farmington, to the
34
Massachusetts line at Southwick.
the
Massachusetts in turn created
Hampshire and Hampden Canal Comto open a connecting canal from

But the canal schemes,

so fraught
with possibilities of danger to Boston's trade, were not to be put off by
vague prophecy. In 1823, charters
for a canal between Providence and
Worcester were obtained from Rhode
31
In 1831
Island 30 and Massachusetts.
the company received a grant of bank32

ing privileges from Rhode Island.
Extending along the valley of the

Blackstone River for forty-five miles,
this canal was completed in 1828.

pany

"Ringwalt, Development of transportaPurdy, ut
S., 45-6, (1888)

tion in the U.

s'Love, 1823,

c.

and

Massachusetts

tell

before

"Love, June, 1823;

of the

line is

Stephenson's
"Rocket" had demonstrated the
superiority of steam locomotives over
horse-power upon railways, its boldyears

it

along

from

New Haven;

a third to connect Worcester with
Providence. The last project seemed
to the comespecially threatening
merce of Boston, and the editor
"The project of a canal from
said:
Worcester to Providence was talked
an
of, and measures taken to obtain
act

was

which

cussing the advisability of constructfrom
ing three canals, one to extend

Berkshire

Am?riran Olonttn^nt

28.

;

supra, 27.

"Resolves and private laws, 1789-1836:

27.

"Love, Jan., 1831: 17.

I,
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Southwick, through Westfield and
35
to
Northampton.
Easthampton,

Ammra

were early aware of the imperative
need for some direct means of communication with the agricultural reGeneral Henry
gions of the West.
Knox, of Revolutionary fame, in
1791 made surveys for a canal between
Boston and the Connecticut River.
The following year he obtained a

1830 the southern part of the
canal was opened, but the Hampshire and Hampden canal had at
that date progressed no further northward than Westfield. There, work
was given up for a time for want of
funds and the aid of the Federal gov-

By

charter incorporating

the "Proprie-

ernment was sought; but beyond
making a report on the project, Con3'
Meanwhile a
gress did nothing.

tors of the Massachusetts Canal," but
the enterprise was abandoned. 38
Yet the advantages of opening

steady flow of business passed along
the completed section of the canal,
but expenses absorbed all earnings,
and, in 1836, a year after the whole
route had been thrown open for
both companies failed. In
traffic,
the process of reorganization the two
properties were united in the New

such a trade route were never quite
lost sight of, and with the construction of New York's Erie canal assured,
plans were made for a canal, not
merely to the Connecticut, but
through to the Hudson, where connection might be made with the incoming stream of Western products,
and trade diverted from New York
In January, 1825, almost a
City.
year before the opening of the Erie
canal, Governor Eustis, in his message to the General Court, spoke

Haven and Northampton Company.
Finally, in 1846, made wise by the
failure of the Middlesex and Black-

stone canals, the company obtained
an amendment to its charter which
authorized the construction of a
railroad along the route of the canal. 37
The next year saw the beginning of
the New Haven and Northampton
railroad, still known locally as the

favorably of the plan for a connecting
40
and within a month a
waterway,

commission was appointed to deterits practicability.
Two through
routes were reported by this com-

mine

38

"Canal road,"
(which today forms
part of the New Haven system).

mission as practicable for canal conOne extended from Bosstruction.
ton to Springfield and up the Westfield
River, where connection was
made with the south branch of the
Hoosac. This route was not favored
because it was feared that there
would be danger of a diversion of
trade to Hartford. 41 The other route

Massachusetts Canal Project
The business interests of Massachusetts,

Ovo:-

in

and particularly

"Love, 1823,

c.

of Boston,

59.

"22 Cong. lsess.,H.Rep.no.

113; Vernon
railroad manual, 1873: 55; Purdy,
ut supra, 28; Love, ut supra, 420-2.
"Communication of F. P. Holcomb, in
Amer. Railroad Jour., XL, 359-64, (1840);
Report of the committee on railways
and canals on the petitions of the New
Haven and Northampton company for
leave to discontinue the Hampshire and
Hampden canal, and construct a railroad to the Western railroad at West
H. doc. 122, (1849).
Springfield, Mass.

Amer.

38

"Love, 1792, c. 57; Bradford, Hist, of
Mass. Ill, 34, (1829) Barry, Hist, of Mass.,
Ill, 320; (1857); Speech of Levi Lincoln,
June 2, 1825: 8; Report on routes of canals,
183; Bliss, Hist, memoir of the Western
;

railroad, 3, (1863).
40

The charter name was "Farmington

Canal Railroad."

New England

Palladium, January

1825.
4

Love, Conn., 1846: 84.
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'Report on routes of canals, 60.
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was approximately that now followed
by the Fitchburg railroad. Not even
the Hoosac tunnel was omitted from

alone.

The Hoosac

finally constructed in

proved
yard."

machinery,

Reviewing the substance

by the conditions set
by nature, and could be used in the

northern districts during only part
of the year.
What the country
needed was a means of transportation
available throughout the year, and
cheap enough to encourage the exchange of common articles between
This need
points widely separated.
was met, in the course of time, by
the institution of the railroad.
The period before the Civil War
must be regarded as one of preparation for the great commercial expansion in the period following.
Even before 1860, however, the railroads had become an indispensable
instrument to the commerce of the
In closing this summary it
country.
may be well to give an illustration of
the effect on the value of the resources of a single state.
In Ohio
alone, the value of farm produce rose
50 per cent, after the completion of
canals, while the railroads appear to
have doubled the value of flour, trebled
the value of pork, and quadrupled
the value of corn. 44
And thus does the history of transMan as a beast of
portation read:
burden; the horse or ox; the vehicle
on the turnpike; the rivers; the
canals; and now the railroad, with
its
tentacles
reaching into every
nook and cranny of the countries,
and the mammoth freight steamers
plowing their ways through the
world's oceans and inland waters.

an age of im$20 per

cost

which, it was proposed, should be
operated by the state. Figures were
presented to show that, notwithstanding the law prohibiting the sale of
lottery tickets, a quarter of a million
dollars' worth were purchased in the
state each year, and this fact was
put forward as evidence that the
business was as profitable as it was
43

popular.
But before this report was submitted, it had already been officially
suggested by Governor Lincoln that
the subject of railroads, about which
so much was beginning to be heard
investigation.

The

of care-

investiga-

tion which followed brought about
the beginning and the end; the end
of an era of canals, and the beginning
of an age of railroads.
42

the

in their course

Plans for financing the construction of the canal were also suggested
by this commission. A fund was to
be established from the proceeds of
sales of public lands in Maine, and of
the claims of the state against the
United States for militia service in
the War of 1812. This fund was to be
swelled by the profits of a lottery,

ful

of

Canals were of
proved inadequate.
great service as supplements to river
navigation, but they were restricted

tunnel, as

from England, was worthy

(Hmtttotti

preceding, we find that of the means
of transportation adopted to develop
the resources of New England, and to
make them available in internal and
foreign commerce, the canals had

the plan. A four-mile tunnel %vas
suggested in preference to locks for
passing the Berkshires, and estimates
were presented to show that one
could be bored for $4.25 per yard.
It was estimated by others, from the
data given in the report of the commission, that it would require fiftytwo years to complete this part of the

work

Autmran

148; Adams, Railroads, their
and problems, 55, (1878).
"Report on routes of canals, 174-8.
Ibid.,

origin

"See Clive Day's "History of Commerce,"
1907.
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Historic architecture is one of the truest expressions of Nationalism.
Some of the
finest interpretations are found in the edifices erected for educational and religious
The ancient churches throughout the original colonies, with their toweruplift.
ing spires, embody the spiritual tendencies of the early Americans, while such

Harvard and Yale Universities bespeak the intellectuality. Among
the most expressive are the structures that form the University of Virginia in the
historic old town of Charlottesville, Virginia, near which Jefferson erected his
The first project for a university in America was made by the
stately mansion.
Virginia Company in 1619, when it made a grant of 10,000 acres of land for a
There were several typical American colleges duruniversity at Henrico.
ing the Colonial days in America, but the first true University, in the
sense in which the term was used in Europe, was the
University of
Virginia, the old edifices of which are here shown from the collection
of historic prints owned by Mr. H. W. Hilleary of Charlottesville, Virginia,
loaned for this historical record in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY
institutions as

FIRST UNIVERSITY IN AMERICA ON OLD

WORLD STANDARDS OK EDUCATION

Photograph taken in the Arcade of the University of Virginia, an institution
founded along the lines of a national university according to the
European standards in 1819, and opened in 1824

Trim from Collection of Mr. H. W. Hllltury

l

Cturlnttrsiillr. Virginia

HISTORIC CAMPUS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Photograph taken at the institution planned by Thomas Jefferson anil erected near
his home at "Monticello"
Its organization, plan and system of
instruction was modelled by the great statesman

Print from Collection

<.f

Mr. H.

W.

Military at CbsrlottmlH*, Vlrgluiti

HISTORIC OLD

WALL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Photograph taken along the walk where many

of the statesmen of
the early half of the last century passed to the historic
portals of the first great American University

I'rinl

lr..in

n.lWlliin

,,f

Mr. H.

W.

Military

at

Clmrl..ttr*vlllr, Virginia

Attwrtrmt Harrtara in
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RAY HAWKS,

New York Bar Founders and
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Soldiers Atr thrtr Batata

A. M., LL. B.

Patriots of America

New York

Historical

Society and leading American learned and patriotic societies

these names, and so I will merely
confine myself to the Hawes family,
of which there were several representatives actively engaged as soldiers
all

IS year is the 235th anniversary of the "Great
Swamp Fight" or the

-

B

ll

"SwampFortBattle,"asit
is sometimes called, which
was the most sanguinary
conflict in the famous
Narragansett campaign waged by the
United Colonies against King Philip
and his Indian allies.
An entire volume might be written
upon the incidents of this campaign,
based upon ancient documents still
in existence.

In the space that

lotted to me, however,
only to dwell upon

I

shall

Philip's War, in "The Great
Fight" and the subsequent
"Hungry March."
For example, I find that in May,
1676, the Massachusetts Court voted
to repay the losses of divers persons
who were "damnified" by the burning
of Major Appleton's tent at Narragansett, and among those credited as
belonging to the company of Captain Samuel Appleton, under date
of December 10, 1675, I find the
in

is al-

attempt

an interesting

episode which has received little
notice from the historians, but which
affected

seriously

episode

is

-known

posterity.

as

name

Massachusetts

This

are

great-great-great-grand-

familiar to you all when I remind
you that after the disastrous campaign of the autumn of 1675, in the
western portion of the Colony of

rich in old documents, original muster
rolls, and accounts of money ex-

o

my

Daniel Hawes, to whom is
allowed the munificent sum of two
pounds, ten shillings and six pence.
It is only reciting historical facts

"The Hungry
archives

of

father,

March."

The

King

Swamp

pended, etc., written and spelled
in the peculiar manner of those
In looking over some of
times.

Massachusetts, it was discovered that
the hostile Indians with King Philip
were retreating towards the south,
and presumably intending to make
an alliance with the Narragansetts.
Then it was that the United Colonies
to
resolved
commence hostilities

these ancient writings, I came across
the names of many of the progenitors
of the honorable and distinguished
gentlemen who comprise the Society
It would be an
of Colonial Wars.
impossible task to give a roster of
421

m

against the Narragansetts, who were
The troops
becoming aggressive.
were reassembled, and levies were
made, in Connecticut as well as in

,o

(-

not wait for the word of command,
or stand upon the order of their
going, until they reached the fortifications, within which the Indians
betook themselves.
This
hastily

Massachusetts, and General Josiah
Winslow, Governor of the Plymouth
Colony, was appointed commanderin-chief of the army, consisting of
about one thousand men. Major
Samuel Appleton was at the head of
the Massachusetts Regiment, while
Major William Bradford commanded
the Plymouth Regiment, and Major
Robert Treat commanded that of
Active preparations
Connecticut.
were made for a winter campaign,

was situated upon an island of
some five or six acres, in the midst
of a cedar swamp, which was impassable except to the Indians by
their accustomed paths, and now
made passable only by the severe
cold of the previous day and night.
fort

probable that the Indians dechiefly upon the swamp to
protect them, though their defences
are described as having been of
It is

pended

and war was formally declared against
the Narragansetts on November 2,
1675, at the meeting of the Commissioners of the United Colonies
held at Boston.

was on Sunday, December

It

considerable strength.
A portion of
the high ground had been enclosed,
and from a careful comparison of the
most reliable accounts, it seems that
the fortifications were well planned."
An old historian, Mr. Hubbard,

19,

that our ancestors covered
themselves with glory at the battle
of the "Great Swamp Fight."
Mr. Bodge, in his valuable treatise
entitled, "Soldiers in King Philip's
War," gives this account of the event:
"About one o'clock, P. M., the army
came upon the enemy at;, the edge
of the swamp, in the midst of which
the Indian fortress was built, the
Massachusetts Regiment leading in
the march, Plymouth next, and
Connecticut bringing up the rear.
Of the Massachusetts troops, Cap1675,

03

tains

"The Fort was raised upon
a Kind of Island of five or six acres
of rising Land in the midst of a
swamp; the sides of it were made of
Palisadoes set upright, which was
compassed about with a Hedg of
almost a rod Thickness." A contemporary writer (whose account
was published at the time in London,
and is reprinted in Mr. Drake's
publication called the "Old Indian
Chronicle") says: "In the midst
of the Swamp was a Piece of firm
Land, of about three or four Acres,
whereon the Indians had built a
kind of Fort, being palisadoed round,
and within that a clay Wall, as also
fell down abundance of Trees to
lay
quite round the said Fort but they had
not quite finished the said Work."
It is evident
from these, the
says:

and

Mosely

Davenport led
first upon the
immediately opened

the van and came

and
upon them

Indians,

thus, at the beginthe
ning, gaining
important advantage of the first fire, which the Indians
fire

o:

,

had almost always gained and made
so deadly by deliberate volleys from
ambush, as they doubtless proposed
now. The Indians returned the fire
with an ineffectual volley, and then
fled into

the

swamp

closely

only

some

detailed accounts,
casual references,

and
that

from
the

works were rude and incomplete,
but would have been almost impregnable to our troops had not the

pursued

by the foremost companies, who did
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encumbered as they would be by the
wounded, whose swollen and stiffened
wounds in a few hours would render
removal doubly painful and dangerous.
Added to this was the chance of
an attack upon the garrison at Wickford, and the dread of the midnight
ambuscade, which every hour's delay made more likely and would
render more dangerous." Thus it
seems that from the standpoint
of military strategy, the immediate
As
retreat to Wickford was best.
to humanity, we must remember
the harsh times in which they were
living, the contempt in which the

frozen.
At the corner
and exposed portions, rude blockhouses and flankers had been built,
from which a raking fire could be
poured upon any attacking force.
Either by chance, or the skill of

swamp been

Peter, their Indian guide, the Colonists seem to have come upon a

point of the fort where the Indians
did not expect them. After three

hours hard fighting, with many of
the officers and men wounded or
dead, a treacherous enemy of un-

o

known numbers and resources lurking in the surrounding forests, and
the night coming on, the order was
given to fire the wigwams inside the
fort, and the battle then became a
fearful holocaust, great numbers of
those who had taken refuge in the
wigwams being burned to death.

Indians were held

reformed their shattered columns for
the long and weary march back to
Wickford
.

The Colonial troops, although they
had won the battle and captured the

ashes; hundreds of families were
broken up and scattered; fathers,
husbands and brothers slain or in
captivity, farms and homes laid
waste, whole communities huddled
in wretched block-houses, while the
"reign of terror" swept about them.
By any candid student of history,
this must be classed as one of the
most glorious victories ever achieved
our history, and, considering
in

fort, were now in desperate straits.
To quote again from Historian Bodge

:

sixteen miles from

their base of supplies.
There was
no way of reaching their provisions
and ammunition at Wickford except
by detaching a portion of their
force,

now

reduced greatly by death,

wounds and exposure.

The number
and were

of Indians that had escaped,
still in the woods at hand,

conditions,

were unknown, but supposed to be several
thousand, with report of a thousand
in reserve about a mile distant.
These were now scattered and demoralized, but in a few hours might
rally and fall upon the fort, put our

both
ing

if

not

utterly

as

displaying

heroism,

stubborn patience and dashintrepidity, never excelled in
in

American warfare.
Of the details
Wickford very

of

the march to

little

is

known;

through a bitter cold winter's night,
in a blinding snow-storm, carrying
two hundred and ten of their wounded

troops, in their weakened condition,
upon the defensive, and make their
retreat from the swamp extremely
difficult

as heathen,

bonds, with no rights which honest
industry was bound to respect; third,
as deadly enemies lying in wait to
plunder, burn and destroy. Moreover, the very life of the colonies
was threatened by this war; many
thriving hamlets were already in

Then our courageous progenitors
hastily gathered their wounded and as
many as possible of their dead, and

"They were some

first,

against whom war was righteous;
second, as idle and treacherous vaga-

and dead, these soldiers, who had
marched from dawn till high noon, had

impossible,
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Us'-

taking, and probably was inspired by
the hope of striking a final blow
against their enemies.
Seeing no prospect of bringing the
enemy to a battle. General Winslow determined to abandon the pursuit when
the Indians betook themselves to the
wilderness beyond Quaboag.
The

in a desperate life-and-death
struggle from noon till sunset, now
plodded sturdily back to their quarters
of the day before, through deepening
snows and over unbroken roads.

engaged

After being reinforced, the Massachusetts and Connecticut troops pursued the Indians toward the Nipmuck

country, and this march became known
to succeeding generations as "The

Long March" or "The Hungry March.
It is difficult

from such

historical

'

march commenced from Wickford on
28, 1676, and ended the 5th
or 6th of February. They were reduced
to such straits that they killed and ate
many of their horses, and hence the
march was called by the people of
that period "The Hungry March."
We, who have never felt the pangs
of hunger and have never been exJanuary

'

data

as are extant to ascertain all the facts
in regard to this march.
We learn,
however, that Captain Prentice surprised a party of Indians, killed nine,

captured two; and in reprisal, the
Indians descended upon the farm of a
Mr. Carpenter and drove away two
hundred sheep, fifty head of neat cattle,
and fifteen horses. There is also docuin a letter
mentary evidence contained
"
concerning a battle at an Indian town

posed to severe cold, cannot appreciate the difficulties, danger and
distress of that long journey, when
our sturdy ancestors, laden down
with their accoutrements, pressed on
through the tangled forest and across
half-frozen streams, breaking paths
through the deep snow, in order to
destroy the power of the treacherous
foe and protect their homesteads
and lay the foundations of a new

many wigwams," which was surrounded by an icy swamp, which was
a most difficult passage, and when the
colonists finally got across, the enemy,
of

consisting of

Mohegan

Indians, suc-

civilization.

ceeded in making good their escape.
In the meantime, the rear-guard of the
Indians was prowling about the settlements at Pawtuxit and Providence,
seeking
cattle.

It

owing

is

to

perseverance and
bravery that we, as their descendants, now recount their struggles
and triumphs, and, proud of our heritage, enjoy the fruits of their labors.
It is fortunate for us that they were
made of such stern stuff But while we
are not called upon to conquer the
wilderness or to make the sacrifices
which they did, yet there are serious
problems of the present day which contheir indomitable

opportunities to drive off
About this time, also, King

was captured and put on trial.
The route of the main body of the
Indians was in a northwest direction
Philip

.

towards Quaboag, probably through
the Wabbequasset country (now WoodIn a
stock) to the old Quaboag fort.
direct line, Woodstock is about forty
miles from Wickford; by the regular
trail it was doubtless much farther. In
midwinter, with their scant knowledge
of the country, with swollen streams to
cross, an alert foe ever vanishing into
the great wilderness and eluding attack
or luring to ambuscade; with provisions, arms and ammunition reduced,
their march was a hazardous under-

and which require quite as
courage, patriotism and wisdom
in order to properly solve the same, so
as to preserve the nation which they
founded, and continue it in perpetuity.
Let us, then, emulate the heroic qualities of our revered ancestors, which
animated them during the perils and
front us,

much

privations of
424

"The Hungry March."
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America today there are treasured in thousands of
priceless heirlooms that have come down through the generations from the founding of the republic and the earliest settlement of the Western Hemisphere. The historical museums are
rich in these evidences of the beginning of a new world that is

homes

destined to lead mankind
The American Nation is

to the farthest heights of achievement.
just beginning to clothe itself in the

It has been so engrossed in its physical greatness that
of antiquity.
has not until now found opportunity or inclination to gather about it the
memories and the possessions of the generations that laid the foundations upon
which we are today building this giant nation of the West.
Nations, like men, have the same impulses, and pass through the same
First of all it is ambition, hope, eagerness to grow big and strong;
experiences.
then comes the desire for knowledge and understanding; and then that richness
of maturity with its discovery of the power of introspection and retrospection.
It is here that men and nations reach the fullness of life, and it is from this
time that their judgment becomes wisdom.
The American people have long neglected their inheritance, but now as
the years roll into centuries, and we glance back through a triumphal procession
an endless march
of men that reaches nearly three hundred years into the past
we begin to treasure the memenof man's victory over himself and the universe
tos that have been left behind.
Among the American antiquarians today are such men as Mr. Henry
Russell Drowne, who, as a collector of heirlooms and relics, has gathered about
him the whole history of the Western Continent. Through him we are permitted in these pages to look upon the time-piece that guided such a pioneer
as Roger Williams through the wilderness and brought him to the founding of
the first pure democracy, without theocratic intervention, that the world had
ever known. In this heirloom one comes so close to the man himself, more
than two centuries after his death, that he feels the impulse of his selfEDITOR
sacrifice and the love of justice and humanity that beat within him.

romance
it

O
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dulum movement is a great curiosity,
and a number of years ago expert

remarkable old silver
timepiece is one inch
and a quarter thick and
I

two

and

antiquarians said they had
never seen anything similar to it.
The spring, originally, was wound by a
catgut cord, but a century or more
ago a fine chain was substituted in
The supporting pillars
its
place.
to the works are quite elaborate, and
the watch cock bears a handsomely
carved figure of Cupid and a heart
above the space covered by glass,
protecting the pendulum, below which
jewel

one-eighth

inches in diameter, runs

with

balancewheel

a

and pendulum, and gives
It was made
the day of the month.
Cornells
Rotterdam,
Uyterweer,
by
Holland, and is numbered 408. The
mechanism is what is termed "mainIt has
spring barrel and fusee."
a very handsome face made of silver,
ornamented in the center with a
figure of Cupid blowing a bugle and
following a stag pursued by a hound,
over which appears the maker's
name, "Uyterweer," and below is
the day of the month which changes
every twenty-four hours. This is
surrounded by the hours in letters
and the minutes in numerals. The
hands are carved and of gold.
The outside case is silver, the work
of the celebrated French repousee
worker, Cochin, and is of remarkably
fine workmanship, representing the
parting of Hector and Andromache
before the walls of Troy, as described
in the Iliad.
Hector is taking leave
of his family before going to the
battle in which he
les.

His

is

killed

by

"IL S'APROCHE."

is

In the back cover are

many

old-

time watch papers, bearing the advertisements of various parties who
put the timepiece in order
years ago.
The glass covering the face is very
thick and appears to be of rock

have

crystal

.

Roger Williams was born in Wales,
At first a clergyman of the
in 1599.
Church of England, he became a
Puritan
and later, in 1630, left
England with his wife Mary, arriving
in Boston, February 5, 1631.
He
:

soon incurred the hostility of the
authorities because he boldly questioned the authority of magistrates
^n respect to the right of the king to
appropriate and grant the lands of
the Indians without purchase, and
the right of the civil power to impose

Achil-

little

son, Astyanax, is
frightened by his father's shining
crest and nodding plumes, and his
mother is passing him to the nurse,
who is kneeling to receive him. There
are a group of figures in the back-

and worship, and to punish for
any but civil offenses. He went to
Salem, and later to Plymouth, where
faith

Beneath appears,
"COground.
CHIN SC."
The case has been worn until it is
exceedingly thin, but it still gives
evidence of its former beauty.
The watch is of splendid workmanship, even the works being gilt and
elaborately decorated, and were made
of such good material that even to
this day it keeps very fair time.
The maker's name, and so forth, is
engraved on the works. The pen-

he

made

the acquaintance of several
the leading Indian chiefs, and
learned their language.
In the midwinter of 1635, on hearing that he
was about the be arrested and sent
back to England, he left his home and
family, and travelled through the
wilderness to Narragansett, to the
wigwam of Massasoit, the venerable
sachem of the Wampanoags, and
settled with a few followers on the
banks of the Seekonk River. He
of
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Compass of
son of Marshal Bertrand; and his son

then purchased land from the aged
Canonicus and the younger Miantonamoh, and, in June, 1636, founded
Providence. A compact was signed
giving all equal privileges in civil
things the conscience was left ab-

Edward James Thayer, member

solutely free.

He

returned to England,

sailing
in 1643, and
partly through the influence of the
Earl of Warwick and Sir Henry
Vane, secured the charter for Rhode

New Amsterdam

from

carried

Vane

and

granted

(whose

privileges

surname

for

the

colony.

He

returned to Rhode Island in
and was chosen president.
The first charter remained in force
until 1663, when a new charter was
obtained from King Charles II, incorporating the Colony of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantation,
which continued to be the law of the
land until 1842.
Roger Williams died in the year
1683, and he was buried in Providence.
From family papers and receipts
in the possession of the Drowne
family, the history of the watch
1654,

fts;

is

13,

1865, to

it,

on

Henry Ber-

discover."

The Williams Thayer last referred
to subsequently expressed great regret at having parted with the watch
in his younger days.
His intimate
connection with the Drowne family

as follows:

It was owned by Dr. Williams
Thayer of Providence, a lineal descendant of Roger Williams, who
either received it as a gift, or inherited it from his mother, Betsy
(Rebecca) Williams, born 1735, died
1816 (wife of David Thayer).
Dr. Williams Thayer gave it to

manifest by his having made
Henry Bernardin Drowne his execu-

is

tor,

and that the

father

of

the

latter's

writer,

son,

the

was named

Henry Thayer Drowne.
The head of a cane that belonged
to Roger Williams was given by
Williams Thayer to Henry Bernardin

Williams Thayer, junior,
about the year 1812, who, on receiving a present of a very fine gold

his

fifty-one years, sold

nardin Drowne, the grandfather of
the present owner.
William Drowne writes, in 1865,
"I have carried it with me most of
the time since it came into my possession.
In several instances it came
near meeting with a serious mishap.
For instance, on fording the Little
Miami some forty years since, my
horse fell in the middle of the stream,
I was carried by the strength of the
current a considerable distance, so
that the watch was under water long
enough to be considerably exposed.
On another occasion I let it fall from
a boat into the Ohio River at CinIt
was
cinnati, while
bathing.
pretty deep water and it was some
time before it could be recovered;
but in both these cases I succeeded
in having it immediately attended
to and no injury resulted, as I could

Hampden, Milton,
others, when he was

many

it

November

Island, March 14, 1644.
In 1651, he again visited England,
when he enjoyed the friendship of

Oliver Cromwell
was Williams),

of

the Council General of the Seine,
married Louisa Antoinette Arrighi
de Cassnovia de Padone, a second
cousin of the Emperor Napoleon),
sold it to his intimate friend, William Drowne, who, after having

son,

Drowne, who lived and died in Providence, and during the latter part of
"
his life was often alluded to as the man
with the Roger Williams watch."

watch from his uncle, James Thayer,
a wealthy merchant in Paris (whose
daughter Ameda G. Williams Thayer
married Hortense Eugenia Bertrand,
427
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earliest watches were made
on a table like a paper-weight,
and had only one hand.
Heimlein invented the first watchspring mechanism, and the first
portable watches came into use about
1500.
The mainspring barrel and

outer cases were introduced about
1645, and repousee works on cases
about 1660. Balance-springs were
used about 1658; chains began to be
substituted for catgut in 1664, and
the watches with two hands were
generally used after 1665.
The watches of Charles I and
Oliver Cromwell had but one hand.
Roger Williams' compasses were

The

to

lie

fusee
1525.

movement was invented

in

Screws began to be used about
and watches of that period
were without glass, controlling spring
or winding holes; there were no
minute hands used before 1600.
Watch glasses were introduced
about 1610, and pocket watches
followed and began to be used about
Dials made wholly of one
1625.
metal appeared about 1630; loose

given by William Thayer to his
Harriet
who
daughter,
Thayer,
married John Carter Brown (after
whom Brown University in Providence
was named). These were exhibited
at the United States Sanitary Fair, in
1864; later at the Chicago Columbian
Exposition, and are now deposited
inthe Rhode Island Historical Society.

1550,

-:o;7Ao

Written hg Sager Wflltama,
The author was a graduate

1509- 1HB3

Cambridge in England and came to America in 1631 where
system of government without religious domination
that the world had ever known, establishing the right of man
to worship God according to his conscience

he founded the

of

first

God makes a path, provides a guide,
And feeds in wilderness!
His glorious name while breath remains,

O

that

Lost

I

many

may

confess.

a time,

I

have had no guide,

No

house, but hollow tree;
In stormy winter night no fire,

No
In

food,

him

A

I

no company.

found a house, a bed,

table,

company.

No cup so bitter, but's made sweet,
When God shall sweetning be.
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HISTORIC TIME-PIECE INHERITED FROM ROGER WILLIAMS

Famous watch

that has come down through the generations of lineal
descendants of Roger Williams, who came to America in 1631
and founded the first civil government in the world
with separation of church and state

Ordinal Heirloom now

in Collection of

Mr. Henry Russell Prowm- of

\w

York

Historic Time-piece brought .to America by
of Anglo-Saxon civilization
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Introductory by the Editor

\^^ investigation into the original ownership of the lands that are the
great wealth of the American nation today, is especially interesting

^

at this time when the economic right of individual control of certain rich portions of the continent is in dispute.
It is interesting
to consider the sources from which realty titles were first acquired
in America, and especially to note that the rights to these titles have
always been in dispute until they have now become the basis for
political doctrines that tend toward social revolution.
The old custom of "might makes right" is the foundation for the origin of
property ownership. The earth belonged to him who conquered it, and thus the
lands of the Western Continent fell into the possession of the kings who distributed it out for political patronage, special privilege or personal endowment,
either to individuals or to organized land promoters for purposes of colonization
and the furtherance of trade. Such were the great Virginia Company in 1606Jj

I

I

9-12, the Council of New England in 1620, the Massachusetts Bay Company in
Of a similar sort were the charters
1629, the Providence Plantation in 1644.
granted the Dutch West India Company in 1621 and the Swedish Company by
Gustavus Adolphus in 1624. Then there were the proprietaries in Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Maryland, in New York, New Jersey and the Carolinas.
From these beginnings have risen the ownership of property as it exists today, from which untold billions of wealth have been taken from the earth to
build the great private fortunes that are now the cause of social agitation.
Investigations into the historic aspect of the original land grants have
recently been made by one of the leading corporation and realty authorities of
the present generation.
The record is here given of a phase of these investigations in which a little democracy that had been set up in the Middle West became the cause of a famous dispute between Pennsylvania and Connecticut, and
is one of the most interesting incidents in the founding of the republic.
EDITOR

Old Engraving of Wyoming Valley to which Connecticut laid claim when her territory extended through the
American Continent It was here that one of the most famous land controversies occurred in the
settlement of America causing bloodshed and war between the Pennsylvanians and Connecticut adventurers
interior of the

HISTORIC ENGRAVINGS IN EARLY AMERICA Old

Wyoming where the Ameriwomen and children homeless

print of the Disaster of

can immigrants were massacred in 1778 by the Indians who took 227 scalps, leaving

amotts Hotmfcarg Biapufr

Crown
having

of

little

the vast domain of
America, granted colonial
flicted

New

which so conand overlapped

had

who

each

other as to give
the most serious of
between Connecticut

as

rise to disputes,

territory

granted

to

may be

seen from

Con-

by the famous Charter of
1662 was a narrow strip of land
about fifty miles wide, bounded on
the north by Massachusetts Plantation, on the south by the sea, and

was quickly effected, commissioners
appointed by the king agreeing upon
a boundary between the province
of New York and the colony of
Connecticut beginning at Byram's
River between Rye and Greenwich
and running thence north at about
twenty miles distance from the Hudson River, but, most unjustly, confirming the title of the Duke of York
to Long Island, "the natural sea
wall of Connecticut," and to Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket.

the river to the ends of the earth."
So the charters which had been
granted to Massachusetts Bay, Virginia, and South Carolina, embraced
similar strips of land between certain degrees of latitude and extending in like manner to the Pacific.
In less than two years after the

This settlement, made in 1664,
slightly modified in 1683 and finally
confirmed in 1725, has an important
bearing upon the claims of Connecticut
to lands west of the Delaware.

Connecticut charter, King Charles II,
with prodigal hand, granted to his
brother, the Duke of York, without
definite boundaries, the
territory
from the Connecticut River to the
sources of the Hudson and Mohawk
Rivers, and included all the islands,

For more than a century after
the line between New York and
Connecticut was fixed, Connecticut

which had formerly been granted

made

to Connecticut, viz.:

New York and

Long Island,
Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket.
The charter granted to William
Penn in 1681 was, on the other hand,

it

never relinquished her rights to her
western lands.
Connecticut's charter had been
secured by John Winthrop from
II
and Clarendon, who
Charles
"thought they had created a close

clearly overlapped
of land.
Thus

corporation and they had
sanctioned a democracy."

strip

charter

rights

pretension to overleap
claim the vast and
territory extending to the

Pacific Ocean, although it was afterwards sharply insisted that she had

and forty-third degrees of north
latitude and extending west of the
Delaware River five degrees of lonbut

no

unknown

quite definite, fixing the boundaries
of Pennsylvania between the fortieth

Connecticut's
Connecticut's

der Donck's

Island Sound.
After the conquest of New York
by the English in 1664, a settlement

stretching from Narragansett River
and Bay to the South Sea.
Like the Creator, in the words
of the psalmist, Connecticut had
"dominion from sea to sea and from

gitude,

Van

territory as far east as the
Connecticut River, but by arrangement the Connecticut colonists retained the region north of Long

necticut

-

Haven, before the charter,
their troubles with the Dutch,
claimed for New Netherlands,

map, the

which arose
and Pennsylvania.

The

States

either intentionally or carelessly invaded by the later grants to the
Duke of York and to William Penn.
The colonies of Connecticut and

England,
conception

of

charters

Iktwmt

were
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really

Stroudsburg, passing westward
Luzerne
through Conyngham in
County, Bloomsburg, Lewisburg and
Clearfield, and so on; thence north,
running a little east of Smethford to
the boundary line between Penn1
sylvania and New York."

The early settlers of Connecticut
had long lived in an atmosphere of
liberty.
They had acquired a charter
broad and ample in its powers and

They exhibited a tenacious grasp upon their rights, and
ultimately believed that their charter
gave them superior claims to the
privileges.

territory

In

which had been encroached

upon by New York and Pennsylvania.
The adventurous spirit of the
Yankees, awakened perhaps by the
poverty of their own soil or by the
dreams of future empire, gradually
developed and finally brought about
a

controversy

which is a story
and bloodshed.

with

sembly

petitioned the General As-

of

Connecticut for consent

to a royal grant of the lands thus
purchased, and for permission to
plant a colony in the Wyoming
Valley, representing that Connecticut,
according to her charter, extended
to the South Sea, that they had obtained a deed from the Six Nations
of the territory on the Susquehanna,
and that a well ordered plantation
near the Six Nations would tend to

Pennsylvania,

of hardship, suffering

1754, eight hundred and
of Connecticut conceived
forty
the plan of founding a colony somewhere west of the Delaware, and
formed an association known as the

About

men

Susquehanna Company.

May, 1755, the Susquehanna

Company

cement and

fix

them

in friendship

with the English, and secure their
The Asallegiance and protection.
sembly "manifested their ready acquiescence" in the plan and recommended the petitioners to royal
favor.
The company sent an agent
to England to secure a charter or
confirm their preemptive title, but
failed to obtain any recognition.
Beyond the feeble attempts of the
Susquehanna Company to send out
surveyors and small parties of colonists, who were attacked by the
Indians and driven out of the valley,
nothing was done to establish a
permanent colony until 1769.
The purchase from the Indians
and the determined efforts of tlie
Susquehanna Company to take possession of the lands, became known,
and the Pennsylvania Proprietaries
vigorously remonstrated to the Governor of Connecticut, and took steps to
thwart the plans of the colonists.
They obtained, in 1761, the opinion
of Attorney General Pratt of England,

They im-

mediately sought to secure some
tangible evidence of title.
At a council held at Albany in
1754, with the Six Nations of Indians,
they purchased from the Indian
chiefs a large tract of land lying on
the waters of the Susquehanna, about
seventy miles north and south, beginning about ten miles east of the
river and extending west two degrees of longitude. This land was
adroitly described so as to fall within
the strip described in the Connecticut charter, and the Susquehanna Company, without any official
sanction or action of Connecticut,
exercised the right of preemption.
This is usually the privilege, not of
an association or of individuals,
but of a state, colony or province,
in which are vested, either by discovery or conquest, the rights of

sovereignty and territory.
"The southern line of this grant
by the Indians," says Governor Henry
M. Hoyt, "enters Pennsylvania near

'"Brief of 'a Title to Seventeen Townships in the County of Luzerne" (Harrisburg, 1879).
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afterwards Lord Camden, who declared that the agreement between
Connecticut and New York, fixing
the boundary between them, "precluded Connecticut from advancing
one foot beyond those limits;" that
she had no right to resume her
ancient boundary by overleaping
the province of New York, or to
encroach upon the Pennsylvania

During the years from 1769 to
the Pennsylvanians and the
Yankees fought stubbornly for pos1772,

session of the disputed ground, the
leaders on both sides being captured,
only to escape and renew the conflict with new accessions of force
every

year, with the sacrifice of

When

grant, which had been made after
the territory of Connecticut had been
reduced by new confines and that the
lands beyond these settlements westward had thus been restored to the
Crown and laid open to a new grant.

lowing spring, and they gradually and
after much tribulation, secured a firm
foothold in the valley, so that it became impossible to dislodge them.
They established a sort of miniature
republic, controlled to a certain extent
by the Susquehanna Company, long before the colony of Connecticut officially
recognized and supported them.
"They laid out townships," says

;

In 1768, the Proprietaries, though
relying on their charter rights and
the opinion of counsel, sought further
to strengthen their position against
the determined Yankees. They accordingly negotiated and easily secured a deed from the Six Nations
of the same land granted to the Susquehanna Company, for the Indians
were willing to sell any portion of
the territory "as many times over as
white purchasers could be found to

mon

defense and general welfare of
the plantation.
Neither the Grecian
nor Roman states, in their proudest
days of republicanism, could boast of a
goyernment more purely democratic
than was established at Wyoming."
Wyoming was changed to WilkesBarre', named from the two friends

precarious source of title, but
to base claims to a dis-

sufficient

puted territory. Sir Edmund Andros,
appointed governor of all New England in 1686, had contemptuously
declared, on one occasion, when
Indian deeds were produced in opposition to the claim of the Crown to
the soil of New England, that they
were "worth no more than the scratch
of a bear's paw."
A lease of the Susquehanna Valley
was then made by the Penns to a trio
of Pennamites, Charles Stewart, Amos
Ogden and John Jennings, who, aided
by civil officers, kept the valley in a
state of turmoil for many years. "This
lease was the flag they hoisted as the

badge of

title

Co:-

Governor Hoyt, "formed settlements, erected fortifications, levied
and collected taxes, passed laws for
the direction of civil suits and for
the punishment of crimes, established
a militia, and provided for the com-

make payment."
The deeds from the Six Nations
thus obtained by both parties, proved
a

many lives.

the Yankees were driven out of
the valley in the fall of one year, they
returned in greater numbers in the fol-

of

in

Sir

liberty
England,
John
Wilkes and Colonel Isaac Barre',
who spoke eloquently in Parliament
in
defense of America.
It was
Wilkes who said: "A fit and proper
resistance is a revolution, not a re"It is imposbellion," and again:
sible for this Island to conquer and
hold America. We must recall our

and armies, repeal all acts injurious to the Americans, and restore
their charters if we would restore
unity to the Empire."
fleets

To Townsend, who declared that
the American children, "planted by

and possession."
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the location o the Wyoming Valley in the northeastern part of Pennsylvania,
over which there arose a dispute and massacre with the Land Proprietors
from Connecticut who claimed title through their original
charter, across the continent to the Pacific

Map showing

Original

map now

recorded at the State Capitol at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

was accordingly submitted to eminent
Crown lawyers in England, Lord

our care, nourished by our indulgence
and protected by our arms," grudged
any contribution to relieve England
from her burdens, Colonel Barre"
made an impassioned reply, characterized the Americans as "a people
jealous of their liberties, and who will

Thurlow, Mr. Wedderburn, afterwards Lord Loughborough, Chancel-

Dunning and Mr. Jackson, who
rendered an opinion declaring that
the agreement between Connecticut
and the province of New York extended no further than to settle the
boundaries between them, and as the
charter to Connecticut was granted
eighteen years before that to Sir William Penn, there was no ground to
contend that the Crown could at that
period make an effectual grant to
him of that country which had been
so recently granted to others.
"It was recommended by counsel
that in the event of the failure to
reach an amicable agreement with
the Proprietaries of Pennsylvania,
the colony of Connecticut apply
to the King in council, praying for
the appointment of commissioners
to decide the question."
lor

vindicate them if ever they should
be violated," and called them "Sons
of Liberty."

This

delivered in 1765,
Ingersoll, agent of Con-

speech,

was sent by
necticut, to

New London, where it was

printed in the newspapers and then
spread broadcast through the colony.
It was not long, says Bancroft, "before the words of Barr^ were as household words in every New England
and the continent rang
town.
from end to end with the cheering
name of the 'Sons of Liberty.'"
It was characteristic of the
Connecticut settlers in the Wyoming
Valley, to couple these great names
in the founding of their first township, since grown to an important
.

.

Encouraged and

and prosperous city.

opinion,

In the latter part of

1771,

the valley until 1775, the Pennsylvania claimants finding the colonists
from New England too powerful
to overcome.
Up to this time the
Connecticut settlers had not received
recognition by ConIn May, 1771 the Assembly
cautiously expressed its opinion that
the lands west of the Delaware
River were well contained within the
boundaries and descriptions of the
charter, and appointed a committee
to collect all the evidence of the
title of the colony to the lands, and
transmit it to her agents in England,
and procure the opinion of counsel
there as to the title of the Penns and
all other claimants, and as to the
expediency of asserting her claim.

The

so-called

,

Susquehanna

this

:

official

necticut.

by

Assembly

took definite action, and in October,
1773, passed a resolution, with a
chip on the legislative shoulder, in
this guarded and temperate language
"This Assembly at this time will
assert their claim and in some proper
way support such claim to their
lands contained within the limits
and boundaries of the charter of
this colony, which are westward of
the province of New York."

the

Yankees triumphed over their enemies
and were left in quiet possession of

any

fortified

the Connecticut

At the same session, the Assembly
appointed eight commissioners to
proceed to Philadelphia and treat
with Governor John Penn, and agree
upon and ascertain the boundaries
between the colony and the province.
In December, 1773, three commissioners waited upon Governor John
Penn, and presented their case.
The governor claimed title to the
lands under the original charter to
William Penn, and stating his opinion

case
438

!etwett

in

a.

letter of

December

17,

Upon

1773,

the claim of Connecticut to
any lands westward of the province
of New York was without the least
foundation, declined to enter into
any negotiations with the committee.
that

sioners

the

inhabitants of the Wyoming
Valley a distinct town "with like
powers and privileges as other towns
in this colony by law have," to be
called by the name of Westmoreland
and annexed to the county of

were fully discussed. John Penn
refused to join in any petition to the
King, but offered to appear and
answer any petition of Connecticut.

Litchfield.

During the same session Governor
Trumbull issued a proclamation forbidding any persons taking up, entering on, or settling any lands in-

commissioners then very
shrewdly suggested that a temporary
line of jurisdiction be agreed upon
and located between the settlements
under the proprietors on the western
branch of the Susquehanna River
and those under Connecticut upon
the eastern branch of the river.
This was rejected and the commissioners, after delivering a long letter
in which they repeated their views,
took leave of the governor by sending
in a card, which expressed the extreme courtesy of the whole pro-

The

;

in

words

these

cluded in the charter of the colony
lying westward of the province of
New York, without the consent of
the General Assembly.
This was met by a counter proclamation by Governor Penn, in

February, 1774, forbidding any inhabitants of his province "to pay
obedience or regard to any orders
given by virtue of powers or instructions from the Government of
Connecticut."
Connecticut and Pennsylvania thus
became involved in the quarrel,
which had hitherto been confined to
the settlers and their opponents on
the ground.

:

"Col. Dyer, Dr. Johnson and Mr.
Strong present their respectful compliments to Governor Penn, and acquaint him that they purpose to
set out on their
return home this
afternoon, and if there are any
services which they can render him,
either in Connecticut or New York, they
will be very happy to receive the Honor

of his commands.

To

The effect of this official
by Connecticut was to

tion

Yankees

the year 1773, a census of the inhabitants in the colony of Connecticut on the first of January, 1774,
showing the respectable number of
1922 in the Wyoming Valley.
In May, 1775, courts of probate
were established by the Connecticut
Assembly in Westmoreland the town
was constituted an entire regiment,

:

his

Pennsylvania new

and enthusiasm. Their
numbers had largely increased during

Saturday noon."

"Governor Penn presents

in

recognigive the

courage

this polite message, the gover-

nor replied as follows

commisand the

sylvania, definitely recognized and
cast their mantle of protection over
the infant colony by constituting

guished courtesy, and consisted of
two conferences and considerable
correspondence in which the claims
of the Penns and of Connecticut

ceedings

return, the
their report,

Connecticut Assembly
early in
January, 1774, finding no hope of
an amicable settlement with Penn-

The proceedings at Philadelphia
were marked by the most distin-

o

their

made

com-

pliments to Col. Dyer, Dr. Johnson
and Mr. Strong is much obliged
to them for the polite offer of their
services, and wishes them a pleasant
journey.
Saturday, December 25."

;
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to be

known

Regiment

of

of the

as the Twenty-fourth

the

Connecticut

subject to the same rules and with
the same powers and privileges of
other regiments of the colony, and
Zebulon Butler, a famous pioneer
and fighter, was appointed colonel.
In October, 1776, Connecticut
passed an act constituting the town
of Westmoreland a county under the
same name, with limits somewhat
enlarged, and created two county

courts

having

criminal

and

twenty-two surveyors of highways,
was voted at the sixth town meeting, in October of that year, to mark
out a road from the Delaware to the
Susquehanna; for up to that time
the only approaches to the settlement were bridle-paths or Indian
The
trails, or by boats on the river.
tything men had something to do,

civil

During the sessions of the Assembly
1775, and thereafter, representatives or deputies of the
freemen of the town of Westmoreland

is a record of the trial of
one Mary Pritchard, who was "found
guilty of unnecessarily going from
her place of abode on the Lord's
day," and ordered to pay a fine of

for there

in March,

attended at New Haven and HartZebulon Butler, Joseph Sluman
and Ezekiel Pierce being chosen and
duly enrolled as members of the
Assembly from Westmoreland.
ford,

five shillings to the treasury of the

town.
In the latter part of 1775, Governor
John Penn made a last attempt to
break up the Yankee settlement
on the Susquehanna by commissioning Colonel William Plunket "to
use his utmost diligence and activity
in executing the laws of the province
in the County of Northumberland,"
which included the Wyoming Valley.
Ac6ordingly, Colonel Plunket, with
a force of over 700 armed men, with a
train of boats and a field-piece, made
his demonstration against the people
The Yankees could
of the valley.
only muster half of their opponent's
force, but by a clever ambush, and
after a sharp skirmish in which
many lives were lost. Plunket re-

The town records of Westmoreland
have been preserved, and show that
these pioneers fully appreciated and

exercised the sacred right of all New
Englanders the Town Meeting for
in the first year of its existence, seven
town meetings were held in ten

months. "The woodsman, when he
has obtained the long-wished-for
rifle, is not satisfied till he has tried
again and again."
At the first meeting, on March 1
and 2, 1774, the freemen of the town
appointed seven selectmen, seven conit

and

in distributing offices of

if

it

jurisdiction.

stables

town

not of profit, seems almost
ludicrous, but no unseemly hilarity
was indulged in and everything
was done with the utmost solemnity.
To add service to the dignity of the
trust,

line,

collectors of rates, fifteen

fence viewers, twenty-two surveyors
of highways, fourteen listers, three
leather sealers, eleven grand jurors,
seven tything men, four sealers of

tired
in humiliation
and defeat.
This was nearly at the end of Governor John Penn's administration, for
the proprietary government ceased
at the Declaration of Independence.
There was still a bitter feeling against
the Connecticut pioneers, and the
Continental Congress, in December,

and measures, eight key
keepers, besides a moderator, a treasurer and a town clerk.
At the last
meeting of the year, a school comweights

mittee of fifteen was also appointed.
As only two hundred and six
persons took the freeman's oath,
as required by law, the prodigality

1775,
estly
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and again in April, 1776, earnrecommended the contending

X-O:

Westmoreland, and directed to
be stationed for the defense of the
inhabitants of the town and parts
adjacent till further order of Con-

parties to cease all hostilities, to
cultivate harmony, to consider themselves as jointly interested in the
event of the American cause, and besought them not to injure that union,
which so happily subsisted between
all the colonies and on which their
welfare so much depended.

in

gress.

These companies consisted of about
men each and were commanded by Captain Robert Durkee
and Samuel Ransom. During Washington's retreat through the Jerseys,
eighty

Accordingly the Connecticut As-

sembly adopted a resolution
ing that

all

direct-

the inhabitants on the

in

1776,

and before the

battles of

remain in

Trenton and Princeton, the American

possession without molestaforbidding any further
settlements on the Wyoming lands

cause was trembling in the balance.
This fact, undoubtedly, induced Congress, on the twelfth of December,
1776, to order the two companies at
Westmoreland to join General Washington with all possible expedition.
The order was obeyed and these
men of the Connecticut line from
the Wyoming Valley afterwards distinguished themselves under General
Dickinson at Millstone, New Jersey.
The withdrawal of these troops
left the frontier exposed to attacks
from the Indians, which culminated
in the massacre at Wyoming on
July 3, 1778, when a "force composed of 1100 British soldiers and
Tories under Colonel John Butler,
accompanied by about 700 Indians,
attacked a force of settlers at Wyoming under Colonel Zebulon Butler,
numbering about three hundred, and
almost annihilated them. The frontiersmen fought desperately, but they
were nearly all slain in the battle, or
captured and the captives were tortured by the Indians with incredible
cruelties.
The log huts of the inhabitants were destroyed by fire,
and the old men, women and children
were driven out into the wilderness,
to make their way under untold
hardships to the nearest settlement,

disputed

territory

shall

quiet

tion,

and

without license from the Assembly.

As this resolution was, by its
terms, only temporary and in force
only during the pleasure of the Assembly, Congress recommended by a
supplemental resolution, that Connecticut should not introduce any
settlers on the lands until the further
order of Congress, or until the dispute

was settled.
The War of the Revolution, which
engrossed the minds and hearts of
the Americans, probably had more
effect upon the settlers than these
resolutions, for the Yankees breathed
the air of liberty, and entered heart
and soul into the conflict then impending, and in which they were
to be heavy sufferers.
At a town meeting held in August,
1775, they united

"in opposing ye
adopted by Parliament to enslave America," and declared that the "plan of enforcing
their several oppressive and unconlate

measures

of depriving us of
our property, and of binding us in
all cases without exception, whether
we consent or not, is considered
by us highly injurious to American
or English freedom."
In accordance with a resolution
stitutional acts,

about sixty miles away.

was

August 23, 1776, "two
independent companies on the Continental establishment" were raised
of Congress of

devastated

The

and

valley

almost

depopulated.
During the remainder of the war,
the garrison at Wyoming was com441

Referring to Colonel Dyer, Joseph
Reed, one of Pennsylvania's counsel
wrote during the trial, under date

posed of Connecticut men. This
caused some jealousy and discontent
among the Pennsylvanians, for we
find Congress recommending to the
Commander-in-Chief, in December,
1780, to relieve the garrison at Wyoming by troops from the Continental
Army not belonging to the lines of
Pennsylvania and Connecticut, or
citizens

of

.

.

'o

Pennsylvania

to

arbitrate.

The

' '

On the third of January, 1783,
the court decided in favor of Pennsylvania by the Trenton decree,
which reads as follows
:

"We are unanimously of opinion
that the State of Connecticut has no
right to the lands in controversy.

We are also unanimously of opinion
that the jurisdiction and preemption
of all the territory lying within the
charter boundary of Pennsylvania,
and now claimed by the State of
Connecticut do of right belong to
the State of Pennsylvania."

judges

finally selected were: William WhipHampshire, David Brearpie of

New

ley and William Churchill Houston
of New Jersey, Cyrus Griffith, Joseph
Jones and Thomas Nelson of Virginia,

and Welcome Arnold

of

This judgment settled the controversy between the states, and
Connecticut acquiesced in the decision, which was final and conclusive
as to jurisdiction and sovereignty.
The court had, however, refused
to pass upon the rights of soil, and
the actual settlers clung more tenaciously than ever to their homes and

Rhode

Island.

The court convened

o

.

.

presented a petition to Congress for
a hearing respecting the disputed
territory on the east branch of the
Susquehanna, in accordance with the
ninth article of the Confederation.
By the terms of this article, the
United States in Congress assembled
were the last resort on appeal in all
disputes and differences between two
or more states concerning boundary,
jurisdiction or any other cause
whatever.
With much reluctance, Connecticut

agreed

.

been lost since their arrival, Dyer
having told us it was much blurred
and blotted, but they had a fair
We have our suspicions. Sercopy.
geant just now asked him if he had
looked for it in his breeches. I suppose you have heard the anecdote
Col. Dyer
of the stockings.
He speaks
will submit to no order.
twenty times a day, and scarcely
ever finishes one sentence completely.

the provisions to the garrison "to
relieve its present urgent distresses."
Shortly after the surrender of
1781,

.

the other was brought here, but has

of either state.

in

1782, as follows:
for Connecticut have

3,

brought their testimony down to
their best
their Indian deeds.
deed was carried to England.

The occasion of this resolution
was the stopping of boats carrying
provisions for the garrison by Colonel Hunter, and the State of Pennsylvania was requested to forward

Cornwallis,

December
"The agents

at Trenton,

New Jersey,

on the twelfth of November, 1782, and continued in session
William
for forty-one judicial days.
Bradford, Joseph Reed, James Wilson
and Jonathan D. Sergeant appeared
as counsel on behalf of Pennsylvania,
and Eliphalet Dyer, William S.
Johnson and Jesse Root for

Another fierce struggle
arose and the period from
to 1789 was marked by a
series of attacks upon the settlers
under the forms of law, and in some
cases without process of law, and
firesides.

then
1783

Connecticut.
442

0-

by the sharp and determined resistance of the inhabitants of the towns.
During and after the Revolutionary
War, the population of the valley

The garrison of troops of the
Connecticut line had, in the mean-

had increased to about

place.

six

thousand

who

occupied seventeen
townships clustered along the river,
as may be seen by reference to the
persons,

accompanying map.

The people

of

these

townships,

Trenton decree, by petition
to the Assembly of Pennsylvania,
offered to submit to her sovereignty.
In their memorial they pathetically
after the

describe

words

their

sufferings

in

these

:

"We

have settled a country (in
but of little value;
but now, cultivated by your mem-

its original state)

orialists, is

to

them

of the greatest
.
their all.
.

importance, being
our houses are desolate

mothers childless
phans multiplied

many

widows and
our

or-

habitations

and many families reWe care
duced to beggary.
not under what state we live. We
will serve you, we will promote your
will
interests
fight
your battles;
but in mercy, goodness, wisdom,
justice and every great and generous
destroyed

.

.

leave us our possessions,
the dearest pledge of our brothers,
children and fathers, which their
hands have cultivated and their
blood, spilt in the cause of their
country, has enriched."
principle,

SQ;

O

They concluded with the prayer
that a general act of oblivion and
indemnity be passed.
The legislature, instead of recognizing the sacrifice of these heroic
people, leaned to the side of the
claimants and apPennsylvania
pointed commissioners to inquire
and to encourage a
compromise between the

into their case,
friendly
parties.

time, been withdrawn and two companies of state troops took their

The committee

of Pennsylvania
under Alexander Patterson, offered their compromise in
the form of leases to the Connecticut
people for one year from April 1,
1783, at which time they shall deliver
up possession of the whole the

landholders,

widows of men killed by the savages
to have a further indulgence of one
year in addition. This proposition
was rejected by John Jenkins, speaking for the Connecticut claimants,
who replied in these stirring words:
"Although we mean to pay due
obedience to the constitutional laws
of Pennsylvania, we do not mean to
become abject slaves."
Strange to say, the commissioners
their report recommended that
lands in western Pennsylvania be
given to the families of those who
had fallen in battle and to those
other holders of Connecticut titles,
who actually resided on the land
at the time of the Trenton decree,
in

provided they gave up possession
by the first of April following. And
the Legislature approved these terms
of

compromise.
Captain Alexander Patterson, who
had been appointed a Justice, then
commenced a series of high-handed
measures, using the state troops to
He changed the name
enforce them.
of Wilkes-Barre' to
Londonderry,
arrested Colonel Zebulon Butler, who
had vigorously protested against the
rudeness of the soldiers, on the charge

and many other respectwhose sons were killed
in the massacre, were thrown into
loathsome prisons and treated with
of treason;

able citizens,

the greatest indignities.

10$

I
The
diers

hundred

made

and the solmore than one

from Connecticut, now become subjects of Pennsylvania, were not left

who

prosecute their claims in the
proper course without the intervenIn
tion of the legislature.
short, we lament that our govern-

settlers resisted,

dispossessed

and

their

fifty

way

families,

to

to the settlements

on the Delaware.
Taking advantage of a great flood,
which devastated the
valley in
March, 1784, Stewart took possession
of the chief part of the land on both

.

ment have

.

business manior foresight,
nor have acted as the guardians of
the rights of the people, committed
to their care.
Impressed with the
fested

sides of the river, established lines
of the Pennsylvania surveys, and

in

this

wisdom

little

multiplied evils which have sprung
from the improvident management
of the business, we hold it up to
public censure."

put "well disposed Pennsylvanians"
in the place of those driven out.
All this was done without due process of law, and by the arbitrary
will of Patterson aided by soldiers.

These resolutions, although supported by Governor Dickinson, were
unheeded, and the legislature appointed Colonel John Armstrong,
Junior, adjutant general, and authorized fresh levies of troops from
Bucks, Berks and Northampton
Counties.
He proceeded with a small
force to Wyoming, and the civil war
was renewed with the advantage on
the side of the Connecticut men,
and the attacking party was com-

John Franklin then organized a
force of Connecticut men, who drove
out the "well disposed" Pennsylvanians and civil war reigned. A
committee appointed by the legislature then endeavored to induce the
contestants to surrender their arms.
The Connecticut men complied, but
the Pennsylvania adherents in the
garrison refused, upon which the
arms were restored to the former.
All these proceedings caused intense indignation throughout Pennsylvania and in other parts of the

pelled to retire.

Then the Assembly awakened to
the sense of justice, and forced by
opinion, passed an act in
September, 1784, directing that the
lands be restored to the original

country.
The Council of Censors, a part of
the government of Pennsylvania, in
September, 1784, denounced the policy of the state and passed resolutions of censure, in which they
stated that the decree at Trenton
"promised the happiest consequences
to the confederacy, as an example

public

jl*

settlers.

This was the end of the second
Pennamite War, which was carried
on with vindictive cruelty on both
sides.

The

history

of

the

subse-

quent legislation and the legal proceedings is too complicated to reSuffiquire a recital at this time.
cient to say that in March, 1787, a
law was passed, which
confirming
confirmed the titles to the land occupied by actual settlers at the time
This was
of the Trenton decree.

was thereby set of two contending
sovereignties adjusting their differences in a court of justice instead of
involving themselves, and perhaps
their confederates, in war and
bloodshed."
"It is much to be regretted, that
this happy event was not improved
on the part of this state, that the
persons claiming lands at or near
Wyoming, occupied by the emigrants

1788, and in April,
was repealed. No attempt,
however, was made to disturb the
Wyoming settlers, except by legal

suspended in
1790,

444

it

amoua Sawtiarg liapufr

proceedings, which proved ineffectual.
In 1799, a new Act of Compromise
was passed, which provided, upon
certain conditions, for the release of
lands by the Pennsylvania claimants
to the state and certificates of title
or patents to be issued to the Connecticut claimants who were actually
settlers at or before the time of the

in

diction over the territory." 2
It remains only to state briefly
the origin of the Connecticut Reserve in Ohio.
At the close of the Revolutionary
War, the territory of the Northwest,
extending to the Mississippi and north
to the Great Lakes and Canada,

Trenton decree.
Under subsequent

was claimed by Massachusetts, Con-

acts in 1802
benefits of the compromise were extended to all settlers,
whether before or since the Trenton

and 1807, the

necticut,

gress, in 1787, established the governfor the Northwest territory,

ment

out of which were carved the states
of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan
and Wisconsin.
In 1787, Connecticut ceded to the
United States all her lands in the

Northwest

a
territory,
reserving
of land in the northeastern
part of Ohio, containing three and
one-half million of acres, of about
the same size as the Wyoming tract.
This tract was called the Connecticut

and happily

tract

settled."
The following summary of the struggles and hardships of the Connecti-

cut people tells the pathetic story

"The

:

were a hardy intelligent, brave and patriotic people.
During the Revolutionary struggle,
settlers

or Western Reserve.

hundred thousand

neither the sufferings and privations
which they -endured, nor the menace
of the executive authority of Pennsylvania could drive them from
their settlements, nor could the offers
of British gold tempt them to abandon
their country or the common cause

and independence in which
they were engaged. They furnished
nearly one thousand men for the
regular service. They did still more.
They sustained, single handed, for
more than three years, a frontier
war, during the most gloomy period

into

of title

possession

such a

title,

.

.

as

of two million dollars.
The quarrel between Pennsylvania
and Connecticut may be contemplated with deep appreciation and
sympathy by the descendants of

early pioneers in other parts of the
country, but it may be safely said
that history presents hardly a parallel
to this story of heroic struggle
and almost incredible hardship.

They

under
too,

known

sum

of the Revolution, and successfully
repelled an enemy, whose known
mode of warfare spared neither age,

came

In 1792, five

acres,

the "Fire Lands," were used for the
relief of those who had been burned
out and plundered at the time of
the Wyoming massacre. The rest
was sold by the State of Connecticut
and the proceeds appropriated to
the school fund. This fund, now
intact, has amounted by excellent
management and accretions, to the

of liberty

nor sex, nor condition.

York, Virginia, the

The famous
Northwest Ordinance, passed by Con-

to the parties. Most fortunately
the terms proposed were embraced
by the parties, and the controversy
finally

New

Carolinas and Georgia.

decree, and the respective claimants
in general accepted the conditions.
The Act of 1799 "was strictly
an act of mediation. It proposed
terms of settlement and compromise

-P.-

which they were induced to con"
by a government claiming juris-

fide

color
as they

2
Judge Scott in Barney vs. Sutton, 9
Watt's Reports, 36.

honestly believed to be good, and
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We

have strengthened the pattern they gave

Our foredames and

And

us,

fathers of old,

the country their loyalty saved us,
love of their children enfold.

The

And
05

the circle of unity binding,

The bars where
Is

its freedom is set,
a nation's devotion unending,
In love that we may not forget.

\o

In the cradle of Liberty's greatness,
Of granite foundation and sure,
In the hope of true freedom and justness,
Was nurtured their strength to endure.

And fair Liberty's daughters uniting,
Have circled the world with the chain
Of affection and honor abiding
Unbroken and staunch to remain.

From the ashes of discord that severed
The links of oppression in twain
From the embers that love has uncovered
;

Is rising

UJ

a temple a-main,

Whose firm walls shall be type of a nation,
Whose bondage was loosed in a right
Of justice unawed of the station,
Where kings held their councils of might.
Then,

all hail to

Liberty's fair daughters,

Whose patriot zeal is undimmed.
They have lighted the fires on love's altars,
To quaff freedom's flagon, full brimmed.

)),

In the centuries' march, rushing onward,
The shrine their devotion has raised
Shall gleam like a star, flaming upward

A

crown to their honor and

praise.
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few Americans can
to be interested in

the origin of their countrymen, especially those
hardy pioneers of the
romantic period of colonizing days from 1574
to 1652; the "foundation" period of
our United States. A mere narrative
of the progress of new discoveries and

we
men who made
They were most

colonization lacks interest unless

read of the lives of
such events possible.

all of them courageous, and fired with
enthusiasm to found new homes in a
country all of which was a wilderness
peopled by savage tribes yet unknown.
After gaining a foothold along the
Atlantic coast, with their families
they laid the foundation of a nation.
They brought with them the religious,

and political institutions of
Old World. Reading of the
great events and dramatic episodes
and new discoveries, we crave to know
social

the

more

intimately, not only the lives
of the leaders and statesmen, but

the personalities and characteristics
of all the colonists.

A study of this period of American
history acquires a new light when a
knowledge is gained of the character-

the various families who were
to settle here.
Unfortunately this period was rife with repeated conflicts with the Indians,
who laid waste to whole settlements,
with the torch. Countless documents were thus destroyed. Every
istics of

the

first

American
bears and

interested in his foretheir origins in England

is

or Continental Europe.

The purport of this article is to
endeavor to throw some light upon
one of these families who came, like
many others, from England to become ancestors of thousands throughout the United States.
The ship "Elizabeth," under Captain Stagg, sailed from Lydd, in
England, April, 1635, for America,
and
two

carried

among the

passengers
Gabriel and William
Mead. It is assumed that they were
brothers in view of the fact that their
coat-of-arms was the same "Sa. a
chev. betw. three pelicans or vuln. gu."
Gabriel Mead remained in Massachusetts and became the ancestor
of the Meads of that state.
William Mead, however, followed
the tide of emigration which at that
time was towards the Connecticut
He settled first at WethersValley.
brothers,

O

mmran
field

JForeteara in latrnpran (Qftrilt&ttUm

"Also the body of Henry, son of James

and then at Stamford, and was
the

among

first

forty-two
Stamford, in

of

proprietors

Mead.

landed

"He married Ann, daughter of William
Croft, of Peckleton, Esq.
"Also the body of William, son of Henry

1641.

There were three children, including
a son who died in 1658. Joseph,
born in 1630, married December 4,
1654,

Mary Brown

May

3,

Mead, who married Elizabeth, daughter
Pethy of Tetsworth, in Oxford-

of Charnell

of Stamford, died
Martha, born about
married
1632,
John Richardson
of Stamford; and John Mead, born
about 1634, married Hannah Potter
of Stamford, in 1657, and died February 5, 1699. He was the ancestor
of the Greenwich, Connecticut, Meads.
There is to be found in the ancient
Norman records of 1180-1195 the
names of William, Robert, Matilda,
Roger and Reginald de Prato, and
in 1198 the names of Richard and
Robert de Prato. In 1200, Harvey
de Prato, in Normandy, was King
John's "faithful knight," and the
custody of Rouen Castle was given

1690.

infant."

The family crest was an "Eagle
displayed" and the motto, "Semper
paratus" Always ready.
Contemporary with the Meads in
New England during the colonizing

who

were well known and recorded.
It is the purpose of this paper to

The Norman "de Prato" became,
Mead, Meade, Mede or
Meads. The name first appears in
Somersetshire.
In the reign of King
Henry VI, Thomas Meade, Esquire,
settled at Elmdon, according to the
His son,
history of County Essex.

treat of the life of two of the Meads
who lived during the American colon-

in England,

Thomas Meade, Sergeant-at-Law,
1567,

and constituted one

of

izing

Elmdonbury

Hall,

RICHARDUS MEAD, M. D., "Regis
Magnae Britannia, Medicus Ordinarius 1749," was born at Stepney,
London, August 11, 1673. He was

in

the

the son of the celebrated Non-con-

Mathew
divine, Reverend
Mead, in the reign of Charles I.
Stepney meeting-house was erected

formist

Mathew (buried in the churchyard of St. Dunstan's) and during
his time was one of the most noted
of the Non-conformist places of worIt has lately been rebuilt.
ship.
Near the church of St. Dunstan's
stood a spacious mansion, the seat
of Henry, first Marquis of Worcester.
for

Dag-

worths, Mawn-teneys, Crishall, Wendon Lofts, Great Easton, Dutton
Hill, Wenham, Northofts and many
others.

On the north wall of Marlborough
Church, County Liecester, on a monument of black marble, with the Mead
coat-of-arms "a chevron between
three pelicans"
appears the following inscription

days and were of the same
who emigrated to

family of Meads
New England.

judges of the King's Bench, purchased Wendon Lofts, February 3,
From that time onward we
1578.
find the Meads holding estates and

manors

were several in England,
gained distinction. Their lives

period,

to his brother.

10$
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Also the body of Charnell,
son of William Mead, who married Elizabeth, daughter of William Hewitt, of
Also the body of WilStretton, Esquire.
liam, son of Charnell Afead, who married
Susannah, daughter of Mathew Floyer, of
Also
Heints, in Staffordshire, Esquire.
the body of William, son of William Mead,
who married Elizabeth, daughter of Edward Wilson, Rector of Milston, with an
shire, Esquire.

It

was

in the two-storied dwelling

above the gateway of this mansion
that Mathew Mead lived, and here
that his still more famous son, Dr.

:

"Near this place is interred the body of
James Mead with his forefathers, Esquires.

Richard Mead, the "prince of English
44S
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physicians," and the friend and successor in practice of Dr. Radcliffe,
the founder of the Radcliffe Library
at Oxford, was born, in 1673. The
house occupied by Dr. Radcliffe was
at the corner of Southampton Street

and

Bloomsbury Square.

He

re-

Virginian

names

New

of the first quality

Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania and Maryland recruited
from it. The first exiles from it were
not self-banished for conscience sake,
like those at a later date, when the
Puritans went both to Massachusetts
originated.

moved here from Bow

and

as early as July,
death, in 1714, was succeeded in the
house by his old friend and protege,
It was in this
Dr. Richard Mead.
house that Dr. Radcliffe entertained
Prince Eugene with a dinner of
"barons of beef, juggets of mutton

on the contrary, were part of the
commercial enterprise which colonized America through the great companies formed in London the Plymouth Company and the London

Street at least
1704, and at his

and legs of pork for the first course,"
washed down with ale seven years in
the cask.
William King, LL. D., who delivered the Latin oration at the
dedication of the above library, in
1749, was also a native of Stepney.
Stepney, in the time of Dr. Richard
Mead, was, as it is now, the great
center of London shipping; she has
never shared the ill-repute of WhiteThe region was once well
chapel.
inhabited and the sailors still believe
that all children born at sea belong to
Stepney Parish. This motherly interest

extended to

all

children born

beyond the

seas, including the Americolonies.
Stepney is of a pres-

can
ence that her fosterfolks' descendants in America, and elsewhere, may
look back upon the spot with love
and pride, as the font of those sterling
virtues which has made England the
master of the seas in all parts of the
world.

Greenwich lies directly opposite
Stepney, on the Thames, where many
institutions exist, providing homes for
sailors in their old age.

Whitechapel adjoins Stepney, and,
was a
where

in the early colonizing days,
region of high respectability

lived the elite of
of the nobility.
It

was from

London and many

this region that

many

Virginia.

Company.

The

early

The discovery

out goers,

of

gold

in South America and the West
Indies and the great wealth being

amassed by the Spaniards drew a
great many Englishmen into the
ranks of merchant adventurers. Sad
to relate, many of them turned freebooters or buccaneers on the Spanish

Main. The Spaniards preceded the
English in forming settlements in the
West Indies.
As the Spaniards
founded forts and colonies, their lust
for gold became awakened, and they
commenced to treat the unoffending
natives with gross brutality, waste,

and insult.
The slaughter of these unfortunate

injury, rapine

torments neither
wretches, with
seen nor heard of before, that of
3,000,000 of people there were at
the end of forty years of Spanish
rule, scarce 300 Indians remaining.
Small need to wonder that the perusal
of such facts caused the blood to boil
in the veins of Drake, of Hawkins,
of many an old Elizabethan sea-dog
as he listened to the history of SpanThe
ish deeds on the Spanish Main.
conduct of the Spaniards in America

and their iniquitous proceedings in
the Low Countries created in many
men. the idea that to war upon that
nation was simply to vindicate the
wrongs

of

outraged

humanity.

It

became imperative to protect English
commerce and the safety of English
colonists in the West Indies against

O(
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and

were fined for their finding a
nights,
verdict of 'Not guilty.'
"The case of these jurymen was reviewed
on a writ of habeas corpus and Chief
Justice Vaughan delivered the opinion to
the Court which established the
right of
juries to give their verdict according to
their convictions."

the Spaniards. Accordingly, an expedition was equipped and armed by
Cromwell's government and left England in the fall of 1654.

A fine fleet was fitted, aboard of
which were "two thousand old Cavaliers and as many of Oliver's army."
The commanders were Colonel Venables and Admiral Penn.
Admiral
Penn was the father of William Penn,
the Quaker, who got one thousand
three hundred more adventurers at
Barbadoes and the Windward Island,
West

o(

In the church of St. Dunstan's,
Stepney, were baptized many of
those who became afterwards the
ancestors of notable Americans.
St. Dunstan's church is an edifice
of good perpendicular Gothic, with
traces of early English and even of
the old Norman, standing serene in a
place of quiet graves amid the turmoil of city traffic. The return of
so many New Englanders in their
old age, with the cherished desire
to spend their last days in this part
of London, may exemplify the love

Indies.

Cromwell, bent on colonizing Jamaica and encouraging its
trade,
issued a proclamation, in 1655, that
all goods should be transported to
the island duty free, for seven years;
and that no tax should be placed on
colonial productions for ten years.

of

I give these few historical gleanings here as it shows how universal
was the interest in England for ventures over the seas to the American
shores.
The father of William Penn

(the founder

of

The following epitaph appears upon

flat tombstones:
"Here Thomas Taffin lyes interred, ah why ?
Born in New England, did in London die.'

1

A

"I do not wonder at this," Dr.
Johnson said of the epitaph, to Boswell.
"It would have been strange
if born in London he had died in New
England."
Mathew Mead, the father of Dr.
Mead, was born in 1629 and
descended from a reputable family of
Buckinghamshire. Of his early life
no account is preserved. He' was a
man of strong, concentrative powers
of mind and an independent thinker.

families,

and among them the name of Mead.
The name of William Mead is associated with that of William Penn
by a handsome tablet in the entrance
hall of the new Old Bailey, London,
England. The inscription marks an

He went, in 1658, to Holland; returned in 1674; built a church in
Stepney, and died there October 16,

interesting point in legal history.

1699.

"Near

this site William Penn and Wiltried, in 1670, for preaching to an unlawful assembly in Grace
church Street.
"This tablet commemorates the courage
and endurance of the jury, Thomas Vere,

liam

to

one of the

great many English families tarried
awhile in the West Indies, and finally
removed to the New England colonies,
where the climate was more agreeable.
At any rate, the old records in the
West Indies contain the names of

many prominent American

home which Stepney seemed

inspire.

Pennsylvania) was

among the most adventurous.

iEumpratt Oltmteattntt

His son, Dr. Richard Mead, received his early education in Rome,
under his father and a private tutor,
Mr. John Nesbit.
In 1688, he was
placed under the care of Mr. Thomas
Singleton, and in the following year
under the celebrated Graevius, at

Mead were

Edward Bushell, and ten others, who refused to give a verdict against them, although locked up without food for two
450
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He took up the study of
Utrecht.
the classics and philosophy, and, in
1692, removed to Leyden, where he
remained three years, devoting himself to the study of medicine, and
where he was contemporary with
Boerhave, then a student.
In the year 1695, having completed
the usual course of study at Leyden,
he, in company with his brother
Samuel and

others, travelled in Italy,
and, while at Florence, had the good

fortune
isiaca"

to

discover

which

been given up

the

for many
for lost.

"mensa

years had

He

received the degree of Doctor
and Physics at Padua,
August 16, 1695, and then visited
Naples and Rome, returning to England about midsummer, 1696. He
settled at Stepney, in the house where
he was born. In 1702, Dr. Mead
came before the public as an author,
of Philosophy

publication of his "Mechanical
of Poisons."
This work was
received with great interest, and at
once established his reputation. He
was elected Fellow of the Royal
Society, in 1704, one of the Council, in
1706, and Vice-President, in 1707.
On May 5, 1703, he was elected Physician to St. Thomas' Hospital, and removed to Crutched Friars, and afterwards to Austin Friars.

by the

Account

On December

1707, the University of Oxford conferred on him
the degree of Doctor of Medicine, and
he thereafter presented himself for
examination
before
the
Censors
Board of the College of Physicians;
underwent the usual examinations
7,

and was admitted a Candidate, June
25, 1708, and a Fellow, April 9, 1710.
He was Censor, 1716, 1719 and 1724,
and Harweian Orator in 1723.
After the accession of George II,
Dr. Mead was appointed Physician
in ordinary to the King, an office
he continued to hold until his death
February 16, 1754. He was buried

Temple Church, and a monument has been erected to his memory
in Westminster Abbey.
Dr. Mead
was married twice. By his first wife,
Ruth Marshe, he had eight children.
One of his daughters was married to
Sir Edward Wilmot, Bart., an emi-

in the

nent

physician.

His

was Anne, daughter
Alston, Bart.
Of Dr. Mead's

second

of Sir

college

wife

Rowland
days the

following anecdote is among the
records of Gresham College, viz.:
"Last week (June, 1719) Dr. Mead
and Dr. Woodward, both belonging
to Gresham College, in walking down

Bishopgate street, quarelled and
caned one another; and when they
came into the square of the college,
they drew and fought; the latter

was wounded in several places, and
making another pass, Dr. Woodward
fell down backwards, and the other
gave him his life." When Woodward
fell, Mead is reported to have said,
"Take your life," to which the other
replied, "Anything but your physic!"
They had quarrelled over a medical
Mists. Journal, June 13.
question.
In the latter part of his life, Dr.
lived at No. 49 Great Ormond
Street, the corner of Pour's Place,
where is now the hospital for poor

Mead

children;

and

it

was

in this house

that he died.

There was a good garden behind
the house, at the bottom of which
was a gallery and museum filled with
statues,
engraved gems,
pictures,
coins and medals, drawings by eminent masters, engravings, Greek and
Latin manuscripts, and a fine collection of rare and choice books altogether, as was supposed, a collection
unrivalled by any private possessor.
There are four eminent men of
science buried in Westminster Abbey
Sir Isaac Newton, John Woodward,
:

Richard Mead and John Hunter;
brought to the Abbey in 1859 from

the

vaults of St. Martin' s-in-theDr. Mead's monuFields, Herschel.
ment is under the organ screen.

At the Physicians Royal

College,

by persons

The

of

of

miles

sixty

Many

of

the original settlers in

north-east

of

London.

of the

early settlers came
Island, in 1656, and among

from Long
them were John Mead and John
Hobby. They bought land in Greenwich from Richard Crabb, who had

**>

previously bought large tracts of
land from the Indians in many places
and sold it again in small parcels to
the new settlers.
John Mead was among the first
proprietors of Greenwich, in 1664,
viz.:

Meads enrolled in
the wars of England will attest to
their loyalty and valor.
The muster
rolls of the French and Indian War
and the War of the Revolution in
America are full of officers and men
of the surname of Mead.
The Meads
have multiplied to a large extent, and
of

"Jeff re

Ferris,

Senior; Joshua

Knapp, Senior; Joseph

Ferris,

Jona-

than Renolds, Angell Heusted, John
Mead, Senior; and John Hobby."

The following year it was decided
"that none shall bee admitted to bee
an inhabitant, but only such who
shall bringe under the hand of ministers and Magistrats, or selectmen
of the place from where they or hee
come a Sertificate to testifie of their

their descendants are now to be found
in many of the cities of Great Britian
and the United States.
The original engraving of Dr.
Richard Mead was obtained after a
diligent search in London, England.
It is reported that these engravings
are now exceedingly rare.
The original is a steel engraving, unsurpassed
in execution by any modern work,
is

be

first

Many

,

and

may

and about Greenwich, Connecticut,
arrived there from the port of London
or Ipswich, which latter port is about

These drawings were afterwards purchased by George III and are
now in the Royal Library at Windsor.
Dr. Mead seems to have been
granted, as a mark of special honor
by his soveriegn, an augmentation to
his coat-of-arms.
His coat-of-arms
was: "Sa a chev. ermine betw.
three pelicans ar. vuln. gu."
His
arms proper are the same as descended to the Meads of New England,
which establishes the consanguinity
of the blood relationship between
the two branches of the family.

vellum.

there

descendants

attempt at a genealogy
America was made
by Daniel M. Mead in his history of
Greenwich, Connecticut. He makes
the statement that one of their ancestors had been the friend and the
physician of the talented, though not
very amiable, Queen Elizabeth, of
England.

quality.

The number

and

of this family in

George IV, by Chantry; Dr. Mead, by
Ronbiliae. and a few others.
In 1702, Dr. Richard Mead kept
his celebrated collection of drawings
by Italian masters, in Albermarle
Street, a street of many excellent
inhabited

City, possesses one of

originals,

others owned by
the Mead family.

Pall Mall, East, corner of Tralfagar
Square, in the gallery above the
library are to be found engraved
portraits of Harvey, Dr. Mead and
others.
There are marble busts of

buildings

New York

of

the

orderly

life

and conversation, and

not until then to bee admitted inhabitants, excepting such who may bee
well known to ye towne's good satisfaction without a Sertificate; also
that ye minister of ye place is to have
his libertie of vout in order to ye receiving in of any inhabitants into ye

printed upon the finest of
Dr. Lester Mead Hubby

place."
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BRITISH ORIGINS OF AMERICAN FOUNDATIONS

Rare engraving of Dr. Richardus Mead, of the
English House of Mead, born in London in 1673, when other members of this distinguished British lineage
were emigrating to America Original engraving on vellum recently brought to America from England and
now in possession of Dr. Lester Mead Hubby, of New York, and here given its first historical record

HEROES OF THE MEXICAN WAR

Memorial

in

honor of Christopher Carson

i

l.xiid

INiisi

and Lieutenant

Edward Beale, the explorers, whose heroism saved the American forces in the war with Mexico in 1848
ment to be erected at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington By Isidore Konti, of New York,

Monusculptor

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Monument

erected in their honor by the Societies of the American Revolution
at Syracuse, New York

Isidore Konti of

New

York, sculptor

Member

of National Sculpture Society

DISCIPLINARIAN OP AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Monument to General Friedrich von
Steuben (1730-1794) the aide to Frederick the Great who became the disciplinarian of the American army Statue to be erected by order of Congress at Washington this fall and replica to be
presented to German Emperor Albert Jaegers, sculptor; member of National Sculpture Society

FATHER OF JURISPRUDENCE

Statue of Justinian the Great (483-565) the Roman Emperor
organized the Law and founded a system of Justice
upon which modern civilization has been built

Erected at the Court- House at Cleveland, Ohio
Isidore Konti of

New

York, sculptor

who

GREAT AMERICAN" DISCOVERERS

Bronze medal commemorating the fint lonx flights
in aerial navigation
In memory of tw< contemporary Americans who have mastered the
laws of aviation, twinging a new epoch to civilization' in which"mankind is to"
conquer the
tides of the air as a means of transjxjrtation
Medals by Victor D. Brenner of
York

New

HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP IN AMERICA
Medal cast

in

honor of founder and

New York
By

Victor D. Brenner of

Ifi0t0rir

first

president of the

Historical Society

New York

in

America

The custom of striking medals in bronze to commemorate some historic event is one of the oldest of arts.
Throughout the civilized world the bestowal of one of
these medals upon a deed of heroism or great achievement, has been the highest honor that could be conferred.
This custom has been in use in America since
the founding of the republic, until every step in the

progress of the nation is now recorded in bronze.
Among the most recent is the bronze medal in commemoration of the centennial of Abraham Lincoln,
which has since become a part of the national coinage
also the medals commemorating the ter-centenary of
the founding o\ the first permanent English speaking
settlement in America, the three hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River, and the
one hundredth anniversary of steam navigation. Medals
are now recorded in these pages commemorating the
beginning of aerial navigation and the Panama canal,
two of the greatest achievements in modern civilization which are to bring the dawn of new and greater
world epochs than mankind has ever before known
;

ic

and the

nav,g a t,on

s

Pacific Oceans as a benefaction to the
world's
Des,gned by Victor D. Brenner of New York, sSpto?
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RESIDENT Roosevelt, while standing at the historic university at Sorbonne, which was the seat of learning for mediaeval
Europe long before the American continent was known to exist,
recently remarked to the intellectualists of France that the rise
and fall of the democratic republics of today depend wholly upon
one vital power, one subtle force that can build and overthrow
nations and that force is individual citizenship.
indeed, a good American doctrine the very foundation upon which

\o

JORMER-P
This

is,

THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY was inaugurated and

is

now

in its fourth

year of public service. It has been the economic truth that has resounded
through these pages, until today it is accepted as the fundamental principle,
not only of the historic past, but of the hopeful future. The individual workman is the master-mechanic that is building the structure of History, and he
can mar or beautify it according to the blow of his own arm and the desire of
his

own

heart.

shall speak to you on the subject of individual citizenship," said
the former President of the United States, "the one subject of vital importance
to you, my hearers, and to me and my countrymen, because you and we are
citizens of great democratic republics.
A democratic republic such as each of
ours an effort to realize in its full sense government of, by, and for the people
represents the most gigantic of all possible social experiments, the one fraught
with the greatest possibilities for good and for evil.
"The success of republics like ours, means glory, and our failure the despair,
of mankind and for you and for us the question of the quality of the individual
citizen is supreme.
Under other forms of government, under the rule of one
man or of a very few men, the quality of the rulers is all-important. If, under
such governments, the quality of the rulers is high enough, then the nation may
for generations lead a brilliant career, and add substantially to the sum of world
achievement, no matter how low the quality of the average citizen because the
average citizen is an almost negligible quantity in working out the final results
of that type of national greatness.

"Today I

;

;
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"But with us
success or failure is conditioned upon the way in
which the average man, the average woman, does his or her duty, first in the
ordinary, every-day affairs of life and next in those great occasional crises which
call for the heroic virtues.
The average citizen must be a good citizen if our
The stream will not permanently rise higher than
republics are to succeed.
the main source and the main source of national power and national greatness is
found in the average citizenship of the nation. Therefore, it behooves us to
do our best to see that the standard of the average citizen is kept high and the
average cannot be kept high unless the standard of the leaders is very much
.

.

.

;

;

;

higher."

This

is the

underlying truth which permeates the pages of

AMERICAN HISTORY; the truth that every man and woman who
under the Stars and Stripes

yjlLn//
\ vy/

THE JOURNAL OF
is

working today

writing the history of the republic; that his lifestory is a chapter in his nation's annals even though it be but the humble record
of a day's work well done.
It begins in your heart
History is but the collective life-stories of us all.
and mine; it passes into our homes, and from there enters into the life of the
Commonwealth, which is but a composite of the characters and characteristics
^ y ur friends, their friends, and their friends' friends
and that is the Nation.
Self-government is revolutionary; it overthrows all the edicts of monarchy,
and establishes its own institutions. It maintains absolute independence in
its conduct.
The ancient forms of academic and epochal history do not apply
to it.
It is but the life-story of men, men, men.
It is first of all biography then
it is genealogy; and finally it is history.
No true record of the progress of a
Events
republic can be written without a clear understanding of all three.
are but the outcome of human action first of one man, and then of many.
is

;

History is worthless and cumbersome knowledge if it is but mere statistical
As a didactic discussion of times and places, it is as unavailable as it is
The past is not worth its memory except as it carries with it
uninteresting.
the hearts and souls of men, except as it brings before you the character and
conduct of men, except as it reveals your own power and responsibility as a
man, and inspires you to manhood.
facts.

History is the narrative of citizenship; citizenship is manhood. If the
republic is to live it must look to the individual man, for in him lies the mystery
of all the generations.
In each one of us there is a tremendous sweep of time
we stand in our generation as the embodiment of the thousands who have gone
before, and in us are to be unfolded the millions that are to come.
Within
each one of us is the same gigantic power to build or destroy; regardless of
social position, or fortune, or intellect, we are all the makers of men as well as
deeds.
The future of the human race is within us.
;

It is for the diffusion of this knowledge, and for the better
understanding of
the utility of history, that this JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY is dedicated,
not as a scholastic journal but rather as an impulse for citizenship, to inspire
men with a realization of their true significance this is the utility of history.
It is for an even more personal realization of the importance of the individual
that the Journal of American Ancestry is now being organized as an institution
that will first teach men who they are and what they stand for; that will impress
them with the responsibilities that rest upon them, and by so doing contribute
directly to the betterment of mankind and to the furtherance of civilization.
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at Provincetown. Massachusetts, on this year
Nineteen Hundred and Ten, in Dedication of the Historic Waters where the "Mayflower" first dropped
anchor in that memorable year of 1620, when the Ideals and Principles of American Character were
firmly established

and are today the legacy

of
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Observe Great Events that Have
Entered into the Building of the Nation Semi-Centennial of the Crisis of the North and the South
Centenary of the Second War with Great Britain Canada and the United States to Celebrate the One
Hundreth Anniversary of the Treaty of Ghent
465

American People

to

HISTORIC ART MEMORIALS IN AMERICA
expressed in the Memorial Window erected in
United States Military Academy

Magnificent Tribute to "Duty, Honor and Country"
Nineteen Hundred and Ten in the Memorial Chapel of the
at West Point Photograph in Possession of Colonel Charles W. Lamed 466

HISTORIC CHURCH BUILT BY AMERICAN PRISONERS IN

WAR

OF 1812 Historic church of Saint
Michael's in Princetown, England, where a beautiful memorial window was recently erected by the
National Society of United States Daughters of 1812 to the memory of those American sailors who,
while being detained in the Dartmoor prison between 1813 and 1815, assisted in building this church.... 468

AMERICAN HEROES IN BRITISH GRAVES

Churchyard of Saint Michael's in Princetown England
where many American prisoners-of-war lie buried heir graves gently protected by the British The
memorial window in the church was recently unveiled, with impressive ceremonies, by Mrs. William
Gerry Slade of New York, President of the National Society of the United States Daughters of 1812.... 468

AMERICA'S HERITAGE

PILGRIM FOUNDATION OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

Principles

and

Doctrines of these Early European Settlers on the Atlantic Coast of the American Continent, that
have been Assimilated into American Character and American Civilization during nearly Three Centuries
of;an Unfolding Hemisphere Pilgrim Ideals and the Trend of American Government By Charles William Eliot, LL. D., President Emeritus of Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
469

EARLIEST ENGLISH FOUNDATIONS ON WESTERN CONTINENT

Ancient Powder House erected

at Williamsburg, Virginia, seat of English Government in the South, while Pilgrims were establishing
American Institutions in the North Photograph in the' Collection of Egbert Gilliss Handy
475

TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY BIRTH OF A NEW REPUBLIC

Washington, a composite of American
Character in which Pilgrim ideals and English love for justice were welded into a great republic on forge
of American Revolution
478
By Jean Antoine Houdon

FOUNDERS OF THE PILGRIM REPUBLIC
mouth Rock and Established a

Political

Tribute to the Character of the Men who Landed at Plyin the Wilderness of the New World

and Religious Refuge

Beginning of the American Spirit of Liberty

By Honorable William Howard

THE "MAYFLOWER'S" MESSAGE TO AMERICA

Taft, LL.

D

485

and Intellectuality are Immortal,
but Material Progress Does Not Long Endure Democracies Rise and Fall, but Only Thought and
Character Live as the Organic Laws of Man By Honorable Henry Cabot Lodge, LL. D
487
Spirituality

ORIGINAL ORDERLY BOOKS WRITTEN ON THE BATTLEFIELDS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Revelations of inner workings of American Army during Great Struggle for Independence Moral
Conduct and Character of Revolutionists Witnessed by Original Documents Official Record of Popular
Feeling Against Benedict Arnold Among Continental Soldiers Transcript of Historic Treasures By
Charles TaUmadge Conover, Seattle, Washington
491

FIRST TRADING STATIONS IN AMERICA

Trading posts were early established by French, Spanish,
Dutch and English along Atlantic coast and Mississippi valley Photograph taken in Petersburg, Virginia, on site of Indian village which was destroyed by Nathaniel Bacon, in 1676
Building was erected
495
in 1735 and became noted trading station of Peter Jones

FIRST CHURCHES IN AMERICA

First explorers on Western Continent were Catholics and the first
missionaries landed at Florida in 1528 Protestantism begins with first permanent English settlement
at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607
Reverend R. Hunt of the Church of England was the first Protestant

clergyman in America Photograph taken at Hampton, Virginia, which in 1610 was the Indian village
This building is the historic Church of Saint John which was built in 1660 and still stands 496
of Kiquotan

HISTORIC FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICA Photographs

of Scenes and Structures that Witnessed Days
was Being Laid Ancient Edifices that have survived material needs
497
American Progress and stand as Historic Landmarks Editorial Library
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HISTORIC RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES IN AMERICA

Photograph taken at ancient Blandford Church of

England, erected in 1732 at Petersburg, Virginia

ANCIENT PULPITS OF FIRST CLERGYMEN IN AMERICA

Photograph taken

in historic old

499

ford Church in Petersburg, Virginia, erected in 1732

LANDMARKS IN AMERICAN HISTORY

498

Bland-

Photograph taken at Norfolk, Virginia, in yard of ancient Saint
500

Paul's Church, built in 1737

FIRST COLLEGES IN AMERICA

a college in America was in Virginia, in 1619, but
The second college was William and Mary at WilliamsPhotograph taken at historic William and Mary where

First vote to establish

first permanent institution was Harvard, in 1636
burg, Virginia, in 1693; third was Yale, in 1701
Jefferson, Monroe and Marshall were educated

501

HISTORIC SHRINES OF LEARNING IN AMERICA There

no institution in America about which
lingers more of the Nation's history than at Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia
Founded as Liberty Hall, in 1773, before American Revolution, it received a gift from President Wash502
ington and was christened Washington College, in 1796
is

MANSION OF HISTORIC AMERICAN LINEAGE

Magnificent old colonial estate of "Arlington," in Alexconnected with the two great periods in American history.... 503
HOME OF THE MOTHER OF WASHINGTON Photograph taken at Fredericksburg. Virginia, where Mary
Ball Washington, mother of first president of the republic, lived She was left a widow with six children,
in 1743, George Washington being the oldest
504

andria County, Virginia

This mansion

is

HOUSE WHERE OFFICERS RESIDED IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Williamsburg, Virginia, which witnessed

many remarkable

scenes during

Historic old Vest

War

for

House in

Ipdependence

505

FIRST GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS OF COLONIAL AMERICA
Williamsburg, Virginia, which

is

Photograph taken at historic structure in
believed to be the only original government building still standing.... 506

HOUSE OF ROMANCE WHERE WASHINGTON COURTED

Photograph taken at old "Cooz House" in

Williamsburg. Virginia, where George Washington experienced his first romance About this old preRevolutionary home cluster many traditions Washington finally married Martha (Dandridge) Custis 507

HOME OF THE FIRST GREAT AMERICAN JURIST

Photograph taken at home of John Marshall in
Germantown, Virginia, and although deprived of college
education he entered into building of American Republic, becoming one of its greatest statesmen and
Chief -Justice of Supreme Court Original Photograph in Collection of Egbert Gilliss Handy of New York 508

He was born

Richmond, Virginia

HEADQUARTERS OF LAFAYETTE

in 1755 at

IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Williamsburg, Virginia, where French nobleman,
ence, resided during his campaign in Virginia

HEADQUARTERS OF GENERAL WASHINGTON

who

offered his

life

Photograph taken at old house in
to American Independ-

and fortune

509

IN
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at colonial house still standing in Williamsburg, Virginia, where Washington
critical days of campaign in the South

BUILDERS OF THE GREAT AMERICAN WEST

Photograph taken

made

his headquarters in

510

Lawyers on the American Frontier Culture and
Intellect Braved the Wilderness to Give to the World one of its Richest Dominions
Remarkable Experiences of Alexander Doniphan who Marched His Regiment 3,600 Miles to Bring Victory to the American
Flag in Mexican War By Honorable D. C. Alien, Liberty, Missouri Original in possession of William
*
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Elsey Connelley, Topeka, Kansas
First

LETTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Hitherto Unpublished Story in the Life of Washington
Remarkable Letter in which Reverend Jacob Duche, First Chaplain of Congress, Informs Washington
of Pending Failure of the American Revolution, Arousing Public Opinion Against Him and Renouncing
525
America Washington's Dignified Reply Investigations by Mrs. Louise Tull Baker, Baltimore

RARE ENGRAVINGS

AMERICAN HISTORY

Print from original in collection of Mr. W. Roby
This engraving is by Best, from the famous painting by Schuessele
It presents Washington in one of the most perplexed moments of his life, when he received the letter
from Duche despairing the success of the proposed new republic The original plate is broken
527
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Purnell of Baltimore, Maryland

BRITISH MEMORIAL TO AMERICAN VALOR
of the
flag of

Shaft erected at Princetown, England, to the memory
lie buried under the

American prisoners-of-war who died between the years 1809 and 1814 and
the Mother Country Photograph in collection of Mrs. William Gerry Slade

RELIC OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION Ancient cannon that belched forth
Independence at Fort Nelson in 1779 Now standing at the Naval Hospital at
FAMOUS LANDMARKS IN AMERICAN HISTORY Editorial Library

WARRIORS ON THE CANADIAN FRONTIER Monument
"Cockade"

in

War

of

1812, at Petersburg, Virginia

BEGINNING OF THE ENGLISH RACE IN AMERICA

its

of

New York

532

flames for American

Portsmouth,

Virginia....
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533

erected as a tribute to patriotism of famous

534

Tablet erected on old Cape Henry Lighthouse on
shore of Chesapeake Bay to mark spot where founders of the first permanent English settlement in
America landed on April 26, 1607, planting a cross and dedicating territory to the King There were
thirty members in this historic party Erected by Association for Preservation of Virginia Antiquities 535
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MONUMENT TO MARY, MOTHER OF WASHINGTON

Stately shaft erected at Fredericksburg, Vir-

over grave of American mother who gave the world a son who led his people to victory under the
standard of liberty
536
ginia,

,

BATTLE-GROUND THAT ESTABLISHED A REPUBLIC
Virginia, to

commemorate surrender

of

ComwalHs, end

monument erected at Yorktown,
American Revolution, and emancipation of

Magnificent

of the

a great people

...

FOUNDATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC
of

Old Capitol where Patrick Henry

first

Memorial erected at Williamsburg, Virginia, on

kindled flames of Revolution in 1765.

FIRST PROTECTION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

537

site

538

was

at Raleigh Tavern in Williamsburg, Virginia, that first official declaration was issued against importation or purchase of British manufactures in
1769 and 1774, thus granting first protection to American trade
539
It

END OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

It was at this spot, in Yorktown, Virginia, on October 19,
1781, that Cornwallis, with 7,242 soldiers and 840 seamen, surrendered, and Great Britain lost forever
its rich possession of American colonies, after heroic struggle of gallant men
540

FIRST COMMUNITY OF AMERICAN-BORN FREEMEN

AND ITS DOMINION The First Independent
North America Domain Between Tennessee and Ohio Rivers Acquired from
Indians of the Six Nations in 1769 for Founding of a Great Communism which, Under the Articles of Association, was to Enjoy the Absolute Freedom of the Vast Territory
Contributed by Mrs. James Halliday
McCue, Bristol, Tennessee
541
Civil

Government

in

,

FIRST SETTLERS' FORT WEST OF THE ALLEGHENIES

Monument erected at Sycamore Shoals,
overlooking Watauga Valley, in Tennessee, where Fort Watauga was established in 1770, and the Watauga Boys gathered in 1780, on their way to King's Mountain, where, in one of the most heroic charges
on the Western Continent, they routed the foe and blazed the path for American victory Erected by the
Daughters of the American Revolution

542

WAR SONG OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Manuscript of Quaint Old Battle Hymn Recently
Found in the Orderly Books of Lieutenant Tallmadge Spirit of Revolutionists as Interpreted through
these Rollicking Lines In Possession of Mr. Charles Tallmadge Conover, of Seattle, Washington
552

PROGENY OF THE CRUSADERS

IN AMERICA Blood of Cornells which has Come Down Through
American Life from Pilgrimages to Jerusalem when Peter the Hermit Aroused the Britons to Attempt to
Drive Turks from Tomb of Our Saviour in Eleventh Century Fighting with Britain for Possession
of New World
In Ranks of American Revolution By Alta M. Ralph, Watertown, New York
553

BIRTHPLACE OF THE "FATHER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMY"
at Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, where Artemas Ward
Halliday Collection of Historic Buildings in Boston

was born,

in 1727

Historic old

Ward Homestead

Photograph from the Famous
559

PORTRAIT OF FIRST MAJOR-GENERAL OF REVOLUTIONARY ARMY

Engraving of General
Artemas Ward, who, having served under General Abercrombie against French and Indians, was chosen
Commander-in-Chief of First Patriot Army, thus preceding General Washington Engraving in Possession
of Mrs. H. Victor Newcomb of Louisville,
Kentucky
560

FIRST

COMMANDER OF THE PATRIOT ARMY

IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

The Fighting Forces

were First Marshalled by General Artemas Ward of Massachusetts, who Formed a Besieging Line of
Twenty Thousand Troops before Washington Arrived How Washington Came to be Chosen as Commander-in-Chief Disappointment of John Hancock Historical Researches By Florence Ward Danforth

Newcomb,

Louisville,

Kentucky
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COAT-OF-ARMS OF THE WARD FAMILY IN AMERICA
BIRTHPLACE OF AN EARLY AMERICAN STATESMAN Marcy Homestead
chusetts, built in 1733

It

584
at Southbridge, Massa-

was here William Learned Marcy was born

in 1786, becoming lieutenant in
War of 1812, Governor of New York, United States Senator, Secretary of War during war with Mexico,
and Secretary of State Photograph is now in possession of Mr. Charles L. Newhall of Southbridge,

Massachusetts

568

OLD COLONIAL HOUSES

IN

NEW ENGLAND

Angell Homestead at Southbridge, Massachusetts, built
in first days of American republic
It was occupied by first Baptist minister and it was here George T.
Angell, founder of Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, was born in 1823 Photograph in
collection of homesteads of founders of nation of Mr. Charles L. Newhall of
Southbridge, Massachusetts 568
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BEGINNING OF CONSERVATION IN AMERICA

Cavalryman in American Revolution who Foresaw the
the Natural Resources on the Western Continent Remarkable Document

Value of the Conservation of
Found in Spain By Anna Nicholas, Indianapolis, Indiana
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AMERICA IN DISPUTE BETWEEN THE STATES

Exhaustive Investigation

Green Mountain Boys for the Possession of New Hampshire Attempt of
Rich Domain Interference of Connecticut Arrests and Imprisonment
Great Boundary Struggles By George Cowles Lay, M. A., LL. B. New York. 581

into the Bitter Conflicts of the

New York

to Retain Control of

with Sentences to Death

FIRST VILLAGES

t

AROUND MANHATTAN ISLAND

Fac-simile of

Van der Donck Map

New

Netherlands in 1656, showing locations and quaint names of Indian and Dutch communities that centered
about village that was destined to become the great metropolis of the Western World
591
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British

and French Dominions

building of States of
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in 1755,

New

RANKS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Original Manuscript dated at Fort Schuy-

10, 1781
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EARLY MIGRATIONS TO THE MIDDLE WEST AND MASSACRES ON THE FRONTIER

Remarkable

Narrative of Hardships and Cruelty in which Communities were Destroyed in the Conquest of the Savages
Story of the Carters of New England, One of Whom when Captured by the Indians,
Adopted Their Life and Became a Leader of the Cherokee Nation Carters of Indian Territory By
Theodore G. Carter, St. Peter, Minnesota
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Home-Life of Colonel Cook in Monongahela Valley when
Washington, Jefferson and Lafayette Gathered at His Hospitable Mansion on American Frontier and
Discussed Politics of the New Republic By Dr. Speers Gillette, Marshalltown, Iowa
603
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Edward Cook, on

Ancient Mansion of Colonel
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Colonial period in America

Photograph of furniture typical of the
These heirlooms are in possession of Mrs. Harlan Creelman
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Photograph of rare tea-pot designed and manufactured by T.
Mayer, Stone, Staffordshire, England, bearing design of Washington's tomb Original in possession of
Mrs. Harlan Creelman
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of the great events in the building of the

American Nation are now approaching. Foremost among them
is the semi-centennial of the American crisis and the war between
the States.
It is just fifty years ago that the American people were
engaged in the most terrible fratricidal struggle that the world has
ever known, nearly three million warriors leaving the pursuits of
industry and peace to stand arrayed against each other brother
on the battle-line, nearly a million of whom
against brother; father against son
laid down their lives for the principles that they believed to be right.
The
world has never seen such a mighty conflict and probably never will again.
On this fiftieth anniversary it is proposed to rejoice, not in the spirit of glory
over the outcome of battle, but in tribute to the strength of the courage and
character that in a half-century has been able to rise above its dissentions until
the whole American people
North, South, East and West stand hand in
hand in a firmly united brotherhood, carrying the torch of love and peace in the
forefront of the World's civilization.
It is proposed on this anniversary to
laurel the graves of the blue and the gray in recognition of their valor and manhood, while the present generation pledges itself to the preservation of the
Through THE JOURNAL OF
principles which they so nobly established.
AMERICAN HISTORY, President Taft has been requested to appoint a semicentennial commission to be composed of the commanding officers of the Grand
Army of the Republic and the United Confederate Veterans, including the
representative leaders of American progress from all parts of the country.
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the midst of the anniversaries of the American Civil War, through
historical coincidence, plans are being laid for a great British-American Peace Celebration in on the centennial of the signing of the
Treaty of Ghent, which established the borderline between the

United States and Canada, a boundary over three thousand miles
without a single fort or soldier.
It is proposed to erect a
colossal memorial bridge over Niagara to convey the idea of a bond
between the two nations, and to symbolize the desirable future state of
It would live and mean something
amicable social and commercial relations.
It would serve as a bond between the two
vital to the generations to come.
countries at a point that would of its very nature suggest the magnitude of such
a bond.
There is in all history no lesson as instructive as the agreement between
the United States and Great Britain with respect to Canada. This treaty has
been the means of permanent peace between Canada and the United States,
and to arrange on the eve of the third Hague conference an impressive celebration of this historical event is a splendid idea, because it will carry the lesson that
the peace between all other nations could be safeguarded in exactly the same
manner. No two nations in the world have ever harmonized so many apparently
insoluble difficulties by arbitration or by mutual concessions and agreements.
It is further proposed that the celebration culminate in the signing, between
Great Britain and the United States, of a treaty of unlimited arbitration for all
questions that cannot be settled by diplomatic means.
The three hundredth anniversary of the first settlement of New York by
the Dutch occurs in 1913, and in association with this it is proposed to hold a
parliament of the nations of the world, along the lines first presented in THE
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, for the purpose of drafting a tentative constitution of the United Nations as the practical solution of permanent peace
among the peoples of the earth. The movements toward international brotherhood, which have been led by this publication during its four years of public
service, are making remarkable progress.
The world is now fighting a bloodless revolution in which civilization is
molding the nations into a great brotherhood of common interests. It is doubtful if the world will ever again witness a prolonged war like the American Civil
War, fifty years ago. The recent constitutional changes in Portugal, in which
an ancient and established system of government was overthrown and a new
republic founded within a few hours, proves that the trend of progress today
is decisive, that it no longer moves through protracted suffering and sacrifice,
but that it accomplishes its purposes in one decisive stroke. The approaching
anniversaries, from 1911 to 1915, will witness some mighty changes in the world's
civilization, culminating, in all probability, with a permanent constitution of
the nations, at the Hague Tribunal in 1915.
The celebration of the opening of the Panama Canal, which is to be observed
with a great exposition in the South, in 1915, will be one of the most impressive
in length,

pageants in the world's history, when the warships of the nations of the earth,
flying their flags of peace, will pass through the great channel that severs the

Western Hemisphere into two continents, and brings the Atlantic and the Pacific
This mighty achievement, through
together in one great highway of commerce.
the indomitable will and persistence of man, in itself will revolutionize the world's
commerce, and will bring the nations closer together in the bond of fellowship.
467
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BY

CHARLES WILLIAM ELIOT, LL. D.
PRESIDENT EMERITUS OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

"ter-centenary of the landing of the Pilgrims will soon be observed
It is just three hundred years ago that
people.
they were migrating into Holland to lay the foundations upon which
ten years later, they were to come to America and plant the seed,
that was to bloom into the great republic of the Western World.
During the summer of the present year, a magnificent tower was
erected on the coast at Provincetown, Massachusetts, overlooking
the bay in which that gallant ship, the "Mayflower," cast anchor.
The occasion
was one of much historical import, being heralded by the boom of the guns
from the American navy, gathered in the harbor in recognition of the event.
It was then that President Taft, United States Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
Dr. Charles William Eliot of Harvard University, and other eminent Americans,
paid tribute to the character and courage of the Pilgrims. These tributes are
now given official historical record in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY,
having been submitted to these pages by their distinguished authors.
The dean of American scholars is President Eliot, whose clear, matured

by the American

^i
I

J

judgment makes him one

of the greatest living Americans.
Throughout his
of historical research he has given much study to the Pilgrim foundations in American civilization, especially those relating to the principles and
doctrines that have been assimilated into American character until they are
dominant characteristics in the American people today. Taking this as the
basis of his Provincetown dedicatory address, President Eliot has revised it
for record in these pages, and it is now presented as one of the strongest exposi-

long

life

tions of Pilgrim character, their love of freedom, their industrial co-operation,
their communistic ideals, and the various other qualities that have become
America's heritage.
The progeny of the Pilgrims now vitalize American life and progress
in every state in the Union
across the continent, from coast to coast,
and lakes to gulf, Pilgrim determination and Pilgrim hardihood still
survive the multitudinous strains of blood that are now flooding into
America from every nation on the globe.
Around Plymouth Rock, in 1920,
this
great race of Pilgrim descendants will gather in commemoration
of the three hundredth anniversary of the coming of the forefathers.
EDITOR
;
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,HAT

frnm

hundred

Pilgrims have explored, subdued, and
occupied that mysterious wilderness,
so formidable to the imagination of the
early European settlers on the Atlantic
coast of the American continent.

and

ninety years ago in
welcome refuge
this Cape Cod harbor
from the perils and miseries of the
vast and furious ocean on which they
had three times set out from England
for northern Virginia, first from Southampton, August 15, then from Dart-

mouth, September 2, and
Plymouth, September

A

finally from
16!
Then,

as their an-

William Bradford, says. No
friend was there to greet them; no
shelters on the wintry land were ready
for them; they could count on no
human succor; they heard no sounds
except the cries of seabirds, the breaking of the waves, the sighing or rushing of the wind, or some yelp or
scream from the thickets on the
nalist,

Pilgrim company; and we, the thous-

ands brought hither peacefully in a
few summer hours by vehicles and
forces unimagined in 1620 from the
wide circuit of Cape Cod which it
took the armed parties from the Mayflower a full

was it of savage beast or savage man? A great solitude encompassed them; their little vessel the
Mayflower measured only 180 tons
floated on a lonely sea without a sail
;

to

month

to explore in the

weather they encountered
salute tenderly and reverently the
Pilgrims of the Mayflower, and recalling! their fewness, and their sufferings, anxieties, and labors, felicitate
them and ourselves on the wonderful
issues in human joys and freedom of
their faith, endurance, and dauntless
wintry

shore

and westward stretched

Salutation to Americans

We are to hear the voices of the
Chief Magistrate of this multitudinous
people and of the Governor of the
Commonwealth, acknowledging the
immeasurable indebtedness of the
United States and of the Colony,
Province, and State of Massachusetts
to the forty-one adult men and the
eighteen adult women who were the
substance, or seed-bearing core, of the

they looked anxiously "on a hideous and desolate wilderness full of
wild beasts and wild men, and
what multitude there might be of

them they knew not,"

pUjrtm

sentatives of a strong naval force maintained by the eighty million free people
who in nine generations from the

a contrast between

our surroundings here
today, and the scenes
which
and
sounds
greeted the Pilgrims

two

tlj?

unknown

distances a mysterious wilderness.
Now, countless human habitations
meet our view; a happy and prosper-

resolution.

Many eloquent men during the nineteenth century exercised their best

ous population occupies the smiling

powers in commemorating and praising

and confidently uses the tamed
ocean with its ports, islands, and inlets for its business and its
pleasures.
Where the Mayflower rested from
land,

the Pilgrim Fathers.

Among these ora-

were John Quincy Adams, Daniel
Webster, Edward Everett, Robert
Charles Winthrop, and George Frisbie
Hoar to mention only the dead
tors

November 21 to December 26, 1620,
we see a throng of vessels, some for

who

as

New

Englanders and lovers of
were well fitted to set forth
with honor and gratitude the virtues

pleasure, some for fishing, and some for
trade, and with them numerous repre-

liberty

470
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devoted men and women whose leading motives were spiritual or religious.
In the recent history of the huge republic which the Pilgrims unconsciously founded there have been

of the Pilgrim Fathers, the hardships
they endured, their high merits as

colonists when compared with other
colonists of ancient and modern times,
and the immense issues on the
American continent of their devout,

laborious,

and

self-sacrificing

several striking instances of the same
originating power in very small groups
of disinterested, public-spirited per-

lives.

Glowing description, lofty panegyric,
and far-reaching prophecy have been
exhausted by famous orators on this

sons

as,

for

example, in

civil

ser-

vice reform, in municipal reform, and
in the collectivist movement called

subject.

conservation.

Memorial

to the Pilgrims

These Pilgrims, or First-Comers, put
their opinions and ideals into practice
Their
with marvellous consistency.
works were humble, their lives simple

My purpose on this memorial occasion is humbler, but not less reverent.
I propose to describe as simply and
plainly as possible those doctrines and
practices of the Pilgrims which have
proved during the succeeding two
hundred and ninety years to be of high
value to mankind.
By the Pilgrims I
mean the one hundred and two persons who were passengers on the Mayflower when she anchored in this harbor on November 21, 1620, after a
voyage of sixty-seven days, and the
like-minded persons who came one
year later on the Fortune, and twenty
months later on the Anne and the
pinnace of forty-four tons which ac-

and obscure, their worldly success but
small, their fears many and pressing,
and their vision of the future limited
and dim. Let us try to bring home

minds today the conceptions
and ideals which, having dominated
their lives, have profoundly influenced

to our

the lives of the best part of nine
subsequent generations of men in
this hemisphere, and still exhibit today under social and industrial conditions very different from those of
the seventeenth century an abounding
and apparently inexhaustible vitality.

companied her.
At the outset let us observe that the

number

Expectation of Progress

who had reached America was by

minds and hearts of the founders
the Plymouth colony was that

of the Pilgrim First-Comers,
In
or Forefathers, was very small.
July, 1623, the number of Pilgrims

A

the

Mayflower one hundred and two, by
the Fortune thirty-five, by the Anne
and her consort about ninety-six,
total about two hundred and thirtythree; but at the close of that year
there were living at Plymouth, including the children and the servants, not
more than one hundred and eightythree of these Separatist immigrants
who had suffered for conscience sake.
It is an inspiring instance of immense
moral and material results being
brought about by a small group of

very fruitful conception

unlimited

human

progress

institutions,

religious.

This

was

as

the

both
a

the

in

law

civil

doctrine

of

of
of

and
of

John Robinson, their beloved pastor
in England and Holland, as reported
Robinson
Edward Winslow.
by
charged his congregation "if God
should reveal anything to us by any
other instrument of his, to be as ready
to receive it as ever we were to receive
any truth by his ministry for he was
;

very
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confident

the

Lord had more

.

truth and light yet to break forth out
of His "holy word.
He took occasion
also miserably to bewail the state of

days

of the Pilgrims to
it were signs of
liberality of spirit.

accept

nary

Reformed Churches, who were
come to a period in religion, and
would go no further than the instruments of their reformation. As for

preach it and
an extraordi-

the

Love of Freedom
The

Pilgrims exhibited through
whole career a deep-seated, comprehensive, and inextinguishable love
their

example, the Lutherans, they could
not be drawn to go beyond what
Luther saw.
the Calvinists,
they stick where he left them a misery
much to be lamented; for though they
.

of freedom.

.

;

\vere precious shining lights in their

times, yet God had not revealed His
will to them; and were they

now

living, saith he, they would be
as ready and willing to embrace further light, as that they had received.

of the Lord made known,
made known, unto them'

that they could create there a

saith he,

it

new

society, which
the restrictions
of
feudalism

would be free from
and the temptations
and ecclesiasticism.
Their minds and hearts were filled

or

with that burning love of freedom
which later inspired Cromwell's soldiers and the Independents and Non-

not possible the
Christian world should come so lately
out of such thick antichristian darkfor,

their desire for

American wilderness was the hope

Here also he put us in mind of our
church covenant, 'to walk in all the
to be

was

search of religious liberty; and what
chiefly attracted them to the North

whole

ways

It

freedom from ecclesiastical control
which led to their organization as an
independent church in England, and
finally drove them to Holland in

is

conformists of the English Commonwealth. The Pilgrims wanted all sorts

and that full perfection of
knowledge should break forth at
once." These simple words contain
an unreserved recognition of the great
ness,

freedom of thought, of the press,
of labor, of trade, of education, and of
Moved by this love they
worship.
went into exile in Holland, and after
of

law of progress in human society, a
law which includes the progressive

thirteen years in that

discovery of truth and the progressive application of truth to the conduct of human life. Robinson's ob-

little

country

where the spirit of liberty had prevailed more than in any other country
in Europe
they crossed the formidable Atlantic, and planted their feeble
colony on the bleak New England
coast, still fired and led by love of
liberty, and here they founded and
maintained a state without a king or
a noble, and a church without a
bishop or a priest. They were genuine pioneers of both civil and religious
liberty, and the history of the world,
since the anchor of the Mayflower
was dropped in yonder harbor, demonstrates that the fruits and issues
of their pioneering are the most pro-

to Lutherans,
"that they
could not be drawn to go beyond
Luther," and to Calvinists, "that
they stuck where Calvin left them,"
is
precisely the objection to unreasonjection

and unimaginative conservatists
any epoch, and his doctrine of
"more truth and light yet to break

ing
at

forth" is the doctrine of all liberals
the world over and in every generation.
The advance of science in the
nineteenth century has made this doctrine of progress and
expectation familiar to all thinking people but in the

digious in

;
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The Mayflower Compact
In the cabin of the Mayflower on
the 21st of November, 1620, all the
adult males of the company signed
a compact by which they set up a
government that did not derive its

powers, like all previous colonies,
from a sovereign or a parent state,
but rested on the consent of those to

be governed, and on manhood sufThe act was apparently unfrage.
premeditated, and the language of
the compact
It

was simple and

was an agreement,

direct.

or covenant,

or co-operative act, from which was
to spring not only a stable government for the little colony, but a great
series of constitutions for free states.
Listen to its essential clauses:
"We,
whose names are underwritten,

having undertaken for the glory of

God and advancement
faith,

and honor

of

of the Christian

our King and

country, to plant the first colony in
the northern parts of Virginia, do by
these presents solemnly and mutually
in the presence of God, and of one
another, covenant and combine ourselves together into a civil body
better ordering and
politic, for our
furtherance of the
and
preservation
ends aforesaid; and by virtue hereof
to enact, constitute and frame such
just and equal laws, ordinances, acts,
constitutions, and offices, from time
to time, as shall be thought most
meet and convenient for the general

unto which we
all due submission and obedipromise
ence." The most remarkable phrases
in this compact are "covenant and
combine ourselves together into a civil

good

of the Colony,

body

politic,"

and "by virtue hereof."

The first act of the citizens under
this compact was to choose by manhood

suffrage

governor

year in Plymouth.
It does not matter that there were
but forty-one men to take part in
It was a small bethese proceedings.
ginning; but who can comprehend or
describe the immensity of the outcome ?
When about three months later
movements of the Indians in the
neighborhood excited some alarm, a
meeting of the people was held in the

common house twenty feet square
which chose Myles Standish to be
captain and to establish a military
Within a year the
organization.
who had a great spirit
little captain
had organized all the men able to
bear arms, and had held the first
"general muster or training," which
became a valuable New England inSo both the civil and the
stitution.
military organization in Plymouth
colony rested on manhood suffrage.
Although the signing of that Compact was a sudden act, caused by the
refusal of the captain of the Mayflower
on the day before to take his vessel
through the dangerous shoals which
lie off the southeastern coast of Massachusetts, and so to bring it to the
Hudson River, where the English
by the Pilgrims before leaving Leyden authorized them
to establish their colony, it was an act
which the whole experience of their
church in England and in Holland,
and the essence of the doctrines
taught by their pastor and elders
charter obtained

naturally, though unexpectedly,
up to. They had been trained

First Act of Citizenship

a

next New Year's Day. The Pilgrims
never accepted a governor appointed
by a king or other sovereign, or by a
commercial company. They started
on this continent the practice of electing the head of the state by manhood
for one
suffrage for a limited period

till

their

disregard

had

not

lecl

to

authority which they
themselves instituted or

all

accepted, and they had also

;
;

becom e

-3si

accustomed
for the

to

common

customs and their standards of the
The soundness of
proprieties of life.
their principles and practices in respect to toleration is demonstrated
by the fact that out of them were
evolved in a century and a half that
complete religious toleration and that
universal rejection of an established
church supported by taxation which
characterize the United States.
Now,

co-operative action
Indeed, the
good.

whole doctrine and method of cooperative good will cannot be better
stated today than it was stated by
Robinson and Bradford, in 1(>1S, in
one of their five reasons for the proposed emigration from Holland to
America: "We are knit together in
a body in a most strict and sacred
bond and covenant of the Lord, of
the violation whereof we make great
conscience, and by virtue whereof
we do hold ourselves straightly tied
to all care of each other's good, and
of the whole by every one, and so
mutually." Everything that is good

toleration

religious

achievement

of

is

the

civilized

greatest

mankind

the Protestant Reformation.
has been wrought out through infinite human suffering in many counsince
It

tries

and by many

different agencies;

but no single community ever made

modern socialism is contained in
that single sentence, with nothing
of the bad or foolish.

with the Pilgrim Church on the verge

Religious Toleration in America
The Pilgrims were active promoters

a fresh continent, in 1620. The
from which the Pilgrims
escaped practised all kinds of cruelties

in

so great a contribution to its ultimate
triumph as the Pilgrim State, set up

:

of

England

and

of religious toleration.
They welcomed to the communion service
members of the Anglican church, the
Genevan church, the Dutch church,
and Presbyterians. They were much
more liberal than the Puritans of

and

Elizabeth

many

never
Pilgrims
so'ught in their wilderness home to do

anything more
tect

illiberal

their

than to pro-

own

liberties
effectively
of their co-religionists, and
this they did only to the extent

and those
even

of trying to

keep out of their

little

co-operative

community profane

asso-

ciates and persons who to them
seemed undesirable citizens. Elizabethan England persecuted Catholics
and Separatists alike.
From the
Separatists transferred to a new world
sprang a government founded on civil
and religious liberty; and within two
hundred years one of the chief beneficiaries of that liberal government
was the Catholic Church itself. That
Church has enjoyed perfect liberty
in the United States; and for that
enjoyment its thanks are due to the
English Separatists who made Cape

precious parts, but very unsettled in

judgment"

is
characteristically just.
for thirty years, or until Crom-

came into power, the Pilgrims were
trying to establish and maintain in the
New World a refuge for Congregationalists persecuted in the old home; so
that they welcomed to their colony at

well

Plymouth only persons who sympathized with this fundamental purand conformed

heretics;

Queen

The

Protestants.

career from youth to age, as Baptist,
citizen, philanthropist, and pioneer
of soul-liberty.
Bradford's description of Williams as a man of "many

pose,

heretics

counted not only Catholics, but

Massachusetts Bay, or of the English
Commonwealth. They were always
friendly to Roger Williams, in spite
of the very erratic quality of his

Still,

on

oppressions

among

to their religious
474

FOUNDATIONS ON WESTERN CONTINENT

EARLIEST ENGLISH
Ancient Powder House erected at Williamsburg,
Virginia, the seat of English Government in the South, while the Pilgrims were establishing American Institutions in the
North, the progeny of both to unite more than a century later in founding the greatest democracy in the world's civilization
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from

trine of religious tolerance,
is

not

receive
further

that in-

now apprehended

in

any American community, although
the majority of

its

voters be Catholic.

profits and benefits got by trade, fishing, or any other means should remain in the common stock. On
arrival at the colony's seat, some of

Pioneer Industrial Co-operation
The Pilgrims were pioneers in the
practice

of

industrial

co-operation;

the Planters were to
were to build houses,

and others
the ground,
At the
or make useful commodities.
end of seven years the capital and
profits, namely, the houses, lands,
goods, and chattels, were to be equally
divided between the Adventurers and
the Planters.
Whoever, should carry
his wife and children or servants
should be allowed for every such person aged sixteen years and upward one
The tenth
share in the division.

they were primarily members of a
peculiar, independent church, whose
devotion to their religious opinions and
practices had been proved by years of

f.jfe

persecution in England and thirteen
years of exile in freer Holland; but they
were also self-supporting, industrious
people who held the soundest views
about private property, on the one
hand, and the common duty of productive labor, on the other. They

have sometimes been represented as
communists, and have been supposed
to have held all the property at Plymouth in common; but no one who
has read with care the Articles of
Agreement under which they left
Holland and England will continue
to entertain such opinions about
them. These Articles of Agreement

show that the expedition was a

Article provided

"That

all

such per-

are especially noteworthy,
because it was proposed in London
that they be stricken out; but the

co-

Leyden Pilgrims insisted on retainFirst, at the end of seven
ing them.
years, every Planter was to own the

The share-holding is perfectly
described in the first two Articles,
the term "Adventurers" meaning persons that put in money or goods, and
the term "Planters" meaning the
persons that actually emigrated:
(1)
"The Adventurers and Planters do
agree that every person that goeth,
being aged 16 years and upward, be
rated at
10 be accounted
10, and
a single share."
"That he goeth
(2)
in person and furnishes himself out
with
10 either in money or other
accounted as

till

Articles

house and garden then occupied by
him; and, secondly, during the seven
years every Planter was to work four
days in each week for the Colony, and
two for himself and his family. Their
insistence on these last two Articles

ration.

be

fish,

sons as are of this Colony are to have
their meat, drink, apparel, and all
provisions out of the common stock
Two further
of said Company."

commercial undertaking
operative,
under the form of a joint-stock corpo-

provisions

Pilgrim Jimtttora

20 in stock, and in the division shall
It was
a double share."
provided in the Articles of
Agreement that the Adventurers and
Planters should continue their jointstock partnership for a period of
seven years, during which time all

Cod harbor, in Kil'O. So thoroughly
have the lay members of the Catholic
Church accepted the national doctolerance

%

cost the emigrants dear; for two of
the English agents of the Adventurers,
because of this insistence, refused to
disburse the
100 required to pay

port charges and supply deficiences of
equipment, so that the poor emigrants
were forced, in order to clear the port
of Southampton, to sell some of the

having
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supplies already on board ship, to
dispense with other necessaries, such
as oil and leather, and to sail without

American

contract

(Eiuilteatirm

was made with the Adven-

turers for their entire interest in the
Colony at the price of 1800 pounds.
This contract was approved at Ply-

having on board an adequate number
of swords, muskets, and other means
of defence.
They thus gave the most
emphatic testimony possible to their
belief in private, individual property
as the promoter of industry, frugality,
and personal independence.
Twentieth century industrial and
trading corporations have not yet

mouth but the unchartered Colony,
with its government based solely on
the consent of the governed, was not
a legal person and was incapable of
making a contract. Eight of the
;

original

Planters, therefore,

assumed

personally the responsibility for this
contract and became the owners
of the settlement so far as the Adventurers' liens were concerned.
It was
then decided to form an equal partnership, to include all heads of families

attained in all respects to the standards of the Plymouth stock company.
They pay wages which cover the cost

employes of "meat, drink,
all provisions" for them
and
apparel,
and their families, but they do not
also give each employe one share

and all self-supporting single men,
young or old, whether church members or not.
These men, called the

of stock every seven years with one
for his wife and one for each child
over sixteen years of age.
Neither

in the public belongings,
to a share for his wife

do they enable each employe to secure,
without any money payment, a house
and house-lot in freehold at the end
of seven years of service, with gratuitous occupation of the same during
the seven years.
The Plymouth Arti-

were bonded

to

their

cles of

Purchasers, received each one share
with a right

for

to the shareholders belonged everything pertaining to the Colony except

each

individual's

personal

effects.

Agreement recognized

These shareholders numbered one hundred and fifty-six, namely, fifty-seven
men, thirty-four boys, twenty-nine

Company

women and

in shares
the risks of emigration and a surplus value in faithful
and assiduous labor over and above
the mere maintenance of an individual
or a family.

of the

and another
The shares
the public debt, and

for each of his children.

thirty-six girls.

Democ-

racy and community of interest could

no further
First

The

go.

Community

of Interest

distribution of the fifteen cattle

Buying Out the Adventurers

which belonged to the colony

Before the seven years of the origicontract with the Adventurers
had expired the Pilgrims had established a considerable trade both to
the north and to the south of Plymouth, and had found in this trade
a means of paying their debts and
making a settlement with the Adventurers.
Through Isaac Allerton, who
went to London for the purpose, a

hardship it must have been to have
no cattle at all in the Colony during
For the importthe first four years.
ant cattle distribution of 1627 the one

in 1627
evidence
of
the
of
thoroughness
gives
the
the mixture
of
co-operative
method with the method of individual
temporary ownership, which characterized the business conduct of the
Let us note in passing the
Colony.

nal
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TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY BIRTH OP A NEW REPUBLIC

Washington

a.

composite of American character in which the Pilgrim ideals and the Entflish love for
justice were welded into a great republic on the forge of the American Revolution
Famous Statue by Jean Ant. line

ll.mclcni. tin-

a replifa of

French

u-ul,,t,,r.

which wns recently

tn.w in the Ca|,ilnl at Kk-Iin,,,n,l, Viruiliin.
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hundred and fifty-six Purchasers were
formed into twelve groups according to
their own preferences, each with a
family as nucleus, and the fifteen
cattle were equitably divided among
the twelve groups. Each of the twelve
the Howdivisions, except the fourth
land and Alden had a pair of shegoats added to it, and the swine
were divided in the like manner.
Each group had the care and use of
its animal or animals for ten years,
and was then to restore to the public
stock the original animal and oneIt is
half of its increase, if any.
evident throughout the Pilgrim history, that as colonists and commonwealth builders they made the family
the unit of the social and industrial
order.
We think of the co-operative
method in industries and trade as
invented at English Rochdale, or
in Utah, or in the English army

and navy Co-operative

Stores;

the

co-operative

Pilgrims

adopted

but

and

profit-sharing methods centuries
earlier, and in matters much more
difficult to manage in the co-operative

way.

The Purchasers put

their busi-

ness into the hands of the eight men
who had become the Colony's bondsmen to the Adventurers, and the
trade of the Colony was thereafter
conducted by these eight leading
Pilgrims, who were known as the
Undertakers. Directors would be the
modern name for the eight.

Industrious, Frugal,
Self-sacrificing

The Articles of Agreement, taken
in connection with the five Reasons

ttt
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turing or commercial purposes can be
successfully organized or conducted.
In the Pilgrims' case, the share-holders who contributed their time and
labor were actuated by religious
motives, bound together in a church,
and were "straightly tied to all care

These relaof each other's good."
tions had been tested in many trials,
had enabled them to overcome by
patience the difficulties of a strange

and hard land, and had trained
them all in habits of industry and
How moderate and how
frugality.
touching are these words of Robin"The people
son and Brewster:
are for the body of them industrious
and frugal, I think we may safely
say, as no company of people in the
world," and again, "Lastly, it is not
with us as with other men whom
small things can discourage or small
discontentments cause to wish them-

home again"; and, again, "if
should be driven to return, we
should not hope to recover our present
helps and comforts, neither indeed
look ever for ourselves to attain unto
the like in any other place during
our lives." That is the only spirit
in which share-holding co-operation
can ever be successful; for success in
such undertakings depends on the
selves

we

existence

of well-nigh universal industry, frugality and willingness to
make personal sacrifices for the common good. It was a rare spirit in the
opening of the seventeenth century,
only to be found among people governed by strong religious motives. It
is a rare spirit still, which comes to prevail only among people who are unusually open to the incitements of love

in 1618 for the proposed emigration,

and good will, no matter whether they
be Adventurers and Planters to use
the Pilgrim phrase or capitalists and

contain a very extraordinary prophecy

workmen

which Robinson and Brewster gave

on which shareco-operation for manufac-

of the only grounds

holding

to use the modern equivaIn respect to industrial organization and property rights, what a
lents.

,o

arms as a matter of course. There
existed among them to an extraordinary degree equality of conditions,
and so much equality of opportunity
as consisted with the diversity of
individual gifts and capacities. They

beacon fire the Pilgrims lighted at
Plymouth, a fire which has since
flashed from hilltop to hilltop and
over wide plains across a continent!
Some historical critics have lately
intimated that the Pilgrims were governed in emigrating from Holland by
ordinary commercial motives and the

were humane and free, but not courtly.
In comparison with the later colonists
of Massachusetts Bay they were "common" people. The doctrines and
rules of conduct which their church
taught them accounted in large measure for this social state. They were
tied together by strong bonds of
sympathy and helpfulness. It was
the duty of the strong among them
to help the weak. To give mutual aid
and comfort was a fundamental
principle in their lives, and no artificial barriers of law or custom blocked
the exercise of this reciprocal good

common love of adventure, and that
their religious sentiments and longing for freedom, both civil and religwent no deeper than the pious
phrases they used on bills of lading,
in shrewd bargainings, and in keen
argument on contentious affairs.
What bit of truth is there in this
monstrous statement? Only this
the Pilgrims with all their extraordinary idealism kept their feet firmly
ious,

planted on mother earth. They believed in productive labor, in trade
with a profit, in honesty, self-support,

and comfortable independence. They
were no soft and lazy dreamers, but
To that extent
steady, hard workers.
they were governed, like all sensible
men, by materialistic motives. Nev-

Moreover, their church inculcated respect for human nature and
human destiny. The Pilgrims used
no barbarous punishments, such as
will.

drawing and quartering, and tortures
before execution; they had no prison
and no criminal laws; like all their
contemporaries, they used the stocks
and the whipping-post without perceiving that those punishments in
public were barbarizing; they inflicted fines and forfeitures freely
without regard to the station or
quality of the offenders; they committed no atrocities against inferior
peoples, abhorred cruel, persecuting
governments, and cherished the love
of peace and of political justice.
Within four months of the landing at

was intense,
constant, and absolutely characteristic.
The simple fact is that no
human beings ever did, or ever can
give more convincing proof of the
sincerity and depth of their religious
and political convictions than the
ertheless, their idealism

Pilgrims gave through their consistent
sufferings, and labors of

sacrifices,

many

years.

No Feudal System

Equality
The social order which the Pilgrims
established in Plymouth had in it no

trace of the feudal system.

No hered-

Plymouth they made a just treaty
with the Indian Sachem Massasoit,
which, being faithfully executed, preserved peace for many years. They

itary privileges or titles ever existed
there.
The principal officers of the

community were

elected for short
able-bodied men
brought over by the Mayflower, the
Fortune, and the Anne worked hard
with their hands, and all the men bore

terms.

All

Co:-

all

the

preferred the interest of the whole
community to the interest of any
individual or section in it. The
480
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assignment of quarters in the Mayflower and the Speedwell at the sailing of the Pilgrims from Southampton
illustrates the democratic practices of
the colonists. To prevent any suspicion of favoritism, some of the
leaders went in the narrow cabin of
the 60-ton Speedwell, a vessel only
one-third the size of the Mayflower.
When the first assignment of land was
made at Plymouth each of the nineteen families was to build its own

this subject are set forth in his
record of the creation of the Governor's Council under date of 1624:

"The time

and

their troubles and occasions
therewith, the Governor desired them
to change the persons, as well as to
renew the election; and also to add
more assistants to the Governor for
help and counsel, and the better
carrying on of affairs, showing that

was necessary it should be so. If
there was any honor or profit it was
fit others should be
partakers of it;
if it was a burden (as doubtless it
was) it was but equal others should
help to bear it and that this was the
it

lot.

Social Structure
of Pilgrim

Democracy

;

Although the Pilgrims thus represented and foretold in a simple and
thorough way the social and industrial organization of a democratic
community, they had no theory of
social structure which was not perfectly consistent with the facts concerning the extreme diversity of
human capacities and powers. No

end

of

annual elections.

The

issue

was, that as before there was but
one Assistant, they now chose five,
giving the Governor a double voice."
In 1633, the Council was increased to
seven, and it so continued to the end
of the colony.
Here we find in the
action of the Plymouth voters a
prophecy of the three selectmen of
the New England town, and of the

community ever recognized its leaders
more frankly or followed them better.
Edward Winslow was three times Governor and was assistant for about
twenty years.
Myles Standish was
military commander from the outset

municipal

government by commis-

sions of five, which many American
cities are now adopting as a remedy
for the

incompetence or dishonesty of

he did
not belong to the Pilgrim Church. William Bradford was annually elected
Governor from John Carver's death,

Among the passengers on the Mayflower there were
twelve who were distinguished by the

in 1621, to his own death, in 1657, except for three years when Winslow

several persons who were designated
as servants, and others who came
over as skilled artisans. In short,

till

O

election of their

year being come, and
the number of their people increased,

;

was determined by

new

of

officers for this

house, and to have a plot three rods
long and half a rod broad for each of
its members but the choice of location

o
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his death, in 1656, although

city governments.

title

was Governor and two when Thomas
Prence was Governor. Even in those
five years he was Senior Assistant.
He was much opposed to this continuous service, and repeatedly tried in

of "Master."

There were also

the Pilgrim republic recognized fully
the inevitable grades of service in any
civilized community, and they depended on their church to keep all
members of the community industrious, frugal and faithful to the com-

vain to induce the people to elect somebody else. In spite of himself he served
Bradford's views
thirty-one times.

mon
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interest.

They never

called

themselves republicans or democrats;
but they nevertheless set up a govern-

ment

in

which there was no

meeting or its elected Council. All
authority proceeded from the assembly of the adult males.

aristoc-

code adopted in 1636, new laws, or
changes in the laws, were to be made
by the freemen in town meeting.
Petty crimes and offences were left
to the decisions of the magistrates,

justice

which slowly came to prevail

among

the freer nations of the nine-

of the Councillors or Assistcapital offences were treason, murder, diabolical conversation,
arson, rape and unnatural crimes. Plymouth had only six sorts of capital
crime, against thirty-one in England
at the accession of James I., and of
these six she actually punished only
two.
She never punished, or even
committed, any person as a witch.

that

Doctrine of the
Consent of the Governed

The

doctrine that all government
on the consent of the governed
was never more vigorously or completely stated than in the preliminary
Declaration made by the Committee,
or Commission, appointed in 1636 to
prepare a regular system of laws for
rests

After 1636, laws were added yearly;
it was not till 1671 that a digest
was made and the laws were printed.
Restrictive laws were early adopted
as to spirituous drinks, and, in 1667,
cider was included.
In 1638, the
smoking of tobacco was forbidden
out-of-doors within a mile of a dwelling house or while at work in the
fields but unlike England and Massachusetts, Plymouth never had a law
In 1638, Plyregulating apparel.
mouth, following the Bay, adopted
a representation of towns in her
General Court, which was made up
of two bodies, the Governor and the
Councillors, called the Bench, and
the town members, called deputies.

O

;

mouth Colony

as free subjects of England were entitled to enact as follows
and due
"According to the
privilege of the subject aforesaid, no
:

.

The

but

the Colony. They declared that by
the Mayflower Compact of 1620 and
the Warwick Patent of 1630 a patent issued by the English council for
New England to William Bradford,
his heirs, associates, and assigns of the
whole Plymouth territory of that
date that the citizens of New Ply-

.

is,

ants.

teenth century.

.

imposition, law, or ordinance be
made or imposed upon by ourselves
or others, at present or to come, but
such as shall be made or imposed

*C"

The two branches sat as one body,
and this body discussed and enacted

by

laws; but except in a crisis a law
proposed in one session could not be
enacted till the next session. The

consent, according to the free liberthe State and kingdom of Eng-

ties of

and no otherwise."
For fifteen years the annually elected

land,

still met annually in one
assembly, and might then repeal any
of the laws adopted by the General
Court and enact others. The Pilgrim

freemen

the Colony discharged their
undescribed functions subject only
to the revision of the voters as a body.
For example, the murderer Billington
officers of

Colony clearly anticipated by more
than two centuries and a half the

had been condemned to death, and
was executed, under no other authority than the oral order of the town

much

dum
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Under the

racy of either birth or wealth, and
which enacted by a general assembly
In their practice
just and equal laws.
two
hundred years
anticipated
they
by
the principles of equality and political

discussed initiative

of recent times.

and

referen-

1

v
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Civil

Marriage

Muster

and

The Pilgrims

originated

many

mon

New England.
throughout
marriage was the only
of marriage they recognized

nal discord, jealousies and mistakes
of neighbors, and Indian alarms,
often in apprehension of withdrawals,
and even of removal, and in two generations absorbed into a larger and

civil

or practised.
They furnish in this
respect an extraordinary contrast
to most of the European nations,
with whom the recognition of civil

more potent commonwealth.
The
original company of Adventurers and
Planters was never a well-conducted,

marriage has been but a comparaIt was
tively recent achievement.
the Pilgrims, who in 1621, instituted
the New England festival of Thanks-

prosperous commercial organization,
although the Planters made large
remittances to London, and probably overpaid the Adventurers and
their London agents.
It was impossible to recruit the Colony solely
from persons imbued with the religious opinions and spirit of the pasWithin
sengers in the Mayflower.
fifty-four years the Colony was involved in fierce war with the Indians,
and within seventy years the heirs of
Pilgrims found themselves making
part of the new Royal Province of
Massachusetts, and under the rule of
a Royal Governor.

become national. It
instituted the annual
muster or training day of the militia,
six years before the charter of the
giving, recently

was they who

&-/AP

:

Puny State

The Pilgrim republic seems, as we
look back upon it, to have been but^a
puny state, poor, harassed by inter-

prac-

which afterwards became com-

form
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Pilgrim Republic a

Military
Trial by Jury

tices

Thus,

ttt

Massachusetts Bay Company absorbed or consolidated the various
English claims in and near Boston
Bay by a grant of all the territory
from three miles south of the Charles
River to three miles north of the
Merrimack, and reaching from the
Atlantic to the Pacific a narrow
It was
strip, but a long one indeed.

who instituted trial by jury in
New England by a law enacted by the

they

No

Vision of Ultimate

We

people December 27, 1623, as follows:
"All criminal facts and also all matters
of trespasses and debts between man
and man should be tried by the verdict of twelve honest men, to be em-

Triumph

of the generation that has built

worthy monument in their memory are able to form some picture in
our minds of the physical hardships
the Pilgrims endured, and of the
mental and moral alarms from which
this

panelled by authority in form of a
jury upon their oath." Up to that time
trials had been conducted before the
whole body of voters or freemen;
but this court of the people had become too large for ordinary trials,
and so involved too much waste of
precious time for the community as
a whole. At Plymouth began a
series of enactments in the New England colonies which initiated important reforms in the English common
law and its administration.

they escaped only by death; but we
difficulty in realizing that
the Pilgrims had no vision at all of
the ultimate triumph on a prodigious
scale of the social and governmental
principles in support of which they

have great

left
all

home and

country, and struggled

their lives to establish

new homes

and a new social order on the edge of
an unexplored wilderness, in a severe
climate, and in constant apprehension from savage neighbors, domestic
enemies, and foreign oppressors. So
483
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we can judge, they never even
dreamt of the prodigious issues of their
sufferings and trials.
They lived and
died with no foreknowledge of the
Within four
fruits of their labors.
months of their arrival in this harbor
one-half of the one hundred and two
passengers on the Mayflower had been
buried in nameless graves and the survivors deliberately smoothed down the
mounds which had been formed
above the graves of the dead and
planted corn on the hillside, that the
Indians might not know how many
had already fallen. Nameless graves
indeed! And the survivors worked

wintry cold, of the lack of suitable

far as

strength, when the people of the cape
see from far its towering height, let
them remember the brave women, as
well as the brave men, who made the

continent.

Does anybody ask why the National
Government, the Commonwealth, and
private contributors have joined in
building here this solid monument to
the Mayflower-Pilgrims, the facts I
have stated make answer the Pilgrims established a community and
a government solidly founded on love

the issue of his daring effort happy
He takes a risk without
or fatal.

foreknowledge. Had he foreknowledge of a fortunate issue, he would
be no hero; and if be knew he was
to fail, he would be reckless, rather
than heroic, in making the atThe Pilgrims ran visible
tempt.
risks of the most serious character,
and made the gravest sacrifices human
beings can make to their religious,

and

political

and

ideals,

and

freedom and belief in progress, on
and religious toleration,
on industrial co-operation and individual honesty and industry, on evenhanded justice and a real equality
before the laws, on peace and goodwill supported by protective force.
Therefore, they are to be forever remembered with love and honor by
the Republic which accepts their
fundamental principles of social conduct as right and eternal. Therefore,
whenever on this earth down all its
of

civil liberty

all

without any
assurance of success for either themfaith,

selves or their descendants.

Fortitude of Pilgrim Women
As usual in such enterprises, it was
the women that suffered most. Out of
the eighteen women who were on board
the Mayflower when she anchored in
this harbor, fourteen were buried within six months.
They died from the
effects

of

the

long voyage, of

the

Pilgrim ideals to other generations
that in three centuries spread over a

on, in the constant presence of this

hope

live, and through
Colony transmitted the

Plymouth Colony

whom

prophecy of their own probable fate.
We honor the Pilgrims largely because
of their sacrifices, dangers, and severe
labors so bravely endured without
any knowledge of the splendid issues
of their endurance and devotion.
The hero never knows what is to be

on

of

hold service.

;

social,

and

heavy labor in houseThe Colony could not
have survived, had not other women
of the Pilgrim mind come over from
Holland and England to join it.
When the sailor coming over the seas
sights this monument, when the summer visitor contemplates its massive
food,

centuries

civilized

man

raises

the

what

are the personal and
social virtues on which great states

question

be securely founded and mainhe will never find clearer or
more convincing answer than this

may

tained?

the virtues of the Pilgrims of the

the

Mayflower.
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HONORABLE WILUAM HOWARD TAFT, LL. D.
PRESIDENT OP THE UNITED STATES

cfr

their darkness and stepped into the
light of civilization in a single decade.
The power of American civilization
is witnessed by the recent visit of the
Sultan of Sulu to America, his savage
land having been transformed into a
rich
and progressive agricultural

President Taft, in his judicial insight into the foundations of civilization, and his understanding of constructive government, has given considerable study to the Pilgrim foundations in America and their effect
upon American institutions. These,
in view of his personal experiences in
the planting of American civilization
in the Philippine Islands, when they
were almost as dark in their medisevalism as the American continent at the

dominion under the Taft administrative policies.
In his capacity as
chief executive
of the
Republic,
President Taft recently expressed his
historical judgment at the dedication
of the Pilgrim monument at Province-

time that the Pilgrims constructed
their first system of progressive government, are of especial historical
interest.
It is upon this administrative capacity that the great islands
of the Far East have arisen from

town,

Massachusetts.

script of these

The manu-

words has been pre-

sented by President Taft to THE
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY for
historical record.
EDITOR

two hundred and ninety years ago, a band of one hundred Piland leaking vessel, first saw their new
home. They had been preceded by the French on the St. Lawrence
and by the English at Jamestown and other efforts had been made
on the New England coast to found colonies for profit before this.
But theirs was the first attempt by men seeking political and
religious independence to secure an asylum in America where they
might escape the fussy, meddling, narrow and tyrannical restraints imposed by
,

grims, in a small, crowded,

;

the first of the Stuarts. They were not of the nobility; they were not of the
upper middle class. They were of the yeomanry, of the farmer class. Their
ministers were university-bred men, but the rest were humble, God-fearing persons who were avowed non-Conformists and had been persecuted as such in

As early as 1609 they fled to Amtheir homes in the eastern part of England.
sterdam and then to Leyden to enjoy the freedom of religious worship for which
Holland was then distinguished among the countries of the world.
It was there that, years before, Erasmus had preached the wisdom and
virtue of toleration of religious beliefs, and the elimination of the Spanish Inquisition left the Netherlands the refuge of those persecuted for their faith.
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to remain Englishmen finally induced this venturesome quest for another place of residence where they could maintain a theocracy based on human
democracy. Other colonies, attempted in New England and elsewhere, failed
The privations
for lack of persistence, endurance and courage in the colonists.
to which they were subjected were too great, especially in New England, and
settlement after settlement ceased to be for lack of inhabitants. The difference
between all these and the Pilgrims was the motive which inspired them to come.
They lost more than fifty per cent, of their number in the first year by exposure
and privation, but they persevered. They were re-enforced by others whom
they had left in Holland, and they were preserved from destruction by the Indians by a fortunate superstition, and by their just, fair and conciliatory treatment of their red neighbors. Their colony grew in numbers but slowly. After
ten years, the Massachusetts Bay Colony of Puritans from England took possession of Boston and Salem, and as far north as the Merrimac.
They came in far
numbers
and
founded
settlements
more
But it was
greater
many
prosperous.
by this band of Plymouth Pilgrims that the possibility of establishing a successful asylum for political and religious refugees in New England was made manifest.
The differences between the Pilgrims and Puritans emphasize the heroism
The Puritans had been a very powerful political
of the Plymouth colonies.

party in England. They represented wealth and substance, and social prominence and influence. When they came, they sailed in comparative comfort and
freedom from danger and they came in thousands. Not so with the Pilgrims.
They were the humble husbandmen whose religious faith was extreme in its
The spirit which prompted them to brave the seas in
simplicity, and stern.
a cockleshell like the Mayflower, to land on this forbidding coast in winter, and
to live here, has made the history of this country what it is.
It prompted and
fought the Revolutionary War. It welcomed and fought the Civil War and has
furnished the United States the highest ideals of moral life and political citizenWe need not defend the lack of liberality which in their early history the
ship.
Pilgrims may have shown to those differing with them in religious belief and

Out of the logic of their intellectual processes, there came ultimately
religious freedom, while in the energy and intensity of their religious faith they
uncomplainingly met the sufferings and the hardships that were inevitable in
their search of liberty.
creed.

It is meet, therefore, that the United States, as well as the State of MassaThe warchusetts, should unite in placing here a memorial to the Pilgrims.
ships that are here with their cannon to testify to its national character,

typify
the strength of that Government whose people derived much from the spirit
and example of the heroic band. Governor Bradford, Elder Brewster, Captain
Miles Standish, Dr. John Robinson (who was left in Holland and never was able
to join his beloved people), are the types of men in whom as ancestors either by
blood, or by education and example as citizens, the American people may well
take pride. This magnificent monument rearing its head high on the most conspicuous promontory of our coast, will fittingly remind the traveller by sea of
the beginnings of New England, and note the fact that those whose
spirit of
liberty was to persist for centuries, even to the foundation and preservation of
our great Republic, here first saw the land and here first put foot upon the shore.
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HONORABLE HENRY CABOT LODGE, LL. D.
UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM MASSACHUSETTS
Oration Delivered at the Dedication of the Provincetown Monument and Committed by
Senator Lodge to THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY for Historical Record

fHERE we
is

known

of all

not

and recorded one November day,

stand today
one of the

the darkness settled down early
over the sand dunes and forest, over
quiet harbor and restless ocean.
There were two or three among the
leaders who were men of education

when

famous historic places
on which the foundations of the United
States and Canada
were
laid.
Those,
men, are to be found at

of conspicuous ability, men with
empire in their brains, with the

and

Jamestown; in the valley of the St.
Lawrence, where the lilies of France
were flung to the breeze three centuries ago; at Manhattan where the
Dutch planted their West India Company; on the Delaware where the
Swedes, after an interval of six hun-

migration.

"prophetic soul dreaming of things to
who realized the vastness of
the work they were doing.
But the
company on the Mayflower were for
the most part simple, humble, earnest folk, intent on the duty of the
moment. So they gathered in the
cabin and drew up the famous compact and set their hands to it on the
lid of Elder Brewster's chest.
They
are inscribed now in bronze, those
names, and what a roll of honor it is

There was no settlement established; no foundation stone of a

What American would change
scent from one of those men

come,"

dred years, carried to a conclusion the

voyage of the Vikings; at Plymouth,
across the bay, and at Boston and
Salem, the seats of the great Puritan

!

his de-

for an
unbroken lineage from the proudest
baron who followed the Conqueror

nation laid here. Yet is this spot
perhaps the most memorable of all.

Here certain political conceptions
which have affected the belief, the
fortunes and the faith, not merely of
the American people but of civilized
mankind, were set down on paper and

across the channel, or for the longest

given to the world, a heedless world,

ancestry.

pedigree of Europe? Their descendants are scattered from one end of this
broad land to the other and they
have not proved untrue to their

The blood of a "signer of
the compact" flows in the veins of the
President of the United States, and
the noble tradition of the Mayflower
is worthily sustained by the man who
fills that great office and who joins us

which did not note what was done
here until those who did it had been
long mingled with the dust on Burial
Hill.

Certain thoughts as to governsociety were here expressed

ment and
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today in commemorating the act of

many

Thought Rules the World
What was that act? Only

giv-

ing adhesion to certain principles set
down on paper.
That was all.
Merely the expression of certain
But it is thought which
thoughts.
The
finally rules the world of men.
temples of Greece are in ruins but
the words of Plato and Aristotle survive and have influenced the thoughts
of men and moved the world from
that day to this.

Here in
flower

I

seem to

alike into despotism, and fell under the
rule of a native tyrant or a foreign

became the subjects
mighty emperor or of a
petty despot, but the end was the
same. The Italian city republics with
master;

find

the democratic forms of an extreme
type followed a like course. They
swung from anarchy to despotism

and ended

as provinces of Spain and
Austria, as the appanages of Hapsburg and Bourbons.
During the

compact of the Maytwo conceptions which

of great significance both
potent factors in history since that
November day, two hundred and
ninety years ago. Three years since,
on the laying of the corner-stone,
I spoke of one of them, the idea
of an organic law adopted by all
the people, changeable only by the
act of all the people, above all
other laws, the bulwark and defense
of certain rights and the embodiment
of certain other fundamental principles lying at the root of free government. In this conception we see the
origin of the written constitution
which has played so great a part in

same period the

;

liberties of the free
the north were curtailed, and
the customs and laws of once indecities of

pendent states were shorn of their
It was the age of the consolidation of European states, of the
rise of unlimited monarchies upon the
ruins of feudalism when the May-

power.

flower anchored in yonder bay.

Triumph

new.

Democratic

govern-

ment was not a novel idea. The very
word "democracy" is Greek. But
the compact was an assertion or
rather the re-assertion of the democratic principle at a time when that
principle had fallen into disuse and
almost wholly faded from the minds

of

Democracy

Democracy and popular government were wellnigh forgotten words
when the compact embodying both
was signed. Slowly the principle

modern history.
The other principle conspicuous in
the compact is that of
democracy.
All the men signed.
It was the work
of all the people.
Here there was
nothing

they

either of a

this

me

men.

Athens was democratic, and
other Greek cities. Rome was
democratic and in theory the rule
was that of the whole people assembled in public meeting. But the
democracies of Greece and Rome sank
of

his ancestor.

,

spread almost unnoticed through the
American colonies. A century and a
half went by and then the
democracy
of the Mayflower compact rose suddenly militant upon a world which
did not understand.
Its voice was
heard in Philadelphia; the beat of its
drums broke on the air at Lexington;
its first shots rang out at Concord
Bridge and -at Bunker Hill. Democracy won in the new world. Then
came a pause and then democracy
seized on France.
Its armies swept

(-Q:

over Europe and at last the world
understood. After Waterloo another
pause while the Polignacs and Metternichs thought that they could turn
back the wheels of time and make the
old system flourish where the ploughshare of the French Revolution had
rent the soil and turned the furrows.
It was the vainest of dreams.
Even
while the Holy Alliance was tightening the chains, Greece rose in arms
and then came democracy once more
in France, in 1830, and in England, in
1832.
Another pause and again the
new popular force broke out in 1848
and from that day to this has gone
steadily forward until now it is known
even in Russia and China and is ac-

and the conception of a representative
democracy are two mighty principles
to find a place in one document at a
time when the world had no care or

knowledged and powerful in Turkey,
Persia and Japan.
It has succeeded

greatest

as in the republics of Rome and Greece
or in the Italian cities. The first care
of every autocrat has
always been
to destroy or paralyze representative institutions. Throughout
history
freedom has been coincident with
representative government and when
one has perished the other has not
long survived. The shadow of the
saviour of society, of the strong man
or the man on horseback, lies
darkly
across the pages of history when the

representative principle

The conception

thought

It has brought great
marvellously.
benefits to man but a perilous future
stretches before it and it has
many
It is well to

remember

either.

fails

or

falls.

an organic law

And

yet

the

behind.

Tradition of the Mayflower
I spoke a moment ago of the tradition of the Mayflower, and by that
I meant neither of the great political

problems to solve.
i.

for
is

of

also that

principles which the compact embodied. The tradition of the Mayflower as I read it is in the spirit and
purpose of the little band of exiles
who made the compact and came
hither to found a state. Their purpose was to secure freedom to worship God in their own fashion and to

this

democracy recognized in the
cabin of the Mayflower as the true
government for free men had one
quality wholly lacking in the democracies of Rome and Greece and of
the middle ages. That quality was
the representative principle, in theory
familiar to all Englishspeaking people, to the Virginian and
to the Puritan as well as to the PilBut the representation which
grims.
they knew was that of orders and

and practice

preserve their nationality and their
For these ends they
native language.

had
and

and institutions. Here in
America they yoked it to the principle of government by the people and
so produced representative democracy and that is the democracy which
for a century and a half has marched
on from victory to victory. Where
classes

shelter and comfort
forth over a stormy

left safety,
j

passed

ocean to meet death by privation, to
endure cold and hunger, and, only
of toil and hardship,
modest livelihood on the
edge of the wilderness, remote from
all
that civilization had to give.
Their purposes were all ideal, all
matters of sentiment, if you please,
and it was that which makes them
after

many years

to achieve a

the representative principle was lacking or was crushed out, democracy
has failed and turned to despotism,
489
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great.
They did not stop to ask
what Webster called that "miserable"

question, "What is all this worth?"
or that still meaner question, "What
is there in it for me?"
They cherished certain high ideals and they set
those ideals above all else the world
could give.

They were not
sentimentalists,

helpless, inefficient

but

practical

men

working hard, ready to fight if the
need came, doing each day's duty
and meeting all responsibilities. Yet
they never wavered in seeking the
ideals they had set before them.
In
this age of ours money and material
success have assumed proportions
never before witnessed. Both are
proper and necessary objects of ambition.
Neither is a lofty or complete
ideal in the life of a man.
We see the
dangers which they breed. On the
one side, in those who have succeeded,
a greed is often developed which is
too ready to disregard law and
trample on human rights. On the
other side, among those who have
been unable to satisfy their
craving
for wealth, appears
envy and malice,
which under thin disguises would
destroy the more fortunate and involve the prosperity of
guilty and innocent alike in a common ruin. Between the two extremes we must find
the middle way, a sane and effective
method of curbing overgrown power
and protecting human rights, which
are first and most sacred, without
wrecking all other rights and destroying

those

opportunities

for

success

which civilization has built up. It is
a great and difficult task,
infinitely
more complicated than anything the
company of the Mayflower had to
meet. But their way of
meeting
their task was then, and is
now, the
and
the noble way. They set
right
before themselves high ideals and

(Hahttt

of

strove with all their might to attain
to them.
They put the aspirations
of the soul above the demands of the
flesh.
They were laborious and
thrifty, but money and possessions
were not their highest aim. Their
spirit was that which has given saints
and martyrs to religion and to the
world its art, its literature, its science,
its intellectual
triumphs, all, which
makes man the paragon of animals
and breathes into his soul the faith
that he has that within which can

never

die.

Only High Ideals Survive

We must have material prosperity,
but woe to that man or that nation
which makes wealth its God and
expects

to

find

salvation

in

large

The spiritual and the intellectual bloom and flourish when
the material is withered and dead.
High ideals in the conduct of life are
what survive, and that is why the
statistics.

Pilgrim narrative stands forth in the
pages of every history as one of the
great events of the time, not because
they were among the founders of the
Republic, but because they had great
purposes and by their conception of
duty influenced the fate of men.
^.s the evening closed round the
little ship on that day in late November the lanterns were lighted, and
when night came threw a pale yellow
It was a
gleam upon the water.
faint light.
It could not penetrate
the dark woods where perhaps some
savage lurked and watched, yet it
seems to me, as I look back, as if that
little light streamed forth
now, broad

and

across three hundred
passing over continent and
ocean and shining with the clear
radiance which all men can see and
understand.
brilliant,

years,

How far that little candle throws his beams

I

So shines a good deed in a
naughty world.
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OHAHLKS TAI^LMADGB CONOVER
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON

These transcripts are from the orderly books of Ensign Samuel Tallmadge
American Revolution. The publication of the previous installment in this
journal has created wide interest among military and historical authorities.
The transcripts here recorded give additional light on the inner workings of
the American Revolution.
of the

\O

th
Regimental orders Sept 30 1780

the Col

Orders that the remaining hatts in the Regiment immediately Cut into
if there cannot be any white hair procured Red or Black must be

Caps and
adopted

103

command Will

not refuse to sign the passes of officers waiters or those
whose Necessities urges them to apply for Leave, but he utterly disapproves
of the abuse Which has been made by the soldiers for passes Mearly to Gratify
their straying through the Country and destroying their shoes
the

Head Quarters Orange town Sunday
Parole Hellispont

j

C. Signs

1

W. Word
Officers for

to

j

Oct.

1 st

1780

M ..........

to.
Look about

Brigadier Gen Glover
Col Cilley L' Col Durborn
1

Duty

Major Harwood
B. Major Pettinggall

Morrow

appointed to examine into the case of Major Andre,
came on shore from the Vulter Sloop of war, in
the night of the 21 st of September Last, on an Interview of Gen Arnold, in a
nl y
that he changed his dress within our Lines,
private and a Secret manner; 2
and under a forged name, and in a disguised habit passed our works at Stoney
and Verplank pints, the Evening of the 22 nd of September Last, and was taken
the morning of 23 d of September Last, at Tarrytown, in a disguised habit being
taken on his way to New York, and when taken he had in his possession Several
the board of

Gen

have reported,

1

officers

first

that he

1

491

papers which Contained Inteligance for the Enemy, the board haveing maturely
Considered these facts do also report to his Excelency Gen 1 Washington that
1
Major Andre Adjt. Gen to the british army, ought to be Considered as a Spye
from the Enemy, and that agreeable to the Law and usage of nations it is their
opinnion he ought to suffer death, the Commander in Chief directs the Exicution
of the above Sentance in the usual way, this afternoon at 3 o'clock
percisely
At a Division Gen 1 C. Martial the 11 th of September Last Lieu Col Com1
mand Sherman Presd Major Albert Chapman was tryed upon the following
st
for Embezlling publick property and indeavoring to induce the
Charges 1
Q Master of the Regiment to assist him in Embezelling powder for his own
ndl y for
private use 2
making up two Enormas bills against Col nelson an
inhabitant of Morristown, for takeing up a Stray horse the property of said
nelson and that without any Expence to himself 3 d1 * for giving a Certifycate
to a soldier in the 7th Connecticut Regiment he was Inlisted for three years
only when he repeatedly mustered him for dureing the war; and sworn to the
muster rools, the Court on Considering the first and third Charges against Major
Chapman, are of oppinnion that Charge of Embezelling publick property is not
supported, therefore do acquit him of it; but find him guilty of the other part of
the first and of the third Charges being a breach of Article 3 rd Sextion 12 th
of the Articles of war and do sentence him to be reprimanded in division orders
the Gen is sorry to be under the disagreeable Necessity of differing in oppinnion with the Court but he thinks the sentance intirely Inadequate to charges
of s serious a nature as those of which they find
Major Chapman is guilty, he
,

:

;

o(

1

is

released from arrest

After

Gen

1

orders Oct. 1 st 1780
,

the Exicution of Major Andre

is

postponed

till

to

morrow

Evening Orders
Major Andre is to be Exicuted to morrow 12 o'clock
files from east wing to attend the Exicution

percisely.

A

Battalion of

80

Head Qrs Morristown, Saturday, Oct. 7 th 1780
Major Gen Greens Orders
morrow Lieut. Col De Heart, Major Worth B. Major from the Jersey
1

for

duty to

Brigade.
If it should not rain in the morning the Gen 1 will beate at six, the
assembly
at half past six, and the march will Commence at Seven, the Baggage to follow
the troops in the Order of this day. from Kings ferry all the Regimental Baggage not in Covoured waggons is to be sent up to west pint by water; boats
being ordered down for the purpose, each Regiment will furnish a party to take
Charge of the Baggage to go by water; men, to man the boates, Each Brigade
to furnish fifty men to man the boates to Convey such Baggage as will Cross
kings ferry
the Column will file off on this side kings ferry along the Springsteed Roade
and proceed to West point by fort Montgomery the Artillery anexed to the
Brigades if boats can be furnished will pass from kings ferry to the point by
water otherwise they will Cross the River and proceed thither on the East

side

o

Each Brigade sends a Capt. sub and forty, as an Escort for the Covoured
waggons and artillery which will cross the River
Lieut. Col Cockran to take command and who will also Superintend the
debarcation of them on the other side

Head Q r West Point Wednesday

Oct. 11 th 1780.

1
Major Gen Greens Orders

for

duty to morrow Lieut. Col

Convey, Major

Willis,

Brigade Major Jersey

Brigade
63s

as it is possiblee for the Enemy to Concele parties in the woods to supprise
the Redoubts Nos. one, two, three, and four, as well as Willises Redoubt, the
Guards are to be Constantly within the works Night and day and no Considerable parties to be Allowed to approach them without the officer being fully
satisfyed What they are.
many stratagems have been successfully used to supprise fortifyed places and no place being more favourable for Such attempts
than this and prehaps few in the world of Equal Importance as also from Arnold's Desartion and desire to Serve the enemy as well as his knowledge of the
works and Spirit of Enterprise two much Caution cannot be made use of, more
Especially as the works Command all those in the bosom of the Garrison, Each
Brigade will furnish a Sufficient Fatigue party to Cleane the works Assigned
the filth is to be removed a proper distance from
for Respective Alarm posts,
the Out side of them, this being done the officers Who mount Guard in the
works are to be Accountable that they are kept Cleane
the Engenier will have
constructed a small Magazine of Planks for the Redoubts N one, two, and three,
and have them deposited there as soon as possiblee. the Temporary Guard
houses Ordered by Gen 1 St. clair are also to be Compleated as soon as may be
A Gun boate is to be posted armed with a subaltern Serg* & 24 privates in
the river opposite to fort Montgomery. A non Commissioned and six men are to
be Landed on Each side of the River directly opposite the boate. this Guard is
Intended to Examine all boates Comeing up or Going down as well as to pick up
such as are adrift and upon discouvering the approach of the Enemy to Give the
alarm by fireing the Gun. a Mattross to be assigned the boaet for this Service
the Q Master will Immediately prepare the barracks for the Reception of
the Troops A Return to be Given this afternoon of all the Carpenters, Masons,
Miners and Smiths in the Several Brigades, they are to parade to morrow
Morning at the QMaster Quarters they will have the additional allowance of
pay and Rations heretofore Given to the artificers

A

Gill of

Rum

to be Issued to the troops this

day

moode

at present practised- at this post, passes signed by Gen 1
officers Command of Brigades, Col Lamb of the artillery and Col Govion Who
superintends the Miners and artificers will be sufficient to pass persons to and
[one page missing] as soon as copies are taken of the Late act, passed by the

instead of the

Legislature of the State, in favour of the troops, the Commanding officers of
Regiments will Cause them to be published on the parade at Roll Call
493

o:

the Gentlemen officers of the Brigade are requested without Delay to make
their respective accounts, together with the Accounts of the Sergeants,
ls
privates agreeable to the scale of Depreciation, and
Corp Drumers, fifers
as it weill be a Work of time, to Collect the names, and Casualties of those
men,
may have been Discharged, Died, or Whose Inlistment are not in
the hands of the Officers Commanding Companies at this time, it is Recomare now in Actual Service and Whose
mended that the Accounts of those
Inlistments Can be Assertained to be made out first, as the Auditors Appointed
are expected with the Brigade in a Short time, and that the officers in the mean
time possess themselves of the Necessary Vouchers, to make up the Accounts
As soon as possiblee,
of those men Above mentioned.

up

&

Who

Who

Head Q tr West Point Friday

Oct. 13 th 1780.

Major Gen Greens Orders
for duty to morrow Col Angel Lieut. Col Cockran Brigade Major Rice
the Gen 1 is exceedingly mortifyed at the Complaints made by the Inhabitants
against the troops in the Garrison for insults and Violence offered to their perit is difficult for to Acsons, and depradations Committed on their property,
count for such enormaties from troops which heretofore have been Remarkable
for their patience, modaration, and Good Conduct, under every Species of
Suffering the Villiens have had the Impadence to pleade in Justification of their
Conduct, a Licence from their officers, but the Gen persuades himself this is
Impossible however if there should have been any so Inatentive to the rights
of Citizens as well as Regardless of the Reputation of the troops, as to give
such permits they may be assured their Conduct will be received With the
Utmost Indignation and Resentment
the Gen takes this Opportunity to inform the troops that he sincearely
Lements their Sufferings from the Scanty Supplies of Provisions, and assures
them every possible exertion is makeing for their relief, he wishes them to
submit to the unavoidable Misfortunes with that magnanimity which has
dignafyed their Conduct So much on former accations, under Simaler
1

1

1

Circumstances
to prevent the unprincaple part of the Garrison from Stealing out into the
Country and repeating the Abuses Complained of, the Rooles are to be invariably Called three times a day Viz at nine in the morning When the troops will
beat one in the afternoon, and at retreat beating, the Inhabitants are also
directed to Apprehend every soldier taken without the Garrison unless he produces a pass from some one of the proper officers appointed to give it
i

th 1780.
Brigade Orders Oct. 13
for the Day to morrow Adjt. Hutton
the Commandt judges it proper to alter
the mode heretofore adopted of delivering to the bakers of the different Regiments its Large allowance of Flour etc. he therefore directs that in future two
Ibs of flour, one Ib of Soape, and half a Ib of Tallow, ea. Company ea. Month
be delivered till further Orders and the Commissary is directed to Call upon the
d
Quarter Master of the Third Regiment Who has this day Rec an Order for his
usual allowance to return to him the over pluss. the Commissary is Likewise
directed to Acquaint the Commander What time the Last allowance of flour
Soape, and tallow, for the above purpose was delivered, to the different Regiments, and by whom the returns was Signed.
,

.
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Trading posts were early established by the French, Spanish, Dutch and English
Indian village
Photograph taken in Petersburg, Virginia, on the site of an
The building was erected in 1735 and became the noted trading statio
which was destroyed by
of New York, deposited in Archives of The Search-Light Librar;
Original Photograph in collection of Egbert Gilliss Handy,
Jones

FIRST TRADING STATIONS IN AMERICA
along the Atlantic coast

and the

Mississippi Valley
Nathaniel Bacon, in 1676

FIRST CHURCHES IN AMERICA

First explorers

the

on the Western Continent were Catholics and the first missionaries landed at Florida in
1528 Protestantism begins with
permanent English settlement at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607 Reverend R. Hunt of the Church of England
was the first Protestant clergyman in America Photograph taken at
which in 1610

first

Hampton,

was the Indian

village of

which was built

Virginia,

Kiquotan This building is the historic Church of Saint John
1660 and still stands as an American landmark

in

Original Photograph in Collection of Egbert

unite Hand;- of

New York

in
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MERICAN

progress, in its mighty sweep through the decades, has
The
carried before it many of the structures that first cradled it.
material needs of civilization give little heed to the sentiment and
traditions of the past generations. Moreover, America, in the giant
strength of its national youth, has had its vision toward the
future rather than the past; while the Old World, with the vigor
and richness of its life behind it, turns to the past for its inspiration.
As has been frequently commented in these pages, it is not that American
civilization has no historical retrospect, but rather that it has been making history
rather than writing it.

American civilization is still hot from the forge upon which it has been
shaped; it is still ringing from the blow of the hammer on the anvil. The steel
is tempered and is being set into the great framework upon which is to be built
a great and towering structure that is to testify to the might of man and the
common heart of humanity. The structure, like all the works of man, will
have its flaws; but as a great whole it is firm and solid.
Americans are just beginning to realize the tremendous import of their
work; they are just beginning to feel the responsibility of the great work that
they have undertaken. The recent political weaknesses, the disapprobation
of individual dishonesty, and the demand for civic purity that have^been sweeping the nation, are all irrefutable proof that American civilization is fundamentally sound; that American principles are just; and that American character
and citizenship will not countenance injustice or malfeasance, either in social or
political or business
The doctrine of

life.

democracy, the idea that men can govern themselves, the
American civilization, is the most audacious that mankind has ever
The American Revolutionists were socialistic idealists, according
conceived.
to the standard of the times; and yet, from the devastation of the American
Revolution it has been working out its destiny with consistent and persistent
courage, until today it has achieved such astounding success that its greatest
danger is in the ability of the people to regulate and conserve its forces. This
they are doing with all the judgment and conscientiousness of manhood; and
this they will continue to do until the structure of self-government stands in
its majesty as the temple of human integrity and man's inherent justice.
WhatIt is to the foundation, however, that we must always look.
ever turns the attention of the times to these foundations is of eminent
It is with this mission that these pages now record some
service to the nation.
EDITOR
of the structures upon which American civilization has been built.

whole plan

of
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HISTORIC RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES IN AMERICA

Photograph taken at the ancient Blandford Church of England, erected in 1732 at Petersburg, Virginia
burg was the scene of several engagements and twice occupied by the British troops in
the American Revolution This old church, with its graveyard and
garden wall, still testify to the character of .the
founders of the
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ANCIENT PULPITS OF FIRST CLERGYMEN

IN

AMERICA

Photograph taken in the historic old Blandford Church in Petersburg, Virginia, erected in 1732 The clergymen were supported by grants from the legislature and afterward by tithes The
Puritans in New England made church membership obligatory for citizenRoger Williams, in Rhode Island, first separated
ship
Church and State in American politics

u
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LANDMARKS

IN

AMERICAN HISTORY

Photograph taken at Norfolk, Virginia, in the yard of the ancient Saint Paul's Church, built in 1737
was first settled in 1680 It was bombarded by the British under Lord Dunmore, in 1775,
and defended by the brave Virginia sharpshooters, sixty-seven of the
King's soldiers falling in the streets under the heavy fire
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FIRST COLLEGES IN AMERICA

First vote to establish a college in America was in Virginia, in 1619, but the first permanent institution was Harvard, in 1636 The second college was William and Mary at Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1693;
the third was Yale, in 1701
Photograph taken at historic William and Mary

where Jefferson, Monroe and Marshall were educated
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HISTORIC SHRINES OF LEARNING IN AMERICA

There

is

no

America about which lingers more of the Nation's history than at Washington and Lee University in Lexington,
Founded as Liberty Hall, in 1773, before the American Revolution, it received a gift from President Washington and was christened Washington College, in 1796 Here General Robert E. Lee came
after the fall of the Confederacy and spent the last years of his life as
President, his body now lying in the historic chapel,

institution in

Virginia

the shrine of the "Lost Cause"
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MANSION OF HISTORIC AMERICAN LINEAGE

Magnificent old colonial estate of "Arlington," in Alexandria County, Virginia This mansion is connected with the two great periods in
American history It was the home of the grandson of President Washington's wife, the notable Custis family, where many
Here Mary R. Custis was born; she became the
of the distinguished builders of the republic gathered
bride of the gallant young West Point officer, Robert E. Lee, and this was their

home

at the outbreak of the

dedicated as a

American

crisis

It is

now

National Cemetery
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HOME OF THK MOTHER OF WASHINGTON

Ph.,t,, g raph

taken at Fredericksburg, Virginia, where Mary Ball
Washington, the mother of the first president of the
She was left a widow with six children, in 1743, George
Washington being the oldestPrudence and simplicity were her characteristics She lived to see her son become
the
"father of a new nation" and died in 1789 during his first
year
as president of the United States of America

public, lived
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HOUSE WHERE OFFICERS RESIDED

Historic old Vest

House

pendence

IN

in Williamsburg, Virginia, which witnessed

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

many remarkable

scenes during the

was here that Lafayette quartered his military staff during the great struggle
the conquest of the South and many secret meetings were held that decided the
destiny of a continent^This Revolutionary landmark still
stands as a monument to American liberty
It
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War
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FIRST

GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS OF COLONIAL AMERICA

Photograph taken at the historic structure in Williamsburg, Virginia, which is believed to be the
only original
govern-.rent building still standing It was the old clerk and chancery office in
Williamsburg,
the capitol of the colony from 1699 to 1780, and here
many of the fundamental laws of the American republic were first constructed
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HOUSE OF ROMANCE WHERE WASHINGTON COURTED

Photograph taken at the old "Cooz House" in Williamsburg, Virginia, where George Washington experienced
romance About this old pre-revolutionary home cluster many traditions Washington finally married Martha (Dandridge) Custis, a wealthy widow with vast estates, in 1759, and
she became the wife of the first president of the American republic
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his first

HOME OF THE

FIRST

GREAT AMERICAN JURIST

Photograph taken at the home of John Marshall

in Richmond, Virginia
He was born in 1755 at Germaiitown,
and although deprived of a college education he entered into the building of the
American Republic, becoming one of its greatest statesmen and Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court where his interpretations of the
American constitution established the nation
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HEADQUARTERS OF LAFAYETTE

IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Photograph taken at the old house in Williamsburg, Virginia, where the French nobleman, who offered his
and fortune to American Independence, resided during his campaign in Virginia As a boy
he was a page to the Queen, but became imbued with the spirit of Liberty
and was one of the foremost figures in the founding of
a new republic on the Western Continent
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HEADQUARTERS OF GENERAL WASHINGTON

IN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Photograph taken at the colonial house still standing in Williamsburg, Virginia, where Washington made his headquarters
It was here that the great General gathered about
in the critical days of the campaign in the South
him his advisors and issued orders which resulted in the final surrender of Cornwallis
It was also the home of Chancellor Wythe, one of
at Yorktown
the

i

signers
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HONORABLE D.

C.

LIBERTY, MISSOURI
Member of the Constitutional Convention which formed the present Constitution of Missouri Member of the
Bar and intimate friend of Colonel Doniphan Original in the Record of Doniphan's Expedition by

Author of Memoirs

of

S.WlL.I.IAMBEl.SEY CONNELLEY
TOPEKA, KANSAS
the "Provincial Government of Nebraska Territory," "Kansas
and other

are' the intimate recollections of a

most remarkable expeditions
\o

Territorial Governors,"

historical volumes.

in

man who

American

conducted one of the

history.

It is

the narra-

tive of a lawyer in the building of the Great West, who marched
more than six thousand miles through the Southwest, surmounting
almost impossible hardships, defeating a force more than four times
greater than his own, and carrying the flag of American civilization
to victory Colonel Alexander W. Doniphan.
Historical investigations into this remarkable exploit have recently been made by William Elsey
Connelley, of Topeka, Kansas, one of the most authoritative historical researchers
Mr. Connelley, in sending this record to THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
in the West.
HISTORY, states that in many respects he considers Doniphan's Expedition the
most wonderful in history. "It saved Buena Vista and avoided disaster to the
American arms in the war with Mexico"; accordingly, it has historical claim.
Mr. Connelley further states that the battle of Sacremento was the most wonderful ever fought by American arms, and that Dewey's battle in Manila Bay may
be set down as its only rival. "The only land battle at all approaching it was
that of New Orleans; but in that battle Americans fought at home, on their own
The battle of Sacremento far outranks it. It was
soil, behind fortifications.
It is strange that so
one of the most gallant and heroic charges in warfare.
little is known of this great victory."
It is not of the battle, however, that this record directly relates, but rather
the life of Colonel Doniphan and his life of peace as a builder of the great Western
Dominion. The facts here narrated are by Honorable D. C. Allen, one of the
most eminent members of the Missouri Bar, who was an intimate friend of Colonel

Doniphan, and under whose advice Doniphan became a lawyer. Like the heroic
Colonel, the author of these memoirs is one of the men who laid the foundation
It is not
for American civilization on the other side of the Mississippi River.
man
is so well qualified to write the sketch of
that
other
any
probable
the life of Colonel Doniphan. It took strong meft to conquer the vast wilderness
of the Southwest, and many of them were men of scholarship and culture as
EDITOR
well as courage and hardihood of such was Colonel Doniphan.
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admiration of men. The seven hundred years of battle between the
Spaniards and the Moors left the
impress of supreme courage, undoubting faith and unconquerable will on the

LEXANDER

William Doniphan was born in Mason
County, old Kentucky,
His
on July 9, 1808.
Donifather, Joseph
phan, was a native of

King George, and

former, which easily made of them
the foremost men of all Christendom four centuries ago. Perhaps
the tradition is true. If so, I can
explain without looking further, the
tinge of old romance in Colonel Doniphan's character, his wonderfully
delicate respect for women, and his
stern adherence to sentiments of
honor; as if he were bound to these
things

his

mother

of Fauquier County, Virginia.
His mother's maiden name was Anne
Smith, and her paternal ancestor was
among the original colonists at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607. His first
ancestor in America of the name of

came from England to

Doniphan

Virginia near the middle or latter
part of the seventeenth century, and
settled near what is known as the
Northern Neck. The given name of
that ancestor was Mott.
It is a tradition in the Doniphan

By the dead gaze of all
And by the mystery of

his ancestors;
his Spanish blood,
Charged with the awe and glories of the past.

All of the members of the Smith
and Doniphan families, in Virginia,
were Whigs during our Revolutionary
War, and those families contributed an

family (a tradition which I neither
avouch nor deny), traceable and
fully believed by its members for more
than a century, that it is of Spanish
According to the tradition,
origin.
self

unusually large proportion of their men
to the Continental army. Joseph Doniphan was with Washington at Yorktown, and his brother, George Doniphan, died for freedom at Brandywine.
Joseph Doniphan, the father, went

indicated a preference for Protestantism, and to escape the terrors of the
Inquisition and enjoy the freedom of

Kentucky prior to 1779, and remained there a year or more. While
there he was engaged in teaching
school, and he was the first man
who "taught the young idea how to
shoot" on the "Dark and Bloody
Ground."
Returning to Virginia
prior to the siege of Yorktown, he
entered the Continental army and
remained in it until the conclusion of

their

ancestor,

who

separated him-

from the parent stock in Spain,
was a young Castilian, of noble blood,
who served under Ferdinand and
Isabella in the conquest of Granada,
and was knighted by King Ferdinand for gallantry on the field.
Afterward and during middle life he

religious

belief

he

abandoned

to

his

native land and took refuge in EngThere he married an English
land.
lady named Mott, and from that
union have descended the Doniphans

the Revolutionary struggle. Marrying Anne Smith, he returned to Ken-

of America.

so speaks the tradition
young cavalier was Don Alfonso.
This name, in English use, was insensibly corrupted into Doniphan.
lineage which is traceable to the

tucky in 1790, and made his home in
Mason County. Miss Smith was a
lady of extraordinary mental powers
and brilliant wit. She was an aunt, I
may add, of the late Governor Wil-

chivalry of the battle-field and the
highest devotion to conviction, will
always command the respect and

liam Smith, of Virginia.
Joseph Doniphan was for a great
many years, prior to his death, the

The name

of the

A
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intimate friend of the famous Simon

Irish

Kenton.

be seen, therefore,
that Colonel Alexander Doniphan was
born during the generation imme-

power and

diately succeeding the conclusion of
the struggle for independence by the

expression

Keene.

One who was familiar with the
absolute ease and accuracy with
which Colonel Doniphan wreaked his
thoughts upon expression would be
astonished at the declaration that he
ever lacked for words. He said,
however, that in his youth his vocabulary was limited and his expression
Mr. Keene
clumsy and difficult.
assured him that only through acquaintance with the great poets
could exact, powerful, brilliant ex-

and the wresting of the soil
Kentucky from the savages. He
was born amid the odors of the forest.
colonies

The first tales poured into his ears
when he was old enough to be intelligent, were those of stern conflicts for

and civilization. The first
names by him lisped were those of
Washington, Wayne, Marion, LightHorse Harry Lee, and the whole
liberty

of

the

Revolution.

He was born when American manhood was at

its

pression

acme, and the same

wilderness.

Joseph Doniphan died in the year
and his son, Alexander Doniphan, was left to the watchcare of his
mother. She was adequate to the

learned

though eccentric Irishman,
a graduate of Trinity College,
Mr. Keene was of that very

in

very high repute, but, as I understand, it has not been in existence for

He graduquite a length of time.
ated there at the early age of eighteen
years, with great distinction, particuWhile at Augusta
larly in classics.
College, he had the benefit of the
training and molding influences of
I menseveral very able instructors.
tion, as being among them, Drs.

found their safety in

emigration to America at the conclusion of the Irish Rebellion in 1798.
boiling with
entertaining the most romantic ideas of freedom, they were
a dynamical process in the history of
every young mind brought in contact
with them. An examination into

Ardent,

Bracken County, Kentucky. For
years it was an institution of

many

Dublin.
considerable body of educated Irishmen ardent followers of Robert

Emmet who

was

entered a student at Augusta College,

a

who was

Kentucky,

Through

rect the theory of the master.
At the age of fourteen years he

At the
rearing of the young eaglet.
age of eight years she placed him
under the instruction of Richard
Augusta,

acquired.

fully studied the poets, and results in
the pupil went very far to prove cor-

1813,

of

be

knowledge, said he, of the poets
could alone come the precise meaning
of words, the perfect pronunciation
of them, the melody of speech, and
the majestic declamation of the orator.
By Mr. Keene's advice he care-

profound feeling of patriotism thrilled
every bosom from the Atlantic coast
to the deepest recesses of the Western

Keene,

intellectual

Colonel Doniphan never ceased the
of his gratitude to Mr.

of

host

were an

blessing all over the then
settled portion of the United States.

It will

immortal

teachers

Jtattiter

enthusiastic,

courage,

Durbin and Bascom. He constantly,
through life, expressed his deep sense
obligation to those two gentleDr. Durbin was a very accomplished man suave and refined
of

men.

the family history of our country will
develop the fact that these young

and was the author
513

of a scholarly

and

O

elegant book of travels in the Levant.
Dr. Bascom was, in his day, the
greatest pulpit orator in the Union.
Though a Methodist in creed, the
stern theology of John Knox was
much nearer his nature. In the time
of

835

In his youth the predilection of
Colonel Doniphan was for the law
as a life-profession, and this was
largely through the influence of his

who was a woman of great
and far-reaching mind. Upon quit-

mother,

ting college, therefore, for the purpose
of legal study, he entered the law
office of the Honorable Martin P.
In
Marshall, of Augusta, Kentucky.

Cromwell he would have been a

Fifth-Monarchy man. He was ever as
He
if in his great Taskmaster's eye.
seemed to hear the last trumpet and

the opinion of the pupil, his legal
preceptor was one of the most learned
and able of all the members of the
famous Marshall family.
In the
course of study recommended by
Mr. Marshall and required by him of
his pupil is to be discovered the first
instance within my knowledge, in
this country, of the strictly historical
method in the study of the law. First

to see the smoke of the Pit ascending forever and forever.
Sixty years

ago "Young's Night Thoughts," a
book now unread, was on every
Dr. Bascom seemed to
parlor table.
have absorbed its profound melanThere were in his eloquence a
choly.
sombre magnificence and a distant
roar

of the gathering storm.
Durbin, Colonel Doniphan
admired the man and loved the friend,
but in Dr. Bascom he saw the orator
and felt his seizure upon the soul. A
reading of the sermons of Dr. Bascom
will show that his influence on the

In

m

as
Dr.

pupil

if

was greater and more

than that of Dr. Durbin.

of

guage.

In

pended

six

this occupation he exmonths. It was, as Mr.
Marshall phrased it, to fructify and
chasten the pupil's imagination and
give him wings for more arduous
flights.
Secondly, he required him
to read the histories of England and
America and cognate works, so that
he might see, historically, the evolution of our system of law.
And,
thirdly, he required of him a most

lasting

It is true

careful study of those text-books of

they lay helpless on some
lofty, naked peak, where the lightnings flashed in their midst and the
thunders rolled round them.
In lingering thus on the teachers
of Colonel Doniphan, it is because I
as

he required of his pupil to read

carefully study portions of the
classical authors of the English lan-

that in Colonel Doniphan's oratory
there was nothing gloomy. There
was often, however, a severe magnificence which could claim kinship
with the terrors which peopled the
imagination of Dr. Bascom. There
were times in that oratory when men
felt

all

and

the law which were then considered
necessary in order to admission to

if

practice.

These

studies

consumed

near three years, and were under the
eye of and with recitations to the
The progress of the pupil
preceptor.
was great; and where the preceptor is
learned and skillful and the pupil

clearly recognize the'influence through
of an able teacher on his pupils,

life

and for the further, reason that he
himself most distinctly saw and appreciated it.
Besides, all men are, in a

brilliant,

we must measure

progress in

study by genius and not by time.
Toward the close of the year 1829,

way, chameleons, and take on color
from their environments.

Colonel Doniphan was licensed to
practice law in the states of Kentucky
514
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and Ohio.

there at the time unfavorable to the

grated to Missouri,

development of any of the manly,
social or mental qualities.
I feel sure that I will be excused if,
in the briefest manner, I rend the veil
of the past and portray
imperfectly

In March, 1830, he emiand in the forepart of April, of that year, he was
licensed to practice in this state by
the Supreme Court, then in session at

Fayette, in Howard County. On
April 19, 1830, he made his home at
Lexington, Missouri, and was enrolled a member of the Lexington bar
on the 26th of the July, succeeding.
He became at once, heart and soul,
a Missourian, and ever after so
remained.
It was at Lexington, therefore, he

indeed
of the

man whose life and character I am
feebly sketching, or from other lips,
yet older than his, whose accuracy
and truth were beyond all doubt.
Clay County was organized in 1822,
and reduced to its present limits in
1833.
Settlements began there in
1819, and the immigration constantly
increased in numbers for five or six
years thereafter.
lation

was

5,338,

In 1830,

its

which was,

popuin the

main, located on the territory comHence, in
prised in its present area.
1830, the county was not a wilder-

He assisted Mr. Leonard. This was
the first trial for murder that he had
ever witnessed. His conduct in this
trial was modest, and gave clear
evidence of the dawning of the reputation as a criminal lawyer which he
very soon afterward acquired.
In 1833, he removed to Liberty,
home

Liberty
years

sixty-five

From the standpoint of art,
such a portrayal is germane to my
subject.
Every picture should have
The facts stated by
its background.
me, when not taken from records, and
all of the opinions expressed, were
derived from the distinguished gentle-

Law librait is now.
were few and limited, and the
day of legal blanks had not arrived.
At the age of twenty-two he was
placed in collision with Abiel Leonard,
Robert W. Wells, Peyton R. Hayden
and others; gentlemen, eminent for
ability and legal attainments, all of
them much older than he, and already
thoroughly expert in the management of causes. His maiden speech
at the bar was made in 1830, and in
defense of a man indicted for murder.

his

of

ago.

ries

where he made

men and women

and Clay Counties

laborious than

Missouri,

the environment, charactercondition and social life

istics, origin,

began his long, successful and brilThe practice of the
liant legal career.
^ aw was t *ien * n *ke West f ar more

i

on Amertratt Sfamtter

ness.

The population, drawn from

Virginia,

North Carolina, Tennessee,

Kentucky, Maryland, and in lesser
numbers from the other states, was
purely of American birth. The customs, manners and modes of thought
of colonial days still prevailed to a
very marked degree. The influence
of old, well-known, leading families
was strong. In the larger proportion of cases, public offices were filled
from the ranks of the men of the
For instance, its
higher classes.
first circuit clerk was William L.
Smith, a man of education and a

for

the succeeding thirty years. There
he found, already established in the
those
eminent lawyers,
practice,
David R. Atchison, Amos Rees,
James M. Hughes, and General Andrew S. Hughes. His experience at
Lexington had been preparatory; at
Liberty his reputation attained its
zenith.
Nor was the state of society

gentleman of distinguished bearing
and princely elegance of manners.
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For the little town of Liberty, almost a hamlet then, a fortunate circumstance occurred. In 1827, the
post of Fort Leavenworth was estabAt that post there always
lished.

Population emigrated in those days
by families in a much larger degree
than now. A man of wealth in the
older states would emigrate west,
bringing with him not only his family,
but all of his movable property his
flocks and herds, his men-servants
and maid-servants. Some locality in
Virginia or elsewhere would be almost

has been a greater accumulation of
troops than at any other in the Union.
Liberty was the nearest town to it.
To relieve the tedium of station life,
there resorted to Liberty for many
years the choice and prime young
officers of the army
the Rileys, the
Kearnys, the Johnstons who from
time to time were stationed at that

exactly reproduced in Clay County.
prior to the acerbities in
feeling which developed into

That was
political
civil

war.

It

was immaterial from

state in the Union a man came.
All were sons of the sires of the Revolution, kinsmen of the heroes of New

what

all

were

Americans and universal good
ing and brotherhood prevailed.

feel-

Orleans and Lundy's Lane

officers

Cyrus Curtis, was from
and
another, Hiram Rich,
York,
was from Vermont. Liberty was a
little village of a couple of hundred
of inhabitants, but its business was
enormous, and ramified all over northwest Missouri. The business and
leading men of town and county were
one,

New

m

social

station

in

their

native

and

fortunes.

ful

The

county was, indeed, on the edge of

From

its borders the
track
his uncertain
explorer
and dangerous route only through
the domains of savages, who were as
fierce and terrible as their ancestors
a thousand years ago, until his halt-

civilization.

The

faculty of ready, powerspeech, the
flashes of brilliant thought, had come
to him.
Already the people of the
state had recognized in him the orator.
The people of Clay County received
casion.

educated, chivalric, generous, and had come to the Far West
the limit of civilization to make

homes

charming and elegant.

Into such a society and into the
midst of such people Colonel Doniphan
went from Lexington, in 1833. He
was young, ambitious, highly cultured,
and his mind expanded with ease to
meet the magnitude of each new oc-

localities,

their

of

for

the society of Liberty became exceptionally

beyond the average in capacity.
They were generally young men, of
high

went there
The sons of

shopping purofficers were often
poses.
sent to Liberty for academic education.
The officers of the Fort and
their wives and daughters were almost as much a part of the social
life of the town, as freely united in
public amusements, balls, parties and
the like, as its inhabitants themFrom the union of local inselves.
tellect with the brilliance of the army

Several of the chief men of the
county were from the East. Of the
leading merchants of Liberty at that
time,

The wives and daughters

post.

and

tempestuous

him with open

could

From

hearts.

1830 to 1860, he continued in

the active practice of his profession.
His fame was greatest as a criminal
lawyer, and during that period there
was no criminal cause of magnitude
in northwest Missouri in which he was
not retained for the defense. He

ing and feeble steps were checked by
the roar of the waves beating on the
western coast of America.
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never prosecuted. The reputation of
a great advocate usually absorbs
that of the counsellor. And this was

November, 1847 (whither the case
had been taken by change of venue),
which resulted in Harper's acquittal.
There can hardly be a doubt that
Turnham's case was one of murder.
After great pressure, he was admitted
to bail and his bond fixed at $8,000,
an enormous amount in those days.
Colonel Doniphan was constantly
afraid that his client would disappear.
The prisoner's father, the late Major
Joel Turnham, of Clay County, was
a stern, old-fashioned man, "more an
in

to a greater degree, perhaps,
sixty years ago than now, because
then the jury was more often demanded. He was employed to make
the great, the decisive argument on
the side by which he was retained.
No client would think for a moment of
true

excusing him from speaking. He was
employed and paid to speak he
must speak. A silent Doniphan in a
cause would have meant defeat anticipated. As a natural result of this,
the work and labor of the cause, the

antique Roman than a Dane," plainly
educated, well advised, however, as to
all current events, of strong, penetrating sense, familiar with the great
speakers of Missouri and Kentucky,
possessed of a will and courage of
adamant; but none the less, not at
all conscious of the fact that his was
the only name in the state which
could be found among the paladins
of Richard Cceur de
Lion when
he charged the Paynim hosts on
the plains of Palestine. Everything
melted away before the force of Colonel
At the concluDoniphan's oratory.
sion of the speech Major Turnham
was asked what he thought of Doni-

preparation of the pleadings, the
gathering of the testimony, the interrogation of the witnesses, and so
forth, devolved on his associate counsel.
Occasionally, in examining the
witnesses, he would interject some
In the counfar-reaching question.
cils of

war which precede great

trials,

view of the line of defense or attack
was always adopted. He saw by a
his

flash of intuition the strong points.
Not one of his oratorical efforts as

criminal
preserved.

or

civil

a
lawyer has been

Opinion,

therefore,

Ammratt

of

power and splendor can only be
formed from tradition. All traditions and opinions concur as to their
their

phan's speech, and his answer was:
"Sir, Aleck Doniphan spoke only forty
minutes, but he said everything."

singular brevity, wonderful compres-

The case of Harper more easily
admitted of defense. Meredith had

sion, vast force and dazzling brilI will merely call attention
liance.
to two of his orations in criminal

Loved not

actions, and give one opinion in each.
They are that in defense of Thomas

wisely, but too well.

Harper believed, whether with or
without good reason, that Meredith
had invaded the sanctity of his home.
Such a circumstance in the hands of
a genius like Colonel Doniphan was

in the Clay Circuit Court for the murder of Hayes,
and tried in November, 1844, which

Turnham, indicted

resulted in his conviction for manslaughter in the fourth degree, with
a fine of $100; and that of John H.
Harper, indicted in the Jackson Circuit Court for the murder of Meredith, and tried in Platte Circuit Court

sufficient to enable

uttermost

all

him

to stir to the
and to

of the passions

from the vasty deep."
He had regreat.
turned only a few months before
"call

spirits

The occasion was
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wonderful Mexican camand the whole country was
full of his glory.
Everybody lawyers and all had gathered in Platte
City (where the case was tried) to
hear him, and expectation of his eloquence was on tiptoe. By universal
agreement he even surpassed expectation.
The late James N. Burnes,
of St. Joseph (then of Weston) heard
it, and declared that it determined
him to become a lawyer. He also
declared that he had never heard or
read any speech in defense of a criminal which equalled Colonel Doniphan's

and momentous occasions occasions
demanding extraordinary and pro-

his

paign,

the lines between
Whiggery and Democracy (or "Locofocoism") had been clearly drawn.
Colonel Doniphan came from KenHe had
tucky, an ardent Whig.

been politically trained in the school
of Harry of the West, of whose vast
genius he was, throughout life, a

most unqualified admirer. Politics
had warmth as well as
now. Every foot of ground was
fought over by the contending parties.
In 1836, the Whigs of Clay
County demanded that he should become a candidate for the legislature.
He acceded to their demand, and was
elected.
The same facts occurred in
In the
1840, and yet again in 1854.
legislature of 1854, he was the Whig
nominee for United States Senator,
and received their unbroken vote.
On December 21, 1837, Colonel
Doniphan was married to Miss Elizain those days

largeness of his frame, the freshness
of his complexion, and his erect bearing, that he was a man of vast physical strength and endurance.
The
exact converse was true. He was
physically one of the most delicate of

men, and

least able to endure exposure or excessive or protracted strain.
His whole life was one long struggle
against bodily infirmity, and the
world knew it not. As a consequence,
the prodigious strain on the brain in
the] deli very of his argument in each
of the Turnham and Harper cases,
causing excessive cerebral excitement
a flame of thought, scorching his

beth Jane Thornton, of Clay County,
it was a perfect union of heart and
intellect.
She was a highly intellecof

made

her

the

delight

of

society.

Save when public duty or business
imperatively demanded it, he and
she were constantly united. At home
or abroad they were together.
They
were both insatiable readers, and
their evenings in literature will always

I am pergreat oratorical efforts.
satisfied
his
consciousness
of
fectly
his physical delicacy acted as a de-

the memoHe knew and

stir delightful thoughts in
ries of their friends.

on his ambition and prevented
him from seeking those advancements
which his friends wished and ex-

loved no place like home, and neither
the mystery of lodges nor the joviality

tersive

on

woman, and her grace
manner and charm in conversation

tual, cultivated

nervous system threw him into a
dangerous fever, from which he could
not be released by the skill of his
physicians for several weeks. The
same result occurred in others of his

that

physical

expectation.
Before 1836,

Anyone who did not know Colonel
Doniphan intimately, and who saw
him in his prime, or even in his latter
years, would have supposed, from the

fearing

his

yield to the pressure, and
he be rendered incapable of meeting

in that case.

he

effort

man would

,

pected,

mental

longed

of clubs

thence.

great
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had any power to draw him
Heaven withdrew her from

nf

wf? nn Ammran

in 1873, but it was decreed that
he should remain a pilgrim many
years thereafter before he felt the

him

Colonel Doniphan volunteered as a
private in the company from Clay.
The desire to volunteer was so great
among the counties that each of the

stroke of the invisible specter

And sought his

love

amid the Elysian

companies was much overfull. That
from Clay numbered 114 men, rank
and file. The subject of this sketch

field.

his marriage there were born
two
children both sons.
They
only
were youths of rare intellectual promise, and their father might well hope
to prolong his life and fame in those
One of them died
of his children.
from accidental poison, at Liberty, in
1853, and the other beneath the angry
waves of a West Virginia stream, in

Of

was

elected colonel of the regiment
almost by acclamation. There never
was in the service of the United States
a regiment of finer material. It was
composed of individuals from the
best families in the state, and they

were young men in the prime of life,
equal, physically and mentally, to
They were
every duty of the soldier.

From blows so severe as these,
can be well understood why the life

1858.
it

mainly, the sons of the pioneers of
Missouri, and had the courage and
manliness, and possessed the endurance and virtues of their fathers.
This regiment formed a portion of
the column known as the Army of
the West, commanded by that chivalGeneral Stephen W.
ric
soldier,
Kearny. All of the troops of the
column rendezvoused at Fort Leavenworth. The volunteers having undergone a few weeks drilling, the
Army of the West commenced its
march to Santa Fe on June 26, 1846.

of Colonel Doniphan, during more
than thirty years before its close,

was void of ambition.
Of the Mormon War,

in

1838,

I

simply state that Colonel Doniphan was present, in command of a

will

brigade of State militia, at the surrender of Joe Smith, the so-called
prophet, at Far West, in Caldwell
County, and afterward defended him
in the criminal proceedings which
were instituted against him and other

I.

Mormons.

O
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would be impossible to express
words the feelings, apprehensions
and hopes of the people and of those
volunteers when General Kearny 's
It

In 1846, the War with Mexico beIn May of that year, Governor
gan.
Edwards requested Colonel Doniphan
to assist him in raising troops, in the
western counties of the state, for the
volunteer service. He acceded to
the request. The enthusiasm of the
people was extremely high, and in a

in

army moved to the conquest of
northern Mexico. The knowledge of
the American people then of Mexico
was very limited. The people of

week or so eight companies of men
had volunteered, which, upon organi-

Missouri knew more than any others,
for their traders, at least, during over
twenty years previously, had labori-

zation at Fort Leavenworth, formed
the famous First Regiment of Missouri Mounted Volunteers.
The counties which furnished those companies

ously tracked and retracked the dangerous trail from Independence to
Santa Fe, and thence to Chihuahua.
The geographies of that day old

were Jackson, Lafayette, Clay, Saline,
Franklin, Cole, Howard and Callaway.

Olney and Mitchell showed little
beyond outlines delineating Mexico
519
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and the countries west

of Missouri.

They indicated, however, very

clearly,

the Great American Desert, extending long and wide between Missouri
and Mexico. The regions between
Missouri and Mexico were Indian
country, and dangerous, and those
beyond were Indian and Mexican,

more dangerous. Our volunteers must have felt that every
mile of their march would reveal
And we may
surprises and wonders.
and

still

liken their expectation of encountering the marvelous to that of Sir
Francis Drake, when three hundred

years ago, he weighed his anchors at
Portsmouth and turned the prow of
his ship towards the South Sea.
On August 18, 1846, General
Kearny's army entered Santa Fe
without firing a gun. In November,
1846, Colonel Doniphan, with his
regiment, was ordered into the country of the Navajo Indians, on the
western slope of the Rocky Mountains, to overawe or chastise them.

He completed
great

celerity.

this

His

movement with
soldiers

toiled

through snows three feet deep on the
crests and eastern slope of the moun-

Having accomplished the ob-

tains.

the expedition, concluding
a satisfactory treaty with the Indians, he returned to the Rio del
Norte, and, on the banks of that
ject

of

stream, collected and refreshed his
men, preparatory to effecting what
was then intended to be a junction

with

General

reinforced

Wool.

He was

here

by two

batteries of light
In December, 1846, he
artillery.
turned the faces of his little column
to the south, and put it in motion

towards Chihuahua.

In quick suc-

cession followed his brilliant and decisive victories at Brazito and Sacra-

mento,

the

capture

of

Chihuahua,

the plunge of his little army into the
unknown country between Chihuahua

and Saltillo, and its emergence
triumph at the latter city.
After his arrival at

much as the period
his men would soon

Saltillo,

in

inas-

of enlistment of

expire, his regi-

ment was ordered home.
therefore, was continued

Its

to

march,
Mata-

took shipping to New
of the regiment,
having been discharged at New Orleans, arrived at home about July 1,
moras, where
Orleans.

1847.

it

The men

The march

of this regiment

from Fort Leavenworth to Santa Fe,
Chihuahua, Saltillo and Matamoras
a distance of near 3,600 miles is
called Doniphan's Expedition.
On his return from Mexico he at
once resumed the practice of his
profession.
In 1854,

an event occurred which

fully illustrates the belief of the people
a belief which exof Clay County

tended all over the state in his universal ability and fitness for any staOn February 24,
tion, high or low.

was passed by the
which provided for the
organization, support and government of the public schools, and which
1853,

the

act

legislature,

thereafter set apart twenty-five per
cent, annually, of the state revenue
In November,
for
their support.
1853, it became necessary for the
County Court of Clay County to
appoint a "commissioner of common
schools" for the county.
By a singu-

unanimity and without thought
any one else, the people asked
Colonel Doniphan to accept the posiand petitioned the County
tion,

lar

of

Court to appoint him. He accepted
the appointment, saying he ought to
do so because the people of the county
had done everything they could for
him. He retained the position near

Co:-

a year, and gave, by his energy and
encouragement, an impetus to the
public school system in the county,
which was never checked. During
,O

and

his

arrival

in

which was the

of history

his

incumbency,

and

first

through

his

one ever held in

legislative proceedings
his name is secure.
But

extend,
of the power and magnificence
of his oratory?
It rests only in

tradition.

legislature,

It must always be a matter of regret
that not in equal degree are the efforts
of genius transmitted to after times.
The mighty historians and poets are
secure in their immortality.
Homer,

the

Virgil,

January 21, 1861. In
convention he maintained the
position of a conservative Union man,
and did not permit himself to lose
sight either of the supremacy of the
Constitution or the reserved rights
of the states.
In 1863 during the
heat of the Civil War he removed

from Liberty to

St.

Louis.

Milton, Thucydides, Tacitus,
Gibbon, will always be read. The
great Greek historian, in sixty pages
of moderate size, sketched the Athenian expedition against Syracuse, the
embarkation, the passage of the sea,
the debarkation, the beleaguering of
the city, the assault, the repulse, the
retreat, the overthrow and capture,
with an amazing clearness and power
which have made his place in the
temple of fame as stable as the world

Family

reasons compelling, in 1868, he removed from St. Louis to Richmond,
Missouri, and resided at the latter
place until his death.

The oratory

of Colonel

The sculptor, secure in his
marble, may reasonably hope that
the visions of loveliness, or majesty,
born of his brain, may transmit
his name some thousands of years.
Even the painter is assured that the
divine conceptions which he has
itself.

Doniphan

at the bar constitutes only a part of
the basis of his fame as an orator.
From his immigration to Missouri
until the close of 1860, in every canvass he responded to the wishes of
the political party to which he was
attached, and on the hustings in
various parts of Missouri he advocated and defended his party's principles in addresses of surpassing logic

and

flaming

eloquence.

be admired and judged
his name repeated
for a few centuries after he has passed

limned

of listening to his accents.
all.

may

by the eye
away.

and

It is said:

Enormous

crowds met him wherever he spoke,
and the people would never weary

was not

And

,o

and

what

In January, 1861, he was appointed
a member of the peace conference,
which assembled at Washington with
a view to the prevention of civil war.
During his absence in attendance on
that body he was elected a member of
the state convention called by the

85

from

inspiration, a teachers' institute was
organized and held in the county,

Missouri.

J ^-rj

patriotic,

Missouri until 1872, were numerous.
And yet of all his magnificent orations, so far as I know, but two remain
complete, and they were delivered on
occasions social or festive.
In so far
as the records of time the gravings

The

actor only, shrinks from Time's award.

After the revolutions of eighteen
we know the name of

this

His addresses on various

centuries,

Roscius. and but

public occasions, educational, social
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little

more.
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heard none of his great efforts in
I heard a few of
criminal cases.

The grace

of action
the adapted mien,
Faithful as nature to the varied scene
The expressive glance whose subtle com;

them

ment draws
Entranced attention and a mute applause
Gesture that marks with force and feeling
fraught,
sense in silence

and a will in thought,
Harmonious speech whose pure and liquid

,O

tone
Gives verse a music, scarce confessed

How

its

can these be conveyed to the

of another

torrent

of

momentous

his

mind

Great

my earliest recollection.

since

men

only appear after long
Eight centuries prior to
the Saviour of men, the mightiest
poet of the antique world sang the
tale of Troy; more than seven cenintervals.

eloquence on some
occasion? Who would

his

before the Mantuan
tineas and sixteen centuries must then roll away ere time
was prepared for the birth of Shakesturies

attempt to convey an idea, by language, of his grand person, towering

elapsed

bard sang

above all the people his eyes burning with tenfold the lustre of diamonds the sweep of his arm when

of

;

Three hundred years interpeare.
vened between the great Macedonian
conqueror and imperial Caesar; and
eighteen hundred between Caesar and
Napoleon. Between Thucydides and
Tacitus and Gibbon, near seventeen
hundred years. From Demosthenes
to Cicero were three hundred years,
and from Cicero to the majestic line
of Chatham, Sheridan, Burke, Fox,
Clay, Webster, Calhoun and Doniphan were eighteen hundred years.

some splendid conpure and flutelike voice,
ception
thrilling every bosom like electricity

raised to enforce
his

explanatory sketch of preeach word a picture
matters,
liminary
to the life his conclusions, remorsehis naming excursions
less as death
into every realm of fancy his wit,

his rapid,

MS,

(

his humor, his pathos, his passionate
energy of utterance? All this must
forever remain unknown, save only to
those who were so fortunate as to have
heard his oratory when he was in his

The genius

of

Colonel

Doniphan

be estimated, in all its
height, depth, breadth and splendor,
by one who had known him in his
prime, and under all circumstances

can only

prime.

In the absence of mental efforts
which can be studied and
mediated in order to a proper
measurement of the intellect of Alexander W. Doniphan, and a due appreciation of his genius, some one is
needed who was familiar with him
in his prime, that is to say, from 1835

and

preserved

to 1855, and who was himself
mature mind during that period.

opinion of

my judgment, of the reputation of the greatest of American
orators, the expressions of men of high
intellect themselves, and familiar and
intimate observation of the action of

by the force of words 1
In so far as action is concerned, what
is true of the actor is equally true of
the orator. Who would attempt to
paint Alexander W. Doniphan in the

mind

My

intellect

worthy, in

own.

0-

in civil cases.

and genius is formed
from a copious and sure tradition, a
few of his political and public efforts,
his

;

A
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conditions.

known him in

the

He

must

field of

when, six hundred miles in
enemy's country, he led his

army

have

Sacramento,
the
little

of Missourians to the assault of

works manned by four times their
number; when, in the defense of
some prisoner, charged with the

of
I

greatest offense
522

known

to the law, in

o

of

iOtfe

were better than those of any man.
I
mean the late
living or dead
General David R. Atchison. General

order to succeed he called into action
all of his intellectual powers, and
thundered and lightened in addressing the jury; when, before a great
audience of his fellow-citizens, assembled to hear him on some momentous
occasion, he brought into play the

whole range of

his stores of

Atchison was a

thought

a thoroughness only possible
to the greatest orator; and when,
the cares of the forum and politics
laid aside, at his own or a friend's
fireside, or, beneath the spreading
branches of some monarch of the
forest, he relaxed his gigantic intellect to the needs and uses of social

with

of

intellect,

when

Clay, Webster and Calhoun sat
I knew Aleck Doniphan
before me.
familiarly,

and

I tell

since

intimately,
you, sir, when

1830,
he was in

prime I heard him climb higher
than any of them."
But higher than Colonel Doniphan's
gifts of mind were those of his heart
his marvelous humanity.
his

strong, yet airy and graceful
so rich, so varied, so flashing, that it

dote

literary fortune

of a

dozen writers.
It is and has been the clear opinion
of all who have known him well, that,

A Roman

in all the qualities of the loftiest inbreadth of vision, foresight
tellect
which could farthest in advance dis-

said:

Victrix causa Diis placuit, sed victa
Catoni.

cern matters that would come to pass,
intuitive perception, rapidity of deter-

The gods loved the victors, but
Cato the vanquished. The nobility
of this sentiment is the more to be
admired because of the rarity of ex-

mination,
of

strong, judicial

houn, John Quincy Adams, Clayton,
I have preCrittenden and others.
sided in the United States Senate

converse, and charmed all listeners
with a flow of wisdom, humor, anec-

effi

man

education,
trained
from
Mishad
been
senator
thought,
souri from 1843 to 1855, and his observation of and experience among
men had been of the largest. A few
years prior to his and Colonel Doniphan's death, he said to me: "I was
familiar with the city of Washington
I knew all
in my early manhood.
the great men of our country in
the earlier days Clay, Webster, Calof

sentiment, eloquence and wit, transported his auditors from grave to gay,
from tears to mirth, with a certain
divine ease and rapidity, and molded
their opinions and hearts to his will

would have made the

on Amertratt

sharp analysis, precision
judgment, corroding logic, subtlety

of thought, richness and variety of
fancy, aptness of illustration, powerful and unfailing memory, compres-

pressions of sympathy by victors for
the vanquished in the classic world.
He knew that Roman conquest meant
the march of the legions to the devoted country the overthrow and
slaughter of opposing armies the
the desecrasiege and sack of cities
tion of temples the capture of spoils

sion of words, ease in mental action,
intense, nervous, crystalline and electrical language
indeed, in all the

elements of genius he has never
had a superior in America. This
opinion I will accentuate by that of a
man well able to judge, and whose
opportunities to form a safe judgment

of silver and gold and men
captives
following at the chariot-wheels of
the triumphant general the sale of
523
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men and women

into

slavery

very remarkable. His temperament
even romantic, but
poetic,

the

was

praetor and tax-gatherer, following
the sword the exactions and extortions; and his great, compassion-

fine taste and the most
Indelicate sense of the ludicrous.
deed, his mind was so well organized,

guarded by

ate heart overflowed with pity for
the enslaved, the feeble, and unhappy.
Like Cato, Colonel Doniphan had this

so nicely balanced, its machinery so
happily fitted, its stores of information

wonderful compassion for the weak,
defenseless and miserable
only that
it was broadened and made more

without

effort,

To

will fail to

its riches,

apparently, flowed or flashed
forth on all occasions, and placed all
it touched in a flood of light.
His personal appearance was truly
imposing and magnificent. His was
of the grandest type of manly beauty.
A stranger would not have failed to
instantly note his presence in any
In height, he was six
assemblage.
feet and four inches.
His frame was

personal by
compassion,
he united, in the highest degree,
courtesy and modesty, and therefore
he was accessible to all alike the
rich, the poor, the high, the low, the
statesman and the peasant. No one

who knew him

digested and so com-

day thought, that

and

tender, gracious
Christian culture.

so well

pletely incorporated into his every-

remember

with what charm he drew all to him,
nor how a child, a humble slave, a

proportioned to his height, and was
full without the appearance of obesity.
His face approached the Grecian
ideal very closely, the essential variance being in the nose, which was
His foreaquiline without severity.

modest woman, a poor laborer

in the
or shop, could address him with
as much ease and as free from embarrassment as the proudest potentate
in the land.
There was no oppression in his presence. The great man
was forgotten in the genial friend and
field

head was high, full and square; his
eyes of the brightest hazel; and his

faithful counsellor.

life,

symmetrical and smiling. When
young, his complexion was extremely

social impress

and delicate, and his hair sandy.
At the peace conference, in 1861,
when introduced to Mr. Lincoln, the

In the varied circumstances of his
Colonel Doniphan exerted a very
In parliamentary
great influence.
bodies he did this mainly through

He was

lips

fait

and personal contact.

him: "And this is the
Colonel Doniphan who made the wild
march against the Comanches and
Mexicans. You are the only man I

latter said to

wonderfully fascinating in

conversation,

and

his

society

was

sought with the greatest eagerness
wherever he went. The people all
over Missouri thronged around him
when he was among them, and it
seemed they could never sufficiently
drink in his utterances. Perhaps
there never was a more delightful or
instructive

and

amusing

ever
to

met who,

in appearance,

came up

my previous expectation."
Colonel Doniphan died at

Rich-

mond, Missouri, August 8, 1887,
and was buried at Liberty, Missouri,
with his wife and sons, his life forming
one of the most remarkable chapters

conversa-

His faculties of generalization, perception and analysis were
tionalist.

in the building of the
524

Great West.
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ISCOVERIES

are being

made

upon the important

rest

these

continually that bring

new evidence

facts in our national history.

Many

to
of

overturning established opinions, while others
strengthen contentions that have long been without positive proof.
Throughout the entire country there are many scholarly men and
women who are engaged in researches along lines that especially
interest them.
The results of most of these investigations are
recorded in these pages as the recognized national repository. It is probable
that there are letters and diaries unvalued and unknown in many of the homes
in America that would be of utmost importance if they could be brought before
the public.
Among the most important of the recent discoveries is the engraving that
relates to an incident in the life of Washington that is little known.
This engraving presents Washington in that perplexing moment when he received the
famous Duche" letter in which he was informed by one of his closest friends that
his plan for an American republic was destined to absolute failure.
A transcript
of this letter is now recorded in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, with the
reproduction of the original engraving. It is one of the most remarkable documents in existence, testifying to the tendency of some of the scholarly men of
the times to deride the practicability of self-government. The writer of the
letter was Reverend Jacob Duche", a prominent Episcopal clergyman in Philadelphia, who espoused the republic's cause at the beginning of the American
Revolution and became the first chaplain of the Congress in 1774. He was an
intimate and beloved friend of Washington, and the receipt of .the letter in which
he expressed his right mind was one of the sensations of the times. Public
opinion rose against him to such an extent that he was forced to go to England
for his own safety.
The dignity and calmness of Washington at this critical
time is one of the best evidences of the strength and conviction of the leader of
the American Revolution.
Washington's reply to his friend is a revelation
of his self-possession.
The author of these researches is a graduate of
the Woman's College of Baltimore and also a graduate at Bryn Mawr.
She has made a diligent research and inquiry into the text of the Duche"
letter and authenticity of the engraving, which is now treasured in a
private collection in Baltimore. The original plate has been broken and
It is now reproduced in THB
there are but a few rare prints in existence.
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY by the permission of the owner. EDITOR
result
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The impression produced by the
reading of this psalm, and the prayer
that followed, are described by John
Adams in a letter to his wife
"I never saw a greater effect upon
an audience. It seemed as if heaven
had ordained that psalm to be read
on that morning. After this, Mr.
Duche", unexpectedly to everybody,
struck out into an extemporary
prayer which filled the bosom of every
man present. I must confess I never
heard a better prayer or one so well

only casually menby the historian,
perhaps no event of those
memorable years of the
Revolution,
1777-1778,
proves more truly the
honor and courage of
Washington than his treatment of
the despairing letter written to him by
his friend, the Reverend Jacob Duche\
Doubtless the name of Jacob Duche
tioned

o

:

1

would have passed long ago into
oblivion

with

greater fame,

many
had

it

others

of

far

not been for the

pronounced."
At this time Mr. Duchd was assistant rector of two churches, Christ
Church and St. Peter's, and upon
the death of the rector, Dr. Richard
Peters, succeeded to his place.
In 1776, he was appointed chaplain to Congress and received a salary
of one hundred and fifty dollars.

vital activities of his time.

The

first

Continental Congress

met

in Carpenters' Hall, Philadelphia, the
5th of September, 1774, and after
spending two days in settling preliminary matters, Mr. Gushing, of

Massachusetts,

Ammratt

suggested that the
opened with prayer.

sessions should be

The delegates naturally were of different religious denominations, and, to
avoid any difficulties that might therefore arise, Samuel Adams, a Congrega-

After holding this position for a little
than three months, he resigned
and gave his salary to the families of
those who had been killed in battle.
Notwithstanding his ardent prayer,
less

tionalist, proposed "that Mr. Duche",
an English Episcopal clergyman, might
be desired to read prayers before Congress tomorrow morning."
During the day word came that
the British had bombarded Boston.
The effect of such news may well be
imagined. When Congress convened
the next morning, September 7th,

which so impressed Congress with
his advocacy of the American cause,
it is said he never had firmly
opposed
the British Government. The Tories
evidently thought him on the American side, for it is said that the day
before

General

Howe

entered into

was captured by a
them and imprisoned. His

Philadelphia, he

the gravity of the report was reflected
upon every face. Mr. Duche appeared in ministerial garb, and after
offering several prayers, read the
psalms for the seventh morning of
the month, among which was the
35th psalm, as follows:

party of

attitude, therefore, can only be explained on the ground of the susceptibility of his temperament to the
influences about him, or, as a fruit-

1

less

attempt to be on good terms with

the two opposing parties.
Unfortunately, Mr. Duche though
a man of talent and culture, was
wholly unfitted to meet the issues of
1

,

O

Lord, with them
that strive with me: fight against them
that fight against me.
"Take hold of shield and buckler, and
stand up for mine help.
"Draw out also the spear, and stop the
way against them that persecute me:

"Plead

say unto

my

my

cause,

soul, I

am

his

time.

His

weakness

timidity,
vacillating nature must account
in large measure for the gross error
into which he fell when he wrote

and

such a letter as follows to Washington.

thy salvation."
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This extraordinary letter was conveyed to General Washington by an

American woman, Mrs. Hugh Ferguson, daughter of Dr. Thomas Grame,
of Pennsylvania.
Though the wife
of an enemy of the country, she was

highly thought of, and it is believed
she was in no wise an accomplice of
Mr. Duche".
As this letter that so clearly reveals
the personality of Mr. Duche' is too

very few days after the
fatal declaration of independency, I received a letter from Mr. Hancock
acquainting me I was appointed chaplain
to Congress, and desired my attendance
next morning, at 9 o'clock. Surprised
and distressed, as I was, by an event I
was not prepared to expect; obliged to
give an immediate attendance, without
the opportunity of consulting friends, I
easily accepted the appointment.
I
can, however, with truth, declare, I
then looked upon independency rather as
.

an expedient, and hazardous, or, indeed,
thrown out in terrorem, in order to procure
some favorable terms, than a measure that

you must be

at all events."

"That independency was the idol they
had long wished to set up, and that,
rather than sacrifice this, they would

From

deluge their country with blood.

moment

determined upon my resignation, and in the beginning of October,
1776, sent it in form, to Mr. Hancock,
after having officiated only two months
and three weeks; and from that time, as
far

as

my

safety would
all

permit,

I

thus

question, in America, capable of succeedAs to the army itself, what have
ing you.
you to expect from them? Have they
not frequently abandoned you, yourself,
in the hour of extremity?
Can you have
the least confidence in a set of undisciplined men and officers, many of whom
have been taken from the lowest of the
people, without principle, without courage? Take away them that surround your
person, how very few there are you can
ask to sit at your table. As to your little
navy, of that little, what is left? Of the
Delaware fleet, part are taken, and the

I

been opposed to

fully sensible."

presenting this most
discouraging picture of Congress, Mr.
Duche turns to the army. He says:
"The whole world knows that its existence depends upon you; that your death
or captivity disperses it in a moment, and
that there is not a man on that side the
After

Mr. Duche', emboldened by his convictions, continued his protest, thus:

this

!

can ne'er mingle with your own. Your
Harrison alone remains, and he disgusted
with the unworthy associates.

Bankrupts, attorneys, and men of desperate fortunes are his colleagues. Maryland no longer sends a Tilghman and a
Protestant Carroll. Carolina has lost her
Lynch; and the elder Middleton has reAre the dregs of Congress, then,
tired.
still to influence a mind like yours?
These
are not the men you engaged to serve;
these are not the men that America has
chosen to represent her. Most of them
were chosen by a little, low faction, and
the few gentlemen that are among them
now are well known to lie on the balance,
and looking up to your hand alone to turn
the beam.
'Tis you, Sir, and you only,
that support the present Congress; of this

"A

in,

.

the violence of their tempers.
"From the New England provinces can
you find one that, as a gentleman, you
could wish to associate with, unless the
soft and mild address of Mr. Hancock can
atone for his want of every other qualification necessary for the seat which he fills?

"PHILADELPHIA, 8th October, 1777.

seriously persisted

.

"As to those of my own province, some
them are so obscure that their very
names were never in my. ears before, and
others have only been distinguished for
the weakness of their understandings, and

"SIR:

was

.

of

lengthy to be given in full, only
parts can be quoted here. He defends
his acceptance of the position as
chaplain of Congress to Washington
thus:

.

hurt by the representation of your native
You have no longer a RanProvince.
dolph, a Bland, or a Braxton, men, whose
Oh
names will ever be revered
my dear Sir, what a sad contrast of charothers
whose
friends
acters now presents;

have

their measures."

Then Mr. Duche, after addressing
himself to General Washington in the
most flattering terms, reviews the
then present Congress:
"Take an impartial view of the present
Congress, and what can you expect from
them? Your feelings must be greatly

must soon surrender
"In America your harbors are blocked up,

rest
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cities fall one after another; fortress
after fortress, battle after battle is lost.
British army after having passed unmolested through a vast extent of country
have possessed themselves of the capital
of America.
xmequal the contest!

your

act.
If it should not. you have an
infallible recourse still left; negotiate for
your country at the head of your army.

you

A

"I could not enjoy one moment's peace
till

How

letter

this

was

written.

With most

ardent prayers for yotir spiritual as well
as temporal welfare. I am,
"Your most obedient and humble friend

How fruitless the expense of blood! Under
so many discouraging circumstances, can
virtue, can honor, can the love of your
country, prompt you to proceed ? Humanity itself, and sure humanity is no stranger
to your breast, calls upon you to desist.
Your army must perish for want of common necessaries, or thousands of innocent
families must perish to support them

and servant,
JACOB Ducnfi."

Washington made no reply to this
singular letter, but turned it over to
Congress, together with his official
easily imagine how
from a man of Mr.
Duchy's reputation, and one supposed
to be loyal to the American cause,
must have wounded Washington,
already burdened, as it would seem,
beyond human endurance.
The accompanying engraving of
Washington, representing him upon

;

One can

reports.

wherever they encamp, the country must
wherever they march
be impoverished
the troups of Britain will pursue, and must
complete the destruction which America
herself has begun.
"It is to you, and you alone, your bleeding country looks, and calls aloud for this
sacrifice
May heaven inspire you with this glorious resolution of
exerting your strength, at this crisis, and
immortalizing yourself as friend and
guardian to your country! Your penetrating eye needs not more explicit language to discern my meaning. With
that prudence and delicacy, therefore, of
which I know you possessed, represent to
Congress the indispensable necessity of
rescinding the hasty and ill-advised declaration of independency.
Recommend, and
you have an undoubted right to recommend an immediate cessation of hostili-

such

;

a

letter

the receipt of the Duche letter, was
a photograph taken from
a most excellent engraving by Edward
S. Best, now in the private collection

made from
of Mr.

W. Roby

Purnell, of Baltimore,

Maryland.

The
to

plate of this engraving

is

said

have been broken by accident,

and there are only twelve or thirteen
of these rare engravings in existence.

ties

"Thousands who are now ardently wishing and praying for such a measure, will
step forth, and declare themselves the

The painting from which

the engravthe conception of
the artist, C. Schuessele.
Schuessele's portrayal of Washington is characterized by vividness,
dignity and simplicity. The expression upon the great General's face is
ings were

zealous advocates for constitutional liberty; and millions will bless the hero that
left the field of war, to decide this most
important contest with the weapons of

wisdom and humanity.
"Oh! Sir, let no false ideas
honor deter you from engaging

iudt?

of worldly
in so glori-

made

is

How desperately
grieved he seems, as with his wonderful eyes he looks beyond as though
he would pierce the future for some
ray of cheer and hope. Yet there is
most impressive.

ous a task. Whatever censure may be
thrown out by mean, illiberal minds, your
character will rise in the estimation of the
It will appear
virtuous and the noble.
with luster in the annals of history, and
form a glorious contrast to that of those
who have fought to obtain conquest, and
gratify their own ambition by the destruction of their species and the ruin of their
Be assured, Sir, that I write not
country.
this under the eye of any British officer, or
person connected with the British army,
or ministry

no weakness, no faltering in his attiResolute and alert, as though
tude.
ready to meet some expected foe, he
turns from the letter and crushes its
insidious temptation as he would
'

strangle a

"Your interposition and advice, I am
confident, would meet with a favorable
reception from the authority under which

venomous

serpent.

Mr. Francis Hopkinson, a brotherin-law of Mr. Duche, and one of the
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and sentiments unworthy of a man of
character?
You have endeavored to screen
your own weaknesses by the most artful
glosses, and to apologize to the Gem-nil
lor the instability of
your temper in a
manner that I am sure can not be satisto
factory
your own conscience.

signersof the Declaration of Independ-

Dm

ence, became aware of Mr.
rash act through the public press.

lie's

Mr.
with indignation
that his brother-in-law should have
written such a letter, and addressed
a most reproachful one in
reply, which
he sent to General Washington, hoping that it might be forwarded to
Mr. Duche".
Washington wrote to Mr. Hopkinson and spoke of Mr. Duche thus:
"I confess to you, that I was not more

Hopkinson was

tilled

"I could go through this
extraordinary
point out to you truth distorted
But the world
leading part.
will doubtless do this with a
severity, that
must be daggers to the sensibilities of your
heart
"By a vain and weak effort you have
attempted the integrity of one, whose
virtue is impregnable to the assaults of
fear or flattery, whose
judgment needed
not your information, and who, I am sure,
would have resigned his charge the moment
he found it likely to lead him out of the
paths of virtue and honor. You will find
that you have drawn upon you the resentment of Congress, the resentment of the
army, the resentment of many worthy and
noble characters in England, whom
you
know not, and the resentment of your
letter, and
in every

surprised than concerned, at receiving so
extraordinary a letter from Mr. Duche, of
whom I had entertained the most favorable opinion, and I am still
willing to
suppose that it was rather dictated by
his fears than by his real
sentiments; but
I
very much doubt whether the great
numbers of respectable characters, in the
state and army, on whom he has bestowed
the most unprovoked and unmerited abuse,
will ever attribute it to the same
cause,
or forgive the man, who has
artfully en-

insulted country

"You presumptuously
advised
our
worthy General, on whom millions depend with implicit confidence, to abandon their dearest hopes, and with or with-

deavored to engage me to sacrifice them to
purchase my own safety.
"I never intended to make the letter
more public, than by laying it before ConI
gress.
thought this a duty, which I

owed

to

happened

myself;
to the

had any accident

for,

army

command, and had

out the consent of his constituents, 'to
negotiate for America at the head of his
army.'
"Would not the blood of the slain in
battle rise against such
perfidy? And
with whom would you have him
negotiate?
Are they not those, who, without the
sanction of any civil, moral, or
religious

it

entrusted to my
ever afterwards

that such a letter had been
written to and received by me,
might it
not have been said, that I had
betrayed
my country? And would not such a
correspondence, if kept a secret, have
given good grounds for the suspicion?"

appeared

right have come three thousand miles to
destroy our peace and property, to lay
waste your native country with fire and
sword, and cruelly murder its inhabitants?

The great chagrin and indignation
Duche's letter caused his brother-inlaw are clearly shown in the letter he
wrote to Duche:
"BORDENTOWN,
"DEAR BROTHER:

"On

of

this

fatal

performance.

misrepresentation,

illiberal

and

it impossible to
style of this letter

.

.

possible, its
for
you, for

unhappy

my

good
tremble

effects.

1

tremble

and her little
your personal

sister,

I
for
family.
safety
"I am perfectly disposed to attribute
this unfortunate
step to the timidity of

What

infatuation could influence you to offer
to his Excellency an address filled with
gross

find

I

with your general conduct, or with the
virtues of your heart, I would fain
hope,
notwithstanding your assertion to the
contrary, that you wrote it with a bayonet
held to your breast, by order of the unprincipled usurpers of your native city.
I
would, therefore, most earnestly
warn you to evade the dismal consequences
of your ill-judged address to our beloved
General.
Do all you can to wipe off, if

14 November, 1777.

"A letter signed with your name, dated
at Philadelphia, on the 8th of October, and
addressed to his Excellency, General
Washington, is handed about the country.
Many copies are taken, and I doubt not
but it will soon get into the press, and become public throughout the Continent.
Words cannot express the grief and consternation that wounded my soul at the
sight

the whole,

reconcile the matter

abuse,

your temper, the weakness of your nerves
530

and the undue influence of those aboxit
But will the world hold you so
you.
excused? Will the individuals you have
so freely censured and characterized with
contempt have this tenderness for you?
I fear not.
They will only judge of your
conduct by its rashness, and proportion
their resentment to their sensibility of the
wounds you have given.
"I pray God to inspire you with some
means of extracting yourself from this

embarrassing
&c.

difficulty.

...

I

am,

FRANCIS HOPKINSON."

Duche, with his family, went to
England, where he became preacher
in the Lambeth Asylum.
He was
very popular because of his eloquence,
His
culture and social qualities.
salary was ample and he was able to
live

comfortably and occupy a highly

coiled from the thought; not to surrender
your army, or betray the righteous cause
of your country, but, at the head of that
army, supporting and supported by them,
to negotiate with Britain for our constitutional rights.

"Can you then join with my country in
pardoning this error of judgment? Will
you yet honor me with your great interest
and influence, by recommending, at least
expressing your approbation of the repeal
of an act, that keeps me in a state of banishment from my native country?
"I have been most hospitably received
and kindly treated by all ranks of people.
It is not necessity, therefore, but
unalterable affection to my native country,
With every
that urges me to seek return.
good wish, &c.,

JACOB DucHfc."

Washington's reply
ness, courtesy

respected position.
of his talents

and

his pleasant social

might return to
addressing

his native land.

General

Washington,

In

he

says:

"ASYLUM, LAMBETH 2

April,

1783.

"SIR:
"Will your Excellency condescend to
accept of a few lines from one, who ever
was and wishes still to be your sincere
friend, who never intentionally sought to
give you a moment's pain
and would be happy to be assured under
your own hand, that he does not labor
under your displeasure, but that you
freely forgive what a weak judgment, but
a very affectionate heart, once presumed
to advise?
"Ignorance and simplicity saw not the
I
necessity of your divulging the letter.
am convinced, however, that you could
not, in your public station, do otherwise.
I cannot say a word in vindication of my
conduct but this, that I had been for
months before distressed with continual

....

apprehensions for you and all my friends
without the British lines. I looked upon
all as gone; or that nothing could save you,
but rescinding the Declaration of Independency. Upon this ground alone I presumed to speak; not to advise an act of
base treachery, my soul would have re-

of kind-

"HEADQUARTERS, 10 August,

Notwithstanding the appreciation
environment, he longed for America,
and wrote to General Washington
in the humblest vein, asking that he

is full

and dignity:
1783.

"I have received your letter of the second
on its contents, I
cannot but say that I am heartily sorry
for the occasion which has produced it.
Personal enmity. I bear none to any man.
So far, therefore, as your return to this
country depends on my private voice, it
would be given in favor of it with cheerfulness.
But, removed as I am from the
people and policy of the state, in which
you formerly resided, and to whose determination your case must be submitted, it
is my duty, whatever may be my inclination, to leave its decision to its constituShould this be agreeable
tional judges.
to your wishes, it cannot fail to meet my
I am, &c.,
entire approbation.
of April, and, reflecting

GEORGE WASHINGTON."

After the adoption of the Constitution of the United States, the laws
of Pennsylvania excluding refugees
from that state were repealed, and
in health, returned
Philadelphia, in 1790, where he
died, in 1794.
Whatever the impulse may have
been that prompted him to write

Duche, broken

to

such an unwise letter to Washington
as he did, yet love for his country
awoke, and he was glad to spend the
few remaining years of his life in his
native land.

BRITISH MEMORIAL TO AMERICAN VALOR

Shaft erected

at

Princetown,

England, to

American prisoners-of-war who died between the years 1809 and 1814 and lie
buried under the flag of the Mother Country Photographed for Mrs. William Gerry Slade of New York
the

memory

of the

RELIC

OF THE AMERICAN

REVOLUTION

American Independence at Fort Nelson

in 1779

Now

Ancient cannon that belched forth its flames for
standing at the Naval Hospital at Portsmouth, Virginia
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America, although the youngest of the great world powers, has made history more
In three hundred years
rapidly than any other nation in the annals of mankind.
it has swept
a hemisphere of its savagery and has built a great industrial
empire. Across the continent today are thousands of historic shrines that mark
the progress of American civilization.
Beginning on the Atlantic coast, they
While
sweep into the great dominion of the Middle West and on to the Pacific.
the births of new epochs have been ushered by wars, according to the economic
system of the ages, much of the greatest progress in the American republic has

been made through its epochs of peace and industry when the wealth and energies
The real greatness of the
of its people have been devoted to invention and trade.
nation can be best understood by visiting these landmarks and looking upon the
It is
historic ground where civilization has met and overcome its greatest foes.
the privilege of THE JOURNAL OP AMERICAN HISTORY to bring many of these
shrines within the vision of the American people through the processes of

The original
historical collections of Mr.

modern photography.
from the

photographs recorded
Egbert Gilliss Handy

in

these pages are

of

New York

City

WARRIORS ON THE CANADIAN FRONTIER

Monument
1812,

erected as a tribute to the patriotism of the famous "cockade" in the War of
at Petersburg, Virginia
Under Captain Richard M'Rae, they marched
through the wilderness to the Canadian frontier and stood tm the
battle-line with General Harrison, meeting a disciplined army
of the

King and defeating them in terrific battle,
bringing Peace to a distracted country

Original Photoirranh in follc<-li..n nf Kir^-rt ^illiss

Handy

of

New York

UEOINNING OF THE ENGLISH RACE

IN

AMERICA

of Chesapeake Bay to mark
Tablet erected on the old Cape Henry Lighthouse on the'shore
settlement in America
the spot where the founders of the first permanent English
to
landed on April 26, 1607, planting a cross and dedicating the territory
the King There were thirty members of this historic party
This tablet is erected by the Association for
Preservation of Virginia Antiquities

.

llamlyiif

New

Yi.rk

MONUMENT

MOTHER

TO MARY,
OF
Stately shaft erected
at Fredericksburg, Virginia, over the grave of the American mother who gave the
world a son who led his people to victory under the standard of liberty
Original Photograph iu Colin-lion of

WASHINGTON
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\ L.- York

BATTLE-GROUND THAT ESTABLISHED A REPUBLIC

to comMagnificent monument erected at Yorktmvn, Virginia,American
memorate the surrender of Cornwallis, the end of the
from
of
a
tyranny
great
people
the
and
emancipation
Revolution,
o
Original Phot, graph in Collodion
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FOUNDATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC

Memorial erected at Williamsburg, Virginia, on the site of the Old Capitnl where Patrick
Henry first kindled the
flames of Revolution in 17B5 It was here, in 1773, that the first
step was taken toward a union
of the states; that a resolution was issued in 1776 for a
congress to declare the colonies
independent; that the Declaration of Rights was adopted and the first
constitution of a free and independent state was written

Original Photograph in Collection of Kgbert liillU* (Urnlv nf

Ntw York

FIRST PROTECTION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

It

in Williamsburg, Virginia, that the first official declaration was issued against the
importation or purchase of British manufactures in 1769 and 1774, thus granting the first proThis memorial, bearing the names of the members
tection to American trade
of the House of Burgesses, stands on the historic ground where
political and economic independence was first declared

was at the Raleigh Tavern

h
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END OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

It

was at this spot, in Yorktown, Virginia, on October 19, 1781, that Cornwallis, with 7,242 soldiers and 840
men, surrendered and Great Britain lost forever its rich possession of the great American colonies
after an heroic struggle of gallant men
The fallen commander of the King's
army sent his sword by one of his officers and on this ground
the war was practically brought to an end
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BY

MRS. JAMES HAT.XJDAY McCrrE
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE

Regent of Sycamore Shoals Chapter, Daughters of American Revolution
Historical Record Compiled by Mr. N. B. Perkins, Editor of Bristol Evening News,

and Mr.

S. C.

Williams of Johnson City, Tennessee

OMMUNISM

is an ideal that is as old as the human race itself.
It
not a new, experimental theory, but a system that has long been
in practical operation.
The public school system, which is one of
the greatest of American institutions, is purely communistic.
The
system of providing for the indigent poor, and our methods of
organizing hospitals for the care of the sick, is practically a proThe fundamental principle of all American
gressive communism.
civilization is based upon this same working basis of common interests.
It is,
therefore, wholly unnecessary for us to become perplexed over the present day
tendency toward communistic government. Moreover, its agitators have
nothing new to present in their doctrine as its basic principles have long formed
the system of government under which we are living.
It is in such instances as this that the knowledge of history is of the greatest
Such a knowledge of history is
service to both citizenship and statesmanship.
required before one can form any conclusion regarding the political and social
movements of the day. Most of the political panaceas, that are developed to
meet the perplexing situations that will always arise in life and government,
are merely adaptations of the principles and purposes of the constitution upon
which the American republic is founded. This again proves that American
institutions are sound at the foundation; that civilization never destroys but
always perfects that which it has created as its stepping-stone for higher development. There is no place in the world for destructive doctrines; we are constructive people, and mankind is always building upon its historical foundations.
It is with this understanding that it is interesting to look back at that vast
community of American-born freemen and the first independent civil government in North America that took control of the interior dominion of America
some years before the American Revolution with the intent of enjoying the
This
absolute political, social and religious freedom of that vast territory.
is the foundation upon which the great Middle West is now built, and it still
EDITOR
holds its position as the most progressive in American policies.
is
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FIRST SETTLERS' FORT WEST OF TF1E ALLEGHENIES

M, .nument erected at Sycamore
bhoals, overlooking Watauga Valley, in Tennessee, when- Fort Watauga was established in 1770, and
the Watauga boys gathered in 1780 on their way to King's Mountain, where, in one of the most heroic
charges on the Western Continent, they routed the foe and blazed the path for American victory
Krrrl.'.l t.v
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of gray Tennessee marble in
the court-house yard at Knoxville,
Tennessee.
This monument, situated on an
Indian mound, is located on the line
of the East Tennessee and Western
North Carolina railway, about six
miles east of Johnson City, Tennessee.
It marks the place where the settlers of Holston Valley, spoken of
in histories as the "Over-Mountain
Men," roused to action by the taunts
of Ferguson, met on their way to
King's Mountain, at Sycamore Shoals
on the Watauga River, then in North
Carolina, now in Tennessee.

cherishing the glorimemories of the

American Revolution
and the heroes who made
the splendid success
that it was, thousands
of
the descendants
of the frontiersmen, including the
Scotch-Irish and all other nationalities
that combined to make so fearless a
people as dwell in these Southern
it

journeyed from East
Tennessee, Kentucky, Southwest Virginia and Western North Carolina
to witness the unveiling of a monument to the memory of the heroes of
King's Mountain.
This monument, standing on a
mound overlooking Sycamore Shoals
in the picturesque Watauga Valley in
Tennessee, was erected by three chapters of the Daughters of the American
Revolution to commemorate at least
a trio of undying events in American

mountains,

Ol

The memorial is triangular in shape
with a base four feet high of white Tennessee marble, bearing a shaft nine
feet high, of river rocks laid in cement;
these rocks were taken from the Watauga River at Sycamore Shoals.
On one side of the base, cut in the
marble, is this inscription:

history, but especially to keep green
the memory of Campbell, Sevier and
fl:

1780

Erected by

Shelby, and the brave frontiersmen
across the

who marched under them
mountains to

fight

what proved

1909

John Sevier
Bonnie Kate
Sycamore Shoals.
Chapters D. A. R.

to be

Sept. 26, 1909.

"The sword

the decisive battle of the Revolution.
The routing of Ferguson's men by
that small but fearless band of "OverMountain Men," as is well known to
every student of history, turned the
tide of the Revolution, having been
the death blow to further advance on
the part of the British and Tories.
The celebration of that occasion in
history is of especial interest in the
Southern states, for the reason that here
live many of the descendants of those
brave men who fought for and won
our national independence. It is here
that Evan Shelby is buried. General
Campbell sleeps in the Preston cemetery at Seven Mile Ford, Virginia.
The bones of Sevier, exhumed in a

On

of the

Lord and

another side

of

Gideon."

is:

"Fort Watauga"
First (Settlers') Fort
Built West of the Alleghanies
1770.

On

the other side:

Here was negotiated

The Treaty
Under Which Transylvania

Was Acquired From

the

Cherokees

On

the

March

19, 1775.

shaft

itself

is

a

bronze

tablet bearing this inscription:
In

Memory

of

The Patroits
Who Met Here Sept. 25,

1780.

On

Their Way to
King's Mountain.

were brought back
to East Tennessee a few years ago,
and^now lie under an imposing monufar Southern state,

Under
Campbell, Shelby and Sevier.
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The shaft is three-sided, thus typifying the three historic events it commemorates: the building of old Watauga Fort, which stood on the site of
the monument; the negotiation of the
Treaty of Sycamore Shoals between
the chiefs of the Cherokees and Rich,O

about

the Indians occupied those fields at a
very early date is found in the fact that
a large ancient burial place has been
discovered near Elizabethton, the
graves disclosing stone tools, axes, arrow-heads and ornaments of the aborigines also a few copper implements.
The Cherokees having moved the
site of their chief town to Lower East
Tennessee, abandoning the Fields, the
earliest white settlers chose that part
of the Watauga Valley for their first

ard Henderson and his associates, under which that vast territory in Kentucky and Tennessee, afterward called
Transylvania, was purchased of the
aborigines; and the place of rendezvous of the frontiersmen who, led by
Campbell, Sevier and Shelby, met
there to take up their further and
combined march across the Alleghany and Blue Ridge Mountains to
meet and defeat the British and
Tories at King's Mountain.
The three faces of the monument
may be said also to represent the trin-

;

settlement.

Late in 1769 or early in 1770, came
from North Carolina into this valley
James Robertson (then twenty-eight
years old) destined to be the Father
of Middle Tennessee,
along with
John Sevier, a builder of a great commonwealth. Robertson was at once

of leaders
William Campbell,
Isaac Shelby and John Sevier.
Fittingly three chapters have co-operated
in the patriotic work of marking with
marble, stone and bronze the ground
upon which were enacted the deeds of
their forefathers that were of great sigity

leg

of Stony Creek down to the
of Buffalo Creek, a distance of
Confirmation that
eight miles.

recognized as a leader by the early settlers.
The records of Botetourt County, Virginia, show that on the 14th
day of February, 1770, James Robertson qualified as a magistrate from the

nificance in our country's history.
S. C. Williams, of Johnson City, Ten-

Watauga settlement.
The first settlers on the Watauga

nessee, has gleaned the following historical facts touching that occasion
The first settlements in what is now
the state of Tennessee were doubtless
made in the spring of 1768, on the
Watauga River. Recorded history
leaves it doubtful whether the first

thought they were located in Virginia
and were first undeceived on that
point when one of their number, who
was a surveyor, Anthony Bledsoe, in
1771, ran a boundary line between the
colonies of North Carolina and Virginia far enough westward to disclose
that the Wataugans were in North

:

settler was William Bean, who located
near the mouth of Boone's Creek
where it empties into the Watauga,
or Andrew Greer, an early hunter and
trader among the Indians, who settled
at "Watauga Old Fields," in the present county of Carter. The earliest
neighborhood settlement was made by
North Carolinians from near Raleigh,
in 1768, at what was known as the
Old Fields The extent of the Old
Fields was that beautiful stretch of the
Watauga River from a point near the

Carolina.
John Sevier came to the settlement
in 1772-73 from the Shenandoah ValHis father, Valentine
ley of Virginia.
Sevier, settled near and about opposite

Sycamore Shoals, about the same
time.
Later, John Sevier moved to
the Nolachucky settlement, which
sprang up somewhat later than did
that on the Watauga.
Robertson and Sevier, each a born
leader of men, co-operated in all
544
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matters affecting the community
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son, Zack Isbell and John Sevier, the
clerk being W. Tatham; and govern-

life,

especially in military defense against
Indian incursions.
brother of J ames

A

mental functions, judicial and executive, were performed by it until North
Carolina, on petition of the inhabi-

Robertson, Charles Robertson, followed the former about a year later and
settled on Sinking Creek, near Johnson City.
Under the guidance of these three

tants, created
in 1776.
This

about the construction of Watauga
No data is preserved from
which the date of the construction of
Fort.

this defensive post may be' certainly
fixed.
It was likely built about 1773.
year previous to that, the western

A

George Washington was

Rabsey, visited the

historian,

that they were not under the laws or protection of the colony of Virginia, decided to form a gov-

spot
once, and, writing in 1853,
he, after interviewing the oldest inhabitants, defined the exact location
as being on a knoll below the site of

more than

of their own to regulate in
criminal and civil affairs; and they
adopted written articles of agreement
known as the "Articles of the Watauga
Association."
"They were the first
men of American birth to establish a

ernment

now occupied by Mrs.
(then by a Mrs. Gillespie),
and northeast of the mouth of Gap
Creek.
"Here," he says, "the courts
house

the

Thomas

and independent community on

of

The Wa-

Watauga

Association were

held

and even-handed

advance the
work.
They tamed the
rugged and shaggy wilderness; they
settlers outlined in

tauga

District,

time that

;

settlers, finding

free

of

first

given to any district, county or state.
The settlement's fort was erected
on land first owned by Matthew Talbot, who was the fifth grantee of
lands in the valley and now owned by
Mrs. Josie C. Thomas. The Tennessee

set

the continent

name

the

men, John Sevier, James Robertson
and Charles Robertson, the settlers

Washington

was the

istered

nation's

under

justice was adminthe self-constituted

legislature, judiciary

and executive of

bade defiance to outside

the

they
1
problem of self-government."

fort proper, there were near and in
reach of its guns, a court-house and

foes, and
successfully solved the difficult

Referring to Watauga, the hisBancroft, (who visited this
valley in the fifties of the last century)

jail.

torian,

the

structure,

being

made

of

On

the creation of Washington Disafter the creation of Washington County, as a part of the North
Carolina government (1777), the site
trict

and

of county government was fixed at
Jonesboro (1779). For a short time

;

was held at the residence of
Charles Robertson, on Sinking Creek.
Watauga Fort was, in 1776, attacked by the Cherokee Indians under
Chief Old Abraham, of Chilhowie; the
court

page 403.)

The association's governing body
and court was composed of John Carter, Charles Robertson, James RobertWinning

Besides

round poles." 2

a convention, and formed a republic
by a written association; appointed
Robertson
their own magistrates,
among the first framed laws for their
present occasions; and set to the
people of America the example of
erecting themselves into a state."

'Roosevelt's

settlers.

These were, necessarily, of the

plainest

says: "For government, its members,
in 1772, came together as brothers in

(Vol. 3,

Watauga

2

of the West.
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Ramsey, page

141.

attack being incited by British influence operating through the British
agent of Indian agents. Learning of

erect,

the design, John Sevier, from Fort
Lee (the name given to Watauga Fort
after the war of the Revolution began,

path to the gate of the fort, she made
a circuit to reach the enclosure on

honor

and her appearance such to
attract the notice and pursuit of the
Indians; and, as they intercepted her

the other side, resolved to scale the
The savages were coming with
all speed, firing and shooting arrows."
By the aid of the defenders on the
inside, she climbed over the wall to
fall within the defenses, "by the side
of one in uniform.
This was none
other than John Sevier; and the first
time she ever saw him." This was
the beginning of an acquaintance
that in after years led to the union of
3
John Sevier and his "Bonnie Kate."
Mrs. Sevier lived to reach the age

Richard
Henry Lee, of Virginia), wrote to the
authorities of Fincastle County, Virginia, that "six hundred Indians and
whites were starting for this point,

presumably

in

of

wall.

intending to drive the country up to
New River before they return."

The Watauga Committee of Safety
prepared to meet the invasion. The
garrison of Gillespie's Fort (on Nolachucky, near the mouth of Limestone
Creek),

was withdrawn and

consoli-

of eighty-two,

dated with the garrison at Watauga.
James Robertson commanded as cap-

o(

in

prolonged. Colonel Shelby, learning
of the danger to his neighbors on the

Watauga, had raised one hundred
horsemen and was hurrying from
King's Meadows to their relief; but
before he could reach the fort the six
days' siege had been raised, the In-

1775.

Richard Henderson was born in
Hanover County, Virginia, April 20,
1735, but his father removed to Granville County, North Carolina, in 1745.
Henderson was a lawyer of high rank
and business acumen, the result being
a rapid rise in his profession and in

The inhabitants on
on
the
withdrawal of the
Nolachucky,
garrison from Gillespie's Fort, followed
siege.

Watauga

Fort.

Sam-

and his family were among
the number. The daughter of Sheruel Sherrill

wealth.

Catherine Sherrill, was the belle
of the settlement on
Nolachucky.
One of her descendants says of her
that she could "outrun, walk more
rill,

o>

erect, and
any other

about

ride

more

girl in

all

tall

In
he
1774,
learned,
perhaps
through Daniel Boone, of the desire
'Milton A.

and

Women.
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Previous to the venture he

had been elevated to the bench of the
Superior Court in North Carolina.

gracefully than
the mountains

She was

1838,

between the Cherokee Indians on the
one part, and Richard Henderson, of
North Carolina Colony, and his associates, on the other, on March 17,

dians withdrawing, defeated. The
attack was begun on July 21, 1776.
A romantic incident is connected

the militia into

2,

The monument will, to after-generations, commemorate an event that
counted large in the history of two
commonwealths, Kentucky and Tennessee.
That event was the negotiation on the spot so marked of a treaty

John Sevier as lieutenant. The
assault on the fort was determined and
tain;

with this

dying October

Alabama.

Haynes

in

Ellett's

Pioneer

\o

trat (Unmmunitjj

of

the Cherokee

Indians

nf Antfriran-born

to realize

Cherokee towns and arranged for a

on their claim to Western lands;
and he conceived a design of forming
a syndicate to purchase a large boundary and colonize it. He associated
with him John Williams and Leonard
Hendly Bullock, of Granville; William Johnson, James Hogg, Thomas
Hart, John Luttrell, Nathaniel Hart
and David Hart, of Orange County,
North Carolina.
CD,-

\O

council at

Sycamore Shoals, and doubtless at
Fort Watauga, about twelve hundred
Indians assembled to treat through
chiefs, Oconostota, Attacullecully, Tennessee Warrior and Willinawaugh. A treaty was concluded
and signed by the chiefs, who, for their
their

people, granted an immense territory,
including parts of Kentucky and Tennessee, to the syndicate, which took
the name of Transylvania Colony.

The bounds of the grant began at the
mouth of the Kentucky River, thence
with that stream and its northerly
branch to its source; thence following
the crest of the Appalachian (Cumberland) Mountains to the source of the
Cumberland River; thence down that
river to the Ohio to the beginning.
It contained approximately twenty
million acres, and cost the syndicate,
according to the consideration expressed in the treaty, the sum of ten
thousand pounds sterling a little
above $50,000, or about one-fourth
of one cent for each acre granted.
The cloud upon the conveyance, incident to the prohibitory act of Virginia, had its effect to depress the

Boone writes in his autobiography
that he was "silicited by a number
of North Carolina gentlemen, that
were about purchasing the lands lying
on the south of the Kentucky River
from the Cherokee Indians, to attend
their treaty at Watauga, in March,
1775, to negotiate with them and
mention the boundaries of the pur-

consideration sum.

one of the chiefs told
at Watauga that the
Henderson
Judge
lands south of Kentucky River were
"bloody ground and would be dark
and difficult to settle"; and that anIt is said that

This I accepted, and at the
chase.
request of the same gentlemen undertook to mark out a road in west passage from the settlement through the
wilderness to Kentucky, with such

other chief, Aconostota, for a while
sale, making a pa-

demurred to the

assistance as I thought necessary to
for such

thetic speech.

an important under-

"He began with the very flourishing

taking."

Two

of the syndicate,

Watauga for the negotiation
and on March 17, 1775, at

of a treaty;

Daniel Boone had visited the Western wilds and had a clearer conception
of the fine land in the West than any
other person; and the imparting of
this knowledge to such men of means
and influence furthered a project dear
to Boone' s heart the planting of a
colony in the "Caintuck country"
notwithstanding the fact that the
Colony of Virginia, which then included what is now Kentucky, had,
early in the century, passed an act
forbidding purchase of lands by private persons from the Indians.

employ

JFmmwt

which his nation once was,
the encroachment of
mentioned
and
the white people, from time to time,

Judge Hen-

state in

derson and Colonel Nathaniel Hart, in
company with Boone, had visited the
547

retiring and expiring nations
Indians.
Whole nations had

upon the
of

Felix Walker,
clerk of the

.

like balls of
.

Watauga

for a time

was

court, residing

on Sinking Creek near Johnson City

snow before
The whites had
the sun.
passed the mountains and settled upon
Cherokee lands, and wished to have
their usurpation sanctioned by the
melted away

who

(afterwards

.

a

member

of

Congress

was one of
Boone's road-blazing party. Walker

from

North

Carolina),

afterwards (about 1824) wrote an account of this journey, describing the
difficulties encountered by Boone's

confirmation of a treaty

New cessions would be applied for,
and the small remnant of his nation
would be compelled to seek a retreat
4
The
in some far distant wilderness."

own

party, and their relief and deon discovering "the pleasing and
rapturous appearance of the plains of
light

Kentucky. A new sky and strange
earth seemed to be presented to our
view." 5

other chiefs overruled this venerable
prophet of his race and the treaty was
signed.

A

Two days later, March

19, 1775, the
followed the step

short

time

after

Boone

had

Watauga
taken by the Henderson Company and

started, Judge Henderson formed a
party to follow in Boone's trail, set-

negotiated a second treaty with the
Indians, by the terms of which, for a
consideration of two thousand pounds,
there was ceded to Charles Robertson
(as trustee) the lands on Watauga and
Holston Rivers then being rapidly settled by the whites.

ting out from the settlement about

settlers

March

18.

Henderson kept a diary

of the journey, in which under date
of "Friday, April 7th" this entry is

of the

"About break of day it began to snow. At 11 o'clock received
a letter from Mr. Luttrell's camp that
were five persons killed on the road
to Cantuckee by Indians.
Captain

Indians a vast domain lying west of
the Watauga purchase and on Nolachucky, comprising much of the best
lands now in Washington and Greene

Hart, upon the receipt of this news
retreated back with his company and
determined to settle in the valley to
make corn for the Cantucky people.

Counties.

The same day received a letter from
Dan. Boone that his company was
Killed two
fired upon by Indians.

Under a

third treaty, on

1775, Jacob

March

Brown purchased

found:

25,

The Henderson associates having
employed Daniel Boone to blaze the
way and make a road into the lands
so acquired by the syndicate, Boone
started upon the perilous undertaking.

of his men
though he kept the
ground and saved the baggage, etc.

"Satterday 8th. Started at 10
Crossed Cumberland Gap
about four miles. Met about 40

He

o'clock.

over which^countless^thousands of setrushed in after years to find
homes in the "blue grass region."

persons returning from Cantucky on
Acct of the Late Murder by the Indians.
Could prevail on one only to
return.
Memo. Several Virginians
who were with us returned.

followed the trail of the buffaloes
and Indians through Cumberland Gap,
and opened up a road long known as
the "Wilderness road" into Kentucky,
tlers

Haywood,

'DeBow's Review, 1854.

p. 58.
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10th.

Dispatch'd

treating toward the settlements

Capf

seemed much
that

the Ohio, at Jonesborough, in 1796.
writer has in his possession the

by Cocke initiating
a most interesting
document, drafted evidently by and
original bill filed-

him on Kentucky River. Your orator was induced as well by the tears
of said Henderson as the reward
which he offered, the said Henderson

is

handwriting of Cocke, but
his brother lawyer, John
Rhea, as solicitor. Rhea was the first
member of Congress from the First
District; a resident of Blountville.
the

by

This

bill

in equity,

filed

shedding tears in the presence of your

and saying that himself and
company was ruined if they did not
succeed in making a settlement in the
"
Cocke sets
Kentucky country, etc.'
and did
to
do
he
that
forth
engaged
the service, but complains that the
agreement to convey him the land as
his reward was never kept.
A third party under Captain Hart
followed in the wake of Boone toward
the promised land, and William Calk,
one of the number, kept a journal.
Abraham Hanks, the father of Nancy
Hanks and maternal grandfather of
President Lincoln, was of this party,
which joined with Henderson's party
orator,

against

his associates,

forth:
"That after purchasing
the Transylvania boundary of the
Cherokees, Henderson for his comsets

pany employed Cocke

to enlist or
to assist in clearing a road
to Kentucky, and in finding provisions
for the workmen; and that while
Cocke was so engaged the Henderson
party came up, and arranged to shift
from wagons to pack-horses near
Cumberland Gap; that starting out
hire

O

men

again a

number

of

wounded men

o

any part of the Companies' purchase that he might choose provided
that your orator would go forward
from the Cumberland River to Kentucky River and prevail on Boone and
the men that was with him to make a
stand until the said Richard and his
men that was with him could join

The

Richard Henderson and

be-

in

growing out of the incident noted in the Henderson diary
was begun by William Cocke in the
Superior Court of Equity of the territory of the United States south of

signed

and seeing

try, made your orator (Cocke) an
offer of twenty thousand acres of land

A litigation

in

disspirited

men who had gone on

and a number of others was killed
and fearful lest Boone and the men
with him should abandon the coun-

zation as a state in 1796.

It

the

about three hundred,
had fled except Daniel Boone and a
party of about fifteen who stayed to
take care of the wounded; and on
being informed that William Twitty

The Captain Cooke referred to by
Henderson was William Cocke, who
afterwards became one of the first
senators in the Congress of the United
States from Tennessee on its organi-

suit.

all

COP

fore him, being

On the 30th, the party reached
Boonesborough, or as Henderson
noted in his diary, "Fort Boone."

the

met

them, 'among which was two of the
name of Inman, and said Henderson

Cooke to the Cantucky to inform
Capt. Boone that we were on the road.
Continued at Camp that day on acct
of the Badness of the Wether." 6

re-

at the home of General Joseph Martin,
in Powell's Valley, in which is Cumberland Gap the valley skirting the

"Hulbert, 102.
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Oil

a legislative council was organized,
with Daniel Boone, 'Squire Boone
and William Cocke as three of the
members.

eastern base of Cumberland Mountains, in Claiborne County, Tennessee.
Calk's diary is interesting as a side
light upon the difficulties that beset
the adventurers:

,O

Virginia asserted her authority and
superior to that of the Transylvania Company, and the dispute that

title as

"Tuesday, 4th April. Raney. We
about 10 o'clock and git down
to Martins in the valey where we overtake Col. Henderson & his Company
Bound for Caintuck & there we camp
this Night,
there they were Broiling
& Eating Beef without Bread.
"Wed 5th. Breake away fair & we
go down the valey & camp on Indian
start

Creek,

we had

this

ensued was settled by the syndicate
being alloted (1778) twelve and onehalf square miles of land on both
sides of Green River, where it enters
the Ohio, on which the city of Henderson (named for the promoter of
Transylvania) now stands, in full settlement of all their claims under the

Cherokee

creek to cross

maney times & very bad banks.
Abram's (Hank's) saddel turned
the load

&

we

got this out
this Evening & kill two Deer.
"Friday, 7th. this morning, a very
hard snowy morning, we still continue
at Camp, Being in number about 40
all fell in.

men & Some
Comes a

letter

title.

However, a year later, Henderson
opened a land office at French Lick
(now Nashville), for the sale of the
Company's lands in Tennessee north
of the Cumberland River.
In the following summer he returned to North Carolina, where he
died at an early age, in 1785. He was
the father of four lawyer sons, one

this eaven
from Capt. Boone at

neagroes,

caintuck of the indians doing misand some turns back.

becoming

the

great

Chief

Justice

Henderson, of North Carolina.
In one sense, Kentucky may be said
to have had its birthplace on the
banks of the Watauga, in Tennessee.

chief

"Satrd April 8th. We all pact up
and started acrost Cumberland gap.
We met a great maney people turned
back for fear of indians but our Company goes on Still with good cour-

The scenes incident to the imposing
ceremonies at Sycamore Shoals, recalled the immortal words of the late
Landon C. Haynes, statesman and orator.
At a social gathering of distinguished men in the city of Jackson,
Mississippi, many years since, Mr.
Haynes delivered the following aposGeneral
trophe to East Tennessee.
N. B. Forrest had just offered a toast
to "the eloquent gentleman from East
Tennessee, a country sometimes called
the 'God-forsaken,' "when Mr. Haynes,

age, etc."

Again, "Abram's mair ran into the
River with Her load & Swam over,
he followed her & got on her & made
her Swim Back agin." "We met
another company going back, they
tell such News Abram & Drake is
afraid to go aney further and turn
back, we go on, etc."
As indicative of the spirit that animated these stalwarts, in a few days
after Henderson's arrival at Boonesborough the Transylvania proprietors
called a convention to assemble on
May 23, 1775, and by the convention

arising, said:

"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: I
plead guilty to the soft impeachment.
I was born in East Tennessee, on the
550
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banks of the Watauga, which,
Indian vernacular means

in the

'beautiful

and beautiful river it is. I
have stood upon its banks in my
childhood and looked down through
its glassy waters, and have seen a
heaven below, and then looked up
and beheld a heaven above, reflecting like two mirrors, each in the other,
its moons and planets and trembling
stars.
Away from its banks of rock
and cliff, hemlock and pine, laurel
and cedar, stretches a vale back to
the distant mountains as beautiful
and exquisite as any in Italy or
Switzerland. There stand the Great
Unicoi, the Great Roane, the Great
Black and the Great Smoky Mountains, among the loftiest in the United
States, and on whose summits the

river,"

clouds gather of their own accord,
even on the brightest day. Then, I
have seen the great spirit of the
storm, after noontide, go and take

evening nap in his pavilion of
darkness and of clouds; I have seen
him aroused at midnight, as a giant
refreshed by slumber, and cover the
heavens with darkness; I have seen
him awake the tempest, let loose the
red lightnings that ran along the
mountain tops for a thousand miles,
swifter than an eagle's flight in midheaven; then I have seen them stand

his

Ml:

up and dance

like angels of light in
the clouds, to music of that grand
organ of nature, whose keys seemed
to have been touched by the fingers of
Divinity in the hail of eternity, that
responded in notes of thunder resounding through the universe. Then
I have seen the darkness drift away
beyond the horizon, and the morn get
up from her saffron bed like a queen,
put on her robes of light, come forth
from her palace in the sun, and stand

tip-toe on the misty mountain top
while the night fled from before her

bed-chamber at
She lighted the green vale
and beautiful river where I was born
and played in childhood, with a

glorious face to his

the pole.

smile of sunshine.

"Oh, beautiful land of the mounwith thy sun-painted cliffs,
how can I ever forget thee!"

tains,

SO?

General Forest stood stupefied
while Mr. Haynes pronounced the
wonderful sentences, and said he
could not have been more amazed
if he had been struck by the lightning's flash from the summit of
Smoky Mountain.
It is a love of birthplace and country
such as this that makes men and
nations great. This old-time oratory
has gone with the past generation, and
with it has departed much of the
patriotism upon which the nation was
The tendency to forget
founded.
home and country, with the influx of

foreign

menace

citizenship, is the greatest
of our civilization today.

We

cannot expect political loyalty and
social integrity if the bond is severed
that binds us into a great brotherhood. What this country needs now,
more than anything else, is a wave of
filial

affection, of love of

home and

kindred.
It is here, then, in this valley of
old Tennessee that we find today the
shrine of the first community of

where the
was
liberty
given its first
experiment and to which history
must point as the landmark of the
first independent civil government in
North America in which neither state
nor church interfered, and men were
bound only by the ties of fellowship
and honor.
American-born

freemen

spirit of
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The original manuscript of this verse is in possession of Mr. Charles Tallmadge ConThe transcript is here given with
over, of Seattle, Washington, a descendant of the writer.
the quaint spelling and literary vagabondia of the times.

Now half Choaked with

Whilst in peaceful! Quarters lying
Indulge the glass too Late
Far remote the thoughts of dying
hear my friends the soldiers fate
from the summer sun hot gleaming
Where the dusty Clouds arise
to the plain where heroes screaming
Shouts and dying groans arise
Halt, halt, halt, form every rank here
Mark yon dust that Climes the skies

we

to the front

Close

See the enemy

is

up

hark the din of arms grow lowder
Oh what heaps of heroes slain
See from flank to flank wide flashing
How each Volley rends the Gloom

hear the trumpets, oh, what Clashing
Man and horse now meet their Doom

Bravely done each gallant soldier
well sustained the lieavy fire
Alexander ne'r was bolder

that long rear

Now by Regiments we retire
See our Second line moves on us
Ope your Colums give them way
Heavens perhaps may smile upon us

nigh

Plattoons move to proper distance
Covour Close each rank and file
they will make a bold resistance
here my lads is gallient toile

Now

these

may

yet regain the

day

you from downey Slumbers
roused to softest Joys of Love

See each Second line engaging
Chargeing Close spread Carnage round
Fierce revange and fury rageing
Angry heroes bite the Ground
hear the souls of brave men flying
Call for Vengeance as they Die
Frowning still the dead and dying
Seem to threaten as they lie

To the left display the Column
front halt dress be bold and brave
Mark in air your firery Volume

To

all

Waked to pleasures without number
peace and ease your bosoms prove
Round us roars belonias thunder
ah how close the Iron Storms
Oer the fields where gosts pale wander
Pass the words, there form Lads form

See your

light bobs

gain the

see

Now the dreadfull Cannons roaring
Speak loud terror to the soul
Grape shot winged with Death past pouring
Either rings from pole to pole
See the smoke how black and dreary

tell

bt

Now our left wing they are turning
Carnage is but just begun
Desperate news its useless mourning
Farewell friends Adieu each one
Fixt to die we scorn retreating
to the shock our breast Oppose
hark that shout, the signals beating
See with Bayonets they Close

Clouds sulphurious hides the sky

weary

how their groans ascend on high
Firm my lads who breaks the rank
Oh Can brave ever yield
Glory danger now Combine us

lads those Vollies

heavens Our Dragoons flying
how their squadrons fill the plain
Check them boys you fear not dying
Sell yourselves nor fall in vain

hill

Bloodless, fainting,

my

hark

Courage boys be firm and steady
Hence each Care each feare fare well

Wounded,

the left obliquely fireing

Oh, be steady Levell well
Wh& could think of us retireing

Who'd refuse a glorious grave
Ope your boxes, quick be ready

f.o>

dust and powder

Fircely throbs each burning Vein

Front rank Charge, the rear make ready
forward march reserve your fire

here

Now

None

but Cowards quit the field
to the rear each gun dismounted
Close the break and quick advance
All your former acts recounted
this days merit shall enhance

take aim, fire brisk, be steady

March, march,

On

see their lines retire

our light troops dashing
Now our dragoons Charge their rear
Shout huzza; what Gallant Clashing
they run, they run, hence banish fear
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BY
WATERTOWN, NEW YORK
Descendant of William Cornell of the American Revolution
Auithor of "Refugees from France to America in Struggle for Independence"
in

THE JOURNAL

OF AMERICAN HISTORY

INVESTIGATIONS

into American lineages are being conducted by
the leading American and European genealogists. The purpose of
these researches, as has been frequently stated in these pages, is
The peculiar form of our system of
historical rather than social.
civilization is such that it depends almost wholly upon the character
of the individual.
These investigations into the progenitors of the
strains of blood that have entered into building of the nation are
As genealogical records they are also of invaluable
of much economic import.
service to those who are directly connected with them.
These investigations into the foundations of the Cornell and Cornwell
lineages in America prove that this strain of blood has come down through
American civilization from the pilgrimages in the eleventh century, when the
son of William the Conqueror was aroused by Peter the Hermit to attempt
It is further proved that the first
to drive the Turks from the tomb of Christ.
of this lineage to come to America was one Captain John Cornell, of the British
army, who sailed with twelve thousand men, under General Amherst, to save the
American continent from French domination. He lost his life in the battle of
Ticonderoga, and his body probably lies somewhere along the shores of Lake
Champlain. Through his son, his blood still lives on the Western Hemisphere,
for he, a young man of twenty-six years, stood in the ranks of the American
In the battle of Oriskany he was wounded, but lived to assist not
Revolution.
only in the founding of the republic, but to rear a family of ten children as a
contribution to the new nation.
A memorial tribute is now being made to his memory by the Daughters of
the American Revolution, who are instituting a chapter to be named in his honor,

J

in Penn Yan, New York, where William Cornell lies buried, having lived to cast
his ballot as an American citizen for six presidents of the United States.
grandson of William Cornell is still living in Penn Yan, the eldest daughter of
whom is to be the first president of the new organization of the Daughters of

A

the American Revolution.

The progeny of this line of old crusaders is now active in American life in
witness the historical fact
nearly every state in the Union. These investigations
that this strain of blood has stood in defense of the nation in every crisis. EDITOR
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HEN,

in

Adams

ister

Plenipoten-

it possible for
John Adams
to be the first ambassador from his
country to the country from which
he sailed; to stand face to face with

John
was appointed Min-

O

//i/-\

the

man whom

tiary to the Court of
Great
Britain (the
first to represent the
United States at that Court) he
was in Paris, accredited to the King
of France.
One of the foreign am-

he had, for the first
years of his life, habitually
regarded as his master, and who
never ceased to regard him, and
the rest of his countrymen, as no
better than successful rebels against

felicitating him on his
appointment to England, said, "You
have been often in England?"
"Never, but once in November
and December, 1783."
"You have relations in England,
no doubt?"

his legitimate authority,

forty

bassadors,

"None

You

are of English extraction?"
"Neither
father or mother,
grandfather or grandmother, greatgrandfather or great-grandmother,
nor any other relation that I know
of, or care a farthing for, has been in
England these one hundred and
fifty years; so you see I have not

my

one drop of blood in my veins but
what is American."
If we cannot all
say with Mr.
Adams, that, for one hundred and
fifty years there has been in Europe
no filial claim upon us, we can
agree with the sentiment of his reply,
and can heartily second his statement to George III, when, on presenting his credentials, that monarch,
knowing that he came last from
France, jokingly said, "There is an

birth, for down through all the
centuries, in every land they have
called home, in the hour of their

by

1

country's peril, there have been
of the name or blood to answer
to the call to arms.
In the eleventh century, when
Robert, Duke of Normandy, son of
William the Conqueror, roused
by
the preaching of Peter the Hermit,
determined to go on a pilgrimage to
Jerusalem to attempt to drive the
Turks from the tomb of our Saviour,
and to take possession of it and

some

opinion among some people that you
not the most attached of all
your countrymen to the manners
of
France." Mr. Adams replied,
"That opinion sir, is not mistaken;
I must avow to your
majesty, I have
no attachment but to my own
country."
We, who are descendants of the
men who helped to free the American
are

colonies

can surely

claim that we have none but American blood in our veins; but, in
studying the history of our forefathers, a
very short journey into the past will
take most of us to the other side of
the Atlantic.
My ancestral search takes me to
County Cornwall, in the south of
England, the original home of the
family whose name the county bears.
The Cornwalls, Cornwells, Cornells
and Corneills all sprang from the
same source, the name being variously spelled in the different localities
and countries to which members
of the many branches have miIn some cases the spelling
grated.
of the name has been
merely a matter
of taste; members of the
same
family adding or dropping a letter
to suit each individual fancy. These
Cornish men must have been warriors

at all."

"None; how can that be?
0:

Amrctra

made

February,

1785,

in

protect it; among the wearers of
the cross who followed him. and who

from British dominion, who
554

assisted in
lon,

King

making Godfrey de Bouil-

leader
of

of

this

Jerusalem,

first

was

crusade,
Sir

John

Cornwall.

yO

Again in the twelfth century, when Richard I, of England,
and King Philip of France attempted
to recover the Holy Sepulchre, the
Mohammedans having again taken
possession of the Holy Land, with
them went Reuben Cornwall, and
although this second crusade was
none doubted the
unsuccessful,
bravery of the "Lion Heart" and
his followers.
One John Cornell,
a captain in the British army, was,
at the time of the birth of his son
William, on October 19, 1750, stationed in the city of Dublin, Ireland.
About this time the affairs of Great
Britain and of her colonies in America,

wore

The

a very unpromising aspect.
French had been successful

everywhere, the British had everywhere experienced reverses. But a
new era was at hand. William Pitt,
Earl of Chatham, had been placed
at the head of the administration,
and he determined to send a formidable sea and land force to America,
calling upon the colonists to raise
as

many men

as possible to

augment

igrated to America, settling in

York

Dublin.

William Cornell, the son, was
married to Hannah Finch of Connecticut. November 5, 1774, and soon
afterward
removed to Delaware
County, New York. He purchased
a tract of wild land on the Delaware
River, and lived upon it until he
was driven away by the British and
Indians at the time of the Revolutionary War. When Joseph Brant,
with a party of two or three hundred
Indians and Tories, invaded the

Delaware

raids was William Cornell
of his neighbors.

After

about

With the twelve thousand men
who sailed from England under the
command of General Amherst, came

for

after

found
marching, under General
James Abercrombie, to the attack
on Ticonderoga and Crown Point.
himself

The expedition was unsuccessful,
and Captain Cornell was among those

who

fell at the storming of Ticonderoga on July 8, 1758. Whether
his body lies in an unmarked grave
on the shore of Lake Champlain,
or was left unburied in the wilderThe wife and
ness, none can tell.
son of John Cornell remained in

Ireland until 1765,

when they em-

Mohawk

and

Valleys,

plundering and burning houses, killing
and making prisoners of the inhabitants, he sent out scouting parties
to the Schoharie settlements, the
Ulster district and as far down the
Delaware as Minisink, and among the
captives taken on one of these

this force.

Captain John Cornell. Soon
their arrival in Halifax, he

New

Here they supported
themselves for a number of years
by the manufacture and sale of lace.
Mrs. Cornell, a Frenchwoman, having
learned the art of lace making from
the Irishwomen during her stay in
City.

down

tramping

fifteen miles,

the night.

prisoners

were

and several
the

river

they encamped

The hands of the
bound upon their

backs and their captors sought sleep,
leaving one of their number on
He did not prove to be a
guard.
good sentinel and soon fell asleep
himself.

Cornell,
in some

discovering this,
to loosen the
cords that bound his hands, and
carefully releasing his fellow prisoners,
they seized the tomahawks of the
Indians, and, in the surprise that
followed, killed all the savages but

managed

way

one, who escaped.
Knowing what
would surely follow such an act as
this as soon as the escaped Indian
should reach his brother savages,

Cornell

abandoned

his

home,

and

raging nf

ifj?

dfH&

with his family fled to Schoharie
Fort.
His fears were quickly verthe Indians tracking them
ified,
and soon surrounding the fort.
It was ably defended, and after repeated attacks, without success, the
savages were forced to depart. The
story of the capture and escape of
Cornell and his neighbors is told by
Francis W. Halsey in The Old New

York Frontier,

his version depicting

joined the party of Brant.
William Cornell served as ensign

the company of Captain John
McMicken, belonging to the Fifth
Tryon County regiment of New York
State militia, which regiment was
commanded by Colonel John Harper,
and took an active part in the war.
in

company

Ammnt

whole of the night, he arrived safely,
at break of day, at the fort.
At the close of the war he went
back to his farm, and in 1790, he
purchased one thousand acres of
land nine miles down the Delaware
River from the village of Delhi,
occupying it in 1791.
He sold portions of his land at
various times until it was finally
all disposed of, and in 1816 he, with
those of his family still remaining
with him, removed to Yates County,
New York. William Cornell and
wife reared to maturity a family

what occurred in the camp of the
Indians when the surviving warrior

Also as lieutenant in a

(Enwatora in

children.
He died in the
of Jerusalem, Yates County,
York, June 11, 1825, in his

of ten

town

New

His wife, Hannah
seventy-fifth year.
Finch Cornell, died May 13, 1837, in
her eighty-sixth year. Both are buried

of

Lake View Cemetery, Penn Yan,
York.
In the Yates County
Republican of June 14, 1825, ap-

in

Tryon County Rangers, commanded
by Captain Hager. Either Cornell

New

took great risks, or an unlucky fate
pursued him, for he was destined
to again be a prisoner in the hands of
the enemy, being this time captured

peared the following obituary:

by the

"ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY
PATRIOT GONE
DIED

British.

Being a good penman, a rare accomplishment in those days, they
made him useful by employing him
as clerk and book-keeper.
On one
occasion as he sat writing, under
guard, he complained to an officer
that his ink was too thick and asked
him to put some water in it.

"On the llth inst. at his residence
in Jerusalem, Yates County, William
Cornell, in the 75th year of his age.
In early life he took an active part
in the revolutionary struggle of our
He was twice taken priscountry.
oner by the savages and was present
at the fall of General Herkimer
at the battle of Oriskany; where he
was wounded while in the discharge
of his duty as lieutenant in a com1

;

The

British officer's dignity being
offended, he gruffly ordered him to

water his own ink. Inkstand in
hand, he walked to the brink of the
Mohawk River, near by, and observing that he was for the moment
unobserved by the guard, he dashed
the inkstand from him, and leaping
into the river, was soon out of sight.
If an unlucky fate led him into trouble
a good angel seemed always at hand
to rescue him, and after alternately

of Rangers, commanded by
Captain Hager. The deceased has
left a large circle of connexions,
friends and acquaintances to lament

pany

his loss."

The will left by William Cornell is
a quaint record of the times.
It is
here recorded as evidence of the
simple honesty and unpretentiousness
of the early days of the republic.

swimming and wading nearly the
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"I, William Cornell, of the town
of Jerusalem in the County of Yates,
considering the uncertainty of human
life, but being sound of mind and
memory, blessed be God for the
same, do make and ordain this
last will and testament in manner

my

and form following, viz. I give and
bequeath to my dear and beloved
wife,

Hannah

Cornell, the use of all

my

household furniture during her
natural life, also the sole use, benefit,
control and privilege of the house
in

which

I

now

in

live

Jerusalem

aforesaid during her natural life,
also I give and bequeath to my said
wife for
her own use and benefit,
the use and benefit of one third part
of the farm on which I now live in
Jerusalem aforesaid being a one
hundred and forty five acre lot I
purchased of Cornelius Gulp on lot

number

sixty seven in the first range,
during her natural life. I give and
bequeath to my son John Cornell
the sum of five dollars. I give and
bequeath to my daughter Anna
Barnes, [the wife of John Barnes] the
sum of three dollars, also a certain
pair of oxen I left with her said

husband when

I was last in Delaware
County. I give and bequeath to
my daughter Rebecca Townsend,
[the wife of Horace Townsend] the

sum

of five dollars.

I

give

and be-

my son Samuel Cornell,
the sum of three dollars, also a
certain note which I heretofore let
queath to

him have against
the

sum

of

Giles

about

Kinney for
hundred

one

and bequeath to
said
son
Samuel
Cornell
and to his
my
heirs
and assigns forever forty
eight acres and one third part of an
dollars, also I give

acre of land to be taken off of the
south side or end of the lot aforesaid.
I give and bequeath to my
daughter Mary Ralph, [the wife of

Miles Ralph] the

sum

of five dollars.

I give

and bequeath to

Hannah Lawrence,

my

daughter

[the wife of

John
Lawrence Junior] and to her heirs
and assigns forever, forty eight acres
of land to be bounded on the south
by the said lands I have hereby
given to my said son Samuel being
the middle and third part of the
aforesaid I purchased of said
Gulp, also I give and bequeath to
my said daughter Hannah Lawrence
the sum of three dollars. I give and
bequeath to my daughter Elizabeth
Moore, [the wife of William Moore]
and to her heirs and assigns forever
forty eight acres and one third of
an acre of land, being the north and
third part of the lot aforesaid I
purchased of said Gulp, also I give
my said daughter Elizabeth Moore
the sum of three dollars. I give and
bequeath to my daughter Abigail
Wolcott [the wife of Dr. Walter
Wolcott] and to her heirs and assigns
forever, a village lot in the village
of Penn Yan, in Milo, in said county,

lot

with a house thereon now occupied
by one Samuel Lee, bounded east
by Main street, north and west by
Morris F. Sheppard and south by
Cornelius Masten's land, containing

and fifty feet deep.
bequeath to my said
daughter Abigail Wolcott the sum
I give and bequeath
of five dollars.
to my daughter Phebe Van De
Bogart the sum of twenty five
dollars to be paid to her out of my
personal
property in a bed and
bedding or in sheep and neat stock,
fifty feet front
I also give and

All the rest and
as she may choose.
estate of whatever
residue of
name or nature, of debts due or to
become due, or owing to me, goods
and chattels land or tenements or
habitations in the town of Jerusalem,
in the county of Yates and else

my

where, I give and bequeath to my
son William Cornwell Junior, and
to his heirs and assigns forever."

William Corn (w) ell, Junior, son and
of
the
Revolutionary
soldier, served in the War of 1812 as
surgeon's mate, he having been
graduated as physician and surgeon

lieutenant in

A, "VicksSouthrons."
In
Longstreet's terrible charge at GettysAll accounts
burg, he was slain.
describe him as a brave man, leading
his men with undaunted courage
on that bloody field. Ten greatgrandsons of William Cornell, Senior,
also served in the Civil War.
Coates Kinney was a paymaster,
and in that capacity he transported
two million dollars in gold from
New York to Cairo, Illinois, early in
the war, and paid it out to the army;
an enterprise of much risk, which he

namesake

prior to this time.
of the

burg

After the close

war he studied law, and was

admitted to the bar in 1829.
The military spirit seems to have
been handed down from father to
son in this family, for when, in 1846,
the United States declared war
Mexico, three
against
grandsons
of William
Senior John
Cornell,
Moore, Henry B. and William A.
Cornwell, the two last named being
sons of Dr. William Cornwell were

The coin
carried as freight, in nail kegs.
Dr. William Cornwell, who served
as surgeon's mate in the War of
1812, was, in 1821, colonel of the
103rd Regiment N. G. S. N. Y.
accomplished satisfactorily.

was

the volunteers. Henry B.
Cornwell was with the command of
General Scott, and was wounded at
the storming of the Castle of Chapultepec, September 13, 1847, and died

among

at Puebla of his wounds.

The

Company

Volunteer

John D. Wolcott, grandson

of William Cornell, Senior, served with the
rank of captain on the staff of
General Nehemiah
comRaplee,
mander of a brigade of militia.
Albert R. Ralph, another grandson,
served as colonel of the 36th Regiment, 16th Brigade, New York
State militia.
George S. Cornell,
a great-grandson, was, in 1875, a
member of the 1st Separate Company
N. G.S.N.Y.
The courage and heroism of this
Revolutionary soldier, William Cornell, Senior, was not all transmitted
to his male descendants.
His
daughter. Mary, who married Miles
Ralph, proved that she had in her
veins the blood of heroic ancestry
when she accompanied her husband,
on horse-back, carrying a babe in
her arms, from Delhi, Delaware
County, New York, to Rodman,
Jefferson County, New York, where
they made a new home in the sparsely
settled
country, and reared to
manhood and womanhood, seven
sons and four daughters as a contribu-

Castle

was left a mass of ruins, and the
General
Scott
following morning
entered the City of Mexico, drew
up his army on the Grand Plaza,
and hoisted the stars and stripes
over the National Palace.
William A. Cornwell enlisted in
1849, with the rank of lieutenant, in a
regiment raised in New York City
and designed as part of the army of
occupation in California. He sailed
with his regiment around Cape Horn
to California, and afterwards became
a permanent resident of that state.
He died in San Francisco, in 1886.
When trouble arose between the
states, and President Lincoln, on

1, 1862, issued his famous call
three hundred thousand men,
among those who responded were
three grandsons of William Cornell,
Senior: Charles E. and Henry O.

July
for

and Homer M. Townsend.
Another grandson, Walter Wolcott,
Moore,

Junior, lived in Mississippi at this
time, and he enlisted in the Confederate Army, and held the rank of

tion to their country.
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BIRTHPLACE OF THE "FATHER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMY"

Historic old

He was graduated from
at Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, where Artemas Ward was born, in 1727
decla1748 and. while serving in the British Army as a colonel, was suiwrscded for his revolutionary
he took command of the
rations and doctrines of liberty When hostilities began in 1775
American Republic
troops and later became one of the first congressmen of the
Homestead is still standing in possession of the descendants

Ward Homestead
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turned the army over to Washington,
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FLORKNCK WARD DANFORTH NEWOOMB
(Mrs. H. Vk-tor Newcoinb)

LOUISVILLE,

KENTUCKY
Ward of the Ameru-an Revolution

Lineal Descendant of General Artemas

these days, when more than one hundred million people are living
under the American flag, it is interesting to look back at the old
days when the flag itself was being borne on the battlefield in the
conquest of the continent. There are few who read these lines who
know that General George Washington was not the first commander
of the American Revolution, but came to its leadership through a
The first guns had been fired at Lexington, and
peculiar condition.
the patriots realized that they had challenged the great power of the British
empire. There were several men among them who were willing and eager to
lead the forces in the struggle for liberty, men of military training and ability.
The revolutionists realized, however, that it was necessary to make the
war not one of New England against old England, but of the whole Englishspeaking colonial America against the oppression of the empire. The situation
The cause of the revolutionists was
after the battle of Lexington was critical.
A call to the sister colonies would be met with a loyal response,
in jeopardy.
but that was insufficient; they must feel that it is their war the war of the
South as well as the North. It was agreed that the way to impress this upon
This
the colonies was to immediately choose a Southerner to lead the cause.
would prove that the revolutionary outbreak in Massachusetts was not merely
local, but that it was the cause of the whole American people; moreover, it would
have a serious effect upon British opinion, and possibly bring the empire to
It was not then expected that a new republic would be set up on the
terms.
Western Continent.
Thus it was that Washington, the Virginian, was appointed to the command
of the American Revolution, and hurried to the battle front on the New England

JN

investigation reveals the conditions existing before Washand especially tells of the man who actually marshalled
General
the army, and turned it over to Washington upon his arrival
Artemas Ward, the first major-general in the United States army. EDITOR
coast.

This

ington arrived,

nf

RTEMAS Ward

The country was beginning to see
the trouble which as yet was far off.
Sonic of the officers were adding
political training to the military, and
Colonel Ward was one of these.

was of the
fourth generation of his
family in America. His
great-grandfather, William Ward, settled in

Sudbury,

He

in

Shrewsbury, a messenger, in full
costume, dashed up on a
foaming horse and presented him the

In 1660, he removed
Court, in 1644.
to the new plantation of Marlbourough, where he received one of the

military

following letter:

Here
largest apportionments of land.
he resided until his death, in 16S7,
and here, also, his son William lived.
Nahum Ward, his grandson and
the father of Artemas, was of a more

BOSTON, June

To ARTEMAS WARD,

I

Sir,

obt.

and humble servant,

JNO. COLTON,

Deputy Secretary.
Colonel

Ward was

asked by his
he had received important
news.
He read the letter aloud, and
then, turning to the messenger said,
"Give my compliments to the Governor, and say to him, I consider
myself twice honored, but more in
being superseded than in having been
commissioned, and that I thank him
friends

his son, was born
Shrewsbury, November 27, 1727.
The old homestead is still standing
and is in the possession of a lineal

for

if

this

up the letter),
motive that dictated it is
evidence that / am what he is not,
(holding

since the

a friend to

Artemas Ward was a
graduate of Harvard University,
class of 1748.
At the age of twentyfive, he was commissioned a Justice
descendant.

Artemas

my

country."

Ward was one

of the
The
rejected councillors of 1769.
British governor had no use for men
as members of his Council who were
determined to defend their chartered
rights, and it was well known that

took part in the

wars between England and France,
in which service he reached the rank

He

am,

to

Your most

Artemas Ward,

lieutenant-colonel.

am

ordered by the Governor to
you, that he has thought fit
to supersede your commission of Col. in
the Regt. of Militia lying in part in
the County of Worcester, and partly in the
County of Middlesex, and your said commission is superseded accordingly.
I

signify

in

of

30, 1766.

Esquire,

SIR:

restless spirit.
His early life was
spent upon the sea, for some years
as master of a vessel.
After his marriage, in 1714, he gave up the sea,
and, in 1717, he was a proprietor of
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, one of
its first settlers, and one of the founders of the church in that town.
He
was the first, and for seven years
the representative from Shrewsbury
in the General Court.
He attained
the rank of colonel, was early a
magistrate, and, in 1745, a Justice of
the Court of Common Pleas for the
county of Worcester, in which office
be died May 7, 1754.

He

One day when Colonel Ward was
company with some friends in

Massachu-

setts, as early as 1639.
represented Sudbury in the General

of the Peace.

ffiptrolutimrani

Artemas Ward was strongly attached
to the cause of liberty.
The governor's negative was another proof that

repre-

sented

Shrewsbury in the General
Court, where he took an active part in
the controversies between the colonial
governors and the representatives,
that preceded the Revolution.

he was a friend to his country.
The clouds of impending trouble
continued to gather until the people,
as with one voice, proclaimed resistance, and their determination to
502

-

'

force

ments be

for

ceive

with force.
Preparathat purpose commenced,
and on the 27th of October, 1774,
the Provincial Congress, then sitting
at Cambridge, Massachusetts, elected
Jedediah Preble, Artemas Ward and
Seth Pomeroy, general officers to
take rank in the order named.
Jedediah Preble did not accept his
appointment and Artemas Ward became the senior officer in rank. When
hostilities commenced, in April, 1775,
General Ward took command of the
repel
tions

settled and the officers retheir commissions.
Not even
that of the commander-in-chief had
been prepared. On this same day it
was issued as follows:

THE CONGRESS OF THE COLONY OF MASS.
To the HON. ARTEMAS, Esq:
GREETING: We, reposing especial trust
and confidence in your courage and good
conduct, do by these presents constitute
and appoint you, the said Artemas Ward,
to be General and Commander-in-Chief
of all the forces raised by this Congress
aforesaid for the defense of this and other
American Colonies. You are therefore
confidently and intelligently to discharge
the duty of a general in leading, ordering
and exercising the forces in arms, both
inferior officers and soldiers, and to keep
them in good order and discipline, and
they are hereby ordered to obey you as
their General; and you are yourself to
observe and follow such orders and instructions as you shall from time to time receive from this or any future Congress
or House of Representatives of this Colony
or the Committee of Safety, so far as said
Committee is empowered by this Commission to order and instruct you for the
defense of this and the other Colonies;
and to demean yourself according to military rules and discipline established by

troops as they poured in.
Percy H. Epler, in his monograph on

Artemas Ward, in "Master Minds at
the Commonwealth's Heart," says:
"The titanic task of the organization
of an unformed and unarticulated
patriot army fell to General Ward.
His it was first to face the stupendous burden of setting in order nearly
twenty thousand troops, arising as it
were, in a night, to stand before him in
the morning, a tatterdemalion multitude of high strung and independent spirits.

Ward's original placing
unformed force of citizen
minute-men about the beseiging line
of some twenty miles was so strategic
that General Washington, upon his
"General

said Congress

of this vast

in

pursuance of the trust

reposed in you.
By order of the Congress,
19 May, A. D., 1775.
Jos. WARREN,
Pres. Pro. Tern.

arrival, found, in the large, its position from a military point of view

unchangeable.

The oath

"Lord Howe's estimate of his
enemy's lines and their position bespoke an even higher appraisal of
General Ward's strong line of impregnable blockade into which he

20th, before
the Peace.

General Ward's task was not an
His commission applied
easy one.
only to the troops of the colony of
Massachusetts. The troops of the
other colonies were also assembling
and, while he was ostensibly in

divided this multitudinous array of

men."
The Provincial Congress assembled
at Concord, April 22d, and the next
day it appointed Artemas Ward
commander-in-chief

of

the

of all, there was more or
confusion until after the battle
Bunker Hill, when the New
of
Hampshire and Connecticut troops
formally placed themselves under his
command and advised the other

command
less

forces.

The work of commissioning the officers
was so slow, General Ward, on May
19th, wrote to Congress that it was
absolutely necessary

that

the

of office was taken May
Samuel Dexter, Justice of

colonies to do so.

regi563

ARMORIAL BEARINGS OF THE WARDS

Ward

AMERICA

IN

William Ward settled in Sudlineage is interwoven into the history of both England and America
bury, Massachusetts, in 1639, immediately becoming active in governmental administration and
serving in the General Court in 1644 General Artcnias Ward of the American Revolution was of the fourth generation of the blood in America
Its progeny now
includes a great race of Americans throughout the United States
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The short and bloody battle of
Bunker Hill, ninety minutes in durawith over thirty per

tion,

the
in

men engaged
train

its

General

for

cent

in it killed,

of

brought

some adverse criticism
Ward.
Most unjust

criticism it proved to be, when the
facts were known, and he was cleared
and confirmed by the report to the
Provincial Congress three days later,
on June 20th. The committee reported, "if any error has been made
on our side, it was in taking a post
so much exposed."
In a council
of war General Ward had objected to
the occupation of Breed's Hill and

Bunker

and General Warren
agreed with him that "it would be
rash and imprudent."
But the commander-in-chief had to yield to the
Committee of Safety which decided
Hill,

to fortify these points.
On the night of the 16th of June,
Colonel Prescott with his thousand

men began

their fortifications.

The

English were quick to object and firing began by daybreak on the 17th.
Still, Colonel Prescott did not believe
that they would really attack, and
it was nine o'clock before he applied
to General Ward for reinforcements.
At eleven o'clock two regiments had
started to his assistance, to be fol-

bridge."

he wisely kept to himself at the risk

An early nineteenth century writer
has said, "He (General Ward) had
reason to apprehend an attack on his
quarters at Cambridge, from the
British Army in Boston.
Had such
an attack been made, and proved
successful, by having sent away part
of his troops to Charlestown, the

consequences would have been most
disastrous, and probably the country
subdued and brought under the
British

yoke."
General Ward
had he done all
the cause would
It took a
lost.
that stand, but

did what he could,
that was demanded

probably have been
brave man to take
he had the courage

of his convictions.

decide.

to

was

to

One

of these questions
should be given the
of the army of the United

whom

later by others, and later still
others.
And yet General Ward
has been criticised for not sending

command
Colonies.

reinforcements.
He sent as many as he

fore the battle of

he could
position, and he
sent them as rapidly as circumstances
would permit. He could not get
felt

own

horses for/his messengers.
of the couriers were sent back

fast, fresh

Some

British

sympathizers within the

by
American lines. Epler, the historian,
says "The military probabilities were
all
against the English doing what
:

they did.

Their

first

master-stroke of

strategy would have been to strike
at the center of the

army

at

Cam-

,

Meantime, the Continental Congress had been in session at Philadelphia, with many weighty questions

by

his

this,

of being misunderstood.

lowed

spare from

Ward knew

General

and he knew that the supply of powder was so scant that in case of a
general engagement he could supply
only one-half of a pound of powder
to each soldier.
These were facts

On

the 15th of June, two days be-

Bunker

Con-

Hill,

unanimously elected George
He
Washington commander-in-chief
was a man of undoubted military
ability and he was from the South.
gress

.

It was necessary to hold all parts of
No man from
the country together.
the North could have accomplished

what General Washington

On

the

17th

of

did.

June, Congress

Artemas Ward, Esquire, First
Major-General, and Charles Lee, Esquire, Second Major-General.

elected

General Washington arrived
Cambridge, July 2nd, 1775. July

him from

at

not

!)th,

at a council of war, it was decided to
maintain posts as General Ward had
placed them and to increase the army

his

the

disgust at

array of men gathered so
hurriedly together for the defense of
But if he were disaptheir rights.
pointed in the conditions as he found
them, what must have been the task
of General Ward in organizing and
leading such a mass of raw material
through the early months of the
Revolution.
General Ward was now second in
command. He took up his position
at Dorchester Heights.
A dreary
waiting and watching of nearly a

motley

Not
year now had to pass.
It
gether inactive, however.
General Ward's plan to starve
freeze out the British garrison
occupied

Boston

vice of state

was Worcester, Massaand many of the participants were old officers and soldiers and
It was
neighbors of General Ward.
an uprising against the execution of
chusetts,

alto-

the law against debtors. The financial state of the country was fearful,
the people were ready to follow
leaders even though the path lead to
the defiance of law and order.
They
decided to prevent the meeting of the
court at Worcester and, as they
thought, prevent the execution of the
law.

was
and
that

and it was at
on Dorchester

Chief Justice Ward was ordered by
the Great and General Court of the
Commonwealth to convene the court
the first Tuesday in September, 1786.

and small-pox was raging beof

the

unsanitary

state

of

General Ward was warned
things.
of the danger, but he, with 500 men,
at once took possession of the city,

The

rebellious forces gathered at
Worcester on the afternoon of Mon-

day, September 4th, and made their
barracks in the court-house halls.
On Tuesday, a sympathetic populace
thronged the slopes on which stood
the court-house.
Chief Justice Ward

and on the 20th the main body of
the army marched in.
Feeling that
no one could so well serve the cause in
New England as General Ward,
General Washington placed him in

and

command of the troops at Boston,
with the important task of fortifying

his

associates

of a sentinel.

Ward had some

were stopped at

by the challenge
Not a second's hesitation when there came the quick and
emphatic command from General
Ward, "Present arms!" The sentinel
the foot of the

the harbor.

General

for nearly

of this rebellion

Heights that decided the British to
evacuate the city, March 17, 1776.
Boston was left in a dreadful condition; buildings had been torn down
to provide the British soldiers with
fuel,

and country

a quarter of a century longer.
In 1776, he was made Chief Justice
of the Court of Common Pleas, and
he still held the office, in 1786, at the
time of Shays' Rebellion. The center

last the fortifications

cause

giving as his reason
but that ill health
him from rendering "an

office,

health,

prevented
However,
equivalent in service."
at the request of Congress and of
General Washington, he remained in
office
until the end of the year.
But while he retired from the service
of the army he continued in the ser-

It
to twenty-two thousand men.
would seem that General Washington

did not conceal

ill

serious

physical trouble, and, in April of
1776, he requested Congress to relieve
566

hill

bij

"

Firmness of mind and integrity of
purpose were characteristic of his
whole life, so that he was never
swayed by the applause or censure of
man, but ever acted under a deep

obeyed, and the judicial cortege proceeded up the hill.
On the court-house steps they were
met by drawn swords and fixed
bayonets of a guard of two captains
and five soldiers and the open doors
of the court-house revealed a body
of troops within the building, ready
to fire.
The jurists, with Chief Justice Ward at the head, tried to pass,
but the bayonets were there for use,
not play, and they penetrated the
jurists'

Ward

sense of duty to his country

ber of the Continental Congress at
Philadelphia, but was prevented by
health from taking his seat in that

ill

:

body.
In 1791, he

you might plunge them

tional

House

remain

was

elected to the Naof Representatives, to
1795.

His gavel

one

my

heart; but while that heart

I

duty; when

of

of little con-

Philadelphia, and his portrait
hangs on its walls in company with
other heroes of his beloved country.

beats

will

opposed to

it,

do

my

my
life is

until

treasures

the

if you will take away your
bayonets and give me some position
where I can be heard by my fellowcitizens and not by the leaders alone,
who have deceived and deluded you,
I will speak, but not otherwise."
The muskets were dropped, and

in 1751.

Active in the interest of state and

country throughout his life, notwithstanding much ill health, he
succumbed to a second stroke of
of October,
paralysis, on the 27th

people.

1800.

The

closing

Worcester, the motto given by Sena-

scription on

tor Hoar, carved in stone, "Obedience
to Law is Liberty."
It was well to write on the tomb of

close this sketch:
"Long will his

and

Independence

Artemas Ward married Sarah Trowgranddaughter of Reverend
Increase Mather and great-granddaughter of Reverend John Cotton,

he was not able to prevent it, and
today you may read on this spot at

General,

is

bridge,

the chief justice, in the dignity of
triumphant law, ascended the steps,
and for two hours addressed the
He stayed the trouble, if

Patriot,

in

Hall,

sequence;

this

ac-

the town of Shrewsbury and, in 1785,
was speaker of the house.
In 1779, he was appointed a mem-

would*, be heard, but he indignantly
refused their demand to put his remarks in writing. Then came the
beat of the drum and a command for
Never flinchthe soldiers to charge.
looked them
their
commander
old
ing,
full in the face, and spoke words to
"I do not value your
this effect:
into

and

countability to his God."
In 1777, Ward was elected by the
House of Representatives, a member
of the Executive Council of the State
of Massachusetts, and by the Council,
For sixteen
president of that board.
years he was a representative from

coat-fronts.
Chief Justice
told the men their complaints

bayonets;

<$rn?ral

among

the

Religion."

Judge,

507

his

words

tomb

of the inare fitting to

memory be

friends

of

precious
Liberty and

BIRTHPLACE OF AN EARLY AMERICAN STATESMAN-Marcy

m

chusetts, built
1733-It
1 SI 2, Governor of

Homestead at Southbridge. Massawas here that William Learned Marcy was born in
1786, becoming a lieutenant in
New York. United States Senator, Secretary of War during war with Mexico and

-Photograph

OLD COLONIAL HOUSES
,n

m

IN

is

now

NEW

in possession of Mr. Charles L.

ENGLAND-Angel. Homestead

Newhall of Southbridge, Massachusetts

at Southbridge. Massachusetts, built

days of Amencan repubhc-It was occupied by the first
Baptist minister and it was here that George
founder of the Soc.ety for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, was born in 1828-Ptotogra,*
collects of homesteads of founders of nation of Mr. Charles
L. Newhall of Southbridge Massachus,,,,
first
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women

the brilliant
Colonial

ton,

sixth

in

settled

Ports-

mouth, Rhode Island,
April 28, 1638, and by maternal
descent
from his
brother George. She

was

also descended

governors of Rhode
Island:
John Coggeshall, President of
the Colony,
1647;

John S. Coggeshall,
Second Deputy Gov-

Lawton, of

Colony, 1650, Deputy Governor, 1666,
Governor, 1672-74,
and John Easton,
Deputy Governor,
1674-76, Governor,
et

1790,

years of age,

it

as

to

"Newport, well
and regularly built,
contained a numerous

population,

whose happiness was
indicated by its prosBRILLIANT
Mary

(Polly)

WOMEN

IN

EARLY AMERICA

Lawton, of Newport, Rhode Island, a

leader of Military Society during the

American Revolution
Miniature

1790 Now in l',wes*ii.n
Mr. Georite P. Lawti.n. ,>f New York
l.v

James Peale

in

handsome

was about thirty
and a wife and mother,
is

them

make

Quaker maid.

she

which miniature

with

impossible
to
eliminate
her,
much notice must
this
be taken of

sequitur.

when

York-

an officer of Rochambeau's army,
and as Polly Lawton is so mingled

ing Governor, 1690;
Nicholas
Easton,
President
of
the

1690,

New

gur,

ernor, 1686-90, Act-

She was the daughter of Robert Lawof
ton,
Newport,
Rhode Island, and
Mercy Easton, his
wife.
The accompanying miniature
was
painted
by
James Peale, of
in
Philadelphia,

a Srpublir
fflollrrtimm

only satisfactory account of the social
life of Newport at the time it was
occupied by our own
forces, and those of
our
the
allies,
French, under Rochambeau, that has
is
consurvived,
tained in the memoirs following, written by Count de Se-

from the following
'*>

frnm griualr

romp bourn

At the time the following sketch
was written she was about twelve
years younger, a maiden and very
beautiful.
So far as is known, the

descent

at

tttlfru

City.

from Thomas Lawton,

who

lliat Ijatip

lags

of George P.

America
was Mary (Polly) Lawof

(grrat

tb.p

<if

offered

It
perity.
delightful

circles

composed

of

en-

modand of

lightened and
est

women,

men,
whose

talents

heightened their personal attractions.
All the

in the possession
569

French

officers

who knew them

rtllrant

Wnmnt

names and beauty of Miss
Champlain.thetwo Misses Hunter, an<l
of several others.
Like the remainder
of my companions, I rendered them
the homage to which they were justly
entitled; but my longest visits were
paid to an old man, very silent, who
very seldom bared his thoughts, and

'that I quit all I hold dear, and it is
to defend your liberty that I come
to fight the English.'
'The English,'
she rejoined, 'have done thee no

recollect the

harm, and wherefore shouldest thou
care about our liberty?
We ought
never to interfere in other people's
business, unless to reconcile them
together, and prevent the effusion of
blood.'
'But,' said I, 'my King has
ordered me to come here and engage

never bared his head.
His gravity
and monosyllabic conversation announced at first sight that he was a
It must be confessed, that,
Quaker.
in spite of all veneration I felt for his
virtues, our first interview would
probably have been our last had I
not seen the door of the drawingroom suddenly opened, and a being
which resembled a nymph rather than
a woman enter the apartment.
So
much beauty, so much simplicity,
so

much

elegance,

and

so

his

enemies and your

own

then, orders thee to do a
thing which is unjust, inhuman and
contrary to what thy God ordereth.
Thou shouldst obey thy God, and
disobey thy King, for he is a king to

"Thy King,

I
am
preserve, and not destroy.
sure that thy wife, if she have a good

heart,

is

my

of

opinion.'
reply to that Angel?
For, in truth, I was tempted to believe that she was a celestial being.

much

"What

modesty were, perhaps, never before
combined in the same person. It was
Polly Lawton, the daughter of my
Her gown was white
grave Quaker.
like herself, while her ample muslin
neckerchief, and the envious cambric
of her cap, which scarcely allowed me
to see her light colored hair; and the
modest attire, in short, of a pious
virgin, seemed vainly to endeavor to
conceal the most graceful figure and
the most beautiful form imaginable.
Her eyes seem to reflect, as in a
mirror, the meekness and purity of
her mind and the goodness of her
heart; she received us with an open
ingenuity which delighted me, and
the use of the familiar word "thou,"
which the rules of her sect prescribed,

could

I

it is that if I had not then
been married and happy, I should,
while coming to defend the liberty of
the Americans, have lost my own at

Certain

...

the feet of Polly Lawton
As
the ladies of Newport had acquired
strong claims on our gratitude, by
the kind reception with which they
had honored us, we resolved to give

them

a magnificent ball and supper.
Ddsoteux took upon himself, assisted
by Vauban, to make the necessary
preparations for the ball and supper,
while we went about the town distrib-

uting
fete

our

invitations.
This little
of the prettiest I have

was one

ever witnessed.

gave to our new acquaintance the
appearance of an old friendship.
"In our conversation she excited

my

Amwiran Hrpnhltr

in icarly

It

was adorned by

beauty, and cordiality presided over
the reception and entertainment of
the guests; but Polly Lawton could
not be present, and I cannot deny
that the circumstance occasionally
cast a gloom over my spirits."

by the candor, full of
her questions:
of
'Thou
originality,
hast, then,' she said, 'neither wife nor
children in Europe, since thou leavest
surprise

Polly Lawton thus became one of
the social leaders of the early American
republic and finally became the wife
of John Bringhurst of Philadelphia.

thy country, and comest so far, to
engage in that cruel occupation, war?'
'But it is for your welfare,' I replied,
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INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Member

of Editorial Staff of the Indianapolis Star

remarkable document

was

^i
I

recently

discovered

Seville, Spain, in the
archives of the Spanish

in
I

government, more than a
century after it was written.
It is an interesting
contribution to the historical records
America.
It proves that more
than; a__ hundred years ago, when the

of

American

republic

was

struggling

through its reconstruction period,
an actual interest was being taken in
the conservation of the natural resources of this vast continent.
This
record is of especial value now when
the national government is so vitally
concerned in the preservation of the
vast forests of the continent.
This historical manuscript, now recorded in these pages, has laid for
years in the archives of the Madrid
Botanical Gardens, and finally found
its way to historic old Seville.
Here
it was discovered
by the eminent

Spanish

scholar,

Don

Jose

Lopez Ceperos, and despite

EARLY EXPERIMENTS

Maria

of the founders of

its

great
value as a rare antique, he sent it to
the distinguished jurist, Judge James
B. Black of Indianapolis, Indiana,

from

whom

it

is

now

the nation.

No

interesting are those that evidence the public-spirited efforts of
such men as the author of this docu-

ment

given public

has been the pleasure of

IRRIGATION

less

William Tatham, "a traveler

in Spain."

The record

exhibit.
It

IN

Crude drawing by William Tatham in 1796 for encouraging a vast agricultural empire in America

for these pages is by
Nicholas, a member of the
editorial staff of the Indianapolis Star.

THE

JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY

to

present many rare historical documents proving the patriotic services

Miss

Anna

The

original

is

still

in possession of

Judge Black, Indianapolis.
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ciently with the subject of the flora
of his native land as to
voluntarily
go to some pains to recommend to

these days the agricultural department of our
government sends its botanists over the earth to its

the managers of the Botanic Gardens
at Madrid, Spain, a list of plants which
they might add to their establishment.
In 1796, a time so soon after the
Revolutionary War that Americans
of this generation picture their ancestors as ardently engaged at home
in building up their own new nation,

remotest parts in search
of new plants and vege-

tables wherewith to increase the already rich list of farm
and garden products of the United
States.
The science of forestry, too,
is a special
study in government de-

one William Tatham, American, was
a traveller in Spain, with leisure

partments and in universities, while
gardens and arboretums,
under both public and private ausbotanic

some of them extensive
character, show the widespread
pices,

terest that is being

and

enough to give his attention to things
other than his immediate personal
affairs.
He does not appear to have
been a scientific botanist, but he
must have had considerable botanic
knowledge as well as a keen liking for
plant life, and must also have been a
close observer of the plants of his own
He seems also to have
country.
extended this interest to the plants of
the Madrid Gardens.
It is probable,
judging by his reference to his kind
reception, that he was a man of
some distinction, or that he came
with influential letters of introduction to the Madrid authorities.
Feeling this interest in plants, and, ob-

in
in-

taken in plants

trees.

is a
comparatively recent
development, however, so far as this
country is concerned. Government
research work in this line has been
carried on in a systematic and scientific way only for a few
years, and
even now the nature of the work
being done is appreciated by but few.
It is not strange that
general in-

All this

terest concerning the vegetable
products of the earth has not been felt
by Americans. They have been too

viously, with

developing their country in
other directions, and the harvest of
grains and fruits and vegetables,
familiar to all farmers, has been so
profuse that they have not felt it
essential to study the product of other
lands in order to vary or enrich their
output.
Trees, too, have seemed,
until lately, so inexhaustible a resource that they have been studied
only by the exceptional few as a
wonder and glory of nature, none of
whose species or varieties should be
allowed to die out.
In view of the tardy
development
of interest in these matters
among
Americans, it is rather surprising to
learn that more than one hundred

busy

abundant

leisure

on

his

he addressed to the proper
authorities a carefully prepared communication in his own neat handwriting in which he set down many interesting things concerning the plants
of his country, or rather of the
Southern States, with which he was
hands,

most familiar.
The manuscript,
which consists of sixty 6 by 8 inch
pages, is arranged in booklet form
and the introductory page runs thus:

A

few Hints and Remarks for the Use

of the Officers, Physicians and Students
of his M. C. Majesty's Botanic Garden at
Madrid intended to introduce a Botanical

correspondence with the principal Botanists
of the United States of N. America,
thereby
exchanging good offices for the benefit of

Mankind

years ago an American citizen, travelling abroad, concerned himself suffi-

general;

and
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the

in

and

to

laudable

Science of Botany in
add to the very extensive

collection

of

His

M.

C.

Majesty in particular, the numerous productions of the several American States
which appear to have been hitherto

I feel a singular pleasure in finding your
Excellency at the head of one of his
Majesty's useful public institutions, The
Botanic Garden at this place, to the prosperity of which I trust, tho' a stranger, I
may be permitted to contribute such a
mite as results from many years' rambles
in the flowery Woods of the United States
of North America.
A slight acquaintance
with most things which they contain, by
their vulgar appellations, however, is all
my botanical knowledge, not having had
an oportunity of scientific Instruction
thro' a regular series of study, or becoming conversant in the Terms of Art.
It is perhaps much to be lamented in the
World of Science that Travellers who,
in themselves, are the most common and
indeed the most convenient vehicle for
transporting knowledge from one country
to another (and thereby disseminating
universal good) are too generally attentive to a mere temporary amusement and
pass lightly over what they observe as a
ship thro' the sea, without leaving any
trace behind; were each to deposit in
public Libraries or among the studious
only short notes of their comparative
remarks, I conceive it would have a happy
tendency to enlighten the human mind, to
promote universal emulation and industry,
and cherish the duties of brotherly love
and attention throughout the great family

omitted.

Humbly submitted

to

their

reflection

by William Tatham, a Traveller from the
United States now
Madrid, 10th June 1796.
said

The communication

sojourning

is

in

addressed as

follows:

To His Excellency The

Principe de la
Consejero de Estado;
Primero Secretario de Estado y del DesProtector de la Real
pacho, &c, &c, &c.
Accademia de las Nobles Artes, y de los
Reales Gabinete de Historia Natural,
Jardin Botanico, Laboratorio Chimico y
Observatores Astocuamico, &c, &c, &c.

&c, &c, &c.

Paz,

SIR:

The manuscript that
quaint

a mixture

follows

is

so

formality and

of

simplicity and at the same time presents so interesting a glimpse of the

not wholly accurate
that existed at that time concerning
our botanical wealth, that a complete
transcript of the pages seems worth
In copying them, the capiwhile.
talization and spelling are followed
exactly, but not the punctuation, the

knowledge

of

reflections will fully appologize for
noticing that amongst the vast accumulation which has been gathered together at
immense pains and expense from every
quarter of the Globe I perceive very few
from a country which may be considered,
in toto, to be one of the most abundant of
nature's Gardens; for I think it may be
said with safety there are thousands of
productions in the vegetable world which
are not yet transplanted to Madrid.
Certainly it would be a very inviting
object to procure them for an institution
so adequate to their cultivation for in the
United States I have not knowledge of
any public establishment to this end,
unless the Gardens of the Philadelphia
Hospital, and the Professorship in the
several seminaries of Learning where this
study is encouraged is considered so.

author having neglected this to some
extent, rather through carelessness
than lack of knowledge, it would
seem however, for his penmanship
and vocabulary show that he was a

man

of intelligence and education.
Occasional lapses in his literary construction indicate that he was not a
practiced writer, but he makes his

He
notwithstanding.
at times uncertain of his spelling.

meaning
is

He

;

clear,

writes

:

Friendly, polite reception and
attention with which your Excellency has
been pleased to honor me since my arrival
in Spain calls for my warmest gratitude
and stimulates an inclination in my breast

The very

to

apply

my

leisure

moments

in

The present professor of Botanic and
Natural History in the University of
Pennsylvania, Benjamin Smith Barton,
M. D. (a gentleman known in the world of

this

innocent and useful
pursuits in which their present Majesties,
thro' their own practice and encouragement, are so bright an example and
Patron.

Kingdom

to

Mankind.

The

those

letters at

an early period), resides

delphia,

the

present

metropolis

in Phila-

of

the

United States, and is, I believe, also professor of Chemistry to the same university.
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HISTORIC DOCUMENT RECENTLY FOUND IN SPAIN

Manuscript of a petition written to the Botanic Garden at Madrid \,\- William Tatham, a Virginian, travelling
abroad, who, in 1796, undertook to interest Old World Scientists in the
natural resources of the Western Continent

Original manuscript discovered

by Don Jose Maria Lopez Cepero of Seville, Spain
Judge James B. Black of Indianapolis

in possession of

Now
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of Mr. Jef erson (the late minister
is
said to have paid much
attention to this study; and his situation
is very favorable to it.
In Dinwiddie County, in Virginia, Dr.
James Greenway (a correspondent of
Linnaeus's) has a very considerable collection of preserv'd plants, according to
the Linnaean method, and as his Country
residence is very favorable, I dare say his
Gardens contain many things worth notice.

This gentleman's very extraordinary Talents, experience,

render'd

useful

Daughter

and application might be
in

correspondence;

in

or

perhapsjn laying a foundation for correspondent Gardens in Philadelphia, for
which I should think the Gardens of the
Pennsylvania Hospital would be convenient,

with such additional vegetations as

might be,.necessary to reciprocate an exchange of plants across the Atlantic
Ocean and, from my acquaintance with
Doctor Barton, I am persuaded that
nothing more will be requisite to call his
attention to the subject than to signify the
;

In North Carolina, where the Feild of
Botany is very copious, particularly in
the Family of Ippecacuanas and other

medical plants, the varieties of sensitives,

collective wish of those concern'd in the
direction of His Majesty's establishment
here.
similar foundation in New York, on
account of its nearness to the sea and
facility of communication by water towards
the Lakes of Canada and their interior
parts, would very probably lead to a
numerous nondescripts
knowledge of
vegetation,
(among the infiniter classes of
r
and in that city
Jay,
Livingston,

abundant species of the Laurus, Magnolias, and Ever Greens of various kinds,
I think it would be
easy to call the atten-

A

M

M

r.

M

.

tion of practicing Physicians to the subject.
I do not recolect any collection in this way,
either public or private, or any Gentleman
whose turn has lead him to this study. I
will not, however, neglect to notice one

on the Border of South Carolina upon the
River Pee Dee General Henry William
Harrington, a Gentleman of liberal education, a great farmer, and possessed of an
estate and inclination which wants nothing
but a request to render every service which
those parts afford towards an accumulation to be wished for by Every Friend of
Science and Humanity.

.

Thomas Stoughtpn,

Harrison,

Esquire,

and others who have been in Spam &
speak the language would (I doubt not)
cheerfully contribute their attention.
In the Southern States, where
knowledge more particularly extends, I
know of no public, although there are some

my

At Charleston, in South Carolina, I
r
believe the Gardens of a
Watson, in the
suburbs of the City, contain most productions of that Climate; at least they are said
to be the best repository for collections of
native productions intended for exportation.
In Georgia there seems to be so great a
similarity to the productions of Florida
that It perhaps may not be an object to
trouble the People of that Country.
In the mountainous parts of the Country

few private, Botanic collections; and private
Gentlemen who are particularly fond of
this study and whose circumstances and
rural

residence

are

favorable

to

M

the

pursuit.

In the County of Gloucester, upon York
River in Virginia, a M r Clayton (some
years past) was eminent in this line, and
published a work (I think) entitled Flora
Whether his Gardens are conVirginica.
tinued by his descendants I can not tell.
In the County of Elizabeth City, in
(near Newport's News upon
Virginia
James River) the late Mr. Cary (one of the
Judges of the General Court of that Commonwealth) is said to have established
the best Botanic Garden which has been
known in that country; I understand this
to be continued in prosperity by his son
.

should suppose the Moravian establishin North Carolina would be the best
centre for collections; and I am persuaded
that the attention of that society would be
cheerfully employ'd, particularly of Frangotte Bagge, Esquire, their merchant, who
is a great Philanthropist and has considerable influence in all their Towns.
In most parts of all the Southern States
I

possesses (with the estate) a similar

disposition.

The conveniency
interior

communication,
eligible spot for

of

of Affluent Fortune reside on
in rural Retirement and
ease, a sufficient number are not wanting
thro' every part of the Country, who possess
compleat leisure and Literary Knowledge,
for the general cultivation of this Science
the pursuit was once set in motion
if

I am positive
inclination of the proprietor would not
wanting to give every possible aid.

their

its

would render it a most
making a collection, and

advantages

where Men

of this situ-

ation to the Sea Port of Norfolk, and

an
be

is

own Farms

by example or an application to
them; and I am persuaded that the dignity and high standing of His M. C.
Majesty's Botanic Society at Madrid

Upon the same River, about one hundred
farther up the country, Thomas
Randolph, Esquire, of Varina, who was

either

miles

educated in Scotland and

.

ments

,

who

France)

married to a
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which I am speaking, it is greatly to be
lamented that many valuable natural
productions have perish'd for want of
Scientific attention, as thro' the wantonness and ignorance o the first settlers of

would give a tone to the undertaking of
very considerable consequence to the World
and to the Friendly intercourse of the two
Countries, if they should think proper to

make this short sketch the Basis of a
printed Circular Letter to the respective
Gentlemen herein named and many others
in the United States for whose favorable
reception thereof I dare venture to pledge
myself as an acquaintance in habits of

New

Countries.
In the Animal Kingdom the destruction of the Buffaloes (of recent date) is a
stricking Instance in the Population of
Kentucky; & it is not improbable that the
Huge Bones which we now discover there,
of an animal which (with us) is a non-

Intimacy with most of them.
On the Waters of the Mississippi, extending into Several States, I will take the
liberty of mentioning my Friends:
The Hon George Turner, one of the
Judges of the United States, Territory
NC
"~West of Ohio River.
Robert Alexander, Esquire, of Woodford
County, Kentucky.
Hon 1 James White, M. D. & member of
Congress from Nashville, (Cumberland R)
Territory S. West of Ohio R.
Arthur Campbell, Esq r
Washington
County, upon Holston R. of the Tennessee,

descript, may be traces of a similar state
of barbarity in those who have preceded
us some centuries past.
In the more immediate scope of our
enquiry I at this moment reccolect two
solitary Instances which have escaped the
devastation of time past: The one, a
vast productive Species of pulse accidentally preserved upon a Rock in the Rapids
of James River, which is known to David

1

Ross, Esq r whose canal commences at
the other, a most beautiful standard
shrub, which, from its rich luxuriant
Flower, / term The Golden Honeysuckle,
and which I have seen in no other Country
but the neighborhood of Abingdon, in the

.

Virginia.

Who

are

all of

them men

,

it;

of Learning

and Assiduity, who would meet the aid
of most Persons in their respective Countries as well on account of their own

County of Washington, in Virginia, on a
branch of the River Tennessee & which
alone, and with the addition of a great
variety of Larch Trees on Indian Creek
near Wautauga River (at no great distance
from thence and navigable for boats to
New Orleans) I hold to be worth a voyage
across the Atlantic Ocean.
Conscious, however, how much your
Excellency's time must be occupied with
the various and mighty employments
which his M. C. Majesty has confided to
yotir care, I would not be supposed to
intrude these sheets upon your personal
If
reading.
they are only examined
officially in the department to which they

standing as a general disposition to give
a knowledge of their productions to the
World; and who can frequently find oportunities of transmitting to New Orleans,
the result of their respective endeavours.
On my own Part, it remains but to
add that in every thing wherein I can be

,

usefull I am
ready to be commanded;
which, together with a small appendix
containing a few further intimations that
may lead to experiments and new researches, is all I have at present the power
of contributing.
I reccolect, nevertheless, at this instant,
that there may be a propriety in suggesting that Botanists sent from hence by his
M. C. Majesty thro' the principal Rivers
of Pennsylvania.Virginia and North Carolina would, I doubt not, meet every

&

aid in^the Eastern

collecting

and transporting

hospitable attention

Country

in

Ammra

are especially consignable and Mankind
should reap ever so small an advantage

I shall be fully satisfied; & if
they should casually come into your Excellency's hands at a future leisure hour
it will be a surpless of gratification to believe Your Excellency will receive them as
a proof that a stranger whom you are
pleased to think well of has applied his
time in more ways than one for the service
for Country where he is sensible of singular
honors and hospitality.
I have the honor to be Y'r Excellency's
Obb't Servt

from them

thro' the Atlantic Sea Ports" the productions which they might find in the respective Waters.
And, as all these Routes
lead them into the Western Country upon
Waters of the Mississippi which become
navigable for Canoes in a short distance
from their respective sources, they would
readily engage the assistance of woodsmen

to accompany them to New Orleans and
experience the same Friendly reception on
the route. Thro' this method many new
discoveries would be made in the wide
Feild of Philosophy; &, in the Country of

WM. TATHAM.
MADRID, June 10th, 1796.

The appendix
refers is
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to which Mr. Tatham
an alphabetical list of plants

iflntmrttt Hratttlg 3Fotm&

and

trees, their character

and

stepped into the same error which I once
did myself, it may be well to note my
expression on this head.
In October, 1782, I was shipwrecked on
the Jersey Coast and landed on a desert
Island about five miles from the main land.
The bleakness of our situation, added to
the violence of the Fatigue, gave me as
severe an Ague as I ever I experienced,
altho' I have had that complaint several
Times, both in Europe and America.
On my reaching the main land in a
canoe, I landed at the house of one Ludlam, on Cape May, in a violent Fever.
The man, who was a plain Farmer, made

refer-

ences, indicating that he had access
to certain botanical authorities and

drew upon them,
wholly upon his
He heads it:

not

depending

own knowledge.

A

CATALOGUE OP BOTANIC PRODUCTIONS
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
His M. CATHOLIC MAJESTY'S DOMINION
OP E. & W. FLORIDA.
IN

A

specimen page only

is

here given

more would probably not be of
Mr. Tatham's own
general interest.
as

but

nexed sketch.

As I was, notwithstanding my determination, somewhat averse to taking his
r
usual doze [dose]
Ludlam gave me
but one Tea Cup full of the decoction of
this Root about the strength and appearance of moderate Coffee, just as the fit
came on, and covered me up in a warm
bed, telling me that if this did not operate
(as he was doubtful, I had not taken it
strong enough for my case) I might repeat
it next day at the same appearance of
the cold fit, and it certainly would cure

M

to have had an
especial interest in the medicinal
qualities of plants, and follows his
little

dis-

sertation on the virtues of the verbena,
to:-

accompanying it with a crude wash
drawing, showing two varieties of
the plant.

o

He

me

writes:

.

effectually.

This first doze threw me into a gentle
slumber and profuse sweat, which continued until some hours after night came
on.
My Fever abated, but I felt much
weaken'd. The next day I made a stronger
decoction from the same Root, and took
a Tea Cup & a half full, covering myself
as before in Bed on the approach of the
me
In a short time it
Fit.
and sweated me
severely
gently, which compleated the cure agreeable to M r Ludlam's prediction.

The two annexed sketches of Verbena,
vulgarly called Vervein, are, I suppose, the
r
kinds which
Cutler mentions in the
Columbian Magazine for May, 1787, as
being used very successfully in the same
disorders which prevailed in the American
Army. I have, in some other place, also,
met with a recommendation of vervein
for same complaint but I do not exactly
reccolect where or what; but as I observe
from the species that is recommended that
Gentleman must have made a mistake and

M

and told me it
a remedy that

if I would breakfast with him
the next morning and stay till my fit
came on he would undertake to cure me
immediately.
The severity of the Fever induced me to
enquire more about the Person whose
simple appearance bespoke no very extensive medical knowledge.
However,
being satisfied with his character and
assured that he had cured many cases of
long standing, I was determined to risk
his experiment, altho' he was as unable
to account for any certain operation as
describe the qualities of the medicine.
Observing that he only stepped out of
his house for one single Root, and seeing
where he threw the Tops of the plant I
took care to examine it, and found it to
be the (Verbena) Vervian, No. 1 in the an-

Tatham seems

appendix with a

my

disorder,
late to administer

night, but

raspberries, dew berries, to Virginia.
For his purposes however that of
directing the managers of the Madrid
Gardens where to find the products
his instructions were sufficient, and
his inaccuracies unimportant and not
open to criticism.

classified

little of

was too

information is apparently confined to
the geographical location of the plants,
and is presumably accurate as far as
it goes, but he limits many plants to
certain regions of the South which
are now known to have a much wider
The sugar maple, for example,
field.
he limits to the upper waters of the
Mississippi, the black walnut and
the honey locust to the Southern
States, the lobelia, lupine, vervein,
wild gooseberries, blackberries, black

Mr.

ttt

.

...

.
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I had a relapse sometime in the (then
approaching) winter. I then took a pint
& a half (English measure) of the decoction
aforesaid, which cured me at a doze with
a milder operation.
On my return southwardly to the place
from whence I had sailed, & thence to
Carolina, an overseer of Col. Davies, near
Halifax, being in a very low state of Health
with the Ague and without any medical
assistance, I determined to relieve him
with this remedy; but, unfortunately for
the Patient, I mistook the blue blossomed
species for the White, having stumbled
upon it in a state nearly resembling the
other, and not knowing that there were
more than one of this Family, I attributed
the difference which I percieved either to
the soil or climate or perhaps both.
On administering the decoction as
aforesaid, I removed the Ague but increas'd
the Fever Violently, and the operation appeared to be very different from my former

I
attributed this change
experience.
either to the weakness of the doze or
effect of the weather, thinking that so

many

degrees Southing might produce such
effect as to destroy the properties of
the medicine; and the next day I repeated
the doze stronger, which threw the patient
into a delerium, accompanied with an
excessive Fever that was likely to prove
his end.
I do not exactly reccolect how
he got over it, but I believe he was relieved

an

by

bleeding.

It is obvious from this ingenuous
account that Mr. Tatham was rather
more deeply interested in the plant
than in the patient, and his subse-

quent investigations showing him that
were numerous varieties of
vervein, he devotes several pages to a
there

detailed description of the blue

and

white blossomed plants intended to
serve as an accurate guide to those
persons in search of a cure for ague.
Mr. Tatham does not say that he
ever possessed a garden of his own,
but he had evidently interested himself in one in a practical
way, for he
considers an experiment tried by him
in the watering of plants of sufficient
importance to set forth for the benefit
of the Spanish Botanic Gardens.
He
says:

Some years ago I was led from observation on the common methods of watering
in a hot season, by overflowing or the use
of a pot, to consider the principles of operation upon plants in a vegitative state.
I observed that when this method was
used about Sun down it had generally a
good effect, but not allways; but if used
in the midday heat or morning it generally
caused the earth to parch, or perhaps in
some instances in standing water scalded
the. Juices and checked the progress of
vegitation until an anihilation of the vital
substance was effected.
I believe from
my remarks on the culture of Maize or Indian corn (Zea Mays)
that in all seasons a continual working of
the ground is a more certain mode of
ensuring the crop than any ill-timed mode

However, I was satisfied
be some mode of watering
better than any which I had yet seen, to
supply the place of Rain thro' a dry seaof watering.
their might

son.
I view'd the plants in vegitation
with an anatomical eye, and supposed that
the perfect state of these. must be that
which held a due proportion of solid and
fluid substance; hence to surcharge or
diminish either of the component requisites must tend to injure that original
purity in which the subject was first
created.
Now as the Author of Universal
existence had limited, immoveable laws
or rules of Action to vegitative progression as certainly as to human conduct,
and made the system in this case dependent upon the earth for its immediate nutri-

ment

thro"

culty was
prived of

its

when
its

various stages, the diffithe earth itself was de-

nutritious humidity

by an

extraordinary drowth in hot weather how
the evil was so to be remedied as to have
the fluid supply graduated to the successive demands of vegitation without subjecting the earth to be parched or the plant
to be scalded with standing Water.
To effect this I had recourse to an exI twisted a conductor or Sciperiment.
phon (gently) of Cotton Candlewick proportioned to the size of the plant, and had
singled out two mellpn vines, the one considerably more flourishing than the other,
in nearly the same soil and convenient to
each other. I made my experiment on
the one which was in a declining state,
thus:
I elevated a pot of water above the
plant so as to command the Fountain
Principle covering it to prevent exhalation
thro' the vehemence of the sun.
Having
first dipped my cotton sciphon in the
water until it was sufficiently wet, I tied
a small stone to one end of it, which I
dropped into the pot of water, passing

Vv-"j

SS

the other end gently around the root of
the vine into the earth by scratching the
mold lightly & covering it up again as
before.
In a short time the Earth became
moist a few inches round the Root, in
which state it continued thro' the heat of
the day without parching. The Sciphon
supplies what the plant demands (& no
more) being proportioned to that end; a
cool succession takes place, and in a few
days the declining vine becomes nourishing and outgrows its neighbor.
I have repeatedly tried this experiment
with success, and think the plan capable
of extension by having Troughs to contain water the length of a bed in a Garden.

Probably

this

plan

of

The farmer said that his custom
was to tap a tree with an ax "in the
same way that Terpentine Trees are
tapped," and in reply to the inquiry
as to whether the boring of sugar
holes would not be better, answered:
"No, because the Tree will become

watery, sobbed and soured around
the Hole and it is allways weeping.
When this happens cut and pare the
tree until you come at Fresh Wood."
This bit of information will hardly
be accepted by twentieth century
owners of "sugar orchards," who use
the auger exclusively, and regard incisions with the ax, as a means of
draining the sap, to be a mutilation
of the tree.
Other information offered is that
the common maple presumably the

watering

as old as the art of gardening.
Certainly it has long been practiced in many forms and in many
places, and seems to be known to all

plants

is

gardeners; but Mr. Tatham evidently
considered it original with him and no

variety ordinarily known as "soft"
a sugar "feint- tasted and indifferent"; that the white walnut
(butternut) has a similar quality,

doubt took great satisfaction in giving it to the world by way of the
Madrid Gardens. His accompanying drawing suggests a gourd rather
than the "mellon" vine it is intended
to represent, but the "Sciphon" idea
is illustrated with sufficient accuracy.
He is considerably impressed with
the desirability of our sugar maple

makes

its sugar always retains a bitter
taste; that at the "worst stages of

but

tapping"

that

is,

when

the sap

is

losing its saccharine quality it, the
maple sap, "will make Melasses fit
for immediate use, and wax; but this
Melasses has the defect of turning

tree for importation and, as a sort of
afterthought to his original paper

sour in a short time, which is not the
case with the Melasses that is drained
from the Sugar."
Mr. Tatham also learned that maple
sugar is "more harmless" than that

presents a variety of information concerning it in the form of a conversation with a Kentucky friend one
Mr. Givens a talk which took place
in 1793, and of which he had presumably taken notes at the time.
This farmer related that his children
had made in one year 1000 pounds of

made from

cane; for, "any quantity
be eaten by a child or other person without producing sickness, which
the other kind does in a violent deThis view will hardly find
gree."
general acceptance nowadays, but it
is very possible that the maple sugar
of commerce more than a century
after Mr. Tatham wrote would not
prove a fair test.
The few remaining pages of Mr.

may

sugar from between eighty and ninety
In answer to the question,
"What quantity will a tree yield in a
good day?" the farmer replied with
what to most readers of this day will
seem a degree of vagueness, but
trees.

which was probably sufficiently clear
to
Kentucky understanding even

Tatham' s manuscript are given up to

"It will run off as much sugar
water as a small still would run in

then:

descriptions of several plants as
hydrangea, quercif olia, annona pymea.

distilling liquors."
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How much use was made of the
suggestions offered in the production
by the authorities of the gardens at
Madrid there is nothing now to show.
The excellent state of preservation of
the manuscript indicates that it was
never extensively handled or referred
to and there is a probability that it
was respectfully received and as
respectfully retired to a place among
Nor is
archives seldom examined.
there record of its history or where-

he studied the Indians, and wrote
about them, but his chief interest
throughout his life was plainly with
agricultural development, for among
the several manuscripts written by
him is included one entitled Communications on the Agriculture and
Commerce of the United States.
There is also a Historical and Practical Essay on the Culture and Commerce of Tobacco.
He was evidently a man of ideas in advance of
his time, being a pioneer in the promotion of irrigation, several of his
old manuscripts relating to canals
and waterways, one being called
National
another The
Irrigation,
Political Economy of Inland Navigation, Irrigation and Drainage.

abouts for a hundred years.
Mr. Tatham's seed may have fallen
upon stony ground so far as Spain is
concerned, but at least he demonstrated his good will.

he

may have hoped

And, whatever
as a result of his

he assuredly never dreamed
words would be read in his
own land more than a hundred years
later
in cities and states, too, which
had no existence when he wrote, and
regions of which he had but a vague
offering,
that his

How much his writings had to do
in influencing the canal building movement of the first half of the nineteenth
century can not now be said, nor can
it be told whether his ideas on irrigation were the remote beginning of
the great irrigation schemes, of whose
extent he could not have dreamed,

geographical knowledge.

William Tatham was born in EngWhen he came to
1752.
America is not stated, but he was educated as an engineer, presumably in
the land of his birth. He came to Virginia, however, in time to serve in the
Revolutionary War, and was colonel
of a Virginia cavalry regiment.
He
studied law and was admitted to the
bar, in 1784, and removed to North
Carolina, where he founded the settlement of Lumberton and became a

land, in

member

Am? rtra

now under way, and which we are
wont to flatter ourselves are wholly
of modern inception; but it is not
improbable that such is the case.
It is sad to read that this active-

minded

j

and

public-spirited citizen
did not find life happy to the end,
and that he closed his career by suicide while holding his office at the

Richmond

arsenal, throwing himself
moment of its

before a cannon at the

the State Legislature.
Evidently he did not find the practice
of law satisfactory or remunerative,
and returned to his first profession,
of

discharge.
It is well to be reminded

now and

then of the forgotten pioneers and
It is not unlikely that
their services.
something even now may be learned
from the investigations of William

for, in 1801, he became superintendent of the London docks. He was in
Europe, in 1796, the date of the
manuscript described. In 1805, he
returned to the United States, and
becoming poor in his old age, was,
in 1817, given the office of military
storekeeper in the Richmond arsenal.
During his earlier years in the country

Tatham, whose quaint old manuscript, drifted back across the seas,
after a hundred years, to Indianapolis,
Indiana, a city not in existence when
serving to bring him to
mind to the present generation.

he died,
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New York Bar Author o Investigation into the "Political War Between Pennsylvania and
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of the

record of investigation into the original ownership of a territory
that is now one of the richest, in natural resources, of the commonwealths of the United States, is a valuable contribution to American
historical literature.
In it can be traced evidences of private greed,
the avarice of a corporation, and the trampling disregard of individual rights to property by a neighboring state.
In this narrative
there also looms the figure of a rugged, strong-willed pioneer of
New England, Ethan Allen, the patriot of the American Revolution, and leader
of the "Green Mountain Boys."
It is now the pleasure of this historical repository to record the results of
Mr. Lay's researches into the famous dispute between the state of New York,
and the inhabitants of a territory, rich in its marble quarries and farm lands
and forests, the state of Vermont.
This dispute waged long and furious, and only ceased when the call to arms
sounded through the colonies. Throughout the American Revolution, the
"Green Mountain Boys" carried the flag of the nation shoulder to shoulder with
the citizens of New York. The leading figure in the boundary dispute, Ethan
While engaged on a
Allen, covered himself with glory at Fort Ticonderoga.
the
he
was
into
mission
captured and carried to
enemy's country,
dangerous
England, to be later paroled and returned to America.
The dispute between the states was resumed after the war, and waged even
more fiercely. Finally, the government of the new republic called the dispute
But
into Congress, andiCongress decided against the "Green Mountain Boys."
the settlers would not yield, and the "war" continued for a number of years.
Finally, an amicable adjustment was made, and out of the "Land War" grew
the great commonwealth of Vermont. At Montpelier an heroic statue of this
American patriot, Ethan Allen, has been erected.
This investigation enters both into the legal and historical aspect of the old
"Land War." It is, moreover, documentary evidence of the methods by which
the states decided their dominion. The old maps that are now reproduced are
EDITOR
interesting studies in the development of American communities.

^ERMONT struggled into existence through a double
revolution. The early inhabitants of the state revolted against the province of New York, to

which the territory had
been annexed by the arbitrary will
of the King, and they united with
their brethren of the other colonies
armed resistance to the demands of the mother country.
in their

On July 3, 1741, King George II
created the province of New Hamp-

shire and appointed Benning Wentworth her first governor. The grant

of the

was

indefinite,

that the actual settlers from various
parts of New England, who cleared
lands, erected dwellings and mills,
opened roads, and established schools
and churches, numbered several thousand. These charters were the socalled
"New Hampshire Grants."
Dr. Mitchell's map, published in Lon-

Q]

of their rights.
The charter to the township of Paulet is a fair example of the others,
granting 23,040 acres, divided into
sixty-eight equal shares, and reserving to Wentworth, himself, a tract of
500 acres, and one share or about 338
acres to each of the following:
For

the

propagation

of

the

gospel

in

foreign parts, for a glebe (or portion of
endowed land) for the Church of

England, for the

and

between Connecticut and New York
was fixed about twenty miles east of
Hudson River.
Massachusetts also
claimed that her western bounds extended to a

shire for one hundred and
thirty
townships of sixty proprietors each
between the Connecticut River and
Lake Champlain, and it is estimated

don, in 1753, was relied upon by the
New Hampshire people as evidence

the
northern and southern boundaries
each extending west, "till it meets
with our other Governments."
New York claimed the land from
the Connecticut River to the Delaware, under the charter to the Duke
of York, but the charter was silent
as to how far north her
territory
extended.
This broad claim of New York met
with such opposition from Connecticut that by agreement, in 1664, the line
territory

Wentworth continued to create townships and, prior to 1764, issued
charters under the seal of New Hamp-

first settled minister,
for the benefit of the school in

the town.

The
were

fees charged for each charter
about one hundred dollars.

The wholesale granting of these charters created some excitement in New

line

twenty miles east of
Hudson River, but her dispute with
New York on this line was not settled

York.

On

the 28th of December, 1763, a
proclamation was issued by Lieutenant- Governor Cadwalader Golden, declaring the Connecticut River to be
the east boundary of the province of
New York, requiring and commanding all judges and other civil officers
to exercise jurisdiction as far as the
banks of the Connecticut, and enjoining the High Sheriff of Albany to
return the names of all persons who
held possession of land west of the

until 1773.

Governor Wentworth assumed that
legally extend
her western boundary to the same
line
claimed by Connecticut and

New Hampshire might

Massachusetts, and, in 1749, granted
the township of Bennington six miles
square, situated six miles north of
the Massachusetts line and
twentyfour miles east of the Hudson River.
In spite of the protests of New York,
582
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New York over the territory, but
the royal governors of New York
construed the order as completely
annulling the New Hampshire Grants,
and exercised their power by grant-

Connecticut River, that they might
be proceeded against according to

of

law.

On

the 13th of March, 1764, GovWentworth issued a counter
proclamation, in which he declared:
ernor

immense tracts of land, already
covered by Wentworth's charters,
without any sort of regard to the
ing

Nothing can be more evident than that
legally extend the
west boundary as far as the Massachusetts
claim reaches, and she claims no more,
but New York pretends to claim even to
the banks of the Connecticut River, although she never laid out or settled one
town in that part of his Majesty's lands
since she existed as a government.

New Hampshire may

"Many of
rights of actual settlers.
the lands," says Bancroft, "for which
the King had received the price and
which were already occupied and
cultivated, were granted in the King's
name anew, and the former purchasers were compelled to redeem them

In the same year Lieutenant-Governor Golden complained to the London Board of Trade of the grant of
160 townships of six miles square, by
Governor Wentworth, and declared
that "a man, in appearance no better
than a pedlar, has lately travelled

or take the risk of eviction."

fv.

through

New

hawking and

trifling

The New Hampshire settlers were
urged to surrender their charters and
take out new ones at exorbitant prices.
Some of the townships secured new
charters, but the majority perempThe
torily refused to take them.
of
New
York,
governors
provincial
improved the opportunity to pocket
The governgreat fees for the lands.

Hampshire

or, secretary, clerk of the council,
auditor, attorney-general and sur-

Jersey and this province
selling the pretended

rights of 30 townships
consideration."
The people of the New

on

Grants complained that the governors
of

New York made

free

veyor-general divided fees ranging
from $4 to $31 for every thousand
acres, and the total cost of a charter
for a township was from two to
three thousand dollars.
So loud were the complaints of the
New Hampshire people, that the
King, on the 24th of July, 1767,
issued an order forbidding the gov-

grants of

territory already occupied by settlers,
to the soldiers of the French and
Indian War, who sold them to speculators for a song, and issued other
charters to themselves and other
high officials in the government.
New York then applied for a settle-

ment

of the dispute to the

1764,

King

who on the 20th of
made the following order:

Council,

in

ernor of the province from making
any grants whatsoever of any part
of the lands in dispute, until his
Majesty's further pleasure was made

July,

His Majesty doth accordingly hereby
order and declare the western banks of
the River Connecticut, from where it enters
the Province iof; Massachusetts Bay as far
North as the 45th Degree of Northern
latitude to be the boundary line between
the said provinces of New Hampshire

known.
This order was evaded and openly
being too

violated, the temptation
great to be resisted.

offender

was

land, of

which

The

chief

Lieutenant-Governor
Golden, who, in a little over a year
to
1770,
October,
granted
prior
acres of
over
for
550,000
patents

and New York.

This decision of the King was regarded by the New Hampshire people
as merely extending the jurisdiction
583

his share of the fees

amoua Houttlmrg iiaput? l^ttu^tt States
amounted

to over seventeen

ment

officials

but

us fight against them in the
and surely we shall be stronger
than they." (I Kings xx, 23).
Numerous ejectment suits were

thousand

dollars, while the six other

govern-

pocketed over thirty-

four thousand dollars more.
The result of these conflicting
grants was a long and bitter contest,

afterwards brought in Albany, all
resulting in judgments for the New
York patentees. In fact, the people
of New Hampshire paid no attention
to the suits and judgments, but resisted very sharply every attempt to
execute the writs of dispossession.

involving arrest of settlers and counter-arrests

of

civil

officers

of

New

York, outrages without number, proclamations offering rewards for the
apprehension of offenders, ejectment
suits, sheriff's writs of execution, and
the employment of the posse comitatus,
but the men of the New Hampshire

These hardy and rough pioneers,

who had

paid for their land once,
organized themselves under the lead
of Ethan Allen, Seth Warner and
Remember Baker, and prevented the
execution of the writs, and drove off
the sheriff and his officers with threats
of violence.
In some cases, they
applied what they called "the Beech
Seal," by whipping the sheriffs and
their deputies with beech rods.
Ethan Allen in one of his pamphlets, describing the defense of the

Grants triumphed by force of their
invincible spirit.

the New Hampshire setEthan Allen was the most conspicuous figure. He was absolutely
fearless, brimful of energy and passion, and gifted with a power of in-

Among

tlers,

vective

unequalled

among men

of

his time.

He attended one of the earliest
ejectment trials at Albany, as agent
for a New Hampshire settler, who
was sued for trespass. The Court
promptly decided in favor of the New
York title, rejecting all evidence of
the New Hampshire Grants. When
the trial was over, Attorney-General

Green Mountain Boys against their
used this picturesque language
enemies,
:

"seized their magistrates and
emissaries and in fine all those, their
abettors, which dared to venture
upon the contested lands, and chastised them with the whips of the
wilderness, the growth of the land

They

Kempe and James Duane, who appeared for the New York claimants,
urged Allen to go home and advise
his people to make the best terms
possible with the New York patentees,
"because," as they said, "might often
makes
yji

r/L

let

plain

which they coveted."
Again, in characterizing the punishment meted out to the New York
officers, the phrase was turned to
"castigating them with the twigs of

right."

the wilderness."
This was literally done, and the
offenders were furnished with a certificate under the hand of the leaders,
giving them immunity from further
punishment as long as they behaved
themselves.

Allen replied: "The gods of the
valleys are not the gods of the hills,"

and when asked what he meant,
if they would come to the
Green Hills, he would make it plain.
The allusion was scriptural, for it was
the advice of the servants of the King
said, that

The advantage was not always on

of Syrja, after his defeat by the children of Israel, in these words:

the side of the Green Mountain Boys,
for Allen tells of the capture of Remember Baker, in these graphic

"Their gods are the gods of the hills.
Therefore, they were stronger than we

words

;

684
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to-

This

wicked,

inhuman,

most barbar-

for two hours, to the intense amusement of the spectators and his deep

ous, infamous, cruel, villainous and thievish act was perpetrated, committed and
carried into execution by one John Monro,

mortification.

The people

a reputed Justice of the Peace, with a

number

of ruffians, his neighbors.

Baker

all

burst a board from the gable end of the
house and leaped to the ground, when part
of the ruffians were ordered to set on him
a large, spiteful, wilful and very malicious
dog, educated and brought up agreeable
to their own forms and customs, who
being like those other servants of the devil
at that time all obedience, seized the said
Baker, and being instantly joined by those,
his cruel partners, bound and pinioned
him so fast that he was unable to use or
make even the least resistance.

lands, the attacks

and

sheriffs

officers

represented the New York claimants in the ejectment suits, and ten
pounds for John Kempe, the attorneygeneral, declaring that these persons
"have by their menaces and threats
greatly disturbed the public Peace
and Repose of the honest Peasants of
Bennington, and the settlements to
the Northward, which peasants are
now and ever have been in the Peace
of God and the King," and character-

who

disturbed by the contention of the
To one, the name of
parties.
Yorkers was given the other assumed
that of Vermonters.
"For seven years," says he, "their
treatment of each other would have
delighted two Indian tribes on the
warpath. Their history during this
time is a shameful record of wanton
attacks and reprisals, of ambuscades
laid in the dead of night, of murder,
arson and bloodshed."
One, Doctor Samuel Adams, a partisan of New York, who had announced his intention of defending
himself against the attacks of the
Vermonters, was seized and taken to

two

;

izing Duane
disturbers."

and Kempe as "common

Allen inspired genuine fear among
the sympathizers with the New York
adherents, for one of them wrote to
the governor urging him to take most

measures

speedy

for

their

relief,

"foi otherwise," said the writer, "our

persons and property must be at the

"Green Mountain Tavern," in Bennington, where he was arraigned before the committee, and as a punishment, introduced to a novel pillory.

disposal

more

of

to be

Ethan

Allen,

which

is

dreaded than death with all

its terrors."

government was not
with proclamations for the
arrest of the ringleaders, but passed,
in March, 1774, an act which indicated the desperation of the New

The

At the

old signpost at the tavern,
twenty-five feet high, surmounted by
a stuffed catamount with its jaws

provincial

satisfied

extended towards Albany, apparently
breathing out threats and slaughter

York

Yorkers, Adams was tied to
a chair and hoisted to the top of the

authorities.

This act provided that three or
more persons who should assemble
and fail to disperse on command of a

all

post,

upon the

were so successful, and
the disorders were so frequent, that
Governor Tryon offered a bounty of
one hundred and fifty pounds for
Ethan Allen, and fifty pounds for
Seth Warner, Remember Baker, Robert Cochrane and others.
Allen, Baker and Cochrane retaliated by offering a reward of fifteen
pounds for James Duane, the lawyer

Baker was, however, rescued more
dead than alive by his friends and
neighbors, and the posse put to flight.
McMaster says that the peace was

to

resisted so vigorously

attempts to oust them from their

where he remained suspended
585
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justice,

sheriff,

Those bloody
lawposterity.
givers know we are necessitated to oppose
their execution of law, where it points
directly at our property, or give up the

or coroner of Char-

.

lotte and Albany Counties, should
suffer twelve months imprisonment.
The Act singled out Ethan Allen,

vanus Brown and John Smith for
special punishment, providing that
unless they surrendered themselves
within seventy days after publication of the command for surrender,
they should be adjudged to be con-

.

victed and attainted of felony, and

.

But our modern Dracos determine

should suffer death without benefit

their's verified in blood.

we

of clergy.

shall,

more than

They

three,

to have
well know

nay more than

as

three times three hundred, assemble together,
if need be, to maintain our common cause,
till his Majesty determines who shall be
and remain the owners of the land in con-

tending parties.

test.
'Wilt not thou possess that which
Chemoth, thy God, giveth thee to possess?
So will we possess that which the Lord
our God (and King) giveth us to possess.

This was without any process or
trial

by

jury.

The law was known

the "Bloody Law," and caused
intense excitement, and widened still
more the breach between the con-

The stalwart outlaws united

in

1

an

These intrepid outlaws gave notice
that if the magistrates, sheriffs and
coroners should presume to appre-

address, evidently written by Allen,
filled with the most violent invective.
They declared that if the New York

patentees quieted the

hend them, they were resolved "to
immediate death on whomsoever may attempt the same," and

New Hampshire

inflict

settlers in their possessions, and suspended criminal prosecution against
them as rioters, they would be orderly
and submissive subjects to government, "but," they added, "be it

known

to

that

despotic fraternity

issued the challenge in these impassioned words
:

But

the governmental authority of
will judge in their own case and
act in opposition to that of Great Britain
and insist upon killing us, to take possession of our 'vineyards,' come on, we are
ready for a game of scalping with them;
for our martial spirits glow with bitter

of

property

They continued

if

New York

law makers and law breakers, that we
will not be fooled or frighted out of our
"
in similar strain:

indignation

And inasmuch

the malignity of
their disposition towards us hath flamed
to an immeasurable and murderous degree,
they have, in their new fangled laws so
calculated them as to correspond with
the depravidness of their minds and
morals in them laws, they have exhibited
their genuine pictures.
The emblems of
their insatiable, avaricious, overbearing,
inhuman, barbarous and blood guiltiness
of

disposition

and intention

is

and

consummate

fury,

to

blast their infernal projections.

as

Allen characterized this act of the
provincial government as "replete
with malicious turpitude."

At the opening of the Revolutionary War the men of New Hampshire
manfully stood by the American cause.
They resisted the opening of a royal
court of the province on the 13th of
March, 1775, at Westminster. A

therein

portrayed in that transparent image of
themselves, which cannot fail to be a blot
and an infamous reproach to them, to
586
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same; but there is one thing is matter of
consolation to us, viz: that printed sentences of death will not kill us when we
are at a distance; and if the executioners
approach us, they will be as likely to fall
victims to death as we; and that person or
country of persons are cowards indeed,
if they cannot as manfully
fight for their
liberty, property and life, as villains can
do to deprive them thereof.
Draco, the Athenian law-giver, caused a
number of laws to be written in blood.

Seth Warner, Remember Baker, Robert Cochrane, Peleg Sunderland, Syl-

f,Qr

.

When the minute-men at Lexington "fired the shot heard round the
world," the opening of the struggle
"almost distracted them."
What would be their future if the
crown suppressed the revolt? What
could they expect if the colonies established their independence? They faced
the crisis with courage, and deter-

Green MounBoys held the court-house all
day and refused to allow the New
York justice and sheriff to open court.
At night, the sheriff with his officers at-

body

of eighty or ninety

tain

tacked the people in the court-house,
and two of the defenders, William
French and Daniel Houghton, were
mortally wounded. The sheriff then
arrested many of those who resisted
his authority.
Before the next morn-

mined

ing, at least five hundred people of
the grants assembled and put the
judge, the sheriff and his officers
under arrest, and the authority of
the court was overthrown.
The death of William French and
Daniel Houghton aroused the people
to united and heroic action. A committee of the major part of the people
on the east of the Green Mountains
met at Westminister on the llth

of April,
resolution

1775,

and adopted

expressing the hope that they might
"thereby annihilate the old quarrel
with the government of New York,
by swallowing it up in the general
conflict for liberty."
In the midst of the clash of

arms
between the colonies and the mother
country, the territorial dispute was
lost sight of.

In May, 1775, Ethan Allen organized a force of Green Mountain Boys,
acting in concert with Connecticut

this

men under

:

may

in America.

The Green Mountain Boys,

of the people of
Grants into an

New Hampshire

that it be
the convention of New
consulting with General
in the army to be raised
America, those called
Boys, under such officers

independent state was characteristic
of these rude men of the hills, who
had thus thrown off the yoke of New
York, and who were "free and unconnected with any state or body
politic, a people between the heavens

Mountain Boys

((~)D

the earth as free as is possible to
conceive any people to be."

recommended

to

York, that they,
Schuyler,

employ

for the defence of

Green

Mountain

as the said Green

shall choose.

The government

and

</"\

after

daring exploit at Fort Ticonderoga, were recognized by Congress
on June 23, 1775, in these words:

the

be secured.

The organization
the

Benedict Arnold, attacked

and captured Fort Ticonderoga, which
made the name of Ethan Allen famous

Voted that it is the duty of said inhabitants as predicated on the eternal and
immutable law of self preservation to
wholly renounce and resist the administration of the government of New York, till
such time as the lives and property of those
inhabitants

to protect their frontiers from
by the armies of the King

invasion

of the people

was

through town meetings
and "Committees of Safety." Honorable Edward Swift Isham, of Chicago, in his admirable address beorganized

besides, New Englandmostly emigrants from Connecticut, saturated with the ideas of freedom and popular government, and
bound together even more closely by
their masterful struggle with New
York.

They were,

ers,

Vermont Historical Society
on November 2, 1898, said:
fore the

In a state of isolation there was maintained a system of independent govern-

ment,
587

rigid, orderly, efficient

and perfectly

It involved a civil adminissatisfactory.
tration of law and of internal police, and

the

ment

levying, maintenance and
in war of a military force.

Thomas

first

gov-

Vermont, wrote that the
Vermonters "had lived in a state of
independence from their first settlement,

ernor

,o

Chittenden, the

employ-

of

governing themselves until that state
government was formed, in 1777, by
committees and conventions."
The question was, whether they
should "consent to associate with
New York in the cause of America,"
or should act by themselves.
They took the latter course and
promulgated a declaration of independence at a convention held at
Westminister on the 15th of January,
1777, in which they declared as
follows

This

Hampshire Grants cannot be

the

name

of

New

Ethan, then only thirty-five years of

was elected secretary.
The Vermont Constitution

age,

con-

tains a declaration of rights and a
plan or frame of government modeled
to a great extent after the Constitution of Pennsylvania, which was
adopted in September, 1776. As
stated by the late Edward J. Phelps
in his oration at the dedication of
the Bennington Battle Monument in

.

Vermont, August

19, 1891, the

Con-

and
"displays
elevation of view, a profound sagacan independence of thought,
ity,
a

stitution

and a sublime

faith,

breadth

not reasonably

to be looked for in such an assembly."
It had some original and striking
It contains, after recital
features.
of the grants of the lands by Ben-

Connecticut.

Wentworth,
ning
statement

At a convention held in June, 1777,
name was changed to Vermont.
petition was then forwarded to

this

significant

:

the

A

justified

to be recognized as an independent
state and to have her delegates admitted to seats in Congress, be
dismissed."
At a convention held on July 2,
1777, at Windsor, a constitution was
adopted. In March, 1778, Thomas
Chittenden was elected governor, and
Ira Allen, the youngest brother of

.

.

a

among

by the example of the United Colonies
nor by any act or resolution of ConThat the petition of Vermont
gress.

.

.

to

referred

reported,

in their declaration of independence

we will at all times hereafter
consider ourselves as a free and independent state, capable of regulating our internal police in all and every respect whatsoever.
Furthermore, we declare
by all the ties which are held sacred among
men, that we will firmly stand by and
support one another in this, our declaration of a State and endeavoring
to suppress unlawful routs and disturbances
whatever. Also we will endeavor to secure to every individual his life, peace and
property against all invaders.
And lastly, we hereby declare that we
are at all times ready, in conjunction with
our Brethern in the United States of
America, to do our full proportion in
maintaining and supporting the just war
against the tyrannical invasions of the
ministerial fleets and armies, as well as
any other foreign enemies, sent with express purpose to murder our fellow brethern and with fire and sword to ravage our
defenseless country.
The said state hereafter to be called by
.

was

which

other things, "that Congress would
not recommend or countenance anything injurious to the rights and
jurisdictions of the several communities herein represented.
"That the inhabitants of the New

:

.

petition

committee

Whereas
den

of

the

late

New York

Lt. Governor Colwith others did, in

violation of the tenth command, covet those
very lands, and by a false representation
made to the Court of Great Britain in the

Congress praying for the recognition
of Vermont as an independent state,
and that delegates might be admitted
to seats in that body.

obtained jurisdiction
year 1764
of those very identical lands ex parte.
.
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The

given by divine inspiration
profess the protestant religion.

the Declaration
a prohibition
in
these
words
against slavery

of

first article of

Rights

contained

:

That

all

This provision was abrogated by
to the Constitution in
1793.
Religious freedom and worship were, however, guaranteed to
all men, by the declaration that no
authority can "in any case interfere
with or in any manner, control the
rights of conscience in the free exer-

amendment

men

independent,

are born equally free and
and have certain natural,
unalienable rights, amongst

inherent, and
which are the enjoying and defending life,
and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety; therefore no
male person born in this country, or
brought from over sea, ought to be holden
by law, to serve any person as a servant,
slave, or apprentice, after he arrives to the
age of twenty-one years, nor female in
like manner, after she arrives to the age of
eighteen years, unless they are bound by
their own consent, after they arrive to
such age, or bound by law for the payment
of debts, damages, fines, costs, or the

cise of religious

worship."
was conferred upon
all men of full age, "of a
quiet and
peaceable behavior," who should take
the freemen's oath that "whenever
called to give my vote or suffrage,
touching any matter that concerns
the State of Vermont, I will do it so
as in my conscience I shall judge will
most conduce to the good of the same,
as established by the Constitution,
without fear of favor of any man."
At the time of the adoption of the
Constitution, Ethan Allen was in

The

like.

In the frame of government,

offices

of profit are forbidden as follows

:

As every freeman, to preserve his
Independence (if without a sufficient Estate) ought to have some Profession,
Calling, Trade or farm, whereby he may
honestly subsist, there can be no necessity
nor use in establishing offices of
for,
Profit, the usual Effects of which are
Dependence

and

Servility

unbecoming

May

I

3,

prisoner

1778.
His experiences as a
are related in his usual

trenchant and graphic style in his
"Narrative of his Captivity."

New York having great influence
in Congress for many years obstructed
Vermont in her efforts to secure admission into the Union.

In May, 1779, the delegates of New
York appealed to Congress to declare
that no part of any state should be
permitted to separate itself from and
become independent thereof, without

religious test to

representatives in the Assembly, in
the form of an oath to be taken as
follows

franchise

captivity in England, having been
taken prisoner in his campaign against
Montreal.
He remained in the hands
of the British until exchanged on

freemen, in the Possessors or Expectants;
Faction, Contention, Corruption and Disorder among the People.
But if any man
is called into public service, to the prejudice of his private affairs, he has a right
to a reasonable Compensation; and whenever an office, through increase of fees, or
otherwise, become so profitable as to
occasion many to apply for it, the Profits
ought to be lessened by the Legislature.

There was also a

and own and

:

do believe in one God, the Creator

the express consent of such state,
and to require the inhabitants of
"the pretended state of Vermont to
return peaceably to their former

and Governor of the Universe, the rewarder of the good and punisher of the
And I do acknowledge the scripwicked.
ture of the old and new Testament to be
889
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O

jurisdictions" the states of

New York

confiscated the lands of the "Yorkers"
exercise civil and

and New Hampshire.

On

the

and continued to

military authority over such of the
inhabitants as professed allegiance
to the state of New York.
Congress declared these acts to be
"highly unwarrantable and subversive of the peace and welfare of the

first of

June, 1779, Congress
appointed a committee "to repair to
and confer with the inhabitants of
the district, known by the name of
the New Hampshire Grants, and enquire why they refuse to continue
citizens of the states which formerly
exercised jurisdiction over them, and
take every prudent measure to promote an amicable settlement of all
differences,

United

and report to Congress."

The committee, however,

and

solemnly

re-

in Congress, they will proceed to
hear and examine into and finally
determine the differences in the
mode prescribed by the Articles of
Confederation.
In the treatment by the New York
Legislature of Charles Phelps, agent

failed to

"repair to and confer with" the Ver-

monters, and in September, 1779,
another effort was made in Congress to
It was then
deal with the question.
recommended to the states of New
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay and
New York, forthwith, to pass laws
authorizing Congress to hear and
determine all differences relative to
boundaries and jurisdiction under the
Articles of Confederation.
Congress
pledged its faith to carry into execution and support its decision in the
premises, and fixed the first of February, 1780, as the day for hearing
and determination of "the disputes

of New York, appointed to visit and
obtain action by Congress in respect
to Vermont, we have another instance of the ingratitude of Republics!
Phelps, in a letter to Governor
Clinton, read in the Assembly, February 14, 1780, and referred to a
committee, made application for a
further allowance of expenses of one
dollar and a half per day of the Spanish kind and his horse-hire, and "if
paid in Continental," he humbly

and

differences according to equity."
Congress also declared that it would

i

prayed "for an Equitable Equation as

violence committed
against the tenor, true intent and
meaning of the resolution as a breach
of the peace of the Confederacy, and
recommended to all the inhabitants of
the district to forbear from vexing
each other at law or otherwise and to
give as little occasion as possible for
the interposition of magistrates.
Little attention was paid to these
recommendations by the miniature
consider

States,"

solved that as soon as nine states,
exclusive of those who are parties to
the controversy, shall be represented

any

things

now are valued in merchandizes,

He charproduction, &c."
acterized the government of Vermont
as a "lawless and Treasonable prehand

tended Domination of such a Contumacious, most violent, Insulting,
headstrong and ferocious People of
Vermont Risen up in the woods among
the mountains, Snatching at the Helm
of Government, wrenching the Sacred
and awful Sceptre thereof out of the
Hands of those who were Lawfully
commissioned to wield it." He re;

republic, which proceeded to make
grants of lands and sales of estates,
declared by them to be forfeited, and

ferred to his "assiduity, zeal
90

and most

O

FIRST VILLAGES

AROUND MANHATTAN ISLAND

Van der Donck map of New Netherlands in 1656, showing the locations and quaint names of the
Indian and Dutch communities that centered about the village that was destined to become the great
metropolis of the Western World It is interesting to note that the Dutch then
controlled the domain in which now lie several powerful states and
which later became involved in the famous land wars

Fac-simile of the

Print In Collection of the

New York

Historical Society

this, and the people of
had been represented in
the legislature of New York since

engaged attention with the Constancy
and Elaborate application throughout
the whole Long series of that fatiguing
Journey all most three months."

knowledged

said

1764.

He complained

On September

that the state esteemed him but a worthless member
"in their granting me nothing but

session

was

held,

27, 1780, another
but the agents of

Vermont, Allen and Bradley, refused to attend, and the agents of
New Hampshire presented evidence
tending to show the territory known
as
New Hampshire Grants was
within the state of New Hampshire,
and therefore, the inhabitants thereof
had no right to a separate and inde-

"Intimating I
am the most Insignificant Subject or
the Least one of the most minute
members of the whole State, for no
doubt the Court would Give even a

my

tract

pocket expense."

Scavenger as much as his
Pocket Expense to do any drudgery

Common

for the State."

rejected his
without
declaring
ceremony,
petition

pendent jurisdiction.
The sudden and unexpected withdrawal of the agents of Vermont led

that he had been "amply allowed and
Paid for the services alluded to in
the Petition."

to the postponement of further consideration of the subject, and that
was the end of the quasi-judicial

The states of New York and New
Hampshire passed laws and duly com-

proceedings.

But the committee

some delay the inhabitants

of Ver-

also appointed agents.

cision of Congress.

On

the 19th of September, 1780, the
parties all appeared before Congress.

from Vermont

and Stephen R. Bradley
a
commission
under a seal,
presented
"in the instrument called the seal of
the State of Vermont." Peter Olcott
and Bezeleel Woodward presented

sides of the

Con-

necticut River.

delegates of New York, as
submitted
certain papers tendagents,
ing to prove that the land known by

The

the

name

of

the

You may ask further why Vermont is
made a party? The reason is this, that

New Hampshire

hearing, the candor and
moderation of Congress may be rescued
from Aspersions; and that these people,
after having been fully heard, may have
nothing to say or complain of, in case the

by being allowed a

Grants on the west side of the Connecticut River was within the limits
of the state of New York, that the
state

of

New Hampshire had

felt

John Jay, in his report to Governor
Clinton upon the resolution of Congress, revealed the plan to dismember Vermont and divide the spoils.
He wrote as follows under date of
September 25, 1779:

credentials as agents from towns in
the northern parts of the New Hamp-

on both

But the delegates

that the atmosphere was too hostile, and after taking copious notes of the proceedings,
and feeling the pulse of the representatives of the states, quietly withdrew,
leaving Congress without jurisdiction.

Ira Allen

shire Grants

real dis-

pute between the states of New York
and New Hampshire, and it was
only by making Vermont a party to
the proceedings that it was hoped
that she would be bound by the de-

plied with the resolutions of Congress,
and appointed agents, and after

mont

There was no

ac592
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EARLY STRUGGLES FOR POSSESSION OF THE LAND

IN

AMERICA

map of the British and French Dominions in 1755, showing the scenes of the Boundary
Disputes between New York in the building of the States of New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Jersey It will be noted in this
map the Indian villages are disappearing and the English

Fac-simile of the Mitchell

towns are in control of the rich domain

Print In Collection of tht

Ntw York

Historical

S*ity

amaua

decision

Hfomttibary lispitie Itetwimt

of Congress be against them,

evidence of New Hampshire when it
should be taken up by Congress, therefore, sent in their remonstrance to that
body and declined attending. Mr. Thompson, Secretary of Congress, called and
requested them to attend, which they
refused.
He then requested to know
what report he should return to Congress,
when he received the answer that while
Congress sat as a court of judicatory
authorized by the claiming states ex parte
and Vermont was not put on an equal
footing, they should not again darken the
doors of Congress.

of

which I have no doubt.

The following account of the proceedings by Ira Allen gives us clearly
the attitude of the delegates from
Vermont

:

Parts of two days were spent in hearing
the evidence submitted by New York to
show that the people on the New Hampshire Grants belonged to and of right were
under the authority and jurisdiction of
New York, and therefore had no right to
a separate jurisdiction; a day being assigned to hear the claim and evidence of
New Hampshire. During this time the
agents of Vermont retained minutes of
the proceedings of Congress and of the
evidence of New York that they might
the better be prepared to remonstrate
against them, as they had no idea of submitting the independence of Vermont to
the arbitrament of Congress or of objecting
in any way to the evidence adduced, however
irregular

or

provoking.

upon which the agents

of

It

that

was not until February 18, 1791,
Vermont was admitted to the

Union, but the dispute between

New

York and Vermont was settled in
October, 1790, by a treaty of cession
made by commissioners of New York
and Vermont, under acts of the legislatures of the states, whereby the
New York commissioners, in consideration of $30,000 to be paid by Vermont, ceded to the state of Vermont

The principles
Vermont went

were to remain quiet, let the business be
conducted as it would; the worse the more
advantage they would have in remon-

all the lands in dispute, together with
the islands in Lake Champlain lying
to the eastward of a fixed boundary

They concluded it not advisable to attend and hear the claim and
strating.

line.

=03
Uriifrn in iRmtkH of Auttriran
Original Manuscript dated at Fort Schuyler, January 10, 1781
I

Dfum
Warms

hear the
that

The

Soldiers

When

Beat with the Impulse

Brave heart for the sound

the Cannon Discharges his swift
Flying Ball

The air may be Cut and the hero may Fall
But the Maids Shall Lament when they
hear of the News
And the Heavens Shall weep with her
soft Falling Dews
The ages to Come Shall Convey his Fame

is

to arms
Leave you my Nelly and all the soft Tales
Of Love on the Mountains or Love in the
I

Vailes

For War is the Scene where true Glory is won

And Vallour
Renown
It

Down
And the World
nal Renown

the Virtue that Cloaths with

delights'me to

Remains

And wars

Then Let us to arms and Incounter the Foe
Beaming Glory and Conquest

Liquid thunders disport on the

Tis to Bright

Plains

We

The Lightnings that play and the thunders
that Roll

we go

Drive them from

shall

hill

Vaile and from Plaine
To Measure the Ocean and sail

With Lofty Conception Inrapture the Soul
The Cause which we Fight for Let no man
Disown
For we Fight for a Cause that will Cloath
with

Shall surround with Eter-

Rove where the thunders

The Gen

1

who Commands

and from

Back again
the Brave

is

Washington
With him we shall Vanquish and Rise to

Renown

Reknown
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CARTER

PETHR MINNESOTA

President of the South Dakota Society of the Sons of the American Revolution

investigation comes to the American people with an impelling
force at this time, when the Indian problems in the American
Southwest are demanding consideration. It proves the tremendous power of American civilization when it is once infused into
the blood of the red race. This is a narrative of a New England boy,
who was stolen by the Indians, reared in their tribes, and became
one of the leaders of the great Cherokee Nation. While he dis-

e

covered in his youth that he was a son of the white race, he became so thoroughly
enamored with his early life in the savage wilderness that his affections and

were wholly those of his captors, although his instincts and ideals reof his Anglo-Saxon inheritance.
He, therefore, remained with
led them into the pursuits of industry and thrift.
Through his
influence, they turned to education, and many of them came to the East to enter
institutions of learning, while others accumulated great wealth.
Through his marriage relations, he transfused the blood of the AngloSaxons into the mighty race of the Southwest, and today his descendants are
among the leaders of tribal life in Indian Territory, prominent in its politics and
This is probably the first historic-genealogical
in its economic development.
Its progeny are now
investigation of a powerful Indian lineage in America.
scattered throughout the country, and through this strange incident many of
the Indians of the territory are able to mark their lines of the descent through
New England ancestry, back to the "Mayflower."
The evidence now presented is from original documents in possession of President Theodore Carter, of the South Dakota Society of the
American Revolution, who, in his researches into his own genealogical
The narrative also rehas found this remarkable connection.
lines,
veals the life and experiences of the early emigrants to the American
West when they met the aborigine on the border-line of civilization. EDITOR
desires

mained those
his tribe and

f

^

v,

/()n
^~^ir
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close of the

hoarse winds as they rushed heavily
through the branches of the tall
their
trees around
dwelling was
often mingled with the tread and
growl of the wild beast and the wily
approach of the more ferocious and
deadly savage. And often, too, was
the stillness of the forest broken by

French

and Indian War (175463),

many

occurred
there
massacres of iso-

lated groups of frontier
settlers in their wilderness homes.
Among
these bloody scenes of devastation
was the annihilation of part of the
Carter family, which has been related by many historians, most of
whom disagree in facts.
There is in my possession a docu-

the expiring shriek of these lonely
emigrants, as they were struck down
on their own thresholds by the hands
of barbarians, whose work of death no
weakness or supplication could in the
Difficult it is to realize
least avert.
that amid these peaceful hills and

mentary statement that somewhat
differs from the common acceptance
of the location of the massacre, and
also as to the
at the time.

joyfully repose, scarce a century ago
And
such horrid scenes existed.

I

while

sent to

is

whose
citals,

have associated, and from
we have heard such rewho saw and participated in
lips

field County (Connecticut), where he
purchased and settled on the farm
now owned by Caleb Jones, Esquire,
where he resided for some years. But
as the tide of emigration was at the
time setting from New England to-

from

wards the pleasant and fertile valleys
of the Delaware and Susquehanna, in

savage cruelty to which the early
emigrants of our Western settlements
were exposed. With very few of the
comforts of life, and none of its
luxuries, they penetrated deep into
the dark and unbroken
forests,
erected their rude habitations, and
placed within their unembellished
walls their wives and little ones.
All
they possessed on earth thus inse-

Pennsylvania,

early

in

1763,

Mr.

with some of his hardy
neighbors, began to make preparaThe actions for removing thither.
counts which they had received of
that country had filled them with
Carter,

glowing anticipations, though they
were by no means unmindful of the
fact that the life of a pioneer was one
of hardship and peril.
Mr. Carter's

curely reposed in the bosom of solitude and dangers. The sound of the

family at this time consisted of six
596

PV

we

those scenes of suffering.
Soon after the French and Indian
War, Mr. Nathaniel Carter removed
from Killingworth to Cornwall in Litch-

the recital of

sufferings

dwelling,

such deeds of

whom we

Howard

Almost incredible
hardships and

securely

darkness, we scarce believe them
other than wild legends of romance.
But instances there are of those with

Williston Carter,
of Norfolk,
Connecticut, who, in
turn, sent them to me.

the

thus

listen to the recital of

while establishing the lineage of the
Oviatt family in America, and by

him

where now, cities and clustering
and a thousand hamlets so

villages

have
ascertained the exact location to be
on the Killam Farm, at Paupac,
Pike County, in Pennsylvania, on the
banks of the Wallenpaupac River,
which empties into the Lackawaxen,
and is about ten miles south of
Hawley, on the Erie Railroad.
The following historical facts were
gathered sometime about the year 1845
or 1846.
They were later discovered
by Mr. T. D. Oviatt, of Warren, Ohio,

and through careful research,

33*

vales,

number of settlers there
Through this document,

omanttc

Narrate

their view, and an agreeable interest
had associated itself with most of

Jemima, the oldest daughhaving a short time before been
married to Mr. Isaac Bates, of Warren,
Connecticut. The other children were
Nathan, Sarah, aged eleven years,
children

ter,

the objects which were embraced by
the little horizon, formed by the tall
and unbroken forests which stretched
away to an almost interminable
breadth around them.
One day, in the latter part of
September, when the inmates of this
little
settlement were occupied in
their usual pursuits, Mr. Carter, with

Elizabeth, eight, Nathaniel, six, and

an infant.

On a beautiful morning in the
spring of the same year, this family
(except the married daughter), together with two other families from
the same neighborhood, took up the
line of their journey for the land of
After
a
tedious
tour,
promise.
marked with the usual vicissitudes
and adventures of such a journey,
they arrived in safety at the forks
of the Delaware, where they remained
a short time, and ultimately settled
on the Lackawaxen Creek, in Wayne

and one or two others,
being engaged in building a house a
short distance in the woods, and the
his oldest son,

man whose business it was to act as
sentinel having gone a few rods out of
sight of the house to examine some
traps, the Indians, who had been
secretly watching for their prey,
uttered their savage war-whoop, and
rushed upon these defenceless women
and children. At this moment, Mrs.

County, Pennsylvania, about twelve
below the present town of
Bethany.
They advanced about
fifteen miles beyond any other white
settlement, cleared a small spot near
the bank of the stream, and erected a
miles

Carter and her daughter Elizabeth
were a few rods from the door, engaged in picking green corn for dinner.
Elizabeth, seeing them before the warwhoop was given, and knowing from
their appearance that they were
branded for war, turned to her mother
and gave the alarm, but her words
were scarcely uttered before she saw

building of logs, in which the three
families resided.
Here they passed a

few months in apparent security,
engaged in various employments to
improve the safety and comfort of
their

new

residence.

The

tall

darter 4laB0arr?

that beloved parent turn deadly pale,
and the next moment beheld the
tomahawk buried in her skull. The
Indians, twelve in number, then
rushed into the house, where were
the elder females, one of whom was
confined to the bed with illness; a
daughter of the same woman, aged
sixteen, who was also ill; the infant
daughter of Mr. Carter, and five
other children. One of the Indians
seized the infant and dashed its
brains out against the logs of the
house, and the two sick females were
instantly put to death with the tomahawk. The man who had gone to
examine the traps, hearing the shrieks
of the sufferers, hastened to their
defense, but had only time to discharge

trees

immediately before their dwelling
they had in part cleared away, and
some grain and garden vegetables
were growing hard by, while around
the doorway a few flowers, transplanted from their dear native New
England, were budding and blossoming adding variety and beauty to
the scene of their wilderness home.
While some were laboring, others
carried the musket and ammunition,
acting as sentinels, that they might
seasonably be apprised of any approaching danger. Every day seemed

more promising of future happiness
and security, and added something
The
to their little stock of comforts.
wild scenery had become familiar to
597

in ttyt

his gun once, before he received a death
blow from the hands of the assailants.
The Indians having selected such
of their captives as they supposed
could best endure the hardships of a
savage life, and taking the scalps of
those they had killed, and also the
clothing and utensils which they
thought would best suit their convenience, they set fire to the house,
and then hurried off to their encampment, a short distance from thence,
on the other side of the creek. The
captives were three children of Mr.
Carter (Sarah, Elizabeth and Nathaniel), Mrs. Duncan, and three children belonging to the other family.
At the encampment they found about
two hundred Indians, principally
warriors.
Several large fires were
burning, around which the Indians
began to regale themselves on roasted
corn and other refreshments, which
they had brought from the white
After having freely insettlement,
dulged themselves in exultations at

their recent successes,

proaching,

of her recent home, where she gave
to the most violent lamentations.

way

Though her cries were distinctly heard
at the encampment, she was not pursued until morning, when she was
retaken.
The Indians then commenced their
journey through the woods, carrying
their prisoners on horseback.
After
pursuing their route three days in a
westerly direction, they halted and
sent back a war party of about one
hundred. After five or six days, the
party returned with several scalps,
and the horror of the captives can
scarcely be imagined, when they discovered among the number those of
Mr. Carter and Mr. Duncan. These
men, on returning from their labors,
and seeing the desolation which the
Indians had made, repaired to the
nearest white settlement, and procured the aid of forty men, with
whom they returned for the cattle,
and with the faint hope of recovering
the captives. Just as they had gained
the vicinity of their recent home,
they were suddenly surprised by the
yell of these savages, and by the flight
of their arrows.
About half of Carmen (most of whom were
ter's
Dutch), instantly deserted, and left
their companions to fight out the
battle as best they could.
Yet,
though struggling against such fearful odds, these brave men stood their
ground till Carter found himself alone

and night ap-

they secured their cap-

tives with cords and stretched themselves on the ground around the fires.

Sarah, the oldest of the three children
of Mr. Carter, appeared perfectly distracted by the circumstances of her
situation.
She continued crying and
calling for her father to come and
rescue her.
The Indians several

times appeared determined to silence
her screams with the tomahawk. At
length, when they had become buried
in sleep Sarah obtained a small brand
from the fire, with which she barely
succeeded in burning the cord which
bound her to the savages, but leaving
her hands tied together. In this
situation, and surrounded by the
midnight darkness, she succeeded in
finding a canoe and loosening it from

besides
disabled.

all

or

him having been

He

killed

himself
behind a rock, and still kept up the
fire until struck down by the tomahawks of the enemy. Some four or
five of those wounded in the early
part of the engagement, succeeded in
crawling so far into the forest as to
elude the subsequent search of their
stationed

wily foes, and at length reached their
homes.
On the return of the Indian
warriors to the encampment (as was
afterwards stated by the captives),

which she reached
the opposite bank, and finally found
her way back to the smoking ruins
its

Mibblt

fastenings, in
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there was great lamentation and
mourning among the savages over
those of their number who had fallen
in the battle
more than half of the
one hundred being among the slain.
The Indians then recommenced
their march through the woods to
the residence of their nation. As

relatives.

nearly as the captives could recol-

long,

lect,

they travelled several days

where their Connecticut
friends, being apprised of their ranAlbany,

som, met them, and they soon had
the unspeakable gratification of once
visiting the home of their
nativity, and finding themselves surrounded by sympathizing friends and

more

over

dili-

Oviatt, of Richfield, Ohio. The
children of Mr. Carter's eldest daugh-

iel

ter,

Carter Bates, recently of
(Litchfield, Connecticut)
Nathaniel grew up among

aniel

town

farewell,

affectionate

conveyed

of
of

this

.

the

imbibed their habits, and
married one of their daughters. It
is a most remarkable circumstance,
that among the articles which the
Indians,

and Sarah were ransomed through

were

Bates,

Kent, Connecticut,
Warren, Connecticut, Deacon Nath-

for themselves.

him an

Jemima, were John Bates,
Isaac

the negotiation of Sir William Johnson.
But all efforts to obtain Nathaniel were unavailing.
No consideration would tempt the Indians to part
with him; and, strange as it may
appear, he had become so much
attached to them that he would not
His sisters,
consent to leave them.
final

their

was permanently impaired.
She died a few years since in Goshen,
Elizabeth was married
Connecticut.
to Mr. Benjamin Oviatt, 1 of Goshen,
and died in that town, in the autumn
of 1835. Among her children were the
late Lyman Oviatt, of Goshen, Heman
Oviatt, Esquire, of Hudson, Ohio,
distinguished as a liberal patron of
the college at that place, and Nathan-

Early in the spring they deserted
their winter quarters, and journeyed
towards the lakes; and after a tour
of several weeks, arrived in the vicinity of Fort Niagara, where Elizabeth

after bidding

very

long,

intellect

captives), having from the first been
a general favorite with the Indians,
was treated with comparative kindness and attention, and so much so that
the little white stranger soon ceased
to mourn his bereavements, and
joined heartily in the amusements
and pastimes which they devised for
the purpose of diverting him and

making sport

was

sad bereavement.
The reader who has followed thus
far our narrative, may feel an interest
to know something of the subsequent
Sarah Carhistory of the captives.
ter, from her ill-treatment and mental
never fully recovered.
sufferings,
Though she lived to an old age, her

scalps of their parents and friends,
separated from each other, did these
lonely captives spend the long and
tedious months of winter, in a state
of almost perfect starvation.
The
Indians would never go abroad to
obtain new supplies of food so long
as one morsel remained, and then
sometimes returned with little success.
Nathaniel (the youngest of the

S5

it

which they had passed, and

gently in a northwesterly direction,
and at length arrived at their place
of destination.
Here, in dark and
ornamented with the
filthy huts,

J*~fA

Yet

before they ceased to mourn
the dreadful scenes through

'Benjamin Oviatt, who married Elizabeth Carter, was my great-grandfather;
my father, Darius, being a son of Nathaniel Oviatt, of Richfield, Summit County,

Samuel Oviatt (born in 1741), who
appears was an older brother of Benjamin, was the progenitor of the Trumbull
County (Ohio) Oviatts. T. D. OVIATT,
Warren, Ohio, February 15, 1889.
Ohio.

it

and
to
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Indians carried away with the capwas a Bible, which they after-

tives

,o

wards gave to their young favorite.
He had previously learned to read,
and by means of this book, which he
kept to manhood, he ever retained that
knowledge. He died in the Cherokee
Nation, at the age of seventy.
Some years since, while the foreign
mission school was in operation at
3
Cornwall, Connecticut, Isaac Bates,
well known as a warm friend of the
school, received a letter from a missionary among the Indians, stating
that he sent on to be educated a halfbreed Indian of fine talent and exemplary piety, named Carter, expressing a wish that he would become
acquainted with him. An early acquaintance with the young man was

maturity he also married a member
of the tribe.
From this union there
was no issue. The date and place of
death of this ancestor is unknown.
Jane married Reuben Tyner, and was
the mother of six children: Jackson,
Nathaniel, Lee, Ruth, Delilah and
Eliza.
These children, as they grew
to manhood and womanhood, entered
into the matrimonial state, and reared

accordingly sought by Bates, and
greatly to his surprise and gratification, he discovered in him a son of
the long lost captive! The youth
remained at the school for a considerable time, frequently visiting his
relatives in this vicinity, and at

large families, many of whom are
still living in Indian
Territory, mostly
in the Cherokee Nation.
Two of the
descendants of this branch of the
family, Reuben Tyner, of Ringo,

Indian Territory, and Francis Hare,
Indian Territory, have
Creek,
copious notes on the genealogical
history of this Indian-English family.
David Carter, son of Nathaniel,
who passed his boyhood in a school in
Connecticut, was born in 1812, and
married Jane Riley, a half-Cherokee
Indian woman, in 1830. He held
many political offices in the councils
of the Nation, and as delegate to Con-

length, after completing his studies, he
returned to his native country with
a view of there preaching the gospel.

In an effort to establish his lineage

of

1

Thomas

Jefferson Carter, of Ardmore,
Indian Territory, gathered the following facts and succeeded in tracing
his descent back to the pioneer of

the family, Robert Carter,

moved from Connecticut

who

Wallenpaupac River during the masall but the children
The boy, Nathaniel, wandered through the wildernesses
with his savage companions, and
about the year 1806 married a fullblooded Cherokee woman, a member
of the tribe, who became the mother
of three children, Alexander, Jane
and David. Alexander remained with
the Indians and when he reached
sacre of his family,
before described.

re-

Pennsylvania in the spring of 1763, and
who met death upon the banks of the

gress for the tribe, and as Chief Justice of the Cherokee Nation, he served

to

South began, in 1861, he resigned
from the office of Chief Justice and
removed with his family to the
Chickasaw Nation where he remained

'Previous to this, the son, David, was
converted to Christianity at the Brainerd
Mission Station, which was on Missionary Ridge, near Chattanooga, Tennessee.
After attending the Cornwall (Connecticut), school for several years, he returned
to the Nation, where he earned high honors
in the Nation's councils, as Delegate to

until 1866, when he returned to his
former home at Tahlequah and was
again called upon to act in the capacity of Chief Justice, where he served

Congress, and as Chief Justice, in which
office

he died, January

6,

1867.

with honor.
When
between the North and the

his compatriots
hostilities

THEODORE

G. CARTER.

until his death,
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January

6,

1867.

He

-,0r

nmattttr

was the

Narrate of

father of the following chil-

Richard R., Alexander, Johnathan R., Benjamin W., Diana, Sarah,
Thomas Jefferson, Nanie, Tecumseh,
Osceola and Pocahontus.
Richard Carter, son of David, was
born about 1831, and married a halfbreed Cherokee, Nancy Coodey, about
the year 1854.
He was an agriculturist and stock raiser, but at the
beginning of the Civil War organized
an independent company of soldiers
of which he was elected captain, which
he continued to be until the end of
the war in 1865.
He then returned
to his former occupation at his old
home, where he died, December 6,
1869.
His children were J. Madison,
Jane, Nellie, and Richard (all of
dren:

whom
vo

are

now

dead).

Alexander Carter, son of David,
born about 1833, served in the Civil
War, from 1863 until the close of the
war, in the ranks of Company I,
First Cherokee Regiment.
He died
without issue, in 1875.
Johnathan R. Carter, son of David,
was born about 1835, and in 1857
married Sarah Rogers, a quarterbreed Cherokee. At the outbreak of
the war between the North and the
South he enlisted in Brewer's company of the Second Cherokee Regi-

ment

of the Confederate forces, and
He was
served throughout the war.
elected to the legislature of the Cherokee Nation several times. He died

without

f

^^

/

u'Ju

issue,

November

20, 1896.

Benjamin W. Carter, son of David,
was born January 5, 1837. He graduated from the Literary Department
of the Cherokee Male Seminary, in
In 1860, he married Nancy
a quarter-breed Cherokee.
Elliott,
In the following year he joined his
brother Richard's independent company, but in the autumn of the same
year he transferred to Company B,
In
First Regiment of Cherokees,
1858.

1863, he organized and was made cap-

I of the First RegiCherokees, and served the
Confederate cause throughout the

tain of

ment

Company

of

of war in this capacAfter the close of the war he
returned to the Cherokee Nation and
engaged in the mercantile and stock
business.
His first wife died, the

remaining years
ity.

mother

of one child, John Elliott
and Serena J. Guy, a quarterCherokee, became the second wife,

Carter,

November

1,

1866, and, in turn, the
David Carter. The

mother

of Charles

father,

Benjamin W.

Carter,

began

the practice of law in 1874, and in
1876, was elected County and Probate Clerk of Tishomingo County.

In 1878, he became Attorney-General
the Chickasaw Nation, and in
1880, was appointed District Judge,
to which he was again elected in 1884.
He resigned in 1887 and retired from
politics to continue the practice of his
In 1891, he was
his profession of law.
appointed on a commission to settle
the matter of the Leased District Land
(a dispute between the United States
of

Government and the Choctaw and
tribes of Indians)
He was

Chickasaw

.

afterwards sent to Washington, as atThe
torney, on the same mission.
next year he was elected Tax, or Permit Collector of Pickens County, which
position he held until his death, May
30, 1894, in Dallas, Texas.
Diana, daughter of David (born
1840; died February, 1872), married
W. P. Parrott, in 1861. She was the
mother of two daughters, Cynthia,
who married Dr. Dickson, and Serena,
who married F. F. McSpadden. Both

daughters are now living at Chelsea,
Indian Territory.
Sarah, daughter of David, was born
in 1842. She married Looney R. Gord,
'

in 1862,

and had two

children,

James

R. and Henry R. Gord, now living at
Claremore, Indian Territory.

Thomas

Jefferson Carter (the comof
these
records), son of David,
piler

was born January 20, 1844. Throughout the Civil War, he served in the
ranks of Company B, First Cherokee
Regiment, of the Confederate Army,
and when the North and South had
ceased hostilities he returned to the
occupation of stockman, until 1895.
In November, 1894, he married Susan
C. Lowry, who died the following year.
In 1897, Thomas Carter again married, Mary L. Webb, and died March
25, 1902, survived by his widow.
John Elliott Carter, son of Benjamin W., born in 1861, married Mollie E.
Heald, an eighth-Chickasaw woman,
and had one son, John B. (now living).
John E. Carter died in 1888.
Charles David Carter, son of Benjamin W., was born on August 16,

o(

1899).

it

which

/

fair, just,

in

amount of $4,542 is therefore awarded
as a just fulfillment of the Treaty of
1828." This was the 24th of May,
1854, twenty years after it was agreed
to be paid if the Cherokees would surrender their beautiful country and

remove to the West.
All the Carters of Indian abstraction
that came under my notice were members of religious sects, principally of
Methodist or Episcopalian Churches,

and were upright, progressive

Guntersville,

citizens

of their respective communities.

locality.
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If

re-

and final disposition,
1835, which the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is willing to
sanction an appropriation for the
up'on a

made

gathered by Thomas Jefferson Carter,
that David Carter's old home before
the emigration west, was at Gunter's
Landing, on the Tennessee River, in

now

Commissioners, which, by
the terms of his "enrollment for
emigration," in 1834, he was to receive
when he arrived "in the west." But
the Government did not fulfill its
agreement. He again presented his
claim, and another "commission"

ports, first Session, 33rd Congress,
page 284, Senator Sebastian, to whom
a bill to pay the claim was referred,
made a report which was ordered
printed, stating, "the claim stands

Lewis, and has since died.
The remaining children of Benjamin
are Osceola and Pocahontus.
Osceola
was born about 1850 and died about
1882, while Pocahontuswas born about
1855 and died two years later.
I find, while establishing the facts

is

at $4,249.50

the

claim was examined and this time
the valuation was reduced to $1,251,
to apportion it with other claims,
evidently because the appropriation
did not cover it with other claims.
In the second volume, Senate Re-

Nanie Carter, daughter of Benjamin
Carter, was born in 1846, and married
James (Jim) Brower, in 1869. Both
have since died, and without issue.
Tecumseh Carter, son of Benjamin
Carter, was born in 1848, and married
a half-breed Cherokee, a Miss ChamBoth died about 1881, leavberlain.
ing one child, a daughter, Minnie,
who married a man of the name of

Alabama.
It
and a beautiful

by

ported that there was fraud in the
valuation.
For the third time the

and Ben5,

examined and was valued

seems to have examined

1868, and, in 1891, married Gertrude
Wilson, who died January 19, 1901.
Four children was the result of this

union, Estella, Itly, Julia,
jamin Winston (born March

In addition to other property owned
there by David Carter, there was a
Unferry over the Tennessee River.
der the Treaty of 1828, between the
United States Government and the
Cherokee Nation, they were to be
paid for their "improvements other
than homesteads," and for "rents for
lands and mills," in consideration of
their removal.
David's claim was

-:c*>
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DR. SPEERS GILLETTE
MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA

NE

the attacks of the savage Indians.
The interior finish is in cherry and
walnut, while the floors are of oak.
Massive chimneys of the colonial
The
style rise above the roof-top.
interior decorations; the glass, nails,
locks and other fixtures had to be

of the most interesting reminders of colonial civilization to be
found west of the Alleghenies is the old Cook

0;

mansion,

situated

about a mile back from
the Monongahela at Fayette City,
fifty miles up that classic stream
from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Fay-

\O

ette City
in

Town

was formerly

brought from England and packed
across the Allegheny Mountains on
horseback to this frontier spot. Al-

most all the original glass is still in
the windows and compares well with
the glass of today's manufacture.
The mansion possesses all the
characteristics of the colonial period

called Cook's

honor of Colonel Edward

Cook, one of the

first settlers in

the

Redstone region.
Nestled back between the rolling hills stands the
This beautiful
spacious mansion.
specimen of colonial architecture was
completed by Colonel Cook in 1776,

For many years, it
was the only two-storied house in
the whole region, and people came
from afar to view the pretentious
mansion of the New World. Even to
of architecture.

after four years of ceaseless labor.
Colonel Cook was a man of means,

and when he came to the Mononga-

O\

O

this day, the house is in a fine state
of preservation, and shows but little
of the storms it has weathered in its

hela Valley he determined to live in
his accustomed luxurious manner,
and so began the building of a pretentious residence.
The work of
building the stone mansion was a
slow and arduous labor, as much of the
material had to be bought in England, shipped to America by the
slow-sailing packets of the day, and
then carried across the wild mountains.
In 1772, the first foundations
of the mansion were laid.
Trees were
felled and saw-mills built.
Workmen
were brought from England to put
up the walls of limestone rock. The
walls were built three feet thick.
The doors were large and heavy, built
double to protect the inmates from

one hundred and thirty-eight years
of existence.
The house still contains many heirlooms, and perhaps
one of the most interesting relics to
be seen about the house is the large
rectangular stone which lies in front
of the veranda.
It was from this
stepping-stone that General George
Washington addressed a large crowd
of people that had gathered in front
of the mansion during the Whiskey
At the same
Insurrection, in 1794.
time the militia and regulars were
encamped in the meadows below the
These soldiers were fed by
house.
Colonel Cook, and the officers were
603
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quartered in the house. The stepping-stone has become a jewel in the
eyes of the relic-hunters, and were it
not closely guarded it would soon be
chipped to pieces by the relic fiends.
As yet, but one has been fortunate
enough to secure a memento of this
improvised platform of the "Father of

Colonel Cook was among the few
early settlers who clustered around

Fort Bird immediately after the
successful expedition of the English
general, Forbes, against Fort Duquesne in the summer of 1758. He
soon became active in guiding the
western region. He
of Bedford, and
on the formation of Westmoreland
County he was one of the first magistrates of that county.
He was an
ardent exponent of the cause of the
oppressed colonists, and was a member of the Provincial Congress that
affairs

politics of his country.

consisted

in the
His estate

thousand acres
which
he
mansion,
cleared and operated on the same
magnificent scale as did the proprietor of Mount Vernon, and the Sage of
Monticello, with whom Colonel Cook
was on intimate terms of friendship.
about

of

eight

the

in Carpenter's Hall, in
and
Philadelphia, June 18, 1776,
drafted the Declaration of
Independence presented to Congress.
June
25, 1776, Colonel Cook was a member of the State Constitutional Con-

Both Washington and Jefferson were
gallant

colonel

was born

the

convened

frequent visitors at the Cook mansion.

The

of

was made magistrate

Our Country."
Colonel Cook was a power

in

vention and, September 28, 1776,
was made the first Commissioner of
Exchange and was appointed Sublieutenant of Westmoreland
County,
March 21, 1777, and later lieutenant

the Conocoheague
settlement
in
Franklin county, Pennsylvania, in
the year 1738. He came from a
long line of noble lineage.
His remote ancestors were ardent Republicans in England and took active
part
in the wars of the Parliaments
against
Charles the First. On the
decapitation of that monarch, and the establishment of the Protectorate of Oliver
Cromwell, the family enjoyed high
favors; but, on the restoration of
Charles the Second, they were com-

to succeed Colonel Archibald
Lochy,
who was killed by the Indians. He

was commander

of the Rangers who
the frontier against the
raids of the Indians.
All through
the trying period of the Revolution,
he served his country with excep-

protected

valor, raising and equipping
troops; engaging in battles, where his
bravery was often commended by his

tional

pelled to flee from the King's wrath.
Three members of the
family came
to America, one of which settled in

He was selected
superior officers.
by the Assembly to regulate the price

east Jersey, another in eastern Pennsylvania.
Though it is known that
three of the family
to

of

commodities

and

later

became

fugitive

Justice in Fayette County.
It was while he was engaged in
recruiting troops for the protection
of the colonies that he became ac-

Pennsylvania
that the Cook family of
Pennsylvania

quainted with General Washington a
friendship that lasted throughout

emigrated
America, all trace of the third has
been lost. It is from the

who

settled in eastern

;

sprung.

his lifetime.
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feathered, and driven out of the
region.
Troops were then called out
to enforce the collection of the taxes,

After the cessation of hostilities

between England and the

colonists,

Colonel Cook retired to his mansion

He founded
Fayette County.
the Rehoboth Church and continued
to serve his country in public life as
representative to the General Assembly a member of the commission
that located the County Seats, November, 1786 Justice of Peace with a jurisdiction that reached into Washington
County; president of the Court of
Common Pleas and Quarter Sessions;
Associate Judge of Fayette County

but the

in

He was chairman of the Mingo
Creek meeting, and he also presided
at the meeting held at Parkinson
Ferry (now Monongahela City).
Shortly after the meeting at the Cook
Cook's bosom
mansion,
Gallitin,

;

and Secretary of the Treasury
under Jefferson and Madison, acted
as secretary of the meeting, which
naturally brought about the amicable
adjustment of the insurrection,
though the production of the article

friend

and was treasurer of Westmoreland County from 1796 to 1798.
Colonel Cook was one of the foremost men of his" day in Pennsylvania.
His public record was a remarkable
one for that day and tells in unmistakable terms that he was high
indeed in public esteem to have won
The Colonel was
such distinction.
a man of high standing and influence,
and did much to bring about the

in 1791,

continued.

Ever

Insurrection.
Briefly summed up,
the cause of this internal dissension
which affected the western counties
of Pennsylvania in 1794, was that

made

was

limited, as every
farmer raised sufficient for his own
There was a still-house on every
use.
farm and on the sale of liquor the
farmers depended for a living.
liquor,

When

into rich and prosperous
farms, and the great inpouring tide
of population give rise to towns and
cities and to the establishment of
vast industries. Habits and customs
have faded before its gaze, and the

article, its

production

The
expensive.
people could not get money enough
to pay the taxes, and the business
threatened to become a monopoly.
It is a peculiar fact that there then
existed in all Pennsylvania substantially the same conditions which at
this day exist in the mountain districts of the South, and other states.
Resistance to the act followed, and
were beaten, tarred and
officers
was made

mansion was

it

formed

government placed a

the

tax upon the

since the old

has been occupied by the
Cook family. Already five generations have enjoyed the fruits of Colonel Cook's labors, and the whole
Redstone region has profited by his
heroism in venturing into the western
wilds to plant the white man's standard and thus make way for liberty.
Silently the old mansion has witnessed the death of monarchy and
tyranny, and in their place the foundIt
ing of a great and free nation.
has seen the unbroken forest transbuilt

amicable settlement of the Whiskey

into

were compromised,

Cook.

;

the sale of grains, except when

difficulties

largely through the efforts of Colonel

more

most wonderful
world's

strides in the

evolution,

Corn-huskings,

it

has

busy

beheld.

wood-chopping, loghouse and barnraisings, and other forms of sports in
which the country swains of long ago
were wont to engage, and that have
long since been relegated to obscurity,
and supplanted by modernized ideas.
rolling, flax-pullings,
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Cook owned twenty-five
did the work of harvesting,
unattended by any of the cruelties
so vividly described by contemporary
writers.
Among these slaves was one
Simon, who was presented to Colonel

fayette a big reception in the mansion,
it was finally decided to hold it
outside, near the house, as there was
more room and nearer a public highway. At another visit to this famous

Colonel

slaves

who

but

mansion, Lafayette met General McKee, an officer of the Revolution.
They met and embraced in the
fashion of the French, and Lafayette
presented the American officer with
a large and beautiful silk handkerchief as a mark of esteem.
Colonel Cook died in the old stone
mansion, November 6, 1812, and his
remains rest in the Rehoboth CemeThe inscription on the tombtery.
stone is a fitting tribute to a pioneer,

Cook by General Washington. He
lived to be over one hundred years
old and died on the plantation.
The colonel's wife was Martha
Crawford, a sister of General William
Crawford, who was captured and
burned by the Indians at Sandusky.
The favorite chair, which General

Washington occupied when visiting
the Cook mansion, is in possession of
Mrs. Clark, a descendant of Colonel
Cook. It is a beautiful chair in the
style of a century ago, which modern
skill is trying to imitate.
There is
finer in

its

line

at

patriot

The

tree

is

twenty

jurist.

"In memory of Colonel Edward Cook.
Few men have deserved and possessed

Mount

nothing
Vernon. Near the mansion stands
a famous locust tree under whose
wide-spreading branches Washington and Colonel Cook are said to have
tarried for some time in social intercourse.

and

more eminently than
and esteem

sideration

Western County. In public spirit, disinterestedness and zeal for the general welfare he was excelled by none.
In private
life his unsullied integrity, his liberality
and the amicable benevolence of temper
endeared him to his friends and marked
him as a sanctuary to which the poor
might confidently resort for relief.
Through long life of piety and active to
prc^mote the interests of Christian Religion he had learned to set his heart upon a
nobler inheritance than that of this world.
He therefor received the approach of his
dissolution with resignation and composure under a lively hope that the end
of life here, would be to him but the begin-

feet in

circumference near the ground, and
is thought to be one hundred and
sixty years old.

General Lafayette also paid a visit
to this homestead after Colonel Cook
was dead. The French patriot had
heard of Colonel Cook through his
General Washington.
Arrangements were made to give Lafriend,

ning of infinite happiness."

"Clear fount of light!

my

native land on

high,

Bright with a glory that shall never fade!
of truth without a vale or shade,
Thy holy quiet meets the spirit eye.
Beloved country! banished from thy shore,
A stranger in this prison-house of clay,
The exiled spirit weeps and sighs for thee
Heavenward the bright perfections I adore
Direct, and the sure promise cheers the way,
That whither love aspires, there shall my
country be."

Mansion

Col. Cook the conof the people in the

!

!
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COLONIAL CIVILIZATION

IN

THE MIDDLE WESTERN AMERICA

of American Independence
Ancient Mansion of Colonel Edward Cook on the Monongahela River built in the year
1776 It was here that General Washington and Thomas Jefferson attended many
social functions in First Days of the American Nation

Iowa
Photograph in .Possession of Dr. Speers Gillette of Marshalltown

ANTIQUE FURNITURE OF THE AMERICAN' FOREFATHERS
Colonial period in America

These heirlooms are

HISTORIC OLD CHINA IN AMERICA

in possession of Mrs.

Photograph of furniture typical of the
Harlan Creelman of Auburn, NY\v York

Photograph of rare tea-pot designed and manufactured by T. Mayer,
tomb Sugar-bowl to set recently f< .und in England.

Stone, Staffordshire, England, bearing design of Washington's
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GARDNER CUTLER
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

remarkable
of the
facts of history is that
one of the most im-

was engaged

the
portant
of
the
national life
United States should be
passed over in compar-

ternal

Affairs.

Paris,

and

in earnest conversation
with M. Talleyrand, the noted dip-

NE

lomat and French Minister of Ex-

events in

ative

silence.

into possession of that great undeshe
Louisiana
of
fined
country

and her westward
and her destiny
as a world power were both assured.
How fascinating and unique this
chapter of American history really
is can never be known except to him
who has the patience to push through
the mass of state papers devoted
breathed

march

to

it,

freely,

to the Pacific,

was also distinct. The American
was earnestly direct, but courtly in
manner and speech; the Frenchman

threads
pick out the tangled
careful

graciously alert, as if convinced of his
and
ability to defend his position,

reading

documents

it

is

even to make an aggressive move
when he saw the proper opening.
Louisiana was the topic of conMore than two years beversation.
but undefined region,
that
vast,
fore,
had returned to France from Spain,

hundred
gleaned that about one
and seven years ago two American
statesmen, with only the most vague
instructions from their government,
were bravely fighting for the glory,

not the "very existence of their
courts
country, in the diplomatic
The United States had
of France.

if

exchange for Tuscany, and the
European republic was in
great
nominal possession of it, although

in

no great West beyond the Mississippi
River, the vast region to the Pacific
a
royal
being considered
to be settled by the
stake
gambling
fortune of European wars.

in actual military occupation.
In the light of events which were
then hidden to the world, but of

not

Ocean

One hundred and seven

which Livingston had considerably
more than an inkling, it is know
that Napoleon had decided that he

years ago,

on the eleventh of April, a clean-cut,
dignified, judicial-looking

in

classical-featured,

it

and weave them into a complete

From a
narrative.
of these ponderous

The scene was

earnest-spoken gentleman was Robert
R. Livingston, the American minister to France, first chancellor of
the State of New York, administrator
of the Presidential oath of office to
Washington, and a co-worker with
the latter in all the great events which
It
established the United States.
was evident that both parties to the
conversation were men of keen intellect, but while the personal atmosphere of each was distinguished

The day the United States came

'**>

the

gentleman
coo

This message was locked in the
brain of Livingston, and away from
the consciousness of Napoleon and
France, however, had
Talleyrand.
been officially informed that America
wished to obtain possession of New
Orleans and the Floridas, and thus
be ensured an outlet to her commerce
through the Mississippi Valley; and
also that James Monroe was on his
way to assist Livingston in the
negotiations looking to that end.
At all reasonable costs that day was
to be forestalled when France should
take forcible possession of New Orleans, with the attendant results
so forcibly stated by Jefferson.

could not hold Louisiana, and that
several clays previous the Directory
had agreed to offer the entire provAt the
ince to the United States.
time of this conversation, on the
other hand, it was open history that,
despite agreements with His Catholic
Majesty of Spain, the right of depositing goods at New Orleans had
been denied by the Spanish intendant,
and the entire Mississippi Valley
threatened to rise in rebellion at this
invasion of the right to freely navigate
the great river, which had been
repeatedly affirmed by treaty with
France, Great Britain and Spain.
If France marched her troops into
New Orleans, would then the free
navigation of the Mississippi be
assured? It seemed most improbthe depredations
able, in view of
which she had but recently com-

Livingston, therefore, in this hisconversation of April
11,
1803, with all the force of deep conviction and a profound mastery of
the facts, pressed home the danger
of Louisiana falling into the hands of
Great Britain a danger which he
had good reason to believe was
keenly appreciated by the French
torical

mitted on American commerce, and
cavalier fashion in which she

the

had treated the special commissioners of the United States sent to
conciliate her.
The situation was further complicated by the fact that Livingston
had good reason to believe that the
policy of France was to actually

republic.

Talleyrand at once saw his opening.
"Did the United States wish to have
the whole of Louisiana?" he asked.
"No; the
Livingston replied,

New Orleans with her troops
before treating for the purchase of
Louisiana.
He also carried in his
mind the secret of this message from
President Jefferson:
"The day that
France takes possession of New
Orleans fixes the sentence which is
to restrain her forever within her
low-water mark. It seals the union
of two nations who, in conjunction,
can maintain exclusive possession
of the ocean.
From that moment
we must mairy ourselves to the
British fleet and nation.
This
is not a state we seek or desire; it is

wishes of the United States extend
only to New Orleans and the Floridas,
but the policy of France should dictate to give us the country above
the river Arkansas, in order to place
a barrier between Great Britain and

occupy

fey

.

Canada."
Talleyrand said that

New

if

France gave

Orleans, the rest would be of
little value, and that he wished to
know what the United States would
give for the whole of Louisiana.
Livingston replied that it was a
subject he had not considered, but
that he supposed the United States
would not object to 20,000,000 francs,
provided her citizens were paid their
claims against the French cruisers

.

one which this measure, if adopted
by France, forces on us as necessary
as any other cause, by the laws of
nature, brings on its necessary effect."

and privateers.
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Talleyrand said that was too low
an offer, and suggested that he reflect upon the matter and "tell him
tomorrow."
Livingston informed him that Mr.
Monroe would be in town in two
days, and that any further offer

twelfth, or the day before the arrival
of Monroe.
The two met again,

whereupon Talleyrand remarked, a
second time, that the offer of Louisiana as a whole, was purely a personal
matter, but still requested him to
make another offer.
Livingston at that very moment
had definite information that the
Directory at St. Cloud, dominated
by Napoleon, had decided, if not
formally voted, to offer Louisiana
to the United States.
Livingston declined to make another offer, on the ground of the
previous day that he wished to
await the arrival of Monroe but
stated that he had written him
(Talleyrand) a note asking for a
formal offer from the French government through him. That was done
(so Livingston says in a report to

must

be delayed until the latter could be
introduced.

Talleyrand concluded the converby adding that he did not
from
speak
authority, but that "the
idea had struck him."
From official papers which have
since come to light, and from events
which were to transpire within the
next two days, it is certain that
although Talleyrand had no authority
to negotiate definitely, he had been
used by Napoleon as an advance
agent to feel the pulse of the American
The French minister was
minister.
not in favor with the United States,
as he was held to account not only
for the refusal of the Directory to
receive the special embassy sent to
the relief of the despoiled shipping
of America, but for the subsequent
demand for tribute a demand which
brought forth the Pinckney thunderbolt, "Millions for defense, but not
one cent for tribute!"
It did not take even the astuteness
of a Napoleon to perceive that Louisiana could not be smoothly sold by
The affair must be
Talleyrand.
handled by some one in whom the
United States had the utmost faith,
and the First Consul was well aware
that the statesmen of this country
sation

Secretary of State Madison) so that
if the
French forces of occupation
should start for New Orleans, they
would bear with them a report that
a treaty was already begun.
Talleyrand's reply was characterisof him, and the European diplomacy of the day. He said he
would answer the note, but that he
tic

must

the

First

officers

so

evasively,

"because

Consul had appointed

to govern the country,

and

that he (Napoleon) had himself told
him (Livingston) that General Ber-

nadotte was to treat relative to it in
the United States.
Talleyrand still persisted that the

intellectual

capacity.
Livingston, upon occasion, even
denied the French minister the latter

French contemplated obtaining
Louisiana, but "had

it

not."

thereupon changed
front, remarking that he was very
well pleased to understand this from

The special incident which
quality.
caused him to question Talleyrand's
ability as a diplomat occurred

do

Louisiana was not theirs."
Livingston smiled at this assertion,
and told him that he had seen the
treaty recognizing it, that he knew

had no confidence in Talleyrand,
however much they might admire
his

v

Livingston

on the
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him, because,

if

from

the United States

so,

sphere

of

Louisiana

negotiations.
On the thirteenth of April, Monroe
arrived as Minister Plenipotentiary

cause of complaint against the latter,
Mr. Monroe concurred, no further
negotiations would be held with
France.
Talleyrand (according to Livingston's account) seemed alarmed at
this bold proposal, and told Livingston again that he would answer his
note, but evasively.
Livingston replied that he should
receive with pleasure any communication from him, but that the United
States was not disposed to trifle;
that the times were critical and,
though he did not know what instructions Mr. Monroe might bring,
he was perfectly satisfied that they
would require a precise and prompt
notice.
He added that he was fearful, from the little progress he had
made, that his government would
consider
him a very indolent

from

the

with

him

if

>

the

would give no offense to France by
taking Louisiana from Spain; and
that, as the United States had just

United States, bringing
from the Secretary of

State, general instructions as to the

and told Livingston that he would
give a certificate that he was the
most importunate man he had yet

plan of adjustment proposed by the
government. In the language of
that document, "France cedes to the
United States forever, the territory
east of the river Mississippi, comprehending the two Floridas, the
island of New Orleans and the islands lying to the north and east of
that channel of the said river, which
is commonly called the South Paos
[Pass], together with all such other
islands as appertain to either West
or East Florida; France reserving to
herself all her territory on the west
side of the Mississippi.
The
navigation of the river Mississippi
in its whole breadth, from its source
to the ocean, and in its passage
to and from the same, shall be equally
free and common to the citizens
of the United States and the French
The amount to be paid
republic."
was left blank, although in another
portion of the paper of instructions
the ministers were authorized to

met.

'offer

.

negotiator.

Whereupon

Talleyrand

The explanation

of

all

laughed,

this

myste-

and mystifying shuffling of
words was only one day off and
the thirteenth day of April, 1803,
may therefore be said to have dethe

of

destiny

of Louisiana, since

the

high

as

50,000,000

livers

(francs).

rious

cided

as

.

Messrs.
Monroe and Livingston
spent the day in examining and discussing all papers bearing upon the
subject, and took dinner with a
number of gentlemen connected with
the office.
Livingston sat near a
window which overlooked his garden,
and while eating, observed the French
Minister of the Treasury (Marbois)
walking in the grounds.
No official paper, either in the
archives of France or the United
States records Marbois' desire to be
thus observed by the American diplomats, but he was seen by Living-

province

from that day the

negotiations were conducted, in behalf of France, through a straight-

forward gentleman a patriot of both
the French and American republics;
a mutual friend, albeit unswerving in
his loyalty to France.
Napoleon's
masterly hand was now to be placed
in evidence, and Talleyrand, mystery
;

and prevarication, were to disappear
612
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ston, nevertheless, and a. messenger
sent to invite him to become one of

After Monroe had left, Livingston lost no time in doing this, and
what occurred that evening is best
told in the words of the American
minister, who, upon his return to
his official home at midnight, wrote
an account of the developments to
Secretary of State Madison.
Livingston considered them of such supreme
importance that he sat up until
three o'clock the next morning setting
forth the full particulars of the

the party.
Besides being at the head of the
French treasury, Marbois' good influence in the pending negotiations
was especially desirable and probHe was a diplomat
ably expected.
of wide experience, in both Europe
and the United States, and the warm
friendship which he felt for America,
and particularly his old Revolutionary
friend, Monroe, was fully returned.
In 1779, and later, he had served as

situation,

secretary of the French legation in
the United States, had married a
Philadelphia lady, was a friend of
Lafayette brave, able and straightforward, and in every way held the
confidence and affection of America.
He would have been a welcome addition to the dinner party of the

has developed at this point
the narrative, are these: "He
(Marbois) told me that he wished
me to repeat what I had said relative
to M. Talleyrand's requesting a
proposition from me as to the purI did so, and
chase of Louisiana.
concluded with the extreme absurdity
of his evasions of that day, and stated
the consequence of any delay on this
subject would be to enable Britain
to take possession, who would readily
He said that
relinquish it to us.
proceeded upon a supposition of her
making so successful a war as to be
enabled to retain her conquests.
I told him that it was probable that
the same idea might suggest itself
to the United States; in which case
it would be to their interest to contribute to render her successful, and
of

to Livingston that
he had learned of his several calls at
St. Cloud lately, while he was absent.
The two were on the best of terms,
at once stated

friendship,

commenced

in

America, having been continued and

cemented
France.

by their intercourse in
As Marbois' remark was

an invitation to launch
into one of those confidential talks
evidently

between ministers, which sometimes

make

or

mar

nations.

Livingston

was prudent to

up the subject of
the American Spoliation Claims and

I asked whether
throw us into her

other financial matters, in which
the Minister of the Treasury would be

long discussions of no

at once brought

officially

interested.

drew Livingston
that,

as

continue

"We

But Marbois
and suggested

conversation

in

it

scale.

This led to

moment

to

repeat.

returned to the point.

He

had told him led
him to think that what the consul
had said to him on Sunday, at St.
Cloud, had more of earnest than he
said that

were present, they

others

the

aside,

fully de-

it

American legation, on this thirteenth
day of April, 1803; but he sent back
word that he would wait until dinner
was over before he joined the gatherMarbois soon appeared, and
ing.

their

which had now

veloped, and dispatched his document
post-haste, without even waiting to
consult Monroe.
His words, which
have the most direct bearing upon
the status of the negotiations, as

his

own apartments.
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him that he had seen
the

in the
for

London

raising
to take New
The Consul said he had
Orleans.
seen it too, and had also seen that
something was said about two millions of dollars being disposed among
the people about him, to bribe them
That afteretc., and then left him.
fifty

proposition

thousand

men

thirteenth

how

far

I

was

cluding

"I

told

now

its

shadow

not only over Europe, but toward
the distant possession of Louisiana.
Just as the storm was about
to break Napoleon compromised on
80,000,000 francs.
The treaty of the Louisiana Session was concluded April 30, 1803,
and as the American ministers placed
their names to the famous document,
Livingston said: "We have lived
long, but this is the noblest work
of our whole lives.
This treaty will
change vast solitudes into flourishing
districts.
From this day the United
States take their place among the
powers of the first rank. The United
States will re-establish the maritime
rights of all the world."

his

He

By the terms of the treaty, the
United States, through Livingston
and Monroe, agreed to pay the French

him we might

francs
in
60,000,000
stock bearing six per cent, interest,
and 20,000,000 francs to American
citizens to meet the historic Spoliation Claims.
The United States also
agreed to exempt the manufactures,

government

it.

business:
posed to

real

of con-

treaty was the price.
could France get for it?

more threatening, casting

his

The Consul

borrow

only

way

out for all they could get, the British
war cloud lowered ever darker and

that I was surprised at so extravagant
a demand, he added that he (Marconsidered the demand as
bois)
exhorbitant, and had told the First
Consul that the thing was impossible;
that we had not the means of raising
that.

in the

But while Napoleon and his treasurer,
good business men, were holding

then took occasion to
sorrow that any cause
of difference should exist between our
countries.
The Consul told him, in
reply. 'Well, you have the charge
of the Treasury.
Let them give you
one hundred millions of francs, and
pay their own claims, and take the
whole country.' Seeing by my looks,

mention

April, the

like

satisfied

politeness than to
so let them sleep.

veracity;
(Marbois)

the

How much

with his last note. Heie some civil
things were introduced for which
I presume I am more indebted to the
minister's

of

stumbling block

ward when walking in the garden,
the Consul came again to him and
spoke to him about the troubles
that were excited in America, and
inquired

Ammran

From that day Marbois was
Napoleon's duly accredited agent in
the purchase of Louisiana,
and
throughout all the turns and twistings of the diplomatic game he conducted himself so as to retain the
confidence of his master and the
old friendship of Livingston and
Monroe.
After
that
fortunate

thought at the time; that the Consul
had asked him. 'What news from
England?' As he knew that he
read the papers attentively, he told
papers

tije

plainly saw the whole
the Consul was dis-

first,

sell; next, he
distrusted
Talleyrand, on account of the business
of the supposed intention to bribe,
and meant to put the negotiations
into the hands of Marbois, whose
character for integrity is established."

productions and vessels of Fiance
and Spain, in the direct trade from
those countries, in the ports of the
ceded teiritory, from foreign duties
for a term of twelve years.
The
614

was

stock

be

to

Was

ever before such an unbusibrave and patriotic purchase on the face of the earth? A
noble bargain, indeed. A glorious

after

redeemed,

fifteen years, in three equal

annual

nesslike,

At the time the purchase was made the entire exports
of the Louisiana country, via the
amounted to
Mississippi
Valley,
annum.
$4,000,000 per
Yes, the United States had purchased Louisiana, and such had been
the pressing necessity of getting it
that Messrs. Monroe and Livingston
had bought this vast country of
nearly 900,000 square miles without

installments.

Orleans were especially indignant
at the transfer, and protested most
vigorously at being thus passed over
to the jurisdiction of the United
States.
ister,

protested,

for themselves, and supposed
they would make the most of it,
but could only inform them that
France had passed over what she
had received from Spain."

ate

to us."

know; we must
had received it."
"I asked him how Spain meant to

give

said he did not
as they

them possession?"

"He

said, 'According to the
of the treaty.'

words

did

you

"I do not know."
"Then
Livingston
you mean that
we shall construe it our own way?"
Talleyrand "I can give you no

Talleyrand

you have made a noble
and I suppose
make the most of it."

direction;

bargain for yourselves,

you

will

foreign

min-

and even sent

to

Madison

it

(Louisiana)."

pressed matters to a practical conclusion
to a formal transfer of the
In
province to the United States.
October Congress ratified the treaty,
and soon after the French charge d'
affairs at Washington sent a messenger
to the French authorities at New
Orleans with instructions, determined upon by the United States
and France, as to the mode of procedure to make the transfer binding
according to international law.

'

Livingston" But what
mean to take?"

his

But as the United States had no
knowledge of such secret pact, and
had not been notified by either party
to it until after the sale had been
made, such protest was void, although
viewed in the light of American
diplomacy the First Consul had
really forgotten his pledged word in a
remarkably short period.
Regardless of chagrin and prohome government
testations, the

In Livingston's words: "I asked
the minister (Talleyrand) what were
the east bounds of the territory ceded

it

Through

the King of Spain vehemently

the text of a secret compact with
Napoleon, dated July 22, 1802, by
which the French ambassador declared to the Spanish Secretary of
"I am authorized to declare
State:
to you, in the name of the First
Consul, that France will never alien-

gain

"He

bargain!!

Spain's chagrin was deep when
she learned of the bold transaction.
The Spanish authorities of New

consulting their own government.
Not only had they bought it without
direct authority, but they did not
know what they had purchased.
Neither Napoleon, Talleyrand nor
Marbois could tell them. Talleyrand
said, "they had made a noble bar-

take

An immortal

bargain!
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The messenger arrived

at

New

The

New Orleans, if circumstances reBut everything passed off
quired it.
smoothly, and Louisiana was American
territory, without other than a diplomatic fight.
of

Although the United States became

instructions of Napoleon to receive
it in the name of the French republic.

fully possessed of Louisiana December 20, 1803, many years were to
pass before a series of intrepid ex-

governor then turned
of the

city

of

States commissioners
received Louisiana from

France were William C. C. Claiborn,
Governor of Mississippi Territory,
and General James Wilkinson, in
command of the American troops.
The latter, under instructions from
his government, had taken the necessary measures for the forcible seizure

brought them together. The French
representative then presented to the
Spanish commissioner the order of
the King of Spain for the transfer
of Louisiana to France, as also the

The Spanish
over the keys
Orleans to the
the colors of
and those of

United

who thus

Orleans on the twenty-third of November, 180)5. and the Spanish
authorities yielded to the inevitable.
In the presence of the Spanish
troops and the local militia, and a
crowd who had assembled to witness
the ceremonies, the commissioners
of France and Spain proclaimed the
nature of the business which had

New

ploiations fixed the Rocky Mountains as the western boundary of

French commissioner;
Spain were lowered
France were raised;
boomed; and France was

"In

noble purchase, and several
generations were to be born before
the full nobility of the bargain was
realized.
It was fitting indeed that
the Louisiana Purchase should be
celebrated in 1903 with pomp and
circumstance, taking April thirtieth
as the inauguration of the great
event, and December twentieth as
its
culmination.
Those wonderful
harvests of grain are still pouring
from Minnesota and the Dakotas,

I

and from Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska;

artillery
in formal

the

possession of Louisiana.
its mistress until the

She remained

twentieth of December following,
when the troops of the United States
marched into New Orleans and the
French commissioner. M. Laussat,
made the following proclamation:

conformity with the treaty,
put the United States in possession
of Louisiana and its dependencies.

The

while those treasures of gold, silver
and copper are yet rolling from the

and inhabitants who
wish to remain here and obey the
laws are from this moment exonerated from the oath of fidelity to the
citizens

mines of Montana,

French republic."

Then
lowered

the

and

thrown to the

Wyoming and

Colorado, and the flocks and herds
from a thousand hills and plains
are strengthening and warming the
world: while a million homes are
praising the bounties and healthgiving virtues which the brave de-

French colors were
the American flag
breeze, to the sound

cision

trumpets, the salutation of the
little company of troops and the
shouts of a few American citizens.

of

and the
cemented

of

Livingston
fair

to

United States.
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BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

who loves the
documents
human
very
one

there is a feast of respectable proportions in the
folios
old manuscript
which contain the rec-

ords of colonial Maryland from the earliest times.
They tell us of the kind of dress
worn in those days, of the character of
household furniture, and throw not
a little light upon the different pur-

of

parallax, exhibiting the character
the colonists at strikingly different
and
angles; for we find ardent faith

widest charity, with prejudice and
human weakness, perfect Christian
love and sympathy together with the
flare of religious animosity, a passion
for minutae and detail concerning
the very smallest things of life in the
soul that left its impress not on
lofty

the colony alone but as strongly on
the nation.
set forth with a
is

callings which were
our forebears. Above

and

suits, duties

followed

than life.
These documents, indeed form a

affection, of love stronger

by

Everything
grandeur of expression
we
may attack the spelling of
though
our forebears, which was guided by
of phonetic instincts, no
the

these records hold for us a
stronger, a deeper, a more abiding
interest.
They record the struggles,
the privations, the labors of those
men of the old times. Between the
all this,

lines

of

we

their

to duty,

certain

purest

one would ever dare to

read of their dauntless souls,

dignity of

steadfastness, their loyalty
of their wise instinct for

We

catch,

too,

their

No one could possibly
diction.
accuse them of not taking themselves
with a seriousness as absolute as it
to
is appalling, so that we often fall
was
the
if
"funny-bone"
wondering

fugitive

wholly unconscious
glimpses
humor, of a pathos that tugs at the
we
very heart, and often, very often,
hear the deep, thrilling note of tragedy
and pain. There are stern commands
almost tyrannical to our way of
thinking by which it seems dethat children are to be made
of

assail

or their stateliness

of

and

provision.

manner

a

not altogether omitted from colonial
that
anatomy. It is quite likely
fine salt that
nature from corkeen odor
rupting, that exquisite,
that sweetens all of life, that lambent
radiance transfiguring all the rough,
dark places of our pilgrimage, belonged to the old colonists in a very
marked degree, only it does not reach

humor, that
keeps our

signed

to feel the strong, compelling will of
a father resting on their lives even

death has taken him away.
There are evidences of the tenderest
after

017

delicate,

human

us through the medium of the grandiose, majestic records they have left
our day and generation. There is a
pontifical air to all their utterances,
be the subject of the most trivial
nature, and we are left with pro-

abased

foundly

spirits,

and

and quilted coverlets, blankets.
Dutch linen, table-cloths and
napkins of huckaback and damask.
There was evidently a great array

sheets
fine

of pewter, especially in the earliest
days, pewter dishes, porringers, candlesticks, pottleflagons, tankards, cups
and saucers, whilst from the very
beginning articles of silver hold an
important place in the enumeration
of the household goods.
As the years wear on, the quantity

with

positively no desire of taking liberties.
"8 ells of half canvas and half

a piece of stamp callico and a pare
of shoes and stockings," devises one
Evans, in 1638. Instinctively we
knew that he "nothing common did
or mean upon this memorable scene."
The bequests appear to include

of silver

are

down to the most inconsiderable article owned by the testator, so that it needs no ghost come
manner

grave

to

tell

us

of

the

which the colonists arrayed
themselves and fitted up their homes.
There is mention of suits, dresses
a_nd waistcoats, petticoats and mantles of silk, satin, dimity and
velvet,
of

in

plush,

mohair,

hairskin,

There

candle-cups,
sack-cups,
tankards, silver plates and dishes,
tumblers, spoons and knives, silver
tobacco-boxes, salt-cellars, ink-horns
and bodkins. Vessels of bell-metal,
brass and copper, and iron, of course,
are numerous, whilst much later on,
services of china and fine porcelain

everything

from the

grows astonishingly.

silver

make their initial bow.
One harpsichord and one

lone spinnet loose their ghostly melodies upon
the tattered, yellow pages for in
those early days in Maryland, "Music,

cloth,

and kersey; of hats with
and
feathers, of belts of gold
plumes
and silver, gloves of silk and buckskin, scarfs, hoods, and plenishings of
fine brocade.
There are rings and
necklaces, chains and corals, gold
buttons, watches, and gold and silver
buckles for knees and shoes and
mantles.
There are
"bed-stets,"
Turkish rugs and looking-glasses,
taffeta

heavenly

maid,"

was

very

young

indeed.

be remarked that the colodid not find that aesthetic
article, the table-fork necessary to
their comfort, happiness and general
It is to

nistp

well-being, as there is no mention of
this in any of the wills examined.

There are saddles

of plush

and every

dressers, chests of drawers, tables of
all descriptions, chairs of cane and

sort of leather, boots, spurs, curbs and
bridles richly bedight with silver,

wood and

for those

leather, stools and crickets,
walnut desks and such passing strange

contraptions

as

"seal-skin

trunks

with drawers

in them."
The long
departed linen-closet of the Maryland

housewife, leads
old

its glorified life in

records, for there

is

divers

coverings

A

lucky wight becomes the proud
of "a grey kersey coat
with
red, a red waistcoate and
lyned
my boots," and we find that "A piece

marvellous

of

ride abroad over the

lands of the

ships."

the

possessor

mention of beds, pillows, bolsters
(made of flock and feathers), with
their

who

Lord proprietary,
and "ketches," or small vessels, for
them that "go down to the sea in
fair

holland

of flowered satin lately
618

bought

of

Mr

March,

my

dunne

called Lovely, with

the cow
young mare

Lands, cattle and tobacco

horse,

my

Lightfoot," is a bequest that warmed
the heart of some colonial dame.
"A beloved Cozzin," who gets "all
my wearing apparell except my
cloathe coat with the silver plate
buttons," surely felt some heartburnings on account of the omission
of this piece de resistance, but his

Many years after, in pre-Revolutionary days, his Majesty's Surveyor
of Customs, at Annapolis, in writing
back to England, tells of the opulence and great prosperity of the
colonial possessions, of the rich plantations, the elegant and extensive
buildings, of the beautifully laid out
formal gardens, of the benevolence
and royal hospitality of the people,

however, must have been
"as moonlight unto sunlight, as water
unto wine," compared to the desolation of a certain Edward Cole who is
chagrin,

left "all my
my wigs."

wearing apparell except

evident that a certain
never mentioned in polite
society was not anathema, maranathema in those old times, for with
It is quite

little article

of balls,

shuddering and appalling persistence
recurs the apparently much coveted
legacy and benefaction of "my silver
tooth-pick and

A

my

Israel

leaves

...

ear-picker."

to
as

her

much

of

"daughter
stuff as will

Above

all, the brilliancy of their conversation, their versatility, graciousness and animation take him captive

and cause his urbane Surveyorship
to hold forth upon this topic with an
almost epic fervor. But this is at a
period much later than that with
which we are concerned, and is a far
cry, indeed, from the grave austerity
and the simplicity of the pioneer days

One of the wills contains a curious
item, proving how near akin are booklovers and book-borrowers through"None of my books,"
out all time.
it solemnly provides, "are to be lent
out but upon good caution to be reThe

manner, their innumerable accomand intellectual gifts.

plishments

her a gownde and petticoate,
two suits of linen made of holland,
two handkerchiefs, two shifts, one
pare of shoes and stockings and one
And, "daughter
pare of gloves."
Mary" was no doubt swept and garnished in a manner to turn the heads
of half the gilded youth in Maryland.

again."

races.
He speaks all glowingly
wonderful excursions by land and

water, of great house-parties held at
the homes of the landed gentry, of
the beauty, grace and charm of the
their
colonial
fashionable
ladies,
appearance, natural ease and elegance

make

turned

card-parties, dances
and of jocky clubs

and
of

horse by the name of Archie, two
mourning rings and garments little
worse for wearing," whilst a mother

Mary,

routs,

stately dinners,

grave and reverend Seignor devises to a cherished son, "my dapple

in

always

tobacco, the colonial currency, its
value a penny a pound form the
bulk of the larger estates. There are
countless charitable bequests, donations to the church, and to the poor,
and in this respect the generosity
of the struggling planters is very,
very wonderful.

at old St. Mary's.
All through the wills we find no
end of evidence of the kind feeling
and- good understanding existing between master and slave. There are
instances
where
the
numberless

long-suffering

savant had evidently
deserted him at the very portal of
the tomb.
spirit of the old
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bondman

is

given his freedom, where

provision

is

made

for his future,

and

we recognize it in the winning of
the wilderness, in the civilizing and
Christianizing of the natives, in the
laying of the broad foundation stones
of justice, charity and toleration

affectionate consideration shown for
his welfare.
It
is
interesting, too,
to notice the requirement often made,
that the manumitted take the surname of their former master, "in remembrance of our connection," says

as

upon which

in after years should be
upreared the massive superstructure
of a great and sovereign state.
The

one instrument, "and of our past
kind intercourse with one another."
The old settlers seemed to have had
a weakness for wishing, if one may
use the chaste and attic phrase, "to
tie

same

from Boston to Savannah, all through
a nation's travail, and is traced in
bloody foot-prints in the snow at

a string" to

and there

is

many of their legacies,
much qualifying, much

pinching out of the legatee's "buzzing
Above all,
glory" at the very end.
they provide in this manner against
the mutable and irrational element

Valley Forge.
One need not be over-enthusiastic
to thrill at the thought of the first

woman, whom they regard as an
implacable and sinister object for provision and thought.
They have,
therefore, an artless and inconsequent
way of pulling a weeping widow up
short in case her errant fancy should
one day wander from her deceased
lord's memory to green fields and
brand new pastures of affection. "To
my wife during her widowhood,"

men

in

to us as

The

up

in

was loathe

life

purple

like

the

halls

with

all

of

come

They,
close

we

its

dead we are clasped
;

close to

an

ponderous volumes of recorded wills,
ana from the fragile, mouldering
documents themselves, more than
from any other written memorials,
that life in old St. Mary's flows back
to us along the years
life with its
echoing memories, its soaring hopes

its

quick-pulsing
eager interests, and to go quite
stripped and desolate, alone to dusty
death.
Instead, those strong old
hands that had clasped the jeweled
sword-hilt in far England for the
king, and had held matchlock and

and

heart-breaks, its high-hearted
its daring, its all-embracing charity and its burning faith in
God. In them we see lifted up on
high the Great Ideal and its embodiment in the colony's foundation; in
them we are swept back to the memorable Landing Day, in 1634; in

courage and

musket

in Maryland for home and
must needs stretch out from
under the heavy gray slabs and the
liberty,

reeling weather-bitten stones of the
little churchyard to point a
pathway
to all who ever owned the over-lord-

ship of

years,

Even the dim, flowing lines
verity.
of the exquisite, time-blurred writing
breathe the fragrance of the days that
are no more.
And it is from the

to lose its hold on
life

Maryland.

existence, dreamlike, vaporous, faded,
but which now quickens into vital

a bag's end
desiring consolation.
imperious cavalier heart, "ar-

kings,"

of

pore over the crumbling
manuscripts they left behind when
they exchanged Mfe's dignity for
death's distinction.
We open the
huge old folios and the past gives

dame

rassed

settlers

and those vanished

must have often proved
fcr the

great, steadfast spirit, militant,

enduring, that faces us on board the
"Peggy Stewart," that marches on

its will in life.

Continually this indomitable, this
inexorable spirit, leaps to meet us
from the testamentary records, just

them we watch the heroes

of a long-

spent age light the

home and

fires of

charity, of liberty and toleration,
upon the altar-stone of Maryland.
f)20
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The Masonic Order

in

States

one of the oldest fraternal organizations in the world.
American Nation it had a remarkable influence in the
moulding of our institutions, and many of the founders of the republic were members
In the American Revolution, many of the British and American
of the fraternity.
officers were fellow-masons, thus much kindness and charity were brought into
The history of masonry is practically the story of the human race, as
the war.
It became established in
it had its inception in the earliest days of civilization.
America as early as 1730, and both Pennsylvania and Massachusetts claim the
distinction of being its American founders.
Benjamin Franklin was one of its
Virginia claims to have the first Masonic Temple in America.
early members.
It is still standing in old Williamsburg, the first seat of the Colonial government
is

In the early days of the

FIRST BUILDING IN AMERICA BUILT FOR MASONIC PURPOSES

Structure

still

standing in Richmond, Virginia where the early Masons of the American Republic gathered in
It is said that General Washington frequently visited this edifice
fraternity

Original photograph in collection of Egbert Gilliss
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MABEL CASSINE HOLMAN
SAYBROOK, CONNECTICUT

HERE is an old homestead,

in the possession of the
family for
four hundred years, until Sir Thomas
Bootle of Milling, chancellor to the
Prince of Wales, purchased it in 1784.

shaded by broad porches
and grand old trees,
known as the Captain
William Latham Place,

The manor house was rebuilt in 1750.
The Latham of Latham coat-ofarms, painted by Sir Peter Leby, are:

situated in

Groton, opposite New London, Connecticut, at the peak of a hill overlooking the Thames River and Long
Island Sound.
It was at the foot of this hill that
the British landed on that memorable
day, the sixth of September, 1781,
and marched directly to the house.
Later, learning that it was owned by
the captain of the fort, they set fire
to it, or the frame, as it was in course

"On a chief indented azure three
bezants, crest on a chapeau, gules
turned up ermine an eagle with
wings expanded or preying on an
infant pps in its cradle."
Motto
Sands Charger. In an old visitation
in Lancashire, in the College of Arms,
it is stated that a child, alterwards
found to have been of royal blood,

was discovered in an eagle's nest
upon the estate and was adopted by

construction.
The heavy oak
beams did not burn quickly, and the
of

one of the Lathams. This, it is
assumed, was the origin of the crest.
When Isabella Latham married
the Earl of Derby she was the great-

was soon extinguished before

fire

much damage had been
Not

far

from the

done.

river, in front of

heiress of Lancashire, and her
husband assumed the Latham coatest

the house, stands a memorial fountain, erected in

memory

of Captain

of-arms.
The late Mr. J. G. Harris,
a pay-director of the United States
Navy, and a great-grandson of Captain William Latham, after long
research and careful study, came to
the conclusion that Gary Latham

William Latham. Captain Latham
was a lineal descendant of Gary
Latham, whose name has always
been associated with the early history
of

New London and

Groton.

John

Winthrop, the younger, speaks of
Gary Latham as having been "with me

was a son of the William Latham who
came over in the "Mayflower," as a
youth, in the charge of Governor
Carver. Although he is not mentioned in the ship's company, his
passage is vouched for in Bradford's
William Latham was at
History.
Duxbury, in 1637, and at Marshfield
in 1643-48, and from there he sailed

in the beginning of the Plantation."
It

was the Latham family which

exerted, for so many years, such a
powerful influence in Lancashire

England. Lewis Latham
county,
was sergeant falconer to Charles the
First, from 1627 until his death, in
1655.

The

ancestral estate remained
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to the

Bahamas where he later died.
Robert Latham, probably a brother
of Gary Latham, was a constable in

Winthrop, Carie Latham, Robert
and
Hemsteed,
Stubens,
John
Thomas Miner for this year following

Marshfield in 1643, and is placed as
a son of the "Mayflower" voyager by

to act in all towne affairs as well in
the disposing of lands as in other
prudentiall occasions for the towne.
The same day the inhabitants did
consent and desire that the plantation be called London."
In 1652, a number of the residents
of New London deceived grants of
land upon the east side of the Pequot
river, now the Thames, but continued to reside in the town plot
until about 1655.
This necessitated
the establishment of a regular ferry,

Mitchell,

in

his

Family

Register,

published in Bridgewater, MassachuHe took the oath of
setts, in 1840.
fidelity in the same town in 1657.
He removed to East Bridgewater in
In 1649, he married Susanna,
1667.
daughter of John Winslow, a brother

Her grandof Governor Winslow.
mother was the historic Mary Chilton,
<

said to be the first white

woman

to

soil.

upon Plymouth
Gary Latham married Elizabeth
Masters, widow of Edward Lockward,
and the births of two children are
recorded in Boston: Thomas, born
in the ninth month, 1639; Joseph, the
second of the tenth month, 1642.
John Latham, who died at New
London, Connecticut, about 1648, is
supposed to have been a third son.
There were four daughters; Elizabeth,
step

and November 6, 1651, articles were
drawn to lease the ferry to Edward
Messenger for twenty-one years.
Messenger gave over the lease and
removed to Windsor, Connecticut,
two or three years after. In 1654,
Mr. Winthrop entered into articles of
agreement with Gary Latham, granting him a lease of the "Ferry over
Pequot River, at the town of Pequot,
for fifty years from the twenty-fifth
of March (this was the first day of
the civil year), 1655. The said Gary
to take 3d of every passenger for
his fare, 6d for every horse or great
beast, and 3d for a calf or a swine:
and to have liberty to keep some
provisions and some strong liquors or
wine for the refreshment of passen-

Leeds; Jane, wife of
Lydia, who married
John Parker; and Hannah, unmarried. Thomas, the oldest son,
in 1673, married Rebecca, daughter
of Hugh Wells of Wethersfield, Connecticut.
Joseph, the second son,
died in 1706, and left seven sons and
wife of John

Hugh Hubbard;

one daughter.

Gary Latham was

living at

No English or Indians are to
pass over any nearer the ferry that
they take pay for, and if they do the
said Gary may require it."
Mr.
Latham immediately entered into
the service with a canoe, and bound
himself to provide a boat sufficient
for man and beast, within a year.
He was also to "build a house on the
east shore of the river before October
the next, and to dwell there."
In this way Gary Latham was the
first man to reside in
Groton. He

Pequot

gers.

plantation, later named New London,
in 1648.
He took active part during

the early years of the history of the
With Captain George
plantation.
Denison, Captain James Avery and
others, he set the bounds of neighboring towns, and is supposed to have
taken one of the first five home-lots,
after Winthrop's choice.
We read
that "22 Feb 1648 (9) The Inhabitants of Pequit plantation have
chosen by a joint consent, Mr. John
624

died

in 1685
"a man of sterling
worth, of value and strength in the
community; served in various town

1781, the regiments having done
their work, were ordered back to
defend the port of New London.

was townsman for sixteen
and was six times deputy to
the General Court, from May, 1664

Colonel William Ledyard had been
appointed to the command of the

offices;

years,

ports of New London, Groton and
Stonington. Adam Shapley was the
captain of the artillery at New London, and William Latham was in
command of the guns at Groton, the
present location of Fort Griswold.
At the close of the summer of 1781,
there was a general rejoicing over the
manner in which Sir Henry Clinton,
the British commander, had been

to 1670.
His large grants of lands
enriched his descendants." Such is
the history of the ancestor of the

Groton Lathams.
Captain William Latham was a
great-great-grandson of Gary Latham,
and the eldest son of Deacon Jonathan Latham and his wife Mary, who
was the daughter of Colonel Ebenezer
Avery and Dorothy Parke, whose
marriage united two of the oldest
families in New England.
Captain
Latham, living as he did during the
years that led up to the Revolutionary War, and taking a deep

deceived by Washington's supposed
attack upon New York. This encouraging news, coupled with the
fact that many dear ones were at
home from the war again permanently, and others upon long furloughs, brought a sense of safety to
the village to which peace had long

interest in the events of the times,

was not the man to take a passive
part in the history of his country.
The closing of the port of Boston,
and the arrival of armed ships, had
aroused the indignation of the colonies, and long before Connecticut
called

for

troops,

been an absent element in its life.
Captain Latham turned his attention to the building of a new house,
which his increasing family made
necessary.

Captain

William Latham

the neighbors and many
others who came from a distance, at
When the govsunset of each day.
ernor of Connecticut did call for
troops it took but a short time to
drilled

prepare them for action. A camp
was established directly opposite the
Latham homestead and here many
of

the

Connecticut

soldiers

drilled in the craft of warfare.

Latham's

wife,

Eunice

Forsythe, whom he married from her
grandfather's house in September,
1764, was the only daughter of TimoThe
thy and Eunice Forsythe.
mother, Mrs. Forsythe, the only
daughter of Luke Perkins of Groton,
died at her daughter's birth, and the
baby was brought up in her grand1
From Luke Perkins'
father's home.

were

With

'Eunice Forsythe was trained very careand tenderly for those days. She was
never allowed to do any work, not even
spinning, which was done by servant girls,
When
aside from the seven house slaves.
Eunice was four years old her grandfather
gave her Molly, an eight year old Spanish
slave, who always slept upon a trundlebed
by the side of her mistress, went with her
to her new home, was her housekeeper
and the beloved nurse of her children.
At her death her body was placed at the
foot of her mistress' grave.

the news of the battle of Lexington,
the troops were prepared to move to
the scene of action. William Latham
was commissioned as a lieutenant

fully

Captain Coit's company. All
through the long years of suffering
and danger during the Revolutionary
War, the Connecticut troops bore
their share of the hardships, and in
in
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descend the Forof Albany,
Luke Perkins was a

and bet Lieutenant Latham five
pounds that the mare could not do it.
Latham accepted the wager, and

and lived in luxurious
appointments. He always had a
large silver tankard of cider or sherry
upon his sideboard, with refreshments for all, as was the custom in
He always wore blue
those days.
broadcloth, with smallclothes adorned
with knee buckles, and great shining
His
silver buckles graced his shoes.
generosity with his wealth is well
demonstrated in the fact that he
gave each of his five sons a farm,
well stocked.
Among the yearly
contributors to the Kinne Meetinghouse, built at Groton in 1769, were
Luke Perkins, 12; Colonel William
Ledyard, who "sat upon the west
side of the door,"
8; Deacon Jonathan, and son, Captain William

promised to drive Trot, taking the
gun with him, if Colonel Ledyard
would allow a servant, Mingo, to go
with him and bring Trot back.

second marriage
sythes and

New
man

o(

York.

Rathburns

of wealth,

Latham,

When

the troops started, the neighbors and countryside turned out to
see them off.
Lieutenant Latham
sat upon the gun-carriage and Mingo

walked by

now

Oj

as his father passed out of sight.
The
child's cries cast a gloom over the
soldier and the excitement of the

Trot and
trip failed to cheer him.
the gun arrived in Boston eight hours
before the rest of the company, and
Colonel Ledyard paid his wager.
Latham gave the money to his servant, Mingo, who returned with Trot,
the proudest man in Groton.
Another element of this household
which has long since passed into history, is that each member of the
family had a slave for his individual
There was Lambo, the
service.

ten

years of age, was the pride and joy
Seldom were
of the household.
father and son separated, there being
a rare bond of affection between
them. Neither undertook a journey
or pilgrimage without the company
of the other, and day after day they
could be seen walking and talking
together, the father's hand upon the

f.o>

As they passed

William clung to his father's side
until taken away, and sobbed bitterly

9.

William Latham, Junior,

his side.

Latham homestead the family
came out to say goodby. Little

the

bqdy-servant

of

Captain

'

.

f

i

Latham,

who

followed his master to his death,
and old Nancy, a Guinea negress,
who gloried in tatooed designs on
her arms and face. She had been
left to Captain Latham, with her
son, Cuff as a compensation for her
violent temper, by her former master.
These are the only two, of the many
slaves in the household, that left

boy's shoulder.
Early in the Revolutionary War,
Captain Latham, then Lieutenant,
belonged to the artillery, and the
day arrived when it was found that
there were not enough horses to convey the guns to Boston. Lieutenant
Latham offered Trot, a fine whitefaced mare belonging to his daughter
Mary. Each horse in his stable had
a name and history; even the cattle
in the stalls were of blooded and pediColonel
greed stock.
Ledyard
thought the horse unable to carry
the matrass gun as far as Boston,

their

names marked

in history.

Captain Latham's home was representative of New England family life
can picture
of those times.
them as they gather at the close of

We

the day, September 5, 1781, for the
evening meal; the last really happy
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day

of their

home

life,

for the

morrow

children to the old Avery house,
the home of a relative about two
miles distant.
Captain Latham,
followed by his little son, who begged
permission to go with his father,
went at once to the fort. After
viewing the fleet, he sent for Colonel

brought changes from which they
never fully recovered. At the head
of the table, looking out over the
deepening blue of river and sound,
sat
the aged Deacon Jonathan

Latham,
Avery.

was

opposite

By

his

wife,

Mary

Captain Latham's side

Ledyard,

who

whose glance of tenderness rested now and then upon her
three daughters, Mary, Eunice and
his wife,

of these two guns, in succession, was
the signal for the neighboring troops
to hurry to the defense of the fort.

But

allied himself with the British
since his attempt to deliver the fort
at West Point into the hands of the
enemy. Arnold was a member of
this expedition against his former
countrymen at New London, and
knowing the signal for assistance, as

weather for

used by the Americans, he caused a
gun to be fired from the British ships
in such a manner as to represent that
the Americans had fired three guns,
instead of two.
In the meantime, Lambo had put
his mistress and her children into an

stopped in front of the house for a
chat, or came in to pay a social call,
speaking of this and that one who
were at home on furlough the latest
news of Washington what Sir
Henry Clinton's next move would be
and then of the new house building, and how far the work progressed
and thus whiled away the evening
hours before bed-time.
Presently
the house became quiet, and all was
still save the voice of the cricket,
and the ripple of the river.
It was at three in the morning that
Captain Latham was aroused by

them on their
gun he turned back

ox-cart and started

Taking

way.
toward the

his

fort.

"Lambo,"

called

his

mistress,

"your master told you to take care
of us."

"I know it," Lambo replied, "but
there are enough to care for you, and

summered and I've wintered
Master Billy for over thirty years
and I shall not leave him now."
With these words Lambo went to
the fort. All through that terrible
morning little William worked,
fetching the powder horns from the
magazine. Never once did he fail in
I've

Gallup, his orderly sergeant,
fleet of thirty-

was nearing the entrance
The house was
to the harbor.
aroused and orders were issued to
the slaves to take the women and

two

carefully laid plan was
by Benedict Arnold, who

had

Rising from the table, Captain
Latham, accompanied by little William, went to the fort to see that all
was well for the night. As his house
was close by the fort, he was permitted to sleep at home. During
the evening neighbors and friends

with the news that a

this

frustrated

the morrow.

Andrew

commanding officer,
Latham and

Sergeant Rufus Avery to take charge
of two of the large guns.
The firing

Lucy. On the Captain's left sat
William, Junior. During a pause in
the conversation, the voice of one of
the servants could be heard singing
the younger children to sleep. The
shades on the ground and trees
deepened, as the sun sank in a blaze
of glory, promising fair

the

directed Captain

vessels

his

duty, ever watching his father
in the midst of the

and Lambo
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Toward noon a
struggle.
soldier tried to thrust his

,O

the barrier,
she
the floor lay relatives and neighbors, but those whom
she was seeking were not among the
number. All night she continued the
vain search. In the morning, Mrs.
Latham, learning that her son had
been taken prisoner, went to Benedict
Arnold, whom she had met socially
upon many occasions. With him she
found little William, pale and trembling from the effects of the awful
scenes he had witnessed the day before, holding a crust of bread in his
hand that he did not dare eat.
"Benedict
said
Mrs.
Arnold,"
Latham, "I have come for my son,
not to ask for him, but to demand him.."
"Take him," said Arnold, "but do
not bring him up to be a

British

thrusting
entered.

bayonet
into Captain Latham's back, but
Lambo, ever watchful, pushed it
aside, losing all the fingers of one
hand. The next instant he threw
himself between his master and
another bayonet thrust. This bayonet entered the body of the loyal
old negro and he fell to the ground,
A few moments later Capdead.
tain

Latham was wounded and was

render

His little son went to
lay with his arms about the
his father.
After the surof the Americans,
British

officers

found the two Lathams, and

left

as dead.

him and
body of

forcing the father to his feet, compelled him to identify the dead.
The British officers did not know that

O(

.

a captain of the American soldiers
was in their possession as the Captain
had discarded his uniform. He was
then put into a cart with the wounded
and dying, and rolled down the steep
hillside near the fort, to the bank of the
river, where the cart struck a large tree.
But before the shock came, Captain
Latham had thrown himself from
the flying cart. Thus he escaped
being carried into the house, known
as the Ebenezer Avery place, which

had been

utilized as

hospital.

Little

aside

Upon

rebel."
"I shall take him," Mrs. Latham
replied, "and teach him to despise
the name of a traitor."

The following communion Sunday
there were but ninety-three members
of the congregation present in the
old Groton meeting-house
five men
and eighty-seven widows.
Bailey," of petticoat fame,

young girl at the time
and searched for her

"Mother

who was

a

of this battle,
relatives that

dreadful night with the women of
Groton, always said, "I can never
be a Universalist, for I feel there must
be a Hell for Benedict Arnold."
Captain Latham soon recovered
from his wounds, but it was long be-

an emergency
William had been
taken prisoner, and was placed under
guard by Benedict Arnold.

From far and near, at the close of
that dread day, came the women,
searching for their dead and wounded.
It was night when Mrs. Latham and
her daughter Mary reached the fort.
Mrs. Latham went into the ruined
fort, and along the roads, holding her
lantern close to the faces of the dead,
looking in vain for husband and son.
Coming to the Avery house, a sentry
forbade her entrance by holding his
gun across the doorway. Haughtily

fore little William

was strong again.

He

never was the same light-hearted
child, and grew into a quiet, serious
lad.
As before, he was ever the
constant companion of his father,
until the Captain's death, when he
went to sea with one of New London's

famous sea-captains.
Captain Latham died in 1792, and
in the Groton cemetery

was buried
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near the grave of Colonel Ledyard,*
whom he loved as a brother.

Some

into one large hall where the merry

company danced

Hannah married
Captain James Mitchell. The older
daughters were married and had
homes of their own, and Captain
Mitchell bought the Latham homestead, which still remains in the
family.
Captain Mitchell was a man
of prominence in Groton.
He was
a grandson of Francois Mitchell of
Bordeaux, France, who was exiled
from France, for political reasons, to
the Cape de Verde Islands.
Here
Francois Mitchell's two sons, Francis
and Pierre, were born. Both sons
came to America. Pierre settled in the
South, and Francis in New England,
where he married Mary Leeds of Groton, great-great-great-granddaughter
of John Alden and Priscilla Mullins.
Madam Mitchell made her home with
her son Francis after his marriage.
death, his daughter

Madam

Mary and Priscilla (they later became
the mother and grandmother, respectively, of

The huge

Mitchell's

partition,

hung on

O

....

in,

necticut,

tive
rara,

and extensive trade with DemaSouth America.

In

1827,

he

was appointed by John Quincy
Adams, United States Marshal for
the District of Connecticut, and was
re-appointed by Andrew Jackson-

on his face, and instantly
-See Sanford's History of Con-

fell

Ledyard

Island's

oldest in the state of Connecticut,
except the stone house in Guilford.
Captain Mitchell carried on a lucra-

they fired by platoons upon

the unresisting garrison. 'Who commands
this fort?' called out the British officer in
command. 'I did, sir; but you do now,"
said the gallant Ledyard, as he advanced
and presented his sword. The brutal
officer no sooner received it than he plunged
Colonel
it into his (Ledyard's) breast.
expired."-

Rhode

deed of which was from King George.
Tradition says that this house is the

'Colonel Ledyard, as history has it,
brutally killed at the surrender of the
British
"The
force
fort.

marched

of

daughter-in-law, it was whispered,
bore the news with more resignation.
The marriage of the two elderly
people took place in due time, and
the bride joined her granddaughter
in Lyme, where she lived until her
death in the old ancestral home, the

great hinges, was hooked up to the
ceiling, throwing the lower rooms

was

two

eminent governors, Governor Sprague
and Governor Smith), who remarked,
"they hoped the boat would sink
when the aged groom crossed the
But the
river to his marriage."

granddaughter's marriage, who was
the only daughter of Captain James
Mitchell and Hannah Latham, the
old house was lighted from garret to
cellar.

It

her granddaughter of many cares.
But the groom's father, who belonged
to one of the fine old families of Lyme,
Connecticut, was a widower, and it
was deemed incorrect for a widow,
and a granddaughter of John Alden,
to enter the home under the circumstances.
Madam Mitchell said she
would talk over the matter with the
gentleman, whom she had met that
evening for the first time. So delightful was she in conversation, perhaps an inherited talent from her
illustrious grandmother, her engagement to the gentleman was the result
of their talk, much to the surprise
and displeasure of her daughters,

She was a gracious woman, of strong
and decided views.
personality
Many quaint and interesting stories
are told of the years she spent in the
Latham homestead, where she was
considered an oracle.
of

until morning.

was thought advisable to have the
grandmother follow the winsome
bride, who was but sixteen years of
age, to her new home and there help
in the management and also relieve

years after Captain Latham's

At the time

dbararfrr

page 230.
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More than once he was sent to the
General Assembly and often as mem-

,O

tain

ber of the state Senate.
He died
suddenly in New Haven, Connecticut,
in 1831, and the body was brought
on a revenue cutter to the foot of
the hill at Groton, where the Latham-

of the

his way home.
It is probable that this treatment
of a citizen of the United States was

but one of many, and it is small
wonder that it was one of the strong
incentives of the War of 1812.
When
William Latham reached his home
he found his brothers and sisters
married and with interests in which
he could not partake. He felt lonely,
and soon again went to sea. From
the day he shipped, no tidings were
ever received from him. Where he

was

A shadow, which always
remained, was cast over his family
as the years passed and no news was
learned of his fate.
The old house remains the same
as in days of old, and not long since
I passed a delightful afternoon with
the. present owner, the widow of
Captain Latham's grandson, a woman
of charming manner and a rare storyteller.
In the house are to be seen
bits of china which once belonged
to Eunice Forsythe Latham; a fine
old sideboard owned by John Alden's
great-great-great-granddaughter valuable and interesting letters written
to Captain James Mitchell during the
terms he served as United States
Marshal, signed by Oliver Wolcott,
Martin Van Buren and many other
prominent men of those days; a letter
;

held, placed
before the unfortunate
man, but before they could be read,
were taken away and thrown overboard. Latham managed to send a
few lines, now and then, to his family
in Groton, and they again appealed
to the English Government.
His cre-

were again ignored.

what unknown

tained.

of his capture was brought
to Groton, and his family sent statements of the case, with requests that
he be released, through the American
Government to the British Admiralty.
Letters were written by his family
and sent to the imprisoned young
sailor.
The captain of the ship

dentials

lost at sea, or in

land he died, has never been ascer-

The news

letters

left

work

to be one of sorrow, bore the hardships of his captivity, and was tortured by intense longings for home.

which he was

American Minister, and

the appeals of the family were heeded,
and Latham was set free and placed
on a ship bound for Calais, France,
from which port he was obliged to

ward bound on a cruise, stopped
at the West India Islands to buy
A
gifts for his mother and sisters.
British man-of-war was lying in the
harbor where Latham's ship anchored. A press-gang from the British
ship, in search of prey, as was the
custom at the time, seized Latham
and took him on board of the British
Here he suffered greatly
warship.
from the cruelties practiced upon him.
He was forced to learn the trade of a
cooper, and during the daytime, in
the torrid heat of the tropics, he was
compelled to work upon the decks
clad in scanty clothing, until his back
became blistered and tanned like
For many months this
leather.
young man, whose life was destined

on

finally sailed to

money to pay the passage of the prisoner to his home in Groton. This time

Mitchell homestead stands, and from
there carried to the house.
A number of years before these
events, William Latham, while home-

the

James Mitchell

England, filed his papers with the
Admiralty, put the case in the hands

of special interest, containing

minute

instructions in case of war, concerning the movements of vessels engag-

ed in the Demarara trade; Captain
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commissions signed by
Quincy Adams and Henry
Clay; also the appointment of Henry
a grandson of Captain
Mitchell,
Mitchell, as major in the Veteran
Reserve Corps, signed by Abraham
Lincoln; quaint miniatures and oldfashioned furniture. A spot of added
interest is where Deacon Jonathan
Latham wore a hole in the floor,
sliding his foot back and forth while

Col-

Character

Mitchell's

Both Lincoln and Douglas took tea

John

at her father's house.

remembers perfectly hearing her
mother say after tea, "Mr. Lincoln,
will you let me cut the frayed edge
from your coat before you speak
tonight?" and of Lincoln thanking
her, and standing by the table as Mrs.
Hamilton trimmed the coat also

he stood in prayer each morning.
For many years the beams, scorched
in the fire of September 6, 1781,
could be seen from the cellar.
The hostess, a daughter of the late
Richard J. Hamilton of Chicago,
Illinois, and a great-granddaughter
of General Sullivan; whose mother
started the first Sunday-school in

the>ity

of Chicago,

was the

first

and whose

She thought
man as he
She
day.

Lincoln a tall, awkward
entered the room that

the vivid scenes she passed through
during the Civil War, and when
searching for her husband after the
battle of Perry ville, and of the long
weeks nursing him, far from home

and among strangers.
In leaving, I paused, looking upon
the matchless view of the river, and
out over Long Island Sound. I left
the old house of so many historic
memories in the hush of an autumn
afternoon, with the sunlight shining
through the wide open door on to
the floor within.

sister

white child born in the

city after it was incorporated, told
interesting stories of her early
life, and well recalls the night of the

many

Lincoln-Douglas debate in Chicago.
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Exhaustive investigations into the origin of the strains of blood that have entered into the building of the Western Continent, are now being conducted in this country and
abroad under the auspices of the public service department of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN

o

The results of many of these investigations are presented in these pages, preHISTORY.
liminary to the inauguration of The Journal of American Ancestry, which is being organized along permanent lines for the purpose of founding a genealogical clearing house in
Mrs. Hester Dorsey Richardson of Baltimore, Maryland, the editorial director
America.
of this department, is now in Great Britain seeking original sources of several prominent
Professor Charles M. Hoppin, whose investigations into the origin of
American lineages.
the Loomis blood were recently recorded in THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY, is now
in 'Holland, investigating certain strains that laid the Dutch foundations in America.
Genealogical queries should be registered with the editor of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN
HISTORY, at the genealogical library, 341 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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This quaint old song was recently found in an Orderly Book of the American RevoluIt is in the handwriting of Samuel Tallmadge, the ensign and
adjutant of the Fourth
Continental Regiment of the New York Line, who later became a first lieutenant, and
served to the close of the war, and whose records are now being transcribed in THE JOURNAL
OF AMERICAN HISTORY. The original manuscript bears this inscription: "Composed
after the surrender of the Hussions at TrenTown, New
The victory evidently
Jersey."
overjoyed the Revolutionists. It was here that Washington, in 1776, became the hero
of the American people when, with 2500 men, he crossed the Delaware, which
wasjfilled
with floating ice, marched nine miles in a blinding snowstorm and took the Hessians at
Trenton by surprise, a thousand of whom were taken prisoners, and the Hessian commander
and seventeen men slain. Only four Americans perished: two killed in accident and two
tion.

frozen to death.

The day

Come

is

Brook

my

boys push on

Follow, Follow, Washington
Its he that Leads us on, Its he that Leads us on

When he Commands we will Obey
Through Rain or Snow by Night or Day
Determined to be Free, Determined to be Free

With heart and hand in God we'll Trust
We'll Freely Fight, Our Cause is Just
Come on my boys Come on, Come on my Sly boys, and
If Freedom Reigns throughout our Land
We'll act Like Brave Americans
And Follow Washington and Follow Washington
Near to Prince Town we did attact
Where there own Hussions would not act
None but the Regulars, but Georges Regulars
One Thousand Hussions did Surrender
The Six and twentieth of Last December
Which Gives our Country Joy, Which Gives our Country Joy
That there is no Hussions that will act
Or Ever from us Our Freedom shall Take
We Would Rather Chuse to Die, Would Rather Chuse to Die
My Brave Artillery now push On
Battallion Follow the Days our Own
They now for Mercy Cry, They now For Mercy Cry
Shure God Inspires Create Washington
In Generalship to Lead us On
Against Our Enimies, Against Our Enimies
Heres to Smallwood and Montgomery
To putnam and much honored Lee
And Glorious Washington, And Glorious Washington
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Progeny

CREELMAN, MRS. HARLAN
in

America

of the Crusaders in

Photographs

553

Alta M. Ralph

By

Antique Furniture of the American Forefathers

Historic

608

America

CUTLER, H. GARDNER

102

603

Illustrated

CORNELLS, BLOOD OF
Old China

of the

in Sculpture of

Anniversary in the American West

DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION Poem By

609

Louisiana Purchase

Mrs.

J.

446

K. Davol

DAVOL, MRS. J. K. Ode "All Hail to Fair Liberty's Daughters"
DAWN OF PEACE Ode By Ellwood Roberts, Norristown. Pennsylvania
DECISIVE BATTLES IN AMERICAN HISTORY This is a detailed map of

446
48
Battle of Guilford Court House

259
Reproduction from Collection of Mr. Charles William Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio
Origin of Great Wealth in America By Honorable John
109L. Sexton

DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

who Charted Oceans Pathfinder of Seas Illustrated
Monument to General Friedrich von Steuben
1794) aide to Frederick the Great, who became disciplinarian of American Army
DONAHOE, DANIEL J. Poem Triumph of Justice An Appeal to American Conscience

DILL, JACOB

S.

American

319

Scientist

DISCIPLINARIAN OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

DONIPHAN, ALEXANDER, EXPERIENCES OF

By Honorable

D. C. Allen

(1730-

456
192

Contributed by William
511

Elsey Connelley

DROWNE, HENRY RUSSELL
DUCHE, REVEREND JACOB

Heirlooms of First Americans
Letters of American Revolution

425

Roger Williams

By

Mrs. Louise Tull Baker of Baltimore,

525

Maryland

DUNGAN, WARREN S. First Declarations of Independence in America Lancaster Convention
EARLY AMERICAN PORTRAITURE Exhibit of Three Epochs in Development of American

145

Art as

Witnessed by Heirlooms in possession of Loomis Family in America Originals reproduced in THE
288
JOURNAL op AMERICAN HISTORY by permission of Burdette Loomis of Hartford, Connecticut
EARLIEST ENGLISH FOUNDATIONS ON WESTERN CONTINENT Ancient Powder House erected
at Williamsburg, Virginia, seat of English Government in South Original Photograph in Collection of
475
Egbert Gilliss Handy of New York
571
EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN IRRIGATION Crude drawing by William Tatham, in 1796
EARLY LAND WARS IN AMERICA IN DISPUTE BETWEEN THE STATES Exhaustive Investigation
By George Cowles Lay,
into Bitter Conflicts of Green Mountain Boys for possession of New Hampshire
581
M. A., LL. B. of New York

EARLY MIGRATIONS TO THE MIDDLE WEST AND MASSACRE ON THE FRONTIER

Remarkable

Narrative of Hardships and Cruelty in which Communities were Destroyed in Conquest of Savages in
595
Wilderness Story of Carters of New England By Theodore G. Carter of St. Peter, Minnesota

EARLY STRUGGLES FOR POSSESSION OF THE LAND
British

and French Dominions

IN

AMERICA

building of States of New York, New
EDITORIAL COMMENT Historic Medals

in

Map of
New York in
New Jersey....

Fac-simile of Mitchell

showing scenes of Boundary Disputes between
Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Massachusetts and

in 1755,

309

Foundations of American Institutions
Future of American Republic
Genealogical Researches in America and Great Britain

EDUCATION, WORLD'S GREATEST POWER

By

Dr.

**

151

Henry M. McCracken, Chancellor

of

New York
1*

University

"EGYPT AWAKENING" Sculptural Conception by Charles Keck, Member of National Sculptural Society
ELIOT, CHARLES WILLIAM, LL. D. America's Heritage Pilgrim Foundation of American Civilization
END OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION It was at this spot, in Yorktown, Virginia, on October 19,
1781, that Cornwallis with 7,242 soldiers and 840 seamen surrendered,
American colonies

rich possession of great

593

America

and Great Britain

lost forever its

2
469
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ENO, JOEL NELSON

Poem

Rise and Fall of Empires

In Absentia

The Future

of

"And

ODrtginal
Not Be There"

I Shall

100
185

United States

EXPERIENCES OF FRENCH HUGUENOTS IN AMERICA THE KING'S FUGITIVES

Investigations

and Fortunes of Exiles who Fled to America during Reign of Louis XIV, when He Promulgated
Revocation of Edict of Nantes in 1685 By Colonel James Tompkins Watson of Clinton, New York
123

into Lives

EXPERIENCES OP AN OLD INDIAN FIGHTER

Researches into

Children and Grandchildren were lost in an early American Massacre
Indiana Illustrated
Old Print of a Meeting-house Built in 1696
Photograph of Last Resting Place of Daughter of Indian Fighter

FAC-SIMILE OF

St. Michael's

FAC-SIMILE OF

of John Hawks, whose Wife,
William O. Bates, Indianapolis.

237
241
241

AUTOGRAPH DOCUMENT

Western Continent

FAC-SIMILE OF

life

By

Relating to certain Land Claims of Joseph
Original written in 1652 at Windsor, Connecticut

AUTOGRAPH OF JOHN LOOMIS

IN 1611

Loomis on
293

Photographed from the church records at
291

Church, Braintree, England

AUTOGRAPH OF JOSEPH LOOMIS

American Pioneer, inscribed on records

in St.

Michael's Church in Braintree, England, in 1636

292

DOMESDAY BOOK BY COMMAND OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR....
FAMOUS DISPUTES BETWEEN STATES IN FIRST LAND GRANTS IN AMERICA Exhaustive
FAC-SIMILE OF PAGE OF

140

Investigation into Founding of Early American Land Company which Established a Democracy in
Middle West such as even Rome and Greece never knew in their proudest days Political "War" Between

Pennsylvania and Connecticut, in

New York Bar

Wyoming

By George Cowles Lay, M.

Valley

A.,

LL. D., member of
431

Illustrated

432

Old Engraving of Wyoming Valley
Old Print of Disaster of Wyoming
Photograph of Map showing Original Ownership of America
Photograph of Map showing Scene of one of Greatest Land Wars in America

FAMOUS LANDMARKS IN AMERICAN HISTORY
FAMOUS PAINTINGS IN AMERICA Portraiture
Canvases that Record Men and Events:
Collection at Metropolitan Museum, New

432
435
437
533

Editorial Library

Masterpieces by First Great American Painters

York

23
21

General George Washington By Charles Wilson Peale
President Washington By Gilbert Stuart
Washington Crossing the Delaware By Emmanuel Leutze
Alexander Hamilton By John Truinbull
First Minister from Spain to United States
By Gilbert Stuart
President Washington By Gilbert Stuart

22
24-25
26
27
28

Collection of Charles William Burrows at Cleveland, Ohio:
Washington Resigning his Commission By John Trumbull
Portrait of George Washington
By Gilbert Stuart
Portrait of Martha Washington
By Gilbert Stuart
Portrait of Thomas Knowlton
By John Trumbull
Portrait of Samuel Adams
By John Singleton Copley
Portrait of Arthur Middleton
By Benjamin West
Portrait of Mrs. Benedict Arnold
By Sir Thomas Lawrence
Portraits of John Hancock and Mrs. Hancock
By John Singleton Copley
General Henry Knox By Gilbert Stuart
!

John Paul Jones By Charles Wilson Peale
General Charles Pinckney By James Sharpless
General Arthur St. Clair By Charles Wilson Peale
General Horatio Gates
General Joseph Warren By John Singleton Copley
General Nathanael Greene By Charles Wilson Peale
Richard Henry Lee By Charles Wilson Peale
George Rogers Clark
General Benjamin Lincoln By Sargent
General Richard Montgomery By Charles Wilson Peale
Alexander Hamilton
General John Stark
General James Wolfe

Henry
Noah Webster
Patrick

By Sully
By James

!

'.

56
57

57
57
57
57
58-

:

Sharpless

General Montcalm
Marquis de Lafayette

Major John Andre By John Singleton Copley
General John Burgoyne By Thomas Hudson
"First Battle of the American Revolution"
By Amos Doolittle
Battle of Germantown Attack on Chew House
By Edward Lamson Henry
"The Wise Men of Gotham and Their Goose"
Bloody Massacre on the Streets of Boston By Paul Revere
Historic Painting of Congress Voting Independence
By Robert Edge Pine
Collection of Mrs. F. A. Westervelt of Hackensack,

New

58
58
58
59
59
59
59
60-

61

62
63
64

Jersey:

Engraving by W. R. Jones
Major-General Harrison Engraving by W. R. Jones
De Witt Clinton By W. R. Jones
Benjamin Rush By Edwin
John Jay By Leney
Famous Paintings of the Washingtons
Collection of Engravings in possession of Egbert Gilliss Handy of New York:
First Great Bayonet Charge in American History
Painting by Chappel
First Great Conflict of American Navy in Foreign Waters
Painting by Chappel
First Denunciation against the Tyranny of the King
Painting by Chappel
First Organized Resistance to British in American Revolution
Painting by Chappet

James Madison

49
50
5
52
53
54
54
55
56
56
56
56
56
56

85
86
90
91
92
88-89
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222
224

225
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First Massacre of American Colonists by British
First Shot of American Revolution
Unfurling Flag of Liberty in Middle Colonies in Revolution Painting by Chappel
Gloomiest Days of American Revolution Painting by Chappel
Duel on Field of Battle in American Revolution Painting by Chappel
Establishing Anglo-Saxon Civilization in Great American Dominion Painting by Chappel
Founding First Permanent English Settlement in America Painting by Warner
First Religious Refugees Escaping to New World
Painting by Leutze
Woman's Courage in American Revolution Painting by Darley
Woman's Heroism on Battlefield for American Independence Painting by Carter...
First Quaker Treaty with Indians in America
Painting by West

FAMOUS PAINTINGS OF THE WASHINGTONS

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236

Reproductions from Historic Originals
21-22-24-25-28-49-50-88-89

FATHER OF ANGLO-SAXON CIVILIZATION

Statue in

Memory

of Alfred the Great (849-901). who
Instituted Education, Law and Commerce as

Emancipated English Race from Mediaeval Ignorance, and
Racial Characteristics By Isidore Konti, Sculptor, New York

Erected at Court House at Cleveland,

Ohio

16

FATHER OF JURISPRUDENCE

Statue of Justinian the Great (483-565), Roman Emperor who Organized
Law and Founded a System of Justice upon which Modern Civilization has been built Erected at Court
House at Cleveland, Ohio Isidore Konti of New York, Sculptor
457

FINCH, FRANCIS MILES Poem Golden Anniversary Tribute to Americans
FINN, JAMES Mural Decoration in Residence of Colonel John Jacob Astor
FIRST ACCOUNTS OF REVOLUTION FOR AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

256
463
Original letter written

by

American "to a Gentleman in England" in which he Describes the Battle of Lexington and Beginning of
Hostilities which gave birth to a New Nation
By David Phillips of Columbus, Ohio

FIRST AMERICAN WARRIORS IN BATTLE Ancient Documents that Testify to Heroism in Great
Swamp Fight and "Hungry March," when Soldiers ate their Horses Gilbert Ray Hawes, A. M., LL. B.,
New York City
FIRST AUTHORITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF "OLDEST NATIVE DOCUMENT IN AMERICA"
Exhaustive Researches into Authenticity of Inscription Chiseled on Remarkable Tablet in Museum of
Minnesota Historical Society By Hjalmar Rued Holand, M. A., of University of Wisconsin Illustrated
Photographs of Mysterious Stone Found in Minnesota

FIRST BUILDING IN AMERICA-BUILT FOR MASONIC PURPOSES

Structure

still

421

165
168

standing in Rich-

622

mond, Virginia

FIRST CANALS ON AMERICAN CONTINENT
in

65

Investigation into Beginning of Inland Transportation

America

407

FIRST CHURCHES IN AMERICA

Photograph taken at Hampton, Virginia, which, in 1610, was the
Indian village of Kiquotan This building is historic Church of Saint John which was built in 1660 and
Original Photograph in possession of Egbert Gilliss Handy of
still stands as an American landmark

New York
FIRST COLLEGES IN AMERICA
Photograph taken at

FIRST

historic

496
First vote to establish college in

FIRST COMMERCE

in Virginia, in 1619

William and Mary

501

COMMANDER OF THE PATRIOT ARMY IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION

were First Marshalled by General Artemas
Chosen as Commander-in-Chief By Florence
of

America was

The Fighting Forces

Ward of Massachusetts How Washington Came to be
Ward Danforth Newcomb of Louisville, Kentucky

561

UNDER AMERICAN FLAG

Documentary Evidence and Original Correspondence
Captain James Goodrich, whose Vessel and Cargo were seized by a French Privateer in 1797 Historic

claim of ship "Confederacy" By William Goodrich of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Miniature Painting of Captain James Goodrich

273
277

Illustrated

FIRST COMMUNITY OF AMERICAN-BORN FREEMEN AND.ITS DOMINION
North America
Indians of Six Nations, in 1769

Civil

Government

in

The First Independent
Domain Between Tennessee and Ohio Rivers Acquired from
541

FIRST DECLARATIONS OF INDEPENDENCE IN AMERICA LANCASTER CONVENTION

Investi-

of Liberty Great Debates
gations into First Proclamations of American People Setting Forth Principles
146
which Spirit of Freedom was Manifested By Colonel Warren S. Dungan, Chariton, Ohio

in

FIRST ENGLISH CHILDREN IN AMERICA Investigations into Beginning
Continent First White Child Born in New World was Virginia Dare, in 1585
in America

Bucks

By

White Race on Western
Marry
Native-born Americans: Laydons, Yeardleys and
of

First English Girl to

was Anne Surras, in year 1608 First
Mrs. Sally Nelson Robins of Richmond, Virginia

73

Documentary Record of Beginning of movement to Christianize
bring "Heathen" to America By Mrs. Mary Hunter Smith of Terryville,

FIRST FOREIGN SCHOOL IN AMERICA
the World Original Plan to
Connecticut

FIRST FRATERNAL MOVEMENTS IN UNITED STATES Photograph
in

of claimed first Masonic

299

Temple
621

America

FIRST GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS OF COLONIAL AMERICA

Photograph taken at the historic structure in Williamsburg, Virginia, which is believed to be the only original government building still standing 506
560
FIRST MAJOR-GENERAL OF REVOLUTIONARY ARMY Portrait of Artemas Ward
FIRST PROHIBITION LAW IN AMERICA Documents Regulating a Great Social Problem among Indians
found in State Capitol at Lincoln, Nebraska New Evidence of Moral Struggle among American
recently

3J
3S
3t

By Melvin R. Gilmore of Lincoln, Nebraska Illustrated
Photograph of Surviving Members of Indian Police Force In Nebraska
Photograph of Aboriginal American who Fought Social Evil

Aborigines

FIRST PROTECTION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIES

It

was at Raleigh Tavern, in Williamsburg,

Vir-

or purchase of British manufactures,

ginia, that first official declaration was issued against importation
in 1769 and 1774, thus granting first protection to American trade

539
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FIRST SETTLERS' FORT WEST OF THE ALLEGHENIES
overlooking

Watauga

Valley, in Tennessee, where Fort

FIRST STATESMAN OF AMERICAN LIBERTY

Monument erected at Sycamore Shoals,
Watauga was established, in 1770 .......................... 542

FATHERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Re-

searches into Life and Times of Honorable James Otis, a lawyer who uttered First Public Denunciation
Against British Oppression By Mrs. Hannah Thatcher Otis Staples of Catskill, New York Illustrated 261
Painting of Colonel James Otis, Senior ................................................................................................................... 265

Painting of Honorable James Otis ........................................................................................................................... 268
Painting of Mary Alleyne Otis .................................................................................................................................. 268
FIRST TRADING STATIONS IN AMERICA Photograph taken in Petersburg, Virginia, on site of Indian
Village Destroyed by Nathaniel Bacon, in 1676 ................................................................................................. 495

FIRST UNIVERSITY IN AMERICA ON OLD
taken in Arcade of University of Virginia

FIRST VILLAGES

WORLD STANDARDS OF EDUCATION
Print from Mr. H.

AROUND MANHATTAN ISLAND

Photographs

W. Hilleary's Collection
of Van der Donck Map of New

............

418-419-420

Netherlands in 1695, showing locations and quaint names of Indian and Dutch communities that centered about
village that was destined to become great metropolis of Western World ....................................................... 591

FLEMING,

WALTER

H.

Historic Attempts to Solve

Fac-simile

Race Problem

in

America by Deportation ................ 197

FOUNDATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC

Memorial erected at Williamsburg, Virginia, on site
kindled flames of Revolution in 1765 Original photograph in

of old Capitol where Patrick Henry first
collection of Egbert Gilliss Handy of New

York .................................................................................................. 538

FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICA, HISTORIC Editorial Library
FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS Inauguration

............................................................................

tution of The Journal of American Ancestry as an auxiliary to
investigations into

497

House in America InstiTHE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY in
of a Clearing

American Foundations .............................................................................................................. 309

FOUNDATIONS OF GREAT METROPOLISES

IN

AMERICA AND THEIR FOUNDERS

Original

Researches into personalities that laid plans upon which great structures of American Civilization have
been built Lord Pauw and His Community from which sprang Metropolis of New York Van Vorsts
and Commercial Gateways of Jersey City and Hoboken Intimate Narrative By H. Toler Booraem of
New York City Original Paintings collected for Historical Record by Robert E. Booraem of New York,
from descendants of Van Vorst Illustrated ..........................................................................................................
Old Painting of a Daughter of New Netherlands, Hannah Radley Morrell ......................................................
Old Painting of Mrs. John Van Vorst ......................................................................................................................
Old Painting of Antoinette Roosevelt .....................................................................................................................

Engraving of Landmarks of Old New York .....................................................................................................
Engraving of Ancient Dutch Church in America ........................ .........................................................................
Arms of the Van Booraems in America ..................................................................................................................
Old Portrait of Dr. John Francis Vacher ................................................................................
Painting of John Van Vorst ......................................................................................................................................
.

..

387
385
386
389
391
393
394
395
396

FOUNDERS OF PILGRIM REPUBLIC

Tribute to Character of Men who Landed at Plymouth Rock
in Wilderness of New World
Beginning of American
Honorable William Howard Taft, LL. D., President of the United States ................ 485

and Established a

Political

Spirit of Liberty

By

and Religious Refuge

FRANCKE. KUNO Literature Leader of People
'FUTURE OF AMERICAN REPUBLIC "It is in Your Hands

.......................................................................................................

Friends,

and Their Friends

and that

is

the Nation"

20

the Hands of Your Friends, Your Friends'
Editorial Library ........................................................ 461

GENEALOGICAL FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICA

Original Researches into British and American Records
Exhaustive Historical Investigations into Strains of Blood and Character that Have Entered into
Building of Republic Recent inquiries into Ancient Wick-Warres of America through Six Centuries of
British and American History
By Arthur Manley Wickwire, A. B., LL. B., of New York, Member of Bar
Member of Sons of American
Life Member of Minnesota Historical Society
of New York and Minnesota
Revolution Society of Colonial Wars Long Island Historical Society New London County, Connecticut, Historical Society

Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph

Illustrated .......................................................................................................................... 137

Ancient Village of Wickwar in England .......................................................................................
of Bridge which spans the Avon at Wickwar ...................................................................................
of Nave and Chancel of Ancient Church at Wickwar ......................................................................
of Ancient Parish Church at Wickwar ...............................................................................................
of

Fac-simile of Page of Domesday Book ....................................................................................................................
Coat-of-Arms and Crest of Wick of Warre .............................................................................................................

GENEALOGICAL RESEARCHES IN AMERICA AND GREAT BRITAIN

138
138
139
139
140
144

Inauguration of a Public-

Service Bureau in Affiliation with Leading Historical, Hereditary and Genealogical Organizations in
United States and England, Under the Auspices of THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY as National

Repository .................................................................................................................................................................. 151

GHENT, TREATY OF Canada and
Library

United States to Celebrate One Hundredth Anniversary

Editorial

........................................................................................................................................................................

GIBBS Coat-of-Arms Heraldic Art in America
GILLETTE, DR. SPEERS American Gentleman of the New West Illustrated
GILMORE, MELVIN R First Prohibition Law in America Illustrated
"GOD GIVE US MEN" A Call to American Citizenship America needs Strong Men

..........................................................................................

Number

465
III

................................................

603

.............................................................

397

Noble
Principles of Justice and Liberty, and to Arouse Spirit of Brotherhood upon which Great Republic is
Founded Poem by John G. Holland ..................................................................................................................... 191
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE TO AMERICANS Poem By Francis Miles Finch ........................ 256
to

Uphold

its

GOLDEN DAYS OF FUTURE OF MAN By Sir William Huggins, President of the Royal Society of London
GOODRICH, CAPTAIN JAMES

Portrait

Documentary Evidence and Original Correspondence

17

By

William Goodrich ................................................................................................................................................... 273-277
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GOODRICH, WILLIAM First Commerce Under American Flag Illustrated
GREAT ADVANCE OF CIVILIZED NATIONS Excerpt from Public Utterance by Honorable

Urmx

.....................................................

273

Theodore

Roosevelt, LL. D., former President of United States ......................................................................................... 154

GREAT AMERICAN DISCOVERERS
tion

By

Bronze Medal Commemorating First Long Flights in Aerial Naviga-

New York, Designer of Lincoln Centennial Medal
MISSIONS By Honorable Herbert W. Bowen, former United

Victor D. Brenner of

GREATEST OF HUMAN

.........................................

458

States Minister

to Venezuela ................................................................................................................................................................

GREENE, RICHARD HENRY Ode Landing of the "Mayflower"
GUNSTON HALL Pilgrimages to American Landmarks By Bertha Louise Robinson
HANDY, EGBERT GILLISS Collection of Engravings of American History

10

....................................................................

132

...................................

93

................................................
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500-501-502-503-504-505-506-507-508-509-510-533-534-535-536-537-538-539-540-622

HAWES, GILBERT RAY First American Warriors in Battle
HAWKS, JOHN Researches into Life of By William O. Bates Illustrated
HEADQUARTERS OF LAFAYETTE IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION Photograph

................................................................................

......................................................

421

237

taken at old house in
and fortune to American Inde-

Williamsburg, Virginia, where the French nobleman, who offered his life
pendence, resided during his campaign in Virginia ........................................................................................... 509

HEADQUARTERS OF GENERAL WASHINGTON

IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION Photograph taken at
the colonial house still standing in Williamsburg, Virginia, where Washington made his headquarters
in the critical days of campaign in South ........ ................................................................................................... 510
'.

HEIRLOOMS OF FIRST AMERICANS

Historic

Watch

inherited

by Descendants

of

Roger Williams,

of Civil Liberty on Western Continent
Compasses used in exploring Wilderness of New World
are now Deposited in Museum of Rhode Island Historical Society at Providence, Rhode Island By
Henry Russell Drowne of New York City Illustrated ........................................................................................ 425

Founder

HEIRLOOMS AND RELICS

AMERICAN HISTORY

IN
Originals in Possession of Mr. Irwin Mahon of
Illustrated .......................................................................................................................... 244
Carlyle, Pennsylvania
Painting of General Henry Miller ............................................................................................................................. 244
Painting of General John Armstrong .......................................................................................................................
Photograph of Original Invitation Issued to General Henry Miller and Wife ................................................
Photograph of Original Invitation in handwriting of President Washington ....................................................
Painting of Wife of General Henry Miller ..............................................................................................................
Painting of Agnes Farquhar ......................................................................................................................................

244
244
244
245
245

HERALDIC ART IN AMERICA

Illuminated Coat-of-Arms of the Tiffanys in America In Series of
emblazoned Armorial Bearings of First American Families Reproduced from Collection of National
Americana Society ............................................................................................................................................ Number

I

HERALDIC ART IN AMERICA

Illuminated Coat-of-Arms of Rouse Family In Series of emblazoned
Armorial Bearings of First American Families Reproduced from Collection of National Americana

Society ..............................................................................................................................................................

Number

II

HERALDIC ART IN AMERICA

Illuminated Coat-of-Arms of Gibbs Family in America In Series of
emblazoned Armorial Bearings of First Families in America Reproduced from Collection of National
Americana Society .......................................................................................................................................... Number III

HERALDIC ART

IN AMERICA Illuminated Coat-of-Arms of Rice Family in America In series of emblazoned Armorial Bearings of First American Families Reproduced from Collection of National Americana
Society .............................................................................................................................................................. Number

IV

HEROES OF MEXICAN WAR

Memorial in honor of Christopher Carson (1809-1868), and Lieutenant
Edward Beale, Explorers whose Heroism saved American Forces in War with Mexico in 1848 ....................... 454
HESSIAN GRENADIERS IN RALL'S REGIMENT WITH BRITISH ARMY Uniform ............................ 193

HILLEARY, H. W. Historic Architecture in America Illustrated
HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA Photographs of University of
Virginia, from Collection of Mr. H. W. Hilleary of Charlottesville, Virginia

............................................

417-418-419-420

Virginia at Charlottesville,
Illustrated ............................ 417

Photograph taken in Arcade of University of Virginia .................................................................................. 418
Photograph of Historic Campus at the University of Virginia ............................................................................ 419
Photograph of Historic Old Wall at the University of Virginia .......................................................................... 420

HISTORIC ART MEMORIALS IN AMERICA Magnificent Tribute to "Duty, Honor and Country" expressed in Memorial Window erected in Memorial Chapel of United States Military Academy at West
Point ............................................................................................................................................................................ 466

HISTORIC ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE RACE PROBLEM IN AMERICA BY DEPORTATION Investigation which proves that Lincoln Intended Negro should be Deported to a New Republic where He Could
Build His Own State By Walter H. Fleming, A. M.. Ph. D, of Baton Rouge Louisiana
HISTORIC CHURCH BUILT BY AMERICAN PRISONERS IN WAR OF 1812 Historic church of Saint
...........................

197

Michael's in Princetown, England, where a beautiful memorial window was recently erected by National
Society of United States Daughters of 1812 ............................................................................................................. 468

HISTORIC COLLECTION OF AMERICAN FLAGS Banners of Liberty that Waved at Head of Columns
in Army of American Revolution and are now Treasured in the Historical Museums Flags that Led the

Way

to Independence and Established World's First Republic Color Reproductions from Collection of
Charles William Burrows of Cleveland Ohio .................................................................................................. 159-164

HISTORIC COLLECTIONS IN AMERICA

Art Portraiture and Paintings, Documentary Fac-similes and

their Original Colors as Corroborative Evidence in History Photographs of RevoluExhibit of the Charles William Burrows collection ................................................................

Autograph Proofs in
tionary Relics
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HISTORIC DOCUMENT RECENTLY FOUND

(Original

IN SPAIN

Manuscript of petition written to Botanic
Garden at Madrid by William Tatham, a Virginian travelling abroad in 1796 Original manuscript dis574
covered by Don Jose Maria Lopez Cepero of Seville, Spain

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS IN AMERICAN ARCHIVES
Burrows

of Cleveland

Ohio, for preservation in his

HISTORIC FOUNDATIONS IN AMERICA
when Foundation

of Republic

Photographic Collection of Charles William
106-107-108

monumental work

Photographs of Scenes and Structures that Witnessed Days
Editorial Library
497

was Being Laid

HISTORIC MEDALS IN AMERICA Editorial Comment
HISTORIC MINIATURES IN AMERICA Heirlooms Treasured in American Homes that Have Come
Down through Generations from Great Days when a Republic was in Making
HISTORIC MURAL PAINTING IN AMERICA Magnificent Tribute to Art, Music and Industry as exemDecoration by James Finn in Residence of Colonel John Jacob Astor of New
plified in American Life
York City

of

569

403

Reproduction by his permission

HISTORIC OLD CHINA IN AMERICA Photograph of rare tea-pot bearing design of Washington's tomb
HISTORIC RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES IN AMERICA Photograph taken at ancient Blandford Church

608
498

England, erected in 1732, at Petersburg, Virginia

HISTORIC SHRINES IN AMERICA

459

Monument

erected at Prravincetown, Massachusetts, on this year of
1910, in Dedication of Historic Waters where "Mayflower" first dropped anchor in that memorable year
464
of 1620

HISTORIC SHRINES OF LEARNING IN AMERICA There

are no institutions in America about which

Here
of Nation's history than at Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia
General Robert E. Lee came after fall of the Confederacy and spent last years of his life as President,
502
his body now lying in historic chapel, the shrine of the "Lost Cause"
lingers

more

HISTORIC TIME-PIECE INHERITED FROM ROGER WILLIAMS
through generations of lineal descendants of Roger Williams,

Famous watch
who came to America

that has

come down

in 1631

429-430

HISTORICAL COMMEMORATION OF THE FOUNDING OF WALL STREET, THE CENTER OF
AMERICAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM Bronze Tablet Recently Erected at the Bank of New York, by
the Society of Colonial Wars Albert Weinert, Sculptor Bronze by Jno. Williams, Inc. of New York....
HISTORICAL SCHOLARSHIP IN AMERICA Medal cast in honor of founder and First President of New
York Historical Society By Victor D. Brenner of New York, Sculptor
HOLAND, HJALMAR RUED First Authoritative Investigation of "Oldest Native Document in America"

459
165

Illustrated

HOLLAND. JOHN G. Poem "God Give Us Men" A Call to American Citizenship
HOLMAN, MABEL CASSINE Lineage of the Lathams in America
HOME OF THE FIRST GREAT AMERICAN JURIST Photograph taken at home

191

623
of

John Marshall,

in

508

Richmond, Virginia

HOME OF THE MOTHER OF WASHINGTON
Mary

102

Ball Washington, the

mother

Photograph taken at Fredericksburg, Virginia, where
504

of the first president of the republic, lived

HOME-LIFE OF EARLY AMERICAN MINISTER

Experiences of Reverend Isaac Backus, First Baptist
399
Historian By Mrs. Julia M. H. Andrews of Providence, Rhode Island Illustrated
399
Photograph of Pioneer of Religious Liberty in America
400
Monument erected to Reverend Isaac Backus

HOMESTEADS, ANCESTRAL, IN AMERICA

American Landmarks

Old Houses

Colonial

Homes:

1

HOPKINSON, JOSEPH
HOPPIN, CHARLES

133-134-136-335

340

National Song

JUNIOR British Investigations into
HOUDON, JEAN ANTOINE Statue of Washington
HOUSE OF ROMANCE WHERE WASHINGTON COURTED
A.,

Loomis Genealogy

Illustrated

283
478

Photograph taken at old "Cooz House" in
507
Williamsburg, Virginia, where George Washington experienced his first romance
HOUSE WHERE OFFICERS RESIDED IN AMERICAN REVOLUTION Historic old Vest House in
Williamsburg, Virginia, which witnessed many remarkable scenes during theiWar for Independence 5C5

HOWE, HERBERT A Progress of Man's Knowledge
HUBBY, ROLLIN GERMAIN American Forebears in Old World Illustrated
HUGGINS, WILLIAM Golden Days of Future of Man
HUGHES, CHARLES EVANS "The Reign of War is Nearly Over"
HUGUENOTS IN AMERICA, EXPERIENCES OF By Colonel James Tompkins Watson
"HUMAN BROTHERHOOD THE WORLD OVER" Excerpt from Public Utterance

15

447
17

156

123

by Honorable
155

Elihu Root, LL. D., former Secretary of State at Washington

HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY

Centenary of One of Founders of Great Movement of Universal Brotherhood which is now Trend of World's Civilization Editorial Introductory to Excerpts from Recent Utter153
ances in Press and Public by Leaders of Contemporary Thought

"AND I SHALL NOT BE THERE" Poem By Joel Nelson Eno, Librarian at Yale
New Haven, Connecticut
"INTERNATIONAL UNITY" Address before Pennsylvania Society of New York at Waldorf-Astoria
By Honorable Philander C. Knox, Secretary of State, Cabinet of President of United States
INVESTIGATIONS INTO CHARACTER OF JEFFERSON AS A SCIENTIST Development of new Phase
IN ABSENTIA
University,

in Life of Father of

American Democracy Recent Researches into Work
By George Thomas Surface, Ph. D
Sculptor Disciplinarian of American Revolution

Student of American Geography

JAEGERS, ALBERT

of

100

5

Thomas Jefferson as a Pioneer
214
456
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KANSAS, EXPERIENCES OF WOMAN ON PLAINS OF EARLY
KECK, CHARLES Sculptural Conception, "Egypt Awakening"
KINNEY, BELLE Sculptress Tribute to American Womanhood

KNOX, PHILANDER

United Nations of World

C.

AutljorB

Reminiscences by Mrs. D. M. Valentine

2

Number

"International Unity"

New York at Waldorf-Astoria
KONTI, ISIDORE Sculptor Father of Anglo-Saxon

77

Address before Pennsylvania

5

Society of

Sailors of

Heroes of Mexican War Soldiers and
Conquest of American Continent

Civilization

Father of Jurisprudence

American Revolution

II

16-102-454-455-457

LANDING OF "MAYFLOWER" Ode By
LANDMARKS IN AMERICAN HISTORY

New York

Honorable Richard Henry Greene,

132

Photograph taken at Norfolk, Virginia, in yard of ancient
500

Saint Paul's Church, built in 1737

LAND WARS

IN

AMERICA IN DISPUTE BETWEEN THE STATES, EARLY

Cowles Lay, M. A., LL. B., of

Illustrated

By George

New York

581

LAND WARS IN AMERICA. SCENE OF ONE OF THE GREATEST Engraving
LATHAMS IN AMERICA, LINEAGE OF By Mabel Cassine Holman of Saybrook, Connecticut
LAWTON, MARY (POLLY) Miniature by James Peale In possession of Mr. George P. Lawton of New York
LAWTON, MR. GEORGE P. Historic Miniatures in America Brilliant Women in Early America

437
623

569
569

Illustrated

LAY, GEORGE COWLES

Famous Disputes Between

Land Grants

States in First

in

America

Illustrated

431-531

LEE, CHARLES CLARENCE

Ode

76

to World's Flag of Peace

LETTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Hitherto Unpublished Story in Life of WashingtonRemarkable Letter of Reverend Jacob Duche, First Chaplain of Congress Investigations by Mrs.
525
Louise Tull Baker of Baltimore, Maryland

LEXINGTON, BATTLE OF
in 1775

By David

Original Letter Written

Phillips of

LIBERTY SONG WRITTEN IN

by American, Eye-witness

of

Beginning of Hostilities

65

Columbus, Ohio
1776

Original Manuscript in Possession of George

W. Brown

of

Newton,
406

Massachusetts

LIFE OF THE OLD SOUTHERN CAVALIERS Customs and Manners of
Coast of Atlantic By K. Marie Turner of Baltimore, Maryland

First

Americans along Southern
617

LINEAGE OF THE LATHAMS IN AMERICA

Falconer of Charles I, whose Kin came to Western World
and Established a Race that has Strengthened American Character By Mabel Cassine Holman of Say623
brook, Connecticut

20
LITERATURE LEADER OF PEOPLE By Professor Kuno Francke, Harvard University
487
LODGE, HONORABLE HENRY CABOT Article The "Mayflower's" Message to America
283
LOOMIS, ELISHA SCOTT American Investigations into Loomis Genealogy Illustrated
LOUISIANA PURCHASE Anniversary in the American West By H. Gardner Cutler of Chicago, Illinois.. 609
244-245
MAHON, IRWIN Heirlooms and Relics in American History Illustrated
MANHATTAN ISLAND, FIRST VILLAGES AROUND Fac-simile of Van der Donck Map of New Nether591

lands in 1695

MANSION OF HISTORIC AMERICAN LINEAGE
Alexandria County, Virginia

Magnificent old colonial estate of "Arlington," in
This mansion is connected with two great periods in American history.... 503

MARCY, WILLIAM LEARNED Homestead in Southbridge, Massachusetts
MASON. COLONEL GEORGE Progenitor of Masons in America By Bertha Louise Robinson
MASONIC TEMPLE IN AMERICA Photographs
MAURY, MATTHEW FONTAINE American Scientist who Charted Oceans Pathfinder of
Reverend Jacob

"MAYFLOWER"

S. Dill

M.

Seas

By
319

"MAYFLOWER'S" MESSAGE TO AMERICA
McCRACKEN. HENRY

93
621-622

Illustrated

Monument Commemorating Waters where anchor was dropped

Does Not Long Endure

568

Spirituality

and

464

in 1620

Intellectuality are Immortal, but Progress

By Honorable Henry Cabot Lodge, LL. D

487
14

Education World's Greatest Power

McCUE, MRS. JAMES HALLIDAY
MEDALS IN AMERICA, HISTORIC

First

Community

of American-born

Freemen and

Its

541

Dominion

328-459

MEMOIRS OF AN AMERICAN OFFICIAL IN SERVICE OF KING

Posthumous Manuscript of a Loyalist
in America during American Revolution, with Invaluable Testimony on Political and Economic Conditions when American Nation was Being Founded Genealogical Foundations of Moore Family

MERCHANT-TRADESMAN ON AMERICAN CONTINENT, ADVENTURES OF By

2*7

Illustrated

MESSAGES TO AMERICANS Editorial Introductory to Excerpts from Recent Utterances in press and
public by Leaders of Contemporary Thought

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART

29

William Salter

Famous Paintings in American History

American Painters in which the True Spirit of the Nation is interpreted
C. Purdon Clarke Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Masterpieces by

First

1

Great

Reproductions loaned by Sir
21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28

frnm Original

(Uransrnpia
MILLER, FRANCIS TREVELYAN

Editorial

Comment

459
309

Foundations of American Institutions
Future of American Republic
Genealogical Researches in America and Great Britain
Editorial Introductories to Historical Records

461
151

Numbers

I-II-III-IV

MINIATURES IN AMERICA, HISTORIC Editorial Library
MONUMENT TO MARY, MOTHER OF WASHINGTON Stately shaft erected at
over the grave of the American mother who gave the world a son who

MOORE FAMILY

AMERICA

IN

569

Fredericksburg, Virginia,
led his people to victory
536

Ancient Manuscript Written by John Moore

Original Manuscript in

29

Possession of Cornelia Randolph Murrell

MURRELL, CORNELIA RANDOLPH Memoirs of An
MYSTERIES OF THE HEAVENS UNVEILED By

American

Official in Service of

29

King

Professor William Wallace Campbell, Director of

Lick Observatory, University of California

13

NATIONAL AMERICANA SOCIETY

Tiffany Coat-of-Arms, Rouse Coat-of-Arms, Gibbs Coat-of-Arms,
Emblazoned Armorial Bearings
Numbers I-II-III-IV

Rice Coat-of-Arms

NATIONAL HYMN WRITTEN IN 1798 By Joseph Hopkinson
NEWCOMB,. FLORENCE WARD DANFORTH First Commander
tion

340

Army

of Patriot

in

American Revolu561

Illustrated

NEWHALL. CHARLES
NICHOLAS,

ANNA

Beginning of Conservation in America

NORMAN FOUNDATIONS

568

Photographs of homesteads, Marcy and Angell

L.

IN BUILDING OF

571

Illustrated

AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

Exhaustive researches into
French and British Origins of Strains of Character that have entered into moulding of Republic By
351
Colonel Albert A. Pomeroy of Sandusky, Ohio Illustrated
351
Coat-of-Arms, Pomeroys in America
353
Photograph of Castle Berry Pomeroy
355
Photograph of Church of Berry Pomeroy
361
Engraving of Castle of Saint Michael's Mount
363
Photograph of Castle Mill at the Pomeroy Barony
365
Engraving of Old Tregony Castle
365
Photograph of Tremeton Castle
First Tablet Placed on the Walls of Chapel in Military Academy at West Point
367
Statue Erected to General Seth Pomeroy
368
British Foundations of an American Lineage in Domesday Book of 1086
Manors in the Hundreds Held
353-359
by Ralf de Pomeray Knight

ODE TO WOMEN OF AMERICA
Members

of

"All Hail to Fair Liberty's Daughters" Dedicated to Sixty Thousand
446
By Mrs. J. K. Davol, Fall River, Massachusetts

Daughters of American Revolution

ODE TO WORLD'S FLAG OF PEACE By Charles Clarence Lee
OFFICIAL REPORT OF AN INVESTIGATION COMMISSION IN AMERICA IN 1663 Ancient Document now Recorded in Land Office in Virginia By Honorable Thomas B. Robertson of Eastville, Virginia
OLD COLONIAL HOUSES
in first

IN

NEW ENGLAND

IN

568

AMERICAN HISTORY

lection of Mrs. F. A. Westervelt of

303

Angell Homestead at Southbridge, Massachusetts, built

days of American Republic

OLD ENGRAVINGS

76

Rare Prints of Early Art

New

Hackensack,

of Portraiture

Originals in Col-

87

Jersey..,

OLD WAR SONG OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION Poem
Tallmadge

now

Transcribed for Record in

in possession of C. T.

Conover of

THE

Written on Fly-leaf of Orderly Book of Samuel
JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HISTORY from Original Order Book

Seattle,

72

Washington

ORDERLY BOOKS, ORIGINAL, WRITTEN ON BATTLEFIELDS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION
By

341-491

Charles Tallmadge Conover

ORIGINAL BATTLE DIAGRAM OF

ST.

LEGER, LEFT BY HIM

WHEN HE FLED FROM FORT

SCHUYLER
sing

IN 1777 This Historic Document is now in possession of Mrs. Catherine Gansevoort LanColored Reproduction from Collection in Possession of Mr. Charles William Burrows, Cleveland, Ohio 258

ORIGINAL INVITATION

Issued to General Henry Miller and Wife, inviting
of President Washington's Birthday in 1797
Photographic fac-simile

ORIGIN OF GREAT WEALTH IN AMERICA
Investigations into

Land Claims

Line to Border of Canada

of First

White

By Honorable John

N. B.

First

PHILLIPS. DAVID

Community

First

of

in

Honor
244

DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Twenty Million Acre Tract from Mason-Dixon
Sexton Senior Blossburg Tioga County, Pennsylvania 109

Settlers of
L.

PANAMA CANAL, BUILDERS OF Medal By Victor D. Brenner
PEPPERRELL. WILLIAM, SEA ADVENTURES OF By William
PERKINS.

them to Ball given

American-bom Freemen and

460
Salter
Its

247

Illustrated

541

Dominion

65

Accounts of Revolution for American Independence

PILGRIM FOUNDATION OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION AMERICA'S HERITAGE

By

Charles

469

William Eliot, LL. D., President Emeritus of Harvard University

PILGRIM MONUMENT AT PROVINCETOWN, MASSACHUSETTS Illustration
PILGRIM REPUBLIC, FOUNDERS OF By Honorable William Howard Taft, President

464
of the

United

States

485

PILGRIMAGES TO AMERICAN LANDMARKS

Researches into Old World Antecedents of Founders of
Gunston Hall, an Historic Mansion of the Old South Bertha Louise Robinson, Washington, District of
Columbia

93
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POEM WRITTEN BY ROGER WILLIAMS,
POEM WRITTEN IN RANKS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION
1599-1683

428
Original manuscript dated at Fort

Schuyler, January 10, 1781

594

POLITICAL "WAR" BETWEEN PENNSYLVANIA
By George Cowles Lay Illustrated

POMEROY, COLONEL ALBERT
trated

Song Written

AND CONNECTICUT

WYOMING VALLEY
431

Norman Foundations

A.

IN

in Building of

American

Civilization

Illus-

in America, in 1768

351-384

PORTRAIT GALLERY OF THE FOUNDERS OF THE NATION

Colored Illustrations

49-50-51-52-53-54-55-56-57-58-59-60-61-62-63-64

PORTRAIT OF FIRST MAJOR-GENERAL OF REVOLUTIONARY ARMY
mas Ward, who, having served under General Abercrombie

Engraving of General Arteagainst French and Indians, was chosen

Commander-in-Chief of first Patriot Army
POTTER, LOUIS Sculptor America's Contribution to Humanity
PROGENY OF THE CRUSADERS IN AMERICA Blood of Cornells which has come down through Ameri-

560
103

can Life from Pilgrimages to Jerusalem, when Peter the Hermit Aroused Britons to Attempt to Drive
Turks from Tomb of Our Saviour in Eleventh Century By Alta M. Ralph of Watertown, New York 553

PROGRESS OF MAN'S KNOWLEDGE By Professor Herbert A.
tory, University of

Howe, Director of Chamberlain Observa-

Denver

15

LAW IN

AMERICA, FIRST By Melvin R. Gilmore Illustrated
PURITAN FOREFATHERS Poem By Isaac Bassett Choate, Litt. D., Boston, Massachusetts
PURNELL, W. ROBY Rare engraving of Washington
RACE PROBLEM IN AMERICA, HISTORIC ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE BY DEPORTATION By Walter

PROHIBITION

H. Fleming

47
527
197

RARE ENGRAVING BY PAUL REVERE
State House in Massachusetts
Cleveland. Ohio

RARE ENGRAVINGS

IN 1768

Original in collection of Bostonian Society at Old
Reproduction from color plates loaned by Charles William Burrows of

257

AMERICAN HISTORY

Print from original in collection of Mr. W.
This engraving is by Best, from famous painting by Schuessele
nell of Baltimore, Maryland
nal plate is broken and there are but a few prints now in existence

REIGN OF WAR

397

IS

IN

NEARLY OVER

Roby PurThe

origi-

527

Excerpt from Public Utterance by Honorable Charles Evans Hughes,

LL. D., Governor of New York
RELIC OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION Ancient cannon now at Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia
REMINISCENCES OF AMERICAN MOTHER ON WESTERN FRONTIER Recollections of Pioneer

156

533

Days when American Civilization was Blazing its Path through Middle West By Mrs. D. M. Valentine,
Topeka, Kansas
REVELATIONS OF THE UNIVERSE By Sir Robert Ball, Director of Cambridge Observatory
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19

Number IV

RICE Coat-of-Arms Heraldic Art in America
RILEY, JAMES Poem The American Flag Ensign of Liberty
RISE AND FALL OF EMPIRE THE FUTURE OF THE UNITED STATES

84

Appeal to American People
to Utilize Precedents of History and thereby Avoid Tides upon which other Nations have been swept
185
away By Joel Nelson Eno, M. A., of Yale University Library
48
ELLWOOD Ode Dawn of Peace

ROBERTS,
ROGER WILLIAMS Heirlooms Author of Poem
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE Excerpts from Public
ROOT, ELIHU Excerpt from Public Utterance

ROUSE Coat-of-Arms Heraldic Art in America
SCARBOROUGH, COLONEL EDMUND Official
1663

By Honorable Thomas

SCULPTURE IN AMERICA
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Utterances

Great Advance of Civilized Nations

154-313
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Number
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B. Robertson

Historic Commemorations

of Builders of the

Nation, Art Conceptions,

Invention and Discovery:
Antiquity in Light of Modern Civilization By Charles Keck of New York
By Victor D. Brenner
Spirit of Lincoln is Spirit of American Civilization
Father of Anglo-Saxon Civilization By Isidore Konti of New York
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Soldiers and Sailors of Civil War Memorial
By Adolph Weinman of New York
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By
Founding
America's Contribution to Humanity By Louis Potter of New York
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of
American
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By

Victor D. Brenner of
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York
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL OF CRISIS
SEXTON, JOHN L.. SENIOR Origin of Great Wealth in America
SILHOUETTES Elizabeth (Mrs. Ham) Loomis Ham Loomis
SLADE, MRS. WILLIAM GERRY Dedicated Memorial Window
American
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who
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.

New York

Medal By Victor D. Brenner
Historic Scholarship in America
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SOLDIERS AND SAILORS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION Monument erected in their Honor by Societies of American Revolution at Syracuse. New York
SONG OF EARLY AMERICAN NATION "We'll Act Like Brave Americans" Quaint Campaign Verse
was Written by One

that

632

of Early Revolutionists

SONG WRITTEN IN AMERICA IN

1768

Original in possession of Colonel Albert A.

Pomeroy of Sandusky,

Ohio

384

SPIRIT OF LINCOLN

IS

SPIRIT OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

New York

D. Brenner of

can Revolution

OTIS

Centennial Bas-relief

By

Victor

of the Nation

Adopted into Coinage

HANNAH THATCHER

STAPLES, MRS.

Statesman

First

4

American Liberty

of

Fathers of Ameri-

261

Illustrated

STEUBEN, BARON FRIEDRICH VON Statue By Albert Jaegers
SURFACE, GEORGE THOMAS Investigations into Character of Jefferson
TAFT,

455

HONORABLE WILLIAM HOWARD

456

214

as a Scientist

America's Duty to Civilization

Excerpt from recent
3

Patriotic Utterance

HONORABLE WILLIAM HOWARD Article Founders of the Pilgrim
TALLMADGE, SAMUEL Poem Old War Song of American Revolution
TAFT,

485

Republic

72

Orderly Books of the American Revolution

TATHAM, WILLIAM
apolis,

341-491-552

Beginning of Conservation in America

Illustrated

By Anna

Nicholas of Indian-

571

Indiana

TIFFANY Coat-of-Arms Heraldic Art in America
TOWER, CHARLEMAGNE Triumph of Modern Civilization
TREND OF GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE By Professor Edward W. Bemis, Political
TRIBUTE TO AMERICAN MOTHERHOOD Sculptural Conception by Miss Belle Kinney
Replicas to be erected on Capitol Grounds of Old Historic Confederacy

Tennessee

TRIUMPH OF DEMOCRACY BIRTH OF A NEW REPUBLIC
character

Famous statue by Jean Antoine Houdon,

Sculptor,
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Poem

By Judge

Daniel

Ambassador
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J.
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Economist....
of Nashville,

Frontispiece,

Number
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at

Richmond, Virginia
"Nothing
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Middletown, Connecticut

of

478

Just that

Honorable Charlemagne Tower, former United States

Germany

11

TURNER, K. MARIE Life of Old Southern Cavaliers
UNITED NATIONS OF THE WORLD "International

617

Unity, Trend of the Times" Duty of American
Civilization as Set Forth in Address before Pennsylvania Society of New York at Waldorf-Astoria
By
Honorable Philander C. Knox, Secretary of State. Cabinet of President of the United States

UNITED STATES DAUGHTERS OF

1812

5

Memorial Window recently erected in church at Princetown.
468

England

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, HISTORIC CAMPUS Photograph
VALENTINE, MRS. D. M. Reminiscences of an American Mother
VALENTINE Sculptor Bust of Matthew Fontaine Maury

417-418-419-420

77

on Western Frontier

333

VAN BOORAEM Coat-of-Arms
VAN VORST Foundations of Great Metropolises and their Founders
VENABLE, WILLIAM HENRY Poem America A New National Song
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE

Photograph

"West Point

WAR SONG OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Found

I

11

Washington, a composite of American

TRIUMPH OF JUSTICE AN APPEAL TO THE AMERICAN CONSCIENCE
TRIUMPH OF MODERN CIVILIZATION By

Number

in Orderly

of the
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South"

Manuscript of Quaint Old Battle

Hymn

Recently
552

Books of Lieutenant Tallmadge

WAR WITH GREAT BRITAIN, CENTENARY OF SECOND
WARD, GENERAL ARTEMAS
Ward Danforth Newcomb

First Commander of Patriot
Illustrated
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Editorial Library

Army

in

American Revolution

By

Florence

561

WARRIORS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Color Prints of Warriors of American Revolution, in Original
Colors of their Military Uniforms, from collection of Historic Prints in Possession of Charles William
193-194-195-196
Burrows of Cleveland, Ohio

WARRIORS ON THE CANADIAN FRONTIER Monument

erected as tribute to patriotism of famous

534

"Cockade "in War of 1812, at Petersburg, Virginia

WASHINGTON Statue by Jean Antoine Houdon
WASHINGTON Rare engraving by Best, from painting by Schuessele
WATAUGA, FORT Illustration
WATSON, COLONEL JAMES TOMPKINS Experiences of French Huguenots in America
WEALTH IN AMERICA, ORIGIN OF GREAT By Honorable John L. Sexton
WEINERT, ALBERT Sculptor Historical Commemoration of the Founding of Wall Street
WEINMAN. ADOLPH Memorial Soldiers and Sailors of Civil War
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85-86-87-90-91-92
WESTERVELT, MRS. F. A. Collection of Old Engravings in American History
"WEST POINT OF THE SOUTH" Virginia Military Institute, where Commander Matthew Fontaine

Maury spent

his last days,

on banks

of Historic

James, in Rockbridge

Hills, at

Lexington,

Virginia....

WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY Memorial Window erected in Memorial Chapel
WICK OF WARRE Coat-of-Arms and Crest
WICKWIRE. ARTHUR MANLEY Genealogical Foundations in America Illustrated
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-First
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of

American-born Freemen and

Its

Dominion

WOMEN IN AMERICA, BRILLIANT Historic Miniatures in America By George P. Lawton of New York
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